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PREFACE

AN interest in Lucretius took me back many years
ago, as it has others, to the study of the remains of
Epicurus, without which the true meaning of the
Latin poet cannot be fully understood. The great
work of Usener placed at one’s disposal all that was
then available for the knowledge of Epicurus, and with
the exception of the Vatican Gnomologium nothing has
since been added} But the study of Epzimrea brought
me to the conclusion that something more than a mere
text was needed : the work of Brieger, Giussani, Tohte,
and others on certain portions of the Epicurean theory
had at once shed light and raised new problems, and
I was thus led to set about making my own text,
translation, and commentary. Since I have been at
work, there have appeared the German translation of
Kochalsky, the Italian translation and brief com-
mentary of Bignone, and quite recently the new
Teubner text of von der Muehll. Each of these-—
and especially in my view the work of Bignone—-have
greatly advanced the study of Epicurus, but there is

‘ For certain fragments of the Hepi ¢1>tio'c<u§ see Commentary,
P- 391-



6 INTRODUCTION
still no complete 1 translation in English and no com-
plete commentary in any language.

In the circumstances it seems worth while to publish
the result of a good many years’ work on the Epicurean
text. But I do so with much hesitation. No one can
be more fully aware than I am of the extreme difficulty
of the writings of Epicurus, and the necessarily tenta-
tative character of any solution of their many craves:
I would repeat with fervour the words of Usener,
‘nunc cum librum manibus emitto, sentio me lfominem
et inconstantem fuisse’. But I trust that I have shed
some light on dark places and at least have made it
clear where the problems lie and what are the data for
their solution. I hope to follow up this work shortly
with a volume of critical essays on the system of
Epicurus, where it will be possible to deal with some
of the problems at greater length.

My debt to many predecessors in Epicurean studies
is great, and will become obvious in the commentary,
but I think that after Usener I owe most to two great
Italian scholars, Giussani and Bignone.

C. B.
OXFORD, .S.e;§z'em5*cr, I924.

‘ Many of the important passages have been translated by Mr. R D.
Hicks in his Stow and Epicurean (1910), but I do not always find
myself in agreement with his versions. His translation of Diogenes
Laertius in the Loch series unfortunately appeared too late for me to
use it. For the same reason I have been unable to use the translation
of the Letters and the Kiipiar A6-Ear by A. Ernout in his Commentary
on Lucretius I, II.
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B

INTRODUCTION
MSS. AND EDITIONS.

BY far the greater part of the extant remains of Epicurus—
the three letters, the Kiipiat Aéfat, and many of the surviving
fragments-—are embodied in the tenth book of Diogenes Laertius.
The book purports to be a ‘ Life’ of Epicurus and is compiled
in haphazard fashion from many doxographical sources, the
quotations occurring from time to time in the course of the
narrative. Thus the problem of the text of Epicurus is for the
most part that of the MS. sources for Diogenes. Six MSS.
(BFGHPQ) were used by Usener in the preparation of his
great edition (1887): for a full account of them his preface
should be consulted. These six have recently been re-read,
and Usener’s report of the readings of the principal codices
checked and occasionally corrected by P. von der Muehll (1922),
who has added readings from five more MSS. (TDWCoZ)ofwhich
the last two are the most important. A brief account, based on
the work of Usener and von der Muehll, will suffice for this
edition in which I have been guided entirely by their reports.

The MSS. of Diogenes fall into two main classes, not, accord-
ing to Usener, representing any ancient cleavage of tradition,
but both derived during the Middle Ages from the same source,
the one class representing a careful copying, the other more
negligent work: this is shown by the occasional unexpected
agreement of the chief representatives of the two classes,
B and F.

I. The oldest representative of the first class is B, the Codex
Borbonicus gr. iii. B. 29 (formerly 253), a parchment codex
of the twelfth century, in the public library at Naples: it was
corrected by a hand of the fourteenth century whose readings
not infrequently agree with those of Co.
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P Later than B, but almost more important, is P, the Codex
Parisinus gr. 1759, a paper codex of the beginning of the
fourteenth century. It is described by Usener as ‘the twin’
of B, but von der Muehll is inclined to regard it as representing
another family of the same stock. P has unfortunately been
much corrected and the corrections have often obscured or
obliterated its original readings: von der Muehll distinguishes
P’ (Usener’s P‘) who derived his readings from another copy
of the same family and P“ (Usener’s P’) who corrected the text
later by the vulgate tradition.

We are, however, often able to recover the original reading
of P from two other MSS. which appear to have been copied
from P before it was corrected. For this purpose Usener relies

Q mostly on the authority of Q, the Codex Parisinus gr. 1758,
a paper codex made in the fourteenth century or at the be-
ginning of the fifteenth. Von der Muehll prefers to quote a
MS. which he has himself collated from photographs and

Co which he refers to as Co, the Codex Constantinopolitanus
Veteris Serail. (‘The Old Seraglio’): this MS. was written
in the fourteenth or fifteenth century (the last page being
added later in the sixteenth). These two, or one or other
of them, frequently confirm the original text of P, and in other
places, where P's reading has been obscured, may be taken to
preserve it.

I-1 Belonging to the same class, though of lesser importance, are
H, the Codex Laurentianus LXIX. 35 of the fourteenth
century, also a copy of P, but later than Q and made after the

W correction of P and therefore embodying a mixed text, and W,
the Codex Vaticanus gr. 140 of the fourteenth century (one of
von der Muehll's MSS.), which he believes, though with less
certainty, to be also derived from P.

F II. The chief M S. of the second class, derived more carelessly
from the same original tradition as the first class, is F, the
Codex Laurentianus LXIX. I3, a large parchment MS., attri-
buted by Usener to the twelfth and by von der Muehll to the
thirteenth century. Usener is, however, of opinion that it is an
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unscholarly copy and cannot be taken by itself to represent the
tradition of the second class.

Von der Muehll finds the necessary support for F in Z, the
Codex Lobcowicensis Raudnitzianus, which he has himself
collated. This codex again has been much corrected and von
der Muehll believes that after it had already received the
additions of Z’ and Z‘ it was the source of the first printed
edition of Diogenes.

The editioprmceps was published by Froben at Basle in r523
and is said in the preface to be a transcript of the MS. of
Matthew Aurigathus, professor at Wittenberg The MS. would
appear to have been a bad copy of the corrected Z This
printed text has therefore derivatively the authority of a MS.
and is accordingly quoted by Usener in support of F. (I have
not myself quoted it, except where readings rest on its sole
authority.)

Von der Muehll points out the frequency with which we find
in support of a reading the combination FP‘Zf this combina-
tion may be taken to represent the second class. Its best
readings, however, are not infrequently due to COl1_]EClZL1I'€
rather than to tradition, and von der Muehll is of opinion that
Usener is sometimes mistaken in attributing too great importance
to them

The remaining MS quoted by Usener is G, the Codex
Laurentianus LXIX. 28, a paper MS., said to be of the four-
teenth century. It appears to represent a mixed tradition of
the two classes. Von der Muehll refers also occasionally to T,
the Codex Urbinas Vat. gr. 109, and to D, the Codex Borbonicus
gr. iii. B. 28. He has also made some use of <t>, an epitome of
Diogenes Laertius in Codex Vaticanus gr. 96, made, as he thinks,
at the time of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, which is available
when from time to time it quotes passages m extenso A less
valuable epitome of the same character is \l', found in the Codex
Palatinus Vaticanus gr. 93 and dated 1338.

The MSS. of Diogenes were enriched by a considerable body
of scholia, often references to other passages in Epicurus or
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amplifications of or comments on the text: these have become
interwoven into the text and are especially frequent in the
letters to Herodotus and to Pythocles. Sometimes, where they
are accompanied by references (e. g. to the Hcpi. orator) it is easy
to detect them, but in other places the task of disentangling text
and gloss is extremely difficult and delicate. Most modern
editors would agree that Usener was too ready to assume ‘gloss,
scholium, or addztamentunz ’, and that many phrases thus ex-
cluded by him can be restored to the text. Von der Muehll
is of opinion that it is the intrusion of these additions in the
letter to Pythocles which has caused its dislocated and incoherent
appearance, and that it was in origin a genuine work of
Epicurus’ own hand. I am myself more inclined to hold the
opinion of Usener that it is an Epicurean compilation.

With the earlier editions of Diogenes or of the tenth book
Usener has dealt in his Introduction (pp. xv—xvii), and recent
criticism has not altered his opinions. They fall naturally into
two classes. The editors of the sixteenth century had access
only to inferior MSS. and used thcm unscientifically. Of the
edztioprmccps of Froben (1523) I have already spoken. Stephanus
(I570) relied on G and another inferior MS. Marianus 393:
Sambucus (1566) used the Verietus, Vaticanus, and Borbonicus,
and made some corrections, but did not consult the MSS.
constantly or with Judgement. To the same class belong the
editions of Aldobrandinus (1594) and Menagius (1664). Yet to
each and all of these earlier editors are due certain conjectural
restorations which still find a place in modern texts.

In the seventeenth century Gassendi revived the serious
study of Epicureanism and may be said to have introduced the
theory of atomism to the modern world. But though he too has
contributed permanent emendations to the text, he was a poor
Greek scholar, and in his edition of Book X (1649) showed no
respect for tradition and practically re-wrote the text. Meibom
(1692) in Usener’s view did still greater damage to the text.
Schneider (1813) was able to some extent to repair the harm
done, but Huebner (1828) again returned to the tradition of
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Meibom, and Cobet (1862), though he derived assistance from F
and from his own scholarship, could not get free from it.

Hermann Usener’s great work Ejncurea appeared in 1887,
and is the foundation of all modern study of Epicurus. By
collecting together from the whole range of classical literature
citations from Epicurus and allusions to his theories, he estab-
lished a store-house of information on Epicureanism and in many
cases parallels which serve to illustrate and often to explain the
text of Epicurus himself. But almost more important were his
services to the text. The way for a scientific study of the MS.
tradition had been prepared by Wachsmuth who had collated
the Italian MSS. and Bonner who had collated the two Paris
MSS. (P and Q). Usener threw over the whole previous
tradition of printed editions and made a fresh start from the
scientific study of the MSS and their relations to one another.
His text is accordingly established on a far sounder basis and
he has himself made important and valuable corrections. At
the same time he is not what would now be called a conservative
editor, and in dealing with passages which he could not under-
stand he was too apt either to introduce violent emendations or
to assume the intrusion of a gloss or scholium. But a glance
at the critical apparatus in this edition or that of von der Muehll
will show how often his corrections have been accepted, and any
future work must take the form of a re-examination of the
evidence on the lines which he laid down.

The work of Usener naturally gave an impetus to the study
of Epicurus, and since his edition there has been published a
considerable body of essays and articles, dealing for the most
part with individual points in the Epicurean theory, but in many
instances also making contributions to the elucidation of the
text. Of these the most important are the works of Brieger and
Giussani. Brieger, who already in 1882 had published a com-
mentary on the letter to Herodotus, added a second pamphlet
in 1893 Epikurs Lehre von der Scale, in which there is a further
study of the text: he is too apt to indulge in wild emendation,
but has made a few useful suggestions. More stimulating and
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valuable are the essays of Giussani in his edition of Lucretius
(1896-8): he showed wonderful penetration in the understand-
ing and elucidation of Epicurean ideas, but again was too reckless
in his dealings with the text to have left much of permanent
value. Useful work has also been done by Arndt, Cronert,
Diels, R. D. Hicks, P. Merbach, R. Philippson, and I-I. Weil.

Within the last ten years two translations of Epicurus have
been published containing critical notes on the text. The
German translation of A. Kochalsky (1914) introduces a con-
siderable number of emendations, but they seem to me on the
whole arbitrary and too often to take the form of re-writing.
Of greater importance is the Italian translation of E. Bignone
(I920): in brief foot-notes and some appendices he has made
most penetrating comments on the text and in not a few places
suggested corrections of his own which are of great value. I am,
however, inclined to think that he is too prone to suppose that
words have fallen out and to restore the text by additions. The
Teubner text of von der Muehll (1922) came into my hands
after I had practically completed my work. Its great value is
the re-examination of the MSS. and the addition of readings
from other MSS. not made by Usener. The editor also appears
to me to use very sound Judgement as between readings and
COI'1_]6ClZllI'ES and to have established a good text, with which I am
happy to find myself in general agreement. I have endeavoured
to introduce from his critical apparatus the necessary modifica-
tions of Usener’s report of the readings of his MSS. together
with the evidence gleaned from the additional MSS. The
tendency of all these three recent critics is to a more conserva-
tive text than that of Usener, and with this tendency I am fully
in accord. In the many difficult places which still remain
I have used my Judgement to the best of my ability in choosing
between the alternatives available and in a few have introduced
corrections of my own. But I doubt whether any editor could
claim to have produced a fully satisfactory text.

For the fragments the text must necessarily depend on the
MSS. of the authors from whom they are cited, except for the
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Vatican Gnomologium. This is contained in Codex Vaticanus
gr. 1950, a MS. of the fourteenth century. It was first published
by C. Wotke, with some notes by Usener and Gomperz in
I/Viener Siudsen, vol. x (1888). Von der Muehll has collated
the MS. again from photographs and in some cases has cor-
rected the readings reported by Wotke. In the majority of
these excerpts the text is fairly sound, but there are some in
which it still remains very uncertain.
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SIGLA
codex BOI'iJOI]1Cl.15 Neapohtanus gr. m B. 29 (saecl. x11).
codex P3.1‘lSiI‘1llS gr. 1759 (saecl xiv).
codex Parlsmus gr. I758 (saecl. XIV vel xv mlt ).
codex Constantmopohtanus Veterls Serall. (saecl. xiv vel xv)
codex Laurentlanus LXIX. 35 (saecl. XIV)
codex Vancanus gr 140 (saecl. xlv).
codex Laurentianus LXIX 13 (saecl. xn vel xm).
codex L0iJCOWlCC!‘l5lS Ri';1lJdl'l1tZ13.I'lLlS VI. fc 38.
editro Frobenlana Bas1l1ensls(ann| Mnxxxnl)
codex Laurentianus LXIX. 28 (saecl xlv).
codex Urbmas Vat. gr I09 (saecl xv).
codex BOI'i30l'llCU5 Neapolnanus gr m. B 28.
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EPICURUS TO H ERODOTUS

Foa those who are unable, Herodotus, to work in detail
through all that I have written about nature, or to peruse
the largei books which I have composed, I have already
prepared at sufficient length an epitome of the whole
system, that they may keep adequately in mind at least
the most general principles in each department, in order
that as occasion arises they may be able to assist them-
selves on the most important points, in so far as they
undertake the study of nature. But those also who have
made considerable progress iii the survey of the main
principles ought to bear in mind the scheme of the whole
system set forth iii its essentials. For we have frequent
need of the general view, but not so often of the detailed
exposition. Indeed it is necessary to go back on the main
principles, and constantly to fix in one’s memory enough
to give one the most essential comprehension of the truth.
And in fact the accurate knowledge of details will be fully
discovered, if the general principles in the various depart-
ments are thoroughly grasped and borne in mind , for even
in the case of one fully initiated the most essential feature
in all accurate knowledge is the capacity to make a rapid
use of observation and mental apprehension, and (this can
be done if everything) is summed up in elementary prin-
ciples and formulae. For it is not possible for any one to
abbreviate the complete course through the whole system,
if he cannot embrace in his own mind by means of short
piper Kai rrcpi -rziw dkwi») supplevit Bignone 9 o'vva'youc'vaw] rrvvnyo-
pwoir Muehll . dvo-yiipeivmv US€n€l‘ 10 civai] cidivai Mcibtlm dum-
ii¢'i-'0v ThOm-9.5 2 dvvdpuvov llbri
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I. TO HERODOTUS 2I '

formulae all that might be set out with accuracy in detail.
Wherefore since the method I have described is valuable
to all those who are accustomed to the investigation of
nature, 1 who urge upon others the constant occupation in
the investigation of nature, and find my own peace chiefly
in a life so occupied, have composed for you another
epitome on these lines, summing up the first principles of
the whole doctrine.

First of all, Herodotus, we must grasp the ideas attached I Methods of
to words, in order that we may be able to refer to them ’f'°§,‘,$’;‘,’§,’, to
and so to Judge the inferences of opinion or problems of be "5°d "1
investigation or reflection, so that we may not either leave
everything uncertain and go on explaining to infinity or
use words devoid of meaning For this purpose it is
essential that the first mental image associated with each
word should be regarded, and that there should be no
need of explanation, if we are really to have a standard to
which to refer a problem of investigation or reflection or
a mental inference. And besides we must keep all our 2 The
investigations in accord with our sensations, and in par- ;"::'ég::S:tf’f
ticular with the immediate apprehensions whether of the
mind or of any one of the instruments of Judgement,
and likewise in accord with the feelings existing in us,
in order that we may have indications whereby we may
Judge both the problem of sense-perception and the
unseen.

Having made these points clear, we must now consider II T/it Um-
things imperceptible to the senses First of all, that
nothing is created out of that which does not exist: for 1fA impercep-
it were, everything would be created out of everything ;‘b'§o‘:‘h‘:‘ng"1S
with no need of seeds. And again, if that which dis- created eugi of
appears were destroyed into that which did not exist, all :°‘£‘:t%lng ls
things would have perished, since that into which they destroyed
were dissolved would not exist. Furthermore, the universe
always was such as it is now, and always will be the same. verse 15 ever
For there is nothing into which it changes: for outside the the same‘
universe there is nothing which could come into it and
bring about the change.
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I. T0 nsaooorus .3 '
Moreover, the universe is (bodies and space): for that B Bedie.-.

bodies exist sense itself witnesses in the experience of all ‘fifiiirsc
men, and in accordance with the evidence of sense we Consists of
must of necessity Judge of the imperceptible by reasoning, 2°22? “"1

40 as I have already said. And if there were not that which P
we term void and place and intangible existence, bodies
would have nowhere to exist and nothing through which
to move, as they are seen to move. And besides these Thereis no
two nothing can even be thought of either by conception B:,°§e'n“,d°'
or on the analogy of things conceivable such as could be existence
grasped as whole existences and not spoken of as the
accidents or properties of such existences. Furthermore,
among bodies some are compounds, and others those of

4: which compounds are formed. And these latter are Body exlsls
indivisible and unalterable (if, that is, all things are not to 'c?,::fhL(::E,e
be destroyed into the non-existent, but something per-pat-tieiei-.
manent is to remain behind at the dissolution of com-
pounds) they are completely solid in nature, and can
by no means be dissolved in any part. So it must
needs be that the first-beginnings are indivisible corporeal
existences.

Moreover, the universe is boundless. For that which is 3 Infinity of
. C UHIVCFSC.

bounded has an extreme point. and the extreme point is The ,,,,,,,,,,-,-,,.,
seen against something else. So that as it has no extreme 1= lnfimtsi
point, it has no limit, and as it has no limit, it must be

49 boundless and not bounded. Fuitherinore, the infinite is b°1hmth'=
b f

boundless both in the number of the bodies and in the ;L:,I:1n5e;,,(:-1 m
extent of the void. For if on the one hand the void were the extent °i
boundless, and the bodies limited in number, the bodies Spam
could not stay anywhere, but would be carried about and
scattered through the infinite void, not having other bodies
to support them and keep them in place by means of
collisions. But if, on the other hand, the void were limited,
the infinite bodies would not have room wherein to take
their place.

Besides this the indivisible and solid bodies, out of ggfegelficcs
P

Scholia the atoms-—
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I. TO HERODOTUS :5

which too the compounds are created and into which they
are dissolved, have an incomprehensible number of
varieties in shape for it is not possible that such great
varieties of things should arise from the same (atomic)
shapes, if they are limited in number. And so in each
shape the atoms are quite infinite in number, but their
differences of shape are not quite infinite, but only incom-
prehensible in number.

And the atoms move continuously for all time, some of
them (falling straight down, others swerving, and others
recoiling from their collisions. And of the latter, some
are borne on) separating to a long distance from one
another, while others again recoil and recoil, whenever
they chance to be checked by the interlacing with others,
or else shut in by atoms interlaced around them. For on
the one hand the nature of the void which separates each
atom by itself brings this about, as it is not able to afford
resistance, and on the other hand the hardness which
belongs to the atoms makes them recoil after collision to
as great a distance as the interlacing permits separation
after the collision. And these motions have no beginning,
since the atoms and the void are the cause.

These brief sayings, if all these points are borne in mind,
afford a sufficient outline for our understanding of the
nature of existing things.

Furthermore, there are infinite worlds both like and
unlike this world of ours. For the atoms being infinite in
number, as was proved already, are borne on far out into
space. For those atoms, which are of such nature that
a. world could be created out of them or made by them,
have not been used up either on one world or on a limited
number of worlds, nor again on all the worlds which are
alike, or on those which are different from these. So that
there nowhere exists an obstacle to the infinite number of
the worlds.
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nape libr. plerique, mp} HQ 5.-.-bfinra llbI'.plCl'1qL1CI 3 BPCo

E Motion of
the atoms

F Infinite
number of
worlds
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Kai pip: Kai 'I'151TOl. opoioaxifpoves rois‘ arcpspviois £Zo'i',
Jtearrdrqaiv Eviréxovres‘ p.aKp&v T6311 cpaivopévwv. oiirc ycip
rivroamtiaetr iiovvaroiin-iv Ev rcii wrepiexoiirt yiiveafiiai roiaiira-i
oi§'r' hrirnoeidrnres‘ rfis: Ka-repyatrias -rév KOL)\(0}J.Ci.T(1)1J Kai
Aerrrorifraiv 'yi'veo'9at, oiire ciirniippoiat rip: Effie 6e'o'iv Kai }3tio'ti.i
oiariqpofiirat, fiv wep Kai Ev rois arepeiiviois £i)(ov' roiirovs‘
oi Toiis Tiiwovs ciiiwha rrporrayopeiiopev. I

EH9’ 5r; -rim eiowha rais Aerrrdrnatv tivvirep,8)trjrois' Kixpnrai,
013497522 iiivrtpiaprvpei -rtiiv q‘>ai.vop.e’vwv' 549(1) Kai rtixrj tivvw§p-

'1
J,_e)

U I I I H \ fl'\,8/\n-ra exet, "iraiira rropov irvpperpoii exovra wpos (rip)
1- F\ 1 l\ x 1 r ~l\ r 3 rarropptp avrtov ]..l.'q6fI/’ azi'rtKo1'r'retv T] dlttya avTtKo1r1'ew, 'rro}\)tatS'

' 3as Kai Emeipois eiifiiisi ciiiriKd'1i-rciv TL | 1rp6s "re roiirois‘ iiri
1'} yévetrisi rtfiv ciboihwv c'i.,i.i.a irofipari rrvpfiaivei. Kai yap
fiefirrts ciao Ttiiir owptcirwii T013 <in't1ToPt17f5‘ aviiexifr, otiix Eirionhoc
-rfi ,u.eio$o'ei ate rip! Civraiiawhifpwaiv, o'¢{i§'ovo'a riiv éiiri roi}
arepepiiiiov i9é'o'w Kai rtiifiu rtiiv arduwv éni rroitiiv Xpdvov,
ti Kai iiiiiore av)/}(eopie'iii7, Kai trvcrrcicrets Ev -i-£13 repiexoiiri
difeiai 5:5. To pi} 5611' Karci ficifios To o"u;.i1i')\fipw;.ia yiveafiat,

\ ii ~. 1 \ \ n r r IKat. ahhot 56 Tp07l'0L rwes" 'yevm]'riKot rt-ii: roiovrwv divacmv
eicriii. oiiifiiii yap rotirmv iiiiripiaprvpeirai rais aiatiifrrcaiii,
Ev flhéwy TLS‘ -rivo. rpdrrov -riis Evap)/ei'as", -rliia Kai -riis‘

I \ IN If '\ I H 3 I0-vp:ri'a6eias' ciao run» e§wOei»' qrpos nuas avourei.
As? 5?: Kai 1io,i.i.i§5siir, Eiretattiiiros rwos ciao réiv é'fw6ev

rims‘ p.op<,1!>E‘1s' opiiv iiyiifiisi Kai 5iaiioe'i'cr6‘ai' oi) yap iii! €iia'rroa¢ipa-
I \ Q \ I I5 I "“'\ P '\ Aytaatro ra efw T?]L-’ eav-row qbvcrw rov -re Xpwparos Kai. T?]S'

A \ rw 1 F Pi \ C in U I Q \poprpiis Sta -rov (l€p0S‘ -rov p.e-raév iqpmv re KU.K€l.I7(|J1*, ovoe
5 \ -s. ,r -B (5! I I Ci '9 1 I .-. '\ta rcuii &K'rr.vcoii 1] OLLUIJ Fri] wore pevpt -row ad) T”.L(lJL' 'Tl'p0S‘

45* 3 ri1i'oo'rrio'¢i.c] o'utrrtio'ris' Ga5S€ndl 4 rifle scripsi ' 1-oils‘
BP'QCO' 1-515‘ FHP2I 'i-air GTIJ rrpor Usener 5 hcrrrorfirmv]
Piewriirwv Usener -yivwtiiai clel. Ktihn 46 Kfli pfiv Kai . . .
47 Kdfflrrxiiv -re. trrotxeinv has duas sententias suadente Giussani ad
£2 61, 62 transtuli 4.7“ 1 cit)’ FPQ: sit?’ B'(JH 3 (rip) supplevit

eibom : (1-G) Tescari 4 .-.-iii-oppéii scripsi collato Lu.cr.iv. 205 . tiwreipcp
llbri : rirreipcp Bignone 2 1'6 cirrcipois Muehll i PO51; cirrciptp aliquid
interci isse suspicabatur Tescari -.-roldtnic] rroiiitois‘ Usener in com-
i1'1ent3.1'1O 48 3 c'iri.n'o?ti]s' Zifi e'rri irohhfir llbr. Cett. (e'rri1i'o7\7u'js‘
P“) avvexfic P” mg : owvoxfir libri 4 1-,1} pisidiaei Usener: fl‘1”.LEu.iJU'e'l
BGHPQ: ii pmbo-at F 6 post av-yxeopiwy supplet irrrtipxsi. H mg.
9 tivripuprvpeirai H. Well: rivripaprvpci BGHPQCOZ: paprupei F
10 rt: -riva SC1'lpSl 2 ris rwa llbrl svapyeiar Gassendi ¢’ve'p'yeia9 llbrl
-rim USBHEIZ iva llbri I1 rivoiaei B I tiroiaq FHPQCOZ . tivstoii G
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L TO nsaooorus =7
Moreover, there are images like in shape to the solid IlI- Smir-

bodies, far surpassing perceptible things in their subtlety f,,"Cg:gE;'_
oftexture. For it is not impossible that such emanationsi The ,
should be formed in that which surrounds the obyects, nor mmgcs '
that there should be opportunities for the formation of such
hollow and thin frames, nor that there should be effluences
which preserve the respective position and order which they
had before in the solid bodies: these images we call idols.

Next, nothing among perceptible things contradicts the
belief that the images have unsurpassable fineness of igigilfify and
texture. And for this reason they have also unsurpass-
able speed ol motion, since the movement of all their atoms
is uniform. and besides nothing or very few things hinder
their emission by collisions. whereas a body composed of
many or infinite atoms is at once hindered by collisions.
Besides this (nothing contradicts the l)EllEf> that the 3 Tbs"

immediatecreation of the idols takes place as quick as thought. Foi cr,,,,t,o,,
the flow of atoms from the surface of bodies is continuous,
yet it cannot be detected by any lessening in the size of
the 0i)_]CClL because of the constant filling up of what is lost.
The flow of images preserves for a long time the position
and order of the atoms in the solid body, though it is
occasionally confused. Moreover compound idols are
quickly formed in the air around, because it is not neces-
sary for their substance to be filled in deep inside: and
besides there are certain other methods in which existences
of this sort are produced For not one of these beliefs is
contradicted by our sensations, if one looks to see in
what way sensation will bring us the clear visions from
external 0i)_]€ClZS. and in what way again the corresponding
sequence of qualities and movements.

Now we must suppose too that it is when something 4 The method
enters us fiom external objects that we not only see but ‘z,€§:,g;1t,_a“d
think of their shapes. For external Oi)_]€'CtS could not make
on us an impression of the nature of their own colour and
shape by means of the air which lies between us and
them, nor again by means of the rays or effluences of any

2 Their

4g 2 Fiv eivarroadipayiaai-ro Cobet: ii pév (fir GZ3) iiri'oo'<','>pa-yiaairo
libri 5 -rim] 1-w£i>i- Usener
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iKei'i.ia napayivopévmv, oi?-rais‘ dis‘ riiamv rtuciiv iiirciaidvrwv
iiipfiv and T631; rrpayiitirtov dpioxpdtov re Kai ditoiopidpcpwv Kara

W I \. ll‘ * \ I 3 Ifrd evappiorrov pie‘)/etilos sir mu oijzw 1; 1-132: Biavoiav, (m'(€(|JS‘
1-ais tpopais Xpwuei-mu, I ei-ra as raiii-r-nu rigv ai-rfav 1-oi-'3 évos
Kai avvexofis Ti)» ipavraafazi tiwofitbiivrwv Kai rip: avinratietav
Euro 1'05 1§1roKeip.€vov rrtpgdiirwv Kara rev €Ke'i66v aiipiiierpov
€1i'epeia;.uim€K rfis Karci I3cil9os‘ 6'11 rq'3 arepepvftp T1321 ardpxuv
irciito-ems. Kai fin av )ici,Bwp.ev qbavrao-{av ii1'ri.,i3}u7'riKiTis rfi

"R 1-. ‘J P'\fiiavofq. 1; -rois‘ aiirfiirriypfots sire piopqbns sire 0-vpi,8e,Br;Kdrmv,
popdiii Eorrw aiirn 1'05 arepepivfoii, y.ivo,uc-‘I117 Kara To éffis
1i'1J'K12aipia if €yKard)\ci.p.pia T06 eiodihov -ro 5% ii/£5509 Kai To
Btnpaprqpévov Ev rig} 1rpoo'5o§a§op.e'iJ<p def iorriv (€'rri rot?

H '\ I1rpoo-;.ie"voiiros-> €rripiaprvpr76h§rreir(Jai 17 pin (itvTt].1.apTUp7]U1](T€rTt9(1t,
sir’ 013K érriiiaprvpovpc-ivov diirtpaprvpovpeiiov} I if re -yap
dpioidriys -rcfii: diaiiraapicfiv oiov ei Ev eiK6vi hapfiavopévwv
if Kati’ 1'5-rriiovs‘ ytvopiei-mv fi Ka-r' i’:'iA)tas' Twas €1'ri;3o)\as rfis
oiavofas ‘ii 1-631: )toi1i'c'i3i: Kptrnpiwv oii-K av rrore iivrfipxe rois
ofitrf re Kai ci1\r;6e'o'i. rrporra}/opevo;.ie'iioi9, ei pii] iiv rwa Kai

H I \ \ \ 1 r r~roiaura 1rpoo-,8a)t?to,u.eva- T0 fie bt'r”.LCtpT?‘”.L6[L'0I! ovK av vrrnpxeu,
ei pi; €)ta;.i.f3civo,i.iev Kai dithnv riva Kii'i]o"w iv igpiiv afiroifs‘
avvnppévqv piii <1-ff cpavrao"-ri.Kfj E'iri.,8o)\;i}>, oid./\q\I/iv 5%
é')<ovo"a1" Kara 3% raiirqv, eat» pin pi; iirrtuaprvpqfifi -ii] duri-

H PH 1 1\ \ H -Lpaprvpndp, rd xfzevfios yi.ve'rai.- can 56 enipaprvpiyfig 1; pin
avrtpiaprvpndfi, To ahndiis. I Kai raiirnv oiiv o'qbd5pa ‘ye 56E
'r"i;v iidfav Kardxeiv, iva pfire Ta Kptrfipta dvaipijrat ra Kara
riis‘ iivapyefas pairs -ro otnpaprnadvov tiiiofws Befiatofiuevov

I Irrairra avvraparrp.

Z dpoxpdmv R0555 drro xpoiiw llbll l 9 qbopais H mg r pop-
tpais‘ llbrl 50 2 aniididdwmv . o'cp§ov-i-cor Usener: ri-rroiiirliriirros"
. . . o'q_§§'oiri-or llbri 5 rrcii\o"rms TD Usener: 1T)\t;i0'€nJ£‘ FHPQCOZ .
rr . . . . BG Fir Puifimpav TD Gassendi ' di-iihiifimpev libr cett.
8 tr‘)/KC1TCi.AEl}l,l1(1 irnii Zaf' ei-yKa-r-ii)\cippn1"os~ FGZl' e'vKarr1)iei',uitri1'oi B:
¢’yKu-m).i§p.a-roe I-IPQCo 9 (eirri -roii -.-rpoapéuoi-roe) supplevit Usener
II drripaprupovpfuoo) supplevit Usener 51 2 oiov ei] oiov ii}
US$361’ 6 roiafira Gassendi . Tllaffl llbrl Trpoalgiilkilidpcva
Usener: rrpos 3 (ii F) fiiihhopev librl ro oi] rd re Usener
8 (rj diam-aariefi c'rriBo}\_i§) ex glossemate § 50 adscripto supplevit
Usener 52 3 e’i-apyeior Gassendi. ivspysias libri

Scholia
50 II pO5t dwipaprvpoupivov legitur Kara rwa Kivqcrw e'v fipiv an-roisi
avvqppivqv 1,1} (par-rao"riK§ irrtfioiifi, dld)u;iIztv Bi Fxovaav, K06, fir -rd
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sort which pass from us to them——nearly so well as if
models, similar in colour and shape, leave the 0lJ_|€CiS and
enter according to their respective size either into our
sight or into our mind, moving along swiftly, and so by
this means reproducing the image of a single continuous
thing and preserving the corresponding sequence of quali-
ties and movements from the original 0l)_]€C.lI as the result
of their uniform contact with us, kept up by the vibration
of the atoms deep in the interioi of the concrete body.

And every image which we obtain by an act of appre-
hension on the part of the mind or of the sense-organs,
whether of shape or of properties, this image is the shape
(or the properties) of the concrete Ol3_]€Ct, and is produced by
the constant repetition ofthe image or the impression it has
left. Now falsehood and error always lie in the addition
of opinion with regard to twhat is waiting) to be confirmed
or not contradicted, and then is not confirmed (or is con-
tradicted). For the similaiity between the things which
exist, which we call real, and the images received as a
likeness of things and produced either in sleep or throiigh
some other acts of apprehension on the part of the mind
or the other instruments of Judgement, could never be,
unless there were some efiluences of this nature actually
brought into contact with our senses. And error would
not exist unless another kind of movement too were pro-
duced inside ourselves, closely linked to the apprehension
of images, but dliififlllg from it, and it is owing to this,
supposing it is not confirmed, or is contradicted, that false-
hood arises, but if it is confirmed or not contradicted, it
is true. Therefore we must do our best to keep this doc-
triiie in mind, in order that on the one hand the standards
of Judgement dependent on the clear visions may not be
undermined, and on the other error may not be as firmly
established as truth and so throw all into confusion.

Scholia
\l/sodas yii-e-riii.

Scholion usque ab ériipaprupqéihi-an-fiat incipere credidit Muehll
rivii Kivqrriv Usener: rfiv iixivqrou libr] -r:}v Kiuqiriv Menagius
Zxiiuo-aw Gassendi: ixmimy libri

$1 9 R051: Kara 3+5 -riwrqv legltur rip» avvnppcvqv 1'1; <1>avrao"i'iKj
emfioitq, Bidhqiiriv as ixoiianv

Fxouo-nu P311: Exouaqs BGP'QCOi Fxovcrni F

5 Truth and
falsehood in
vision.
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'A)\J't£i pip: Kai To ciK0i§ei.v yfverai ;iei5,u.a1'ds* rivos diepopievob

and 'ro1'.3 dmvofiv-ros ii fixofivros ii ii/oql>oi'iv1'os~ if 5'n'cus‘ orjirore
dKov0'-rixdiv ratios 1i'apao'Kwci§'oi/1'05". To 5% fiefipta rofiro sis‘
dpoiopicpeis o'yKovs' Eiiairrreiperai, t'i;J.a rivii 5tao'qii§ovTa9 (rupt-
mideiav vrpris‘ dhhifhovs Kai ivdrnra Ziiidrporrov 5ta1-efvovo-av

\ \ 1 I‘! \ '\ 1 I '\ 9 5 ‘I 1 t7rp0S‘ ro t11'l'0D'T€t/\GI.It', Kai rip: errata-£3270-iv riqv err uzewov we
fa 'rro)\)uii rroioiiaaii, ei 5% pnf ye, To ifmtilev iidriov e"'vi5i])iov
qrapatrxevtigovrrair I Eiiiev yap dvaipepopehflns riiio§'1iKr'E6ev (rupt-
irafieifas 01iiK av ye'iioi.'ro ii; roiafirn Eirafatinais. oihi ail-riiv

c_'K =lQ!oilv be? v0p.i§eii.i 1'51! depa ffis 1rpoiey.e'viqs qbwvfis 5 Kai
rii. Q‘ 1-\ 5' '\ \ ‘I1? H l"\rum opioyevwv O')(T])-LG.1"[g€(T6C-ti (1roPt.\i;v yap evbciav efei rovro

-I f Q ‘I I 3 5 D '\ ‘K I \ ‘I7l'Ct0'X_€i‘.1! mi eKei.vi7s), a)u\ evtius‘ T111) yiiioiieirnii arhnynv ev
Q I-\ FF \ ‘Q 1' I H’ -Y Pk7”.L|.1!, 01111’ rptoirqv ad>ito,u.e1', 1"0L(l1U1"'I]I' eK9/\i.i.[/iv oyKwv fizmiv
fiefiparos rriievpiarcfifiovs arroreneo-riKtTn' rmieiadai, ii 1-ii 1i':i9os'
To di.Kovo"ri.Koi1 iipfiv 1i'apao'Kevi.i§ei..

K \ \ '\ \ Q \ I Pf \ \ '5 Iat ;.i-ip: Kai. rnv oo'p:qv 1-'0f.Ll.O'T€0l', (.uU'7T€p Kai 1'"i;;u aKoiqv,
5 6 3 \ ti ‘ 5 d 1| \ y \ ‘GovK I! wore 011661’ 11' £905 cpy crao't9ai, 6|. pin oyK0i fives" "nrrav

am‘. 1-oi? rlpdyparos drrodiepdpievoi mlipperpoi rrpciis‘ 1'0 rofiro
-rt‘. aiadnrfipiov Kiueiii, oi pxiir -roioi. rerapayp.e'vcos‘ Kai a)\)\o-

Q \ IN 1 I \ I Hrpfcus, 0|. 56 roioi arapaxws Kai oiKeims‘ £XO1'T€S‘.
Ka

1'c'6v cpaiiiopivwii qrpocrdierpeo-fiat 7l')\'i)1-' n-Xijparos Kai /flapovs
1"‘! }.J.i]l) Kai fits cirdpiovs iiop.irrre'ov p.i;5e,u.fav 1'rotti'ri]'ra

Kai £6 i " if " ' K 0- ' ar " "ir'ripiey 0115' Kai. ocra e avay ns XTHL i. 0"‘tJ].L(,i)'U'l'] e .
iroidrns yap -irZ:io'a pi.e1'o;Ba1\P\et' ai 5% c'i'rop.oi. 0.3621.» piera,8oi)t-
)\ovo'w, iinetfiiiarep 56? rt llnnitéiieiii Ev rais iiia/\iJ'o"ecri. T6311

*1Q1 V?
I \ \ 5 if l\ \ Q0'U],/Kpi‘.0'€(.iJlJ 0"1"fp€0I" Kai aoiahvroii, o ,u.era,8o}\as* ovK sis‘

To pi; iii: 1TOL'fIU'€TCl'.i‘. 055' EK rofi pi‘; 6'.vros', d.)\)ta Kara itera-
Heaeis (riiiiiiiz), rivi-iv 5% Kai 1-rpomiioovs‘ Kai acpdoovs. i';'i'i9ev
d.vayKa'ioii 1-ti air p.e'rari.6‘é',u.ei-a ddafiapra eivai. Kai rip! rofi
p.c'raBci)u\o1.i1'0s cpifiriv 013K iixovra, d'yKovs‘ 5% Kai o'x1}p.a-

5 pefiparoc Gassendi 2 rrveuparos libri 10 the 1'51 vroiiiliii] tit glos-
sema seclusit Usener II iroioiiaav . . rrapaoixemifouovw] rruiofivrac .
-irapiio"Krmi{ov'rar USCHCI‘ 53 5 rrdaxetv Meibom: irriiiirxcov
BQGHPQ 7i'cio'Jrov li'F 6 Exfiniilriv Bilegel ' e'KAi6iqv B: i.='K)\fi|9nv
P'QH'C0: e'K FGI-lP’Z: 2'-yKI\i.o'w Usener 5yK..i.v -ri.v63v P'QCo .
-rivcov 3-yxaiv FGH P52: 5-yxwv -rwos‘ li Usener 7 iii-rorc)\eo"riKc'Iw]
cirrordcrrrixiiv USCDBI II rrpiis irii FG rrpos‘ BHPQ 54 3 o-xiii-
pflfl Kuhn 2 o'i|-|§p.a1'o£.' libr! 4 ofiiiev Zf . 0.502 cett. 5 def BPII
ciei FGZ. Bi) Co 8 (rivciiv) Bignone: r'v -rroA)to'ic (sir. lemma) libri
plerique - ¢'K irroithofi Z: pév mans» Gassendi: ¢’v -rroldioic . . . riqbd-
601.»: ut variain lectionem seclusit Usener 9 piv Kochalsky.
pr} libri : Bi‘; Usener
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Moreover, hearing too results when a current is carried B Heaflng.
off from the ob_]ect speaking or sounding or making a $1';a:;"§n"
noise, or causing in any other way a sensation of hearing. effiuencc from
Now this current is split up into particles, each like the tilglsglzgtts
whole, which at the same time preserve a correspondence uplnto Slmllaf
of qualities with one another and a unity of character §’v‘1m§";_'c_
which stretches right back to the 0l)_]€ClI which emitted the serve the
sound - this unity it is which in most cases produces com- fllrgrsfligigsl
prehension in the recipient, or, if not, merely makes
manifest the presence of the external 0b_]€Ct. For without
the transference from the ob_]ect of some correspondence
of qualities, comprehension of this nature could not result.
We must not then suppose that the actual air is moulded
into shape by the voice which is emitted or by other similar
sounds-for it will be very far from being so acted upon
by it-but that the blow which takes place inside us, when
we emit our voice, causes at once a squeezing out of certain
particles, which produce a stream of breath, of such a
character as to afford us the sensation of hearing

Furthermore, we must suppose that smell too, Just like C Smell is
hearing, could never bring about any sensation, unless ifgngilélglgy
there were certain particles carried off from the 0l)_]CCt efiliienccs
of suitable size to stir this sense-organ, some of them in
a manner disorderly and alien to it, others in a regular
manner and akin in nature.

Moreover, we must suppose that the atoms do not Iv The
possess any of the qualities belonging to perceptible things, iifailifiélr
except shape, weight, and size, and all that necessarily pmpcmcs
goes with shape. For every quality changes, but the $:,P;*Z‘;’°‘ght-
atoms do not change at all, since there must needs be 1 Other
something which remains solid and indissoluble at the gggllgifbut
dissolution of compounds, which can cause changes; not were muI_-,1; be
changes into the non-existent or from the non-existent,
but changes effected by the shifting of position of some pff'Ven[Qo|'|'|.
particles, and by the addition or departure of others. For E:-‘I?’ d°5"“°'
this reason it is essential that the bodies which shilt their
position should be imperishable and should not possess
the nature of what changes, but parts and configuiation of
their own For thus much must needs remain constant
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\ I5 inrtapovs lbfovs" rovro yap Kai di.1'a)/Katov 15~rro;.i.e'vew- I Kai yap
|iv'i'o'i.'9'Ji'a"" {e' i‘ i Ip 1,1;.u.i.' ,ue'ran-;(1;i,iia'ri. op. pots‘ Kara rip: -ii-i=pi.a peaw

\ l"\ro a')('r;p.a Evmrapxov Ptaptficivcrai, ai 5% 'ii'otci-rq-res‘ o1iiK €vv'ridp-
xovo-ai. iii: rt?» p.e1'a,8cii\)tov'i-i., dio-arep €KeTvo Ka'ra)teli1i'e1'al., c"i.)U't'
Ef 5)tov rob‘ 0'ciip.a'ros‘ ci'iro)\MJip.evat- i.Kavii ofiv rd i§'rr0)iei.':iro'-
pteva rafira 1-as‘ ri-“av ci-vyKp(o'eo.w Staqbopcis 1rot~s'i‘v, hretdii rep

'7 I I5'u1roi\ei.'ri'eo'6a( ‘ye’ rwa avayKa|.ov Kai. (1.6)) sis -rs. pi‘; dv
ditielipeirfiiai.

'A/Utci ptijii 0116? uopffetv arfiv péyedos 1.-iv rail: cii'rci,uots'
l I 4-ii‘U1T£1P)(£l.L", ifva iifi ipatvdpeva ai.i'ri.p.ap-rvp3;' 1rapa2i)ia';/tits‘

545 rtvas ].i.eye6c?iv vo,ui.i.o"'rr§ov eiivat. ,8é'3\1'i.ov yap Kai. roiirov
drpoacivros Ta Kara ra 1ri:i61;i Kai rims‘ aicrfiifin-ets‘ ytvdpeva
Eiqrooofiiiaerat. I 'rrfi.z.' 5% ;.i.é')/6009 iiirdpxoii oilirc Xpiiiotpidv %o"rt
11'pcii§‘ T515‘ 1'13!) Troiiorrfrcov dtacpopcris, ci¢i§)(9at Tf rip.’ Eider. Kai
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i. TO HERODOTUS 33
For even in things perceptible to us which change their
shape by the withdrawal of matter it is seen that shape
remains to them, whereas the qualities do not remain in
the changing 0b_]€Ct, in the way in which shape is left
behind, but are lost from the entire body. Now these
particles which are left behind are sufficient to cause the
difierences in compound bodies, since it is essential that
some things should be left behind and not be destroyed
into the non-existent.

Moreover, we must not either suppose that every size 2 The atoms
exists among the atoms, in order that the evidence of l;?:E;’,“;‘::‘°“
phenomena may not contradict us, but we must suppose not all 51265.
that there are some variations of size. For if this be the f°r th°“ S°"‘°wouldbecome
case, we can give a better account of what occurs in our Vlslblc
feelings and sensations. But the existence of atoms of
every size is not required to explain the differences of
qualities in things, and at the same time some atoms
would be bound to come within our ken and be visible,
but this is never seen to be the case, nor is it possible
to imagine how an atom could become visible.

Besides this we must not suppose that in a limited body B The Pam,
there can be infinite parts or parts of every degree of ':“,:l_;e“:;’a":fs
smallness. Therefore, we must not only do away with oifahmlied
division into smaller and smaller parts to infinity, in order gzdg
that we may not make all things weak, and so in the com- numb“ 0,-
position of aggregate bodies be compelled to crush and ;':§;'l1l1=lY
squander the things that exist into the non-existent, but
we must not either suppose that in limited bodies there
is a possibility of continuing to infinity in passing even to
smaller and smaller parts. For if once one says that
there are infinite parts in a body or parts of any degree
of smallness, it is not possible to conceive how this should bc hmmd m
be, and indeed how could the body any longer be limited fills.
in size? (For it is obvious that these infinite particles
must be of some size or other; and however small they
may be, the size of the body too would be infinite.) And and (bi Ill the
again, since the limited body has an extreme point, which
is distinguishable, even though not perceptible by itself, points it 15

. - - blyou cannot conceive that the succeeding point to it is not :‘0°E_§‘n°;’;‘uc°
397! C to infinity

For, if they
arc, (a) the
body cannot
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L TO nsaooorus 35
similar in character, or that if you go on in this way from
one point to another, it should be possible for you to
proceed to infinity marking such points in your mind.
We must notice also that the least thing in sensation is 2 The mim-
neither exactly like that which admits of progression from n
one part to another, nor again is it in every respect wholly without psi-is
unlike it, but it has a certain affinity with such bodies,
yet cannot be divided into parts But when on the analogy
of this resemblance we think to divide off parts of it, one
on the one side and another on the other, it must needs
be that another point like the first meets our view And
we look at these points in succession starting from the and IS ihe
first, not within the limits of the same point nor in contact 0,
part with part, but yet by means of their own proper size
characteristics measuring the size of bodies, more in a
greater body and fewer in a smaller. Now we must Similarly,
suppose that the least part in the atom too bears the same
relation to the whole; for though in smallness it is obvious visible psrts
that it exceeds that which is seen by sensation, yet it has "‘ lb‘ ‘"°m'
the same relations. For indeed we have already declared
on the ground of its relation to sensible bodies that the
atom has size, only we placed it far below them in small-
ness. Further, we must consider these least indivisible Wi1lCl1 are the
points as boundary-marks, providing in themselves as 'I’n‘L';:u°rfemem_
primary units the measure of size for the atoms, both for
the smaller and the greater, in our contemplation of these
unseen bodies by means of thought. For the affinity
which the least parts of the atom have to the homogeneous
parts (of sensible things) is sufficient to Justify our con-
clusion to this extent. but that they should ever come
together as bodies with motion is quite impossible.

[Furthermore, in the infinite we must not speak of ‘up ' U“ wha,
or ‘down ’, as though with reference to an absolute highest $<="== 1h¢1'¢

0 0 s IS HIOUOIIor lowest—and indeed we must say that, though it is possible upward and
to proceed to infinity in the direction above our heads d°W"W="11"
from wherever we take our stand the absolute hi hest themfimm]I S
point will never appear to us—nor yet can that which
passes beneath the point thought of to infinity be at the

c 2
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1. TO HERODOTUS 37
same time both up and down in reference to the same
thing: for it is impossible to think this. So that it is
possible to consider as one single motion that which is
thought of as the upwards motion to infinity and as another
the downward motion, even though that which passes
from us into the regions above our heads arrives countless
times at the feet of beings above and that which passes
downwards from us at the head of beings below; for none
the less the whole motions are thought of as opposed, the
one to the other, to infinity.]

Moreover, the atoms must move with equal speed, when
they are borne onwards through the void, nothing colliding
with them For neither will the heavy move more quickly
than the small and light, when, that is, nothing meets
them: nor again the small more quickly than the great,
having their whole course uniform, when nothing collides
with them either: nor is the motion upwards or sideways
owing to blows (quicker), nor again that downwards owing
to their own weight. For as long as either of the two
motions prevails, so long will it have a course as quick as
thought, until something checks it either from outside or
from its own weight counteracting the force of that which

46bdealt the blow. Moreover, their passage through the
void, when it takes place without meeting any bodies
which might collide, accomplishes every comprehensible
distance in an inconceivably short time. For it is collision
and its absence which take the outward appearance oi
slowness and quickness. Moreover, it will be said that
in compound bodies too one atom is faster than another,
though as a matter of fact all are equal in speed this will
be said because even in the least period of continuous
time all the atoms in aggregate bodies move towards one
place, even though in moments of time perceptible only
by thought they do not move towards one place but are
constantly _]OSiIil1'lg one against another, until the continuity

>’“RFH--I
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of their movement comes under the ken of sensation.
For the addition of opinion with regard to the unseen,
that the moments perceptible only by thought will also
contain continuity of motion, is not true in such cases;
for we must remember that it is what we observe with the
senses or grasp with the mind by an apprehension that

47“ is true Nor must it either be supposed that in moments Nor of COUFSC

53

64

perceptible only by thought the moving body too passes g,,°,,°;',:h;ody
to the several places to which its component atoms move perform the
(for this too is unthinkable, and in that case, when it
arrives all together in a sensible period of time from any atoms
point that may be in the infinite void, it would not be
taking its departure from the place from which we appre-
hend its motion); for the motion of the whole body will be
the outward expression of its internal collisions, even
though up to the limits of perception we suppose the
speed of its motion not to be retarded by collision. It is
of advantage to grasp this first principle as well.

Next, referring always to the sensations and the feelings v_ 77,, 50“;
(for in this way you will obtain the most trustworthy‘ ltd“
ground of belief), you must consider that the soul is a :):,;,,,°1,k¢nc
body of fine particles distributed throughout the whole :23 of
structure, and most resembling wind with a certain admix- the t'|,,,d,
ture of heat, and in some respects like to one of these and m,°'° 5"b"°=
in some to the other. There is also the part which iseemcm
many degrees more advanced even than these in fineness
of composition, and for this reason is more capable of
feeling in harmony with the rest of the structure as well.
Now all this is made manifest by the activities of the soul
and the feelings and the readiness of its movements and
its processes of thought and by what we lose at the moment
of death. Further, you must grasp that the soul possesses 2, The 501,1]
the chief cause of sensation: yet it could not have acquired l;::,:E“,i;";',‘;“
sensation, unless it were in some way enclosed by the rest protcttlon
of the structure. And this in its turn having afforded the :;'(‘,l;:",Lh°
soul this cause of sensation acquires itself too a share in wh|cl1|LLhQn
this contingent capacity from the soul. Yet it does not °°mm““‘°aL°s_ sensation.
acquire all the capacities which the soul possesses: and
therefore when the soul is released from the body, the
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body no longer has sensation. For it never possessed
this power in itself, but used to afford opportunity for it
to another existence, brought into being at the same time
with itself: and this existence, owing to the power now
consummated within itself as a result of motion, used
spontaneously to produce for itself the capacity of sensation
and then to communicate it to the body as well, in virtue
of its contact and correspondence of movement, as 1 have
already said. Therefore, so long as the soul remains in s Ewi
the body, even though some other part of the body be lost, f,';‘;;§“,,§;;,"“
it will never lose sensation; nay more, whatever portions be lost llw
of the soul may perish too, when that which enclosed it is ::::_a5,:l:,],,l;'s
removed either in whole or in part, if the soul continues
to exist at all, it will retain sensation. On the other hand but ifthc soul
the rest of the structure, though it continues to exist either ggcgsggfs
as a whole or in part, does not retain sensation, if it lo feel;
has once lost that sum of atoms, however small it be,
which together goes to produce the nature of the soul.
Moreover, if the whole structure is dissolved, the soul is and so d0==
dispersed and no longer has the same powers nor performs :I,‘,f,;,°‘,',l,’c
its movements, so that it does not possess sensation either. body 18
For it is impossible to imagine it with sensation, if it is bmken up
not in this organism and cannot effect these movements,
when what encloses and surrounds it is no longer the
same as the surroundings in which it now exists and per-
forms these movements Furthermore, we must clearly 4- Tlw SW1
comprehend as well, that the incorporeal in the general f::°“,.‘;,,li:d'
acceptation of the term is applied to that which could be forif it were
thought of as such as an independent existence. Nowit
is impossible to conceive the incorporea] as a separate md=P=nd¢11t
existence, except the void: and the void can neither act f,:,‘:§:°,',‘°c':,§uIl,;°
nor be acted upon, but only provides opportunity of motion not Set 01' bi:

acte on.
Scholia.
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through itself to bodies So that those who say that the
soul is incorporeal are talking idly. For it would not be
able to act or be acted on in any respect, if it were ol this
nature. But as it is, both these occurrences are clearly
distinguished in respect of the soul. Now if one refers all Th“? sens"!
these reasonings about the soul to the standards of feeling l,?,:,l|i|m,._',lJ,i,l;£i',,
and sensation and remembers what was said at the outset, 1 his-‘>15 TOY
he will see that they are sufiiciently embraced in these detail‘
general formulae to enable him to work out with certainty
on this basis the details ofihe system as well.

Moreover, as regards shape and colour and size and VL Propn-lies
weight and all other things that are predicated of body, ‘:""{,;i‘,:;‘:;$:
as though they were concomitant properties either of all are not
things or of things visible or recognizable through the 1.,':,':,E’,:::,°"t
sensation of these qualities, we must not suppose that exlstences or
they are either independent existences (for it is impossible gggfffcrgglo,
to imagine that), nor that they absolutely do not exist, nor Parts of body»
that they are some other kind of incorporeal existence §;',:;:1a":,,';"
accompanying body, nor that they are material parts of physical con-
body: rather we should suppose that the whole body in *§,‘jj1,“,',"_"“ of
its totality owes its own permanent existence to all these, butbody 0,, cs
yet not in the sense that it is composed of properties "5 ¢5‘1="l"=-ll
brought together to form it (as when, for instance, a larger §§§f,_I,§§f,“§,
structure is put together out of the parts which compose Pr@P¢1l"=Bial-
it, whether the first units of size or other parts smaller }‘,;"‘,’,’,‘,,°,,’§"“‘“‘
than itself, whatever it is), but only, as I say, that it owes "filling w
its own permanent existence to all of them. All these formm
properties have their own peculiar means of being per-
ceived and distinguished, provided always that the aggre-
gate body goes along with them and is never wrested lrom
them, but in virtue of its comprehension as an aggregate
of qualities acquires the predicate of body.

Furthermore, there often happen to bodies and yet do Q A¢¢1d¢H'=8
not permanently accompany them (accidents, of which we ?,{§o‘§,‘;§,,,,
must suppose neither that they do not exist at all nor that ¢XI8t=n¢=$.
they have the nature of a whole body), nor that they can ‘,',“,f,;,{1‘;§ and
be classed among unseen things nor as incorporeal. So =0 "I1 flltachsd

to body, but
scripsi: ital libri: Ea-rtii Usener: it(til tivaitrdfiroir oofiaaréow iiv)tii “°tP°"m"
Bmnone nently.
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that when according to the most general usage we employ
this name, we make it clear that accidents have neither
the nature of the whole, which we comprehend in its
aggregate and call body, nor that of the qualities which
permanently accompany it, without which a given body
cannot be conceived. But as the result of certain acts oi
apprehension, provided the aggregate body goes along
with them, they might each be given this name, but only on
occasions when each one of them is seen to occur, since
accidents are not permanent accompaniments. And we Both their
must not banish this clear vision from the realm of exis- ::I,s’,°h‘::
tence, because it does not possess the nature of the whole transitory
to which it is _]Oil‘lCCl nor that of the permanent accompani- ;I':;“f)‘c°'
inents, nor must we suppose that such contingencies exist recognized.
independently (for this is inconceivable both with regard
to them and to the permanent properties), but, _]t1St as it
appears in sensation, we must think of them all as accidents
occurring to bodies, and that not as permanent accom-
paniments, or again as having in themselves a place in the
ranks of material existence; rather they are seen to be
Just what our actual sensation shows their proper
character to be.

Moreover, you must firmly grasp this point as well ; we 3. Time is not
must not look for time, as we do for all other things which ;‘;°':g:o':::,”,,
we look for in an 0lD_]CCll, by referring them to the general as are con-
conceptions which we perceive in our own minds, but we :;i,“;I,l;',?,§:5,
must take the direct intuition, in accordance with which we but ISEISPCCIRI
speak of 'a long time’ or ‘a short time’, and examine it, I,‘::I°f aw‘
applying our intuition to time as we do to other things.
Neither must we search for expressions as likely to be
better, but employ _|ust those which are in common use
about it. Nor again must we predicate of time anything
else as having the same essential nature as this special
perception, as some people do, but we must turn our
thoughts particularly to that only with which we associate
this peculiar perception and by which we measure it. For
indeed this requires no deinonstration, but only reflection,
to show that it is with days and nights and their divisions
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1. TO HERODOTUS .7
that we associate it, and likewise also with internal feelings
or absence of feeling, and with movements and states of
rest; in connexion with these last again we think of this
very perception as a peculiar kind of accident, and in virtue
of this we call it time.

And in addition to what we have already said we must VII Worida,
believe that worlds, and indeed every limited compound fjf,‘;',’;,j',jjj_,‘;,°"'
body which continuously exhibits a similar appearance to shapes, amii
the things we see, were created from the infinite, and that ioniiigjlds
all such things, greater and less alike, were separated Qfi‘ are created
from individual agglomerations of matter; and that all are 3:ltd°,§;i;_:ca“s
again dissolved, some more quickly, some more slowly, Ofseparatl:
some suffering from one set of causes, others from another. :§§1':f:';f‘1“n’d
And further we must believe that these worlds were are slmilarly
neither (created) all of necessity with one configuration (nor :'i':;’,l'°1fl
yet with every kind of shape. Furthermore, we must .,l~.,.,.'§’,§m-..,’ are
believe that in all worlds there are living creatures and 51‘“P°‘-
plants and other things we see in this world ;) for indeed §,,_,,f.§ an
no one could prove that in a world of one kind there might 3nlIl1fll$9
or might not have been included the kinds of seeds from gl,f,Z§_as m
which living things and plants and all the rest of the
things we see are composed, and that in a world of another
kind they could not have been.

Moreover, we must suppose that human nature too was VIII. T/It
taught and constrained to do many things of every kind
merely by circumstances; and that later on reasoning and!/1: Origin
elaborated what had been suggested by nature and madeif
further inventions, in some matters quickly, in others were laught
slowly, at some epochs and times (making great advances), ggvgfotggg Sid
and lesser again at others. And so names too were not reason
at first deliberately given to things, but men’s naturesa Language

. . - - h _according to their different nationalities had their own :,a‘:§d°E§:n
Scholia
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peculiar feelings and re_4;e_i_ved their peculiar impressions, natural
and so each in their oawn way emitted air formed into ::I‘,:g;"by
shape by each of these feelings and impressions, according feelings and
to the differences made in the difl'erent nations by the places 'mp'°‘“'°““'
of their abode as well. And then later on by common con- and was
sent in each nationality special names were deliberately Zigzfggzglly
given in order to make their meanings less ambiguous to deliberately
one another and more briefly demonstrated. And some- New iiamee
times those who were acquainted with them brought in §"u°c‘:d"|‘;“‘;;lll
things hitherto unknown and introduced sounds for them, iheee ways
on some occasions being naturally constrained to utter
them, and on others choosing them by reasoning in accord-
ance with the prevailing mode of formation, and thus
making their meaning clear.

Furthermore, the motions of the heavenly bodies and X C‘/18"“?
their turnings and eclipses and risings and settings, and kin- €hif'§,:',.'m
dred phenomena to these, must not be thought to be due to
any being who controls and ordains or has ordained them ,,,,,,,,., OF £1:'
and at the same time enjoys perfect bliss together with im- Iifigvsnly
mortality (for trouble and care and anger and kindness are ,,?,,'::,,"i',.:;|,,d
not consistent with a life of blessedness, but these things by fll1Y1m-

mortal blessedcome to pass where there is weakness and fear and depen- b,.,,,,g,
dence on neighbours). Nor again must we believe that (ii) iier are
they, which are but fire agglomerated in a mass, possess
blessedness, and voluntarily take upon themselves these selves
movements. But we must preserve their full majestic We must not
significance in all expressions which we apply to such
conceptions, in order that there may not arise out of them derogate from
opinions contrary to this notion of l’llE1_]6Sli_Y. Otherwise III‘I,?;°g;ScI§
this very contradiction will cause the greatest disturbance
in men’s souls. Therefore we must believe that it is due
to the original inclusion of matter in such agglomerations
during the birth-process of the world that this law of
regular succession is also brought about.

Furthermore, we must believe that to discover accurately f d1h<=[lm~=>\~-
Cthe cause of the most essential facts is the function of the natfiicooilific

science of nature, and that blessedness for us in the know- heavenly
FCZ I0 Kara Me1b0m I Kai libri II -yeviori] o'vcr-rri0'ct FGZ
78 1 ('ri‘i)5t1ppleV1t Usener

ifll 1)
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ledge of celestial phenomena lies in this and in the bsdm-_&¢-i
. . . is certain andunderstanding of the nature of the existences seen in these ,,,,_,,,,,,1 for

celestial phenomena, and of all else that is akin to the °"1'h=PPifl=H.
exact knowledge requisite for our happiness ; in knowing
too that what occurs in several ways or is capable of being
otherwise has no place here, but that nothing which
suggests doubt or alarm can be included at all in that
which is naturally immortal and blessed. Now this we butnfltthe
can ascertain by our mind is absolutely the case. But fi:.,°:’:::,f:d°f
what falls within the investigation of risings and settings Calms of
and turnings and eclipses, and all'that is akin to this, is no their w°fl““3'
longer of any value for the happiness which knowledge
brings, but persons who have perceived all this, but yet do
not know what are the natures of these things and what
are the essential causes, are still in fear, _]l.1SlI as if they did
not know these things at all: indeed, their fear may be
even greater, since the wonder which arises out of the
observation of these things cannot discover any solution
or realize the regulation of the essentials. And for this We must
very reason, even if we discover several causes for turnings
and settings and risings and eclipses and the like, as has if we find
been the case already in our investigation of detail, we '
must not suppose that our inquiry into these things has Ph¢n°""="°"-
not reached sufficient accuracy to contribute to our peace
of mind and happiness So we must carefully consider in We must
how many ways a similar phenomenon is produced on ::?::t?afb°“t
earth, when we reason about the causes of celestial pheno- phenomena
mena and all that is imperceptible to the senses; and we
must despise those persons who do not recognize either earth,and not
what exists or comes into being in one way only, or that :’,°£;”:,i“;:|’°d1
which may occur in several ways in the case of things scveralcaulel
which can only be seen by us from a distance, and further at “’°"‘
are not aware under what conditions it is impossible to
have peace of mind. If, therefore, we think that a pheno-
menon probably occurs in some such particular way, and
that in circumstances under which it is equally possible for
us to be at peace, when we realize that it may occur in _
several ways, we shall be Just as little disturbed as if we
know that it occurs in some such particular way.

D2
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And besides all these matters in general we must grasp 3. Thu lanai
this point, that the principal disturbance in the minds of %]';'1""f‘§",;. . . . "'\'° ° ‘°men arises because they think that these celestial bodies causes cf
are blessed and immortal, and yet have wills and actions
and motives inconsistent with these attributes; and because (ii) the beiiei
they are always expecting or imagining some everlasting Ltgitvihniy
misery, such as is depicted in legends, or even fear the bodies are
loss of feeling in death as though it would concern them €;‘)"'t’§j,‘}§,_
themselves; and, again, because they are brought to this of eternal
pass not by reasoned opinion, but rather by some irrational §:1';ha;nn°3:,,a_
presentiment, and therefore, as they do not know the limits llOl‘l after
of pain, they suffer a disturbance equally great or even more death‘
extensive than if they had reached this belief by opinion.
But peace of mind is being delivered from all this, and Peace of mind
having a constant memory of the general and most essential lioffiifigfl
principles. fears

Whei"efore we must pay attention to internal feelings ‘:hi::j:s»"*
and to external sensations in general and in particular, To bc quit“
according as the subject is general or particular, and to °"l' f¢*"'== We

. . . must alwaysevery immediate intuition in accordance with each of the amnd to me
standards of Judgement. For if we pay attention to these, d"*'*°1 "1"
we shall rightly trace the causes whence arose our mental '§,,°,'if,f,.§’,f,,,d
disturbance and fear, and, by learning the true causes of ='-°"BH11°11Bi
celestial phenomena and all other occurrences that come :?1§le§rc:l:::.,,,a
to pass from time to time, we shall free ourselves from all Ofivdssmsflh
which produces the utmost fear in other men.

Here, Herodotus, is my treatise on the chief points Conclusion.
concerning the nature of the general principles, abridged fi‘,'15§:';';"“'y
so that my account would be easy to grasp with accuracy. value bolh to
I think that, even if one were unable to proceed to all the Llfgdicgafggd
detailed particulars of the system, he would from this lo the more
obtain an unrivalled strength compared with other men. lg:c;‘:1':]r_
For indeed he will clear up for himself many of the
detailed points by reference to our general system, and
these very principles, if he stores them in his mind, will
constantly aid him. For such is their character that even
those who are at present engaged in working out the

difaxpifiofipxvor BFHPQCO : t'EaitpiBovp¢'vois" GZ 3 (ital rd) sup-
plevit Usener‘ -rti prius inseruerat Meibom
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rrotofiirrai.

iiII 6'0-iii H : ibr. cett. I2 cicrlii oi scripsi: tltrlr 15 libri:
imam}? U8-6110.1‘: Bi} ii Bignone t'ii'w ¢66'y-yaw] ¢iwi$¢9o'y-ynv
P'Q: tl'i.'w tfifldvor H
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details to a considerable degree, or even completely, will
be able to carry out the greater part of their investigations
into the’ nature of the whole by conducting their analysis
in reference to such a survey as this. And as for all
who are not fully among those on the way to being
perfected, some of them can from this summary obtain
a hasty view of the most important matters without oral
instruction so as to secure peace of mind.
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EPICURUS TO PYTHOCLES Q

CLEON brought me a letter from you in which you con- miradiitiiim.
tinue to express a kindly feeling towards me, whic'h,.is II_)c5aT;’;’tl_°5'
a just return for my interest in you, and you attempt with
some success to recall the arguments which lead to 5 life
of blessedness. You ask me to send you a brief argument
about the phenomena of the sky in a short sketch, that
you may easily recall it to mind. For you say that
what I have written in my other works IS hard to remem-
ber, even though, as you state, you constantly have them
in your hands I was glad to receive your request and
felt constrained to answer it by pleasant expectations for
the future. Therefore, as I have finished all my other Ep]Qu|[1§‘
writings I now intend to accomplish your request, feeling °°';:_';:;‘5e_
that these arguments will be of value to many other persons giflncgg or the
as well, and especially to those who have but recently '°"°’-
tasted the genuine inquiry into nature, and also to those
who are involved too deeply in the business of some
regular occupation. Therefore lay good hold on it, keep
it in mind, and go through it all keenly, together with the
rest which I sent in the small epitome to Herodotus.

First of all then we must not suppose that any other Purpose of
object is to be gained from the knowledge of the pheno-
mena of the sky, whether they are dealt with in connexion
with other doctrines or independently, than peace of mind
and a sure confidence, just as in all other branches of
study. We must not try to force an impossible eitplana- its P1-inclpleg
tion, nor employ a method of inquiry like our reasoning
either about the modes of life or with respect to the phenomena
solution of other physical problems: witness such pro- :ll:irf:ffl::’h"]‘cs
positions as that ‘the universe consists of bodies and the O, p1,y,;¢,,_
intangible’, or that ‘the elements are indivisible’, and all
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Fxaarov C0n1eC1t Usener irri] Fr: Usener 5 05 )Lv0pe'vov . . .
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tum SCC1L15iI Usener 7 anal xa-rc1Rr';youcra . . . 1'ru|:vq§ Ill: a.ddita-
mentum seclusxt Usener ante 5 Jr n-epm-yop€vq> addunt mi
)\r'fyovcrav lxbn (Ital }u';'y0vo‘a Gassendl) SCIIICCI c :01 xafalrjyouaa
repetntumz dc his tnbus versxbus Vld. commentarium nostrum
3 iv 0-réaw Gassendi 2 Fr-u'raa1v llbri 9 (Exovaa) addidi wav-
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such statements in circumstances where there is only one
explanation which harmonizes with phenomena. For this for more than
is not so with the things above us: they admit of more ;'::d°:;':|:'7
than one cause of coming into being and more than one same effect.
account of their nature which harmonizes with our sen-
sations. For we must not conduct scientific investigation
by means of empty assumptions and arbitrary principles,
but follow the lead of phenomena : for our life has not now
any place for irrational belief and groundless imaginings,
but we must live free from trouble. Now all goes on Sud] plu|1_l1l_y
without disturbance as far as regards each of those things
which may be explained in several ways so as to harmonize mg element,
with what we perceive, when one admits, as we are bound ‘ifibffi
to do, probable theories about them. But when one accepts trary ClCCl-
one theory and rejects another, which harmonizes _]l1SlZ as ”‘°"’
well with the phenomenon, it is obvious that he altogether
leaves the path of scientific inquiry and has recourse to
myth. Now we can obtain indications of what happens Things on
above from some of the phenomena on earth: for we can
observe how they come to pass, though we cannot observe cxplilln
the phenomena in the sky: for they may be produced in ";“"°“'Yp cnoinena.
several ways. Yet we must never desert the appearance
of each of these phenomena, and further, as regards what
is associated with it, must distinguish those things whose
production in several ways is not contradicted by pheno-
mena on earth.

A world is a circumscribed portion of sky, containing! Worlds
heavenly bodies and an earth and all the heavenly pheno- i):fo‘1_;"c}"_““‘_’:
mena, whose dissolution will cause all within it to fall into boundary and
confusion: it is a piece cut off from the infinite and ends 5h'“P°'
in a boundary either rare or dense, either revolving or
stationary: its outline may be spherical or three-cornered,
or any kind of shape. For all such conditions are possible,
seeing that no phenomenon is evidence against this in our
world, in which it is not possible to perceive an ending.
And that such worlds are infinite in number we can be world,
sure, and also that such a world may come into being both ;"ufin:',:=r‘“
inside another world and in an interworld, by which we Pliiceof

formation.
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mean a space between worlds; it will be in a place with
much void, and not in a large empty space quite void, as
some say: this occurs when seeds of the right kind have Manner of
rushed in from a single world or mterworld, or from f°m“m°“
several: little by little they make junctions and articula-
tions, and cause changes of position to another place, as
it may happen,, and produce irrigations of the appropriate and endu-
matter until the period of completion and stability, which mm‘
lasts as long as the underlying foundations are capable of
receiving additions. For it is not merely necessary for False ldta ofgo
a gathering of atoms to take place, nor indeed for a whirl g°c:Fl§ut£i';:"0‘;
and nothing more to be set in motion, as is supposed, by worlds.
necessity, in an empty space in which it is possible for
a world to come into being, nor can the world go on
increasing until it collides with another world, as one of
the so-called physical philosophers says. For this is a
contradiction of phenomena.

Sun and moon and the other stars were not created by II Tire
themselves and subsequently taken in by the world, but
were fashioned in it from the first and gradually grew in (ii) Creation,
size by the aggregations and whirlings of bodies of minute m the world

(ii) Constitu-91 parts, either windy or fieiy or both , for this is what our ,,on_
sensation suggests. The size of sun (and moon) and the (C) 5,“.
other stars is for us what it appears to be; and in reality "°=="‘1y What
it is either (slightly) greater than what we see or slightly we we IL
less or the same size: for so too fires on earth when
looked at from a distance seem to the senses. And every
0b_]€Cl2l0l1 at this point will easily be dissipated, if we pay
attention to the clear vision, as I show in my books about

99 nature. The risings and settings of the sun, moon, and id) Their
other heavenly bodies may be due to kindling and extinc- "smg andsetting.
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11. TO PYTHOCLES 63
tion, the composition of the surrounding matter at the
places of rising and setting being such as to lead to these
results: for nothing in phenomena is against it. Or
again, the effect in question might be produced by their
appearance over the top of the earth, and again the inter-
position of the earth in front of them: for once more
nothing in phenomena is against it. Their motions may (ii) Their
not impossibly be due to the revolution of the whole "M n"
heaven, or else it may remain stationary, and they may
revolve owing to the natural impulse towards the east,
which was produced at the beginning of the world . . . . .
by an excessive heat owing to a spreading of the fire
which is always moving on to the regions nearest in
succession. The tropics of sun and moon may be caused (f) The
owing to an obliquity of the whole heaven, which is con-"'°P'°'
strained into this position in the successive seasons; or
equally well by an outward impulsion of a current of air,
or because the appropriate material successively catches
fire, as the former fails; or again, from the beginning this
particular form of revolution may have been assigned to
these stars, so that they move in a kind of spiral. For all
these and kindred explanations are not at variance with
any clear-seen facts, if one always clings in such depart-
ments of inquiry to the possible and can refer each point
to what is in agreement with phenomena without fearing
the slavish artifices of the astronomers.

The wanings of the moon and its subsequent waxings (g) Tiir Moon
might be due to the revolution of its own body, or equally (‘)‘“" Phami
well to successive conformations of the atmosphere, or
again to the interposition of other bodies; they may be
accounted for in all the ways in which phenomena on
earth invite us to such explanations of these phases;
provided only one does not become enamoured of the
method of the single cause and groundlessly put the others
out of court, without having considered what it is possible
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Usener: ri libri (bis)
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for a man to observe and what is not, and desiring there-
fore to observe what is impossible. Next the moon may
have her light from herself or from the sun. For on earth
too we see many things shining with their own, and many
with reflected light. Nor is any celestial phenomenon
against these explanations, if one always remembers the
method of manifold causes and investigates hypotheses
and explanations consistent with them, and does not look
to inconsistent notions and emphasize them without cause
and so fall back in difierent ways on different occasions on
the method of the single cause. The impression of a face
in the moon may be due to the variation of its parts or to
interposition or to any one of many causes which might be
observed, all in harmony with phenomena. For in the
case of all celestial phenomena this process of investigation
must never be abandoned- for if one is in opposition to
clear-seen facts, he can never have his part in true peace
of mind.

The eclipse of sun and moon may take place both owing
to their extinction, as we see this effect is produced on
earth, or again by the interposition of some other bodies,
either the earth or some unseen body or something else
of this sort. And in this way we must consider together
the causes that suit with one another and realize that it is
not impossible that some should coincide at the same time.
Next the regularity of the periods of the heavenly bodies
must be understood in the same way as such regularity is
seen in some of the events that happen on earth. And
do not let the divine nature be introduced at any point into
these considerations, but let it be preserved free from
burdensome duties and in entire blessedness. For if
this principle is not observed, the whole discussion of
causes in celestial phenomena is in vain, as it has already
been for certain persons who have not clung to the
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II. TO PYTHOCLES 67
method of possible explanations, but have fallen back on
the useless course of thinking that things could only
happen in one way, and of rejecting all other ways in har-
mony with what is possible, being driven thus to what is
inconceivable and being unable to compare earthly pheno-
mena, which we must accept as indications.

The successive changes in the length of nights and days (D I-@118‘-ll 0?
may be due to the fact that the sun’s movements above the $3,128 and
earth become fast and then slow again because he passes
across regions of unequal length or because he traverses
some regions more quickly or more slowly, (or again to
the quicker or slower gathering of the fires that make the
sun), as we observe occurs with some things on earth,
with which we must be in harmony in speaking of celestial
phenomena. But those who assume one cause fight
against the evidence of phenomena and fail to ask whether
it is possible for men to make such observations.

Signs of the weather may occur owing to the coincidence (Ii) Weather-
of occasions, as happens with animals we can all see on 5'5“
earth, and also through alterations and changes in the
atmosphere. For both these are in accordance with pheno-
mena. But under what circumstances the cause is pro-
duced by this or that, we cannot perceive.

Clouds may be produced and formed both by the con- III Meteoro-
densation of the atmosphere owing to compression by ‘£‘:fi-"'(,,ouds_
winds and by the interlacing of atoms clinging to one
another and suitable for producing this result, and again
by the gathering of streams from earth and the waters:
and there are several other ways in which the formation of
such things may not impossibly be brought about. And (2.) Rm,
from them again rain may be produced i f they are squeezed
in one part or changed in another, or again by a downward
current of wind moving through the atmosphere from
appropriate places, a more violent shower being produced
from certain conglomerations of atoms suited to create
such downfalls.

Kllimai E"rr' libri I00 I 1'l'l-»'£U].|.tl.1"fi|JI! Karatpopii Usener: irvriipara
iirrra awopopév libri: iievpérmv Kari‘: iiirorpopiiv Bignone 2 Kai 6:‘
atpor] Bi. aepos P32
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5 Bpov1-as ivbéxeran. yivecrfiae xai xara 1nmip.a1-os~ iv 'roi‘s~
soskcépam -riév vecpfiv rival-Run-w, xafiawep €v -ro'i.‘s 1')pr.cr€po|.s~
ayyeiosr, ml 1rap& 1rvpbs~ 11e1rveuparm-p.£vov fiépfiov iv a1'rroi.'s,
ma! xara fififcas 52 vc¢¢"6v xal 5:.aa'raa'e:.s‘ xai xara waparplrlrecr
ve¢c3v xal xarafeas fifw efhqcjadrmv ::pvo"ra.)\Aoe|.Bfi' xai.

Io 1'5 3»\ov xal rofiro 1-Er p.£p0S‘ 1rJ\c0vax63s~ ylveo-Ba; M‘)/aw
Exxahciirac TE‘: qbaw6p.eva- I

101 Kai. aarpawai 3’ éaaérms ylvovraa. xara 1rAe:i'ovs' 'rp61-rovs"
xai ‘yap xa1-6 1rapa1'p:.\{:w xal 0-11-'-y|<povo'w ve¢>c'Bv 6 1rvp5$
&1roreAco-1-mbs 0‘)(n,ua1'co-pbs ifomo-Oafvwv ao'rpa1rP;v 'yevv@'
xal xa'r' €|cp:.1r:.0'p.bv in 1'cT:v veqbéiv 1511-6 wvevpcirmv 11'-iv

5 ro-2015-rwv awparmv ii 1-‘F11: )\a,u-rrqfiéva rarfrqv 1rapaa-xcva{e¢,
xal xar’ €mr:.ao-p.6v, 6M'\(/ems 113v v£q‘165v ywopivnr aft?’ 1511-’
ahiuihcov J9’ 151:5 1rvevp.ci1'a>v' real mar’ €p.1repD\1;1P:.v 62 1'06
3:116 1-811 Eiarpwv xarea'1:'ap;.u.-‘von qbco1'<5s', efra avvehavvopfvov
1}1r<1 rfis m-.mio'ews' ve¢c?w "re xai 1rvcv,u.d'vraw xal §:.c:c1rf1'rrov1'os*

1051.6 153v vs¢>c3v' 1“; xara 5:-fiflqo-av (Baa) 1'63v veqbciiv 1-013
)xe1rrop.epco'1-cirov ¢m-refs‘, 3? awb 1'05 1T‘lJp59 ve‘¢n) crvveqblxéxfiaa.
xai 1&9 Bpovrfis 61-:01-e1\e?o-9a:. xara 1-171: 1-0151-011 .x(vqo-w- xal
xara rfiv 1-06 1rve1‘.'qua'ros éxwfipmaw rfiu ycvopévqv am 1-e

109 avwovfav gbopfis‘ Kai. 61.3‘; aqbofipdv r:a1'cO\11o'w' I Kai. Kara firifecs
SE‘ ve<;bG'w 1§1r6 wvcvparmv €x1r'rwa'fv "re 1rvpbs‘ &1ro-rc)\eo'1'uc63v
arépwv xal 1'5 T17}; &o'1'pa1r?}s' cptivraa-p.a ¢'11ro1'eJ\ovo'cTw' xal
xa1" fikkovs 6? 1rM"f0vs' 'rpd'1-revs‘ fiafifws 30-1-an xafiopfiv Exa-

5 pcvov dd 'rcTw aaaavopévwv Kai. 1'5 10151019 5p.owv fivvapevov
avvflewpciv. 1rpo-rape? 62 ao~rpa1rfi flpovrfis iv 1-ou'§5é rwa.
1rep:o*:-aa~e:. veqb63.v xal ma, 1'5 Ema 1-Q: 1-5 1:wci3,ua €p1ri'1r1'ew
€.Em6e':'.‘o-6a:. 1'31! as-1-pa-nfis‘ &1ro1-ckea-ruzfiv c|'Xqpuar:.o-p.o'v, fiovepov
62“ 1-5 1rveEp.a aveckofipevov 1-511 fiépfiov 5.1101-e)us'i.'1r 1-oi31'ov'

10 Kai mar’ €x11'1'mo-av 6% &p.¢01'ép¢ov fipa, 11]) 1-cixa. 0-vv1'ovw1-épq>
rcexpfin-Ga; qrpbs fipafis TP,-1» aarpamfv, 1§'0'1-ape?» 5% 1-17712 fipovrvfv, I

I03 xa6a1rcp @1r' évfcov if awoarrfparos Gewpovpivmv acai‘. 'n-Jhrycis‘
1-was woeovpévwv.

8 6|aa'1-cio'ecc] 6cao‘1nio'¢cc Usener 9 xarcifiecs Fmbtn: rcifcce
BHPQJCOS Baaarcioccr F: races: Usener I01 2 mi ante 0157-
xpovo-uv 1*) conxecit Usener 8 xarmvruppivou Schncxder : mn-
owmpapivav labri 10 (&a‘1) adnecit Schnmder I I pf Bignonc :
5 libri 5 énb . . . 12 (In-ordain-éhu ut addxtamcntum seclusit Usener
o'urrqI1)L€p(6m Usener: aunnhixflan libri 12 Kara Blgnonc: xal xcrra
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ii. To PYTHOCLES 69
Thunder may be produced by the rushing about of wind (c) Thunder

in the hollows of the clouds, as happens in vessels on
earth, or by the reverberation of fire filled with wind
inside them, or by the rending and tearing of clouds, or
by the friction and bursting of clouds when they have been
congealed into a form like ice: phenomena demand that
we should say that this department of celestial events, just
like them all, may be caused in several ways.

And lightnings too are produced in several ways: for (J) I-ishlnms
both owing to the friction and collision of clouds a con-
formation of atoms which produces fire slips out and gives
birth to the lightning, and owing to wind bodies which give
rise to this flash are dashed from the clouds: or compression
may be the cause, when clouds are squeezed either by one
another or by the wind. Or again it may be that the light
scattered abroad from the heavenly bodies is taken in by the
clouds, and then is driven together by the movement of the
clouds and wind, and falls out through the clouds; or else
light composed of most subtle particles may filter through
the clouds, whereby the clouds may be set on fire by the
flame and thunder produced by the movement of the fire.
Or the wind may be fired owing to the strain of motion
and its violent rotation. or clouds may be rent by wind
and atoms fall out which produce fire and cause the appear-
ance of lightning. And several other methods may easily
be observed, if one clings always to phenomena and can
compare what is akin to these things. Lightning precedes P) Why
thunder in such a conformation of the clouds, either because lgfiilégéig
at the moment when the wind dashes in, the formation of thundcr
atoms which gives rise to lightning is driven out, but after-
wards the wind whirls about and produces the reverbera-
tion ; or because they both dash out at the same moment,
but lightning moves at a higher speed towards us, and
thunder comes after, as in the case of some things
seen at a distance and producing blows.
libri : mi Usener . xai ma-nit 'r(i'7v 0'iEiv Kfll. xareii 1')i)v rail-rov iciviycriv sup-
plendum censuit Bignone 102 2 Fxrrraaaiv re Usener: Znr-rec-w
was libri 5 dd Usener: ml libri io ea-r‘ Em-roim» scripsi:
xaripnruaiv B (unde |tar' i";.i1rro:o'iv eCld.): xaripirpoow P1‘ mi"
ipnpmviv P‘CoF
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Kepavvoiis ivodxerat 'yCve0'0at Kai Kara 1r)te-(ova; nvwprirmv

o'u)t)t0'yEis Kai Ka-rci)t17o'w ioxvpdv re €K1ri5pcoo-iv Kai Karcippnfw
5 plpovs Kai €K1rrco0'w ioxvporepav afirofi €1ri -roiis Karin 'rd-rrovs,

fie iiiifews 'yt1i0].Lél!7]S‘ Bid rd robs if-i"is' -rd1i-ovs 1rvKvore‘povs
civat bid 1rD\11o-iv vc¢c'6v- Kai Kar’ aiiriqv as riyv roii 1r‘-vpos‘
€K1i'1'mo-iv dvcihovpévov, Kadiz Kai. Bpoirriqv euoéxerat "yt've0'6at,
whciovos yevopidvov Kai wvcviiarmdeivros irrxvpd-repov Kai

10,5-rffavros -rd védaos Baa To pi-P] Eiiivao-Hat zlrroxwpciv cis 1-it
1°4 iffis‘, rcfi 1'rO\mriv 'yf11c0'6ai an rrpos d.)t)\r))\a. I Kai Kar’ d.)u\ovs

BE 'rpd1rovs' 1r)tei'ovas' ivodxerai Kepavvoirs &1r01'e)te'io6ai' pidvov
6 p.1'}6os d.1'r£0"rco- di1re‘0"rai aé, eiciv 'ris' Ka)\c3s 'ro'is' tpawopecvois
d|.Ko)\ov963v 1rcpi rdiv didiavdiv anpetcbrai.

5 Hpqomfipas Gvodxcrat yiveoélat Kai Kara Kddeaw vdcpovs
sis -roiis Kdrm 'r61r0=vs‘ 0'TU)\.0€l.§(i.lS‘ 15-rro 1rvc1’i;.iaros' ddpdov
dao'6e'v'ros‘ Kai Bea T05 1rvci5,u.a'ros‘ 1ro)\)\o'i3 qi>epo;.t£vov, dpa Kai
rd véqm sis‘ 1-6 1r/Kciyiov oidofivros 1'05 EK1-ds‘ 1rvc1ipiar0s"
Kai Kara 1re,0E0"rao-w 6% wvcviiiaros sis Kiiidtov, Eiépos rtvos

10 irrtavvwdovnévov dvwdcw Kai fifiaecos‘ 1i'o)U\fis‘ 1rvevp.drr.ov
ycvopnivns Kai 013 ovvapdvns sis‘ rd. rrixd-yta Stappviivat Sui

I0 riiv népif 1-06 ciépos 1rOt-qo'w. I Kai dais‘ per: yfis rm’) 1rpi7o'fip0s‘
Kadieiiévov 0-"rpci,8i)\oi yi-yvovrai, we av Kai 1'; dnoyévvnats

\ \ f\ I IKara 1-nv Klvnaiv rov 1rvevp.a-ros‘ ')/Ll1T]T(1L' 3015‘ 5% 6a)td1'1"r)s'
Bivoi d1r01-e/\oi3v'rai.

5 Eeiopoiis ch/oéxerat yfveo-i9at Kai Kara 1rve15;.ra-r0s' Eu rfi
yfi d.1ro')\1;\,irw Kai 1rapi1 ;.u.KpoiJs' 5}/Kovs aiirfis rrapddeow Kai
trvvexfi Kiingo-iv, 8 rip) Kpdoavoiv rfi yf; 1rapao'Kevd.§et. Kai -rd
rrvefipa rofiro ii; ifcofiev €_u.1i'cpiJ\ap.Bdvct EK 1-05 1r[1r'rew
eirrco e’5cic,i>r; sis avrpoeibeis rd1r0v5- rife fir Exavevaarofiwa

ro1-on érreinqiipdvov aépa. (Kai) Kar’ aririiv 6% ‘Fin! iiiciiioo-iir

I03 4 Kariippqgw FH. Kara fififtv BPIQCO 7 oia 1ri)u)o'w
P'q_: Baa rreiitnoiv B: B.'.n1rci'7\r;rrw F : <3.‘ ci1rei.itqcri.v (P‘)H vc¢cTw
BP Q: réiw vccpfiw cett. Ka-r' ab:-1}v Usener‘ m-rd raérnv libri
104 5 Kara Ktidccrw BPIFIBCOZ xarciflcotv F’ . Karin 3c'o'|.v ZPB mg.f.
6 o~rv)tocu3c'-is Usener tihitoctdcbc libri 7 1i-oltlkoil] mjclop Usener
8 1i-Ptci'y.'.ov USCIICI‘ rritqaiov llbrl I05 2 tbs‘ div . . . 'yivT;1'ru. Ht glos-
serria SECl\151t'USEnET (qui tbs: duo-ymiwr . . . divqoiv . , . -yiverat scripsit)
6 a~:r6>tq~I¢w] clIti1rdi\‘q\lr|.v suspicatus est Usener 7 8 -r‘v Usener:2 , 7i
orav libri Kpaiiavaw B mg'.: Kp(l6Cl0"l'0v B . Kpadaardv 00112.2 -rdr
KpaBno',uov Casaubon '_1rapao':<evafe-'- F2 1rapa0'Kwdfq cett. 3
ifdiec“ Mejbom 9 "Wm I_.)iels (1-rid’. Usener, praefat. xx) : eis libri
""|'"W-"1T0vvra USEHCF2 ex rrvcvparmv libri IO dwuitqppdror
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Thunderbolts may occur because there are frequent (f) Thunder-

gatherings hi wind, which whirls about and is shined into "°"“
a fierce flame, and then a portion of it breaks off and rushes
violently on the places beneath, the breaking taking place
because the regions approached are successively denser
owing to the condensation of clouds . or as the result of the
actual outburst of the whirling fire, in the same way that
thunder may be produced, when the fire becomes too great
and is too violently fanned by wind and so breaks through
the cloud, because it cannot retreat to the next regions owing
to the constant condensation of clouds one on the other.
And thunderbolts may be produced in other ways too
Only superstition must be excluded, as it will, if one
successfully follows the lead of seen phenomena to gain
indications about the invisible.

Cyclones may be produced either by the driving down VI Atmo-
of a cloud into the regions below in the form of a pillar, ‘L’?!
because it is pushed by the wind gathered inside it and is phmhmina
driven on by the violence of the WlI'lCl, while at the same (“i C5'°l°“°5-
time the wind outside impels it sideways; or by wind
forming into circular motion, while mist is simultaneously
thrust down from above; or when a great rush oi wind
takes place and cannot pass through sideways owing to
the surrounding condensation of the atmosphere. And
when the spout is let down on to the land, whirlwinds are
produced in all the various ways in which their creation
may occur owing to the movement of the wind, but if it
reaches the sea it produces waterspouts.

Earthquakes may be brought about both because wind (b) Earth-
is caught up in the earth, so that the earth is dislocated in ‘1““k°"'
small masses and is continually shaken, and that causes
it to sway. This wind it either takes into itself from out-
side, or else because masses of ground fall in into cavernous
places in the earth and fan into wind the air that is im-
prisoned in them. And again, earthquakes may be brought
PIQ mg. C02 ciiriitnppdrov B : irmihqpivov FHPBZ (xai) Knr' aiiriiiw
Usener: Kara railrqv libri

Scholia i '
I03 II post ylvcadai lcgitur rd pév iroiiii rrpdr dpos rt i5\lr1;lidv, iv qi
pditiara Kcpauvol rrirrrovoiv
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rift Kivfiacwr EK rfiiv 1rrz6a'ew;v Ebaipiiv rroiiltéiii Kai 1i'd)iw
dwra-rrdboo-w, 5-rav 1i-uKv0ip.ao-i o-qbofiporépots riis‘ yfis airavrwjop,
ivbeixcrai. actapohc dworehciadat, Kai Kar' dJUto*us~ bit nkclovs
rpdrrovs riis‘ Ktvrio-etc raiiras rfis yfis yt'vE0'i9at.

Q f * ‘ * *

Ta be nvnipara o-vafiafivei yfvco-Hat Kard xpdvov MR0-
qbv/\l'as' rwds dtei. Kai. Karii. y.i.Kpdv 1rapet0'5vop.£v'qs‘, Kai Ka6'

siioaros dqbdcivov o'v¢\}\0-yriv. rd. bi Aotnii rrveiipara yivcrai.
Kai 62¢-ywv rreadvrwv sis 1-it iroititii. lt0tl\(.dfJ'.(1T6l., oiaodcrews
roiircov ytvopivns.

Xd.)iag'a avvrekeirat Kai. Kari: nfiftv icrxvporépav, ncivrodev
3? vrvcvitarwbchv 1rep[o'rao-iv rtvtiiv Kai Kara;.u§,oto'w' Kai (Kara)

I0 nfiftv perptmrépav use-mites» rtviiiv (Kai) 6p.oi3 tififtv, dpa
riiv re oiivmatv aiiirdiv notovpdvnv Kai 1-iii: btdppnfw 1i'p5s
rd Kari: pdpn o*vvEo'ra0-Gar. 1r'qyv1ip.eva Kai Kara ddpodrnra. I

I07 1'} 6% neptcpépeta 015K dovmirms pix: dxet yfveadat rrdvrodev

ID

ridv d.Kpwv d1ror17K0;.uivcov Kai iv rj o'vo'rd.0'et rrdvrodev, dis‘
Ad)/erai, Kari: pépq d;.ia)u39 rreptiaraiidvmv sire "iiiiaroetodiv
rwow sire 1rvev,iiarw5t'-iv.

5 Xtdva or évoéxerat o'vvre)\e'Eo'9at Kai iioaros )\e1rroi3 €KXeo-
pévov €K rdiv vedwdiv bid. ndpwv crvppierpias Kai dhfilrets
€1i'i.ri]5efo.iv vedadiv dei {ind 7T1f€U]J.Cl.T(|JL' 0-qbofipcis, cira roiirov
rrfifw Ev rj qbopd )ta,u.Bcii1ovros' did. rwa Z0-Xvpdv Ev rois‘
Karmrdpm rd1rots~ rdiv veqbéiv 1,!/vxpacrias 1repEo'ra0'w' Kai Kara

to irijfiv B’ iv ro’.-is viiqbeoiv dpiaitfi dpaidrryra exovoiv roiaiirn
1i-pdeo-is €K riiiv veqbcfiv yivoiro av 1rpc‘is ii.\)u1)ta 6/\t,Boi.iévtov
155aroet56iv Kai ovp.1i'apaKet;.i.é'vaiv- it oiovei owivcoo-iv iroioiipteva
xahafav d'n'0T€)tei', 5 }J»(l.)\t0‘T(1 yiverai. div rt?) dépi. I Kai. Kara

I2 drrarrddootv Gassendi: rivrarrodidtorrw libri I06 3 St
flvedpara addendum (-rafim) suspicatus est Usener - 5 1-E068
?\0i1ri.ii] rd be Ptotrrdir Bignone 6 diti-ymir F: diii-yov Cet1:.:
corruptum suspicatus est Usener 9 Kai Karapipimr scripsi:
Kai Kara pipl-01v libri (Karapdpqatr F) I Kqira pépwtv Usener (Kurd)
adiecit Meibom 10 -n-F;.§w H : 1-iii» BFPQCo Quit) adieci: (ww-
parwddav 3:’ rwcor) USBHBI dpoii o,u.oupr)o'w Usener
I2 cidpodrqra Gassendi: ddptirqra libri I01 2 iirror1;K0;;i£"'i.'anr
S£l.I1‘llJUCl.lS: ci1rori.K0;.tc'vrov B: civroirtxopirmv HPQCO: iirrmrvxivovpiluv
F‘ 3 Kara Aldobrandinus: Kai rd libri iadarociddav] i§da1'orrouT>v F
6 dta rrdpwv Kuhn I diaqbdpwv BPICOI dmtpopdw FP"QZ: diaqbdpdav H
67\.i\,l-its Usener: dltiilremc libri 7 dd Bignone: Kai libri: om.
Usener irird wvcupdrmv Gassendi: firropvziparos libri oitpodpds
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II. T0 PYTHOCLES 73
about by the actual spreading of the movement which
results from the fall of many such masses of ground and
the return shock, when the first motion comes into collision
with more densely packed bodies of earth. There are also
many other ways in which these motions of the earth may
be caused.

l I i ¥ l 1

The winds may be produced when from time to time (tr) (?VDlCil
some alien matter is continually and gradually forcing its “ )
way in, or owing to the gathering of a vast quantity of
water. The other winds arise when a few (currents of air)
fall into many hollow spaces, and cause a spreading of
wind.

Hail is produced both by a powerful congelation, when (d) Hail
certain windy bodies form together from all sides and split
up: also by a more moderate congelation of watery bodies
and their simultaneous division, which causes at one and
the same time their coagulation and separation, so that
they cling together as they freeze in their separate parts
as well as in their whole masses. Their circular shape
may possibly arise because the comers melt off all round
or because at their conformation bodies, whether watery
or windy, come together evenly from all directions part by
part, as is alleged.

Snow may be produced when fine particles of rain are (G) Show
poured out of the clouds owing to the existence of pores
of suitable shape and the strong and constant compression
by winds of clouds of the right kind ; and then the water is
congealed in its descent owing to some conformation oi
excessive coldness in the clouds in the lower regions. Or
else owing to congelation in clouds of uniform thinness an
exudation of this kind might arise from watery clouds lying
side by side and rubbing against one another: for they
produce hail by causing coagulation, a process most fre-
quent in the atmosphere. Or else, owing to the friction of

Usener: onopfir llbfl 9 Ka-rm-r¢'pao Cobet: Kfl'I'(iJ1'€POP BHPQ:
Kararrci-rot: FZ I0 dpnhij BPIQ: dpaitfyv Cert. ixovirw Meibom:
Fxovoav BPIQCO2 Fxouoa cett. rotaii-rq Z: roiafrrqv cett.
ll post ditiflopivwv (rdiv) inseruit Usener I 3 cie'pi] dept US$116!‘
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Tptlilw as vcd>E'iv nfifw elhndadrmv iindiraltaw iiv Aapfidvot
1'6 fie xtduos rofiro d9poi.o',u.a. Kai. Kar' HA/\ovs' at rpdirovs
dvbfxcrai. xtdva o'vvrcJtcFo'6ai.

5 Apdcros avvreiteirat Kai Kara o"6v0b0v rrpds‘ dJt)u]Aa EK roii
ddpos rdiv r0i.o'ii1"mv, 5. rfis roiaiirqs iiypaafas d1i'oreM'o'ri.Kd
yfverar Kai Kari‘: dzopiiv 5% if and uorepdiv rdmov ii fldara
KeKrnp.e'vcuu, in 0i'oi.s' 1-d1i'ots' piciitiara Bpdiros avvreheirai,
eira crfivooov roiircov eis rd aiird Jtafidvrcov Kai d.1i'ore‘)\eo'w

IO fiypaafas Kai 1rci)u.v cpopciv iirri roiis Kcirai rdrrovs, Kadcirrep
dpolcos Kai nap’ ~f;,u'iTv <i1i'i. nhedvmv rotaiirci rwa (dewpeirat. I

109 Kai rrcixirq 52' pzera/3a)u\op.e‘i/cup) 0'vvre)teiirai. rcfiv dpdamv,
roioiircov rant’-31: rrfiflv rwa )ta,Bdvrwv did. 1i'epf0'raor{i: rwa
aépos drvxpofi.

KpiJ'o'ra)t)\os' 0-vvrchciirat Kai liar’ €Ki9A.i\]/iv pie» roii 1'repi-
5 ¢>1=poi'3s' o'Xr;p.arto',u.ofi €K row’) 1'i5aros', o'1§vcoo'w 52‘ 1-612 o'KaA17vo'3v

Kai d§v*ycovf0w rdiv 31¢ rtld iidari i§1rapXcivrtov' Kai Kara Zfwdev
62 rdiv roioiirtuv rrpcio-Kpurw, ii aovchadévra fiélv rd": fioart
1ra,oco'Ke1.'iao'e, 1i'ocra rdiv nepttpepcbv §K9)tf\lrav'ra.

'I,ois' yifverat Kara 1rpdo')ta,w,l/ii: and rot’) iipitiov 1rpi>s' ddpa
1° iioaroetdfi * Kara 1rpdo-Kptcrtv ibiav roii re qbtords Kai rofi

-1Q/‘:5dufpos, ii réiv Xpwparmv roiiriov iiiicdpara 1r0t'|r';o'et sire
wdvra sire ;.i0voei5c3s" did)’ 05 'Tl'€£:\Ll! ci.rro)tcip.1rovros rd. duo-
pofivra rofi diepos Xpcbotv roiaiirqv Afiillerat, oiav dewpofipev,

no Kara 1i'pdo')\ap.\,l1w 1i'p5s' rd. p.e'pn. I rd dis rfis nepttpepefas
rofiro cpdvraoqaa "yfverai. did. ro rd 6ido'r'qpia rrcivrodev lfirov
15116 rfis 6'1}/ems" dempeiadai, ii 0'1i1!w0'LIJ' roiaifiriqv Aapqfiavovadiv
rail.’ (iv rt?» at-(pt drdpuov ii 31) rofs‘ v§d>e0'w drrd 1'05 aiiirofi

5 dzépos‘ d1ro<pepopi€vwv rrcpiqbépeidv rwa Ka6fc0'6ar. riqv 0'15)/Kpio'tv
raiiriqv.

I08 '2 dv ?ta;.i,B¢i|/oi ro Schneider : dvahapfidvotro BP1Q: dvahagfidpoi
rd CCU. 7 Kurd tiaopdv] K07‘ oil-tadiopdv Bignone lcard (ci11‘o>¢0pdP
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congealed clouds, these nuclei of snow may find occasion
to break off. And there are many other ways in which
snow may be produced.

Dew may be produced both when such particles as are
productive of this kind of moisture issue from the atmo-
sphere and meet one another, and also when particles rise
from moist regions or regions containing water, in which
dew is most naturally produced, and then meet together
and cause moisture to be produced, and afterwards fall back
on the ground below, as (is) frequently (seen) to be the case
in phenomena on earth as well. (And frost is produced by
a change) in the dew-particles, when such particles as we
have described undergo a definite kind of congelation
owing to the neighbourhood of a cold atmosphere.

Ice is caused both by the squeezing out from the water
of particles of round formation and the driving together
of the triangular and acute-angled particles Wl‘1lCl‘l exist
already in the water, and again by the addition from
without of particles of this kind, which when driven
together produce a congelation in the water, by squeezing
out a certain number of the round particles.

The rainbow is caused by light shining from the sun on
to watery atmosphere: or else by a peculiar union of light
and air, which can produce the special qualities of these
colours whether all together or separately; from it as it
reflects back again the neighbouring regions of the air can
take the tint which we see, by means of the shining of the
light on to its various parts. The appearance of its round
shape is caused because it is perceived by our sight at
equal distance from all its points, or else because the
atoms in the air or those in the clouds which are derived
from the same air, are pressed together in this manner,
and so the combination spreads out in a round shape.
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A halo round the moon is caused either when air is (1) Th:

carried towards the moon from all sides, or when the air “'°°“'° h'l°
checks the efiluences carried from the moon so equably
that it forms them into this cloudy ring all round without
any gaps or differences, or else when it checks the air
round the moon uniformly on all sides so as to make that
which encircles it round and thick in texture. This
comes to pass in different parts either because some current
outside forces the air or because heat blocks the passages
in such a way as to produce this effect.

Comets occur either when fire is collected together in v_ F,,,.,;,,,
certain regions at certain intervals of time in the upper air “ll-“"1?
because some gathering of matter takes place, or whenat
certain intervals the heaven above us has some peculiar
movement, so that stars of this nature are revealed, or
when they themselves at certain seasons start to move on
account of some gathering of matter and come into the
regions within our ken and appear visible. And their
disappearance occurs owing to the opposite causes to these.

Some stars ‘revolve in their place’(as Homer says), which (1,) Fund
comes to pass not only because this part of the world is 5""-
stationary and round it the rest revolves, as some say, but
also because a whirl of air is formed in a ring round it,
which prevents their moving about as do the other stars:
or else it is because there is not a succession of appropriate
fuel for them, but only in this place in which they are seen
fixed. And there are many other ways in which this may
be brought about, if one is able to infer what is in agree-
ment with phenomena.

That some of the stars should wander in their course, if (c) Planets
indeed it is the case that their movements are such, while ::‘£_;°3“l“'
others do not move in this manner, may be due to the
reason that from the first as they moved in their circles
they were so constrained by necessity that some of them
move along the same regular orbit, and others along one
which is associated with certain irregularities: or it may
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II. TO PYTHOCLES 1,
be that among the regions to which they are carried in
some places there are regular tracts of air which urge them
on successively in the same direction and provide flame
for them regularly, while in other places the tracts are
irregular, so that the aberrations which we observe result.
But to assign a single cause for these occurrences, when
phenomena demand several explanations, is madness, and
is quite wrongly practised by persons who are partisans of
the foolish notions of astrology, by which they give futile
explanations of the causes of certain occurrences, and all
the time do not by any means free the divine nature from
the burden of responsibilities.

That some stars should be seen to be left behind by (1') D=fi'¢1'@H¢=
others is caused because though they move round in the §,§,P,§'f,,'“
same orbit they are carried along more slowly, and also Stars
because they really move in the opposite direction though
they are dragged back by the same revolution: also
because some are carried round through a greater space
and some through a lesser, though all perform the same
revolution. But to give a single explanation of these
occurrences is only suitable to those who wish to make
a show to the many.

What are called falling stars may be produced in part (8) Fflllms
by the rubbing of star against star, and by the falling out Sta"
of the fragments wherever an outburst of wind occurs, as
we explained in the case of lightning-flashes: or else by
the meeting of atoms productive of fire, when a gathering
of kindred material occurs to cause this, and a movement
in the direction of the impulse which results from the
original meeting; or else by a gathering of wind in certain
dense and misty formations, and its ignition as it whirls
round, and then its bursting out of what encloses it and
its rush towards the spot to which the impulse of its flight
tends. And there are other ways in which this result may
be brought about, quite free from superstition.

The signs of the weather which are given by certain (f) Weather
animals result from mere coincidence of occasion. For :'rfi'§a{;°'“
the animals do not exert any compulsion for winter to
Usener: ¢ipo,ue'w;r libri Bdpiiélrproi] civilo-ipoi Usener: iiiivdoi
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come to an end, nor is there some divine nature which sits
and watches the outgoings of these animals and then
fulfils the signs they give. For not even the lowest animal,
although ‘a small thing gives the greater pleasure ’, would
be seized by such foolishness, much less one who was
possessed of perfect happiness.

All these things, Pythocles, you must bear in mind ; for Caiidu.-mm
thus you will escape in most things from superstition and
will be enabled to understand what is akin to them. And
most of all give yourself up to the study of the beginnings
and of infinity and of the things akin to them, and also oi
the criteria of truth and of the feelings, and of the purpose
for which we reason out these things. For these points
when they are thoroughly studied will most easily enable
you to understand the causes of the details. But those
who have not thoroughly taken these things to heart could
not rightly study them in themselves, nor have they made
their own the reason for observing them.

SIT! F
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EPICURUS TO MENOECEUS

LET no one when young delay to study philosophy, nor Iiilroduclton.
when he is old grow weary of his study. For no one can §?§h°l’§‘:'L§t
come too early or too late to secure the health of his soul. study philo-
And the man who says that the age for philosophy has ‘°ph3"'
either not yet come or has gone by is like the man who
says that the age for happiness is not yet come to him, or
has passed away. Wherefore both when young and old
a man must study philosophy, that as he grows old he
may be young in blessings through the grateful recollection
of what has been, and that in youth he may be old as well,
since he will know no fear of what is to come. We must
then meditate on the things that make our happiness,
seeing that when that is with us we have all, but when it is
absent we do all to win it.

The things which I used unceasingly to commend to Firsi'jirmt':-
you, these do and practice, considering them to be the»‘;’i”ii.hc.namc
first principles of the good life. First of all believe that ofthe god;
god is a being immortal and blessed, even as the common gllztgfii
idea of a god is engraved on men’s minds, and do not morth and
assign to him anything alien to his immortality or ill-suited bl°5“edi
to his blessedness : but believe about him everything that
can uphold his blessedness and immortality. For gods
there are, since the knowledge of them is by clear vision.
But they are not such as the many believe them to be: for but their
indeed they do not consistently represent them as they :§i§':s'?S“°t
believe them to be. And the impious man is not he who popularly
denies the gods of the many, but he who attaches to the i'“l’P°“°d'
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gods the beliefs of the many. For the statements of the
many about the gods are not conceptions derived from
sensation, but false suppositions, according to which the
greatest misfortunes befall the wicked and the greatest
blessings (the good) by the gift of the gods. For men being
accustomed always to their own virtues welcome those like
themselves, but regard all that is not of their nature as
alien.

Become accustomed to the belief that death is nothing 9- Dwh
to us. For all good and evil consists in sensation, but death Exhiésto U,
is deprivation of sensation. And therefore a right under- This makcs
standing that death is nothing to us makes the mortality life pleasant
of life enjoyable, not because it adds to it an infinite span fsrioiffth "°
of time, but because it takes away the craving for immor-
tality. For there is nothing terrible in life for the man
who has truly comprehended that there is nothing terrible
in not living. So that the man speaks but idly who says Nor 15 its
that he fears death not because it will be painful when it $:I:}‘u|I‘f‘l°"
comes, but because it is painful in anticipation. For that '
which gives no trouble. when it comes, is but an empty
pain in anticipation. So death, the most terrifying of ills,
is nothing to us, since so long as we exist, death is not with
us; but when death comes, then we do not exist. It it is nothing
does not then concern either the living or the dead, 2131'“? °r
since for the former it is not, and the latter are no
more.

But the many at one moment shun death as the greatest
of evils, at another (yearn for it) as a respite from the
(evils) in life. (But the wise man neither seeks to escape We should
life) nor fears the cessation of life, for neither does life "°‘ 51”“ hf‘_ , or fear death
offend him nor does the absence of life seem to be any we wan“
evil. And just as with food he does not seek simply the pleasant life,
larger share and nothing else, but rather the most pleasant, “°' “ 1°"?
so he seeks to enjoy not the longest period of time, but the
most pleasant.

And he who counsels the young man to live well, but Tolive well
the old man to make a good end, is foolish, not merely "‘°
because of the desirability of life, but also because it is the
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same training which teaches to live well and to die well.
Yet much worse still is the man who says it is good not to lt l8[0Oll5l'1

to say it is
be born’ but good to die

‘once born make haste to pass the gates of Death’. at once
For if he says this from conviction why does he not pass
away out of life? For it is open to him to do so, if he
had firmly made up his mind to this. But if he speaks in
jest, his words are idle among men who cannot receive
them.

We must then bear in mind that the future is neither The future ls
ours, nor yet wholly not ours, so that we may not altogether ‘filrri
expect it as sure to come, nor abandon hope of it, as if it
will certainly not come.

We must consider that of desires some are natural,

others merely natural; and of the necessary some are
necessary for happiness, others for the repose of the body,
and others for very life. The right understanding of these
facts enables us to refer all choice and avoidance to the
health of the body and (the soul’s) freedom from disturb-
ance, since this is the aim of the life of blessedness. For
it is to obtain this end that we always act, namely, to avoid
pain and fear. And when this is once secured for us, all
the tempest of the soul is dispersed, since the living
creature has not to wander as though in search of some-
thing that is missing, and to look for some other thing by
which he can fulfil the good of the soul and the good of
the body. For it is then that we have need of pleasure,
when we feel pain owing to the absence of pleasure; (but
when we do not feel pain), we no longer need pleasure.
And for this cause we call pleasure the beginning and end
of the blessed life. For we recognize pleasure as the first

The mom!
theorjy.others vain, and of the natural some are necessary and I Dmsion of
desires .

Health of
body and
repose of
soul the
motive of
action

Hence
pleasure the
standard of

good innate in us, and from pleasure we begin every act the good.
of choice and avoidance, and to pleasure we return again,
using the feeling as the standard by which we Judge every
good.

And since pleasure is the first good and natural to us,
- is in itselffor this very reason we do not choose every pleasure, but always good!

sometimes we pass over many pleasures, when greater but not all

2. Pleasure
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discomfort accrues to us as the result of them : and pleasures oi-c
similarly we think many pains better than pleasures, since §°“i:°u:E%’,‘“*
a greater pleasure comes to us when we have endured pains accompanying
for a long time. Every pleasure then because of its natural Pal“
kinship to us is good, yet not every pleasure is to be
chosen: even as every pain also is an evil, yet not all are
always of a nature to be avoided. Yet by a scale of
comparison and by the consideration of advantages and we must
disadvantages we must form our judgement on all these jlldgfi by
matters. For the good on certain occasions we treat as °°mP‘“'i’°“'
bad, and conversely the bad as good. 3 we must

And again independence of desire we think a great be content
good-—-not that we may at all times enjoy but a few things, “Mb “ Mk’
but that, if we do not possess many, we may enjoy the few and so aha“
in the genuine persuasion that those have the sweetest enjoy luxury
pleasure in luxury who least need it, and that all that is $’;:;_‘l‘*
natural is easy to be obtained, but that which is superfluous
is hard. And so plain savours bring us a pleasure equal
to a luxurious diet, when all the pain due to want is
removed ; and bread and water produce the highest
pleasure, when one who needs them puts them to his lips.
To grow accustomed therefore to simple and not luxurious Simple dict
diet gives us health to the full, and makes a man alert for
the needful employments of life, and when after long
intervals we approach luxuries disposes us better towards
them, and fits us to be fearless of fortune.

When, therefore, we maintain that pleasure is the end, jfielilgfégrfiot
we do not mean the pleasures of profligates and those that mm, s,n,u,,1
consist in sensuality, as is supposed by some who are °"J°5"“°“‘»
either ignorant or disagree with us or do not understand,
but freedom from pain in the body and from trouble in the
mind. For it is not continuous drinkings and revellings, lgvfihetfilhtgf
nor the satisfaction of lusts, nor the enjoyment of fish and e:,,,iL,:,, of °
other luxuries of the wealthy table, which produce a the mind °"

. . . philosophypleasant life, but sober reasoning, searching out the
motives for all choice and avoidance, and banishing mere

9 Ital rtls R0551: itai -rfic rtiiv libri I32 I tirrolkaiicras] dirti-
liawts Usener.
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opinions, to which are due the greatest disturbance of the
spirit.

Of all this the beginning and the greatest good is pi-u- 5 The
dence. Wherefore prudence is a more precious thing fi';',fi':n2:?g
even than philosophy: for from prudence are sprung all
the other virtues, and it teaches us that it is not possible which teaches
to live pleasantly without living prudently and honourably ::ir,‘;"f;T’
and justly, (nor, again, to live a life of prudence, honour,
and justice) without living pleasantly. For the virtues are and they
by nature bound up with the pleasant life, and the pleasant 32:;H1 mm
life is inseparable from them. For indeed who, think you, The prudent
is a better man than he who holds reverent opinions con- ma" *5 ="P'='
cerning the gods, and is at all times free from fear of death, an
and has reasoned out the end ordained by nature ? He He knows
understands that the limit of good things is easy to fulfil igi:Z,i,":,:tda gin‘
and easy to attain, whereas the course of IIIS is either short
in time or slight in pain: he laughs at (destiny), whom and IS not
some have introduced as the mistress of all things. (He
thinks that with us lies the chief power in determining
events, some of which happen by necessity) and some by
chance, and some are within our control ; for while neces-
sity cannot be called to account, he sees that chance is
inconstant, but that which IS in our control is subject to no
master, and to it are naturally attached praise and blame.
For, indeed, it were better to follow the myths about the which is
gods than to become a slave to the destiny of the natural ,;ha"
philosophers: for the former suggests a hope of placating popular
the gods by worship, whereas the latter involves a necessity r°i'g'°“
which knows no placation As to chance, he does not He regards
regard it as a god as most men do (for in a god’s acts §2afn°%‘p§§,.’_
there is no disorder), nor as an uncertain cause (of all tcoity for
things)‘ for he does not believe that good and evil are g°°d’
given by chance to man for the framing of a blessed life,
but that opportunities for great good and great evil are but prefers
afforded by it. He therefore thinks it better to be unfor-
tunate in reasonable action than to prosper in unreason. prosperity

with folly

Béfiatoii Lewy 7 (flflk) supplevit Usener 8 pi) ante didoodct
iI‘iS€I'i.iit G3S56IiCli I35 2 iiopifct SCIIPSI . vopifetv F . votiifcoii
BHPQ i vopfflovros‘ Usener |3c'h1-tov] Béh-rtorov Usener
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For it is better in a man’s actions that what is well chosen
(should fail, rather than that what is ill chosen) should be
successful owing to chance.

Meditate therefore on these things and things akin to Pvmmlwn.
them night and day by yourself; and with a companion ghfilgsizcgif
like to yourself, and never shall you be disturbed waking ==Pl= W111
or asleep, but you shall l1VE like a god among men. For §0“j‘§,{§§;
a man who IIVCS among immortal blessings is not like mm-
to a mortal being
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PRINCIPAL DOCTRINES

I. THE blessed and immortal nature knows no trouble '1-hc d,..i,,.,
itself nor causes trouble to any other, so that it is never "alum
constrained by anger or favour. For all such things exist
only in the weak.
.. II. Death is nothing to us‘ for that which is dissolved Death.
is without sensation; and that which lacks sensation is
nothing to us.

Ill. The limit of quantity in pleasures is the removal ofThe limit of
all that is painful. Wherever pleasure is present, as long P]°”“"°'
as it is there, there is neither pain of body nor of mind, nor
of both at once

IV. Pain does not last continuously in the flesh, but the Bodily pain
acutest pain is there for a very short time, and even that Ltjdsizzléflih
which just exceeds the pleasure in the flesh does not
continue for many days at once. But chronic illnesses
permit a predominance of pleasure over pain in the flesh.

V. It is not possible to live pleasantly without living ¢,,,,,,,,,,,;,,, of
prudently and honourably and justly, [nor again to live P1¢==1B11f= and
a life of prudence, honour, and Justice] without living “mm
pleasantly. And the man who does not possess the
pleasant life, is not living prudently and honourably and
justly, [and the man who does not possess the virtuous
life], cannot possibly live pleasantly.

VI. To secure protection from men anything is .‘a‘Pre»teeuon
natural good, by which you may be able to attain this
end.

Scholia
ouvcxofic inippfiocms rriiv opoimv riociihoiv eirrl 1:. ailro cirrorci-ellcoyiii-air,
iivfipmi-roeioeic

UIJL‘ ‘v. . . oi»: Bi] oi’: pév . . . iii: Bi Gassendi thiotifiewv
HPIECO2 opoetbiov BZ: opoioriiliav F tinorercheoptvwv libri
plerique I rnehro-pivmv F: iirrorcreheopqivovr Kuhn
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VII. Some men wished to become famous and con- Fame and

spicuous, thinking that they would thus win for themselves £:$gf_g1t1c:{f0n
safety from other men. Wherefore if the life of such men
is safe, they have obtained the good which nature craves ;
but if it is not safe, they do not possess that for which
they strove at first by the instinct of nature.

VIII. No pleasure is a bad thing in itself: but the Impurc
means which produce some pleasures bring with them Pl°“’""“’°‘
disturbances many times greater than the pleasures.

IX. If every pleasure could be intensified so that it Difference of
lasted and influenced the whole organism or the most P1°”‘"°"
essential parts of our nature, pleasures would never difl'er
from one another.

X. Ifthe things that produce the pleasures of profligates Failure of
could dispel the fears of the mind about the phenomena of :’)?::;‘u‘;'e
the sky and death and its pains, and also teach the limits
of desires (and of pains), we should never have cause to
blame them: for they would be filling themselves full with
pleasures from every source and never have pain of body
or mind, which is the evil of life.

XI. If we were not troubled by our suspicions of the Need of
phenomena of the sky and about death, fearing that it :f;:fi:ef°'
concerns us, and also by our failure to grasp the limits of
pains and desires, we should have no need of natural
science.

XII. A T112111 C3.11I'l0li CllSp€I l‘llS l-€8.1‘ I-1lJOUl1 l£l'l€ 11103! Science saves
important matters if he does not know what is the nature "5 l"°"‘ myth
of the universe but suspects the truth of some mythical
story. So that without natural science it is not possible to
attain our pleasures unalloyed.

XIII. There is no profit in securing protection in pr.,t.,¢¢,0n
relation to men, if things above and things beneath the igmelllgn
earth and indeed all in the boundless universe remain wlthgul
matters of suspicion. 5°‘°“°e-

XIV. The most unalloyed source of protection from Retirement
best secures
protection.

I43 2 iinoirrruduivov] iiiroirriiiovri Sent. Vat. XLIX: inroii'-rcilovra
Usener in commentario

ma G
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iv. PRINCIPAL DOCTRINES 99
men, which is secured to some extent by a certain force
of expulsion, is in fact the immunity which results from
a quiet life and the retirement from the world.

XV. The wealth demanded by nature is both limited Nature’:
and easily procured; that demanded by idle imaginings w°"m"
stretches on to infinity.

XVI. In but few things chance hinders a wise man, but Chance and
thegreatest and most important matters reason has ordained '°”°“ ‘“ M“
and throughout the whole period of life does and will
ordain.

XVII. The just man is most free from trouble, the Justice and
unjust most full of trouble. “‘l“‘“°°'

XVIII. The pleasure in the flesh is not increased, when Llmltl of
once the pain due to want is removed, but is only varied : :1°i:I3;,“"d
and the limit as regards pleasure in the mind is begotten pleasure
by the reasoned understanding of these very pleasures
and of the emotions akin to them, which used to cause the
greatest fear to the mind.

XIX. Infinite time contains no greater pleasure than Infinite time
limited time, if one measures by reason the limits of :l:c°r:;‘::‘
pl6&Sl.ll"€‘. pleasure

XX. The flesh perceives the limits of pleasure as un-The flesh,
limited and unlimited time is required to supply it. But ‘;:“a::;_:“d
the mind, having attained a reasoned understanding of the
ultimate good of the flesh and its limits and having dis-
sipated the fears concerning the time to come, supplies us
with the complete life, and we have no further need of
infinite time: but neither does the mind shun pleasure,
nor, when circumstances begin to bring about the departure
from life, does it approach its end as though it fell short in
any way of the best life. _

XXI. He who has learned the limits of life knows that Pleasure
that which removes the pain due to want and makes the :‘;‘g‘;;‘tlmon_
whole of life complete is easy to obtain ; so that there is no
need of actions which involve competition.
0‘l€tl'fl0'fl'] tipioxot av Usener 7 rilii iravrtlfi] fortasse irairrellf; rtlii
Cf. XXI 3 xpdvov BP‘Q t Biov FH Co'Z irpoaetliiigdqiiev FHCO'Z .
rrpoo-tdidnptv PQ: irpoaefiiiidif (oil) ;.n}ii Usener 9 056' H : oilbl
B: 053' F II itariarpediev] mriarptilrtv Bywater 14.6 2 (rd)
supplevit Casaubon
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XXII. We must consider both the real purpose and all The teiitt_of
the evidence of direct perception, to which we always refer ‘“°“‘l “°l'°“'
the conclusions of opinion; otherwise, all will be full of
doubt and confusion

XXIII. If you fight against all sensations, you will have Rejection of
no standard by which to judge even those of them which an ‘°“S““°“"

ou say are false.
y XXIV. If you reject any single sensation and fail to Rejecuon ofa
distinguish between the conclusion of opinion as to the f;‘:r§l:n:,°"“'
appearance awaiting confirmation and that which is actually failure to
given by the sensation or feeling, or each intuitive ap~f:’:;‘g3;sl;nd
prehension of the mind, you will confound all other sensa~ opinion.
tions as well with the same groundless opinion, so that
you will reject every standard of judgement. And if
among the mental images created by your opinion you
affirm both that which awaits confirmation and that which
does not, you will not escape error, since you will have
preserved the whole cause of doubt in every judgement
between what is right and what is wrong.

XXV. If on each occasion Instead of referring your Necessity of
actions to the end of nature, you turn to some other nearer
standard when you are making a choice or an avoidance, standard.
your actions will not be consistent with your principles.

XXVI. Of desires, all that do not lead to a sense of Unnecessary
pain, if they are not satisfied, are not necessary, but in-desms
volve a craving Wl‘1lCl'1 is easily dispelled, when the object
is hard to procure or they seem likely to produce harm.

XXVII. Of all the things which wisdom acquires to Value of
produce the blessedness of the complete life, far the greatest fnendsmp
is the possession of friendship.

XXVIII. The same conviction which has given us con- Friendship
fidence that there is nothing terrible that lasts for ever or ":‘,°e‘i‘;‘,':"
even for long, has also seen the protection of friendship
most fully completed in the limited evils of this life.

XXIX. Among desires some are natural (and necessary, Classification
of desires
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some natural) but not necessary, and others neither natural
nor necessary, but due to idle imagination.

XXX. Wherever in the case of desires which are Imagination
physical, but do not lead to a sense of pain, if they are ::g,“§;§f::_‘
not fulfilled, the efi"ort is intense, such pleasures are due
to idle imagination, and it is not owing to their own nature
that they fail to be dispelled, but owing to the empty
imaginings of the man.

XXXI. The justice which arises from nature is a pledge Nature of
of mutual advantage to restrain men from harming one J“““°°
another and save them from being harmed.

XXXII. For all living things which have not been able N°J"5l-16°
to make compacts not to harm one another or be harmed, l";'l;h;:Ctt
nothing ever is either just or unjust; and likewise too for
all tribes of men which have been unable or unwilling to
make compacts not to harm or be harmed.

XXXIII. justice never is anything in itself, but in the _lLl5tlCc not an
dealings of men with one another in any place whatever ;‘;‘:g;'lg°"t
and at any time it is a kind of compact not to harm or be
harmed.

XXXIV. Injustice is not an evil in itself, but only in Injustice
consequence of the fear which attaches to the apprehension
of being unable to escape those appointed to punish such
actions.

XXXV. It is not possible for one who acts in secret The fear of
contravention of the terms of the compact not to harm or d°i°°“°n'
be harmed, to be confident that he will escape detection,
even if at present he escapes a thousand times. For up
to the time of death it cannot be certain that he will indeed
escape.

XXXVI. In its general aspect justice is the same for Variability ot
all, for it is a kind of mutual advantage in the dealings of3“"’“°°
men with one another: but with reference to the individual
peculiarities of a country or any other circumstances the
same thing does not turn out to be just for all.

XXXVII. Among actions which are sanctioned as just Testofiust
Scholia
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by law, that which is proved on examination to be of *1fl"°" 1"1d=1‘
advantage in the requirements of men’s dealings with one :,,,,‘,:,',r:_l,i_lm'
another, has the guarantee of justice, whether it is the
same for all or not. But if a man makes a law and it does
not turn out to lead to advantage in men’s dealings with
each other, then it no longer has the essential nature of
justice. And even if the advantage in the matter of justice
shifts from one side to the other, but for a while accords
with the general concept, it is none the less just for that
period in the eyes of those who do not confound them-
selves with empty sounds but look to the actual facts.

XXXVIII. Where, provided the circumstances have The same
not been altered, actions which were considered just, have :32:Jf1';:':°'
been shown not to accord with the general concept in sometimes
actual practice, then they are not just. But where, when “"J“5i'
circumstances have changed, the same actions which were
sanctioned as just no longer lead to advantage, there
they were just at the time when they were of advantage
for the dealings of fellow-citizens with one another, but
subsequently they are no longer just, when no longer of
advantage.

XXXIX. The man who has best ordered the element The Ordering
of disquiet arising from external circumstances has made ;fainh,: me“
those things that he could akin to himself and the rest at
least not alien : but with all to which he could not do even
this, he has refrained from mixing, and has expelled from
his life all which it was of advantage to treat thus.

XL. As many as possess the power to procure C0111-The
plete immunity from their neighbours, these also live most :f_:01::l°:1:l°n‘:‘:y'
pleasantly with one another, since they have the most
certain pledge of security, and after they have enjoyed the
fullest intimacy, they do not lament the previous departure
of a dead friend, as though he were to be pitied.
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V
FRAGMENTS

A.

VATICAN COLLECTION

‘ Epicurus’ Exhortation ’

IV. All bodily suffering is negligible: for that which
causes acute pain has short duration, and that which
endures long in the flesh causes but mild pain.

VII. It is hard for an evil-doer to escape detection, but
to obtain security for escaping is impossible.

IX. Necessity is an evil, but there is no necessity to
live under the control of necessity.

[X. Remember that you are of mortal nature and have
a limited time to live and have devoted yourself to discus-
sions on nature for all time‘ and eternity and have seen
‘things that are now and are to come and have been ’.]

XI. For most men rest is stagnation and activity madness.

XIV. We are born once and cannot be born twice, but
for all time must be no more. But you, who are not
(master) of to-morrow, postpone your happiness: life is

. . . xnr-libri] rfi Fm: irri -row uiriiara xai -rijr cirrupiav -rtiw rrpaypdrmu
karcidcr Ital. C. A. 4 rd -r' iidwra Om. C. A. XIV 2 miptos Om.
V . supplendum ex Stobaeo
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wasted in procrastination and each one of us dies without
allowing himself leisure.

XV. We value our characters as something peculiar to
ourselves, whether they are good and we are esteemed
by men, or not; so ought we to value the characters of
others, if they are well-disposed to us.

XVI. No one when he sees evil deliberately chooses it,
but 1s enticed by it as being good in comparison with
a greater evil and so pursues it.

XVII. It is not the young man who should be thought
happy, but an old man who has lived a good life. For the
young man at the helght of his powers is unstable and is
carried this way and that by fortune, l1ke a headlong
stream But the old man has come to anchor in old age as
though 1n port, and the good things for which before he
hardly hoped he has brought into safe harbourage in his
grateful recollectlons.

XVIII. Remove sight, association and contact, and the
passion of love is at an end.

XIX. Forgetting the good that has been he has become
old this very day

XXI. We must not violate nature, but obey her; and
we shall obey her 1f we fulfil the necessary desires and
also the physical, if they bring no harm to us, but sternly
reject the harmful.

XXIII. All friendship 1s desirable 1n itself, though it
starts from the need of help

XXIV. Dreams have no dlvine character nor any pro-
phetic force, but they originate from the influx of lmages.

XXV. Poverty, when measured by the natural purpose
of life, is great wealth, but unlimited wealth is great
poverty.

XXVI. You must understand that whether the discourse
be long or short it tends to the same end.

XXVII. In all other occupations the fruit comes pain-
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fully after completion, but in philosophy pleasure goes
hand in hand with knowledge; for enjoyment does not
follow comprehension, but comprehension and enjoyment
are simultaneous.

XXVIII. We must not approve either those who are
always ready for friendship, or those who hang back, but
for friendship’s sake we must even run risks.

XXIX. In investigating nature I would prefer to speak
openly and like an oracle to give answers serviceable to
all mankind, even though no one should understand me,
rather than to conform to popular opinions and so win
the praise freely scattered by the mob.

[XXX. Some men throughout their lives gather together
the means of life, for they do not see that the draught
swallowed by all of us at birth is a draught of death.]

XXXI. Against all else it is possible to provide security,
but as against death all of us mortals alike dwell in an
unfortified city. I

XXXII. The veneration of the Wise man is a great
blessing to those who venerate him.

XXXIII. The flesh cries out to be saved from hunger,
thirst and cold. For if a man possess this safety and
hope to possess it, he might rival even Zeus in happiness.

XXXIV. It is not so much our friends’ help that helps
us as the confidence of their help.

XXXV. We should not spoil what we have by desiring
what we have not, but remember that what we have too
was the gift of fortune.

[XXXVL Epicurus’ life when compared to other men’s
in respect of gentleness and self-sufficiency might be
thought a mere legend.]

XXXVII. Nature is weak towards evil, not towards
good: because it is saved by pleasures, but destroyed by
pains.

XXXVIII. He is a little man in all respects who has
many good reasons for quitting life.

XXXIX. He is no friend who is continually asking for
help, nor he who never associates help with friendship.
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For the former barters kindly feeling for a practical return
and the latter destroys the hope of good in the future.

XL. The man who says that all things come to pass by
necessity cannot criticize one who denies that all things
come to pass by necessity: for he admits that this too
happens of necessity.

XLI. We must laugh and philosophize at the same time
and do our household duties and employ our other facul-
ties, and never cease proclaiming the sayings of the true
philosophy.

XLII. The greatest blessing is created and enjoyed at
the same moment.

XLIII. The love of money, if unjustly gained, is
impious, and, if justly, shameful; for it is unseemly to be
merely parsimonious even with justice on one's side.

XLIV. The wise man when he has accommodated him-
self to straits knows better how to give than to receive:
so great is the treasure of self-sufficiency which he has
discovered.

XLV. The study of nature does not make men produc-
tive of boasting or bragging nor apt to display that culture
which is the object of rivalry with the many, but high-
spirited and self-sufficient, taking pride in the good things
of their own minds and not of their circumstances.

XLVI. Our bad habits, like evil men who have long
done us great harm, let us utterly drive from us.

XLVII. I have anticipated thee, Fortune, and en-
trenched myself against all thy secret attacks. And we
will not give ourselves up as captives to thee or to any
other circumstance; but when it is time for us to go,
spitting contempt on life and on those who here vainly
cling to it, we will leave life crying aloud in a glorious
triumph-song that we have lived well.

XLVIII. We must try to make the end of the journey
better than the beginning, as long as we are journeying ,
but when we come to the end, we must be happy and
COI1tE1'1t-. _
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LI. You tell me that the stimulus of thie flesh makes you

too prone to the pleasures of love. Provided that you do
not break the laws or good customs and do not distress
any of your neighbours or do harm to your body or
squander your pittance, you may indulge your inclination
as you please. Yet it is impossible not to come up against
one or other of these barriers: for the pleasures of love
never profited a man and he is lucky if they do him no
harm

LII. Friendship goes dancing round the world proclaim-'
ing to us all to awake to the praises of a happy life.

LIII. We must envy no one: for the good do not
deserve envy and the bad, the more they prosper, the
more they injure themselves.

LIV. We must not pretend to study philosophy, but
study it in reality: for it is not the appearance of health
that we need, but real health.

LV. We must heal our misfortunes by the grateful
recollection of what has been and by the recognition that
it is impossible to make undone what has been done.

LVI-LVII. The wise man is not more pained when
being tortured (himself, than when seeing) his friend (tor-
tured): (but if his friend does him wrong), his whole life
will be confounded by distrust and completely upset.

LVIII. We must release ourselves from the prison of
affairs and politics.

LIX. It is not the stomach that is insatiable, as is
generally said, but the false opinion that the stomach needs
an unlimited amount to fill it.

LX. Every man passes out of life as though he had just
been born.

LXI. Most beautiful too is the sight of those near and
dear to us, when our original kinship makes us of one
mind ; for such sight is a great incitement to this end.
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"‘LXVIII Oi':5i=v iicavov iii dhiyov -ro ixavciv.
*I..XIX. To 1-ifs ilrvxfis dxdpm-rov Afxvov @1'r0t'r)a'e To Qiiov

sis‘ fiireipov rciiv %v fitafry 'n'0uu.)i|J.d.'i'wv.
LXX. Mnoiiv (TOI. iv fife: irpaxfiein 3 dicifiov iraptfet cot, at

yvmo'6fjo'era|. rt?» 'rr)u1o't'0v.
"‘LXXI. 11,069 'n'cio'as' Tits‘ €':i'|.6vp.(a9 ':rpoo'a:<'ré"ov rd €1rcpa'i-

rnpa roii-ro' "rt not yemioerai (iv 're)\ea'6fi -rd icard. riiv €rr|.6v-
,u.£civ €1rig'1]roiJip.evov, Kai -rl £621: pi; reiieirdfi ;

LXXII. = Kiipiai Atifai XIII
"‘LXXIII. Kai rd yeyeviiaflaf TLIJGS‘ iiJ\y'.756vas' 'JT€pi aciipa

)\U0'l.T£}L€I irpos‘ ¢v)\arci)v 1't'§>v ojipeifitiav.
*LXXIV. ’Ev (I)|.)L0)\6‘)/(P o'v§'1]rijo'e|. 'B')\€IOU fivvcev 6 -F;rr1]6efs',

Kati’ 3 1rp0o'é;.i.a.9ev.

LXI I 2 ixyova Wotke : 3y-yova V 4 rriivu Wei! : rrfiv V I rrdv-rcer
Mflehll I diyfiv USCIJBI rrpocremcaieiv W811 I rrpos‘ :KK)\f]0l.l»' V: rrpbs
Exxlioiv Usener : -rrpbv Zxmvcnv Gomperz post ciloyiev Usener
Eiyov inseruit Bvpoxaroxufivra Cronert: dvpmmroxofivra V: Bufi
Raraaxdvra USBIIEI : dvpcfi xorixovra Well 6 eiryimopovofrvra
Crdnert : ' mpovofivras V LXIII I liirdrnri peddptor Usener:
lterrrdrirri 8.6-i,éy£Ipl.O£' V ; lierrrérnri xadapiérqs Muehll . LXVII I e'MIi5-
flepos] elu-u6'¢'pius coniecit Usener n-riicruo-Hm xpfipera Hartel : 7(prjcra-
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LXII. Now it parents are justly angry with their

children, it is certainly useless to fight against it and not
to ask for pardon; but if their anger is unjust and irra-
tional, it is quite ridiculous to add fuel to their irrational
passion by nursing one’s own indignation, and not to
attempt to turn aside their wrath in other ways by
gentleness.

LXIII. Frugality too has a limit, and the man who dis-
regards it is in like case with him who errs through excess.

LXIV. Praise from others must come unasked : we
must concern ourselves with the healing of our own lives.

LXV. It is vain to ask of the gods what a man is capable
of supplying for himself.

LXVI. Let us show our feeling for our lost friends not
by lamentation but by meditation.

LXV11. A free life cannot acquire many possessions,
because this is not easy to do without servility to mobs or
monarchs, yet it possesses all things in unfailing abun-
dance; and if by chance it obtains many possessions, it is
easy to distribute them so as to win the gratitude of
neighbours.

LXVIII. Nothing is suflicient for him to whom what is
suflicient seems little.

LXIX. The ungrateful greed of the soul makes the
creature everlastingly desire varieties of dainty food.

LXX. Let nothing be done in your life, which will cause
you fear if it becomes known to your neighbour.

LXXI. Every desire must be confronted with this
question : what will happen to me, if the 0l)_]€‘ClZ of my desire
is accomplished and what if it is not ?

LXXIII. The occurrence of certain bodily pains assists
us in guarding against others like them.

LXXIV. I n a philosophical discussion he who is worsted
gains more in proportion as he learns more.
0'50; xrfipara V 2 supplevit Usener Eqreiar Hartel : 3i]Rci'a$'
V ’ 3 (aim) supp evit Usener - (év) I-Iartel iftilffflg -ii-div(r__:_i -rd
irupidicpov)-ra coniecit Big-none 5 Biaim-pqa-ai Wotke: la,u.I'l'pI]0'at
V LXVIII _I -rd] num 015,15? LXIX I Ptixvov V‘: hfxrfr V1
LXX 1 Bio] S3) Biqi coniecit Usener LXXIII I -ya-yevqo-Hat
Wotke: -ycvicr ' (sic) V
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*-LXKV. El? ‘rd wapipxqxdra ii.)/add. t1)(dp|'.O"r‘05‘ tfztiivfl 17
héyovo-a. “ T€»\os* dpa. |.|.o.icpm'3 Blot! ”.

*LXXVI. Toto-?'ros cl ynpdaxmv 6-iro'i‘oi: Z";/:3.» irapaiviii, xal
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'E1U\d.5i‘ ovyxafpw iroi.

"‘LXXVII. Tfis aiirapxdas icapii-<39 p.€-yiirros Ehevdepfa.
"'LXXVI1I. ‘O ycvvaios 1repio'od>[av ital ¢>|JU.'av ;.id)u.o'1'a

yIyvercii' div rd ,ue‘v fart Bimroir dyafidv, To 5' Eiddvarov.
*LXXIX. ‘O drdpaxos éavrifi xai érépq: édxhqros.
*LXXX. "Eo"rw irpairq 0'0;-rnpfcis" ,u.0'iIpa. Tfis fihixfas‘ r1§pr]m.s'

Kai ¢'lJ)\(1K‘>) 1-63v wdvra p.o.\vv6irr-cuv icarii T59 Eiridvpias 7&9
ole--rpo’ii'5eis.

"'LXXXI. Oi: Mist rfiv 1-fig ilrvxfis rapaxfiv 0135? rfiv dfici~
Pioyov Znroyevvfj. xapiiv ofire 11-)\oi'31-osi irirdpxwv 6 p.£yia'ros*
o1'l6’ii; -irapii. rois 7ro)u\oT.'9 riptiq icai 'rr6pL',6.\e\lrisi 015-r’ 5.)\)\o Tl.
1'61: *rrapEi 1-5.5- dowpforous airfas.

LXXVI I -roiofii-or] (ii-rt) roioii-ror Usener fl'£IpfllI-Pal Wotke .
rripuwiii V 2 Bic‘-yvmicar Usener: 6:} E’-yvoixur V -rii post oioir Harte! :
rmv LXXVIII 2 dimrov Harte] ' voiyrov V LXXX I ¥'o"|'w
‘lI'p(iJ1"?] Hartel 2 -yevvaiql Muehll: P(VBl I‘) . . O) V LXXXI I 0153?
rfiv] oiifii rm’ Usener 4 iiBiopio"rous* Usener L cifvpi o'(1-our V
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LXXV. Ungrateful towards the blessings of the past
is the saying, ‘ Wait till the end of a long life ’.

LXXVI. You are in your old age just such as I urge
you to be, and you have seen the difference between
studying philosophy for oneself and proclaiming it to
Greece at large : I TE_]0lC€ with you.

LXXVII. The greatest fruit of self-sufliciency is
freedom.

LXXVIII. The noble soul occupies itself with wisdom
and friendship : of these the one is a mortal good, the other
immortal.

LXXIX. The man who is serene causes no disturbance
to himself or to another.

LXXX. The first measure of security is to watch over
one’s youth and to guard against what makes havoc of all
by means of pestering desires.

LXXXI. The disturbance of the soul cannot be ended
nor true joy created either by the possession of the greatest
wealth or by honour and respect in the eyes of the mob
or by anything else that is associated with causes of
unlimited desire.
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B.
CERTORUM LIBRORUM RELIQUIAE.

I. Hepi Aipéaemv Kai; ¢I>v'y¢3v.
1. ‘H pfév yiip drapafla ital dirovfa xaraarnpartxaf clcriv

r‘;50va[' 2} 52 Xapfi ital 1'7 efiqbpoo-rim] icariiz xlzr.-701v ézrepycla
,8)t£1rovi-cit.

II. Aaavropiisu.
2. Hpdfei riizfi d aodios div oi vdpot Ziwayopeiiovaiv, cloths‘

5'ri. Arias; ; oiuc eiiofiov 1'-5 airhofiv Ea-rt xarnycipnpta.

III. Mucpcis 'E1i'w'0/.m';i .
3. Mavrtxi] 050-o. dvfiwapxros, ea’ Kai. ihrapxrif, 0136?» flap’

fipfis Iii)/qréa rd ytvdpcva.

IV. Tlpos ®ed¢pao"r0v.
4. ‘AIME: iccii xmpis rod-rov roii pépovs 0'51: 033:: 51rws- 515?.‘ 1-ii

Ev o'i<d'r£i. raiira dvra <;bfio'ai. Xpoipara exetv.

V. §v,u.'rrdo'z.0v.
5. Polyaenus. O5 ¢flS‘ elvai, 33 ’E'irfi-coupe, 1-Z‘is' 1':-rro roii

ofvov fitadeppao-[as ; (ii1re')ta,8é 11.5‘) oi’; 1-5 xadditov 6e'p;.|.av-rucdv
dwoqbafveo-Hat 1-512 oivoii eivat. (icai pm-ii o-iiiicpdv-) qbcilvcrai.
pév yiiip rd ico:6‘d)tov oiiur efvai. Gcppavrixor d ofvor. T0556 51!

5 rwos 6 'roo'oi"rros' elven Geppavrixos Ev fi1]6£l."q.
6. Ate 5?] xadciitov pt?» 013 fiqriov row olvov efvai. Heppoavrtxciv,

rfis‘ 62 'roi.a1.'r'r1]s' ¢i5crco.is' icai rfis o1'i"-rm fitaxeipévns 6e'p,u.av1'u-con
rein roo'oE"rrov, ii; rfieoe rov roaofirov cl:/at ijrvxrticdv. {vitae

I Diog-.lLaert. it, § I36 I post mi Usener 1} inseruit 2 aiwp-yeiq]
ivap-yeég . Ritter 2 Plut. adv. Cal. 34, p. 1127a 3 Diog.
Laert. 1, § I35 I wrap‘ fipfic] irpils fipfic Meibom 2 1|-up-(31 1-E: rrapgfi Eir
Bignoiie 4|. Plut. adv. Col. 7, p. IIIO c 5 Plut. adv. aliué,
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B.

REMAINS ASSIGNED TO CERTAIN BOOKS.

I. Concerning Choice and Avoidance.
i. Freedom from trouble in the mind and from pain in

the body are static pleasures, but joy and exultation are
considered as active pleasures involving motion.

II. Probiems.
2. Will the wise man do things that the laws forbid,

knowing that he will not be found out ? A simple answer
is not easy to find.

III. The Shorter Summary.
3. Prophecy does not exist, and even if it did exist,

things that come to pass must be counted nothing to us.

Iv. Against T/zeophrastns.
4. But even apart from this argument I do not know

how one should say that things in the dark have colour.

V. Symposinin.
5. Polyaenus: Do you, Epicurus, deny the existence of

the warmth produced by wine? (Some one interrupted :)
It does not appear that wine is unconditionally productive
of heat.

(And a little later :) It seems that wine is not uncon-
ditionally productive of heat, but wine of a certain quantity
might be said to produce heat in a certain body.

6. Therefore we must not speak of wine as uncondition-
ally productive of heat, but rather say that a certain
quantity of wine will produce heat in a certain body which
is in a certain disposition, or that a different quantity

P. II 6 2 ir1r¢'laB£' fir] irrrihafic “ ris‘ . . USCDCI 3 ci'iro¢al—
wo'9a(i?d1r0¢aIr¢rtu Usener
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yap 'roi.ai31'ai. iv rtfi ddpofapari qb'i§o'£i.s'} if cliv av Ilivxptliv
5 o"uti'1'al.'17, cl, Beiov -ye, éripats -irapaglv-y£'i'.'o-ai. \lrv)(pao'|.'as' ¢i‘i'o'i.v

t?i.1ro'i-e2u§o'ei.av' 366:: €§a'rra'i-<.’S,u.evoi. oi. p.%v \lfUK1'l.K5L' -i-6 ita6ci)\ov
qbao'li: elvai. rot! olvov, oi. BE dcppavriitdv.

7. l'Ioi\)\ciiti.s" 0155’ fihdev sis -ro trt?ip.a Bcppaiirixfiv énitpépwv
ii \P'vit1'i.it'P|v fiiiiiapitv 6 olvos‘, d)\AE'i itivndévros rofi 6'-yitov ital
yevoiiévns rfiv 0-oiiiiirtov p.erao-rciawsws al -iroi.o1'3a-ai. -i-ii Beppov
aropoi viii: piiév trviiij.\6ov sis‘ raiirii ital napérrxov are 1r}t'ii6ovs'

5 deppdrnra ital irtipwaw rtfi 0-tiiptart, viii: 5’ €it1reo'oi}'o'ai.
itaréqrvfav.

8. Evvovci-(17 tivno-is ,u.%v ofifiénore, d-yairnrtiv 6’ cl pa‘)
Hihailre.

9. ("Davpiaarov 51?, el 0-ii puii: 01552? ifeipyov 5&5: ‘rip: fihiitfav,
dis aiiros an drrio-ai.s', 1-(iii: ita-i-E1 aeavrov arrdvrmv I)£OS‘ div
'irprcr,Bv'rt?>v Eivfiptiw ital Evfidfwv iroiiili iii: 1-ft} finropixfi bvvdpsi
firrepéxetv . . . Gavpaarov 51§ qb1q,u.i., at air pév oiiifiiv Efefpyov

5 51.3: riyv i§i\utii'av Ev rfi fiqropiitfji Bvvdiiet 7TpO€c)(€l.;U, B ooitci
rptfifis (Ivan ital avvndeias 'ii'o)u\'?39, 1-06 Bi" Hetopfioui. rd 'irpd'y-
para, dis‘ ixei, Baa '1-iii.’ ifittitfav €trri.v éifelpycafiai, 01$ p.Ei)u\oi.'
Ev 56$.“ iiniariiiiig alt-fa eluai. ifrrep rpifiii ital avvfideta.

VI. Hepl Teikovs.
Io. Oil yap iywye gxw "rt vofiaw rtiyaficiv, tid>ai.p6iv pin ras

5i.E‘i. Xvhtfiv ijfiovds, ti.q5ai.pt3v 5% 1-as 5|.’ d.q‘>po5i.o-Emv, til¢)G.Lp(B1J BE
ras‘ 3:.’ dxpoaparmv, tid>ai.p<Tiv BE‘ ital riiis‘ 5:3. iioptpfis itar’ tiilrtu
'i'j6e£as' itiv-rio-sis‘.

11. To yap ei'icr-i-aflés trapitos itardcrrrma ital 1-6 ii-cpl raiirns
driarov Htirio-iia riiv Eiitpoi-ti-rnv xapav ital Befiaioriiriqv Exci.
rolls i-rri.)\o'yf('€o-Hai. §U1)G'.}J.éI)0I.S‘.

I2. Tipinréov rd ita?uiiv ital ras dperas ital 1-a roiovrdrpona,
$5.12 iyfioviiih 1i'apao'itevti§';i7' Riv BE pi; 1rapao'iteva§';i1, Xafpetv
Earéov.

5 cl, Mow -ya; sic interpunxi: cir Bier ire Wyttenbach: cl (sis) Dion
-ye Bignone: til’ -ye Usener 7 Plut. ad-z/. Col. 6, p. Illoa
B Diog. Laert. x,R§ I 18 q.v. 9 Philodem. -irepl ,-iqrop. 1'.-ii-ep.». ii, col. it
(Sudhaaurs gill. bet. i. I02) S 1:1gr‘; om. pap. 3 dis Supdqlaus: 1:!’
ap.: e m erz 7 05 u aus: at pa . Io t en. xii

£46 e (cf. Diog.pLaert. it, § 6) 1 ix» -ri voi§o-mPDiog. Laert. : Biivapai
voi';o'ai. Athen. 3'itcrr dgbtv iiifiaiar ittviiirn: Om. Dltgg. Laert.
11 Plut. centr. Ep. éeat. 4, p. Io89d I9 Athen. xii. 54 f
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will produce cold in a different body. For in the compound
body of wine there are certain particles out of which cold
might be produced, if, as need arises, united with different
particles they could form a structure which would cause
cold. So that those are deceived who say that wine is
unconditionally heating or cooling.

7. Wine often enters the body without exerting any
power either of heating or of cooling, but when the struc-
ture is disturbed and an atomic re-arrangement takes
place, the atoms which create heat at one time come
together and by their number give heat and inflammation
to the body, at another they retire and so cool it.

8. Sexual intercourse has never done a man good, and
he is lucky if it has not harmed him.

9. It is strange indeed that you were not at all impeded
by your youth, as you would say yourself, from attaining,
young as you were, a distinction in the art of rhetoric far
above all your contemporaries, even the experienced and
famous. It is strange indeed, I say, that you were not at
all impeded by your youth from winning distinction in the
art of rhetoric, which seems to require much practice and
habituation, whereas youth can be an impediment to the
understanding of the true nature of the world, towards
which knowledge might seem to contribute more than
practice and habituation.

_VI. On I/ze end of Life.
io. I know not how I can conceive the good, if I with-

draw the pleasures of taste, and withdraw the pleasures of
love, and withdraw the pleasures of hearing, and withdraw
the pleasurable emotions caused to sight by beautiful
form.

ii. The stable condition of well-being in the body and
the sure hope of its continuance holds the fullest and
surest joy for those who can rightly calculate it.

1:. Beauty and virtue and the like are to be honoured,
if they give pleasure; but if they do not give pleasure, we
must bid them farewell.
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VII. Hepl <I>i§o'ecos'.
Lib. I.

13. ‘H 1-631.» diuiiii ¢n5tri5* atfipard dart ital ittvdv.
14. ‘H -riiiii dvrmv tpiiatir o-t£,u.a'rd to-ri ital -rdtiros.

Lib. XI.
I 5. El yap 1'5 péyeflor fiiii Ta. titdarniia d'iri.=,Bi.=,B)u§itci, *iro)\.)u'§

p.Ei.)t)Loi: an 1-ijiii )(p6au' 3JU\o yap -roii-rip aviiiterptircpov bid-
arryia oiidév icrri.

INCERTORUM LIBRORUM FRAGMENTA.
I6. "'A1-o;.i.t5v dart trt'5,u.a 0'-repeov d.,i.i.e'-roxoii itevofi 'irapq.i.-

mkoitijs" itevdii do-rt tpifa-ts‘ dvaqbrfs.
I7. ‘AAA’ Z'rwt:ra.v' (Ix: yap e‘itel"i/05' tZi5£'i/my riyv and 1'06

a'ro';uar0s' xafixnaw -rifiii aodiiariitiiv, itatltlncp ital £'iI\)\oi *iro)u\ol
1-tiiv tivdparrtifimv.

C.
EPISTOLARUM FRAGM ENTA.

I8. ‘O [€]Eii.' d[i.avot'5v]'rai, 'irepi.[y][i/ova-[ac] -rt-'3[v] itarit 1-fir:
[€]i15ci.av itali] ire[i.'t']av itaittiii.-.

19. Kai: 'ir6)\[e]_p.[os' fit], Eswoii oiiit £i[i.i] Géadai 6:6» eT)t£[to.v
d'v]1'tuv. itadapiiw 'r[ii;ii {to-iiv] fiinxévai itali. 6l.£l.1£€LI) aiiv ai»'r[i'i3|.1
Mdrpwvi 6¢{_6iv elT]}\cmv dvrtuv.

no. Ac‘)/e 515 pot, Ho)tiiai.i.i', ol'a6' drirep -i7;i.i,'Ev pi.eyd)u] xapii.
yeyéirrrrai;

EPISTULAE AD PLURES DATAE.

Hpbg moi); év Mvrt/\v'§v37 t;'>i.)too'dt,t'>ovs‘.
21. Taiira ii’)/aycv aiirov sis‘ é'itcr'ratrw roiaiirnv, ti"So"r£ poi

)\oi6ope'£i:r6ai ital dnoitalkeiv 5i.6tlo'ita)Lov.
lg Seitt.En:ip. an-"z1.Di2gm iii. 333 14 P1ut.ad'zi.Col.ii, p.iiI2e

I5 chol. adEp. adPyt . (Diog. Laert. x, § 91) 1 cirrificfikqitci edd. :
tin-oBe,8)n‘jit¢i libri 2 dkko (r'Dt)uu B)] till oi'i Usener 16 Schol.
ad’ Dianys. .77ir. p. 660, 25 Bekk. 17 Diog. Laert. it, § 7
I till’ i':r'ii:.~o'aii Usener: till‘ cl’-rams‘ till‘ BP-‘Q: alii libri alia: ilk 11'
rte filler Stephanus six: -yap c'itc'Evos* Usener 2 elxc -yap iuivor libri I
ifxe itiiiuiwor Stephanus 18 Philodem. do Dir/ztz'z's, VH’ iii. 85 :
restiruif Gomperz 2 itaitt'i‘iv Gomperz: itcubt. F apogr. IQ Philo-
dem. ii-epl ti-tr. VH' ii. I07: restituit Gomperz 1 fir 660-Bat Usener :
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VII. On Nature.

Book I.
13. The nature of the universe consists of bodies and

void.
14. The nature of all existing things is bodies and

spacial Book XI
15. For if it (sc. the sun) had lost its size through the

distance, much more would it have lost its colour: for
there is no other distance better adapted for such loss than
that of the sun.

FROM UNCERTAIN WORKS.
16. The atom is a hard body free from any admixture

of void; the void is intangible existence.
17. Away with them all: for he (Nausiphanes), like

many another slave, was in travail with that wordy brag-
gart, sophistic.

C.

REMAINS OF LETTERS.
18. If they have this in mind, they are victorious over

the evils of want and poverty
19. Even if war comes, he would not count it terrible,

if the gods are propitious. He has led and will lead a
pure life in Matro’s company, by favour of the gods.

zo. Tell me, Polyaenus, do you know what has been
a great joy to us ?

LETTERS TO SEVERAL PERSONS.

To the philosophers in Mytilene.
zi. This drove him to such a state of fury that he

abused me and ironically called me master.
dew-Gui apogi-.: Eti-¢tr6q.i Gomperz no Theo Progiymn. 2, t i,
P. I69 Walz. ol'o19' dircp fipiii Cronert: o-vvmrépiiiw ibri. Ftrriv 8.
frplv piv Usener 2 -yeyiiiiqrai Cronert: 'ye'v1;1'at libri 91 Diog.
LEleI'1l:.x, §-B 2 Biddaitalov] 3iio'itoi\oii proposuit USBHCII (poo
Emit-dv) adiecit Kochalsky '
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22. Olpni. 6’ Eytuyii roiis Baputrrdvous ital p.a.6n1-fjii pie Bdfcw
rofi iiitediiovos elvai, p.e-riii peipaitfmv rivdiv itpatrralttiivrtov
ditoiiaavra.

Kai -yiip qrovnpos Elvfipoiiros fiv ital tiiitrisriyoevittlis‘ rotavra if
5 div oii dvvarov fl’? o-odifav iiitdeiiv.

EPISTULAE AD SINGULOS DATAE.

Hpiig 'Az/citfapxov.
23. ’E~y6i 5’ id)’ igooiids auvextis irapaitaktii ital oiiit Iii’

\ .,_ 1 I ri II
aptras iteiias ital iiarafas itai. rapaxédets ixoiicras Tau itaprtiiiiv

\-rag é)\'ii'fi5as~.
FHpbc ’Avre)t)t17v.

24. Maitapffiu ire, di ’A1rcIU\fi, dri itadapds irtlans alitfas éirl
dithoaotpfav dip,i.i.'qo'aS‘-

Ilpiiic €)e,u,ifo"rai.».
25. Olds 1'15 slut, itlv ,U-'l'| duels "iipdsi p-€ dqbfitnadt, air-

-rbs -rpi.it1J2u.o'1-05-, 6’-rrov fir duels ital @)ti|.LtO'Tfl -irapaitahfirt.
tiitiefadat.

Ilpiig 'I5o,aei/e'a.
26 Hépxirc 051: dwapxas i,ip.I'i.i sis‘ 1-iii: 1-06 lepofi o-t6p.aros'

éleparrefav iitirép re aiiroii ital -ré'itvti.iv~ oiirto ydp not i\é"yci.ii
d'i'i'e'pXe1'ai..

27 '5). mivra rripiii iti.in§,ii.o.1-a repnvii vopltras tilt vtov.
28 El fiodhet 'ir)\o'iio'tov l_lUHOK}\é'Cl. noifiaat, pi} Xpnpdrwv

rrpoarftlei, rfis‘ 5% €'iri.tlvpi.ias dtpafpci.
29 'E§n)\t5o-ap.eii r-in: aifirtipitetav oiix dams 1-0'35‘ eii'i'e?i.€ti'i.

ital Airofs "ii-iiirrtos XptiS_u.e6a, Emit’ 13'-irtos dappdipev npds aiird.
30. Tiiv iiaitapfav t’iyoii1-cs ital Ei_u.a reMsv-rt'iiv1-es- fipipav -rofi

Bfov @'ypdt,f>o,uev iiiiiv 'rav'ri.'- o"rpa'y'yoiipi.itti rs nap-i]ito.\o'i§9ei
itai dvaevrepiita ndfiln '5-irep,8oi\'i]v oi’iit diroltef-irovra roii E11

22 Seitt. Emp. 110":/. Maid I. 3 4 dvdpmrror Usener: dvdptowos
edd. 23 Plut. adv. Col. I7, p. I117 a :4. Athen. xiii p. 588 a
(cf. Plut. eontr. Ep. beat. 12, p. 1094 d) 1 .1. 'Airi)0ti'—‘; eit Illut. su -
plevit Usener 5 m'51-at libri aiitiat Bi one : tn‘-rtqs libri: rraioiar

achsmuth 95 Diog. Laert. it, $1; 2 51:-av] dfl'Ol Cobet
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22. l suppose that those grumblers will believe me to be
a disciple of The Mollusc and to have listened to his
teaching in company with a few bibulous youths. For
indeed the fellow was a bad man and his habits such as
could never lead to wisdom.

LETTERS TO INDIVIDUALS.

To A naxarchns.
23. But I summon you to continuous pleasures and not

to vain and empty virtues which have but disturbing hopes
of results.

To Apelles.
24. I congratulate you, Apelles, in that you have ap-

proached philosophy free from all contamination.

To T/zemzsta.
25. If you two don’t come to me, I am capable of arriv-

ing with a hop, skip, and Jump, wherever you and Themista
SUIIIIUOII me.

To [don/zenens.
26. Send us therefore offerings for the sustenance of

our holy body on behalf of yourself and your children.
this is how it occurs to me to put it. B’

27. O thou who hast from thy youth regarded all my
promptings as sweet.

28. If you wish to make Pythocles rich, do not give him
more money, but diminish his desire.

29. We think highly of frugality not that we may always
keep to a cheap and simple diet, but that we may be free
from desire regarding it.

3o On this truly happy day of my life, as I am at the
point of death, I write this to you. The disease in my
bladder and stomach are pursuing their course, lacking
nothing of their natural severity: but against all this is the

26 Plut. adv Col. I8, p. 1117 d 27 Theo Progymn. 2, t. 1,
P I169 Walz. 2:3 Stobaeus l'Yor2Z. xvii 24 I xpnpdfmv VAB1
Jztflflifara B’: 'Xp'|"Jifl.U'l Meineke 99 Stob. Floril. xvii. I4

fruvroir B . 1'l.'CUi"TC|JP AV 30 Dlog. Laert. X, § 22 I reltwrdirrerl
-i-elm-romii Davis eit Cic. de Fm. ii. 3o. 96 2 irapqitokoiidti
slflphanus : irapqitohoudfiitei lll3I'l
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éavrofs p.e'y£6ovs' fivrawapcrdrrero bi‘ ':rEio'|. _,ro'|51'o:.s 1-:3 am-5
5 \lr'u)(¥1v xaipov E-:1-I rfi 1-{iv yeyovdrmv 17)y.'|Tv b:.a)\.oy|.a',u4Su pfipp.

0-F: 6? fiflms rfis in peapaxiov ':rapaa"rdo'ems' Trpbs £4»? anal
¢LJ\oo'oqbCav éwzpehofi 'r65v arafbmv Mm-pobdipov.

1_Ip59 I{co)ka')'r1;v.
31. '11; creB0,u.€v¢p ycip 0-0:. 1'3: 1'61’: 15¢’ §;p.c'5v Ms)/6p|.eva.

irpoafireaev E-1r:.615p.1;,u.a &qbvcn.oJ\6-yr]:-ov roi": wepmkaxfivaa fipiv
yovdrwv €q'>a1r'r6p.ev0v Kai 11-cio'17s 1'-as‘ eZt9:.o'p.J:n79 i-rr|.M§\]M.=cus'
'y(vco'6a|. sari‘: rfis‘ a'e/Bcio'c|.s' ravcfiv Kai M1-ti?‘ hroleas 017:: meal

5 1'”:-Eis‘ eivfiaepofiv 0% afirév xal Ew'r:cre'Bea-Gas.
"A¢6ap1-69 pox. arcprrrdrer. xal -Fjpfis Ei¢9cip'rovs Buwoofi.

Hp5§ Aeévnov.
32 Haafiw 5.va§, dafhov Aeovrdp.-.ov, ofov xpo-ro6op:J,3ov 171_u5.s~

€ve‘1r)\17o'a5‘ civayvdvras‘ crov 1-6 €1rL0'rc§)u0v.

Hpac ]._Ivt9o:c)\e’a, .
33. Hacfiefav 52‘ Trfio-av, paxdpas, ¢>e1'3'ye réxdraov &pdp.cuos".
34* Kafiefiofipaa 1'rp0o"5or<iBv rfiv ipeprfiv Kai Z-srdfiedv 0'01:

610050».

EPISTULAE AD INCERTOS DATAE

' Ad puerum am’ puellam.
35. 'A]¢e[)/p.660. 635' Ad,u.\,f/axov 15)/aalvovrcs éyib Kai l'Iv6oxA-fig

rcafi "'Ep,u.]apX0s‘ Kai. K[_r1;'y]o'|.1r1r0s', xal éxcil xa're|.)uf¢>apccv 1§'y[:.]a[-
vow-as‘ (5)e;.|.[a-1-av Kai robs Aonwofis [q!>f])\o[v]s. £5 5% 1'ro|.e['E]s
xai 0'13 e[I 15h/calves; xai J“; p.[ci1p.;.u] [cr]ov, xai 1:'ci1rcu. nal

5 M¢i'rpo.>[v]:. wcivra 1rc[C]6q[:., a'So'1r]cp xal €[p.]'rrpoo'6cv. £13 yiip
109:, 13 alrfa, 6"r:. xai. £3/5; Kai om Aowrol qrcivres crc péya
¢c)\o13,u6v, 511 'rcn5'ro1.s' -Ireffiy ircizrra.

7‘ ¢|.R00'o¢|favf' qbl?\orroqba'as" hbn 31 Plut. ad:/. C0l.17, P. III7b
2 -roi)~Usener : 1'6 libri 4 rcviiav Usener: 1':p.ci3vllb1‘l 2 6565:: VVytten-
bach 39 Dlog. Laert. x, § 5 2 ivénhqo-as Suidas - c’u¢‘-'1:-Iuza-cu
(e'r¢'1rr)\r;o-c B)1ibr1 33 Dwg. Laert. X, § 6 I qbti}-ye‘ -r&|:ci-rcov apd'-
prvos‘ G3.SS=end1 : ¢r|§-'y¢1'¢ |ca1-cficapapw B: ¢>n'}'y'c 1': K111‘-I 3: '/. ipapcv
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joy in my heart at the recollection of my conversatlons
with you. Do you, as I might expect from your Cl€VOl;lOI1
from boyhood to me and to philosophy, take good care oi
the children of Metrodorus.

T0 Colotes.
31. In your Feellng of reverence for what I was then

saymg you were sexzed with an unaccountable desire to
embrace me and clasp my knees and show me all the signs
of homage paid by men 1n prayers and supphcahons to
others; so you made me return all these proofs of venera-
tion and respect to you.

Go on thy way as an immortal and thmk of us too as
lmrnortal.

T0 Leonfzon.
32. Lord and Saviour, my dearest Leontlon, what a

hurrahmg you drew from us, when we read aloud you:
dear letter.

T0 Pyt/206/05.
33. Blest youth, set sall 1n your bark and flee from every

form of culture.
34. I will sit down and walt for your lovely and godhke

appearance.

LETTERS TO UNCERTAIN PERSONS.

To a boy 02' gzrl.
35. We have arrived at Lampsacus safe and sound,

Pythocles and Hermarchus and Cteslppus and I, and
there we found Them1sta and our other fnends all well.
I hope you too are well and your mamma, and that you
are always obed1ent to pappa and Matro, as you used to
be. Let me tell you that the reason that I and all the rest
of us love you 1s that you are always obedlent to them.

(111 mg. '/. ac) P: q.‘m3ye-re Icrrrt Stépapsu QH 34. D1og. Laert.
X, § 5 35 Vol. I-fern. 176, col. 18 I€S'[1l1l.11lI Gomperz 4 crou
Usener: xmb-rfj Gornperz 6 ai-ria Gomperz NAIIIA pap.

IDTB 1
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Epzlstula supremorum dierum.
36. iE;€56p.p ‘yap fipepq 576 'rai"rr' Eypaqbov, o£'x[i duo]-

K£)([z$pr]]K[£1v [K]a'r[Er. riyv] oiipnatv [iluol 0'55?» Kai. a)\.y1}-
bdvcs nlvi-}o-an T63» E1ri. rfiv rehcv-rafav T7}:-€pau ayovoiiav. ail
05», av Tl. yévnrat, Ta 1ra:.5fa TE‘: Mqrpoficépov 5:.o[K17o'ov rérrapa

5 5'7 'n'é'v'r' €'rn and?» 'n')\e'i'0v Sawravciiv if wrap vfiv e[Z9 élui" 5a1rav@sr
Kerr’ émavrdv.

Incertarum epistularum fragmenta.
37 Bpvdfw 'r<§ Kara -re. ampclrtov 1']5eE', $50.-rl. Kai ¢".ip'rq.\

xpu':,u.cvos*, Kai. 'rrpoo"n"n5w rails En wohvrcheias -F;5ova'£s' oi.»
5|.’ afirds, ci.)\)\EI. 51.2: 1-E1 (3.faK0)\ov9o£iv1-a afirafi‘ fivaxepfi.

38 'E1r:.,u.6)\.o§ yap, Kadciqrep 0-0|. Kai. a1ra)\)\a1-'rop.e'vcp €)\€)/01),
Kai. 'A1r0)\)\o5c-ipov [T06] &[5e/\]qb0fi. 013 yap KaKr)s' (lav 'rrap[€x]e:.
p.u[:.] cppovliia, £1 'r:. arpd-rret, ('51; of: Bofiherat.

39. I'Iép.\[/011 pot rvpofi Kvdptfifov, Tu’ iii-av ,80152uop.a:. -rro)\v're-
M5150-an-Sat 5z5vcu,u.a:..

4o. Aatuoufws re Kai |.x.e'ya4\o1rpe1'rr?|9 éwepehfidqrc fipfiv 1-E1.
'n'e=pi. Tfiv 1'05 o'['r0v K0,ut5fiv, Kai. mirp£l'.v0p.1§K'r] o'17p|.6Ta ivfiéfietxfic
fir rrpos‘ fig? eivofas‘.

41 [Tigu afivraftv fin . . . 0rvvr]ni{_-ha-ro €p.avr63[r. K]fiv év
"T71'epfi[0p]£l.'o:.s‘ ci}o'w é’11r0o"re[Ae]'Ev, rafirnv Kai. pdvnv értrcirrw.
[i]Ka'rl3v yap Ka[i. e]TKo0':. [51p[a)(]uE1[s* p.6v]as" Ka'r' Emavrov
,Bo1§)\op.a[l.] flap’ éKa1-e’p0v Aaafidvetv.

5 "H1161/Ké pol. K1-1§o't1r11'0s 'r?1v Ka[1']' €[_v]l.av'rov 01§v1'af[l.]v fir
awréarctltas wrép re rov ’7:raTpOS‘ Kat 0-eavrov.

42 Te,u.(a.v 11.311 gfcr. civrifiorrtv ‘rig:-' [15-Jr’ €];.tofi Eofieiiorav a1i'rt'fJ
1'ra[r.5l.av].

43 Otifiévrore ciapéxfinv 1-0'59 'rro)L)L0?s‘ ¢i.p€0'Kew. 5. piv yap
€Kdvols 1'ipeo'Kev, O'Il'K €_u.a6‘0v' & 6' flfietv niyoi, p.aKpiiv -Ffv TF1;
dxefvmv alo'6r‘1§o-ems‘.

44. ’A.<f>vo':.o)\6-y11'rov pnqfiév 1'7)/05 #3060179 1-fie cra.pK5s' flofiv
rirv \l"~*x'iv- <1"-=1P*<5§‘ 5% 4>¢-W15‘ #5‘? vrfwiiv» P37 Bwrfiv. Mi?

36 Philodem. n-pa-rpa-r. VH' 1. I23 : restituerunt Spengel Gomperz
37 Stob. Flora‘. xvn. 34 38 Pap. Herc I76, col. 8 39 Dlog.
Laert. X, § II I KUHPLBIOU] Kuapifitovf. Kvdriou Menag1us 4.0 Plut.
.c0r.¢tr.beaf. I5, p 1097 e I datpovimp Usener ; Bqfmg l1b1-'| _ 3q,¢-;-
X5: Cobet 41 Pl'l]lOdCI'I'l. rrprrypar I/H‘: 127 42 Philo-
dem. 1rpay,u.a-r. VH7 I. I13 1 drriaoaw sCr1pSi: airoiicrav pap.
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Letter written in his last‘ days.
36. Seven days before writing this the stoppage became

complete and I suffered pains such as bring men to their
last day. If anything happens to me, do you look after
the children of Metrodorus for four or five years, but do
not spend any more on them than you now spend each
year on me.

Letters 2'0 zmkrzown recipients.
37. I am thrilled with pleasure in the body, when I live

on bread and water, and I spit upon luxurious pleasures
not for their own sake, but because of the inconveniences
that follow them.

38. As I said to you when you were going away, take
care also of his brother Apollodorus. He is not a bad
boy, but causes me anxiety, when he does what he does
not mean to do.

39. Send me some preserved cheese, that when I like
I may have a feast.

4o. You have looked after me wonderfully generously
in sending me food, and have given proofs heaven-high of
your good will to me.

41. The only contribution I require is that which . .
ordered the disciples to send me, even if they are among
the Hyperboreans. I wish to receive from each of you
two a hundred and twenty drachmae a year and no more.

Ctesippus has brought me the annual contribution which
you sent for your father and yourself.

42. He will have a valuable return in the instruction
which I have given him.

43. I was never anxious to please the mob. For what
pleased them, I did not know, and what I did know, was
far removed from their comprehension.

44. Think it not unnatural that when the flesh cries
aloud, the soul cries too. The flesh cries out to be saved
from hunger, thirst, and cold. It is hard for the soul to

4.3 (;‘=nomolog. cod. Par. 1168, f. 115r 3 al<ri91';a-em: ecld.
6iir6'¢o-mi: Par. 4.4. Porph. ad Marc. 30, p. 209, 7 Nauck

I 2
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firyoiiv. Kai rafira 1-lfi ilrvxfi xaaeirdv pin Kcukfiaai, 4i'rrio'¢aJ\i"s'
52 1rapaK0fio'ai. rfis wapayyeihdaqs ¢~i.‘io'£msr G151?) Sui rfis rrpoir
qbvofis ailrfi aili-apKei'as~ Kat?’ iiyielpav.

45. '0 oiw rfi qniaa 1rapaKo}\.0u66'3v Kai pi; -rails‘ Kuraiis
bdfais Ev ii-Zia-iv ai'rrcipKns' arpiirs yap 1-6 rfi qbiia-ci. cipicofiv iriiio-a
K1-i'jn-L's- éo"ri 1r)w6-ros, irrpiis 5% -rims‘ iiopfarovs dpéfsis Kai 6
iié)/in-ros whofirds £0-riv (oil iihoiiros &)\)\.a -ireufa).

46. ’E¢’ 50-oi: 5’ div ciimxavfis, Andy T55‘ qbiJo"ems' clq.i17Xave'iTs"
iravi-¢';3 yiip aopiarovs ¢6{3ovs‘ Kai Eirifiviifar irpoofiahhcis.

47. = Sent. Vat. XIV.
48. Kpeirrov as.’ 00:. tiappeiv iiiii 0"ri;3ii50s' KaraKsip.€vy?7

rapdrreafiai Xpvofiv Exoiiay Khfvnv Kai wokvrehfi rpclucfav.
49 . . diépwv 1-iii; Eirio-rohijv wrapa now] Kai for 5i.a)\0-

')/l.O'|l.L€)L' 51! Eireirdigcro irepi rc?>v civflpulmov iirroi iifjre rigv
dvahoyfav rip) Kara Ta d>aii'dp.ev[a €]v -rois‘ dopdrois olfiiralv
fififivavro rruviileiv pairs 1'I'|IJ rrvudiwirfav viii: 1-a'Es- aiirdiio-en-iv
ilirclpxovrrav vrpos Ta ciopcira Kai "n'cl.)u[v] civ'ri;.iap'ri3'p[1]]0'iv . . .

5o ‘H59 ii} qbifikov iivfipn 1'e6mqK6T0s. -
51 Mi; ¢ei3'ye p.iKpi'i xap£'§'errélai* l5Cl€€l.S‘ yiip Kai irpcls -rii

peyiiha 1-oioih-05* eiuai.
52. ’EX6poi3 Eendévros pi] Emoo-rpaql>§‘]s* riqv r1§£'wm'.v' 1T)\'i|lJ’

c}.0'd>a)\E§ov creavrciir oiiiiiv yap Kvvos‘ fiiadiépei.

D

INCERTAE SEDIS FRAGMENTA.

De Sapiemia at Sapiente.
53 = Sent. Vat. LIV.
54 Kevds éicefvov qbihooorpov Aciyos, 15¢’ 05 [@1762-v 1rd.6'o§-

dvflpcé-iiov 6EpCl.‘7I‘E'ljlE1"[1!.' i-'5a"iiep -yifip iai-piKi7}s~ oiioisv 6'¢£}\0s pi]
T515‘ 1!do'ov$‘ réiv ampdrwv iiK,3a.)\)lo15<ri]s, oilrws 055% cfm\0rroq3[a5*,
cl pi; re 1-fir ylrvxfir €K}3¢l.)\)\ei ircidos.

3 -rfi ilrvxyfi Nauck: -ri‘;v .p..X.-).. cod. 45 Porph. an! M'arc. 27,
. 20?, 31 Nauck 4 £,0'Tl]-'1 oi’: rritofiros‘ cilliui irevia B.d1E.-Clt

%ign0ne: Jan 1|-eviii Usener 46 Porph ad Marc. 29, p. 209, I
2 o'av'rq3 edd.: airréiv cod. 47 Stob Floral. xvi. 28 48 Porph
ad’ Marc. 29, p. 209, 3 I Karaxcipfvy . e'xoi§o'p] Ka-raKei;_i¢'p . .. Exam-i
Usener 49 Philodem ii-pa-Hmr V1-I‘ i. 126 secundum ll-)CCt!Ol'1¢1'I‘l
Cronert 50 Plut. confr. E36. beat. 28, p. 11o5d 51 Maxinius
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repress these cries, and dangerous for it to disregard
nature’s appeal to her because of her own wonted indepen-
dence day by day.

45 The man who follows nature and not vain opinions
is independent in all things. For in reference to what is
enough for nature every possession is riches, but in
reference to unlimited desires even the greatest wealth
is (not riches but poverty).

46. In so far as you are in difficulties, it is because you
forget nature; for you create for yourself unlimited fears
and desires.

'\

48. It is better for you to be free of fear lying upon
a pallet, than to have a golden couch and a rich table and
be full of trouble.

49. . . . remembering your letter and your discussion
about the men who are not able to see the analogy between
phenomena and the unseen nor the harmony which exists
between sensations and the unseen and again the contra-
diction .

5o. Sweet is the memory of a dead friend.
51. Do not avoid conferring small favours for then you

will seem to be of like character towards great things.
52. If your enemy makes a request to you, do not turn

from his petition . but be on your guard, for he is like
a dog.

D.

FRAGMENTS FROM UNCERTAIN SOURCES.

On p/zzlosop/ay.

54. Vain is the word of a philosopher which does not
heal any suffering of man. For Just as there is no profit
in medicine if it does not expel the diseases of the body,
so there is no profit in philosophy either, if it does not
expel the suffering of the mind
Gnomol. c. 8 59 Maiiiniiis Gnome! c. 66 54 Porph. ad
Marc 31, p. 2o9, 23 Nauck (cf Stob Florzi. lxxxii. 6) 3 infini-
loilio-nc Stob. : Glcpairreiliuw cod. 4 -rrcidor] Kaicdv Stob.
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Physica .
55. Oiibiv fivov Ev rifi -rrairri iii.-rr0ri=\ei'rai irapii rev 1161;

yeyeviypiiiov xpdvov Eli-reipov.
56. Oil yap pfikhov eiioafpovas Kai iibiaiiiirovs vofiaopev

pi) gbmvofiirrag [].i1;]5' [Ei)i]4\1§)iois‘ diaheyopevovs, ilihha 'roi's'
Evcofs avflpoiwois éiiofovs-.

57. 'Hp.[ei.'s* yoiivl Giimpiev l_6o'[]o>s* Kai Ka)uTis* 0-B [KG6HK£t,
Ka[i K]a.M'E-[9] iriivra irpiirrwiiev [Ka]1'ii. roias‘ vdaovs y.[n]6i[v]
rafs oclfais a[i§]'r0iis' 61? rois 'Tl'€pi. réiv ci.pfcr1'm1i K[ai] o-ep.v0'ra-
1'(iJ1»' 6iarapcl.ri'0v1'£s' [Zn] aa Kai 5[Kai0[i ciiliiev tiqb’ fig
¥)\.e[yoi: fitllfns" oi.-"re: yap [%v]Ei€Xe1'ai. d>va[iK-£59] §i'jv . . .

58. El rais rifiii avdpdiirwv e-ivxais I5 56139 Kari1K0)i0iJ'6ei,
Gfirrov (av) Eirrcéikliiwro mivres‘ avdpiuiroi, a-vvex63s~ -ir0)i)ia Kai
xaheira Karl ahhifhwv E'l:'X6|.L€1'Ol..

Efkzca.
59. ’Apx:i3 Kai plffa iravriir ciyaflofi 7'} rfir yairrpiiis i}5oi»ri-

Kai -re aotpii Kai rii. iiepirrii Erri raiirnv é’)(_ei. Till! dvacpopciv.
60 T611 Xpeiai: €Xo;.i.ev rfis‘ iifiiovfis, 6'-rav EK 1'06 pi] irapeivai

ailrrfiiw d.)\yG3;.iev' 6'"rai.i 5% 'r0i'3'ro pi] 1'rcio'Xmp.cv en aiofiiforei
Kafieci-ri3res*, T675 ofifiqufa Xpefa rijs‘ ii;i)oi2i'§s" oil yap iii rfis
('4l)'l.lO"€I.0S‘ 1715013] 1"i;v ii5iKfa.v iroiei 55:-.1961), ci)\)i' i; irepi 1-iiis‘
Keviis fiilfas cipefir.

61. To yap iroiofiv Ii-I.'U7I'ép}34\T]'I"O1’ yfiflos 1'5 '|"rrap’ a'ii1'o‘|'
ireqbvypévov ,u.é'ya KaK6v- Kai aiii-:7 gbila-is iliyadofi, 5.11 res 6p663s*
Errifidhp, ilireira aTa6'3'}, Kai iii] Kcvifis‘ 1T€pt1TG.Tfi 11'-cpi tiyadoii
Qpvlufiv.

62. "'A;.i.eivciv Ea--rw iiwoneivai roiiafie rivas rolls‘ iirivovs,
6111.09 i‘go-6i?i_uev fifiovas p.ei§ovs' aviidiépei réivfie‘ rivmv dire’-
xeadai réiv iigooirifiv iva iii; Eu\yi3p.i:ir ciityqiidvas )(a)ien'ioré'pas'.

63 Mqoi (1l'I"l.(|S}.J-£661. ‘Fiji.’ 0'cipKa CIJS‘ 'r'c3v neydhwv KaKt'iiv
ai-rfav ms’ sis‘ rii 1TP(i.‘yp.(1T(1. rperrmpiev -rEi.s' ova-¢opi'.'as'.

55 Plut. Strum. fr. 8 56 Philodeiii dz Vzct. dear VH1 vi I3
57 Philodem. -rrepl eilo-:3 VH5 ii. I08, 9 restituit Goinperz I lttli
Kale: scripsi: Kfl . aim charta: ml -i-ii)“-i Gomperz 5 {fiv
Gomperz : rqv charta 58 Gnomolog. cod. Par. 1168, f. 115 r
2 fivom. Par. iiiréililkuv-ro edd : ii-.-riiildioiv-i-o Par. 5 Athen.xii,
p. 546 f 60 Stob. Fianl. xvii. 35 4 F;6ovr‘;] Ergsia Usener .
qbem} Cronert : plain‘; Big-none 61 Plut. c0iu'r.E;§. Jieat 7, p. 1091 a
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Physics.
55. Nothing new happens in the universe, if you con-

sider the infinite time past.
56. We shall not be considering them any happier or

less destructible, ifwe think of them as not speaking nor
conversing with one another, but resembling dumb men.

57. Let us at least sacrifice piously and rightly where it
is customary, and let us do all things rightly according to
the laws not troubling ourselves with common beliefs in
what concerns the noblest and holiest of beings. Further
let us be free of any charge in regard to their opinion
For thus can one live in conformity with nature . . .

58. If God listened to the prayers of men, all men would
quickly have perished: for they are for ever praying for
evil against one another.

Ethics.
59. The beginning and the root ofall good is the pleasure

of the stomach; even wisdom and culture must be referred
to this.

6o. We have need of pleasure when we are in pain from
its absence : but when we are not feeling such pain, though
we are in a condition of sensation, we have no need of
pleasure. For the pleasure which arises from nature does
not produce wickedness, but rather the longing connected
with vain fancies.

61 That which creates Joy insuperable is the complete
removal of a great evil. And this is the nature of good, ll
one can once grasp it rightly, and then hold by it, and not
walk about babbling idly about the good.

62 It is better to endure these particular pains so that
we may enjoy greater Joys. It is well to abstain from
these particular pleasures in order that we may not suffer
more severe pains.

63. Let us not blame the flesh as the cause of great evils,
nor blame circumstances for our distresses.
I nap’ aiiro] wrap’ ai.ri'oi3 Reiske -rrdpairra Usener: Ka-r' airro Bgnone
3 c‘-rrifiélig Usener: e’~rriB¢i)i)i;-4 libri 62 Aristocles apud useb.
Praap. ruang xiv. 2i, 3, p. 769a 63 Porph. ad Marc. 29.
p 208, 25 Nauck
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64. Oi peyahoi rrdvoi avvriipiws ifayovaiv, oi 5% xpdvioi
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64. Great pains quickly put an end to life ; long-enduring
pains are not severe.

65. Excessive pain will bring you to death.
66. Through love of true philosophy every disturbing

and troublesome desire is ended.
67. Thanks be to blessed Nature because she has made

what is necessary easy to supply, and what is not easy
unnecessary.

68. It is common to find a man who is (poor) in respect
of the natural end of life and rich in empty fancies. For
of the fools none is satisfied with what he has, but is
grieved for what he has not. just as men with fever
through the malignance of their (disease) are always thirsty
and desire the most lI"l_]L1l'l0L1S things, so too those whose
mind is in an evil state are always poor in everything and
in their greed are plunged into ever-changing desires.

69 Nothing satisfies the man who is not satisfied with
a little.

70. Sfill-*S‘L1l:fiCl€.‘I'lCy is the greatest of all riches.
71. Most men fear frugality and through their fear are

led to actions most likely to produce fear.
72. Many men when they have acquired riches have

not found the escape from their ills but only a change to
greater ills.

73. By means of occupations worthy of a beast abun-
dance of riches is heaped up, but a miserable life results.

74. Unhappiness comes either through fear or through
vain and unbridled desire but if a man curbs these, he
can win for himself the blessedness of understanding.

75. It is not deprivation of these things which is pain,
but rather the bearing of the useless pain that arises from
vain fancies

76. The mean soul is puffed up by prosperity and cast
down by misfortune.

77. (Nature) teaches us to pay little heed to what fortune
Bpuqvéfiovs cod. 74 Porph an? ilfarc. 29, p. 208, 30 Nauck
75 Porph. adjlfarc. 3:, p. 209, 19 Naiick I -rrdi/oar] .K£I|lCdIP' coniecit
Usener 76 Gnomolog. cod. Par 1168, f. I15, &c. 77 Porph
adflfarc. 30, p. 209, 12 Nauck I -i-mp.:‘i -rfic -i-fixqc Usener: 1rI‘€pl. -rfi:
ilrvxijs cod.
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brings, and when we are prosperous to understand that we
are unfortunate, and when we are unfortunate not to regard
prosperity highly, and to receive unmoved the good things
which come from fortune and to range ourselves boldly
against the seeming evils which it brings: for all that the
many regard as good or evil is fleeting, and wisdom has
nothing in common with fortune

78. He who least needs to-morrow, will most gladly go
to meet to-morrow.

79. I spit upon the beautiful and those who vainly
admire it, when it does not produce any pleasure.

80. The greatest fruit ofjustice is serenity.
8i. The laws exist for the sake of the wise, not that they

may not do wrong, but that they may not suffer it.
82. Even if they are able to escape punishment, it is

impossible to win security for escaping: and so the fear of
the future which always presses upon them does not sufier
them to be happy or to be free from anxiety in the present

83. The man who has attained the natural end of the
human race will be equally good, even though no one is
present.

84. A man who causes fear cannot be free from fear.
85. The happy and blessed state belongs not to abun-

dance of riches or dignity of position or any oflice oi
power, but to freedom from pain and moderation in feelings
and an attitude of mind which imposes the limits ordained
by nature. '

86. Live unknown.
87. We must say how best a man will maintain the

natural end of life, and how no one will willingly at first
aim at public office.
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VI

LIFE OF EPICURUS

1 EPICURUS, son of Neocles and Chaerestrata, was an
Athenian of the deme of Gargettus, and the family of the
Philaidae, as Mctrodorus says in his work on Nobility of
Birth. Heraclides in his epitome of Sotion and others say
that the Athenians having colonized Samos, Epicurus was
brought up there. In his eighteenth year, as they say, he
came to Athens, when Xenocrates was at the Academy
and Aristotle was living in Chalcis. After the death of
Alexander of Macedon, when the Athenians were driven
out of Samos by Perdiccas, he went to Join his father in

2 Colophon. Having stayed there some time and gathered
disciples he returned again to Athens in the archonship of
Ana:-ticrates. For a while he _]Oll'1€d with others in the
study of philosophy, but later taught independently, when
he had founded the school called after him. He tells us
himself that he first made acquaintance with philosophy
at the age of fourteen. Apollodorus the Epicurean in the
first book of his Lgfe qf Epicurus says that he took to
philosophy because he despised the teachers of literature,
since they were not able to O}-tplillfl to him the passage
about Chaos in Hesiod. Hermippus says that Epicurus
was at one time a schoolmaster and then after he met with
the writings of Democritus, he took eagerly to philosophy.

3 And this is why Timon says about him :

‘ Last and most shameless of the scientists, infant school
teacher from Samos, the most stubborn of all living
beings’.

His three brothers, Neocles, Chaercdemus, and Aristo-
bulus Joined him in studying philosophy at his suggestion,
according to Philodemus the Epicurean in the tenth book
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of his Comparison Qf Philosophies. Also a slave called
Mys, as Muronianus says in his chapters on historical
coincidences.

Diotimus the Stoic, who is ill-disposed to Epicurus, has
calumniated him most bitterly by producing fifty lewd
letters as Epicurus’ work; so has the writer who has
assigned to Epicurus the collection of ‘ billets-doux ’ which
were attributed to Chrysippus, and also Posidonius the
Stoic and his followers, as well as Nicolaus and Sotion in
the twelve books of the ‘Arguments of Diocles ’ which are
nanied after the Epicurean CElEl)1"E|.lZI0l'l of The Twentieth ;
also Dionysius of Halicarnassus For they say that he
used to go round from house to house with his mother
reading out the purification prayers, and assisted his father
in elementary teaching for a miserable pittance. They
add that one of his brothers prostituted himself and kept
company with Leontion, the hetaera. Also that he took
Democritus’ atomic theory and Aristippus’ theory of plea-
sure and taught them as his own. Further, that he was
not an Athenian born, as Timocrates says, and Herodotus
too in his book The Youth qfE_t-icurus. He is also said to
have used degrading flattery towards Mithres, the steward
of Lysimachus, calling him in his letters both ‘ Saviour ’ and
‘My lord’. Idomeneus too and Herodotus and Timo-
crates, who divulged his secrets, he is said to have praised
and flattered all the same. And in his letters he wrote to
Leontion, ‘ Lord and Saviour, my dearest Leontion, what a
hurrahing you drew from us, as we read aloud your dear
letter’, and to Themista, Leonteus’ wife, " If you two don’t
come to me, I am capable of arriving with a hop, skip and
Jump, wherever you and Themista summon me ’. And to
Pythocles who was young and beautiful he writes, ‘ I will
sit down and wait for your lovely and godlike appearance '.
And again in writing to Themista he calls her (by a most
flattering name), as Theodorus says in the fourth book of

6 his attack on Epicurus. They say that he wrote to many
other women of pleasure and particularly to Leontion,
with whom Metrodorus was also in love; and that in the
treatise On the End of Life he wrote, ‘I know not how
I can conceive the good, if I withdraw the pleasures ot
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taste and withdraw the pleasures of love and those of
hearing and ‘sight’. Again in the letter to Pythocles they
say he wrote Blest youth, set sail in your bark and flee
from every form of culture ’. Epictetus moreover calls
him a filthy talker and abuses him roundly. And even
Timocrates, who was the brother of Metrodorus and a
disciple of Epicurus, after he had abandoned the school,
wrote in a book with the title Pleasant‘ Things that Epicurus
used to vomit twice a day owing to his luiturious living,
and that he himselfwas scarcely able to escape from his
philosophical disquisitions during the night and from the

1COII1I'I1UI1l|Zy of the initiates. He adds that Epicurus was
profoundly ignorant of philosophy and still more so of
practical life, that his body was miserably weak, so that
for many years he was unable to rise from his portable
couch . further, that he spent no less than a mina a day on
his food, as Epicurus writes himself iii the letter to Leon-
tion and in the letters to the philosophers in Mytilene
moreover, there were other women who lived with him and
Metrodorus, named Manirnarioii and I-ledeia and Erotion
and Nicidion. He adds that in the thirty-seven books
On Nafztre he repeats himself foi the most part and
attacks many other philosophers iii them biit Nausiphanes
most of all, saying in his own words, ‘ Away with them all
for Nausiphanes, like many another slave, was in travail
with that wordy braggart, sophistic ’ He says that
Epicurus himself in his letters about Nausiphanes said,
‘This drove him to such a state of fury that he abused
me and ironically called me " Master” ’. He used to call
Nausiphanes ‘ The mollusc’, ‘ The illiterate ', ‘ The cheat ’,
‘ The harlot ’. The followers of Plato he called ‘ Flatterers
of Dionysus’ and Plato himself ‘The golden man’, and
Aristotle ‘The debauchee', saying that he devoured his
inheritance and then enlisted and sold drugs Protagoras
he called ‘ Porter’ or ‘ Copier of Democritus ', saying that
he taught in the village schools. Heraclitus he called

8 3 Bifidoxaltov] fiilcritoltov COn1cC1t Usener: (pov énvrtiv) adlflfllt
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iiiiirs K
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‘The Muddler’, Democritus Lerocritus (‘judge of non-
5gn5£'), Antidorus Saiinidorus (‘ Maniac ’), the Cynics
‘ Enemies of Hellas ’, the Logicians ‘ The destroyers ', and
Pyrrho ‘The uneducated fool’.

9 But these calumniators are all mad. For Epicurus has

IO

II

witnesses enough and to spare to his unsurpassed kindness
to all men. There is his country which honoured him
with bronze statues, his friends so numerous that they
could not even be reckoned by entire cities, and his dis-
ciples who all remained bound for ever by the charm of
his teaching, except Metrodorus, son of Stratoniceus, who
went over to Carneades, overweighted perhaps by Epi-
curus’ excessive goodness. There is also the permanent
continuance of the school after almost all the others had
come to an end, and that though it had a countless succes-
sion of heads from among the disciples. There is again
his grateful devotion to his parents, his generosity to his
brothers, and his gentleness towards his servants, of whom
the most notable was Mys already mentioned, as is proved
by his will and the part they took iii his philosophical
discussions. In short there is his benevolence to all. Oi
his reverence towards the gods and his love of his country
it would be impossible to speak adequately But from
excess of modesty he would not take any part in politics
Yet although Greece was at that time in great straits he
continued to live there, and only once or twice made a
voyage to Ionia and the neighbourhood to see his friends.
But they ‘came to him from all quarters, and took up their
abode with him in the garden, as Apollodorus says [who
adds that he bought it for eighty minae- Diocles in the
third book of his Course m Philosophy confirms this], living
a most frugal and simple life. Indeed, he says, they were
satisfied with halfa pint of wine, and for the most part
drank water. He adds that Epicurus did not recommend
them to put their belongings into a common stock, as did
Pythagoras, who said that ‘ Friends have all in common ‘ii./'
For to do so implied distrust: and distrust could not go
with friendship. Epicurus himself says in his letters that
he was content with nothing but water and a bit of bread

it 2
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‘Send me,’ he says, ‘some preserved cheese, that when
I like I may have a feast.’ Such was the man who taught
that the end is pleasure. Athenaeus sings his praise in
an epigi-am :

Men toil at mean pursuits, for love of gain
Insatiate they welcome war and strife;

Their idle fancies lead on endless paths,
But nature's wealth is set in narrow bounds.

This truth the prudent son of Neocles
Learnt from the Muses or Apollo’s shrine.

The truth of this we shall know better as we go on from
his own words and teaching.

Diocles says that of the earlier philosophers he showed
most sympathy with Anaxagoras, though on certain points
he opposed him, and with Arclielaus, the master of Socrates.
And, he adds, he used to practise his disciples in getting

I3 his writings by heart. Apollodorus in his Chroizzcles
asserts that he listened to the teaching of Nausiphanes
and Praxiphanes. Epicurus himself denies this in his
letter to Eurylochus and says he was his own teacher.
And indeed both Epicurus and Hermarchus deny that
there ever was such a philosopher as Leucippus, whom
Apollodorus the Epicurean and others say was the master
of Democritus. Demetrius of Magnesia says that he was
also a follower of Xenocrates.

He uses current diction to expound his theory, but
Aristophanes the grammarian ccnsures it as being too
peculiar. But he was clear in expression, Just as in his

14 book on Rhetoric he insists on clearness above everything.
In his letters he used to say ‘Prosper’ or ‘Live well’,
instead of the conventional introduction ‘ Be happy ’.

Ariston in his Life of Epicurus says that he borrowed
The Canon from the Tripod of Nausiphanes, whose pupil
he says he was, as well as being a disciple of Pamphilus
the Platonist in Samos. He states that Epicurus began
philosophy at the age of twelve, and was at the head of his
School at thirty-two.
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He was born, says Apollodoi-us in the Chronicles, in the

third year of the iogth Olympiad in the archonship of
Sosigenes on the seventh day of the month Gamelion,

15 seven years after the death of Plato. When he was thirty-
two he started his school first for five years at Mitylene
and Lampsacus and then he migrated to Athens. There
he died in the second year of the 127th Olympiad in the
archonship of Pytharatus, at the age of seventy-two.
Hermarchus of Mitylene, son of Agemortus, succeeded to
the headship of the school. Epicurus died of a stone in
the bladder, as Hermarchus also says in his letters, after
an illness of fourteen days. Hermippus tells us that as he
was dying he got into a bronze bath filled with hot water,
and asked for a cup of unmixed wine, which he gulped

:6 down. Then having &Cl_]LlI'E(l his friends to remember his
teaching he expired. I have composed the following
epigram on him:
‘ Farewell, remember my sayings.’ Thus spake at his

death Epicurus,
These the last words as he died spake he aloud to his

friends.
Then in ahot bath he laid him, a goblet ofwine he demanded,

Quaffed it, and soon the cold air quaffed he of Hades below.’
Such was Epicurus’ life and such his death.

His will was as follows:

EPICURUS’ WILL.
I hereby leave all my possessions to Amynomachus, son

of Philocrates, of the deme of Bate, and Timocrates, son.
of Demetrius, of the deme of Potamos, according to the

17 form of gift to each registered in the Metroum, on condition
that they make over the garden and all that goes with it to
Hermarchus, son of Ageniortus, of Mitylene, and to those
who study philosophy with him and to those whom Her-
marchus may leave as his successors in the school, for
them to live there in the pursuit of philosophy. And to
those who hereafter follow my philosophy I assign the
right to live in the garden, that they may assist Amyno-
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rnachus and Timocrates to maintain it to the best of their
power, and to their heirs, in whatever way may give the
securest possession, that they too may preserve the garden,
and after them those to whom the disciples of my school
may hand it on.

The house in Melite Aniynomachus and Timocrates
shall assign for a dwelling to Hermarchus and to those
who study philosophy with him, as long as Hermarchus
shall live.

8 The income of the property left by me to Amynomachus
and Timocrates shall be divided by them as far as possible,
with the advice of Hermarchus, for the offerings in honour
of my father and mother and brothers, and for the custo-
mary celebration of my birthday every year on the tenth
of Gamelion, and likewise for the assembly of my disciples
which takes place on the twentieth of each month, having
been established in recollection of myself and Metrodorus.
Let them also keep the day of my brothers in Poseideon
and the day of Polyaenus in Mctageitnion, as I have done
myself.

9 Amynomachus and Timocrates shall take care of Epi-
curus, the son of Metrodorus, and of the son of Polyaenus,
provided they devote themselves to philosophy and live
with Hermarchus. Likewise they shall take care of
Metrodorus’ daughter, and when she comes of age shall
give her in marriage to one of his disciples whom Her-
marchus shall choose, provided she is well-behaved and
obedient to Hermarchus. Amynomachus and Timocrates
shall set aside for the maintenance of these children such
sum out of the revenues of my estate as shall seem good
to them each year in consultation with Hermarchus.

They shall give Hermarchus authority with themselves
over the income, in order that everything may be done in
consultation with the man who has grown old with me
in the study of philosophy and has been left by me head
of the school. The dowry for the girl, when she comes of
age, shall be apportioned by Amynomachus and Timocrates,
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who shall take a suitable sum from the capital with the
approval of Hermarchus. They shall also take care of
Nicanor, as I have done, to show that those who have
studied with me and have met my needs from their own
resources and shown me every mark of friendship and
elected to grow old with me in the study of philosophy,
may not lack for anything that is necessaiy, as far as lies
in my power.

They are to give all the books that belong to me to
Hermarchus. And ifany mortal chance befall Hermarchus
before Metrodorus’ children come of age, Amynomachus
and Timocrates shall as far as possible provide all that is
necessary from the income of my estate, if the children
are well-behaved. They shall carefully carry out all my
other arrangements, so that each may be fulfilled as far
as possible. Of my slaves I set free Mys, Nicias and
Lycon, and I also set Phaedrium free.

When he was on the point of death he wrote the
following letter to Idomeneus: ‘On this truly happy day
of my life, as I am at the point of death, I write this to you.
The disease in my bladder and stomach are pursuing
their course, lacking nothing of their natural severity: but
against all this is the Joy in my heart at the recollection of
my conversations with you Do you, as I might expect
from your devotion from boyhood to me and to philosophy,
take good care of the children of Metrodorus.’ Such then
was his will.

He had many disciples, but among the most distinguished
was first Metrodorus, son of Athenaeus (or Timocrates) and
Sande, of Lampsacus. From the time when he first came
to know Epicurus he never left him, except when he went
to his native city for six months, and then he came back
He was a good man in all respects, as Epicurus too bears
witness in prologues to his writings and in the third book
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of his Tlfl10Cl‘dl'€S. Such was his character: his sister
Batis he married to Idomeneus, and had for his own
mistress Leontion the Athenian hetaera He was imper-
turbable in the face of trouble and of death, as Epicurus
says in the first book of his Metrodorus. They say that
he died at the age of fifty-two, seven years before Epicurus,
and of this Epicurus gives evidence, since in the will
already quoted he makes provision for the care of his
children, implying that he had already died. [He had also
as a disciple Timocrates, Metrodorus’ brother, who has
been mentioned alreadyfan aimless person.] Metrodorus’

94- writings were as follows Three books Against’ i‘/ic Physi-
cians. About sensations. To Tiiiiocrafcs. Coiiceriziiig Mag-
nammifiy. Aboat E_;)icnrrzts' z//-/ieafi‘/i Again st i’/is Logicians.
Nine books Against the Sopliists Conreriziiig the Pafh to
Wisdoiii. Coizcerizmg Cliaizge. Coizccrimzg lVm!t'li. Against
Democrifus. Coiicermng N0blZ£{y of Birth.

There was also Polyacniis, son of Athenodorus, of
Lampsacus, a modest and friendly man, as Philodemus
and his followers say

Also Hermarchus, Ep1eurus’successor,son offtgemortus,
of Mytilene, the son of a poor father, and at first a student

25 of rhetoric His best books are said to be these twenty-
two essays in the form of letters On Empedoclcs. On Science.
Against Pfato Against Arrsfoi‘/c. He was a good man
and died of paralysis.

Likewise there was Lcoiiteus of Lampsaciis and his wife
Themista, to whom Epicurus addressed one of his letters.

Also Colotes and Idomeneus, both of Lampsacus. They
too were distinguished, as was also Polystratus who suc-
ceeded Hermarchus; then followed Dionysius and after
him Basilides. Apollodorus the ‘King of the Garden’
was also famous, and wrote over four hundred volumes
There were also the two Ptolemies of Alexandria, the
Black and the White, Zeno of Sidon, a pupil of Apol-
lodorus, a prolific writer, Demetrius called the Lace-

26 nian, Diogenes of Tarsus who wrote Se/acted Lessons,
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Orion, and others whom the genuine Epicureans call
Sophists.

There were three other Epicuruses, the son of Leonteus
and Themista, another, who was a Magnesian, while the
fourth was a drill-sergeant

Epicurus was a very prolific writer and exceeded all
others in the bulk of his works, of which there are more
than three hundred rolls. There is not in them one single
citation from another author' it is all Epicurus’ own
words. Chrysippus tried to rival him in the amount of
his writings, as Carneades tells us, calling him the parasite
who fed on Epicurus’ books. ‘ Whenever Epicurus wrote
anything, Chrysippus felt bound in rivalry to write the

:27 equivalent; and this is why he often repeats himself and
says whatever occurs to him, and has left a great deal
uncorrected in his hurry; moreover, he has so many
quotations that his books are filled with them and nothing
else, a characteristic which one may observe also in the
writings of Zeno and Aristotle.’ Such are the numerous
and important works of Epicurus, of which the best are the
following- I. On Natiire, thirty-seven books, 2. On atoms
and ’Z)01d, 3. On Love, 4. Epitome of the books Against the
Physicists, 5. Against the Megarzans, 6. Problems, 7. Prin-
cipat Doctrines, 8. On Choice and Avoidance, 9 On the End,
I0. On the Criterion, or The Canon, 11. Chaeredemus,
I2. On the Gods, I3. On Religion, 14. Hegesianax, I5. On
Lives, four books, 16 On just Action, I7 Neocles, ad-
dressed to Themista, 18. Symposzuiiz, I9 Eurjvlochus,
addressed to Metrodorus, 20. On Vzsion, 21. On the
corner in the atom, 22. On Touch, 23. On Fate, 24. On
internal sensations, maitims addressed to Timocrates,
25. Prognostic, 26. The Protreptic, 27. On images, 28. On
perception, 29 Aristobutus, 3o. On Music, 31. On justice
and the other Virtues, 32. On gg/ts and gratitude, 33. Party-
medes, 34.. Timocrates, three books, 35. Metrodorus, five
books, 36. A ntidorus, two books, 37. On disease, mai-rims
addressed to Mithras, 38. Cathstotas, 39. On royal power,
40. Anaxzmenes, 4.1. Letters.

I will now endeavour to expound the doctrines which
he sets forth in these works and will put before you three
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of his letters, in which he has abridged his whole philo-
sophy. I will also give you the Principal Doctrines, and
a selection from his sayings which seem most worthy of
mention. You will thus be able to understand Epicurus
from every point of view and could form a Judgement on
him. The first letter he writes to Herodotus (and it deals
with Physics; the second is to Pythocles), and it deals
with Celestial Phenomena; the third is to Menoeceus, and
contains the moral teaching. We must begin with the first
letter, but I will first speak briefly about the divisions of
his philosophy.

It is divided into three parts, the Canonicon (or Proce-
dure), the Physics and the Ethics. The Canonicon gives
the method of approach to the system, and is contained in
the work called The Canon. The Physics contains all the
investigation into nature, and is contained in the thirty-
seven books On Nature and in an abridged form in the
letters. The Ethics deals with choice and avoidance, and
is contained in the books On Lives and the letters and the
book on The End. The Epicureans usually group the
Canonicon with the Physics and state that it deals with
the criterion of truth and the fundamental principles and
contains the elements of the system. The Physics deals
with creation and dissolution and with nature ; the Ethics
with things to be chosen or avoided, with the conduct oi
life and its purpose.

Logic they re_]ect as misleading. For they say it is
sufficient for physicists to be guided by what things say of
themselves. Thus in The Canon Epicurus says that the
tests of truth are the sensations and concepts and the
feelings; the Epicureans add to these the intuitive appre-
hensions of the mind. And this he says himself too
in the summary addressed to Herodotus and in the
Principal Doctrines. For, he says, all sensation is irra-
tional and does not admit of memory; for it is not set in
motion by itself], nor when it is set in motion by something
else, can it add to it or take from it. Nor is there anything
which can refute the sensations. For a similar sensation
cannot refute a similar because it is equivalent in validity,

IBTB L
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nor a dissimilar a dissimilar, for the objects of which they
are the criteria are not the same; nor again can reason,
for all reason is dependent upon sensations; nor can one
sensation refute another, for we attend to them all alike.
Again, the fact of apperception confirms the truth of the
i-sensations. And seeing and hearing are as much facts as
feeling pain. From this it follows that as regards the
imperceptible we must draw inferences from phenomena.
For all thoughts have their origin in sensations by means
of coincidence and analogy and similarity and combination,
reasoning too contributing something. And the visions of
the insane and those in dreams are true, for they cause
movement, and that which does not exist cannot cause
movement.

The concept they speak of as an apprehension or right
opinion or thought or general idea stored within the mind,
that is to say a recollection of what has often been pre-
sented from without, as for instance ‘Such and such
a thing is a man’ ' for the moment the word ‘man ’ is
spoken, immediately by means of the concept his form too
is thought of, as the senses give us the information.
Therefore the first signification of every name is imme-
diate and clear evidence. And we could not look for the
OlJ_]EClZ of our search, unless we have first known it. For
instance we ask ‘Is that standing yonder a horse or a
cow?’ . to do this we must know by means of a concept
the shape of horse and of cow. Otherwise we could not
have named them, unless we previously knew their appear-
ance by means of a concept. So the concepts are clear
and immediate evidence.

Further, the decision of opinion depends on some
previous clear and immediate evidence, to which we refer
when we express it: for instance, How do we know
whether this is a man ? Opinion they also call supposition,
and say that it may be true or false: if it is confirmed or
not contradicted, it is true ; if it is not confirmed or is con-
tradicted, it is false. For this reason was introduced the
notion of the problem awaiting confirmation : for example,
waiting to come near the tower and see how it looks to the
near view.

L 2
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The internal sensations they say are two, pleasure and

pain, which occur to every living creature, and the one is
akin to nature and the other alien: by means of these two
choice and avoidance are determined. Of investigations
some concern actual things, others mere words. This is
a brief summary of the division of their philosophy and
their views on the criterion of truth.

Now we must proceed to the letter.
" ' F 0 0 I I 0 0 0 I

83 Such was his letter on Physics: then follows his letter
on Celestial Things.

Such was his teaching on things celestial. As regards
the principles of living and the grounds on which we
ought to choose some things and avoid others, he writes
the following letter. But before considering it let us
explain what he and his followers think about the wise
man. IFIJUTIGS are done by men either through hate or
through envy or through contempt, all of which the wise
man overcomes by reasoning. When once a man has
attained wisdom, he no longer has any tendency contrary
to it or willingly pretends that he has. He will be more
deeply moved by feelings, but this will not prove an
obstacle to wisdom. A man cannot become wise with
every kind of physical constitution, nor in every nation.

118 And even if the wise man be put on the rack, he is happy.
Only the wise man will show gratitude, and will constantly
speak well of his friends alike in their presence and their
absence. Yet when he is on the rack, then he will cry out
and lament. The wise man will not have intercourse with
any woman with whom the law forbids it, as Diogenes says
in his summary of Epicurus’ moral teaching. Nor will he
punish his slaves, but will rather pity them and forgive any
that are deserving. They do not think that the wise man
will fall in love, or care about his burial. They hold that
love is not sent from heaven, as Diogenes says in his . . .
book, nor should the wise man make elegant speeches.

BPQH I0 avuouo-fr; BE FPQI-I12 avvovaieiv at? BI avvoiiow {Br
Q: wuvouviigw 6|? Usener cirque] avfiaai Usener
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Sexual intercourse, they say, has never done a man good,
and he is lucky if it has not harmed him.

Moreover, the wise man will marry and have children, as
Epicurus says in the Problems and in the work on Nature.
But he will marry according to the circumstances of his life.
He will feel shame in the presence of some persons, and
certainly will not insult them in h1S cups, so Epicurus
says in the Symposium. Nor will he take part in public
life, as he says in the first book On Lives Nor will he act
the tyrant, or live like the Cynics, as he writes in the second
book On Lives. Nor will he beg. Moreover, even if he is
deprived of his eyesight, he will not end his whole life, as
he says in the same work. Also the wise man will feel
grief, as Diogenes says in the fifth book of the Miscellanzes.
He will engage in lawsuits and will leave writings behind
him, but will not deliver speeches on public occasions.
He will be careful of his possessions and will provide for
the future. He will be fond of the country. He will face
fortune and never desert a friend. He will be careful of
his reputation in so far as to prevent himself from being
despised. He will care more than other men for public
spectacles. He will erect statues of others, but whether
he had one himself or not, he would be indifferent. Only
the Wise man could discourse rightly on music and poetry,
but in practice he would not compose poems. One wise
man is not wiser than another. He will be ready to make
money, but only when he is in straits and by means of his
philosophy He will pay court to a king, if occasion
demands. He will I'C_]O1C€ at another’s misfortunes, but
only for his correction. And he will gather together a
school, but never so as to become a popular leader. He
will give lectures in public, but never unless asked; he
will give definite teaching and not profess doubt. In his
sleep he will be as he is awake, and on occasion he will
even die for a friend.
' They hold that faults are not all of equal gravity, that
FPQH 2 015 Kwcicrfiai. Usener gj dxlnym-yiio'at I o'xo)u1-you-i
'y1'io'a|. F 8 ixév-ra FP': éiiéw B ‘QH II 1-6 egqs ut indicium
ad librarium scriptum seclusit Bignone mob 1 ante dnaprfiuara
Cobet rail supplevit, rti 1'1 Karopfidipnra xai. 1'31 Usener
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health is a blessing to some, but indifferent to others, that
courage does not come by nature, but by a calculation of
advantage. That friendship too has practical needs as its
motive: one must indeed lay its foundations (for we sow
the ground too for the sake of crops), but it is formed and
maintained by means of community of life among those

121‘ who have reached the fullness of pleasure. They say also
that there are two ideas of happiness, complete happiness,
such as belongs to a god, which admits of no increase,
and the happiness which is concerned with the addition
and subtraction of pleasures. Now we must proceed to
the letter.

135 In several works he l'€_]€'CtS all kinds of prophecy, and
specially in the Shorter Summary He says, ‘ Prophecy
does not exist, and even if it did exist, things that come
to pass must be counted nothing to us’. So much for
his theory of morals, which he has discussed more fully
elsewhere

136 Epicurus differs from the Cyrenaics about pleasure.
For they do not admit static pleasure, but only that which
consists in motion. But Epicurus admits both kinds both
in the soul and in the body, as he says in the work on
Ch0ZC6 and Avoidance and in the book on The End 0fLgfe
and in the first book On Lives and in the letter to his
friends in Mytilene. Similarly, Diogenes in the 17th book
of Mzscellanzes and Metrodorus in the Timocrates speak
thus: ‘ Pleasure can be thought of both as consisting in
motion and as static’. And Epicurus in the work on
Choice speaks as follows: ‘Freedom from trouble in the
mind and from pain in the body are static pleasures, but
Joy and ei-iultation are considered as active pleasures
involvmg motion '.

137 A further difference from the Cyrenaics: they thought
that bodily pains were worse than those of the soul, and
pointed out that offences are visited by bodily punishment.
But Epicurus held that the pains of the soul are worsei
for the flesh is only troubled for the moment, but the soul
for past, present, and future. In the same way the plea-

‘I.’
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sures of the soul are greater. As proof that pleasure is
the end he points out that all living creatures as soon as
they are born take delight in pleasure, but resist pain by
a natural impulse apart from reason. Therefore we avoid
pain by instinct, just as Heracles, when he is being devoured
by the shirt of Nessus, cries aloud

With tears and groans: the rocks re-echoed far
From Locris' mountain peaks, Euboea’s hills.

138 He says that virtue is preferred for the sake of pleasure,
and not for its own sake, just as the doctor's art is em-
ployed for the sake of health. So Diogenes says too in
the zoth book of Miscellanies, and he adds that education
is a ‘ way of life '. Epicurus says also that virtue alone is
inseparable from pleasure, but that other things may be
separated, such as things to eat.

Come, then, let us put the crown, as it were, to the-whole
work and to the life of our philosopher, in setting out his
Principal Doctfiiies and closing the whole work with them,
thus using as our conclusion the starting-point of happiness.





COMMENTARY

LETTER TO HERODOTUS
THE first letter, addressed to Herodotus, is an exposition of the

main principles of Epicurus’ system, intended, as he explains at once,
not for the outside world or for novices, but for those who have
already made some progress in acquiring the master’s ideas It
accordingly assumes considerable knowledge on the part of the
reader, especially of many of the technical terms and phrases used
by him, and is often allusive and comperidious. It is, moreover,
carelessly written, and abounds in long sentences, which give the
appearance of never having been thought out as a whole, but merely
built up in the course of composition, as new thoughts and modifica-
tions occurred to the writer. It has no doubt suffered also in trans-
mission, and consequently, as we have it, is one of the most difficult
and obscure pieces of writing in the Greek language. Even in the
sequence of the S'L1b]€!CiS treated it is dislocated and incoherent, but it
seems useless to attempt to reconstitute a logical order of discussion

The genuineness of the letter has never been contested, and it may
be accepted as an example of Epicurus’ esoteric and more crabbed style,
Just as the third letter is of the more lucid and polished style which he
adopted when writing for a wider and less initiated audience. It is,
with the exception of the poem of Lucretius, the most complete
exposition of Epicurus’ philosophy which we possess.

Of Herodotus, to whom the letter was written, we know nothing,
except that he was of course a disciple and that he wrote a work On
Ike Youth i_i/"Epicurus (Vii § 4).

INTRODUCTION (§§ 35-37)-

Epicurus explains his reasons for writing this new summary, which
is intended as a reminder to those who have already made some
advance in the comprehension of his system . it is to be a risuml of
the chief points in the doctrine, to which they can refer and which they
may commit to memory.

§ 35 2. -in peifiouq . . . Bifilioirsz i.e. Epicurus’ more detailed works
and in particular the Hepi <,t-iio-cos, of which there were thirty-seven
books (Vii. 27).
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3. hr:-ro|.i.~!|v: i. e. the work known as the pqéhq 8-rrii-oitifi, which
was intended, as he explains here, chiefly for beginners, and set out
the main principles in the different departments of the system. It was
probably on this work in the main that Lucretius based the De Rerimi
Naiura (see Giussani, Sfud. .LtJCf., p. to). The present letter was
sometimes known as the ].I.l.Kp-ii i-ii-i-i-opaj.

npaypareins, ‘ the system ’: so Aristotle speaks of-if; II)u:i.1'1.uvoe -irpci'y-
,u.ri'rci’i:i, Mctapfi. i 6. I

4. |tu."ru.o'xeiv, ‘to grasp’, ‘get by heart’. Cf. § 83 O'l’)'I'O§ 5 K6709
Swords Kfl.‘l"(l.O'x£6‘aVG.¢ pie?’ dxptfieias.

1-or dhoo-xepurdruv ye sets», ‘at least of the general principles
covering the whole ground ’, sc. in the different departments. The
variations in the M SS. strongly support Usener’s suggestion of inserting
‘ye, and it greatly improves the sense . it might not be possible for a
beginner to retain the details of the system, but by the aid of the
Greater Epitome he will at least comprehend the general ideas.

5. ail-i-oil; -ii-apeaiieiiiicra. Usener quite unnecessarily alters to div 1-is
1I'fl.pt10'K€U£i.O'fl.t, probably because he did not realize that Epicurus is
referring to the Greater Epitome, and took the reference to be to the
present letter. ai»-refs picks up rots pi; SUI/(l'.]1.(’1'0t.§‘, a not infrequent
habit in Epicurus (cf K. A. xxx, xxxii, xxxix, though the instances
there are not quite so clumsy).

6. aerate. An obviously necessary correction for the MS. afirois.
7. KG-l. -rob; -irpofiefii-|ii61-u.e Si . ., ‘and those also who have made

progress’. The more proficient disciples need reminding of the
main principles, and for them the present letter is intended. It is
certainly written in an ‘esoteric ’ style. The point seems clear
enough without reading Kfll. Si‘; miif, as Giussani suggests (Sfud. .LIlC7‘.,
p 7, note 2)

8. 1-at» 11.'i1'rov . . Karevroixeiupdvov, ‘ the scheme Of the whole system
set out in its main principles’.

ro 1-fie dflpdas G-rrtBol\-fig. ii-rr.,Bo)\.-ii 1S One of the most difiictllt
technical words in Epicurus. It is used without qualification here
and in two other places in this paragraph, but it cannot be
separated from £1-rifioai; 1-fjs Siavofiis in §§ 38, 51, and K. A. xxiv. It
means first a ‘ pI‘0]CCl;l0n (of the mind or senses) towards an image ’,
so an ‘ act of attention ’, and with the added idea of the result of the
act ‘ view’, ‘apprehension’. So here ‘we need the comprehensive
grasp’. See also note on § 38, and a full discussion in Appendix,
PP- =59 IT-

§36. r. Biifiiir-réov 8-ii’ i!iie'Evci.. éxeivii must be ‘the general princi-
ples ’, 1-iii 6)iu. of § 35 8, though the reference is notvery explicit. For
the form of the phrase cf § 83 as p.-P; Kai irpiis c'iiira.v-ra. Bahia-g TIS-
The MSS. have icai; err’ éxeiva avvcxiias iv 11$ p.v'rj’p.y, WhiCh is more
easily and satisfactorily mended by Gassendfs transposition of nail after
hr’ iiiriva, than by Usener’s Ev re fl-V'r;f..l.fl or von der Muehll’s Ev 82
rfi artisa-
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3. 1'] . . . iiupuirrii-rq £1rtBol\i‘|: here again as in 6 ‘the most essential
view, grasp, comprehension ’ of the truth.

{iii 1-ii. 'l'l'pti-Y|.l-lI.1'€tZ not simply ‘over things’, but over things as
Epicurus saw them, ‘the truth ’. Cf. the use of -.-rpa-yiiai-n‘.'a above.

4. -re. iicu-6. pipe; il4.itpiBw|.|.ci, ‘ accurate knowledge in detail ’. Cf § 8 3
iriiiv Kurd. ,u.é’pos ti.Kp|.,Btup.d.’1'wV.

6. 1-oil rerelieatoupyqpévou, ‘ of the man who is perfected in the
system ’, ‘fully initiated ’. Cf. § 83 dost 32 pa’) -ii-av1-eiliiis ai’irri.’t’iv 'r<Tiv
ii-rroreltouiiévov. Giussani apparently takes it as a neuter participle
with 1-oi} saws; dupifliéaaros, ‘ of the perfect and complete knowledge
of the whole system ’, but both the order and the parallel of § 83 are
against this. Bignone agrees in taking it as masculine. von der
Muehll unnecessarily reads the dative 1-{J 1"£‘TE¢\.€0'tOUp)I7],|J..£’y¢p

7. Ta . . . xp‘i’]o'9u.|., ‘ to be able to make a rapid use of observation
and mental apprehension’. 1-ufie éirifioliuis is used here in a rather
more technical sense, and for the plural we must compare § 38
iirtflolds elre 8I.CI.VOt’.’(Il.§ cw’ ii-rov 31;?-ii-01-1: 1'i.’fiv icpii-rjpfwv: it means the
‘apprehensions either by the mind or by the senses’. The truly
initiated man must be able to interpret quickly what he perceives and
to apply rapidly his mental conclusions.

8. rtcti. . . . 9 auvayopévov. The MS. text will not construe as it stands.
Usener drastically corrects it émie-—-i-ow. . . iivayopévov, ‘by referring
everything to elementary principles and formulae’. But this is not
quite the point, and the emendations are both considerable it looks
rather as if something were lost. Bignone supplies after xpijirdat <1'r£pi.
'i't’i’.ii/ i<ci.1'iit].t£’poi; ital ircpi Tiiiv dlwv), but l. 3 Sl1OWS that the pfepOS1tlOI'1 used
after E1:-i;8o/Kr} is in-I, not -ii-cpf, and the correction ignores the nut’ of the
MSS., nor again is the sense quite what is wanted. The initiate must
be able to form his conclusions rapidly, and for this purpose he needs
short mnemonic formulae. I therefore suggest that the words lost were
something like (roii-ro yfvoir’ Eiv ciiraiv-rwi»). Von der Muehll reads
o'vvu.'yop.§voi§‘, which I do not understand.

qiuviig, probably ‘formulae’, made by the combination of ¢>66y-yo.-.
(§ 37. 6) and corresponding to -.-rpi>)ii§i,l/sis in the mind.

9. 1-6 irihivopu, ‘ the condensation, abbreviation, abridgement’.
io 1-I19. . -irepiofieias ' lit. ‘the continuous circuit of the whole

system ’, ‘ circuit’ because it is all so closely linked that it is constantly
coming back on itself.

§ 3'7. 2. ouaiolioyiqi, ‘the investigation of nature ’, but of course with
the implication that it is the Epicurean method of investigation.

-rijs 1-ninth-qg 6305: i. e. the course he has just suggested of resuming
important points for the benefit of the initiated like Herodotus.

5. nupeyyuev . . . Bofiiw. A diflicult clause in which I have with some
hesitation accepted Usener’s corrections. -ii-apcyyvéiir -i-6 is in effect the
MS. text, ivépyqiia has less authority than évaipyqiia, but it is impos-
sible to make sense of the latter here, -roioif-rqi is a not very serious
correction for 1-5 1-015-rwv, and §y'ya.i\.17vi.’Zmv is as likely to be concealed by
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the MS. variations as any other case of the participle. The most
serious change is £iro£'1;-mi trot for ironic-aaélai, but it seems required by
the sense, and is the natural conclusion for this section. The whole
sentence should be compared with the conclusion of the letter in § 83,
where he comes back to the idea of the yaliigvio-;i.6~;, which results from
the study of natural science.

rape-fyuiiv, ‘recommending ’, like an officer passing along the
watchword.

3. 1-moi}-rqi . Bignone proposes an alternative correction, -rotoi’rros div,
which is not palaeographically much better, and is awkward in com-
bination with the other two participles.

I. METHODS or PROCEDURE (§§ 37, 38).

Epicurus starts with a brief summary of the important points in his
Ciziiarii.-ra, which is to be regarded not so much as a ‘Logic ’ of the
system, for he had no belief in logic, but as ‘ iules of procedure’, or,
as it presented itself to him metaphorically, the ‘measures (it-avtivrs)
and squares and plumb-lines ' with which the builder keeps his building
straight (Lucr. iv. 513 ff.) For further references to the Cammica see
Usener, pp. I75-190.

The first principle is one of language. Every word must correspond
to an exact concept on (irpdktmlris) in the mind, and this conception must
be the first and most obvious associated with the word.

6. -rd. iliro-rs'ray|.i£vct -roig c|>9i5y-yoig, ‘ that which is attached to sounds ’
--i.e. the ideas or conceptions (wpokifitbeis) associated with words.
¢t96y-yoi appear to be ‘ words’ which in combination make qlim-ail’.

7. -rd. Soficfiépeva, ‘matters of opinion ’. According to Epicurean
doctrine, the mind receives the data of sense-perception and makes its
inferences from them. These inferences in themselves have no neces-
sary validity, but must be tested by constant reference to sense-percep-
tion, and only accepted if they are confirmed (éiripiip-rupefrai) or not
refuted (oils i:iwi,pio.p1-upei’-rat) by it (cf. § 50) But sense-impressions
by frequent repetition form in the mind general conceptions (ii-poitiitpreis)
-—‘ composite photographs’, as it were—~and these irpoliijipeis, being
derived from sense-impressions, have an equal validity with the sense-
impressions as a criterion of truth (cf. Vii. 31, 33). The 94:90-yyoi'
are the symbols of the wpohwjipeis.

1,-q-roiijievu. are problems concerned with the investigation of external
things; llL'IIopO|i|.I-evCl., problems raised in the mind, apart from immediate
sense-impression.

9. ifipiv the MSS. read simply ';”.l.’El-', G alone adding 1?), of which
fi seems a simpler and safer correction than I37.

cl-ii-ofieiiiviiouaiv, ‘explaining’ rather than ‘proving’, as Bignone
points out.

§ 38. I. 1-6 1i-p6i1-cw ilwd-r|,u.a: in Epicurus’ idea all thought proceeds
by means of visualization, or more exactly, the wpokifiipris come before
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the mind: an iwdigpn then is a ‘ mental image ’, and Epicurus
therefore uses the verb ,B)té1reo-Baa. We are to make it the rule to con-
sider the ‘ first’ image, i. e. the most literal picture associated with a word
Epicurus no doubt meant this rule partly to be a protest against the
use of metaphorical language in philosophy, but it can hardly be said
that he carried it out very successfully himself.

4 31'; 11 itwrd -rd; u.i0'91‘|u'ti.$ . . . 8. 0-qpetwodpeflu. An extremely diffi-
cult sentence involving several highly technical notions Having
dealt with the phraseology to be used in investigation, Epicurus passes
now to the methods of investigation. The order is somewhat illogical
because, as we have seen, the determination of the pliraseology really
involves the standards of Judgement He staits with the simple prin-
ciple, which is the keystone of the whole metaphysic of Epicureanism
xafcli. 1'51’; aiadvfacis def -ii-olv-i-ci. Tqpcfv, ‘all our investigations ' (wdwa
takes its content from the general tone of the context) ‘ must be con-
trolled by sensations ’. Sensations are infallible ; their evidence must
always be accepted at once, when it is available, and in cases where it
is not (iI81;}u1), any hypothesis must be submitted to the test of sensa-
tion, and only accepted if it is not then contradicted (§ 50). Similarly,
in the field of morality or conduct, the firrépxowa -ri-oE917—-tlie immediate
feelings of pleasure and pain must be the supreme test - pleasure is
good, pain is bad (cf. Ep iii 129 Gas xavévi Tl?) in-iidet -ii-6.v fl. adbv
iipivovrec). Thus far the idea is clear- we are left with the words Kill,
t'i1rX.tTi5-<i<a.1'i'i.)-rtlii: rrapoiloas €1rtB0Ptd.9 cl’-re dtavofas eff?’ drov Siirrorc 'r<Tiiv
iipi-i-i7pi'mv,which are fully discussed in the Appendix on éiriflokiii rile Sta.-
veiois, pp. 259 ff. We may sum up the conclusions there reached thus :
the é-n-i.,Bo)ta.i rfis Siavofac are the ‘ apprehensions of mental images ' of
things imperceptible by the senses in two cases: (a) when certain
images too subtle to be perceived by the senses, make their way
directly into the mind and are ‘ apprehended ’ by it in a kind of
secondary sense-perception , such especially are the images of the
gods; (6) when the concepts of science are grasped by an act of
attention on the part of the mind employing the process of verification
which consists in their reference to the test of sensation and finding
that they are not contradicted (of,-i< ti»-ri.p.i;tp-rupe'E-i-iii). The c'n-i.Bo)tal 1-63v
nptrqpfmv are similar ‘acts of apprehension’ on the part of the senses
(xpi.-rrjpiov is here used in an active sense of the ‘ instrument of 1udge—
ment ’), which are not now content to receive a merely passive impres-
sion, but ‘look’ or ‘listen’ actively in order to obtain confirmatory
evidence (éwtpaprfipqo-ts) with regard to the ‘problem awaiting solu
tion ’ (rrpoa-iiévov) by means of the ‘clear view ’ (émpyés). This process
is exactly parallel to the second process of the in-i,8oM‘7 'ri'r}s Stavoifas.
For the whole idea of the in-iBo)u1t' compare phrases in §§ 50, 51, 62,
and K. A. xxiv, and for the processes of verification by the test of the
senses §5ofin. and notes there. Z-rt Tc, Arndt, seems a more satis-
factory correction of the MSS. cl’-re than Usener’s g‘J1'€I.1"'tI..

ma M
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5. itirlkiis probably means ‘in particular ’: though Epicurus insisted
that every do-digiris was true, i.e the image formed in the sense-organ
corresponded exactly to the ‘idols’ that fell upon it, he insisted no
less strongly that before we allow opinion to pronounce upon the
nature of the object (a-.-epépivmv) from which the ‘idols’ originally
came, we must get the confirmation of the ‘nearer view’. The
‘ nearer view ' obtained by in-.-.,8o)i1§ was thus in reality a surer indica-
tion of the truth of the image to the objective reality than the original
passive e-Iorfiigcri-i-. This Epicurus never liked to admit, as it under-
mined the validity of al'o-9-qa-is as a criterion of truth, but the letter
is not without indications, such as this, that he preferred the clear
view of éirifiokfi, and indeed for purposes of scientific investigation
demanded it.

16.; -napoiiuue it-ii-ifioluis means ‘the immediate apprehensions ’
apart fiom any addition made to them by 86Eci: cf. the exactly parallel
phrase in K A. Xxiv -rd -rrapov -lid?) an-nii riyv ci.i'o'i9i7o'w i-cal. 1'5. 1'l'(£6‘l] xiii
1rEi.o'a.v cpavraaririgv Ewiflohiyv rfis dtavofas.

6 1-Gw iipi.-i-qpimv cannot be here used in its full technical sense of
the ‘standards of Judgement ’, which are do-Hiqcris, -rrtidos, and -n-p6-
)tv;=i,t/ir (and, according to later Epicureans, éiri-i,Bo)i1“j 1-Es Siavofas ( V21. Ep.
§ 31)), because ii.i'o-t9-qo-ii; and -rnidos are separately mentioned, and you
cannot have an éwifiiolii 1-Fr; ‘7Tp0A?§l,i/'€U.l-9 (still less an éir.-.;8o)i-P; 1-1'}: im-
Bolfis 1-"E9 Stavofas). I take the “Ord both here and in § 51 irrtfiolciis
Ti}; Stavoiltts 1'5 1'r.Tiv /\.oi.1rtTiv xptrqpfwv 10 mean ‘the liidlvitlllal 5611865’
sight, hearing, smell, &c., regarded in their capacity as icpirijipia,
‘instruments of Judgement’. Giussani wrongly interprets the word
in a general sense ‘signs’ or ‘indications’, and propounds a most
improbable explanation

If the general view here taken is correct, we must follow Gassendi in
reading mini before -rat irapoijiras €1ri,8o2tuic and Giussani in changing
mi before 1-Ei {iwdpxowa midi; to mi.-rii. Otherwise we get the statement
that the a.io-9-ijo-as are to control the various éirifioliaf and the mid-q,
which is impossible for Epicurus. Bignone reaches the same sense by
omitting mi-of after E1-i Tc, reading 1i-divrwv for -ii-iirra and then preserv-
ing the MS. text. But this is palaeographically improbable, and the
expression 1-Eis trio-Bija-etc. . . wdwwv seems very unlike Epicurus.
Von der Muehll reads here 1-ii; aia-diio-as Sci.‘ irrivrws -nypeiv, but rrcivrws
is difficult, I doubt the phrase 1-as ate-C-hjireir rqpefv and the whole idea
is not so Epicurean.

7. Biro; &v . . . o-qpeiuaépefia. Notice the implied parallelism of
ideas: the irpoo-yiévev, the problem of SC1‘1S3.l.'l0I1, is to be solved by an
&iri,8o»\v§ of one or other of the senses, the &817)iov, the problem of
thought, by the £1-i-i,Bo)i¥; 1-fie Stavcitlie. Epicurus is also harking back
to the beginning of the section: there the {,'1yi-oiipi-era are the problems
of sense-investigation, the ii-n-opoi5,u.nw. the problems of thought.
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II. THE UNIVERSE AND ITS CONSTITUENTS.
A. Things :mper:epi‘:'6!: .' Me three P7'2fl¢‘2;b1t'.l‘.

Epicurus plunges at once into the discussion of the &81,i}¢i, the
ultimate constituents of Llie universe, which never could fall within the
ken of the senses. He here cnunciates with brief proofs three funda-
mental principles: (1) that nothing is created out of nothing, (2) that
nothing is destroyed into nothing ; (3) a deduction from the two former
principles-—the universe is ever the same. The first two principles
had already been enunciated by Empedocles and Anaxagoras and
adopted by Democritus, whom Epicurus is here following.

The first principle that ‘nothing is created out of nothing’ really
covers two important ideas: (1) in general, that the sum of matter is
never increased by new additions, and (2) in ieference to particulars,
that every material Ob_l€'Cl; has a material cause The proof seems at
first sight irrelevant as it appears to deny fresh creation on the ground
that there is not indiscriminate creation But it IS based as usual on
the appeal to the evidence of sensation: every creation of which we
have cognizance implies a previous ‘ seed ’ : but if ‘spontaneous crea-
tion’ were possible, things would be created without ‘ seeds’, which
sensation denies. Lucretius elaborates the proof at great length in
i 159-2:4.

9. Tafi-rut . . . Biulmfidv-rag lit ‘having made these distinctions’,
i.e. between the right and wrong use of words and the true and false
standards of Judgement

Sci‘: either 8:1‘ must be read here for 36 or it must be inserted with
Meibom after 5817 or with von der Muehll after 8ia)\.af?6v-rar.

uuvopfiv, ‘to consider’, ‘obtain a comprehensive view of ': notice
again the suggestion of thought as visualization _

-ircpl. Te» dfifiltwv, ‘imperceptible things ’, such as never could come
within the cognizance of the senses. Of these Epicurus distinguishes
two classes : (1) certain atomic compounds too subtle to be perceived
by the senses, which yet make themselves known directly to the mind
by means of ei'8w)ta. e.g the gods (cf. Lucr. v. 148-r49) , (2) imper-
ceptible things which cannot be perceived by ei’3w)ta even by the mind,
and can only be reached by ratiocination , e.g. the atoms and space,
the ultimate constituents of the universe He also sometimes applies
the term d8iq?ta. loosely to phenomena so distant that the near view of
them cannot be obtained : e.g. 15. iieréwpa.

II éyiver’. Usener’s suggestion in the notes that it iv:-r’ should be
read is contradicted by éqtidefpi:-re in the next line, and is inconsistent
with Epicurus’ view of creation as a continual pi ocess: ‘ sporadic
creation ’ would be going on now.

§ 39. The second principle that ‘nothing is destroyed into the non-
existent ’ is the complement of the first, and like it has two implica-
110118 : (1) in general, that the sum of matter is never decreased by any

M2
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absolute loss—the principle of the ‘permanence of matter’; (2) that
no individual thing is utterly destroyed, but only dissolved into its
component particles (see Lucr. i. zi5, 216). The proof is again
succinctly put, but more obviously than that of the first principle.
If everything which passed from our ken (1-a dgbaviiféyicvov) utterly
passed out of existence, then seeing that this process of ‘ perishing ’ is
always going on all round us, the whole sum of nature would long ago
have been destroyed. As it is, destruction is prevented by the ‘ seeds ’.
Again Lucretius elaborates at great length (i. 217-264).

2. ofiii 3v-rciiv sis 8. Bieliiie-ro, ‘since the things into which they were
dissolved did not exist’. This clause is the link between the two
principles: it is the existence of the permanent 0-ii-éppn-m which
secures the permanence of the universe, and this existence is of course
the ultimate basis of the atomic theory.

The third principle that ‘the universe is unchanging’ is in part a
deduction from the other two if nothing is ever added by fresh
creation from the non-existent, the universe cannot increase: if
nothing is ever destroyed into nothing, the universe cannot decrease.
The expression here is very compressed, and Epicurus only uses the
latter of these two arguments explicitly in the last clause ; the former
is implied. Moreover the argument is expressed from the point of
view of change, which is slightly different from that of the previous
clauses. Change, in Epicurus’ view, is always destruction. see the con-
stantly recurring and almost axiomatic lines in Lucretius (i.67o,&c.):

nam quodcunque suis mutatum finibus exit,
continuo hoc mors est illius quod fuit ante

In the parallel passage of Lucretius ii. 304 ff, which was pro-
bably based on the Greater Epitome, it is implied that there are
three possibilities by which the universe might; change . (r) if
there were anything outside it into which any part of it might
escape; (ii) if there were anywhere from which a new force might
enter the universe and alter it. These two causes are those most
prominent in this section. But there is another (3), the possibility of
change by internal rearrangement, which might at first sight seem, in
view of the constant dissolution and recomposition of the atomic
compounds, to be a cause actually at work in the universe. Epicurus’
answer lies in the conception of equilibrium (to-ovo,i.ti'<i): the atoms,
not infinite but unlimited in number, have long ago entered into all
possible combinations and nothing new can be created by their com-
binations. This Lucretius (ii. 297 ff.) puts vividly:

quapropter quo nunc in motu principiorum
corpora stint, in eodem ante acta aetate fuere
et posthac semper simili ratione ferentur,
et quae consuerint gigni gignentur eadem
condicione et eruiit et crescent vique valebuiit,
quantum cuique datumst per foedera naturai.

Bignone (Appendix, iii, p. 253) has rightly called attention to this
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third point, and sees a reference to it in the words oi!-6'21» yiip to-1-iv cit?
3 pa'G-Baltf. I think on the whole that it is more probable that this
sentence refers to the first of the causes enumerated above, change
due to dissolution into something else; but the idea of change by
internal alteration seems to be lurking in Epicurus’ mind, as is shown
by l'IiS UB6 Of p.e1'aBti]U\etv.

4. p.n-afiiildici is the reading of all the MSS. and can, I think, be
retained, although Usener’s correction p.e-i-iiBu)t¢i.‘ would produce a
more normal construction Brieger's omission of rt: would make the
clause a mere tautology of what follows, and is based on a misunder-
standing. Still more so is Giussani’s violent change -i-rapiii 75.9 -i-5 -ri-é'iv
oirdniv €o"rw sis 5 pterafldhei -E 3 iiiv eioehdov . .

5. oiiflév in-riv, 8 . . . Bignone thinking that there should be direct
mention of the possibility of change by loss would amplify oifidév
ia'1'tv <'-K-iroi dv rt €Ee'i\9oi., ii) ii) dv do-cM9t‘iv . . But th1S IS im-
necessary, if we can suppose that this cause of change is implied in the
previous sentence.

6. 11-oi.-i'|crn.i-i-o . a curious use of the middle, but it is unnecessary to
alter to -.-i-onjo-izu. with Usener, or with Cronert to ii-oifio-at <8I.iVLLt>1'0.
Epicurus not infrequently employs the middle unexpectedly.

B Bodies and spare.
Epicurus proceeds at once to consider the constitution of the

universe. It consists of bodies (matter) and space That body
exists is attested by the universal experience of mankind, and space
must needs exist in order that bodies may exist and move in it The
line of argument is familiar in Epicurean writings (the Scholiast here
notes that it recurred both in the Greater Epitome and in the II¢pi
dnjirews) and is closely followed with some amplification by Lucr I
419-448~

7. (odipuru ital. 1611-05) the addition made by Usener 1S amply
justified by Ep. ii. 86 -i-6 -iriiv cri-Spm-a. Kai dvudiigs <,biJo-is, by quotations
from Epicurus in Sext. adv Dogm iii. 333 (Fr. 13) and Plut. adv.
Col. 11, p IIIZB (Fr. 14), and by Lucr i 420. The omission is due
to ‘ haplography ’. Arndt and Kochalsl-iy propose to read -rt‘: -ii-Eiv Zara-i.
without any addition, but it is absurd that he should here state the
existence of the universe after assuming it in the previous section, and
the following sentence would then be left without connexion.

8. CI-liIT'}‘| 4| ntoflqaig. we are at every moment conscious of the
existence of bodies and our consciousness cannot be denied. Reason
must take its evidence from the senses in judging of i.i'8iq)ta.

£11-i.1i-clv-row: not neuter ‘ on all occasions ' but ‘before the eyes of ’.
as often in legal phraseology (e.g. Dem. 781. 4 €)i€yxco't9a|. in-i. -mziw-i-wv).
This is proved by Lucr. i. 422 ‘ corpus enim per se communis dedicat
esse sensus ’.

9. 150-trip npoaihrov. sc. § 38.
IO. 1-6 -ii-péa-Bcv . Usener's rdrroe Se’ is an unnecessary emendation
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of the MS. Ta 1'rpd0'9tPI Bi must be inserted, as Gasaendi saw,
after IL i

§ 40. I. 8 may . . . Epicurus’ list of synonyms is carefully repro-
duced by Lucretius : -i-61:-as = locus, xtvdv = mam, xuipa = spalzum :
il.va.¢1‘3e diiio-ii; is represented by the 3Cl_]BCl.1VC inlartzfe in i. 437 (cf. in-
tartur, ‘intangibihty', i. 454). The words are used as absolute
synonyms by Epicurus, but their interchangeable use suggests an
uncertainty, and Epicurus seems to oscillate between the ideas of
‘space ’ = extension in an almost mathematical sense, and the more
concrete notion of the ‘ unoccupied space ' between bodies. 5 has the
best MS. authority . Usener reads 5v from the 6v of some MSS., to
agree with -i-6~ii-oc in his emendation.

2. avail:-F| qificriv regards space from a slightly different point of view
and leads up to the mention of properties. The one property of
space, that by which alone it can be known, is that ‘it cannot be
touched ’: but it is a qbiia-is—-an existence-——]ust as matter is a qbiiaic.
The idea really goes back to the controversies of Leucippus and
Democritus with their opponents. ' The real’ (-rii iii»), said Leucippus,
meaning what his opponents called real, i e. matter, ‘exists not a
whit more than the unreal, the void exists no less than matter ’.

3. iiaflciiiep qiaiverai iiwoii|.i.evii. Notice again the appeal to sense,
but in this case it cannot be so direct: sensation cannot tell us of the
existence of the void, as it can of body. But it does tell us of the
positions and motions of bodies: and neither position nor motion is
possible without ‘ empty space ’. Here tlien we have a case of the
p»Cl.p1"l.lp’r]O"tS‘ of phenomena.

-ii-ape. st -mo-ro. . . . Epicurus repeats his position from a slightly
different point of view, stating it now negatively. Besides bodies and
space there is nothing else which exists as a ‘complete thing’ (Ski;
dnio-is), nothing, that is, which has an independent existence. An) thing
else we can conceive (e.g a quality or a state) has an existence
dependent on or relative to something else, is, as Epicurus says,
a property (mipfiqfiigiiéc) or accident (0-iiii-n-rniiie) of body or space.
Lucretius is agam (i. 430-432, 445-448) following closely and goes on
naturally enough to discuss properties and accidents, a S11l)]¢ClZ rele-
gated in the letter (possibly out of place) to § 68 Bignone notes that
Epicurus’ view is here stated in opposition to the Platonic theory of
ideas and to any spiritual view of the 1,!/-vx-1}.

4. 051': 1rspi.l\'q1r1'i.ittTis oiire dvahd-yus -rois 1repi.)n]1r-i'o'[g, ‘ neither by way
of conception nor on the analogy of conceivable things ’. Epicurus’
idea of thou ht is always the grasping (wepilepfidveiv) of a
visual image €ei'8w)tov)-—-sometimes this is the -ii-p6)u7i,bie, which has
been formed in the mind by a succession of ¢i'8w)t<i. from outside
(iii-cpiitiyiri-ucifis), sometimes by a combination of images the mind forms
an image of its own (dvehéyws rois mpilmrrois).

Usener is probably right in regarding the form -iriipiit-q-ii--rt}: in the
MSS. as impossible and emending to -i-repthmi-rixfiis.
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5 6: . . . Aqiflavépeva . . . Aeyépqva. There seems no need to

follow Usener in emending to do-a . . Aapfldvoaw . . . )té-youw: the
construction is loose, but not too loose for Epicurus.

6. o-u|.i.u-1-c.5p.a1-ii. -P| a-u|.i.BeB~qii6-i-a: cf § 68 and notes there.
7. rial. |.i.?|v rial . . . Having established matter and void as the sole

existences, Epicurus proceeds to consider the form in which matter
or body exists. ‘ Body’ is an ambiguous term We normally mean
by it material things, such as we perceive' these are in reality com-
pounds (iriryiipifo-ets) of matter and void. In its more technical sense it
means ‘absolute matter’, matter apart from void. Once more
Lucretius follows closely (i. 483, 484)

corpora sunt porro partim primordia rerum,
partim concilio quae constant principiorum.

§4=1. I. -rafi-ra Sé la-riv . . . This ‘absolute matter’ exists in the
form of iiidivisible, unalterable particles, ‘atoms’. Epicurus’ very
brief proof-—that otherwise the dissolution of things would mean their
absolute destruction-—is elaborated by Lucretius iiito a long series of
arguments to show that the ultimate particles are ‘solid, single, and
eternal’ (i. 503-634, especially 54o-550).

6'.-ra|ia rial. ap..~i-i-aB)t~q-i-a, ‘they cannot be separated into smaller par-
ticles, nor can there be any internal change by rearrangement of their
parts ’, both ideas come directly to Epicurus from Democritus, but the
latter has greatly elaborated in the conception of the irépa-ra, §§ 56, 57

3. iuxfidv -rt. The MSS. have Zrrxijovra, but ((2) it cannot be taken
with 7I'C£l/1'Cl., for Epicurus could not have said ‘all things remain
strong’, meaning that their component particles so remained, (6)
Bignone’s suggestion that it might refer to 1-afn-a at the beginning
of the sentence would involve a considerable stretch of grammatical
probability. Usener emends to Errxijeiv -ri, but liO'xII$EtIf as a mcre
equivalent of Siivao-flat is unlikely. E Rohde in a S note in his
copy of Usener, now in my possession, suggested to-Xfiovrd -riva, which
is on the right lines: the things are dissolved but ‘ some permanent
existences’ remain, i.e. the atoms survive. I suggest (and 1 now find
that Bignone in his notes has the same proposal) to-xiiév ‘TL, ‘some-
thing with strength ’, ‘ something permanent’, which is nearer to the
MS. text. The participle is strongly confirmed by § 54 éirrifivjvrcp
3-ci.’ 11. iim'o,i.i.e'vctv iv 1'c.-Is di.a.)\.iio'co't 1'6)? o‘v'yicpi'o'ctuv O'1'€p£tiII-4' Kai. ddtdlvrov,
and by Lucretius’ recurrent description of the atoms in the corre-
sponding passage as ‘ soltda pollentia simplicitate’ (i 574, 612).

Cronei't’s ewopevriv for ii-rroaéveiv is hardly necessary in Epicurus in
Spite Of <,4.>9api§o'eo'9at.

4. -alt-ifip-q : i.e. each of the atoms is a solid corporeal pienum with-
out any admixture of void.

i':iw1-a: the MS. 5711.1’ is clearly a mistake . Bignone’s correction oia
3-if is less satisfactory than Usener's 5m-a, and Meibom’s dvra ital’ is
hardly necessary.
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3-irn 4| 3-ii-we : quite literally, there is no part of themselves in which
they could break up and no means by which they could do it-another
anticipation of the idea of the 7I'|ipfl.1"tI..

C. Irzfirzzfy ryf 1/ie universe.

Epicurus proceeds to a new point. The universe, the sum-total
that is of body + space (1-Ei ii-Eiv), is infinite. This he proves charac-
teristically by an appeal to sense-experience. In the case of any
limited thing, you must come to the end of it, and you perceive its end
‘ against something else’, i.e. as standing out against something which
is not ‘ it ’. But in the case of the universe there is no such end and
nothing outside it. The argument is brought out more clearly by
Lucretius (1. 958-964) .

omne quod est igitur nulla regione viarum
fiiiitumst ; namque extremum debebat habere
extremum porro nullius posse videtur
esse, nisi ultra sit quod firiiat , ut videatur
quo non longius haec sensus iiatura sequatur
nunc extra summum quoniam nil esse fatendum,
non habet extremum, caret ergo fine modoque.

It is clearly illustrated by the famous problem of the throwing of the
spear (968-983)

7. -nap’ £1-epiiv Tl. Bwpei-i-at Usener, thinking the argument is
incomplete as it stands, suggests (Introd , p. xviii) that a clause has
been lost by ‘l'iOmOeOteletil;0Ii' ci).)tii. iiiyv -i-.3 erfiv 015 -irapi Erepdv 1'i.
6a.ipe'E-i-ai, the equivalent of which is found in Cic. de Di-ii. ii 5o. 103
‘ at quod omne est, id non cernitiir ex alio extrinsecus ’ But I agree
viith Bignone that in a brief epitome like this it is quite likely that one
step in the argument was omitted.

9. Kill. |.|.'l]P iiai. . . . Not only is the universe infinite as a whole, but
each of its two component parts is infinite, ‘the bodies’ in number,
space in extent. For (if the whole is infinite, one or other or both of
its constituents must be infinite--anothei omitted step conscientiously
supplied in Lucr. i. 1oo8 ff), and (a) a limited number of atoms in
infinite void could never meet or remain in union to form things,
(6) unlimited atoms in finite space would not have room to take up
their place (an argument slightly varied by Lucretius in i. 988-ioo7).

§ 42. 3. ofiit Exovra -ra ii-irepeifioi/-ra lflll. cr1'£l\7\ov1'a iicirii 1-6.9 ilvaitoirds.
The idea involves the Epicurean cinetics. The atoms are continually
falling in the void of their own weight, but they swerve from time to time
owing to the ii-ape’-yx}\.iiris (Lucr. ii. 2i6ff ) and this causes them to
collide. The result of constant collisions is that they are driven off in
all directions, even upwards, and are so both prevented from falling
and kept in their places within compounds. The <i.vai<o-ii-ii is the single
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blow which lies at the basis of the process of iiv-rtiroii-ii (see §-§ 461',
47 1*). Meiboi-n’s proposal to read tiwinowtie here is out of place

4. oil: Ev elxe . . . : i. e. there would not be room for infinite atoms
in limited space. Lucretius (i. 988 H.) argues rather differently that
the particles would all collect in a mass at the bottom of limited
space. The two ideas differ only in the relative extent attributed to
a limited space.

D. Dgfermces of shape m the atoms.

Epicurus’ position on this point is a little unexpected and needs
explanation. The varieties of shape in the atoms are caused by the
number and arrangement of their 1:-é'pa-i-a.—their inseparable parts.
In order to produce the great variety of perceptible things-—-o-u-yi<pt'o-etc
-—the variety of atomic shapes must be immensely large. But
Epicurus is unwilling to say that it is infinite for a reason which
becomes clear in § 56. Further variety of shape can only be pro-
duced by the increase in the number of i-ripen-a in the atoms, and if this
increase were carried on to infinity, the atoms would become so large
as to be perceptible to the senses. Democritus had indeed boldly
said that some atoms are ,tiéyi.o-re, but Epicurus, feeling that the
evidence of sense-perception was against this conclusion, decided that
the varieties of atomic shape were not infinite, but only inconceivably
many. See Lucr. ll. 478 ff.

6. |.tco-rd, ‘compact’, ‘solid ’, one of the regular atomic words to
denote the solidity and unbreakability of the atoms

7. d.1'r£pilLi';1'r'rt|-, ‘incomprehensible’, ‘not to be grasped by the
mind’: sec the note on -ri-qti.-.)ti7-i-i—-ri.-<5»: (§ 40). The idea is again
visual : you could not put the Vi>ll‘l€‘t1C'< of shape together and conceive
them as a collection with a boundary round the outside.

9. rd: Tooaiircts $tu.c|:iopd.s ' i.e. in 0-uyxpt'o-sis".
in -réiiv afi-riiiv 0'x1‘||.L(iT-(Ill-4'. i.e. in the atoms One MS. (G) omits

ciirdiv, but there seems no ieason to suspect it. ‘by repeating the
same shapes ’ we might say

11-eptetli-r|p.p.£vuv, ‘limited’; so as to become comprehensible in
number. _

1o. |tu.9' éiuiu-i-qv Si: though the number of shapes is only incom-
prehensible, the number of atoms of each shape is infinite. this idea
greatly assists the possibility of the formation of compound bodies
with so vast a variety of shape.

11 oiix drrliiig 6-i-rupoi, ‘not quite infinite’: an almost colloquial
use.

I2. After ci1rcp£')u71r1'ot the MSS have the words 065$ -ycip qlrqcrtv Evdofipw
(‘ further on ’, st‘. § 56) sis‘ d'.1i-etpov 1"'bV 'r0,u.i]v 1'1;-yxtiwetv, )Lc"yct 36, iirctsfi
cl -ii-oi.6-i-17-res p.c1-afliikltovrat, ci p.é/Um. -i-is pt-P9 ital -r0?-‘s p.¢y€9c0'tv ii1rM'5s sis
(iii-eipov aiiriiis éi<,t36.A)tetv. This has generally been recognized by
editors as a scholium, as is shown by its introductory words. Bignone
(A-‘fr’ della Real: Act". dell: Scams: dz Torma xlvii, I912, pp. 680 ff.)
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has shown that Usener's emendation of )t¢'-yet to ¢\.r}ynv is unnecessary,
and that the general sense is that if you deny infinite division, as
Epicurus did, and yet wish to account for variations in quality in
things, you still need not suppose an infinite variety of atomic shapes,
and if you do, some will become so large as to be visible. Von der
Muehll would retain the words iii p.é'A)tci . . . Jxfliihkciv in the text,
which is possibly right, as it completes the argument, but it makes
the scholium leave oil‘ very abruptly at ;.m-a,BiL\.2toi»-rut.

E. Malian q/' I/is atom:

The never-ceasing motion of the atoms and the consequent internal
vibration in compound bodies is a very important oint in Epicurean
physics and is treated at length by Lucretius £1. Bo-332). The
present statement is very much abbreviated and entirely confined to
the internal movement in compounds. It is however fairly certain, as
modern editors assume, that something must have been lost in which
Epicurus dealt with the two primary causes of atomic motion, their
weight, which causes them to fall downwards at an equal rate in the
void, and the swerve (irapéyidtcais, clznanzm) which produces their
collisions and constant motion in all directions. The text resumes
where he is describing the internal movement of the atoms inside
compounds: there some atoms recoil at great distance, and thus con-
stitute rarified bodies, such as air and fire, in which there is a large
admixture of void, others are kept more closely together either by
their own interlacings, as in hard solids, or by the interlacing of an
outer atomic ‘case’ which confines them, as in the case of liquids.
In such compounds there is a constant internal vibration of atoms,
recoiling at short distances between their collisions with one another.

§-13. I. Kill. ai piv . . . Bignone places the lacuna here, and
suggests as giving its general form the words (ire.-rift o-rtifiitigv, ai. BE
xard. 'ii'apé'-yio\t0'i.v, iii 5% Kurd. -ii-ci)t,u.dv roiirmv Sit iii an cpipovrai). Tl]lS
will fit well with the context and is fairly clearly what a lost passage
might have contained. Usener places the lacuna after -i-Eiv aidira, but
does not indicate its exact contents. It is almost inconceivable that
Epicurus should not have spoken of the two primary causes of atomic
motion, and it is noticeable that in the letter as we have it there is no
mention at all of the all-important doctrine of the -.-rape’-yitlttirts, which
would have come in naturally here.

2 iii. Si ciii 1-or 1i-a)\|.i6v is Usener's correction for the MS. reading
ai. 81‘: 111576? 1-av -ii-a)t,u.6v. It is difficult to attach much meaning to a.i~i-bi»,
though it would be easier if mention of the -ira)tp.6s had been made in
the lost passage. The correction to 0.13 is simple, as-rat» having resulted
from the repetition of -ray Von der Muehll, following Brieger, reads
airroii, ‘there’, sc. in the compound. The -ira.Ptpi6s- is of course the
internal vibration within close compounds resulting from the constant
movement and recoil of the constituent atoms.
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3. iqgowiv, not merely ‘have’ but ‘keep up’. Usener suggests
the correction iaxowui, but (ii) if Bignone’s idea of the form of the
lost passage is correct, the indicative would be natural ; (6) even other-
wise this abrupt breaking away from exact parallelism in clauses is ‘very
much m Epicu rus' manner.

1-5'] irepi-ii-ltoiifi xexhipévai . . . Epicurus assumes two varieties of
these closer compounds. In one the atoms, those still moving in the
»im)t;.i6e, are actually interlaced with one another as in most solids,
in the other there is as it were an outer case of interlaced atoms, which
shuts in a number of other atoms moving freely within it (cr-reya-
{6p.cvai 1't'cr.pdt. 1-iiiv -in\.ci<ri.i<65v). It was in this latter form that he con-
ceived the body of fluids. The MSS. have -rip» -ii-apt-i-r)toi<1§v, but it is
impossible to construe the accusative.

4. -nape. 1-or -irliziii-iiuiiv, G only, must be right as against the ii-epi. of
the other MSS.

§ 44. 1. fi -re yep . . . Epicurus’ explanation of the twofold cause
of the internal vibration is rather obscure. When the atoms have
entered a compound they are unable to stay still because they are
even now individually surrounded by void, which offers no resistance
to their movement; on the other hand, their constant collision with
other perfectly hard and unyielding atoms makes them recoil in all
directions.

2. ai’.'n-i’|v: emphatically predicative, ‘each by itself’ The aifirfiiv of
G seems pointless and Meibom’s coriection i:i-ronov needless, and not in
Epicurus’ manner

4. time -rip miyiipouaw, ‘ on their collision ’, almost ‘ as the result of
their collision ’

i!1>’31i-ourov Ev . This is clearly a greater distance in the case of
atoms in the fluid body than in the solid

6. 1-oiiruiv, ‘these motions’.
oihi Ea--rw Usener’s suggested addition 068% 1-é’)tog is quite un-

necessary
ai-riniv Usener adopted H Weil’s COH_]€Cl.llI'f3 ¢;ii8i’wv, and it has been

received by subsequent editors. But there seems no need for it.
‘there is no beginning to these motions, because their cause is the
atoms and the void’, and they are the ultimate constituents of the
universe which here existed for all eternity. Kochalsky would read
civciriwv, ‘uncaused’ (urracblos), but such a meaning is surely
doubtful.

§ 45 1 ‘H 1-oaaii-i-1] Si] . . .: a short conclusion to this section, viliicli
would perhaps be better in place after the next paragraph. It is
expressed in the material terms of the Epicurean phraseology In
order to have a visual image (évrfvoia) of unseen things, the mind must
have an example (1-iivi-es‘) on which to build. This example is given in
the audible sounds (iilit-ivri’) of Epicurus’ words, the written text being
regarded, as always in Greek, as a record of the spoken words
-roo-aii-i-118%‘; has better MS. authority than -roiraii-i-1; 32 and is more
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natural. Bignone takes it to mean ‘of so great importance ', but it
surely means ‘ so brief’.

2. 1-fie . . . Jirivoias. The MSS have J-irtvoiatr which Usener keeps,
inserting (-rufie mp!) before -rifie. But Z f have iirivoifae, which Bignone
adopts, and the correction is simpler. For the construction of -riiii-ow
with gen. he compares § 35 1'51» riirrov 1-}; 5&1); rrpaj/pta1'c-int;

F. Irifimfe number of worlds.

This section comes as a sort of afterthought Other worlds than
our own are in fact another kind of ii.’8i;)tii, not because, like the atoms
and space, they are in their nature imperceptible, but because we can
never perceive them. It was a regular tenet of the atomic school that
there is an infinite number of worlds, some like ours, some unlike, and
difiering too from one another The proof given by Epicurus is also
traditional, that with infinite atoms moving in space the sequence of
their movements will cause the creation of other worlds just as it has
of this world . no limited number of worlds could exhaust the supply
of matter Lucretius (ii io23-1089) argues also from the typically
Epicurean idea that nothing 1S unique, and that on the whole there is
about an equal number of all things (Ea-evoiiifa).

3. oi.’ 6' has the support of the majority of the MSS.: the alternative
rid‘ would involve the change made by f of mi oi to ei’-re. Tfltlfif is of
course ‘ our world’

4. u.I re yelp. The 1's suggests a complementary clause with reference
to the infinite extent of space and something may have dropped out,
as is suggested by the parallel passage of Lucretius ii. I053-1055'

undique cum versum spatium vacet infinitum
seminaque innumero numero summaque profunda
miiltimodis volitent aeterno percita motu

the fiprt direbeixfin st" in § 42
6. éfi 63>-. . ii-oi.-qflein It 1S ditlicult to see the difference between

the two clauses. Perhaps if div i-‘iv -yévoi-ro refers rather to the original
creation of the world, 15¢’ div iii» -rroiiydeifi; to its maintenance

7 039’ daoi . . . 8|.-tl.(|>Op0l. 1-mi-rots. -roii-rots is the reading of all the
MSS.: the parallel of oi’ 6’ 5}.t0t0t -roiii-qi would lead one to expect
1-mi’-i-i,i here, ‘like or unlike our world ’, but there is no authority for
the change. The idea then must be a new one, ‘ neither all those
which are like one another nor all those which are different from these’,
i.e. from those which are alike.

III. SENSE-PERCEPTION.

A. Sig/if Qy means qf Me ‘images’.

Epicurus now starts on a quite different topic. ai.’o‘917o'ts is the
foundation of the Epicurean theory of knowledge, and it is therefore
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necessary to know how it is brought about. He starts directly on
sight and enunciates the main theory that it is caused by ‘images’
which come off from things and travelling through the intervening air
collide with the organs of sense and so cause perception. The theory
was inherited from the Atomists and is described by Lucretius in a
section which, though not closely following the present treatment, in
many respects throws light on it (iv. 46-268).

(1) The ‘images’. The first section gives a very careful descrip-
tion of the ‘images ’. They are in fact a film or framework, the outer
atomic ‘ case’ of things which comes off from the surface. It is thus
hollow within and extremely thin. Here again we are dealing with
something beyond the ken of the senses, and according to the Camimca,
the theory may be accepted, if it is not contrary to our experience.
This accounts for the strangely negative form of the proof mi-i-r -yap
d.1i'oo"'rcio'cts ddvvaroiicrtv . .

§ 46 a. r 1-ii-ii-oi. ojiotoo-X-ifipovcg, ‘images like in shape or outline’ to
the solid bodies from which they come. Cf. Lucr iv. 51-52:

quod speciem ac formam similem gerit eius imago
cuiuscumque cluet dc corpoie fusa vagari

2 1-iiw ¢aivop£mv, ‘the objects of sense ', a traditional philosophic
term, rather oddly used by Epicurus, in whose theory external objects
are never directly perceived except by touch The ‘subtlety’of the
images far exceeds that of the objects, so that they can never be
perceived by touch but only by the organs of sense

3. iv Tl; -ii-eptéxov-i-t, ‘in whatever surrounds the object ’, a perfectly
vague phrase: in the case of the majority of things it is of course
the air.

4. rfie no.1-epyaciae. The MSS are divided between rods, -rcie, and
-relic, which points to some case of the article , the variations may be
due, as Kochalsky suggests, to a mistaking of the rare é-ii-i-i-r;3ei6-riq-res
for some case of the superlative of ii-n-i1-fidetoc -rifle therefore seems
a simpler solution than Usener’s ii-pds, the genitive being a perfectly
natural construction after in-i-i~q8ei6—n¢res

1'r'i’.w xoihuptirwv icoii herrorfiruv. I take this IO be a very careful
description of the ‘images ’, which are merely films or cases, hollow
within and extremely thin in the outer crusts. Usener ernended to
Jteio-r-ija-wv and took the whole phrase to mean, as Hicks translates,
‘ materials adapted for -expressing the hollowness and smoothness_of
the surfaces’, i.e. of reproducing those of the original object: so
Bignone. This seems to be quite unnecessary and really to antici-
pate: Epicurus does not come to the relation of the image to the
object till the next clause. "

5. Béaw iuii. Bdcriw déo-is is the position held by the atom in rela-
tion to itself (i.e. whether it is upside down or on its side), Biiio-is its
place in the series with reference to its neighbours. The words
correspond to the 'I'p01'l'1’f’ and Siadi’-yr; of Leucippus, which Aristotle
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explains to mean Him: and -rcLEie: Giussani wishes to emend B6-zriw to
rdfw, but that is unnecessary The importance of the preservation of
these positions in the ‘image ’ is that it enables it to reproduce not
only the shape but also the colour of the object, colour being due to
the arrangement and movements of the atoms. Cf. Hitriv no.1 -rdiiv
below, § 48.

§46. uni p.i‘|v xai. . .§47. 1-oi'i1'o xaraoxeiv 1-6 cr1'otxe'iow. There
follows a considerable section which interrupts the sequence of thought
about the ¢Z8w.\.¢i and deals with the motion of atoms in the void and
in compounds. Giussani suggested its lI‘3.I'lSp0S1l10l’l to §§ 61, 62,
where he 3.Cl_]lJSi6d the two sentences naturally to the context, and with
some hesitation I follow him. Bignone (Epicure, Appendix I, II) has
argued at length for the retention of the passage in its place, regarding
it as a preliminary explanation of the general principles of atomic
motion intended to lead up to the discussion of the motion of the
rimulacra at the end of § 47. But (1) it seriously interrupts the
sequence here . Epicurus states at the outset of § 46 that there are
‘images like in shape to the 0l)]ECl;S ’, and that ‘they far surpass per-
ceptible things in subtlety’. The fiist statement he immediately
confirms in the sentence oiii-e yap ri.'.'roo'1'ti.o'et$‘ . . ., the second is dealt
with in the words J6’ 6-rt 1-Er ei'8w)u:i . . . It is most improbable that
these clauses should be interrupted by a long discussion of atomic
motion intended to explain the subsequent Eider xiii Ttixfl dvmrépflhirra
ixet. Even if the explanation is required, it is not in place. (2) In
order to obtain the reference to the rimufacra Bignone has to adopt an
improbable emendation in the text ('rd.7r0-q'J€pd,u.£v0v 0't?Jf.£.fl.). (3) The
sentences fit admirably in the place to which Giussani transfers them
in §§ 61, 62, and indeed seem necessary there to complete the argu-
ment. It is best therefore to regard these sentences as belonging to
the later context and transferred here by a scribe in order to assist the
understanding of what is undoubtedly an anticipation of the general
ideas of the atomic cinetics at the cnd of § 47 such an anticipation
Epicurus might well make in a letter intended for persons already
acquainted with the system. Von der Muehll retains the sentences
here and believes them to refer to the motion of the ¢i.'8m)te, but they
seem to me to contain many statements quite inapplicable to the
‘images’.

§ 4'7 E‘. (2) The subtlety and speed of the images. Having said
that nothing in sense-experience contradicts the possibility of the
formation of images, Epicurus proceeds to state that there is similarly
nothing to contradict the notion of their extreme subtlety. This is
the normal Epicurean ‘proof’ with iegard to &'8i;)ta.. He then pro-
ceeds to deduce from their subtlety an extreme speed in motion. The
text here is uncertain and the argument difficult as it assumes a know-
ledge of the Epicurean cinetics (see §§ 61, 62). Briefly the idea is
this: the unimpeded atom passes through space at ‘inconceivable’
(6.-ii-cpivo-ij-rqi) speed: the only cause of delay is collision, which causes
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arrest during the infinitely brief time of contact, and then the atom
moves again at ‘atomic’ speed. In a compound body there are
two causes of delay: firstly, it may collide with other bodies outside
itself; secondly, the collisions and movements in all directions of the
atoms which compose it delay the motion of the whole body, and it is
only through this delay that its motion becomes perceptible (For
both kinds of collision Epicurus uses the word iiv-i-rice-mi) Now the
‘images ’ are mainly fine in texture * they are shot ofi from the body
by the impulse of atomic movement within it, which starts the whole
complex film in movement in one direction, they can move through
space without encountering any—0r only a few--obstacles, and there
is liiile or no internal vibiation For these reasons the images are
able to move almost at atomic speed they are imperceptible in their
transit, and it is only when they touch our eyes ihat we then perceive
them Lucr iv. I76-229 deals iiith the subject fully and in an
independent manner, but he is, I think, of considerable value for the
interpretation of the present passage.

I itcii-r6-njetv 6.vu1i-epfilt-r'|-roi-;, ‘unsurpassable fineness of texture’,
indefinitely greater than that of any compound perceptible by the
senses. Cf. Lucr. iv. iio-128.

3. 1rti.|-"rot. 1'r6pov oi.1|.|.j.ie1'pov Exovrn: 21 tliffictllt expression which recurs
1n§ 6I. The analogy Of 5'3 5-yicot . . o'"ilju.p.£1'pot rrpds‘ 1'5 'roi':rro ‘rd
a.io-6171-iipiov xivriv suggests that vie should emend here 7Tp~fJ5‘ (vii) i-{ft . . .,
‘they have all their movement proportionate to the fact that. ’ This
was the view taken by the Ambrosian version and recently by Tescari
and Kochalsky. But in § 61 the expression is used absolutely, and
the two passages must be taken together. Bignone would render it
‘having all their movement in one direction’, and Giussani explains
that the component atoms of the ‘image’ are not impeded by any
iiv-riicoii-1} of their own owing to movements in many directions and
consequent collisions It is hard to see how even in the subtle com-
plex of an ‘image’ there can be no civ-i-iico-rni at all, and Epicurus
himself seems to suggest that there is some: it is therefore best to take‘
the expression in a vaguer sense, ‘having all their motion uniform ’,
i e in speed and direction

-ii-pi»; 1-Q3 eltiyci. iiv-riiidri-1-eiv. It is clear that an additional
article must be inserted, and if we reject -r6 (see above), Meiborifs -rtfi
is inevitable, ‘besides the fact that’. The MSS. then have (iii-efpqi.
This Usener retains, and proposes to translate ‘besides the fact that
nothing . hinders their infinite subtlety’, referring to Lucr. iv.
196-197:

deinde quod usque adeo textura praedita rara
mittuntur, facile ut quasvis penetrare queant res.

This Giussani adopts with some reluctance, and Hicks translates,
‘owing to their infinitesimal fineness they meet with no resistance’.
But this is a quite impossible sense for tin-¢t’pqi, especially in view of
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the occurrence of ii-ii-eipois immediately afterwards in a normal sense.
Tescari, feeling that Usener’s solution was impossible, supposed a
lacuna after dii-ci'pqi in which the meaning required by Usener would
be expressed. Bignone would read »rq‘3 (uh) direfpqi, ‘nothing hinders
the limited number of atoms in the images’, as opposed to iia-efpois
just afterwards. But though there is no difficulty in the neuter and
genitive, for which he quotes parallels, the expression 1-iii p.-ij ii-ii-et'p<p
aifrréiv sounds very unlike Epicurus, who would surely have said
ii-cii-epa.a-yiévoiq. In the parallel passage Lucretius (iv. 205) says:

cum iaciuntur et emissum res nulla moratur,
which suggests a word equivalent in sense to 6'?722.5‘J‘lJ??Z. I therefore
propose tiirflpplail it does not elsewhere occur in Epicurus though
ii.a-iippoiu. does in §46, but it seems a quite probable word for him
to use.

4. rohltais Si ital. direfpotc £6659 ti.v1'i.it61r-retv rt. The MS text is
apparently -ii-o)u\a'Is, though Usener in his notes quotes it as -ii-o)t)to'i's.
With the latter we should supply ei8u3/\.ois, and the meaning would be
that though any one image would meet with but few obstacles, yet the
continuous flow of them would be soon interrupted. This gives good
sense, though it is surely possible to retain ii-oA)tai‘c (sc. ciréjieic). ‘ The
images with their subtle texture and few atoms meet with little oppo-
sition, whereas the many or infinite (in a loose sense) atoms which
compose a normal compound body must at once be brought up
against obstacles ’

(3) Epicurus proceeds to the question of the creation of the images.
It must be that they not only move to us with incredible speed, but
also ihat there is an immediate and unbroken flow . otherwise we
should not have a steady vision of the object but a broken chain of
images It is also this constant and immediate flow which enables us
to correct impressions which might be produced by the disturbance of
individual images owing to collisions in transit, though occasionally
(as in the familiar instance of the square tower seen at a distance) the
whole series may be so affected. The images preserve ‘for a long
time’ the order and position of the atoms on the original body, but
cannot do so for an indefinite time or Cl1Sl3.IlCC' hence we do not see
distant objects so clearly or certainly as those near at hand. Epicurus
adds further that images may be formed by the union of atoms in the
air or in other ways, and finally, rather more elaborately than usual,
states his ‘ proof’ : that nothing in his theory is contradicted by our
experience of the clear view of things or of the details of colour, move-
ment, &c. For the whole passage cf. Lucr. iv. 143-175

§ 48. I. 311: - . . .rc. oiiidiv civrtp.ap1-ups? 1'13? tgiimvopnivmv from above.
2. 8.ji.iii woifipari, ‘as quick as thought’, almost a colloquial phrase

Cf. § 61.
3. ‘hint; is here used generally not only for the flow of images, but

for the constant efiux of individual atoms from compounds. Com-
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pound bodies are always losing matter in this way and at the same
time taking in fresh atoms from without

3. I-iri-iroltfis: the correction of Z‘ and f for the MS. é-ii-i -ii-oA)tfie
(j"|)'|)(x'lif from the margin of P for a-vvex-fig. Both corrections are
necessary and inevitable.

otiii 6-ii-1'5-qko: @ paiuiaet, Usener’s correction for 0'l7fL€L(;IO'(L of the
MSS.: -5 ,u.¢i.u’ii:i-ct in F and the margin of P points in this direction.
This is an interesting point in the theory, which is not reproduced by
Lucretius. The constant efflux of images does not diminish the size
of the object, because the place of the atoms lost is immediately taken
by other atoms joining the compound body from the surrounding
atmosphere (Sta 1-Fjv i:‘i.v1-rivet-ii-Jtifipwiriv). Cf especially Plut adv. Cot‘.
I6 pvpfmv jtuiv eiduilwv dircpxopévmv dc}. icai. fiiecii/1'tuv, ptvpftuv 3’ dis time-9
irdpwv in -roii 1'.l"£pl.li’xOlv'1"0S‘ iiirtppetivrmv Kai d.l'Cl.1'T}\.T]pO'l.iV"l'wI-' -rd &6p0t0'p1.t1,
though he is of course wrong in supposing that it was by other images,
not other atoms, that the place of the lost images is taken. Giussani
wrongly interprets the iivravaii-itijpmtrie as of the images; Epicurus
does not mean that what is rubbed off from them in transit is replaced
by the influx of new atoms.

4, aqiflouaa: from this point the jfieiitric, which is the subject, is
definitely the flow of images.

5. Bécrtv icai. 1-d.£iv' see note on § 46 H, l 5.
6. ouyxeopévq, Epicurus admits that the images may become

blurred by collisions in transit; when this happens only to individual
images the necessary correction is made by the ‘cinematographic’
effect of the whole series : but since, in the case of distant objects, the
series may be thus affected we must be careful to regard what we see
as a -ii-poo-p.évov. Usener adds {J'1'l'(ipx€t after o-vyxeojtiéviq from the margin
of H, but the participle can well stand alone.

o*uo"rti.ou.§, ‘compound idols ’, which correspond to no real object,
but are formed by the spontaneous congregation of atoms in the air
Compare Lucr. iv. 129-142, where he illustrates the idea by the con-
figurations formed by clouds in the air.

7. oieiai. eta -is pi] Seiv. . . Such idols can be formed quickly
because it is only necessary foi enough atoms to unite to form the
external film, whereas in order to make a normal compound body, it
would be necessary for all the interior to be filled up (ice.-i-Er. Bddos) as
well. This is another interesting point which seems to have escaped
Lucretius.

8. flltdtot 88 1-p61-rot -rivis . . . Lucretius notes one other such possi-
bility (iv 724 fi'.), when images emitted from things unite in the air to
form a new compound image. These are the catise of the belief in
such monsters as Centaurs, Scylla, and Cerberus.

9. dvrip.u.p-rope?-rat, the passive, seems a necessary correction of
Weil’s for tiimpwipnipei. Epicurus could not say, ‘none of these
things witnesses against the senses ’

ro. Ev filtéu-1| -i-is . . . dvoicei. A difficult and obscure sentence
so-is N
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All editors agree with Gassendi's correction bupycfas for Jvep-ycfas and
that the iivofo-rt of B is the ori ‘n of the strange variants itvolii-i; and
Jvcioi Usener also altered the §iIS. Iva. to 1-fra; but with his accentua-
tion iii» BA.é1I"fl 1'5: riva rptirrov 1-5.9 ¢.’*vap~yct'ci';, rfva icai. . . . iivofoet I am
unable to construe the sentence. It is surely probable that we have
two parallel clauses, and should accentuate dv j6’.\.c’-i-i-_r; 1-is -rt’va. 1-piivrov
rue ivupyefas, 1-Eva xiii. . . . tivofocit the subject of ci.vot'o'ei. will be
eta-flijtris (derived from -i-air atirflrjino-t) and we shall get the meaning
‘if one looks to see in what way sensation will bring us the clear
visions from outward things and in what way their qualities ’, i. e. if we
try to investigate by means of our sense-perceptions how we get those
sense-perceptions both of the near view of objects and of their qualities,
we find nothing which contradicts the present theory.

Bignone keeps the MSS. Eva and translates, ‘if one observes in a
certain way the evidence of phenomena to which he must refer . . . ’,
but -rive. -rpé-rrev is then very weak, the use of Iva is unnatural and the
whole idea out of place here.

1-6.; aujiiiufieias occurs again in § 50. It means the corresponding
affections in the images to the atomic positions and movements in the
original, to which are due the qualities of colour, &c, and any inci-
dents of change. It is almost impossible to render it in a single word.
Bignone says, ‘ the constant continuity of the sensible properties of the
external objects ’: this seems to me to miss a little the idea of corres-
pondence: we may perhaps say, ‘the corresponding sequence of
qualities and movements ’.

(4) The letter passes from the consideration of the images and
their character to that of the act of sight. Two points of some
importance emerge in this section : (1) The idea that thought as well
as sight is due to images; this was part of the material conception of
the nature of the soul, and explains Epicurus’ habit, already noticed,
of regarding all thinking as a kind of visualization. (2) The refuta-
tion, very rare in the letters, of rival theories, namely that of Demo-
critus of an impression made on the air and that of Empedocles and
others of the efiect of rays passing from the eye to the object. In con-
tradiction to these Epicurus reasserts clearly and distinctly his own
theory, and makes the new point that the emission of the images from
objects is due to the internal vibration of the component atoms.

§4=9. 2 iuiii Sieveeiaflav an important addition. Thought too as
well as sight is due to the influx of images directly into the mind:
cf. Lucr. iv. 722 ff. He is thinking here, however, not so much of
the ordinary processes of thought, which employ images or concep-
tions (1rp01\.1ji,D£t:) already stored in the mind, as of those rarer processes
by which we obtain a direct mental image of an external object by
means of ‘ fine idols ’ which pass directly into the mind without stirring
the senses. This is above all the means by which we obtain know
ledge of the gods (cf. Lucr. v. 1 169-1182).

06 yap Ev ivuroa-Qpayfcruiro . . . Epicurus dismisses two rival
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‘theories. The first is that of Democritus, from whom his system
was derived, but whose over-refinements he not infrequently rejected.
Democritus held (Theophr. dc Senru 52) that the efliuence from the
object did not itself penetrate the eye, but that it formed in the air an
impression (eirrorni-ri-rue-is) in two dimensions, like the impression which an
object makes in wax, and this impression being hard was able to enter
the soft material (' pév) of the eye and appear there as the image in
the pupil (€].k¢HJl.G't;3', which is what we actualiy see. This subtlety
Epicurus rudely brushes aside, apparently because he did not believe
that the air could receive and retain such an impression. Note
that itvaii-on-qbpayifcrairo recalls closeiy the Democritean idea of the
5.-rrod-ii-ii-too-ts‘.

4. 06812 Sic 1-éiiv d.ir1-ivuv. The second theory is usually attributed to
Empedocles and was certainly held by Parmenides, namely that rays
came from the eyes of the percipient and acting on the eflluence from
the Ob_]6CtS joined in forming the image. This theory, which was no
doubt designed to emphasize the active element in perception, was
adopted by Plato (T/Beast. I53 e, Tim. 45 c, &c.) -i-E-‘iv dx-rfvwv is the
MS. text, and Usener’s alteration to -i-tvtiiv is unnecessary: Epicurus
means ‘the rays ’ of which Parmenides and Plato speak

6. oi!-i-mg <59 with the whole sentence‘ ‘ the impression could not be
produced so weli by either of these two means as by my theory ’.

1-ii-imv, ‘ models’ he wishes for the sake of argument to avoid his
technical term ei8d5}tmv.

7 6;i.oxp6uv- the iiri-8» xpoifiv of the MSS. appears to be a mere
mistake derived from iirrb -i-iiiv -n-paqqitri-my Just before.

lard. 1'6 t!vti.p|.i.o'r1'ov piyefiog, ‘according to the appropriate Slze’,
l e. the grosser images affect the sight, the more subtle pass directly
into the mind and awake a mental image

8. 1-orig <|iopui.‘g' the margin of H aione has preserved what must
certainly be the right reading as against p.op<;6a.'Ee-——it is because of the
celerity of their creation and the swiftness of their motion that the
successive images are able to give a continuous and steady vision.

§ 50. 2. o-uvexoiis, ‘ continuous ’, that is in time, ‘ uninterrupted ’
o'u|.i.n-d.Betu.v ' see nOte on § 48, l. 8.
3 xard. -rov iiteiflcv o'ii|.i.|i.e'rpov é1repetcr|.|.6v——a carefui phrase, ‘ Owing

to the uniform contact kept up from the object’: the succession of
images makes a continuous line of contact between the object and the
percipient : for o-t?;i.p.e-rpov see note on § 47, 1. 3.

4. in 1-fig . . . -ii-tihcreug. This is a new point: it is the constant
internal vibration of the atoms deep down within the object which
forces off the outer fiim that comes to us as an image.

(5) Truth and falsehood in vision. After describing the genesis of
the images and the method of their apprehension by the sight and the
mind, Epicurus retums to the crux of the whole position, the nature
Of truth and falsehood in sight-perception. In the remainder of the
section he distinguishes carefully between that which is seized by an

N2
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act of apprehension (éwtflhrrrtiriig) either by the mind or by the seniel,
which is true, and the additional inference made by the mind (-ii-poi:r8o£a.-
Ztipcvov), which must not be regarded as either true or false until it has
received the confirmation of the near vision. The general idea is
familiar, but it is very difiicult to seize the exact meaning, and the
reader is left with the impression that Epicurus did not very success-
fully get out of the difficulty caused by the possible alteration of the
images in their transit from the object to the percipient.

5. xuifiv Ev hdflup-ev iiiavruotiav . . 1-ofi 0'1-epe|.|.viou. Another reference
to the idea of the E-ii-i.Be)ti§ both of the mind and of the senses : see note on
§ 38 and Appendix, pp. 259 ff. Here, since Epicurus is speaking of the
image of a concrete OiI)]€C'l2 (tr-rcpéiivtov), it is pi obable that iii-tfiltwyriiciiis
-rfi Siavoifg refers only to the first of the two senses of c’-i-ri.,8o)t-ig 1-F}: Sta-
voias, the apprehension by the mind of subtle images too fine for sense-
perception, and indeed mainly to the apprehension of images of the
gods. The sense then is, ‘ When we have apprehended an image
either by an act of attention on the part of the mind, undistracted as,
for instance, in sleep, by other images, or by the active apprehension
of the senses confirming the first passive impression by the near view,
we may be certain that the image exactly represents the concrete
object’. itiavraaife is the image created in sense-perception by the
rapid succession of ‘idols ’, no one of which is perceptible in itself:
in the mind the image may sometimes be produced by a single ‘idol ’.

Q-ii'i.B7t'r|1-i.i<c'£is must be taken both with fi Stavoifq. and 1-0?; aio'(9-qq-qpifots
and the whole expression corresponds to § 38 1-Ere 1I'G.p0‘ti0'fl.§ in-i.f5'o)u‘ig
sire Stavoicis =26’ 51-01) 8'61TO"I'€ Ttiiv irptrippiwv and § 5I below éTLBOM$ rife
Btuvoius ‘ii 113? 1\.ot-irtTiv irpti-igpifuiv.

6. ci.'1'c tru|.|.BeBr|it61'uiv this refers hack to the o'1ip.1rti.6cta of 48
and 5o It is the ‘corresponding sequence ’ which gives us the
‘ accidents ', colour, movement, &c., of the original OiJ]CC|i.

7. p.op¢n‘| éa-riv ci.t"i'rr| 1-oii erepqivieu. Epicurus states unhesitatingly
the correspondence of image and actuality in the case of perceptions,
sensible and mental, made éri-i,B)tv;-i-ticib-i-, i e by an active act of appre-
hension, and not a mere passive reception of the image. This involves
in the case of sight the clear vision of the évépyiwia: he could not say
that the first vision of the tower as round was ‘the shape of the
object’: to be sure of that we must get the near vision obtained by
looking (irrtflitnrmtiic).

Included in p.ep¢1§ we must understand eat 1-Er 0-up.,8¢B1;i<6-re.
-ytvopévq : sc. qt>a.vra.cri‘Ia (not of course nopeirj), which is picked up in

a.u1-17.
iturd 1-6 éfi-fie iriiicvupa ii lyna-i-i£)tei|i.|.it1. -roii eifieikou: a very diflicult

and widely differently interpreted phrase. (1) Giussani would take it
of the succession of images coming to the percipient, ‘ the successive
fullness or failure of the images ’. This is of course impossible with
the singular 1-oi‘: 1Z8-u'i)t.ov. (2) Bignone takes it ‘the complete integrity
of the image or a remainder of it’, and explains that it refers to the
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image which arrives at the percipieiit without toss and that which has
suffered detrition on the way. But (ti) this omits {E59 altogether,
(5) it is surely impossible that Epicurus could say that the image
produced by the ‘idol’ which has suffered detrition (e.g. that of a
rounded tower) zr the shape of the object. (Bignone does not, as I do,
lay stress on 6-rrtflluy-i-uribs ) (3) It is tempting to translate ‘ according
to the successive fullness and hollowness of the idol ’, i.e its successive
concave and convex parts represent those of the outline of the original
--but I think this is an impossible sense for J-yirai-ri)tri,u.;i.a. (4) With
some hesitation I believe that the two alternatives here correspond to
mic rilo-91;-rv7p£'ots and fl Stavoia above. The image of sight-percep-
tion is produced by the ‘ successive repetitions ' (1-5 éfiic fl‘1.ii't‘I/£0f.ttI) of
the idol: the image in the mind is due to ‘the impiession left by’
-(éyira-i-dD\eipi,i.ta) the idol which penetrated to it. £55; then goes only
with 'I'l"‘l;K'I-'(.lJ}LtI. and not with the whole phrase.

9. 1-6 Si i|i¢fi8os . . The information given to the senses by the
images is always true; they represent nothing which is not there in
the original, even though it may need the ‘near vision ’ to determine
whether as they reach us they correspond exactly to the object
Where then does the possibility of error lie? Epicurus here recurs to
the ideas already sketched iii §§ 37, 38 : it lies in the additions made
by opinion to sensation (év 1-Q3 -ii-poo-8e$ai§o,i.té'vt9) The vision of an
object at a distance should always be regarded as a problem awaiting
the confirmation (1.-pocr,u.e’vov) of the nearer view, by which, if it is either
confirmed or not contradicted, it is true

Io--I2 (hri 1'06 rrpooiiiévovros) . dwrtpuprupoupivou) the addi-
tions made by Usener are in exact accord with Epicurean usage
elsewhere and seem demanded by the context

12. After e"'1rt,tLCLp1'upov,i.te'i/ov the MSS. have what is clearly a note on
-i-6 ii-pri<;rBo£a.§6;ievov derived from the material of the next section : .-e.-:m:t'
-rivo. xfvnatv iv fiitiv uiiroifs o'vvqp.,u.é'vi7v -rfi dicivrcio-1-ticfi éntflohfi, 5iti)t1;i,bi.v
3% Zxovottv, no.9’ "Ev 1'6 i,l/£3809 -yiverai, ‘ by means of a movement in
ourselves closely linked with the visual act of apprehension, but
differing from it, by which falsehood is produced ’.

§§ 51, 52. There follows a summing up of the doctrine about truth
and falsehood in vision. On the one hand the exact correspondence
of the image in sensation to the external Oi')_]CClI can only be brought
about by the transit of the ‘idols’ from the object to the sense-organs '
on the other error can only arise by the spontaneous movement of the
mind (opinion) which is akin to the movement of apprehension
(E-ii-t,8o)t1j) It is essential to keep this in mind, if we are successfully
to distinguish the true from the false

§ 51. 2 ofov iii, the reading of the MSS., is certainly right. The
‘idols’ are received by us as ‘though they were a picture’ of the
thing, and the two processes by which this may occur are either (ii)
when they visit the undisturbed min-d directly in sleep or %) when
they are grasped by an act of apprehension in waking life serier’s
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ollov 1'} would make three processes, but would establish a cross-
division, as there is no distinct process by which the images are
received olov 11/ eixdvt.

iv uliuivi : Bignone translates ‘in a plastic representation ', and draws
attention to the ‘ solid’ three-dimension appearance even of the visions
of sleep. But it is not easy to insist on t is sense for elxdiv, nor does
it seem necessary.

3. ti m0’ fiirvovs yivopévovi the images seen in sleep are true,
i.e. they are produced by ‘idols’ which enter us from without and
therefore originate from reality.

fi ear‘ ma; -i-wag i!1i-ifiolulg 1-fie Bievoiag: i.e. mental apprehensions
of an image, when awake--but he is still thinking of direct apprehen-
sions and not those formed by a combination of wpohijipcis: see
Appendix, pp. 259 ff.

4. I] -i-Eiv liotiriiv iipi-r-qpiuv see note on § 38, l. 5. Here again it
must mean ‘ or of the other instruments of judgement ’, i.e. the senses,
and the whole phrase therefore corresponds closely to § 5o i1ri,B).-q-rixi-‘is
-rfi Siavoiq. 1"‘; "mic eicrfiiq-nypfois. The in-i,(3o2t1§ of the senses is the
grasping by attention of the ‘ clear vision’ (évep-ye.-.11). It is possible
here that he includes mifios. though it is doubtful whether it could
have an é-ii-i.Bo)tiji the nearest instance to such an idea would be

_K.'A. xxiv -r-5 -ii-a.p6v 1'j8q mi-Er . . . -rs -ii-d'.6i7. Note that here Stdvota is
classed as a xpmiptov even more clearly than in § 38.

6. -roiafi-re. npuafialtltdpeva is a necessary correction of the MS. text
-ra.i‘»-ra. rrpoc 6 (ti) fidlitoiiev. Von der Muehll retains -miirci. (sc. the bodies
which emit the images) -irpiis 5 Bd.'.\)top.ev, but it is not clear how he
takes the last words.

-rd Si Bi.-qp.ap1-q|.i.évov. The 8% of the MSS. is quite necessary he is
here opposing the source of error to the source of truth, and Usener’s
re really weakens the text.

7. iihlqv Ttvd. |tiv1'|o'tv: 1.6. Op1niOI1, Wh1Ch like the errtfiolij 1-Fjs
Siavoifeg is, in Epicurus’ view, ultimately a spontaneous movement of
the atoms of the mind.

3. o'uw|p.||.£w'qv pew <|>|:|.vrt|.o'1-iiifj éirtflolt-f|): the inissing dative is
supplied with certainty from the gloss on §5o above Opinion is
closely linked with the in-ifiolvj because it combines images in o'1.iv-
fiecris, but it differs in that it acts at random and does not check its
conclusions by é-iripnprfipiyo-is and oils dwinap-rfipnais.

Sidkqiliiv S8 Exoua-av, ‘ but having a difference '. This must certainly
be the meaning, as Bignone agrees: earlier commentators took it to
mean ‘having opinion’, but it is itself opinion, and both substantive
and verb are used in the sense of ‘ distinction ’, ‘ distinguish’, in
§ 58.

9. its-ril 8% 1-tiii-ri|v . . . . a recapitulation of the ideas of é~rrt;.i.ap'r1J'pi;-
in: and oil»: iiwi;.uiprfipr;a-is already familiar.

§62. I. ital 1'o.|.i1-|-|v ofiv . . .: an emphatic warning. ‘We must
have this doctrine constantly in mind ’, for otherwise on the one hand
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we shall anniil the value of the clear view given by the iii-ifioiuii of the
mind and the senses, and on the other by placing the false inference
of opinion on a level with their information, we shall undermine all our
standards of judgement and cause universal confusion. For the
general idea compare K. A. xiriv.

B. Hear1'ng

Epicurus passes from the sense of sight to that of hearing. Once
again it was necessary to establish a material link between the object
and the percipient, and this he finds in a stream of particles emitted by
the object. But here there was a new difliculty. In the case of sight,
since every object is constantly giving off ‘idols’ in every direction
at once, it is clear that it may be seen simultaneously by many people.
But 1l'l the case of sound we have a single emission of particles appar-
ently in one direction: how then can many persons hear at once?
Epicurus gets over this difliculty by supposing the matenal ‘sound ’
after its emission to split up into a number of small particles, each
preserving the same characteristics (6-yicoi. a,im,...-pets), and stretching
back in a continuous chain to the object. These particles radiate off
in different directions, and reaching the ears of many persons, produce
an apprehension of their meaning (in-rife-6170-is) or at least a recogni-
tion of the presence of an external object. Epicurus does not himself
directly indicate the necessity for this rather elaborate supposition, but
it is brought out clearly by Lucretius (iv. 563-—567);

praetcrea verbum saepe unum perciet auris
omnibus in populo, missum praeconis ab ore
in multas igitur voces voit una repente
diffugit, in privas quoniam se dividit auris
obsignans formam verbi clarumque sonorem.

As in his discussion on sight, so here he disposes briefly of rival
theories.

5. |5eii|i.e.1-ee: the MSS. have -ii-vci5;.u1-i-as, which is not in itself im-
possible and is supported by ,5ei5,u.a.-i-as irveuiiciruifiovs below (§ 5 3), but
-i-ii 3?: fieiiua -roiT=~ro in the next sentence makes Gassendfs correction
necessary.

6. duo 1'06 diuvofivros . . . -rrcipci.o'|uuti§ov1'os a most scrupulous expres-
sion of all the possible kinds of sound, showing that Epicurus is writing
here with care.

8. 6|.i.oi.o|.uipc'£g- c‘i~yitoug, ‘ particles like, as parts, to the whole '--the
adjective employed by Anaxagoras to express his famous theory that
all things were composed of particles like in substance to the whole:
likeness of shape, however, is what Epicurus would most wish to insist
on here. The 6‘yKOt will be small atomic compounds, of acute parti-
cles for shrill sounds, and rounder particles for lower sounds : Giussani
is wrong in attempting to see a technical sense of ‘ molecules ’.
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17-“l.I].l.'I'ti-allil-ll‘, ‘correspondence’, as in §§ 48, 50. Here of general
likeness of character.

9. !v6r'r|1-ti l8i6-rpoii-ow: another carefiil expression, ‘ a unity consisting
in peculiarity of character’. The idea is of several chains of similar
particles, stretching from the speaker to the hearer.

ro. 1-Pp» {ii-eta-B110-iv, ‘ comprehension ’ as opposed to mere ails-6'1;o-is‘
we not only hear a person speaking but ‘catch his words ’, i e under-
stand What he is saying.

lit‘ liiciwou . in the percipient as opposed to -i-E» ii-iron-i-eiltav.
in -rd 1i-okltcl is wrongly expunged by Usener as a gloss: we do not

always comprehend what we hear.
II. rroiofiauv and 1'2. irapuuiusudflouaav, is the MS. reading and is

probably right; Epicurus conceives of the é-mime ifini-rpoiros as a
perfectly concrete ‘ chain ’ of particles, which actually causes the
hearing Usener alters unnecessarily to -i-minijvras . . . -ri-apaa-xevaifiovrac
referring to 5-yitovs. But the tiyicot would not themselves cause
iii-<ii’o-Qqo-is if they were not connected by the ‘chain’ to the object
which emits the sounds.

ei Si |i.i‘| ye . . .: even if we do not hear distinctly enough to com-
prehend the meaning of the sounds, at least the particles which reach
us make clear to us the presence of some Objt-3C1.‘ outside us

§ 53. 2. ofiii aiii-av ofiv Sci vopileiv . . Epicurus is once again arguing
against Democritus, whose explanation of hearing was given on Just
the same lines as his theory of vision (Theophr. J: Smsu 55). He
held that ‘the air is torn up (dpiim-so-fiat) into bodies of similar shape
(opinion-xwjpovc) and is assimilated to the particles which issue from the
voice’ (Act. iv. 19. 13): i.e that the bodies of voice, which we emit,
form d-ii-oi-vi-riilo-its of themselves, ]‘LlSlZ as do the idols of sight, and that
it is these ‘impressions’ which come into contact with our sense-
organs. Epicurus’ comment is again purely contemptuous, ‘this is
very far from happening ’

4. 1-t?w 6|.io-yevfiiv i.e. ‘similar sounds’, i.e noises which are not
significant: cf. vjyoilv-i-or ii if/n<;i'>m‘}i»-i-oi; above

5 -ir6.o-Xeiv is a necessary correction of the variants iraia-yaw and
7I'tliO'xO'|/. Von der Muehll retains -ii-tic-Xwv, referring presumably to iiijp.

6. €i<0)ti~.|n.v, ‘a squeezing out’. The MSS. here show traces of a
serious corruption, most of them getting no farther than éic Usener
emends Z-yitluo-iv, ‘ swerve’, a very improbable word for Epicurus to
have used here, and one which would not account for the variants
éi<}u’6H;v, éi<)uj6igv of the only MSS. which produce a word at all.
I have little doubt that Exdkiipiv is right. Brieger (Epzkurs Lciire son
der Sale, p. 6) has confidently made the same emendation. It would
account well for the variants, and is a technical term of the atomists for
the ‘squeezing out ’ of particles between others surrounding them. It
is then a very appropriate word for the emission of particles from the
throat. For its use in Epicurean writings see Ep. ii, § 109. 4.

Syiuuv -i-ivélv . the authority of the MSS. is distinctly in favour of
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rwiiv, rather than 1-ivéc, which is preferred iby Usener and Bignone,
but would involve a very unnatural order of words

7. airoreheeniiév again is the MS reading, and there is no reason
to follow Usener in altering it to ¢irrore.\eo~1-iicigiv. It is indeed more
natural to conceive of the particles forming the stream of breath, than
of their emission doing so. A favourite word in the second letter. see
§§ tor, ioz, io8.

C. Smelf.

Continuing with the senses in order Epicurus proceeds to smell
and decides that it too is due to the effiueiice of paiticles, which are of
such a size as to enter into and stii the sense-organs. Lucretius has
again (iv. 673-705) considerably elaborated the treatment of the sub-
_]¢C[, and explains (a) that it is owing to the accommodation or the
reverse of the various shapes to the sense-organs of the percipients
that smells which are good to some animals are bad to others,
(.6) that the particles of smell are much more easily destroyed in
transit than those of sound or the idols of sight.

IO. oint iv 1'I'O1'lE . . . ipycicraaflai. because no sensation (1:-rides) can
be produced without touch, and therefore contact must be produced
between 0i'J_]EClZ and percipient by means of a concrete el-Huence.

II. odpperpot spa; -re . . . luveiv o'i‘i,u.p.¢-i-po~; is not here used in the
technical sense in which it occurred in §§ 47, 5o, but more generally
‘ fitly formed to . .’

I2. Terupuypivug itui. dhhorpiws . . Zxov-res 1.e. they are both dis-
ordered among themselves, they do not fit well together, and are alien
in shape to the particles which compose the sense-organs of the
percipient, and therefore produce the effect of a bad smell. Cf. Lucr
H.4r4—4r7.

neu simili penetrare putes prtmordia forma
in naris hominurn, cum taetra cadavera torrent,
et cum scena croco Cilici perfusa recens est
araque Panchaeos exhalat propter odores.

It might have been expected that there would be sections on taste and
touch: Lucretius deals fully with taste in iv. 615-672. But probably
Epicurus would assume a knowledge of these in his more advanced
disciples.

IV. Tm: Arous THEIR PROPERTIES, PARTS, AND Morton.
Epicurus now returns to the atom and discusses at length its

properties, constitution, and motion. The main conceptwn Of 1116
nature of the atom he inherits from Leucippus and Democritus, but
he has greatly elaborated it, especially in the conception of the
mimmae parks, and in some details as regards motion. This section
would more naturally have preceded the discussion of the theory of
sensation and ought possibly to be transposed, but the order of topics
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in the letter is so irregular as compared with that in Lucretius, which
may be taken to represent the normal Epicurean tradition, that it is
best not to attempt transposition, except in certain small sections
where it seems absolutely necessary (e.g. §§ 46, 47).

A. Properliar of I/i.e "Mam.

These are, according to Epicurus, shape, size, and weight. The last
was probably added by Democritus in order to explain the movement
of the atoms.

(I) Epicurus argues that the atoms do not possess any of the qualities
(or properties) which attach to compound bodies, except the primary
properties of shape, size, and weight. For qualities are changeable
and the atoms are ex /)patke.rz unchangeable, and it is their arrange-
ment one with another, which is the cause of change in compounds.
In elaborating the conception of shape he introduces the idea of the
inseparable parts of the atom, which is dealt with at length in §§ 58,
59 The argument of this subsection is not explicitly stated in
Lucretius, but is implied in i. 5o3-634 and again in ii. 478-521.

§ 54. 2 -ii-poo-eliépeo-Bat: lit. ‘ claim for themselves’.
3. 3-crci. ilfi dvtiyii-r|g a'x-i'||i.u.1'r. 0-u|.i.if.iu-ii dart. the necessary accompani-

ments of shape in the Epicurean doctrine would be tiiv-rt-i-inrifa, the
capacity to strike against other atoms (cf. Scxtus, adv Dogm iv. 257
Kurd. tiflpotopiov o'x1§p.ti.1'6s re Kai peyddovs Kai civrtrtnrfag icai. To
ti-iTi;.i.a vevoifiadai), and the possession of inseparable parts: cf. §§ 58, 59

4. oi58év: a necessary correction made by Z and f for 0586.
5. £ireiSi‘i-iitp 8:? . . . Epicurus here bases his argument on the

fundamental principles of the system enunciated in §§ 38, 39: ‘ noth-
ing is created out of the non-existent’ and ‘nothing is destroyed
into the non-existent ’. In the dissolution of compound bodies,
whose qualities are then lost, there must be something which
remains constant, we must ultimately arrive at particles which are not
dissoluble, but permanently retain their shape, size, and weight,
i.e. at the atoms. It is they which cause the creation, alteration, and
dissolution of compound bodies by their meetings, changes of position,
and se arations. For the general idea compare Sextus, adzi.Dogm.
iv. 42 FUs. fr. 291).

'1. dJ\}td. ito.-rd. perafliuets. . . 8 dc|><55ou9. The IVISS. have 6.i\)\.iii. itizrriit
peradiu-its iv -iroldtois rtviiiv SE Kai -rrpoo-680v: ital. ddiéfiovs. (1) The tradi-
tional correction, adopted by Giussani (Lucr. i. 681 note) is ti.A.A.<‘i .~<a-i-it
puadiocts ,u.Zv WOMP, rtvtiiv 32 irai . . But, apart f1'Om palaeographical
difliculties, this represents ‘ rearrangement’ and ‘ addition and subtrac-
tton ’ of atoms as concurrent causes needed to produce change, whereas
they are in fact alternative causes: change may be due to atomic
rearrangement, or it may be due to the addition or subtraction of
atoms in the compound. (2) Usener would excise iv ii-o2i)io'i's . . -
J.¢63ovs as a tvaria intro to explain ,i.i.e-i-a6¢’o-etc, but the words -i-i.vt'i'iv . .
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tididdovs are absolutely essential to the sense: p.e-radio-as will not
account for all changes in compounds, some (e.g. increase or decrease
in size.) must be due to the addition of new atoms or the departure of
some hitherto included in the compound : cf. Lucr. i. 675 fl'. :

certissima corpora quaedam
sunt quae conservant naturam semper eandem,
quorum abitu aut aditu mutatoque ordine mutant
naturam res et convertunt corpora sese.

(3) Bignone excises iv ii-oltltots (sc. iiii-o—ypti<,~Soi¢) as a lemma introducing
the addition 1-wt‘-"iii Si: ital. . . . and supposes that (rivtiiv) has fallen out
by haplography. This gives the required sense, and seems on the
whole the best solution of a rather uncertain passage.

g rd. pie perariflépeva. The M SS. have rd. pa) ,i.i.c1-ci.1'tt9ii;.|.ti»'ti, which
is impossible, and Usener’s -i-iii 8%; p.t-i-a-rifiéyitva is very improbable. -i-iii
piv might be justified either as used with an implied apodosis (cf § 36
Baidwwiiov ,u.Frv oiiv and § 37 -ii-pit}-rov ;i.Ev oiiv, where piv does n0t go
closely with adv), or as picked up rather irregularly by Syrians 82 . .

IO. dyltous ‘dd ital. o'x11|.Lc.1'iir,u.o|l9 ibious. The atoms have ‘ parts and
arrangements of their own’ which are constant and unchangeable.
6-yitovs is here an anticipation of the discussion in §§ 56-58, and is used
of the ‘least inseparable parts ’ of the atom which Epicurus there calls
art-‘pa-ra, and which are the measure of its extension. The 0'x‘l?].LGTtfl',lL(;S
of an atom depends on the arrangement of its -ii-épurr.-:i. Bignone
points out that Epicurus is here arguing against both the vague inde-
terminate matter (13.1.17) which Aristotle, following Plato, had assumed
as the ultimate constituent, and also against Democritus, who had said
that the atom has no parts Epicurus holds that it has determinate
parts, but these are inseparable.

ii. iii:-o|i.évei.v, the reading of the MSS., must certainly be kept
‘ this much (re. the parts and the shape) must remain as constant " the
shape of the atoms, constituted by the arrangement of their mmimae
barter, is the ultimately permanent thing in all matter. iroih-ti» is used
loosely, but need not be emended ‘£0 1'u.i'}1'ti. (Ci; § 55 1'oii1'ou rrpoo'dv1'0s')
Usener, misunderstanding the passage, altered iirropéveiv to iin-orifiléiwat,
‘this we must assume ’, but the alteration is quite gratuitous.
Kochalsky retaining iliropuii/etv cuts out 1'oi'.i1'o . dvo.-yictfiov, ‘ the atoms
must remain as particles and shapes’, agaui a gratuitous alteration
based on a misunderstanding Bignone agrees with me in retaining
the MS. text: 'l:*1l'0].L£{VIEl'.V IS vouched ft)!‘ by Tit 1'rrroPtctrrd_|1.cvtt b€l0W.

§ 55 I. Ital yap dv -rots . . . 5. d.1rol\l-iiiievai: a rather dtfficult and
obscure sentence. Epicurus is as usual appealing to the experience
of phenomena: when they change their shape by being reduced in
size, we see that they lose their other qualities, but still retain the
property of shape i much more must the atoms, which have no other
qualities to lose, and cannot be diminished in size, retain their shape.
Bignone aptly compares Lucr. ii. 826, where Lucr. explains that if you
divide a piece of purple cloth into smaller and smaller particles, the
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smaller the particle the fainter becomes the colour until it is finally
lost: but the smallest particle will still have shape.

ii. its-re. -r-hr -ii-iipiaipiiaim, ‘by taking off bits all round ’, sc. by diminu-
tion in size.

5. have ofiv . .. : i.e. it has thus been shown that atoms, possessed
only of size, shape, and weight, are suflicient, since they remain
permanent, to account for all the varieties in sensible things

7. ital (p.i‘|). the MSS. have only Ktl.l., which Usener boldly emends
to oiix. It is surely more natural to suppose that 7.1.4‘; has dropped out
owing to the succeeding iris -is pi; 5v. Bignone supplies ;.ii78%v as a
reference to the fundamental axiom that nothing is destroyed into the
non-existent.

(2) Epicurus now passes to a new consideration with regard to the
size of the atoms. They vary in size, but are not of all sizes. A
certain amount of variation in size IS sufficient to account for the
varieties in phenomena, and if the atoms were of all sizes, some would
have to be so large as to be actually visible to us. Here again
Epicurus is diverging from Democritus, who, apparently not perceiving
this objection, stated that the atoms were ‘ unlimited in size ' (ti-ii-tipovs
KG."l"dl. p.e"y£909, D. L. ix 44), and again that ‘ some atoms were very
large’ 7u.c-y£'o-i-as. Lucretius apparently dealt with this subject in a
passage which has been lost before ii 478, for he speaks of the point
as already proved in 499.

io. irapaliliaycis ' not of course changes of size in individual atoms,
which are unchangeable, but a series of variations of size.

ii. 1-oiirou I e. the variation of size, used vaguely as -roiiro -yrip in
§ 54 fin. Differences of size together with differences of shape in the
atoms account for differences of sensation and qualities in phenomena.

§ 56. I i'i-irdpxov is the reading of the M SS. and will construe quite
well . it is unnecessary to alter with Usener to ifm-dlpxciv, which would
moreover almost demand an article.

2. rip.’ {Set gllsener) seems to be indicated by the duéket of the
MSS., though Weil‘s suggestion dv 28a might be right.

4. ope.-i-P] d'.'ro|1-09 need not be excised from the text with Usener as
a gloss. It is not absolutely required for the construction, but makes
it clearer

B Paris of {lie atom.
Epicurus, having decided that there is an upward limit to the size

of the atoms, proceeds to consider the downward limit: can the atoms
be infinitely small? His decision is again in the negative : there is a
limit also to the smallness of the atom. But his discussion of this
point leads him necessarily to the wider consideration of the limit of
divisibility in general, and so to the conception of the atom itself. He
argues against infinite divisibility on two main grounds : (1) that unless
you can reach a permanent existence, a point beyond which division is
impossible, there is no substratum of strength and durability in the
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IlI‘l!VCI'3C' It is necessary, as he said in §4r, that there should be
to-xI'36v -rt, which is permanent, (2) that on the analogy of sensible
things, in which there is a mmzmum vzrzbzle, there must also be a
imrmnum of existence In the atom. The conception of the atom thus
reached is that it is of a determinate size, has extension, and there-
fore must have parts; you could think of a top and bottom and right-
hand and left~hand parts of It - but the atom could never be divided
into these parts. These parts are the minimum of extension and can
only exist as parts of the atom: the atom Itself Is the minimum of
physical existence.

The argument Is complicated and difficult. Considerable help is
obtained from the parallel passage in Lucretius (I. 599-634) where the
doctrine of the mmzmae parks of the atom is expounded. Giussani
In his essay on the Lucretian Alomm (vol. i, pp 39-84, and especially
pp. 52, 56-7 5) has done great service In elucidating the general ideas,
though his treatment of individual passages is sometimes arbitrary.
Bignone in his notes and Appendix brings out many points clearly,
especially as regards Epicurus’ opposition to the Eleatics.

Epicurus first argues generally that in a limited body there
cannot be an infinite number of parts nor can the parts be infinitely
small ' the two ideas are of course interdependent. If the parts were
infinite In number, they must be infinitely small in size and vice versa.
We must therefore in the first place IEJBCI the belief iii Top?) cit
5.-ii-¢i.pov int 'ro§)\.o.1"rov, in the possibility of an infinite physical sub-
division of matter into smaller and smaller particles: for otherwise we
shall ' make all things weak’ and have no permanent substratum, and
by constantly ‘pounding ’ matter up into smaller and smaller particles
we shall annihilate it. Secondly, we must not believe in the possibility
of an ideal progress in thought to ever smaller and smaller particles,
such as the Eleatics conceived. The argument against this idea is set
out in the following sections

5. Iv -ri§ riipta-|i.£vqi aépari is here quite general‘ In any limited body‘
He proceeds to apply the idea to a perceptible body in § 58 and by
analogy to the atom In § 59.
, 6. 6-ireipoug . . .6-rr-qliiitoue ofiv, ‘Infinite in number’ or ‘ of any size you

will’, i.e. as is obvious from the context ‘ of any smallness you will ’,
‘ infinitely small’. The ideas are complementary.

60-re ofi p.6vov . . . Of the two processes discussed In this clause
the first is the physical process of infinite division (1-op}; sic &’m.-.pev ii-I-1
-I-ofiila-I-I-or) and corresponds to the notion of ciiwetpot ayxot, the second a
mental or ideal process of ‘passing ' in thought to ever smaller and
smaller particles (perdfiaots it-is 61:-eipov iii-I 1-oi’.-')\.a.1-rev) and corresponds
t0 the notion Of Jyxot 5w-r;)t-{not oiiv.

'1. 1"i'|v eiq firretpov 1'o|.I.-fir ' the ‘ cutting tip ' Of the limited body, first
into halves, then into quarters, then Into eighths, and so on to infinity
Lucretius argues against the possibihty of such infinite division in
i. 551 fi'., in a subtle passage which has been well expounded byGiussa.ni.
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Ive. ii.-ii -riiv-I-ti. iiiirflevfi rotiqtav: Epicurus states two reasons why
infinite divisibility must be rejected. In the first place, if we could
carry on the process of division without limit and cut things up into
ever more and more minute particles, we should utterly deprive things
of physical force. For any particle capable of further subdivision must
have in it an admixture of void and would therefore be ‘weak’,
i.e. subject to further dissolution from external blows: we should
never arrive at anything which could be a source of permanent
strength. The idea is that 0f§ 41 eirrep . . . pié')u\et . . . to-xiidv rt
iiiropivctv. Lucretius (i. 565 ff.) puts the same notion more simply.
if there are hard permanent particles (the atoms) we can explain the
creation of soft things by the admixture of void: but if the particles
are ‘ soft’, we cannot account for the creation of hard things.

8. sfiv 1'0-Ts ireptlufiiliwi . . . 9. itu-I-avaltiaiuaw The second reason.
We must follow Usener in writing Kev for the MS. i<ai.’, but even so the
clause is obscure. The meaning I take to be this. In the formation
of actual compound bodies, the solid atoms are the source of strength,
which enables the compound to have the powers of matter (cf. Lucr.
i. 628-634). If there were a possibility of infinite subdivision, aggre-
gate bodies would be built up of ‘weak’ particles they would not
thus have the underlying strength, which is necessary to create material
things, and to enable them to keep together : they would cease to be
' matter’ or ‘ body’ at all In his own atomic world Epicurus denies
the possibility of anything being dissolved into the p.-P; 5w: in a world
without ultimate hard particles it would inevitably occur.

-ii-apt’).-qt]/ts means literally ‘a marking off of a thing so as to be
separate from others ’ (cf. iivi-spilt-1}-ri-rws in i. 42): so ‘the separating
olf of atoms to aggregate themselves into a compound body’.
Bignone, following Kochalsky, would translate ‘ conception ', but
Epicurus is speaking here of actual things and not of our conceptions
of them.

9. Ta Sm-ti: Giussani insists that this means compound bodies,
‘things ’,' Bignone that it must mean ‘ atoms ’, the only real existences.
It is surely inclusive and implies both, just as does vii} iiipw-;.u'vqi
above. Through this section Epicurus’ argument is general, and it is
only in §§ 58 and 59 that he is thinking specially first of phenomena
and then of the atoms.

flltifiov-rue mruvaltieiietv are more than usually picturesque words for
Epicurus. ‘by pounding things up to fritter them away into nothing’.

IO. ants ital 1-P;v;.i.erdB¢i'.o'tv . . . I I p.r|3'(4!rri.)1'o|'Rct1"rov. We pass to
the second idea, which must be rejected. Not only is it possible to
conceive of the physical division of things into smaller and smaller
particles, but in imagination we may conceive a mental process by
which we ‘ pass ’ from one part of a body to another. In perceptible
things, as Epicurus explains below, we may look at one dxpov or
extreme point after another: with the atoms we may conceive our-
selves conducting the same process. Now it is clear that in a limited
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body we cannot do this dc ii-ii-ctpov J-iri -is To-or: if we conceive of these
minute particles as all of one size and ‘ pass’ from one to another
successively, we shall sooner or later reach the sum total which
constitutes the aggregate body. Still less can we have an-dfiaoi: tic
tin-etpov £1:-I 1-Er ;.ur'iZov, in which we proceed from smaller to larger
particles: for we shall reach the aggregate sooner. But we might
suppose ourselves to continue the process tie iii-ii-eipov in-i 1'oii)to.-r-rov,
passing first in perception and then in thought to ever smaller and
smaller particles. Such an idea is of course Eleatic, and we may com-
pare the old problem of Achilles and the tortoise. But, says Epicurus,
we must not even suppose such a process possible: for, if it were, we
should similarly have a finite body composed of infinite particles, even
though each were smaller than the last. The argument is leading up
to the conception of the rmmmae parks.

rt. |i.1|8’ (iii-E) -I-oiD\u.-rrov. Gassendi’s addition £11‘: is necessary for
the sense, and is of course vouched for by -I-op.1‘gv £1-I-‘t 'roi)to.'r'rov above
The MSS. (reading f.i|.‘7]8é or pi; Bé) clearly indicate pi.-q8’, though the
passage might be easier iiithout it: Giussani, who has interpreted the
general notion very clearly, has ignored its effect ' ‘ not only must we
reject y.¢1-tiflao-is sis diretpov éiri 1-5 Zirov OI‘ ii-rri. -rs ,i.i.e'C§ov, but we cannot
etien admit it ii-ri 'ro'i5)to.1-roi»' ’

§ 57. Epicurus proceeds to support his rejection of roar} and ;.wi-<ii-
flea-is ti: E-ii-tipov iii-i -i-iiI'5)tri-i-ri-iv by two arguments . the first based on
the idea of -I-o,u.ij shows that logically such a conception IS impossible;
the second examines the notion of nerdfiao-is and shows that it too
in a finite body cannot be conducted sis El-ireipov érrl-.1-oiiltai-1-ov. The
text and the structure of the sentences is rather uncertain, the view
I have adopted with some hesitation being that of Bignone

(:2) The argument is a reduclzo ad afisurdum. You Cannot either
conceive how infinite parts, however small, could be contained in a
finite body, nor how, if the parts were infinite, the body could be finite.
For the parts must be of some size, however small, and the sum of
an infinite number of them must itself be infinite in size.

I. oi'.i1'e yap 3-nus . . . in-ri. we-fiaai is then parallel to the direct
question -irr.Tis 1-’ av . . . 1-6 ,u.é"yedo'i, and with 6-ii-we must be supplied
something like 1'oI'i1'o -yévovr’ dv; Cf. § 56. 3 0-1'13’ dirt»; dv yivotro dpari)
d*ro,u.os 3o'1'tv iwtvofioat. The ellipse is awkward, but not, I thllll-R,
impossible, especially in the near neighbourhood of the fuller expres-
sion. Giussani would follow F in omitting 5-irws, and then construct
oi’:-re ii’o"rt vo1'§o'a.i. rriiis 1" div . . . -ro ,u.é-yedog . . ., Eixpov re Zxov-ros . . .
(oi’m Z0-ri. . . . voeifv) pi} 015 . . . But (a) oi’?-I-c has then nothing to corre-
spond to it, (6) the picking up of oint Ea-ri vofiaai by m’iirio-I-i voitv in the
second member is awkward, (c) the MS. testimony is overwhelmingly
in favour of the retention of Eiirws.

2 Eirupoi. dyitot . . . ii 611-r|LCitoi. ofiv: corresponding exactly to dircfpovs
dyxovc . . . 0158’ 5-ii-iy)u.'i<ovi: oiiv in § 56. 6. Usener would read oi
6-Ir-q)t¢’i=oi oiiv, constructing it after vofiam, ‘for, if you once say that
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there are infinite parts in a body or parts of any degree of smallness,
it is not possible to conceive of what size they would be ', but[gal this
is quite irrelevant to the argument, (.6) the previous parallel es 1'}
certain, (r) Usener appears to neglect Em-or altogether.

4. irqlunoi yap -rive: . . . 6. ital Ta piycfios. Aparenthesis reinforcing
the last argument . a body composed of infinite parts, however small,
must itself be infinite : for the parts must have some size, and if they
are infinite in number, their sum will be infinite in size.

5. After mi mi-rot all the MSS. except B have if div, which must, as
Usener points out, be intended as a variant for Kai ofrret . but there is
no reason to adopt it.

6. iiitpov re Exorroq . . . I0. -rfi ivvoiqi. The second argument has
been well explained by Giussani (lac. m‘., p. 67). Epicurus’ opponent
might admit that a p.e'1'I.'£Bfl.O'lS etc -rs iicrov could not proceed to infinity,
but he would say that a p.mi.'/3a.e-ts etc -r6 Zita.-r1-ov could. Epicurus asks
him to consider the process more closely: he might go on for a while
‘ passing’ from a larger to a smaller part of a perceptible thing, but he
would ultimately reach a part of it so small that though ‘it was distiii-
guishable, it was not perceptible by itself’, i.e. could only be seen as
part of the whole, On either side of this he could proceed to ‘ equal’
parts, but not to smaller parts, as they would not be visible at all.
Similarly, as he will show in § 59, in the atom itself we must reach
a part which is ‘distinguishable but not separable’. p.miBa.<:rtc cit
1'oi'i}u:|.-rrov then cannot be continued to infinity, for after a while it
becomes p.e1'ci.Ba.o't9 iris is in-ow, and that ex liyp0t'/zest’ is incapable in
a finite body of prolongation to infinity.

ditpow, ‘the extreme visible point ' of the perceptible body, which is,
as Epicurus very exactly explains, 8ia.\i71i-1-6i», for it can in thought
be separated from other component iiirpa, but oi? mid’ éeurb attil-p'Q1‘6]-',
perceptible only as a part of a whole: by itself it would pass out of
the field of vision.

7. 6i(\Ip'|'fl'6V is a necessary correction for the M S. 6£uJp"l']"l'éDI-/.
8. oils Eu-rt . . . Io. -rfi ivvoiq. The construction is min Z0-rt voeiv

(0) pi} oi} xai rd éffis rotirov -rotoi'}rov (firm) xai (5) oiirw . . . ,Ba3iZov1'a
. . . iirrrti-p;(ei.v rig -rs c'i1iI'ci.,ooir irtirrti. To rotoiirov tiqbtxveiotilat, ‘it i3 not
possible to conceive that the next tititpow should not be similar (in size),
or that a person going on in this way to successive dept: should be
able to proceed to infinity ’.

oil-ru with Bafiitovi-u.. Usener adopts 1-oi?-re from BF1, taking it with
irrrépxrw ‘ that this should occur, namely that he should arrive’: the
construction is unnatural. Giussani with less probability reads oi» 1-Q3,
COl'18t!'1lCting the sentence oils 30'-'rt voeifv pi] oil (41) ital To {fie '1’O'lj1'O1J
iretoilrov (6) no.1 oil rt? . . . Ba.8t'{ov1-0. "Em-dpxew: the Sense is the Same,
but the accumulation of negatives unnecessary and almost unbearable.

IO, (rd) is a necessary uisertion made by Schneider.
§58. Epicurus proceeds to a more careful analysis of the ‘least

part in perception ’ in order to apply the analogy from ¢i’i'lrrt9-go-is to the
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idea of the structure of the atom. The élirpev is d.p.e1'ti.Bcz1'0v ; you
cannot within the limits of this ‘ smallest visible ’ part, pass to anything
less than itself. It is like ,u.£1'tl.BCl.1't:i. in that it has extension, but it is
unlike them in that it has not itself distinguishable parts. If trying to
look at an ‘ extreme point’ we think that we are ‘passing’ within its
own limits to something smaller, i e to a part of it, we are mistaken,
and our eye has in reality only slipped on to the next extreme point
\Ve may, however, pass from one dspov to the next, which is like it
and equal to it, and so in course of time our eye might travel over the
whole surface of the Ob]CClI. In this way the diipov becomes the
measure of the ob_]ect’s size : for the larger the Ob_]t3Cl. the more ti.-tpa
it will contain.

I. -is . . éhdxtorov -is Ev rfi c|.i'.o'9-r']o'et ‘ The least part visible ', ‘ the
minimum for peiceptioii’, which Epicurus refers to also as dirpov
cf. Lucr. i. 599 ‘ extremuni . . cacumen '.

2 oiire ~roteG-rciv écrriv . . it is unlike in that it has itself no distin-
guishable parts.

3. 1-6 1-as |i.e-rafidaetg Exov, ‘ that vihich does permit of passing fiom
part to part '. Bignone notes rightly that the pluial -rite nerafitiaeic
must lI1Cll.1de p.e'rti,8o.o't'; é7Tt To ptetgov and Eirl. foil?/ltctrrov as well as dirt
is Io-ov We may take as an illustration a line, which we may divide
either into equal parts, of which we may pioceed from one to the
other, or into a seiies of unequal pails, when we may either proceed
Err}. -is iiefzfov until we have reached the end of the line, or é-rrt
roilhawov until we come down to the zizmmzum 2:232?/11¢’, when we still
have to proceed érrl 1-<3 To-av until we ieach the end . see notes on § 57.

oil-re . . d.v6|.iotov it is ‘not altogcthei unlike ’ p.r-re{3ii.1-ti 111 that it
has extension

4 Exov . Ttvu. iieivéi-r|-ra, ‘hating some community ’ or ‘ affinity ’
with ,|J.€1"lJI.Bt1T(£.

5 Sitiltqiliiv p.ep£-Tw, ‘possibility of distinguishing parts" cf éhcpov .
Staltmrrdv, ei pi] Kat?’ ems 6'£uJpT]TclV iii § 5'7 6 The ditpciv is itself the
least distinguishable part of the whole and cannot itselfliave distinguish-
able parts. '

5. d.)tlt' 3-rctv . . . ‘Bel 1-rpotr-rriirretv Vile may sometimes be misled by
this affinity with p.€TCLfih‘IlTC: and suppose that because the dirpov has
extension, we shall be able to divide it too up into a right-hand and a
left-hand pait, i e. to proceed farther in the process oi pic'rriBcto't5‘ sis
1-oiilta-r-rov. But if we try experiiiieiitally to do so, we shall find that
each time we think we are looking at the right-hand or left-hand part
of an iilirpov, we have really passed in sight to the next dirpov, and from
it are surveying the first.

dltlt‘ 5-rev. The MSS have ti)t)t' 6-re or iiltltorr, but Cobet’s coirec-
lion 6./\)t’ 51-av is necessary.

'5id.1-fiv . . . 1rpoo'e|.i.c|>€peto.v, ‘on account of the similarity of the
common characteristic ', 1 e extension.

7. -re tuov, sc. another rllitpov like the first : -irpeci-iriii-reiv, ‘ fall into our
nn 0
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ken ’, ‘ meet our sight ', used no doubt with reference to the idea of the
eifiwlta of vision ‘ falling into’ the eye.

{Elie -re Bempofipev . . . ilidi-rm iltari-ow. As we move our sight over
the obyect, we see a succession of such drips: and by reckoning up
their number, thus successively perceived, we can reckon the size of
the obyect. But the sentence contains some new and subtle points.

8. otli: £v Tl? U.lj"I'(;|:-II when on the analogy of the ,u.e—ra,Bci:r<i we tried
to distinguish the parts of the El.-rpev, we imagined they would be
‘inside the same ’ iixpov: but, as shown above, we found that we were
really looking at fresh Expo outside it. I have little doubt that with
év 1-" oi’:-i-t':i we should supply dicpqi (Giussani, Bignone) and not take it,
as Ilicks does, to mean ‘in the same space’, which is quite inconsis-
tent with the argument. The argument is largely directed against
Anaxagoras

9 oilhé pipcut pepiiiv d-m-6|i.evu. Contact implies parts which touch . if
I place two bodies in contact, it means that parts of each are in
juxtaposition: but as the éxpa have no parts, this is with them
impossible They cannot touch but only succeed one another, you
cannot see the edge or extreme point of an dxpov, but only look at it,
as it were, from the next dxpov As Giussani points out, Epicurus is
here meeting a possible argument of the Eleatic School ' a line, they
might say for example, consists of a series of points, which touch each
other. but each of these points again consists of smaller points in
]l1Kl.3.pOS1tl.OI'i and so on to infinity. But Epicurus imposes a limit
you reach in perceptible 0l.)]E’:ClLS one so small that it has no parts
which can touch, and beyond that you cannot go farther in the world
of vision.

illxli’ 9| . . . Zfko.-r-rev Though these 11'.-<90. have themselves no
parts and cannot be in contact, yet because they have extension, they
form a unit of size, and to say that a body is larger or smaller is in
effect only to say that it contains a greater or smaller number of Jnpu.

iv -rfi i‘6i6i-qi-i -rf; éciu-riiiv, ‘ by virtue of their peculiar characteristics ’,
i.e. of the possession of extension without distinguishable parts.

After this very careful examination of the dnrrdflara or ‘least
points’ in sensible things, Epicurus turns to its application to the
structure of the atom and maintains that the analogy is complete.
The atom too has its least parts, which themselves have only extension
and no parts, and never came together to form the atom, but have
always existed in it; for indeed apart from it they could have no
material existence at all. Having explained the character of the
sensible points so elaborately, he is content now with a brief drawing
of the parallel. The assumption of the analogy may appear arbitrary,
but it is a characteristic application of the Epicurean principle that
the :18-qlui must be explained on the analogy of phenomena.

II. dvakoyia. Giussani translates ‘ the same characteristics’, Hicks
‘follows the same analogy’, Bignone ‘such an analogy’. But the
word in Greek means ‘ proportion ’, ‘ relation ’, and 'ru.ii1'g must mean
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‘this which I have described’ in relation to the sensible mmzma.
I should then translate ‘the same proportion’ or ‘relation’ to the
whole body. So again in § 59. 2 below.

§ 59. 3. |u'x_pq-ru.i. . Gassendi’s correction is necessary: the Ktxpfifiaat
of the MSS. is merely due to Kexpfiafiat above, § 58. 12.

4. |tu.1'd. "r?|v (1-Ew) lin-afiflui iivaltoyiuv, ‘in virtue of its relation to
things here’ (i.e. perceptible things) Usener’s addition (1-c-'51») IS
necessary, and the MSS. are particularly liable to leave out one of two
consecutive articles : cf. § 47*. 3.

xarqyopfiaapev. i. e. in § 54.
|.i.u:p6v TL |i.6vov p.a.i:pd.v iufidltltowreg, Usener’s correction, ,_L(1Kpd’,I!

for pmcpév, seems necessary, but even so the form of expression is
odd. lit. ‘only as a small thing casting it (the atom) far away ’,
i.e. ‘only placing it far below perceptible things in smallness’. So
apparently Giussani who paraphrases, ‘ only that its size is very much
smaller’. Bignone takes it slightly difi"erently, ‘only removing to
a distance (pratrarre lorirano) a determined degree of smallness’,
i. e. assuming that the minimum of perceptible things repeats itself far
below in the scale as a minimum of extension, but this is putting
rather too much into p.ti<p6v rt. Hicks takes it, ‘herein we have
merely reproduced something small on a large scale’ (reading pre-
sumably pmcpév), an unnatural sense for E.-<B6.JOtov'rc<: and not what
Epicurus wants to say

5. E’-rt -re . . . 1-i’-‘iv d.op¢£-row: a development of the analogy. Just as
the sensible least points act as a unit of the measurement of the size of
concrete bodies, so do the least points act as the measurement of the
size of the atom, i e. the atoms vary in size according to the number
of -n-é’pii.-rut which they contain. Epicurus conceived the normal atom
as consisting of three or four 7I'épfl.1"t1 cf. Lucr ii. 485 ff.

There is some difficulty as to the construction of the sentence. The
older editors took -nit éitiixio--i-a ital dniyfi ~:ré'pa.-re together, in which
case we must either translate void-ficiv, ‘believe in’, which is very
improbable, or suppose that it is constructed with the participle Tapa-
Q-ice-iiiiigovra, which is again irregular Usener, perceiving this difficulty,
supposed a small lacuna after 1TtI.,t)£I.0'K€1.It;l’.€Ol/‘I'll, which would have con-
tained an infinitive such as <,~5a£'vecr9a.-. or <,-ba.vep& -yi'yveo-Qai. This is
unnecessary, if with Giussani and Bignone we take -i-Ei. . . dptyfi as
subject and -irépoxm as predicative ‘ we must regard the least indivisible
points as -n-é'pa.-m ’.

Most editors take -rim _m;i<£?iv with irépu.-i-a, placing a comma after
pqniiiv and another after irapairxevafifowa . so Bignone, who translates,
‘the extreme boundaries of extension’. This would surely require
1'05 f.L'I]KO'?!S, and I p1'Cf€I‘ I0 take Tdmv pi.1]rctT:v, ‘the SIZES Of individual
atoms ’, with -nit icii-ri1p.érp17;i.<i, placing the comma after vouifisiv.

6. dpiyfi . i.e. themselves perfectly single and ‘ unmixed’, sc. not
consisting of parts - this idea Lucretius expresses by solzda siniplmlaie,
i. Gog Von Arnim’s correction iipepfi is unnecessary

O2
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-ii-(pa.-ra.' a new word specially introduced by Epicurus to denote the
least parts of the atom, as iiia-pa above denotes the least perceptible
parts of the sensible body. The ‘least part ’ is at once the ‘ boundary ’
in that there can be nothing smaller, and the ‘unit of measurement’
an idea also contained in -ii-épas.

ii 0.01-(Cw ‘Il'pt51'wV, ‘ starting from themselves as units’ : sc. the size of
the atom depends on the number of -irépa-re which it contains. wfri-ifiv
is again a necessary emendation of Usener’s for ii.1‘IvrE-‘iv The MSS. are
divided between 11'pfl:I‘l'¢.01-' and irpiii-rov Bignone prefers the latter, con-
structing it with T2. xaranérpqaa, but -ii-pdri-aw seems more in accordance
with the general idea of the passage.

7. 1-oi: peifloori ital éltcirroo-i, ‘to larger and smaller things ’, that is,
in the first instance to the atoms and through them to the compound
bodies which they form

8. 1'f|' 5rd. Kéyou Benipfq. ilirl. 1'i’Iiv dopii-rmv, ‘in our contemplation by
thought of invisible things’. We have no direct perception of the
atom, still less of its parts, but according to the Epicurean canons we
must consider it in thought on the analogy of perceptible things. We
may remember that to Epicurus thought itself was always a process of
mental visualization, and in this we can, as it were, contemplate the
atom and COLIHE 1tS tripara.

11 ydp |totv61'i]s '|’| fnrdpxouaa . . . ouvreltioat. There is again diffi-
culty as to the constiuction and meaning of the sentence.

(I) I agree with Bignone in taking i;i.151-o'Es to be the -ii-e'pa.-i-a of the
atom, ii-p6: to be constructed after i<oi.v6-rqs, 1-Bi iip.c-r6.,8oAu. (leaving for
the moment the question of the reading) to be the E3-<pa of the sensible
body, and owvrehétrai to mean ‘ to form a conclusion ’ . ‘ for the afiinity
which the least parts of the atom have to the least perceptible parts oi
the sensible body is sufiicient to justify this conclusion ’, i.e though
the 1‘l"t’pCt1"tr. in fact differ from the ii'Ei<pti. in that they are physically
indivisible, whereas the iiicpa are capable of further physical subdivision,
yet the analogy between them as the minimum in their respective
spheres is enough to Justify the conclusion we have formed.

(2) I was formerly inclined, keeping the same idea of the con-
struction, to take o-vvi-taéo-at to refer to the arrangement of the
ii-(‘para in succession to one another in the atom, as opposed to exqu-
ciiépiya-iv which follows ‘ tlie affinity . . . is sufiicient for them to be
ranged alongside each other (Just like the o't'i<pa) to the extent we have
described (i.e. in succession without contact of parts)’. o-vv-re)t¢'tra.i.
would then be a metaphorical extension of its usual constitutional
sense, ‘ to belong to a class ' (e. g. o"uv1'c)u:'Iv sis &v3puc, Isocr. 277 B),
and the whole would form a close parallel to Lucretius’ description of
the atom in the passage corresponding to this section (i. 609-6| 2) :

sunt igitur solida primordia simplicitate
quae minimis siqbata co/iaerent partibus arte,
non ex illarum canvcnlu conciliata,
sed magis aeterna pollentia simplicitate.
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But one can go too far in attempting to get an exact parallel with
Lucretius, and I doubt this meaning for 0-w~r¢.\.£a-at.

(3) Giussani takes the clause in an entirely different way. aii-re?-; is
the atoms (he suggests that it might be better to read mi-i-rife), iwivé-i-qs
is their afiinity with perceptible bodies, -ii-p6: means ‘in respect of’, and
a-vv-mltéo-a.-. is ‘the coming together of the atoms for creation ’: ‘the
common characteristics, which the atoms have with sensible things in
respect to their smallest parts is what makes them fit for the composi-
tion, that is the creation, of things up to the point which we see’
This is surely a very unnatural sense to give both to £I'I:'1"0f.’9 (the
vrépa-re being the sub_]ect of the previous sentence), to -ii-pée, and above
all to 0-in-rei\t'o-at Giussani is, I think, carried away by a desire to find
in Epicurus a conclusion like that of Lucr. i. 628-634.

9. dperdfiolta All modern scholars before Bignone adopted
Usener’s 0bVlOIJS emendation dperdflara Cl’. § 58 1'tTiv p-erafiardiv.
Bignone, however, quotes from Sex. Empir. adv. Zlfaf/z i 118 !..t.Ot’0€t."
31‘); ital ci.o-ii-'v6c-roe xiii <i,ue1-iifloitoq, wlierc it appears to have the sense
‘ unchanging’, ‘ homogeneous ’. This is an admirable description of
the dupe, and would correspond exactly to ditty»? in l 6 There seems
therefore no reason for departing from it.

ro. au|i¢6p~qo-iv, ‘a bringing together’ (¢‘0flZ!€fl.¢’u.i‘, Lucr., Zoe. cit.)
The atoms are ‘ brought together ’ to form things, but their least parts
can never have been brought together to form the atoms, for the atom
is ex /zypotfiesz iiidivisible.

{it roilruv |tiv'r|o-iv ixdvrwv, ‘out Of the store Of first parts ELS bodies
capable of movement ’. If the ii-épa-i-a could have a separate existence,
they could have movement - and if movement they might have been
brought together, but all this is impossible The expression is loose
but not, I think, impossible for Epicurus. Brieger’s insertion of (obit)
before lfxél/'I"(.DI»' is not only unnecessary, but mistaken, as it then makes
i<i.’v-qo-iv oiw Exév-i-wv the main reason why there is not a 0-u;.u;b6pigo-is,
whereas it is only a secondary cause, derived from the primary cause,
that the -rrépara have no independent existence. More probable is
Bignone’s emendation -i-oii-(1-aw ifis)1-éiv, and indeed tbs is rather badly
needed, but I think the passage can stand as it is.

§ 60. A detailed paragraph follows dealing with an important point:
Can there be motion upwards and downwards in infinite space? The
paragraph fits in badly where it stands, and Giussani would attach it to
other sections concerning the universe (§ 42 and § 47) But it is almost
more closely connected with the motion of the atoms, which Epicurus
is about to consider. It seems best on the whole to leave it here in
parenthesis, unless one is attempting to reconstruct the whole letter.

The argument is characteristically Epicurean We cannot, says
Epicurus, predicate upward and downward motion in infinite space
with reference to a highest and lowest point, an absolute top and
bottom, for such do not of course exist, but we can with reference to
ourselves or to any point in space of which we choose to think The
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motion from our feet to our head, however prolonged, is to us
motion upwards and the opposite motion downwards. From a
mathematical point of view of infinity this is, of course, as Brieger
says, inept: excagfiatum, but, as Giussani points out (i, p. 169), the
contradiction is inherent in the conception of space itself, at once
infinite and relative. Moreover, the conclusion is reached in strict
accordance with the Epicurean canons. We are bound to ask our-
selves if ¢il.'e61,-a-is provides any evidence on the point, and the answer
is that it does we know what we mean by motion upward and
downward in reference to ourselves, and we have only to prolong
such motion to infinity, and we then have the conception we need.

1. ltd-I. pip» . . . ’F| rid.-rm. A sentence of some difliculty. I take
it to mean literally, ‘moreover in the infinite we must not speak of
the “ up ” and the “ down " as though (measured by) the highest or a
lowest’. 1-£5 dvm -P; mt-rm is, I think, ‘up or down ’ in anticipation of
the idea of the motion of the atoms, which is to follow in the new
section: if so, we must read dim:-i-ti-rip. . . i<a'i-mi-tinp with Usener
Giussani and Bignone who take -i-i‘;;~ évw . . . xdrrto as ‘the high’ and
‘the low ’, making it a merely special reference without consideration of
motion, keep the MS. rim-.-i.iE-i-w . . . K£l"l"'¢t)Td.’T-£1), ‘we must not speak
of high or low as of a highest or lowest ’. Neither the sense nor the
reference seem to me so probable.

The MSS. are divided between dvwrcirm xiii aaroircirtu and civturcirtu
-F) icarwrci-mi: the parallel of iiivm i‘; miii-ta below seems to decide for 15
After Kern-yopeiv Usener marks a lacuna, which presumably would
contain something like -n)v diopiw etc. But it is unnecessary he is
here thinking simply of the directions ‘ up ’ and ‘down ’, and the ques-
tion of motion arises later.

2. eig pév-rot . . . 1'“i.’Ev. With Bignone I regard this clause as a
parenthesis strengthening the previous sentence The general sense
is, ‘ indeed, even if we were to prolong to infinity the line passing above
our heads, we shall never reach the top (iioi the bottom, if we prolong
the line passing below our feet)’. 1-013-ro is then -i-6 d.VOJ"l'd.1"ti).

There is, however, difficulty in the text after sis ti-ii-eipov The MSS
read 5.-yeiv 51» (or 5v). Palaeographically one would suppose this stood
for 5.-yew (av .r.rcr,), i e. the correction of the infinitive into the neuter
participle : but I cannot see any sense to be derived from this . Usener
would read rtivov for dryciv 5v, which I cannot construe. Hicks (in
Stozcs and Epzt-urearis, presumably translating Usener’s text) says,
‘ Still a liiie may be drawn vertically upward and stretch to infinity
from the point, wherever it is, where we stand, and we must not say
that this distinction of up and down will never be found in it’. This
is good sense, but can hardly be extracted from the text Bignone
would read Er’-yciv (von?-0-t, 5:’;"-)t)ov, ‘ even if we imagine ourselves proceed-
ing to infinity above our head . . . it is manifest that we shall never
find this extreme limit’, but the insertion is too large. Giussani
suggests a,/av f_€E)6i, ‘if it were possible to go on’; this seems to me
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far more probable, but I suggest (év)6v as more likely to have produced
the MS. text.

4. fi 1-6 i‘i1i-oint-i-u . . . -ii-pee -is at-rs. The construction runs on
grammatically from on Se? mi-i-qyopeiv after the parenthesis, and 1*} takes
the place of the expected Sé corresponding to the pitv tiviii-i-ti-i-qi. ‘ While
we cannot postulate a top and bottom in infinite space, we must not
either say that that which stretches downwards to infinity below the
point thought of can be at once up and down in reference to the same
thing ’, i e. though ‘ up ’ and ‘ down ’ cannot be used in reference to
a top or bottom, they can with reference to a point selected in space .
in other words, the terms are not absolutely true, but they have a rela-
tive truth As in the p8.l‘CI"lth€Sls, there is an implication, and the same
is assumed with regard to the line upwards

R. D Hicks (Clair. Riv xxxvii, p I08) has a different view of the
whole sentence. He retains to-,i.tev and 6’.-yew dv, takes 1-0131-o,‘tliis point or
region ’, as the subject Of <,bo.vc'Eo'@i1t,£1l1(l places -F’; rd ‘l’.’)11'OK(.i’.1'(itl 1-oi’) vo'qt9e'v1'os
sis cirreipov in a parenthesis ‘ As to the space overhead, however, if it
be possible to draw a line to infinity from the point where we stand, we
know that never will this space-—or, for that matter, the space below
the supposed standpoint if produced to infinity--appear to US to be at
the same time “ up ” and “ down ” vi ith reference to the same point, for
this is inconceivable ’. This is an ingenious interpretation and requires
careful consideration it certainly gets over the somewhat awkward
want of parallelism beta een the two clauses

6. ('30-re €tr1'i piav ltafleiv ipopdv . . . S0 far he has spoken of direc-
tion he now pi oceeds to what, in its effects on the general theory, is
the more important question of motion. ‘We may then in this con-
ventional sense say that there is a motion upwards and a motion
downwards in respect to us

7. Ev ital. pupiditis . . . even though there are thousands of worlds
above and below us to whom this same motion passes from us. But
the clause is not very satisfactory, because if motion upwards from us
went on arriving at the feet of persons in worlds above us it would
still be motion upwards to them too, and similarly with motion down-
wards our ideas would be confirmed. I strongly suspect that ii-pos
-roiis 1r68o.s and iii-I 1"i)v im-;.'>o.)wjv ought to l)E2 interchanged We then
get very good sense: it is still motion upwards to us, even though
persons in many other worlds are, iii our view, upside down, so that
to them it appears to be motion downwards. The two expressions
might easily have been reversed by a scribe who did not properly
understand the argument

9 (its) again seems a necessary addition
Io. 1‘| yap i’:-lt-r| ¢>op£i . . .' a summing up - for in any case, whether

you call them up and down or not, the two motions are diametrically
opposed to one another. Of course once more, not a mathematical
statement but a conclusion based on experience.
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C. Marian: 9/ if/lie atoms.
The two following sections together with portions of §§ 46, 47,

which should be placed here, constitute an account of the motions of
the atoms and their relation to the motion of compound bodies. The
sub]ect is very difficult, but both the general ideas and the phraseologi
have been very brilliantly elucidated by Giussani in his essay Cznetzca
Epzcurea (Lucr , vol. i, pp. 97-124).

It will perhaps be well to begin by an attempt to state the main
ideas The free atoms in the ioid are borne downwards by their own
weight at an incredible speed (tiita vm§p.a.-rt) All move at an equal
rate, differeiices of weight making no difference of speed in a vacuum
for retardation is only due to the opposition of external bodies or, as
we shall see, to internal iibration (<ii»1-uco-ri-1}), which cannot occur in
the individual atoms But owing in origin to the rrapéyidtw-is or spon-
taneous swerve of the atoms (iihicli strangely enough is omitted in
the letter, though it was an all-important point in the system and is
treated at length by Lucretius ii 216-293), the atoms collide. Then
either they rebound in any direction, even upv.-aids, and continue their
movement at precisely the same speed but in a new direction, or they
unite to foim a compound body But even in the compound their
motion does not cease or slackcii COI"1lll'1l1dll_} moving, meeting, and
clashing, and starting off again at the same atomic speed, they keep
the body in a constant state of internal Hl)l‘3.l10l‘i. \Vhen the body is
at rest, this means that the sum total of internal movements balances
and produces an equilibrium when the body moves, for instance, as
the result of an external lilow, this means that to all the atoms 1S com-
municated over and above their natural motions a tendency towards
movement in a certain diiection Yet even so their tiny t1'3.]t‘3CtS in all
directions continue and act now as a ietardation (rim-iiio-ri-ii) of the
compound body These main notions are refined by certain subtleties
of thought, as Epicurus proceeds, but iiith them in mind, we can con-
sider the passage

§ 61. 2. eim|>épmv-rat. The compound verb is undoubtedly difficult,
and both Brieger and Giussani have noticed that one would expect
the simple qbépwv-i-at. The MSS hoviever, in spite of variations, all
point to the compound, and it should probably be regarded, with
Giussani, as plClZl.lI'6‘-(1118. Epicurus is thinking of the atoms plunging
on into the void before the eyes of an imaginary spectator. It is
consistent with his invariable conception of thought as visualization
It is unnecessary to follow Brieger in reading sis‘ (Eva. 'l'67!'0P)(}l>zpwV1'G.L-

pqfievos lil.P1‘l.l\'.6"l'l‘TOVTO§ the Epicurean lClEE|. of iivrtxorrvj must be
carefully thought out and applied in each case, where it occurs. Its
primary notion is of course the clash of atom with atom In the case
of the individual atom the sole cause of retardation is the collision with
other atoms, nor indeed can any one collision do more than momen-
tarily check its course before it starts off in a new direction. But
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a series of such collisions may by constantly diverting its course in
tliflerent directions, delay its advance in the original (l1I'ECL10I1‘ such,
for instance, would be the case, if the atom was moving not through
the void, but through air In the case of the compound body, how-
ever, the collision of the atoms which compose it translates itself into
an internal vibration, which is a cause of delay and the slackening of
speed. It is in this lattei sense that tivrticomj becomes a technical
term of Epicurean phraseology. Giussani wishes to interpret it in
this technical sense all through, and even to take tin-av-r§ below in the
same sense so here, ‘when the atoms are moving through the void,
without internal vibration’ (which the atom cannot have, because it
has not separable parts, §§ 58, 59). But this is suiely mistaken here
and leads to great difficulties in the next sentence. we must interpret
the idea of rivriiiévi-reiv according to its context as (I) external collision,
(2) internal vibration, remembering of course that the latter is only the
former looked at from the point of view of the compound body
(Giussani is too apt to think of them as distinct things). Here, as
Epicurus is speaking of the individual atoms, it is external collision
alone. Bignone (Appendix, p 226) strongly supports this view.

051: yap 1-6. Btipéo. . . Epicurus now supports his previous state-
ment about the atoms with a wider statement about bodies in general
(1-a ,8cipé'e. neut.), but he is still thinking of external collision. the
technical notion of iiiw-rim-ii-ii does not appear till later The idea here
then is quite simple. ‘you might think that owing to their weight
heavier bodies move faster than light . but provided the latter
meet with no external collisions to deflect and delay them, this is not
the case‘ the reason why, e.g. iie see light bodies falling more
slowly, is because the air offers to them a more successful resistance ‘
The idea is exactly parallel to Lucr ii. 230-242. Giussani wishes to
take even tiri-aw-§ here of internal vibratioii—-a manifest impossibility
The interpretation would be greatly simplified all through if we could
take -is Bapéa, &c., merely of the atoms, but coming immediately aftei
-riis afausvi the neuter must be intended to have a wider application.

3. -re. Bcipéu. . . . -rtiiv |iuipi'-‘iv ital xodiiiuv. The antithesis is incom-
plete. Usener may well be right in suggesting -i-E1. (tie-yu')ta ital) /3a.pée.
this is better than Gassendfs excision of piepév mi’

4. i'i1'cw ye . . . . an emphatic limitation, ‘ provided, that is, that . . .’
uai-i'o'ig . so 1-oils p.u<poi's
oil’-re -rd |.|.l.ltpd- . . . d.v-n.i<61rr[|. It might be held by others that small

bodies would naturally move faster than large bodies, because they
meet with less opposition. Bignone points out that Epicurus is
thinking not merely of the natural downward motion of the atoms,
but also of the motion sideways and even upwards owing to blows, and
as regards upward motion it might well be supposed that the small
would move faster thiin the great. But this too, says Epicurus, is a
mistake, provided always there is no collision of atom with atom:
motion in all directions is at the uniform maximum speed. Usener’s
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insertion of Bpa-.315-repov after Ta yimpai is due to misunderstanding
and produces a mere tautology: both Giussani and Bignone con-
demn it.

5. ‘l'l'(i~l'Tl1 -iriipov inip.|i.:-rpov Zxovru : the expression has already
occurred in § 47 it with reference to the motion of the ¢Z8t.i)\.ri. I take
it to mean here as there ‘ having their whole course uniform ’, i.e. they
are always moving at the same rate and in the same direction, pro-
vided that there is no collision. Bignone takes it to mean only
‘having their whole course in the same direction ’, but 1 think that
the idea of uniform speed is also implied. Giussani here, as in §47 I,
with the idea of the internal tiv-rti<mi-1-j in his mind, translates ‘ having a
symmetrical course of all their parts ’, i.e. having all their component
parts moving in the same direction so that there is no internal iii»-riiiomf.
Apart from the strain thus put upon miv-re, such a conception is only
applicable to the atom, which has no separable parts, whereas here
Epicurus’ idea is intended to have a wider application.

Giussani's emendation éxiiv-rt-iv for Exov-re. is tempting, as it would
be more natural that Epicurus should apply this notion to the heavy
bodies, as a reason why they should not be slower than the lighter
bodies, but the notion is true of either, and it is best not to disturb
the reading of all the MSS.

|n]3E éxeivois sir‘ 1'01‘; y.te'ya'.)toti; as opposed to aiirois above.
6. oi‘l'B°1‘) five . . . Though the expression is still general in form

Epicurus is thinking mainly now of the motion of the atoms in the
void. They can move eithei sideways or even upwards owing to the
blows received in collision with other atoms, but motion in these
directions is still exactly equal in speed to that of their original motion
downwards owing to their oiin weight the blow deflects but does not
diminish the pace—a very important point in the Epicurean cinetics.

The clause is loosely appended and we must carry on the general
notion, ‘quicker ’. Usener would supply |9ci1-raw ii Bpadvrépa, but this
is not necessary either notion is sufficient for the general idea.

7. lib‘ 61r6o'ev yap . . The summary of the preceding propositions
Once started in any given direction the atom will continue to move
in that direction at absolute speed until it is again deflected either by
a new blow or by its own natural tendency to move downwards, which
now counteracts the effect of the blow. In effect these two counter-
actions would work differently - a new collision vi ill stait an immediate
change of direction, whereas the tendency to move downwards would
assert itself gradually and cause a gradual deflexion.

8. no.1-iex-5, ‘ holds out’, ‘ prevails ’
Iiurrépoi. ail-rciiv. The MSS. have éica-i-épwv, for which Usener proposed

émzircpov in the sense ‘ either of the two kinds of motion ’, and modern
editors have followed him. But can Eitci-rcpov have this sense? If it
is retained, it must surely mean ‘ either the heavy or the light body’,
referring back to the opening clauses. I suggest Eire-ré'pti iiiiré‘.-v in the
sense which Usener postulates.
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Epu. vo1'"Lu1'i., ‘quick as thought’, Epicurus’ regular expression for
the immeasurably swift motion of the unimpeded atom. Remember
that thought was to him an atomic motion and the swiftest of all
motions.

9. due (iv -rt) dv-i-ix6i|q| a necessary insertion of Usener’s: i;'i'v 1!‘-I.
would naturally fall out by ‘ haplography ’ before Cl'.lf1'-l.!t'(;\l/‘n.

P| Zguflev it in -roii t8Eou Bdpous. A new point : the atom moving along
at absolute speed in any direction may be checked or deflected
suddenly by a collision or gradually tend to its natural downward
motion as the force of the blow is exhausted -3‘; Gilt roi} i6i'.-av Btipeiie is
used rather loosely with dwieéitm, for it is not of course strictly a case
of iii»-riicmi-rj, but 15 é'.Eiii6ev leads up to it.

io. 11-pee 1-l|v -refi 11-l'u‘|§civ-roe Sevapiv, which Usener excludes as a gloss,
is essential to the sense- the original downward motion asserts itself
‘against the force of the blow ’. Bignone (Appendix, p 228) would
read -rip» (Ex) -rm’) vrltiffawoq, pointing out that it is not strictly the force
of the atom which delivered the blow that is in question, but the
force of the blow received from it. He may be right, but the com-
paratively loose expression of the text is intelligible

§ 46 b. I. ital. |.1.'l|v Kai . . . opoimpa lkapfidvet. Witll some hesitation
I follow Giussani in inserting here the last two sentences of §. 46
(see notes on § 46 E) They cannot be in place there for (a) together
with the opening section of § 47 they interrupt a close consecutive
argument, (6) the question of the rate of movement of the e’t'3iii)tu. is not
raised till later § 47 56:1» Kai. 'rci_)(17 dmnrépflhnra Exist . . . On the other
hand, they refer more naturally to the pace of the atoms and, like the
beginning of § 47, may have been inserted there to explain the general
notion of atomic movement as a preliminary to the description of the
movement of the ei'8<ii)ti:i. Here they are very much in point

Epicurus proceeds then to a new point: the atoms, he has said, all
move at an equal pace : he now passes to the question, What is that
pace? It is true that he has to some extent anticipated the answer in
the Vt'Ol'ClS-d'.;.ta I-io-ifptcirri 1'17)!» gbopdtv o-Xr,io-ct above, but that 15 vague and
general, and this is a careful and reasoned statement. The atoms
moving uninterruptedly through the void can cover any comprehen-
sible distance in an inconceivably short time: in fact, the speed of the
atoms may be described with Giussani as ‘absolute speed’.

Kurd. pnscpiuv. .Yivop.£v1'|, ‘If It takes place Without 3. meeting of
things which might collide ’. As we have seen, such collision cannot
diminish the speed of atomic motion, but only momentarily check it
and deflect its direction. But it can therefore prevent its covering
it certain ;.i~?;i<o-;, i.e. the distance between two points in a certain time .
if starting from a it only ultimately reaches é after a series of
defiexions, it takes a longer time for the whole transit than if it passes
uninterruptedly through the void.

2. t‘tv-rixoi|:6v1-uiv. The MSS. have iivrixoi!/aiwwv, which seems impos-
sible. Usener emends to the future, Giussani more violently proposes
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dwurmr-riiv-i-wv: the future will surely stand as ii.-n-6.'v-riio-iv does not
strictly mean the clash but a ‘ coming to meet’.

inipiliiiir-rév, ‘ comprehensible as a unit marked off from other periods
of time’. Cf. §§ 4o, 42, 56 for use of this and kindred forms.

3. Bpiiboug yap ital. Tdxou: . . . 1 6. the deflexion Of the atom from
one direction to another has the appearance of greater slowness of
movement in its transit from one point to another . we think it has
taken longer to pass from iz to J1 (see note on 1. 1). But of course
Epicurus has also in his mind here the compound body, to which he
is leading up there the internal collisions of the component atoms
produce the appearance of greater slowness of movement of the whole
compound body Some MSS. have ,l5’pe.8i5-n;-roii, but Bpiiffievs goes
more naturally with TCJEXUUG

§ 62. Another very difficult paragraph, in which most editors seem
to me to have gone strangely wrong. with three small alterations
(9ti.'1'1'mv for 65.-r'rov (2), 1-on €)tri.xi.o"1'ov for 'rt'3v €}.a)(i.'o~i-mv (4), and dwi-
i-cd'rr1'o1.io'i.v fO1‘ tivrtirrirrrmo-iv the ll/IS. reading seems to mt’: t0 make
perfect sense, ivliich the editors, mainly owing to preconceived notions,
have missed

Epicurus passes now From the motion of the free atoms in the void,
to the motion of atoms in compounds, where the individual atoms are
of course still moving in void, for even in the most compact bodies
there is a Sirio-1-r;iu;i of void between atom and atom. Now here, ]l1St
as in the case of the free atoms, hasty considerations might lead to the
conclusion that some atoms move faster than others Take the case
of two compound bodies A and B moving in the same direction, of
which A is moving at twice the pace of B. even if we narrow our
observation to the least period of time which is continuous (ml. i=cti.1'd.'iI'dv
i)tr:ixi.o"i'ov o'vvc;(1'§ Xpdvov), A still covers twice the distance that B covers
We 3.113 mcliilfid then t0 Intel‘ (wpoodofrfgcofiat) that the 2l.l.OIl'1S whiCt‘1
compose A are moving twice as fast as those which compose B. But
now let us try to pass beyond the region of sense-perception to what
we might call ‘atomic’ time (note that the whole idea is exactly
parallel to the notion of the ii-épa-re. in the question of size, §§ 57, 58)‘
take an instant of time, such as we can only conceive in thought
(A6719 Gempirrov xpdl/OP), a (.'lll~1SlOl'1 of time so small that it cannot be
called continuous at all Our inference from observation might again
lead us to think that the atoms of A were moving at twice the speed
of those of B. Biit let us now try the test of the mental vision
(£1:-i,8o)tv‘g -1-F}; 8.-.rivoi"a.;) which ‘HE have obtained from our conception of
the movements of the free atoms in the void. We see now at once
that our inference was wrong. For we must think of the construction
of the body, of atoms still, as we have seen, moving in void, but
restricted by their collisions with one another. In this instant of time
then, the individual atoms of both bodies are all moving at an equal
rate, colliding and clashing momentarily, and striking off on their new
little lI‘£1_]€ClIS in all directions. What then is the atomic ditference
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between the bodies A and B which causes the difference in the speed
of motion of the aggregate body? It is simply that in A more atoms
are moving in the direction of the whole body than in B: in B there is
more til/"'|'l.K01I"1§, it is more retarded by adverse atomic motion and
therefore as a whole body moves slower. Indeed 1t is this iiv-riitoirrj
alone which renders the motion of bodies perceptible to us (im-<3 rijv
a.i'a-fiiqcrtv -rd orvvcxis Tfis diopiis -yifyi/e-rat) the atomic motion is far too
fast for us to perceive : the union of atoms in compounds retards the
motion by iii»-1-tire-rt-if till at last, when the compounds arc large enough,
the motion is slow enough for us to perceive it. Once again the idea
1S exactly parallel to the notion of size, and the whole is wonderfully
clearly brought out by Lucretius in his illustration from the motes in
the sunbeam (ii. ii4—i:4r, but especially 132-141)

[The editors and commentators have curiously misunderstood the
passage.

(1) Usener, not seeing the force of pqdvjowai, inserts (mi) before
tilotrrwv, reads -T3 p.-P] €ql>' Eva, and excises i-.0.-rd. roiis Ptd-yap tileeipiyroiis xpdvovs
as a gloss. How he understands the clause from 1-ti} Edi’ Eva . . . -F; pi‘;
Eqlf Eve I, like Giussani, fail to perceive. Hicks, who apparently
follows Usener, except that he keeps xctrd. -roiis Ptéyqi Geuipq-i-oils xpdvovs
(and P reads oil 6'5.-i-rev qtiopqd-ij'o-e-i-at), translates ‘Moreover, of the
atoins in composite bodies, one vtill not travel faster than another,
since all have equal telotity, and this whether vie consider (1-Q3 I) the
motion of the atoms in an aggregate in one direction during sensible
and continuous time or their motions in diffeient diiections in times so
short as to be appiehended only by the reason’. Apart from giarn-
matical diflictilties, I take this statement to be quite untrue: the
‘ motion of atoms in an aggregate iii one diiection during sensible and
continuous time ’ 2.5‘ faster in some cases than others . see above.

(2) Brieger rightly keeps t95.1-rev without mi», reads qlm-p1;61§o-ei-at, and
then proceeds to insert and suppose lacunae in his usual wild manner,
with the general idea that the atom which makes a number of tl3._]€CtS
in all directions moves slower than the atom which goes straight iii
one direction (cf. § 47). This idea seems to me quite inapplicable
and inappropriate here.

(3) Giussani, to whom I owe a gieat deal for the explanation of the
general meaning of the passage, has been misled by not observing the
force Off:|1]61iU‘€1'flL. He therefore accepts Usener’s oi», understands ‘ you
cannot say even in compounds that one atom is faster than another’.
and then, being driven to take the 1-Q3 .-ii,-if Eva clause as giving a reason,
not for the apparent difference of pace, but for its real equality, emends
cl pt-ij to cl-re. inf and invents a quite gratuitous idea that at the first
moment of the starting of a compound body after a blow for a very
brief continuous period the atoms do all move in one direction, and
then d.in-tiromj sets in-—an idea surely quite foreign, as Giussani himself
seems to feel, to the ‘whole Epicurean cinetics.

(4) Bignone, who agrees very closely with me in the general sense
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of the passage and has in his Appendix ably expounded the Epictirean
conceptions of the minimum of time and the minimum of space, which
correspond with the notion of the nimimae perm, like Giussani, takes
the clause Ti?) 15¢’ Eva . . . o-uvfi xpdvow as an explanation of io'o1*aXrTiv :
‘ they are equal in speed because they move in only one direction and
in the least continuous time of their motion ’. But this implies ‘each '
as the subject, takes ital -rs» iltcixtcrrov avvcxfi xpcivov in an unnatural
sense, and destroys the parallelism of rt?» £45’ 2'-we rdrrov . . . Gi. _u.i?;
i ' 3'1/0..
¢2. Biiil-now, the reading of f, must, I think, be accepted for filfi.-i~rov of

the MSS. The latter could only be kept if we supposed that qliépeo-t9a.i
had dropped out (or must be ‘ understood ') after j;'n;6i§o-erai. I have
shown above that there is no need to insert oil before it.

|$q6-ficrrrui, ‘ it will be said to be ', though as a matter of fact it is not.
The inference from our experience of compound bodies would be
exactly on a par with the supposition dealt with above that heavier
atoms will move faster downwards than lighter ones.

3. temexa» at-rrfliv by itself, ‘though in fact they are all equal in
speed ’.

1-6,5 . . . xpdvov then gives the reason of this false assumption. The
atoms in compound bodies are perceived in any continuous period of
time, even the shortest (retain mt’), to move as an aggregate in one
direction. But it is wrong to infer from this that each individual atom
is during that time moving onfy in this direction at the speed of the
aggregate body.

5. ei p.-l| . . . -yiv-q-rat is really Epicurus’ reply to the false Ob_]BClllOl'J,
though in form he appends it rather oddly as an exception to the
theory he is contradicting.

dltlid. -iruitvov dvrtndirrouotv . . . : again the statement of the fact: ‘ but
in truth they are constantly ]OSlZl1I1g‘ and by their collisions gradually
retard the motion of the whole until it becomes perceptible to us’.
See above.

6. Ems ttv . . . -yiv-r|1-at‘ cf. Lucr. ii. 138-i 39:

sic a principiis ascendit motus et exit
paulatim nostros ad sensus.

7. -re yap npoahoialdnemv . . . We see compound bodies moving at
different rates in continuous perceptible periods, and we infer that the
atoms which compose them are doing the same even in the ideal
mmima of time. But this is not the case. In matters of perception
we must trust ale-flnois, but in matters beyond its ken we must not
make hasty inferences by analogy, but think out by an act of appre-
hension what the truth is. For the general idea of the it-poa8o&tZ6~
iicvov see §§ 50, 5!.

9. 8-ii-I 1-or miotiruv, ‘in the matters under discussion ', i.e. matters
concerning the character and behaviour of imperceptible atoms.

IO. 1-ml. 1-6 ye Bewpoiipevov. . . . a return on the first principles of
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inquiry. In dealing with phenomena ui'<r9-rpm: will give us the truth,
but with regard to i18~/;Jt.¢i. it cannot.

iii-at . . . ifit-qflés Go-i-iv. See Appendix on éirtfioit.-P; -i-fie Stavoias,
pp. 259 ff It is this passage which primarily demands the eittension of
the meaning of this difficult phrase beyond the immediate apprehension
by the mind of images too subtle to be perceived by the senses : for that
clearly cannot be his meaning here. I have argued in the Appendix
that the meaning here is to be found in the parallelism of the sentence -
-:6 fiewpoénwov is what Epicurus elsewhere (§ 56) calls -rs é-.irtB)u7-rtmiis
Aepfiavéptcvov rot‘: ate-6m-i7pEots~——the result of observation on the part of
the senses as opposed to passive sensation : so -.-6 mi.-r' in-i}3‘i:i}\i‘gv hep.-
Bcwdpevov is the image apprehended as arising from a scientific deduc-
tion, each step of which has been referred to the test of the aio-Gijo-etc
to make sure that ihere is no civ1-ipiitpa-ijp-qo-ts. W'e have a passive
sensation of a moiing body by observation we see that each of its
perceptible parts is moving in the same direction as the whole . 36$-:1.
by combining images applies this idea at random to the atomic parts
but the mind apprehends true images of atoms in motion, which is
derived from a chain of concepts—-the atoms, their collisions, their
resultant vibratory motion in all directions—-each of which has been
scientifically tested the conclusion of £1;-i,8o)ti‘;i -rt}: Stavoéac is there-
fore true.

§ 47 "’. I ob p.i‘|v 065' Etna . 1 have herewith more confidence followed
Giussani in inserting this section from § 47. It could only with the
greatest difficulty be forced into significance, where it stands, in con-
nexion with the theory of ‘idols ’, whereas here it follows on quite
naturally with the preceding account of the movement of atoms. It is
in fact a precaution against a misunderstanding of the theory just
stated, and has been brilliantly expounded in most of its details by
Giussani (pp. i4—r1S). The motion of the whole body is, it has been
said, the sum of the motions of its component atoms ' but these
motions are an infinite seiies of tiny trajects in all directions : it might
then be supposed that the whole body peiforms this entire series of
motions, and arrives at the end of its Journey after having followed
a devious course in all directions. buch an idea is really incon-
ceivable, and would moreover be a direct contradiction of ale-Bmrt:
for in that case the whole body will have come from any possible spot
in any direction from which one of its atoms started and not from the
place from which we saw it start The Ob]¢CltOI1 is put in a very exag-
gerated form, but it is not d1ffiC11l.t to see the thought underlying it : if
the motion of the compound body is only the sum of the motions of its
component atoms, are not those imperceptible motions alone real and
is not the motion of the compound a delusion? Epicurus replies with
an emphatic negative. The motion of the compound is a reality,
determined by the rim-uroirrj of the component atoms' or, if we may
translate it more literally, the motion of the compound is the sensible
likeness (Gite.-.ov) of the sum of the component motions. As separate
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identities the atoms perform their tiny trajects at infinite speed, but as
parts of the new unity (d.l9pow'p.o., or conczlmm, as Lucretius calls it)
they combine to perform a new motion. The compound is more
than an aggregate, it is an entity: its motion is more than the sum of
motions : it is a new reality.

Thus both the motions of the compound, sensible, continuous,
taking place in perceptible time, and the motions of the atoms,
imperceptible, constantly broken, occurring in time perceptible only
in thought, are alike realities. E-ii-cl. rd ye 6ctupoi.i,u.tvov iiriiiv -T7 mar’
irrtflokiyv )Lfl.}l-BlIl.V6p.€l'0V rfj 3u:i.vot'g. iikqdés €o"rtv 62 fin The idea
is the very foundation of the Epicurean physics' both the sensible
world and the imperceptible world comprehended by thought are real
and true. Again, we have exact parallels in the theory of the secon-
dary qualities the atoms, for instance, are colourless, but by their
different shapes and collocations they produce colour in the compound
body: and that colour is no delusion but a reality. This is the
natural conclusion of the section on atomic motion, and I have little
doubt that Giussani’s transposition and general explanation of this
passage are right, though I differ from him at one point

055' (oififié) is the ieading of the MSS. and may be kept: this idea
or criticism is no more to be accepted than the fallacy with which he
has dealt in § 62. Both Usener and Giussani alter it to oil?’ to cor-
respond to the oilre which they insert after Kill. 1-oih-0 below. Bignone,
who keeps this passage in its original place, can find no reference
for 068’ and reads oiiifinyi-3 for 068% iii',u.a. The MS. oifi3é is indeed
a small but strong argument for the transposition.

2. uni. 1-6 ¢|>£p6|.|.EVOV cope. It is impossible to make sense of the
MS. Korrd. 1-6 ¢cp6_ao/av, and .-mt’ and irci.-rdl are frequently confused in
these MSS.(e g. §38). Bignone, supposing the passage to have special
reference IO the 1110111011 Of the ciidwla, reads Kai. 'rd.-irotpepdptaiov.

i!1rl. -robs wheioug 'i-<5-trove‘ st" the several places which each of the
component atoms ‘reaches in its trajects.

3. Usener, followed by Giussani, confines the parenthesis to the
words d3.-.iiv6i7-i-or yap mil. -roiii-o . in that case it is necessary to insert
a negative in the following clause, which must be oi-re to correspond
with the ofire which they read in l. 1. Usener reads 06¢’ iiqfitxvoiipcvov
(supposing (TU? a corruption, vihich is improbable), Giussani oi’-*r¢
evvaditxvofipevov, keeping the significant compound to express the
motion of the whole body together ‘with its component atoms
Giussani then explains the sentence by a very subtle and improbable
idea : he points out that all the atoms composing a compound must,
before they entered the compound, have travelled in their course to fai
distant parts of space: the theory then which would identify the
motion of the whole body with those of its atoms must suppose tliat
with them it has arrived from all these distant parts of space and not
from the spot from which we have watched its motion. He compares
especially Lucretius’ description of the formation of lightning,
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vi. 340-345. But such an idea is very fai--fetched and, as Bignone
points out, there could be no reason to identify the motion of the
body with those of its atoms bif/Eire .i'/zqy entered 1'/ze compound.

Bignone’s own solution is far more satisfactory, and I have followed
it without hesitation: he continues the parenthesis to Ea-re.-. ii'i<;6ta-r¢E-
'lLCI-'01’, and keeps the MS. text without the insertion of a negative. The
clause then is an additional reason for rejecting the theory Just
enunciated : it is unthinkable, and moreover it involves the supposition
that the compound might arrive not from vihere we saw it start, but
from any spot in any direction, as it would if in devious course it
followed the various trajects of its component atoms.

4. 390» 51'|1i-odev ‘mi drrrcipou goes then with o'uva<f>tirvoii;.i.cvov.
6. dv-rtito1rf|' yep 3|.i.oi.ov €cr'ru.t the motion of the whole body is the

outward appearance (aastsaa § 46 b 4) of the various internal motions
of its component atoms.

péxpt 1-oaoiii-ou. Giussani, with his thoughts very much on the
Lucretian account of the formation of the fulmen, takes this to mean
‘ up to the moment of departure ', i.e. of the formation of the com-
pound and the start of the compound motion up till that moment
the motion of the free atoms was 015:: tiv-rtito-rr-rtiv. But it is very hard
to extract this meaning from the context (1-013-rov, the reading of BG,
would make it easier), and it is surely inconsistent, for Epicurus is
apparently thinking ]ust as much of compound bodies formed long
ago and at rest before the moment of departure, when it could not be
said that ‘the speed of the motion was oifm tiVTl.KO7T1'6V'. The natural
meaning to be extracted from the context is "fLéxPL -i-of} aI<rt9i7-ref»
xpdvov", and that I believe to be what Epicurus intends. In the
xp-6110!. )t6q/tip Bceipvyi-at’ the motion is the independent motion of the
individual atoms at atomic speed, oils dvrticorrrdv, but the moment we
arrive at a xpdvos aiadirrés we have the motion of the compound, the
outward expression of the iivrmo-rnfi.

7. dv-riiuiii-rev : Usener corrected the M S. reading to (l.P'I"LK671"I'OV, but
the active participle will not make sense, and I prefer to read civrtxorrrov :
‘ the speed of its motion is not liable to retardation by collision '.

xpfiatpov 8-F] . . . 1-6 cr-i-otxeiev. Giussani demurs to transporting
this clause with the rest of the passage on the ground that it sounds
odd at the close of a section, and would be more natural in intro-
ducing a new section But we may compare the parallel phrase at
the close of the discussion of the nature of vision, § 52 I Kai. -rail-i-igv oifiv
vqhddpa ‘ye dc: Ti}? adfav xaréxetv.

V. THE SoUL, ITS NATURF AND Acriviriss.

The next main section of the letter (§§ 63-68) deals with the nature
of the soul, or vital principle (ii/vxij). The main points in Epicurus’
theory are (1) that it is material in character, a corporeal existence

IUTI P
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(o't'i5|-1.0.), constructed like other material existences of atoms in composi-
tion; (z) that the component atoms are extremely subtle in nature;
(3) that the soul particles are most like those of wind and heat, which
he also conceives as material substances , (4) that added to these two
elements is a third unnameable substance, far finer in structure than
either ofthem ; (5) that the soul is distributed over the body and is by
it preserved from destruction, and in turn communicates sensation to
the body; (6) that at the dissolution of the body the soul is dissolved
too and perishes. '

All this is in harmony with the general Epicurean account of the
soul, but it is put very summarily, and when compared with other
Epicurean sources would seem to have some omissions. Ln particular
there are tv.o notable divergencies from the account given by Lucretius
in Book III.

(1) To the elements Of breath or wind (venfus) and heat (valor,
vapor) Lucretius adds the third element of air or mist (arr) (iii. 233).
This account is supported by other Epicurean sources, e.g. Plut adv.
Colofm 20 (Usener 314) Ex -rtvos 9ep,uo5 xiii 'II‘l'¢Uf.LG.'I'l.K0a Kai ciepaidovs
and Aeli. IV. 3 (Usener 315) icpiipict Ex 1'e'rra'1pwv, iii: rrotofi -ii-vpdidovs, liK
1roi.oi'i riteptiidovs, in vi-oioi} 1i-vev,u.u.-ri.i<oii, ix -rerciprov rtvos tixarovoptdorov.
Giussani (vol i, pp. 184 ff ) has ingeniously explained that by this means
the idea was obtained of atmosphere in three different temperatures, hot
air (fiepiiév), air at normal temperature (iiifip), and cold air (miefiaa).
There IS no reason to suppose a discrepancy on this point between
Epicurus and his disciples, but we must regard the present passage as
a rough statement, elsewhere elaborated. The ‘ unnameable ’ element
thus becomes iii Lucretius the quarfa rzatura (iii. 241).

(2) Lucretius distinguishes (iii. 94-I35) between the amma, the
vital principle, distributed, as Epicurus says here, all over the body
and thus the origin of sensation, and the animus, the mind, an aggre-
gate of pure soul atoms situated in the breast. This distinction had
already been made by Democritus, and is vouched for not only by the
scholium on § 67, but by Aetius iv. 4 (Usener 312) and Plut. adv.
Colotm 20 (Usener 314). It is indeed a fundamental idea in the
system, and it seems strange that Epicurus should have omitted it here
Brieger has endeavoured to find a reference to it in § 65, but Giussani
has, I think, shovin conclusively that this is not the case. It may be
that a passage has been lost in which Epicurus mentioned it, but here
again it seems more probable that he is speaking summarily and does
not refer to what was a cardinal point in the doctrine of the soul which
would have been familiar to the advanced pupils for whom the letter
to Herodotus was written.

(1) The first section (§ 63) deals with the nature and atomic com-
position of the soul.

§ 68. 1. cruvopiiv, ‘ to consider’, lit. ‘to obtain a comprehensive
view’ : we may notice the verb : thought is always to Epicurus a kind
of visualization.
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ilvaiiiipovra, ‘referring to ’ the extemal and internal sensations,

i.e. using them, as always in the Epicurean system, as standards or
criteria of judgement.

3. cope: this is a point of the greatest importance. The soul is
purely material and corporeal, and the popular idea that it is ii.a-ifiitarov
can have no place in a purely materialist system: see § 67.

Jie-iri-o|i.epe's, ‘ of fine particles ', i.e. as we learn from Lucr. iii I77 fi'.,
of small round and smooth atoms put together in a subtle structure :
Cf the SCl‘lOllt1II1 On § 67 if ti.-r'ci).i.mv aiiiriiyv O"'l!')lK€i.‘O'6l'.'l.l. )Lcio-i-ii-rmv Kai o'-rpo'y-
-yviturrcirwv, -ri-oPt)t{3 -r-ivi. Btaqbepovo-t'?w rihv 1-oi} 1r-upcis.

flap’ Eihow -i-a iii.9poto'p.i:i. 'rra.peo'1-ru.p|.ié'vov, mingled in, that ls, with
the atoms which compose the body all over; but not necessarily, as
Democritus held, arranged in alternate layers (see Lucr. iii. 370--39 5).

4. -rrpoae|i.4iep£o-rai-ow Lucretius says straightforwardly that it 1.!‘ air
and wind and heat: Epicurus more guardedly that it is ‘most like ’
breath and heat.

1rv.=.ti|i.rii-rt: we ought perhaps to notice the strange vaiiant of F
o"ire'p)u.a1'i., though it cannot of course be right. By -.-i-v¢i'3p.i1 Epicurus
probably means ‘ wind ’ rather than ‘ breath’ * it like heat was to him
a corporeal body. '

5 Eu-ri. SE Ta |M§p0S, ‘there is also the part . .’, is the reading of all
the MSS. and should be kept, though it is rather abrupt. We should
remember that Epicurus is writing to Herodotus, who is assumed to
have considerable acquaintance with the system already. ‘Woltjer,
followed by Brieger, would prefer Err-ri 86 1-i. p.éP09, ii hich is unneces-
sary Usener’s violent alteration E-rri 8&1-oi’) ttépovs has little to com-
mend it; he does not realize the introduction here of the ‘ nameless ’
element.

6. 1ro7O\-i~|v napakhayfiv, ‘ a large step in the scale ’ of fineness of tex-
ture. For this idea of 1-i-e.pu)t)te.y-1} as a series or sequence cf § 55 I0.

7 o'u|.i.1ri:|.Bés st Tori-rip p.&)\l\ov ital. Tl-‘:3 )\ot1ri§ d.6poEo|.:.o.-rt -rofirtp, as
Usener quite rightly insists, is a dative of cause, and -i-Q3 Piriiri-iii 6.9pe£-
U',U.t11"t is governed by o-v,u.rrii.t9£s-. The third p.ép05.‘ is most capable
of acting in harmony with the rest of the body owing to its subtlety of
structure, which enables it to interpenetrate the structure of the body
more completely than can either of the other two elements. Brieger,
W110 WiSl'i€:S ILO read roiirotq )u.t'i.z\)tov 1’) rt?) )toi':rt'§ (l.6pOtfO'f.bfl.1"-L, quite 11115-
understands both construction and meaning.

8. 'roii'ro SE 11-Eiv . . The evidence of all our experience of the soul's
nature and actions, &c., makes it clear that the explanation just given
is the right one. Cf. Lucretius’ arguments, amplifying this idea at
great length, iii 417-829.

Bfiliov (-ireiofiei). Brieger’s addition, adopted by Giussani, is a far
better correction of a meaningless text in the MSS. than Usener’s
alteration to 3i.i‘;i-yov. Bignone, following Giussani, reads Snkeiio-i the
omission is more probable than the corruption.

IO. iiw a1-epdpevoi Bvflanopev: lit. ‘ the loss of what causes our death ’,
P2
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i.e. what passes away when we die: if we can find out that we shall
know what the soul is, and the evidence shows that it is particles of
wind and heat and this other subtle element.

(2) The second section (§ 64) deals with the origin of sensation.
This is produced by the movements of the soul-atoms, kept together
by the body which encloses them, and to which the soul thus com-
municates sensation. Giussani has called attention here to Brieger’s
very useful distinction between two sorts of compound bodies in the
Epicurean system: (I) rrizxfurae, solid or liquid bodies which are
capable of holding together by themselves ; (2) fexfurae, bodies of rarer
formation, which cannot keep together unless they are enclosed
(arr-yiiificafiat) in some more sohd body. The soul is eminently an
example of the latter kind : it could not hold together by itself (it is
dissipated after death), but when protected by the body it has the
capacity (8i‘i'vep.is) of producing the ‘accident’ (o~ii;iiir-rtii;i.<i) of sensa-
tion by the motion of its own component atoms (notice the purely
materialist idea), and further of communicating that sensation to the
body. Thus it is that, thanks to the presence of the soul, the body
does itself feel, but that immediately the soul has departed it ceases to
feel-for sensation was never a capacity of the body as such. The
idea is subtle and of great importance for the Epicurean psychology,
and is very clearly set out by Lucretius in iii. 323-416, some passages
of which show a marked correspondence with the present text.

ii. rliv irlteio-r-qv at-riav: notice this careful expression the soul
has the largest share in the causes of sensation, for it is the soul which
starts the movement (i<t'w;o-is, see below) which produces it but not
all, for it could not produce sensation, unless through the protection
of the body that is a cause contributed by the body.

ita-i-éxeiw: compare §§ 52. 2, 47 b 8.
§ 64. I. 1'u.ii1'I',|v2 .5‘.-:‘ a.io'9'qo'tv, !‘iOt 1-ijv iv-i\eifo'1"r)v ci.i1'i.'ci.v.

_ 2. éiirreydfiei-o, ‘enclosed ’, ‘protected ’, ‘held together ’. Cf. Lucr.
iii. 323 :

haec igitur natura tenetur corpore ab omni.

irupatriteuiioav iiteiv-n rip’ airiav 1'aii1"r|v: notice again the accuracy
of the expression: the protection is a cause of sensation, afforded by
the body to the soul.

3. |.i.e1-eiltnqie: the body, as a consequence, has ‘a share ’ in sensa-
tion.

eupiri-iéparee, ‘contingent capacity’, or in the logical sense, ‘acci-
dent’: cf. §§ 68-73. Sensation is not a ‘property’ (a-up.B¢B~qi<6s),
something essential to the existence of either soul or body, but it is an
‘ accident’ or ‘ secondary quality ' produced by the fact of their com-
bination.

4. oil pivroi triii-"riov . . ., ‘it does not possess all the C|'U|U.1l"l't|’J].Lt11't].
which result from the combination’, e.g. those of thought and
visualization, which the mind in the body possesses. This clause
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again suggests that a passage dealing with the mind has dropped
-out.

5. 8i6: and so, when the soul departs, as it has not in itself the
right kind of movements to produce consciousness, the body loses
sensation. Giussani wishes to refer Sid not to the previous clause, but
to the whole preceding description. But this is contrary to Epicurus’
general practice in this section ~ he argues carefully clause by clause,
and there is no real difficulty in the connexion if the body possessed
all the ii-ii,u.-ir-i-i5,p.i:i1-ti. of the soul, it would be able to continue conscious-
ness after its departure. but as it only has sensation, and that only
owing to the presence of the soul, it cannot.

06 yep mi-i-B iv ici.|.rri§ . . . - for it does not have sensation indepen-
dently, as a capacity of its own The sequence of thought between
this and the preceding clause is very exactly reproduced by Lucretius,
in 356.357

at dimissa anima corpus caret undique sensu;
perdit enim quod non proprium fuit eius in aevo.

6. d.hh' irépip c'i.|.i.u. ouyycyevnpiivqi ui51'i§ 1'i'u.peo'itetio.§ev: the datives are
strongly supported by the MSS E-répw . . e—u-y-ye-yewyitivei, and I agree
entirely with Brieger that it is quite impossible that Epicurus can have
used -.-raparricoiiiijriv above (l. 2) of something afforded by the body to
the soul, and later of something afforded by the soul to the body.
Giussani, preferring Usener’s E1-rpov . awry-yc7ei»i7iié'vov, ‘something
else (sc. the soul) born with it supplied it with this faculty’, argues
against Brieger, that whereas above it was the opportunity (atria) for
sensation which the body supplied, here it would have to be the sensa-
tion itself, and that Epicurus could not have said. But he forgets
surely the meaning of -rrapacrirciiriifctv, which contains in itself the
notion of ‘affording an opportunity for’. I have little doubt that
Brieger is right the difference does not, however, as Giussani
notes, affect the main idea. Bignone also follows Brieger with
confidence.

7 cruv're)\ei:r9ei.m'|s . . . buvdpeus‘ the latent capacity which the soul
always had is now perfected or brought into action- an almost
Aristotelian expression

8 Tfepl. nth-6, ‘ within itself’, and not, as Giussani suggests, ‘ owing
to its being within the body’. this is much more difficult to extract
from the Greek, and down to the word it-irr8t'3ov Epicurus is thinking
of the creation of sensation in the soul, and nothing else

nave 1-hr iiiv-new: it is the atomic movement within the soul which
gives rise to sensation.

9. efifliig, ‘ immediately’, ‘ without external assistance ’, and so ‘ spon-
taneously ',

époiip-qeiv: the ‘ juxtaposition ’ of the particles of soul and body.
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IO. i:ru|.i.1r60ei.u.v: their correspondence of movement; compare §§ 48.
Ir, 5o. 2, and Lucr. iii. 335-336:

communibus inter eas conflatur utrimque
motibus accensus nobts per viscera sensus.

ital. ixeivip, of course, ‘ to the body too ’.
2I1-row: .ri: ll. 2 and 3 above.
(3) This section (§§ 65, 66) contains deductions from the combina-

tion of the soul and body just explained. The sou], being the
principal cause of sensation, can retain sensation even though portions
of the body be lost: but the body, which only derives its sensation
from the presence of the soul, must lose it the moment the soul is
gone. Again, if the body is utterly broken up, the soul too must lose
sensation, as it no longer has the body to hold it together. The pas-
sage is comparatively simple and straightforward, but has been consider-
ably vexed by the editors. Brieger, who believes that the third pipe: of
the soul is, in Epicurus’view, the animus, and is alone the cause of sensa-
tion, thinks that a passage has been lost before this section, in which
Epicurus made a transition from the anima to the unzuius, and that
this section itself deals with the latter. But his whole position has,
I think, been shown to be untenable by Giussani (pp. 197-208), and
his view involves, as Giussani has noticed, a very unnatural interpreta-
tion of this first sentence even the clause (door were in-rt . . . i,trux'r'}s
ciiiiaiv) which might be thought to tell most in favour of this view has,
as I shall have to show, been very seriously mistranslated by both
Brieger and Giussani.

§ 65. 2. ttvuirtipxouoo : quite literally, ‘ continuing to exist inside the
body ’.

dlkhou rive: pépoug drr-qhhaypiivou, ‘if some other part (Of the whole
structure of soul and body) be lost’. Compare, for instance,
Lucretius’ description in iii. 642 fi'. of the effect of the loss of limbs in
battle. Brieger, taking J; ipiix-ij here to mean ‘ the mind’ (animus), i e.
in his theory the third né 05', interprets ‘ any other part of the soul ',
sc. the wind or the heat. gut the expression would be, to say the least,
extremely ambiguous, and the idea of either of these two elements
being separately ‘lost’ is quite contrary to the general notion of
Epicurus.

3. dvaiee-r|-ri'|-.-rei is probably the best restoration (suggested by Kiihn)
for the iii/are-960-ti. or iiivairrd-qirifa of the MSS.: but it is a curious
corruption.

&)i)i' 8. av ital -ruiii-qs again seems to be demanded by the sense:
d)u\’ ti. iitv is given by FP“ (as against <i)Ut& iv) and 1-ai'i-rigs is fairly
guaranteed by the curious 1-ail-n) of the MSS

1-06 u-reydlow-reg ltuflivros e'i’6' iiliou sire ital pipous 1-ivds. I follow
Bignone here in taking -rm’? rrreyaifovros to mean not ‘the whole body
which encloses the soul ’, but ‘ that which enclosed ’ the particular part
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of the ipux-ij which is lost, e.g. an arm or a leg suddenly cut off :
)tv9év-i-os will then be parallel in meaning to 8ia.)tvo;i.¢'vov, used below
(1. 9) of the wliole body. Giussani takes -i-oi} o-1-qdfowos to refer to
the whole body: Avfiém-oe cannot then mean ‘ shattered ’ because of
£6" Elev: if the whole body is shattered, the soul, as Epicurus says
below, must perish. He is therefore driven to take i\v9év-roe Ill the
unusual sense of ‘shaken’ by a severe shock, and tries to find a
contrast between it and the compound Stciki,-oiiévov. But, as Bignone
points out, this is mere juggling - the compound is appropriate to
the whole body, the simple verb to a limb ‘loosed’ from the rest
of the body.

4. Gtiw 1riip 5tu|.i.£vi'|, €§ci : the subject is ii hot-irfi if/-uxij, the part of the
soul which remains, when the portions of it in the lost limbs are
removed The construction is loose, but intelligible.

5. Efieiz the MSS. all agree on 6&5, another queer mistake, of which
Efei is a certain correction

6. xai. dhov ital. Kurd. |i.é'pog: a loosely tacked On apposition
(cf above): the body will not have sensation either in the whole or
in any part (e.g. a leg or arm cut oil), if certain atoms have
departed.

7. iiteivou drrnhhaypivou . . 'ri'|v 1-fig iliuxfis daiiaiv, ‘if that sum Of
atoms, however small it be, is lost, VihlCl'1 goes to make up (anti-"rcfvov
. . . sis) the nature of the soul ’. The body can by no means continue
to have sensation, if the tiny collection of soul atoms be lost. Both
the sense and the construction seem quite straightforward‘ for
crvv1-cfvov cit; Cf § 79 3 vrpos -rb ytaxoiptov T519 -yvu§~o'cts (J'lII-"l'€l:V€l.V and § 80 2
rrpos -is i:i.'ra'.po.;(ov iccii itaioziptov 1')p.iTiv avvrefvci, and for the general idea
Lucr. iii. I19-123:

principio fit uti detracto corpore multo
saepe tamen nobis in membris vita moretur,
atque eadem rursum, cum corpora pauca caloris
diffugere forasque per os est editus aer,
deserit extemplo venas atque ossa relinquit.

But the editors have made great havoc.
(a) Brieger, with his idea that the ilmxij all through this section 1S

the animus, the pure third aépoc, would take it ‘if that is lost, which,
however small it be, is that which links together the vast mass of the
atoms to the nature of the soul’: i.e. the breath and heat again,
which act as a link between ‘pure soul’ and body But we have
already seen the impossibility of this idea.

(6) Giussani, arguing against Brieger, adopts with some hesitation
the rendering. ‘if there is lost that guanlum of matter, however small
it be, which attunes the mass of the atoms into harmony with the
animal life’, He then makes the very far-fetched supposition that
Epicurus is arguing against Aristoxenus and those philosophers who
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thought that the soul was a /zarmoma, and therefore ironically uses the
musical metaphor o-vvrcivov. The quantum of matter is of course the
soul itself, which attunes the body into harmony with 1-;;y -i-Pp; um “s
¢ii<i-iv. The looseness of Giussani’s translation obscures the difliciillavy
that you would then have expected éairroii instead of -rijs ilrux-r'is, but
this, he thinks, may be _]l.lS'lZlfiCCl owing to the preceding neuter
periphrasis.

But the fatal Ol)_]BC‘llOn to both tliese renderings is that they translate
as if the text were To o'vv1'cTi/ov -.-5 riiv drdpwv 1r)t'?]5oc. It is not, and,
unless 1-6 be inserted, which is quite unnecessary, 1-5 irwi-efvov -i-Eiv
iii-épniv i-r)ti'j6os must go altogether as nominative.

I am glad to find that Bignone here agrees with me exactly.
9. Sia.)tuop.£vou~ of the dissolution of the body into its component

parts, each of which Aiierai Though 8ia)tvo;.i.évov is only read by F,
IL is supported by B,S 5vop.c'vov against the Simply hvopévov Of the
other MSS., and I follow Giussani in adopting it.

io. iuvei-i-u.i. There is great probability in Bi-ieger’s conjecture,
adopted by Giussani, that the words -i-as ate-Eu; minis-sis have fallen out.
Cf. Lucr. iii. 569 moventur .renr;fE=ros molar. Bignone, to obtain the
same sense, would read irivifiirsts for xivei-ro.i But the clause will make
good general sense without it, and on the whole it seems best not to
‘ restore '.

§ 66. r oil yap otdv Te voeiv . . . ' it is inconceivable that the soul
can exist as a sentient being outside the protection of the body. This
of course paves the way for the essential idea of the Epicurean philo-
sophy that the soul is mortal.

am . a rough reference to if; i,bv;(i§. Seeing the many changes from
feminine to neuter in this passage, it may probably be retained:
Usener’s alteration to -rs going with ct|'.o'6ti.vtip.cvov is of course easy,
but unnecessary.

2. (Ev), which Usener suggests in his note, is badly needed to com-
plete the sense and may easily have fallen out before Ev.

o'uo"r1'||i.c|.-rt, ' organism ' . 1. e. the dl9poto',u.ci. Of SOD] and body—another
word with an Aristotelian flavour.

4. ti» otg Usener suggests év ofois, but it is not really necessary.
At the end of this section there is an interesting scholium in the

MSS (see crit. app.).
This supplements the brief account of the letter in several important

respects: (a) the sliape and nature of the soul-atoms; (6) the division
between the ‘ vital principle ’ (1-5 ti'.1\oyov) distributed over the body and
the ‘mind ’ (1-6 )to'yi.xciv), situated, as Epicurus thought, in the breast;
(r) the origin of sleep (cf. Lucr. iv. 907 iii). It is also a conclusive
proof against Brieger’s view that the present section deals with -i-s
Itoyurév only.

(4) In the last section of this chapter Epicurus, having established
his own view, proceeds to refute the popular belief that the soul is an
incorporeal existence. The only incorporeal existence, he argues,
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which can be conceived of as existing independently (i.e. not as a
quality or relation or accident of some corporeal entity) is the void.
Now the void, as it cannot touch or be touched, cannot act or be acted
on by anything else. The soul then, which manifestly does act and is
acted on, cannot be in nature like the void, cannot therefore be an
independent incorporeal existence. It must be tangible and therefore
corporeal.

The general sense of the passage is clear, but it has considerable
difliculties in detail, which have been passed over rather summarily by
the editors. Giussani, for instance, remarks that it is not even neces-
sary to translate the section.

§6'7. 2 irpoeiiaravoeilv, ‘to obtain a clear mental vision of this in
addition to what we have already seen’. The MSS have 5-rt -is
cio'ufip-a1'ov Ike’-yer. -yiiip iccrriii 1-iyv 1r)t-do-1-iyv i'§,i.ti}ti.'av rofi dvdparos irrl. ‘rail
sad’ éaimli i»-oqdérros at Three lines of correction are possible, none
of which is completely satisfactory (1) Usener noting that Aéye.-. -yrip
is the regular formula of introduction for a scholium, would remove
ltéyet -yap xa'i-Bi. 1"i]v '1T>\€fO'T’l']V Ei,u.r.)ifav from the text as ti. gloss.
He then W1'IteS 5 1"t To c;icri.fi,u.a1'ov, st‘. io"rt, ‘what the incorporeal
15', and takes foil (ii/d,u.ci'ros iirri. T05 Rad’ éavrd i/017951/-ros riiv as 3.
genitive absolute, and in this is followed by Giussani, but neither of
them gives a hint how the words should be translated‘ presumably
‘if the name were to be thought of in reference to the independent
existence ’. But (a) the Jv is unnecessary, (5) the next sentence shows
clearly that -i-oil Kati’ aiavfti voiqdévroc must be taken together. More-
over, as against Usener’s view in general, the usual form of Epicurus’
introduction of new topics demands 51:. not 5 -rt, and, though Aéyei. -yiip
often introduces scholia, the note ‘he is speaking in the ordinary
acceptance of words ’ would be a very strange one.

(2) Vile may then assume that ciri is right. Giussani then follows
the suggestion of Lortzing, who adds after r1o~u'>p.a-i-ov (oi: Bel‘ m-n;-yo-
peiv -i-?;i- ipvx-rig), ‘that we must not predicate incorporeality of the soul ’.
But there is no warrant for such an insertion, and the whole run of
the section is against it. Epicurus speaks first of the incorporeal in
general, and only applies the idea to the ipvxri in l. 7. Moreover it
would necessitate i-<a9' éai.-1-5 -yiip (not 8:’) in the next sentence.

(3) Far better is the suggestion of Bignone, who retains 5-ri. and
xa-rri. 1-igv 'i'ri\efo"i'-ryv dpulfav (with rot’) tivci/iuaros) and Emfinds )l~E")/it ‘J/flip
to Pti-ye-rat : ‘ that the incorporeal is applied in the general acceptation
of the term to that which can be thought of independently’. I have
with some hesitation followed him. The sense is far better, but
(a) Aéyerai for Pie’-yet ydp is not very probable (nor IS von der Muelill's
X6-yo,u.rv, which would give the same sense), (5) the use of 6p.i)ti'a in
this sense is unparalleled in classical Greek, and (c) one would expect
the conclusion to be ‘that which can be thought of independently as
suck’, i.e. as incorporeal. For ira-i-Er. -riyv -ii-}.¢i'o-1~r;v 6;.ii)u.’av compare
§ 70. 3 Kurd. 1-i}v rrPtcfo"n)v gbopciv.
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5. Ta Bi never . . . The void cannot act or be acted on because its
only property is intangibility (iizlactur, Lucr. i. 454), and for all forms
of action or suffering touch is a necessity.

6. iifv'r|u'iv . . . irapixe-rat : cf. § 40.
7. Go-0' oi. Myer-res . . .: for the application of the idea to the soul

compare Lucretius iii. i 6i—7, where the poet very clearly bnngs out the
necessity of touch for action, which is rather implied in ihe present
text.

8. oil-re 1'l't£O’x£ll-'. Usener suggests in his notes that we should alter
to ofitlé. But the assumption of the first oiire of a pair is fairly common
in Greek at all periods.

9. Btaliapfidvc-rat. The MSS agree here upon Stalapfldvct, which
will not make sense Usener boldly alters to orii;i,8at'vri, which is of
course perfectly easy, and he is tacitly followed by Giussani. But the
alteration is very serious. In § 69 in defining the nature of o-viiBqBi7-
atria-a Epicurus speaks of them as iiriflo/Xas ixovra idfas‘ . . . xiii. Sialtiiilzcis,
sc they can be perceived independently and distinguished. On the
strength of that statement I suggest that 8i.a)ta;iBdv¢-rat 1S the right
reading here: the occurrences of ‘both action and suffering are
separately perceived in reference to the soul ’, i.e we are aware of
both and distinguish between them Though the sense is a little
ditlicult, it is I think possible, and the change is not so unwarrantable
as Usener’s. Bignone suggests in the same sense Siakapfidveis, which
is palaeographically easier, but the introduction of the second person
is awkward: there would be less 0l)]6ClllOI1 to von der Muehll’s pro-
posed 8to.)\u,i.t}3tivo,ii.ev.

io. -is o'u|.i1r1'o5|.i.u.1'ti. : action and suffering are, of course, in Epicurus’
technical sense ‘ accidents’, cf § 70.

§ 68. 1. 'ra.ii1'o. ofiv -ii-dvi-a . .: the conclusion of the section: these
general formulae will, by constant reference to the facts of internal
and external sensation, give sufficient ground for the comprehension
of the details.

Siaitoyfopara, ‘results of reasoning’, i.e results of iii-ifioltaft 1-is
Eliavofac as opposed to mere -n-porr8oEaI;6;io/a from sensation : cf
§ 62 fin.

2 (1-ili) is a necessary insertion of Usener’s.
3. -i-{Cw iv itpxfj |§1|9£v1'ti.iv: rc. in §§ 37 and 38 as to the principles of

procedure.
{nevi-"is must go with ll,l.t1I'€pt€l)l1”.l[.L€'VG., not, as Giussani apparently

takes it, with irai-éibe-rat. ‘He will see the investigations of reason
sufficiently embodied in these general formulae to make him . . .’.
For hi-iros in this sense cf. § 35.

4. (ital. rd): again a necessary addition, and once more a confusion
between mi.’ and mi-6, this time taking the form of ‘ haplography ’.
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VI. ‘ PROPERTIES ’ AND ‘ Accinsirrs ’.

Epicurus passes, with a more obvious lmk of connexion than usual
after his discussion of -i-5 rirri6,u.a-rov, to consider another class of things
which might be regarded as rirrifniara, namely qualities. Of these,
including time, he treats in the next four sections (§§ 68-73) the text is
difiicult, and the general theory has been much discussed by the com-
mentators. He divides qualities into o-v7.i,Bq6’i7x6-ra and o-vyirri-o3,u.ara.
We may roughly render these words by ‘ properties ’ and ‘ accidents’,
as Lucretius does by the corresponding terms in general use in Latin,
comuricta and wmra (i. 449, 450), but we must attempt to get more
closely at the underlying ideas.

(1) Properties. In the first section (to § 69 fin) Epicurus deals
with o-v;i_B¢7B1;i<6-ra: these he regards as the qualities, which are essential
and Jnseparable physical constituents (though not of course material
parts) of a corporeal existence. It is these qualities which are imme-
diately perceptible by the senses, and the perception of a body is the
aggregate perception of its properties. To the a-u,u.,Be/3-q.-<6-i-a then it
owes its continued existence as body, and if any of them were to be
removed from it, it would mean the breal-i~up of its physical existence:
cf. Lucr. i. 451-452 (a very careful statement).

coniunctum est id quod nusquam sine permitiali
discidio potis est seiungi seque gTcgari. '

Similarly, no o-vp.,8q8m<6s can exist by itself apart fi om the aggregate
body, which with other o-u,iif>’q8-q.-<i'i'-ra it constitutes: but with them it
has a corporeal existence as a constituent part of a o'i.'il,ua

Much of the criticism which has been brought against Epicurus’
theory of 0'IJ]..l.B£,81]K(.lT(1, especially by Brieger and Munro (on Lucr i
449 ff.), takes the line of charging him with inconsistency. They argue
that he has no definite line of cleavage between o-v,ii.)9e,6’i7i<6-ra and o-vp.-
1'r1'u§,ui.a.1'a, that, forinstance, he sometimes classes colour as a o-vafirfi-qirés-,
sometimes as a o-iipm-rwiia. Giussani, who has dealt carefully with this
criticism (pp. 33-37), has, I think, completely absolved Epicurus from
the charge. He points out that the terms are not absolute but relative,
that what is a oii;i;B¢}3'i7ir6s of one thing is the o-i3'_u.ii-rwp.a of another,
or even of the same thing looked at from a different point of view.
‘ Slavery ’, for instance, which Lucretius (1. 455) takes as an example
of an e-umrum (o—i5_a.-ii-riiip.a), is an ezrerilunz of ‘ man ’, but a. crv;i.,8e,81;i<6s
of ‘slave ’. ‘ Colour ’ again, to deal with the example of the critics, is
a o-rip.-ii-1-wp.o. of body, because in the dark a body has not colour, yet
its physical existence is in no way impaired; but it 1S a ovpfie/iigaés
of an épa-r6v, for nothing can be seen except as coloured. It is strange
that when Epicurus at the outset had, as we shall see, carefully guarded
against this misconception, he should have been attacked on this very
ground. Bignone, who would defend Epicurus on the same lines,
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seems to me to go too far in regarding a-upifiefiqxés and o'i§pwr1'mp.-u. not
as technical terms at all, but almost interchangeable in their applica-
tion : Bee note On tiioavei ovpficfinxdra, I 7.

The three main points then to be remembered are S1) the essen-
tially material conception of the 0-vp.fi¢,81;i=6-re as physica constituents
of body, (2) their immediate relation to the senses, (3) the impossi-
bility of their existence except in relation to ‘things’. Epicurus is
throughout arguing both against the Platonic conception of the ‘ideas ’
and against the Stoic view that qualities were in themselves 0-¢6p.a.1-a.

6. rd xpépara: we need not then be surprised at the presence
of ‘colours ’ in this list. The other qualities enumerated are the
properties of all bodies (1-riicriv below), ‘ colours ’ belong to -roI<; épa-i-oi.‘~:,
which Epicurus has scrupulously added. Similarly sound and smell
would be qualities belonging to bodies as recognizable (-yvwo-rois) by
other senses.

7. cbcruvei. cru|.i.BeB1]iu51'o.. The NISS have tbs Ziv sis ail-‘rd. Be,B1;i<6-ra, Of
which the emendation attributed by Casaubon to Galesius has been
almost universally adopted, ‘as though they were the concomitant
properties '. Bignone, however, believing o-v,it,8e,817i<6-ra to be a general
term and not sufficiently explicit in itself, prefers iii; dv dei o-vp.,8¢Brp-:61-a,
‘ as though permanent concoinitants ', distinguished from the occasional
concomitants which Epicurus usually describes'as o-u,u.1i-ru'>,u.a-ra. If,
however, we follow Giussani in his explanation of the relative character
of the terms o-vpfiefi-qxds and 0'1.i].i.1r1'tn,u,a, (see the general note at the
beginning of the section), this is unnecessary, as ov,a,8eB17i<61a in itself
conveys the idea of permanence, and iii; {iv tici. irv;.t,8e,B1;i<6-ro. sounds
an unnatural form of expression

8. fi 1rd.i:r|.v fi -roig épu.-i-dis of the examples given by Epicurus above
o'X?]p.a. ,u.é'-yedoc and Bépoe are 0'Uj.LBt'B7]K(;TCl. of vrtivra (all corporeal
things) and Xpuiptaro Of rd. dparci

iu:i.1'd. -ri'|v a'icr91]o'tv ufirfiv -yvuo"ro'iig, ‘ recognizable by the sensation of
these qualities ’, i. e. all concrete bodies are recognized by the percep-
tion of their qualities ' shape, size, and weight apply to all, and beyond
this some may be known by their colour through sight, others through
their taste or smell. This is the reading of the third hand in P and
seems the best solution The MSS. however all have airroia -yvwo-1-ois,
and this would, I think, just construe, ‘ recognizable for what they are
by perception’, i.e ifwe go into a dark room and smell a certain
smell we recognize the 0b]€ClI for what it is, a rose There is certainly
no need to follow Usener in the drastic emendation a<i5,u.a-i-as -yimxr-i-6,
‘the mi,u.;BeB1;x61-a which are recognizable in the perception of the
whole body ’, and it is unfortunate that much of Giussanfs argument
(pp. 36 H.) should be based upon it.

9. 066’ the aafl’ éeu-i-izis elm :|>dim.g the properties are not ‘ physical
existences by themselves ’, i.e independent of other physical existences.
He is thinking here specially of the Platonic conception of the
‘ideas ’.
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IO. as yap Suvui-Br . . : the usual Epicurean test. we cannot

‘visualize’ shape or weight, &c., existing by itself apart from a body
of which it is a property.

§69. I. oil’-re 6A0; iii; edit eiaiv, ‘ nor can we say that they do not
exist at all’, a seemingly rather futile addition, but not so, when we
remember that to Epicurus existence, except in the case of the void,
means corporeal existence. He has probably in mind here the
sceptical attitude of Democritus

z 059’ dis 11-ep’ t'i’.1'-ru. . . . dotéttara: they are not incorporeal exis-
tences, subsisting as accompaniments of body: we have seen (§ 67)
that the only independent incorporeal existence is the void: it might
be supposed that qualities were independent or relative incorporeal
existences (practically the theory of Aristotle). But this Epicurus
cannot accept because they are perceptible to the senses.

069’ die pépta rotirou nor again are they separable parts of the
body: something into which it might be physically divided up like
the 5-yimt mentioned below, 1. 5. The argument here is directed
against the Stoics, who spoke of properties and accidents alike as
o'u’sp.cri-0..

3. itafldltouz the body ‘in its entirety’ is constituted of an aggregate
of qualities: there is no part of it of which this is not true: it owes
its existence as a unity and as a ‘ whole ' to its constituent properties.

(in) 1-oiii-aw * a necessary insertion made by Meibom
4. difitov, ‘ permanent’, lit ‘everlasting ’ , not, of course, with the

implication that body is eternal, but only that, so long as it exists, its
existence is continuously and always bound up with its constituent
properties.

oiiix oiiov '5' eivctt (tin) o'u|.i.1red:opr||.i.£vuv, ‘yet not such as t0 owe its
existence to things that have been brought together to form it ’. The
testimony of the MSS. is overwhelmingly in favour of a-v,a-ii-e<;t>op1g;.tévmv
and Ex must be inserted as above before -i-oi}-i-ow. Usener adopts
o-vpwecpop-qpévov from F, but (tr) the parallel of (éi<)1-oiJ*rwv above is
strongly against this, (5) the compound body could not be said to be
o-v;ur¢q!>opv;p.évoi=, but only the particles which composed it (compare
o"up.cpdp'qo'tv 33 Ex 'ro'ii-rtov xivnotv ixdvrwv . . ., § 59. I0)

5. tiia-ii-ep 3-raw . . The material parts of a body, the atoms and the
larger molecules, are of course ‘ brought together’ to form the com-
pound body : with the properties it is not so : they are physical con-
stituents, but not material parts.

-Syitiiiv. in a general sense ‘the parts’, great or small, of which
a body may be composed, subsequently subdivided into (tr) -rt?iv -ii-pt;-rtiiv
. . ;.t¢yc6tTiv : the dyxmv in the technical sense, ‘ the first parts ’ or ‘ mole-
cules’, the mmima of sensation (cf §§ 57, 58), or (6) »r6‘iv -mi} 6’)tov
acyediiiw 1098: -rivos élta-r-rdvwv, larger ‘ parts ’ of the whole body, which
are still fractions of it. "

6. |.i.€yc9tTw: the MSS. have prycdifiv, which may be kept (SO
Bignone): both the order of words and the expression are a little
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awkward and Schneider's nepiiv would make it much easier, but
there seems no necessity for adopting it.

7. 1-068: 1-iviig elm-r-i-dwov, ‘smaller than the body, whatever it is ’, the
idiomatic use of 115‘ (cf. Soph. Am‘. 252 dcrnpos ofipydny; -i-is iv).

8. {ii-ifioltas , . . ixov-i-iii ifiiae, ‘they have their own occasions of per-
ception ’, é-ii-tfioitcic here -i-div u.Zo-61;-r1;pi’tiiv (cf. § 50 and notes) i.e. they
are capable of being looked at individually; we can pay attention to the
colour of a thing apart from its weight or its size. Bignone translates
‘ intuitions ’, but here it is probably not used in the technical sense of
iwrtflohds 1'59 dtavoifas.

9. ital. Bialtifiipets, ‘ and they have their distinctions ’: we can make
a distinction between the various properties 5 size, weight, &c.

cup.-rrapaitolkoufiofiiv-rog 38 1'05 dflpdou : a limitation of the last
clause, we can ‘look at ’ or ‘ pay attention to ’ the colour of a body,
apait from its weight or size, but only so long as the whole body is
there too : it is not to be supposed that we could ‘ abstract ’ the colour
and look at it.

to di-rrou-xi§u|i.£vou . . silt-i|¢i6-i-0;. Usener has again done violence
to the text and meaning by altering both these participles to the neuter
plural nom. ' ‘if the properties are never separated from the whole,
but thanks to the conception of the whole body acquire pi-edication ’
(so Bignone) . i. e. the properties are predicable owing to their share
in the complete comprehension of the body, constituted by the aggre-
gate of qualities. This is quite good sense and not at all inconsistent
with Epicurean doctrine, but it is an unnecessary change. The
genitives need not be altered . ‘ the properties have their own Ea-i.,6'o)tai1'
and 8tci)trji,£/etc, provided the aggregate is always with them and is never
torn from them, but derives its predication as body from the aggregate
comprehension of ilie properties ’ . i. e. we call a thing body, because
we are aware of size, shape, weight, &c., in combination Again, it is
unfortunate that much of Giussani’s elucidation should be built up on
Usener’s perversion of the text.

(2) § 7o. .AC‘£'Zd£’7H'.5‘. Epicurus’ conception of ‘accidents ’ is rather
easier than that of ‘ properties ’. The ‘ accident ’ in just the same way is
not an independent corporeal existence, nor is it incorporeal, but
has corporeal existence only in connexion with the body to which
it is attached. But it differs from the property in that it is not a
necessary physical constituent of body, but may or may not attach
to it at any given time, and does not by its presence or absence
alter the essential nature of the body. Lucretius (i. 456-458) has
again put it clearly:

cetera quorum
adventii manet incolumis natura abituque,
haec soliti sumus, ut par est, eventa vocare.

Thus Socrates remains Socrates, whether he is free or slave, good
or bad, speaking or being spoken to. Secondly, just as the o-v,a,8q5’i;i-
ité-m are immediately perceptible in sensation E1:-t,8o)u‘it; iixovra, so the
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avnrrtfipara are an inference from sensation (mi.-r’ its-t,8oJL<£c 1-was).
Roughly then the o~u,u.1r-ri6p.ara are ‘ contingencies ’ or ‘ accidents ’, and
under them we may class ‘ secondary’ qualities, states, actions, and
occurrences, but we must again remember that the term is not abso-
lute, but relative to the body with which it is connected and to the
point of view from which it is considered - colour is a o-i57.i.-ii-i-ui,u.ci. of
body, but a orvptficflnxdq of rd dporrdv.

The repetition in this section is almost more noticeable than in the
last-—a sure sign that Epicurus is dealing with a matter of impor-
tance.

§ 70. I. Kai oiiiit distov . . . do'u’ipo.1'ci.. There 15 serious corruption
here, but editors are not agreed as to where it lies. The MSS have
xiii oiiiic dldtov irapaxohovdcfv (-irci.pci.i<oi\.ov9c'I B) 0137' iv rois dopdirots Kai
oiiirc ciouiptara

(1) Usener keeps -irapai<o)toii6¢i.’v and marks a lacuna after it, adding
in his note ‘izi-v,i.t-ir-i-d.3,i.i.<:t-rt-it scriptor definit’. This is hardly explicit
enough, and his change Just after of itai’ to i’i’cri-o.i. is not convincing, a
future 1S not wanted. Giussani follows Usener’s text and is content to
leave the lacuna vague. ""

(2) Bignone marks no lacuna but reads 1rt:tpa.i<o)\ou9ei.’ ti '71’ (AT
corrupted to N) oi'J"r' oiv foils iitopcirotc i<<cti til/ato'9i§1'ot<; 3oEt:to'1'é'ov eiv)i1t
oi?-i-c dot-3,u.ara. ‘ Theie frequently occur to bodies without permanently
belonging to them contingencies which we must not suppose to be
among things iniisible and imperceptible nor incorporeal ’. But the
emendation 5. -y’ is not very probable, and the supplement is in itself
gratuitous and does not cover what Epicurus would have been likely
to say.

(3) If we take the words as they stand in the MSS (ii) the infini-
tive vrapuicokovdeiv may well have been explained by something in the
lacuna, if it is necessary to suppose one. (ii) oih-' év -roic t.i.0pci.'|'otS cfvttt
oi.-’-i-e ii.o-tiiyri.-i-e. is clearly a reference to the two Epicurean categories of
real existence, the atoms (E£8i7)ta or iiépn.-nit) and the void (iitai-3;.im-av). The
ii-vnz~rd3,aa-re, he says, do not come under either of these two heads.
(c) Would Epicurus have been content to deny these two forms of
existence to the o-v;i1i-riiinirirei or would he have added more? Clearly,
I think, there must have been a reference to the existence of com-
pound things (1-6 i°>’)tov) as above, and further he would most likely have
denied, as he did of the o-v,u,8q8v;i<6-re, the idea that they did not exist
at all. Jvai. is a more probable restoration of i<a.t’ than Err-i-at.
I therefore read the passage as in the text, and should suppose that it
originally ran something like iccti. '|.i.-P71-' Kai foils o'u§p.o.o't o‘up.1r£'1r1'et trol-
)\C:Kl-s Kai. oi’iK d.t'3tov 1rttpaxoPt.ov6'eI'v (tpctfvcrat oia. oi','i'1'e (Dims dis oiiix dorri.
3o$a.o~i'edv, ofirc -i-i77v -rod dlov tpiiotv Exetv) oiir’ iv roiis dopcirots (Twat oiiire
do'u§p.o.1'a.

3. iicvriii -riqv 11-lteiiiri-r|v qiepciv, ‘ according to common usage ’: compare
§ 67. 2 ire-nit -i-i‘7v -ii-)t¢t'cr-rqv 67i.u\t’a.v, and remember that at the beginning
of the letter Epicurus laid down the principle that ordinary words were
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to be used in their ordinary sense. Lucretius (i. 458) faithfully repro-
duces this point :

haec soliti sumus, u! par est’, eventa vocare.

4. oiiire 1"i|v 1'05 dltou dwiiortv iixetv : see above § 68. 9 I like the o'v;.i.B¢-
B-qicd-ra they are not independent corporeal existences.

5. 8 ouitltafidvreg nerd 1'6 dflpéov aiTi|.i.u. irpooayopeliottev, ‘which we
call body, comprehending it altogether in the aggregate’, sc. of its
properties , see the last clause of the last section

6. 051: 1-ijv 1-riiv difitov irapaxoltoufioiivr-ziw here the O’I.;f-I-7I'1'(iJf.l.tI. differs
from the o-iip.,6’q8-qitds . it is not a permanent and essential constituent
of body.

div dveu criii|1.ci oiii Suva.-i'Ew voeiio-Gait Giussani rightly points out
(p. 30, note) that this must not be taken to mean ‘ without which it is
impossible to conceive body as such ’, for in that case size, shape, and
weight would be the only three o-ii;i,8¢/3i7i<6m, but it must mean ‘a
body ’, ‘ any given body ’, thought of either as body simply, or as an
dpardv, di<ovo'1'di/, &C.

7. i-ta.-r’ £11-tfiolttig S’ dv -rims the e-vpi/3qB17i<c‘i-rii. are directly perceived
in acts of apprehension, but the om,iii-rrépiera only in relation to such
acts : e.g. we see a man in a certain attitude, &c , and thus know that
he is writing. .~'fm,8oi\a.ij' is again used here in the untechnical Sense of
‘ acts of apprehension ’ on the part of the senses.

irapanoltoufloiv-roe -rofi iifipdciu . the same important provision as in the
case of the crv,uBeBi7i-<6-i-a. we cannot infer an ‘accident’ any more
than we can perceive a property apart from the body to which it
happens.

8. irpooayopeufleiiq, dhlt’ 31-e 5'I)‘l\'0'l'£ . . . fleaipeiii-at. Usener again
supposes a lacuna after rpooayopevdlcfry and changes dlli 51': 10 ci.l.-ll.’
dflp, taking the clause presumably to have run, ‘ we can apply the
name ti-vp.i-i~rti'ip.a-re to them not as independent existences but in con-
nexion with whatever body they are seen to be happening to on each
occasion ’. Bignone has however shown that if the MS. text filth’ 5-re
is retained, it is unnecessary to suppose any loss : d)t)t’ 5-i-e . . . then
becomes a limiting clause, ‘we can call them o'vp.rr1'uii,ttu.1'a but only at
the moment when each is seen to be happening . Vlfe may notice, as
showing the interchangeability of his terminology, that Epicurus here
uses ovpfiaivowa of the o-vp.1r~rt£'i;ia1-a.—but there is an obvious difference
of meaning between the present and the perfect.

§ 71. 2. iiifiiovz both here and in the several successive places where
it occurs some or all of the MSS. have corrupted iii'5iov into iiififmv
owing to the surrounding genitives.

3. 1‘fl.l.l1"l]l»' fl]? évapyeiuv, ‘the immediate vision ’, i.e. the perception
of the ii-wt:-i-1-ti37i.ci-rii as part of the direct data of sense . there is in the
MSS. the usual corruption to ivcpyciav.

4. 6-rt, ‘ because ’ : the following clause gives the reasons which might
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lead us to regard the o-ii;.t-ii-1-t€ip.iii-i-ti as not belong-ing to the real. Hicks
translates ‘this clear evidence that’, but (a) this is an unusual con-
struction in Epicurus, (6) it involves a tautology in the next sentence,
which he avoids by translating m6’ iii?-rii, ‘ permanent existences ’, which
is not justifiable. The a-u;.i-.-i-rti'i,u.a-i-i:i are themselves an dvapyufa, and
we must not either deny them reality or think of them as independent
existences

The words 3 8?} Kai o'c'i"i,ii.o. -irpoo'n.'yopciJo,i.tev which occur in the MSS.
after ti-u,a[3a.ifvct are rightly excluded by Usener as a gloss derived from
several similar expressions in these sections. They are, however,
retained by von der Muehll.

7. dltlt’ 3-irep ital. <|>a.i1ve-rat. we must accept as truth just what is
presented to us in sensation--an emphatic declaration of the main
Epicurean position, of which this notion of the o-v,u.a-rtépara. is the
direct outcome.

8. 'irdv(1'u. i:a.)q-it 1-iii uiI>|ici.1-a(Bignone) is a better correction of the
meaningless ii-tiv-ru. 1-5:. oro§;.i.u.'rct of the MSS than Usener’s rrcirrci. o"tZiy.o.1-os
or von der Muehll’s 'rrti.iri-tit 1'5. fotairra

9. -i-dypn, ‘a position in the ranks’ of independent existences. a
rather unusual word for Epicurus

dhlt’ Ev -i-pd-rrov. . . Beiiipci.’-i-i:i.i. the construction breaks off into a
main clause. Such abruptness is not unusual with Epicurus, and it is
probably unnecessary to adopt either Bignone’s suggestion ilk’ (div)
div rpdrrov 01' Usener’s 9ccupci.’o'§at Oi’ 6€wp17TéOV, any of which would
mend the construction grammatically

IO. i.3i.61-1|-i-u., ‘peculiar characteristics ’ (proprzefar in Latin)
§72. (3) The rzaiure qftzme As a kind of appendix to the

explanation of the 0-vp.)8e,Biqic<}'ra and .-:rv;.trr-reiyiii-ra, EPILUIUS deals
with the special question of the nature of time The general
idea is clear, but the expression unusually obscure. Time differs
from everything else in that we cannot have a general concep-
tion (vi-p6i\i7i,£/t~;) of it, i.e. a visual mental image resulting from
a number of individual perceptions (see § 37 note) This we have
of all classes of Ob_]BCl.S, and of their properties and accidents.
Vtfe have, for instance, a conception of stone, with which is asso-
ciated hardness and roughness, and we recognize an individual
stone as such by reference (tivui-yew-rug) to this vrpdhqti/ts. But we
have not a general conception (a mental image) of time, nor again
is there anything else like it to which we might refer it (space was of
course to Epicurus a real existence and not a relation). What then
can we say about it? We must refer to the test of our experience, as
usual: and we then perceive that it is something that we associate
(0-iiyi-ii->té'i<o,u.ev) with day and night, or again with our internal states, or
with the external states of motion and rest We decide then on the
basis of this intuition (ivépy-win) without waiting for further discussion
that time is a special kind of ‘ accident’ associated with these states,
&c., that are themselves accidents of body. In fact, time is not either a

2918 Q __
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0-up.B¢,8:g-mic or a a-6;.t1r1-uiim of concrete things, but as Sextus Empiricus
tells us that Epicurus stated (adv. Math. it. 219) time is a 0-Jammie
tJ"U,|-I-'ifl"'I'(.|JP.-fi‘1"l.tI‘l'. The conclusion is in absolute harmony with the Epicu-
rean principles, and the whole idea is well brought out by Lucretius
1-459—46s=

tempus item per se non est, sed rebus ab ipsis
consequitur sensus, transactum quid sit in aevo,
tum quae res instet, quid porro deinde sequatur.
nec per se quemquam tempus senttre Fatendumst
semoturn ab rerum motu placidaque quiete.

1. 1-rpoam-rawofiaai . used of an additional point connected with what
has preceded , cf. § 67 mix’.

2. ob I,-q-r-q-réov, ‘we must not look to find it ’. When we use the
word ‘ time ’ there does not come up in our minds any mental picture
of an object with which we associate it, as there does, for instance, if
we think of weight or redness

-rd hotrrd IS then ‘ all other avpflcflqxdra and ovptrrrtfipara ', Which, as
has been seen in the last two sections, are invariably connected with
E-in dflp-dov.

iv n11-roitsi|.|.évt9, ‘in an object’. The i§1roi<¢t';icvov is that which ‘lies
beneath ’, i.e» the actual thing, which is the cause of sensation and
from which the eifiwha, fizc , which stir our senses are derived

4. 1rpol\1fi\|m.s, ‘ concepts ’, lit. ‘ anticipations’, the ‘ composite photo-
graphs’ formed in our mind by the combination of many individual
impressions, by which we identify fresh Ob]€ClS of sensation. They
are of course with the aitrfiwie-ets and the -n-did-,7 (and possibly the
£1:-i,8o)ti; 1-fig Sttivoius) the itprnipia of truth compare K. A. xxiv. \Ve
may notice that the idea is so definitely that of mental visualization
that Epicurus actually uses the participle Bhewenévag, ‘ which are seen’:
it is true, however, that it is not his usual word for the actual sensation
of sight, though it comes near it in § 48 to

ufi-i-5 is dVti.pT|'||.l.u., ‘ the actual intuition ’ or ‘ sense impression ' which
we get of time. The word is usually used by Epicurus of the ‘ clear
vision ’ of an object which we get on the nearer view, but here in a
slightly extended sense of the ‘ immediate perception ’ which we have
of time without any associations of theory or analysts. This we must
examine (tiva)to-yw-i-étiv) to see what it really is and how it arises

5. ouyyevtittiig -rofiro hritlaipovrus. The MSS. have rrcptqbipoirrcs,
which it is not easy to make sense of, and Usener’s emendation to
en-tdiépov-re; has been generally accepted. This can only be construed
grammatically with tivetiimvofiiicv, " we speak of a short time or a long
time, applying this (sc. the idea of length or brevity) as we do to other
thtngs’, i.e. using for duration the concepuon of measure, which we
usually apply to spatial relations. This is not very satisfactory, and
Bignone is probably right in taking the words with tivoltoyta-réov, only
if so, it is essential to emend to the acc. en-t¢>¢’pov1-ac. He then trans-
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lates ‘ by keeping before us the specific determinate character of these
modes of speaking ’. I do not see how this is to be extracted from
the Greek, and would rather take it to mean ‘ by applying our intuition
to time as we do to other things ', i.e just as in other cases we use the
immediate data of sense to determine the nature of the thing perceived,
so here we must use our direct intuition to determine the nature of
time, and if we do so, we find, as he goes on to say, that it is really
a o-15,11.-rr-ruipta associated with various oi“i.'p.'ir1'u:ip.a.1'tI. of things. But I feel
very doubtful about the words.

6. Stake:-roug, ‘ expressions ’,_ almost ‘ descriptions’ of time. Hicks
notes that time had, for instance, been defined as ‘ number of motion '
or ‘ measure of motion ’.

7 mi-r' nth-06: both times the phrase occurs the ma]ority of the
MSS. have mad’ airroii, a mere error due to the occurrence of similar
phrases in the previous sections

8. oi'i'-re Elihu 1-i. . . . ‘We cannot predicate anything else about time '
we cannot assign it to any special category of existences, for there is
nothing else which is similar to it in nature. it is rut generzr. He
must of course here be thinking of some special efforts to class time
with something else, but it is not clear what.

9. ixov, MSS Zxev-i-0;, a mistake due either to the neighbourhood
of mi.-r' aim-01'} or possibly to a misunderstanding. Von der Muehll
retains Zxowiis. but in what sense is not clear.

iSti;3|iti-i-i., ‘ a peculiar ' or ‘ unique existence ’ ; cf. iSi6-i->7-re, § 7|. ro.
Io au|i.-ir)iéito|.iev, ‘ associate it ’, in our ordinary thought or ways of

speech
rr it-i-rt)toyta-i-éov, ‘we must turn our thoughts to it ’, ‘ reflect on it ’,

in a quite general sense so én-i..\oyttr,uei'}, § 73. 2.
§ 73 1. diiofieifieus, ‘logical proof’ it is not a matter for reasoning,

but simply of careful attention to our experience
2. rails flpéputg ital. 1'-til; vu§I cru|.i.1'i')u§ito|i.ev. Our normal association

of time is with the succession of day and night. Now they are them-
selves O'U,LJ.1T1'(i3]..tG.1"G'. of the earth, or the sky, or the sun, or generally of
‘ our world’ time then is a 0-iiri-rr-rtiipn of them, or a O"l.l[J-7I'1"l.iJ’.L(I. rrv;.i.-
Wfwpdrwv

4 -rois 1-rdflecri. ital -rails d-irafleiau; . another association of time is with
our own feelings or absence of feelings (e.g in sleep), because we per-
ceive these states as lasting for a longer or shorter period: so, too,
with motion and rest

5. T5t6v -rt afipirrupa, ‘a special kind of accident’: the duration of
states, &c., is an evmtum which is rm generzs.

1rtE)u.v- i.e. in the case of rrcifileat, &c., ‘ again ’, just as in the case
of day and night. Usener, looking in this clause for a summary of the
whole section, reads -iraiv-re. For -iriiltiv, referring "J't1'l}7't1 -rrtim-ti to the whole
list finépat; ml vvfif as well as those mentioned in the second clause.
But this is rewriting, and in fact the section is left without any sum-
ming up.

Q 2 __
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At the end of the section there is a. scholium : ‘this he says also is
the second book of the Ilepi oiio-we and in the Greater Epitome’.

VII. W'ont.ns, THEIR CREATION, DESTRUCTION, Snares,
AND CONTENTS.

Epicurus passes with a perfectly abrupt transition to the considera-
tion of the various worlds contained in the universe. He had already
dealt with this question in § 45, and shown that there is an infinite
number of viorlds: here he deals with their creation, their ultimate
destruction, their shapes, and their contents. It is possible that one or
other of the sections has been misplaced, and that they ought to be
brought together, but the letter is so disjointed that to secure a logical
order in it would require a very great readjustment, and it is better to
leave the paragraphs where they are. The subject is dealt with again
in the letter to Pythocles (§§ 88 ff.) and is treated fully in the fifth
book of Lucretius

The short paragraph, in which there is one considerable lacuna,
divides itself into three sections :

(1) In the first section 72) Epicurus states that worlds were
created out of the infinite by the aggregation of certain nuclei
(0-vo-1-po¢icit'), out of which worlds ‘ separated out’, i.e the various parts
of them went to their respective places, earth sinking down to the
centre, water lying above it, and the lighter and more fiery elements
rising to form air and the heavenly bodies. Just as they have been
created, so they will ultimately be dissolved into their component
atoms, whether owing to external blows or to internal disruption. For
a fuller and very picturesque description of the process we may com-
pare Lucr v 432-494, and for the general idea of growth, decay, and
destruction ii. io48-to89.

§ '13 7 -i-obi; itétruouq. Epicurus’ conception was of an infinite series
of worlds in different parts of space, each an ordered system of earth,
sky, and heavenly bodies.

1rEi'.a-av o-iiyitptotv ireirepaajiéwjv, ‘ every compound organism which has
a limit’. Epicurus does not of course suggest that there are com-
pound bodies without limit, but merely points the contrast the limited
comes out of the unlimited. It is not, however, quite clear what lie is
thinking of here, but probably some aggregation of atoms which was
not definite enough to be called a icétrjios

8 1'-5 opotoeihés 1'01; 6£0JpOU|.|.€I-'01.; 1i'i.iitvtTi9 Fxoutrttv ' Bignone translates
‘like in kind to the things which we constantly see ’, but the order of
words is strongly against this, and rruitvfirs must go with ixouo-av, not
with Geiapoviiévots. It will mean then ‘exhibiting continuously,
i.e. throughout its extension, a likeness in appearance to the things we
see ’. The expression is a little obscure, and it is possible that Epicurus
1S intending to exclude from his statement the bodies of the gods,
which, though of atomic structure, were not made ‘like the things
we see ’.
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IO. o-uo'-rpo¢|>£i‘iv: vague masses oi matter forced by the aggregation
of atoms and void, cimgressus maferiai, Lucr ii. 1065. There may
be the added notion that they move round in a wliirl (8'£vo<;), as in the
old atomic motion. \Ve may compare the modern conception of
nebulae.

éironiexpipévuv, ‘ separated out’, another early cosmogonical notion
going right back to Anaximandefs ‘ separating out of opposites ’

I I ital 11--iilxw Siukdeo-Bat 11-dm-:1 an important point in the Epicurean
physics : as all worlds (like all other compound bodies) have a begiii-
iiing, so they are all ultimately dissolved compaie Lucr v. 235-379

1-6|. pév . . -iriio-xov1-0. the main causes of dissolution would be
external bloxis, such as the collision with another KL;CI'fL0§ and the
gradual internal disruption due to the escape of atoms shooting off
from the K60-pros into the surrounding ‘\O1tl

13 11'cicrxo|r1'ci.' there is considerable divergence of reading in the
MSS. which seems to he diie to a blot or erasure, but there is little
doubt that -rrdaxov-ra is riglit It is, liowever, avikwartl standing by
itself, and there is rnucli to be said for the reading of the second liaiid
in II -roiim ndoxovra, of \\lll(.ll a trace may also be found in BQ’s
TUB-ro crxdci.

At the end of the section folloiis an interesting scholium see
ciit app Bignone takes Ta)!’ pcpflii» to he the four elements, hut
there seems 1‘lO_]l1HllllC[t[IO1‘l for this, and it is more natuial to under-
stand it of the local physical paits (ifa world which become dislocated
after long inteinal atoniic xiliiation The reference in the last clause
is to the idea set out in Lucr x 534 ff, that the earth is sustained in
its place by a gradual thinning out of its structure underneath, which
acts at once as a link “ith the suriounding air and as a kind of
‘ spring-mattress’ Von cler Muehll may be right in retaining the
words Sfikov 051» <5: as part of the text, supposing a lacuna after them.

§'74 (2) SS/'2rr;'>ir Q/’!/Er riwfdi The \‘\OlltlS are not all of the
same shape At this point there is a lacuna owing to the intrusion
of a considerable scholium, see crit app. We may conclude that
Epicurus stated that viorlds “ere of differeiit shapes, yet not of all
possible shapes, and then enumerated some of the shapes.

2 Exov-rag \Ve can deduce the form of the text which was ousted
by the scholium There must hate been a verb, probably -yr-yovévai,
after vopfcetv, then the <;€!COnCl 0‘l¥’TE clause, pI'Ol)2'.-lbly ofi-re (1.13 -irclv rrxfipa
ixovrai; Then possibly a reason for this belief and a statement of the
shapes that are found among i-(tie-p.oi. as in the scholiast’s quotation
from the XIIth Book of the Hep}. <,-tiiirrcws

(3) Coizmzts qf/be worlcfs A strange addition is made by Epicurus
in the idea that other ‘\\ orlds than ours contain animals, plants, &c , such
as we see here. The section must have begun in the lacuna, and
Usener has suggested that it ran something as follows . ii/\)t-Er ,m‘7v Kat
1-r€.o'i refs K(;0"'U-OLE‘ 3:: v0p.t'§cw Kai qbv'r5. i-cal 1'11 Retro. 1-5. rap‘ ifufiv
Qcwpotllucva ivcivai.
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0681 yap flu . . . 06; Ev {Bow-F10-ii. Usener has most acutely seen the

meaning of this sentence, which at first sight might seem the reverse of
what would be expected. The emphasis lies on no.5 before aim 6.1»
i;.iii-cpt¢)t1§<,-!i61;. ‘ No one could prove that in one kind of worlds these
seeds might have been included (or might not, as chance dictated);
and that in another they could not have been included ', i. e. there are
two kinds of supposed worlds, one in which the inclusion or exclusion
of such things was, so to say, ‘ optional’ and due to chance, the other
in which they were excluded, and both kinds are contrasted with our
world, in which they are included. It is Epicurus’ general conception
of Zirovoiiia. which makes him decide that such formations are in fact
impossible.

3. (iv) is a necessary insertion, and may well have dropped out
before pév.

5. (1-6.) is again a necessary insertion; it dropped out after the last
syllable of -ii-rim-a.

6. At the end of the section the MSS. have the not very illuminat-
ing 5Ch0lll-llT1 Ji0'0-irrws 5% Kai €l"TpI1¢I'aV(I.L- "row 111151-oi’ 8% rpdrrov icai. in-i

"s voiiia-réov. Von der Muehll would retain the words from 1-Cw aiirbv
52 supposing them to be the beginning of a section dealing with animal
and plant life. r

VIII. THE DEVELOPMENT or CIVILIZATION AND "ran
ORIGIN or LANGUAGE.

Another rather sudden transition From the consideration of the
xéo-pier in general Epicurus passes to our earth and the development
of civilization among men

§75. (I) In the fiist sentence he announces his general theory
that suriounding circumstances first compelled men to certain actions
or that nature gave them an example these actions they subsequently
developed by deliberate reflection leading to improvements and new
inventions. The whole idea is elaborated at great length and with
many examples by Lucretius (v 925-1457) : we may notice especially
the passages in which he explains that lightning taught men the use
of fire (1091-1 I04), and the action of the sun the melting and mould—
ing of metals (i 24 I-I 280)

1. ti-ii-ol\-q11-1-éow. We may perhaps notice the less forcible word than
the usual I/Of.L|.0'TéOV this is not a matter of ‘faith’, of immediate
deduction from the main Epicurean principles, but a COI]_]EtCl1lJI'6 as to
probable occurrence at the same time we may observe the regular
Epicurean progress from aifo-t91go-tg to i\.oyw-p.69,

1-P-|v qiiia-iv . not here ‘ nature ’ in general, but ‘human nature’, and
so throughout this section: perhaps ‘their nature ’ would more exactly
represent it. compare phrases like 15 1-E; i,{rvX1'r}~: ciiiio-is and Lucretius’
usage of nature in such places as ii. I 7

I. stsaxflfiwai Te ital. d.va.y|¢ti.o'91"'|vu.i.' the distinction is clear _ 50me
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things, e.g. the clothing of their bodies to avoid cold they were com-
pelled to do . others, like the lighting of fire, they learnt from the
example of natural phenomena

3. i‘.lcr1-cpov: xiii 1'50-rcpov MSS , but it is not easy to make sense of
icaif (perhaps ‘later again’, like the mil i/Mi-i-i-one below), and we may
follow Usener in excluding it.

5. iv piv 1'|.cri. 1t£Pl.680l.§ . D\ci'r1'ou€. A C0!'i'i.ipt and very difficult
clause, of which I do not think that the solution has yet been
discovered.

(I) Usener emends iii-ro 131v d-rro 101'} tin-eiipov to ti.-rro'rop.-iyv ri.1-rd 'roi'J ci:rrci.'-
poi.) and then excludes it as a gloss, probably originally part of the scho-
lium on § 74 2--—a very arbitrary proceeding, such as Usener has taken
in other places (cf.§ 62). He then supposes a lacuna which would
have contained something like aeifiovq .\<i,.t,t-liivetv éiritlérrus, ‘in certain
epochs and at certain times it made greater progress at others again
less’. This makes admirable sense, and is indeed what one would
expect Epicurus to say, but the text can hardly be treated with such
violence

(2) Bignone would retain the words 6.-n-Ei Tdiv 6.».-i-E» -i-05 cl-ii-eipov, and
with great ingenuity compares K. A xiii -i-{Fm Jvwdev 1'»:-riiii-1-my .m9ea'ru'i-
TUJV Kai 1'iTiv fnro yfiq Kai rirrldis "rdiv év 11?: direfpip ‘rd. Ev TC; drrciptp, llfi
argues, were the chief cause of fear in the early history of man, and
one of the main mail-is of progress would be liberation from them
He would therefore suppose the sentence to have run Ev piév -rm-E
-irrp.-adders Kai xpdvoic iiiro 1-div as-.3 1-oi} iiri-irfpov (qbdfiwv p.(d€0UG' 1rapo.o'xcva'.-
flee-Gar. M30-sis), év 5% rirri. Ktll. é)ui1-rem, ‘ and that in certain epochs and
at certain times it provided greater liberation from the fears resulting
from the infinite, at others again less’. But (1) the suggestion is
grammatically improbable: (a) K A. xii T6 <,-£wBoi5p.evov Jtijctv shows
that Epicurus would have written -ribv q66,8wv itiirreis and not ti-rré -r63v
ghdflmv, ll \\OL1lCl surely have been 1-Jiy {K 1-013 6.1:-efpo-u qfidfiuiv,
(r) could one speak of a ,uei’1§wv or éaérrwv A150-ig? (2) The early part
of this section is meant to lead up to the discussion of language, and
it is improbable that Epicurus would have introduced a reference to
superstitious fears which, however important, are irrelevant.

I think the sense must have been something simple on Usener’s
lines, but I do not yet see how to deal iiith the words 6.1:-6 rt'£'w 5.1-i-6 1-05
ciireipev, which seem to be quite genuine.

(2) The origin qf language In the second part of the section
Epicurus passes to the particular question of the origin of language.
His theory is subtle and carefully worked out and should be noted
particularly, as later Epicurean tradition, especially as represented in
Lucretius (v. roa8—io9o),only imperfectly preserved it. (Giussani’s
essay, vol. i, pp. 267-284, is very illuminating and important.) There
was always a question in antiquity whether language originated ipiirrei
or 660-it. Epicurus’ answer is twofold. Approaching the question as
a problem in the actual history of primitive man, he maintains that
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language in its earliest stage was developed qbiia-at: it was a natural
emission of sounds corresponding to emotions and impressions received.
Later, in the stage that corresponds to that of Aoyto-pd: above, it was
regulated, developed, and extended deliberately (Béaet). Lastly, as
new things and new ideas were introduced, names were found for
them partly by natural imitation or suggestion, partly by deliberate
invention or analogy. His speculation is singularly acute and should
be reckoned among his best contributions to anthropology-—a subject
on which Epicureanism was notably successful in its COI'I]€CLUI'€!S.

7. Ii dpxfic pi] Bio-at . closely and emphatically together , ‘in origin
names were not deliberately imposed ’.

8. no.9’ {macro Earn . . cliul-rrdo|.|.u1'u: this CUi'i0L1S idea that the
emotions and impressions of diflerent races were actually different is
a weakness in Epicurus’ theory, but is to be accounted for, as we have
seen, by his conception of the brevity of the whole process

9. 1-ow éépu. {it-ir£|i.1i-etv. for the physical process of the uttering ot
sounds, from which Epicurus derives this very literal expression, cf.
§§ 52. 53- '

IO. o'1'e?Jt6|.i-ewov, ‘formed’, ‘shaped’ , CF. 07(1)}.-tc1rt'.{eo-filai In lhfi
parallel context, § 53.

12. e'ir| of the MSS may be retained, as it might be on each occa-
sion, though Usener’s 7} would produce a more normal construction
after the dv.

§ 76 1. xotviis, ‘ by common action’, or almost ‘ common consent’,
a very strong expression of the deliberate nature of the process of the
second stage.

3. éltltifiltotg, dkkwjkais MSS : a very good correction of Meibom.
ofi ouvopuipevu -rrpii~|r|.|.o.'ro., ‘ things previously unseen ’, i E. those

either introduced from foreign tribes or invented for the first time.
Surely not ‘tried to introduce the notioii of things not visible’
(Hicks)

5. 1'00; (piv) dvayxaofiiwus dvu.<[>t»vF|oai., ‘ being constrained by
necessity to utter some of the sounds’. The MSS have -roi»; alone,
which Usener Omits taking dvayxaofilévras dvadimv-float with the whole
clause, and assuming that here again dvtiyieq was always the cause In
that case it must apply also to the second clause rm): 8&1-Q3 )toyia-_u.@
ihopiévovs, and if so, it would be better, as Giussani points out, to
adopt Schneider’s CODJECIUTEB Eiropévovsi there was a necessity even in
obeying the dictates of reason I greatly prefer, however, as does
Bignone, to follow Schneider here in inserting ;.i.é'v. In the introduc-
tion of new words at this stage both the causes tiviiym; (or qfniais) and
9_q’a-is work side by side e.g. when a foreign thing was brought in,
eivciyieq would compel the imitation of its foreign name, when a new
thing was invented, it would be given a new name Géaet.

6. 1-oi); Bil . . . éliopivous. . 01710»; éppqwcfiaai: as so often in
Epicurus (e g. § 71. 9) the construction breaks off into a main clause,
‘and some names they chose by reasoning and thus expressed their
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meaning ’. Bignone, anxious to preserve the exact parallelism,
would construct éppqvefio-at after oi-i-ifav this is doubtful Greek,
and it would be better, if strict syntax is required, to read (1-02-)
oi‘?-rws éppnyveiiiizrai but Epicurus’ laxness in these matters makes it
unnecessary,

iiarii 1'-fir irlteior-rr|v airiuv : cf xorrd. 1";]I/' rr}.ct'o-riqv outlier, § 67. 2, and
irii-i-ii. 1-Fyv ii-.\eEo-r-qv ¢0piiv,§ 7o. 3, ‘in accordance with the usual cause ’,
i.e the usual method of formation in such cases, sc. normally analogy.
I agree with Giussani and Bignone that there is no reason to suppose
with Usener that tn’-.-t'a.v is corrupt ' the suggestion in his note, ¢io.v1-a-
criav, is quite unnecessary

X CELESTIAL PIIENOMENA

Ep1C11r11S passes from the earth and its inhabitants to a new
department of inquiry There is in this letter no l'ull exposition of
the nature or causes of celestial phenomena, as there is in the letter to
Pythocles, but only a careful and elaborate precaution against the
theological vie“ of their creation and government, and a statement of
the attitude iihicli the true Epicurean should take up and the lines
of study which he should piirsue

(1) In the first section (§§ 76, 77) he pi'Oti.stS against two distinct
forms of the belief in the divine character of celestial phenomena We
must not believe either that the motions of the heavenly bodies are
controlled by any divine being (for that is inconsistent with our belief
in the untroubled blessedness of the divine nature), nor again must we
suppose that the heavenly bodies are themselves divine, for they are
merely material atomic conglomerations We must be careful not to
derogate from our idea of the majesty ol' the divine nature. All is,
on the contrary, due to regular atomic motion proceeding directly
from the development of the original COI1gLI‘l€S into a world For
the general idea we may compare Lucretius v. 78-9o

8 (Kai Thu) a necessary addition of Usener’s, vouched for by the
opening of almost every section of the letter

év -rois p-Heiépol-s‘ -.-it ,iie-rétiipa are for Epicurus celestial phenomena
in general, including besides the action of the heavenly bodies also the
phenomena of weather.

cliopiiv the normal course of the heavenly bodies in the sky com-
pare Ep. ii, § 92, and Lucr v 509-533.

1-p01-rfiv . regularly used of the ‘ turning’ of the course of the sun at
the tropics (‘l"pO1'i'G.tf) compare Ep ii, §93, and Lucr. v. 614-649 "
here also probably of other heavenly bodies as well

9 Exkeiqiiv the ‘ eclipses’ of sun and moon cf Ep. ii, § 96, and
Lucr. v. 751-770.

i:’ivct1'o)t'lr||»' ital 8l.llO'Ll-P Cf Ep. ii, § 92, and LUCI‘. V 650--655
Tat aiiirroixu. -rod-rots, ‘ questions in the same category as these ’, such,

for mstance, as the origin of the moon’s light, the equinoxes, the size
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of sun and moon, which are dealt with in the parallel passages of the
second Epistle and Lucretius v.

IO. lteii-oupyoiv-roe -riv6s' the first of the false explanations of popu-
lar mythology, that the movements of the heavenly bodies are con-
trolled by some divine being, who either has ordered them once for all
or continues to do so.

II. Si.o.rd§av-res. the I'I1l1]OI'llL}’ of the MSS read the fut. participle
8LCl.'I’t:l’.£O1-"'|"09, which Usener has placed in his text. But the distinction
must be between the two ideas about the Supreme Being, (1) that
he continues to control the revolutions, &c., of the heavenly bodies,
(2) that at the Creation he set them once for all on a course which
they then pursue automatically We should therefore adopt the aorist
participle from GHZ

§ 77. r mi yap o-u|.i.<|>uwoi'iu-iv . . . the idea of such labours is incon-
sistent with the life of tranquillity which we attribute to the gods and
regard as an essential in the conception of blessedness: compare
Kiipicu. A6504 i. Lucretius argues in the same way v. 82 ff.

3. |.|.1'|-re aii rrfip dpa 3v-i"o. o'uve0"rpa|.i_i.i.€vov . : the second of the false
explanations, that the heavenly bodies are themselves divine beings,
who voluntarily take upon themselves these recurrent motions. The
MSS here show signs of corruption, but there seems no reason for
3.baI1Cl0Iil1'ig‘ the text t0 which they point :=r1'}p dpa dvrii. o'vv£o"rpap.,u.ifvov,
‘ as they are only aggregations of fire ’. Usener, following up a sug-
gestion of M. Casaulion, emends very ingeniously to vrvpbg d.vci,p.,u.-:11'c|.
0-vveo-rpa,iip.€vov, ‘ rekindhiigs of fire gathered together ’, in allusion to
Heraclitus’ famous theory of the ifiltfou d.’i/t1p.p.a, that the sun was
extinguished every night and 1'Bl-.‘.I1l(llB(l in the morning by a fresh
gathering of fire This is quite gratuitous and indeed improbable, as
Epicurus did not regard Heraelitus’ theory with much favour and
is therefore not likely to have placed it here as his only statement
of the nature of the heavenly bodies. Moreover, CI‘vv£O'1"pfl.}L,U.€’V0i/ is a
clear reference to the crvo-rpo<;l>tii' at the creation of the \\ orld to which
he refers below, I. 7

5. iiu.-rd Bofiltquiv, ‘ of their deliberate choice ’
6. 1-<3 aépvuiia . the idea of divine majesty (in perfect tranquillity and

blessedness) which we attribute to the divine beings.
KCl.'l'd. -iriiv-re. 6v6p.ci-re. <|>ep6|i.eve. sc not only the titles and epithets

which we apply to the divine beings, but also in all statements which
we make about them. Both the ideas stated above are really a
degradation of the idea of the divine majesty, because they attribute
'rrpo:yp.i1-rci'.’o. t0 the dlVl1'1€ betngb. The dicpdpcva Of the IVISS. makes
quite good sense, and there is no need to follow Usener in reading
tficpdpevov with Udpvwyia.

-rt‘i.s -roiuii-ras ilvvoiu.s' 1. e. the conceptions of tranquillity, peace,
blessedness, absence of care, &c , which we attribute to the gods.

7. Iva |.ir|8' . it seems necessary to adopt this emendation of Usener’s
for the MS. étiv #93’. It is true that Epicurus likes putting an important
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point in a subordinate conditional clause (cf. § 62. 5 ci pi; igb’ Em. . . ),
but we can hardly take it so here : we must keep the idea of i:re’jiviii;.ia.
pure, in order that our opinions may not be contradictory. itiv ;i1;3i1»
1'51:-einivriev . . . 8651;, Meibom’s conjecture, which is adopted by von
der Muehll, seems an unnecessarily large departure from the tradition.

yéwuv-rat another necessary addition ; the clause must have a verb
8. ei Si jifi, ‘ otherwise’, ‘ if we do not preserve the cr€jiivaip.ti'.
-rev jiéyia-1-ow rdpiixow compare a striking parallel to the general

idea in Lucr. vi. 68-78.
to iiii.-re. once again has become Kai in the MSS.
-rd; GE dpx-F|s évuiroli-fiilieig -i-Giv aua-i-po4i6‘iv: a slightly different idea of

the o'iio-rpoqbiiii’ to that in § 73. IO There they are the great agglomera-
tions, each of which ultimately resolves itself into a world, here
smaller agglomerations ‘caught up ’ within the larger one, and ulti-
mately forming into sun, moon, or star.

1 I. rijv iliwdyivrjv 'ro.ii-r-r|v ital Trepfohov should be taken closely together,
almost as a hendiadys, ‘ this necessary rei olution ’, so ‘ the law of their
revolution ’.

§78 (2) Hraman /tnmnfedge and kappirress lipicurus turns from
the divine aspect to the human aspect Just as it is an insult to the
divine majesty of the gods to attribute to them the control of the affairs
of the world, since it would be a disturbance to their eternal repose,
so an accurate knowledge about the nature of these things is an
essential for human happiness, as it removes those fears which arise
as long as we believe celestial phenomena to be due to the arbitrary
action of Cl1\1I1€.‘ powers hloreover, in the acquisition of this know-
ledge lies man's greatest hapjiiness. But this is only true of the first
essentials and the ultimate natuie of things celestial. The details of
celestial phenomena, the causes of risings and settings, eclipses, &c ,
cannot in themselves remote our fears nay, by the avie which they
arouse, they may even increase them. Such knowledge in itself con-
tributes nothing to human happiness, though in combination with the
knowledge of the essentials it may go to increase it In such par-
ticulars then we must not be disappointed if we are not able to fix on
some one cause as the sole cause the phenomena may be produced
in several ways, or we may not be able to say for certain which of
several causes is the one which operates in our ii orld But as regards
the ultimate nature of 1-E». neriopa we must be certain. The introduc-
tory paragraphs of the second letter should be compared, and the
whole of Lucretius’ astronomical section (v. 509-770) affords constant
illustrations of the principles.

I (1-6) . again a necessary addition of Usener the article with the
infinitive seems specially liable to be lost. cf §§ 47 8- 3, 57 io.

-i-Cw iiupiu-i-it-row, ‘ the essential facts ’, i.e. the comprehension of the
divine nature and the knowledge that celestial phenomena are not
produced by it. Cf. § 35. 6, where the word is used in a broader sense

2. iliucriolioyicig, ‘the science of <;biici-sis ’, of the underlying structure
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and character of things: compare Lucretius’ rerun: mzmra. It is con-
trasted here with iairopiqi (§ 79. 2), the inquiry into details of special
phenomena.

1-'2» pandpiov. of course here ‘human happiness’: compare below,
§ 8o 2 -rii . . pnniipiov 1§p.iTiv. The peace ofmiiid (ii-i-a.pwEii'iii) which arises
from the comprehension of the fundamental principles given to man,
the nearest approach to the blessed life of the gods.

3. iv rfi wept pereuipww yvcfiaetz there seems no 1'62-15011 to follow
Usener in excluding these words as a gloss.

iv-ruiiflci : Usener’s suggestion that (re) should be added seems
unnecessary ital év 1-Q3 . . . is appended as an afterthought.

4 1-Eves: the rivtic of the MSS. is a mere mistake.
5. auqryevfi -rrpeq Tfiv etc 1-001-o iiiipifietciv, ‘ have an affinity to accurate

knowledge for this purpose’, i.e. to the knowledge requisite for human
happiness (-mi’)-re is 1-6 p.ai<t-ipiov, as Usener points out in his note)
my-yi/av-Fj is quite natural and Usener’s alteration to crvv-i-eivci gratuitous
so ignone.

Ts nlteovaxfiis, ‘that which may happen in several ways’, e.g as
Epicurus believes, eclipses or the waxing and waning of the moon;
see Lucr. v. 705 fl'., 751 ff.

6. év -rots roieiiroig: sc. the knowledge of the ultimate nature of
celestial things, in which alternative causes have no place : there is here
one final CBFLHIHI}.

1-6 évfiexépevov ital. iiltliws "l'l'(|J§ Zxeiv, ‘that which can happen some-
times in one way, sometimes in another’, e.g thunder and lightning,
see Lucr. vi 96 ff Bignone retains the reading of the ITl3._]O['1l;}’ of the
MSS 1-E.» évficxoaévws as parallel to 1-6 rariivaxifis, but it seems an
almost impossible formation

8. 1-Cw . . . i"i-rrofiultkévi-mu, ‘things which suggest uncertainty as to
their real cause, or alarm because we do not understand their cause ’,
i.e. phenomena of \\»l]1Cl1 there may be set eral explanations

9. uni 105-ro d.1rl\t'Ci$ elvctt, ‘Of this (SC the nature of the Celestial
bodies and their independence of the gods) we can know that it is
absolutely’, i.e. ‘when we have worked on atomic principles to the
right €“{p'l3.1'l3.l.lOI1 we can be perfectly certain of it

§79. Epicurus now turns to the other side of the picture The
knowledge of detailed causes is not necessary for happiness, and
indeed it may even increase our fears, unless vie are acquainted with
the ultimate nature of the heavenly bodies and the true causes of their
movements

1. -r6 8’ év 1-fi iirropiqi 1'I‘€1'l'TWK6S : in-1-opfa is the detailed investigation
of particular causes as contrasted with ¢>vrrio)to-yi'ii, which is the know-
ledge of the ultimate principles The genitives -His 5150-ms, &c., are
connected with in-1-opia.

3. -ri-pee 1-6 |.l.flKd-PLOP -ri-‘|g yvuiaeue, ‘ for the blessedness which know-
ledge confers’, a possessive genitive, a favourite device of Epicurus’,
as Bignone points out. Usener unnecessarily alters to -rii.-; yvdiaeis,
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which he then takes with -i-Fr; 3130-mic, &c., leaving 1-5 is -,-§ is-,-.,p.’.3_
irii-ii-1-umei; in suspense.

4. &l\)t' 6|.i.oi'us . . 11-poa-['8eiaa.v -rafi-re: as Bignone notes, Epicurus
is probably thinking here of astrologers and other superstitious persons
who, although they have observed the detailed movements of the
heavenly bodies and may know something of their immediate causes,
yet postulate a divine agency behind all and regard celestial pheno-
mena as an indication of the divine \\lll

6|.i.oEu<,; goes with xiii. ei p.-F7 -ri-poo-3;8eto-(iv 1'a{l'ro.,‘]l1S1I as much as if
they had not learnt these things '.

5. iio.n'66v1-ac, ‘ when they have perceived them ' ' Epicurus regards
the knowledge of the detailed causes of celestial phenomena as a
matter of observation rather than of reasoning. It is quite unneces-
sary to alter with Usener to iiii-r¢i3i$-ms

7. -irlieious st didflnvc Exciv
9. oinovopiev, ‘ordering’, ‘ regulation’ a curiously personal word

for Epicurus to use. when he is so carefully disclaiiniiig personal
agency.

3&1’: '59] xfiv -rrlkeioug . efipfoxwpev . we must accept Usener’s CO1'l'eC-
tion for the mi . . ¢i~pi'ri-mmv of the MS? In many such cases of
detail Epicurus piopounds several causes which are not contradicted
by the evidence of the senses \\1lhOl.1[ deciding between them (see the
second letter and Luci v 509-770 /iai-rim) We must here be con-
tent with such uncertain l-inowledge, and it is all that is required for
our happiness

io. riiiv roiourorpémiiv an ingenious coriection of Meib0m's for rt?»-
1"0l.0LlTl.l.)II-' 'rp61i-my (or Tpoiriliv) Of the l\vlSS. rpdrrwv COt1ld hardly be used
in the sense of ‘occurrences’, and the corruption is probably due to
the neighbourhood of -rpmriliv.

1 I, iiiirirep xiii. év role Kurd. uépo; yivcuévotg fiv i e in such investiga-
tions as aie contained in the letter to Pythocles, which would be fann-
liar to the more advanced disciples for whom the present letter was
written. {iv again seems a necessary correction of the MS i or 1'}

§ 80 1. xpeiciv, ‘investigation ', ‘ inquiry ’
3 time rrcipafleiiipofiv-ras . A practical conclusion The right

method of procedure in inquiring into the details of celestial pheno-
mena is by the analogy of things witliiii our experience on earth. We
must investigate kindred phenomena there, and consider in how many
different ways they might be produced, and then apply our conclusions
to the heavenly bodies, which owing to their distance from us vie netcr
can investigate closely. And even though we think that one explana-
tion is the right one, we must be prepared to recognize that there may
be others, and not allow the discovery to disturb our peace of mind.
This is a typically Epicurean conclusion, and a good instance might
be found in Epicurus’ theory of eclipses (Ep ad Py!/z , §96, Lucr.
v 751 H1). We consider in how many different ways the light on earth
may be obscured. Then, though we think that the cause of the sun's
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eclipse is the passing of the moon between earth and sun, we are yet
prepared to admit that it may be that some other body intervenes or
that the sun's fires are temporarily damped.

irapuflcwpoiv-rug: probably ‘ considering in comparison with ' celestial
phenomena.

5. -irarrbs -rofi d.B1‘|)iou : tifiqaa to Epicurus fell under two categories,
phenomena like the celestial which are too far off for us to investigate,
and those like the atoms and the atomic structure of things, which are
below the ken of our senses. In both these cases we should reason
from our experience of earthly things

-riiw oi‘?-re . . 6.-ra.pu.ii1-'r‘|a-ci.i ' sc. ordinary unphilosophic persons who
do not investigate at all or distinguish between different classes of
knowledge or realize the importance of their distinction.

oi-re (Ta), Gassetidi’s correction of the MS. 0155:’, which is practically
demanded by the corresponding oi’-1-¢ -i-6.

7. (hit 1-t?iv>1-iqv .1w.puBi‘56vruv. I have adopted with some hesita-
tion Bignone s correction of the clause, ‘in the case of things which
provide an impression of themselves from a distance’, i.e the first
class of EE8iq)ui, the celestial phenomena to which we can never get
near enough to obtain an évdpyiqpa. Usener reads 1-iii» -r’ . . . -rro.pi.56v-
-rwv, ‘ but neglect the impression made on us by phenomena at a
distance ’ (Hicks), i.e. presumably, base their belief on -n-poafioéaijéitcva
instead of considering the evidence of sensation, but the expression is
forced, and his main point here is that in considering the heavenly
bodies we cannot get sufficient evidence from the senses. I think it
would, as a third couise, be Just possible to accept Usener’s -niv 1-’ and
retain ii-a.pa8¢86v-rwv, ‘but are content to hand on the traditional
account based on the appearance of phenomena from a distance’;
a description of the ordinary conventional man iiho is content with
the first-sight appearance of celestial phenomena without reasoning by
analogy and would be satisfied. e g. to say that the sun passes round
the earth without considering Heraclitus’ theory -that it is lit up afresh
every day. But Bignone’s restoration seems to bring the sentence
nearer to Epicurus‘ general phraseology and to the particular drift of
this passage.

9. Kill. i€iSi -ii-ms, ‘in some such way as this’. if, that is, we think
that we have reached aii approximate explanation which is-right, we
must still be prepared to admit that there may be several explanations
and must not be upset by that conclusion.

ital. iEc|i' _oi'.'oi.9 bpoiwc ifcrriv d'.1'o.pair-rfitrut, ‘ and that in circumstances
where we may be equally at peace in rnind ’, even if there are several
explanations, i.e. in the consideration of the detailed causes of celes-
tial phenomena. Usener omits both Kai and Ea-1-Ev, which is only the
reading of GH . in-i-t'v seems necessary to the construction, and I think
Kai may be retained. Bignone would read KG.-l. (ixeiv) on the analogy
of 1-5 p.oi/axtTis E'xov 1?; -ytvdpcvov, l. 5, which may be the right solution.

IO o.i‘i-i-6 -i-6 Bi-t -iflieovaxtiis . it-ru.pu.ii1-F|<rop.ev . sc. our recognition
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of the possible plurality of causes will not disturb our peace any more
than if we knew that there was one approximate cause.

(3) Tfie (auras :5/'mm’.r_/Pant At the end of this long discussion of
1-Bi. itcréwpa Epicurus swings round to the practical moral conclusion.
The two chief causes of mental disturbance, the opposite of the ideal
ii-mpaffa, are firstly this belief that the heavenly bodies are divine
beings. performing actions quite contrary to tlie divine nature, and
secondly the fear of death, whether it be of punishment in another life,
or of the annihilation of sensation as something felt by ‘ us ’. Peace
of mind, on the other hand, consists in the release from these fears.
The argument of the whole section is quite straightforward, and is
repeated in many passages by Lucretius, compare especially i. 80-
135,111 41-93, v i 194-1240.

§ B1 2 -rdpaxoe Usener suggests the insertion of ,a¢’i» to balance
1‘; Bi ii-rapaéia below, § 82. 1, but that clause may well be an after-
thought

3. 1-afi-ra ic the heavenly bodies, of vihich he has been speaking
in the preceding SECHOTJS Von der l\luehll’s -rat’,--i-ii is ingenious but
hardly necessary.

Sogdflcw Usener’s addition (Jvai) seems unnecessary. it can be
supplied in thought.

4 Totiroig ..l‘C'. To ptaicripiov Kai Jqbfiiaprov, easily extracted from
the previous clause Usener’s ‘correction’ 1'0Ll1‘tp is no improve-
ment.

5 ai-i-fag' here ‘ motives’, i e anger and favour compare § 77. I ff.
aiii for Kai’. a good correction of Usener’s
6. sire ital (1.61-iiv . ico.1"’ aiiroiii; a new point Some men do HOE

fear punishment in another life, but fear the annihilation of sensation
as though it were something that \\Ol1lCl affect ‘them’ . but, as
Epicurus would say, when the soul has once left the body and
dissolved, ‘ they’, who are a combination of soul and body, no longer
exist compare Lucr iii 838-842 and 87o-893 Kai at-rijv is a good
correction of Casauhon": tor Kflfdl. -raiimv the constant confusion of
Kai-ii’. and Kai occurs again in the MSS ]ust below, I. 7

8. sagai; as the result of an inference of opinion from phenomena:
cf the constant use Of drifuzctv and n-poodoftifctv.

diliéyqi yé 1-wt -irapaai-duet, ‘ an ‘L1I]T(.3.‘\O-1'lll1g presentation of a picture
to the mind ’, ‘imagination ’ not even grounded on an inference, how-
eier false, from phenomena Hicks translates ‘an irrational perver-
sity ’, but is there evidence for irapria-rae-is in this sense?

9. pi] épiflov-rag, ‘ not limiting’, i e. not knowing the limits of pain,
which in the Epicurean system are set by the right comprehension of
nhat man needs and the limits of his suffering, and the knowledge
that the gods do not intervene in the ii orld and that death is nothing
110 US

io. iii; iii. Kai. £S6§aI,ov 'rci.G1'u. constructed in sense after i.’o'nv. With
some hesitation I propose the substitution of dis for MS. 1'6’: (or 1-6).
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Usener, keeping 1-q’), proposes the much more violent change, -rtfi
cixaifws Soifriifov-ri rafrrat but Epicurus would not have admitted that
any one held these opinions eiKaifi»s. Hicl-is’s translation ‘ than if we
held these beliefs’ seems to imply dis‘ or 5 ‘TC?! would give this sense
too, but is very harsh.

§82. 2. 1-6. I can see no reason for following Usener in his
alteration to 1-53, with which presumably iv is to be supplied from the
construction of the previous sentence: ‘ peace of mind 2.1‘ freedom from
these fears and the recollection of the main principles ’

(4) Trust m 1'/i.e senses. As the conclusion of the whole discussion
which started from the consideration of celestial phenomena, Epicurus
comes back to the position which he enunciated at the beginning of
the letter. The only safe principle in life is always to trust to the
direct evidence of our external sensations and our interna-l feelings.
Inference from them (86Ea) may be false, and may lead, as he has
shown, to conclusions which greatly militate against our peace of
mind; but the sensations are always true This is the ultimate basis
of the whole Epicurean system, physical and moral, and forms a fitting
conclusion to the argument of the letter

4. mtfieai : all the MSS. have the curious mistake -ii-5.0-i.
1-oi; 1i-apofiai, ‘those present to us’, so ‘ immediate ’ . see § 38. 5

rds 1'rapo'Jo'o.s iwtflokds.
5. lttI.1'd. iiiii-16 Koivbv . . 1-ais ifiiaig Bignone has shown the meaning

of this. We must trust the common sensations of mankind (Lucretius’
commurns sensus) when we are considering common experiences or
wish to correct individual experiences of our own, which are due to the
particular state of our organism (e g. iiheri fever warps our taste).
We must, on the other hand, trust our individual sensations when we
are considering matters on which we can pronounce judgement,
e.g. our own feelings of pleasure or pain. K A. xxxvi affords an
interesting example, where Epicurus distinguishes -i-6 8i’Kaiov which is
Kowév to all mankind, from that Vt hich is i’8i.ov to particular nations or
peoples.

6 no.9’ l’itu.o'1'ov Tthv icpl.-r-r|pituvI st‘ the senses and feelings, the
rrp6)t1;i,{/is or general concept, and possibly also the é-iri;6’o)t-F] fig Siavofas,
which combines perceptions and concepts into ideas which have
validity in the region of the r'i'.8i7).a.

7. lvapyeia . the ‘ clear vision’ or ‘ intuition ', as usual
9. i11ro)\iiuro|i.ev probably goes not with -is ii’6'cv 6 -riipaxos . but

wllh o’o'a. q'>o,8e’t'.’ -i-013: 1\.o|.ii-oi); dvdpuhwovs.
IO. -r6‘.w dei -irapii|i.1i-i-ii-rév-raiv, ‘things that occur casually from time

to time ', i.e. sporadic as opposed to normal recurring phenomena.
Conclusion. The last paragraph of the letter returns to the ideas of

the exordium. The advanced student, absorbed in the examination
of details, must have a careful statement of the general principles
always in his mind, to which he may constantly refer. This was the
primary purpose of the present treatise, but it viill also, as Epicurus
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adds at the end, enable even those who cannot enter into details to
obtain a ‘ bird’s-eye view ’, which will be sufiicient to secure their peace
of mind (-yahqvie-#6:). The language of this section should all through
be compared with that of the exordium. The general drift is clear,
but the text in several places uncertain.

r i. Ke¢altai.ai8¢'a-1-a-ra is apparently an adverb going with é1i-i-ri-r;i-q-
néva, but there is a strong temptation to read (1-a) Ke<;ba1\.aii-i8ii'-zr-ra-ra,
‘ the most important heads ’, which would give a better sense.

I2. -riiw Ghwv, ‘the general principles’ or ‘ the system as a whole '.
Cf. § 36. IO 1'-Ff; Gvvexofrs 'riTiv 5z\uiv rrcpiodefas.

§ B3 1. 15-o-re Ev yivoi.-ro ofiros 6 X670: Suvurog no-raorxeflfivai, ‘ so that
this account would be able to be comprehended’. The MSS. have
ica-i-co'xé'6-q, except that H writes i-:a1'ci.o'xé’9-q, which suggests Karaoxcdfivat
as the obvious correction with this change the MS text can be kept.
Usener, followed apparently by Bignone, places a full stop at i§1i-i-rr-i-,m;--
piéva, changes (‘iv -yifvotro to raw -yc’v'q-rat, adopts 5uvo.1-oi; ofri-oi; 5 )i.d-yes
from F, Ka-rao-xedefs from Gassendi, and places a comma at aKpt;8u’ac,
‘ so that, if this account becomes effective, being grasped accurately,
I think . . .' This seems quite unnecessary, and the participle is a
much less likely emendation of Ka-rro-X¢’9i7 than the infinitive.

2. o'ip.ai. : a lapse inio a rather more colloquial style quite consistent
with the turn to the personal address to Herodotus

3 dltptfiwp-tirrtill-': compare § 36 6 -rot? rravros t:i.n:pi,3u’ip.u.-r05‘
4 i?to~ii|.iBl\-i-|-row, ‘ incomparable ’, going closely with -.-rpéis -i-airs ikoin-airs

dvdpui-ii-ovc The man who knows the main principles will be in a far
superior position as regards the fears \\-hICl'l attack men There is,
I think, no reference to the do-iiid-'.>tria £5 av6pa’m-siv of K. A xiii
and xiv

6.896-rri-re, ‘ ripeness ’, ‘ strength ’ a Homeric word which reappears
in later Greek as a technical term of rhetoric

5 Kaflapd, ‘ free from difficulties ’, ‘ clear ’, an unusual word for
Epicurus

6. itti.-rd. T‘l'|l-f E’i)\'r|v 1'rpayp.a.-reiav compare -rev -riirrov 1-17}; 5Pt'r;s 1rpa~/;.i.a—
-reins, § 35. 8.

7 Boqfifioet ' compare BOfl6€EV aifrrofs dfivwvfat, § 35 6
8. (xal. -rd). again lost by ‘ haplography’ before Ka-rii '
9. tKaw.'Iis F} Kai -ieatss, ‘ sufliciently for practical purposes or even

with scientific completeness ’.
IO. E-ii-tfiokcis . again in the semi-technical sense in which it appears

in the exordium . ‘ acts of apprehension ’, so ‘ survey ’, almost ‘ princi-
pl€S ’. Cf. § 36. 3 1} i-wpt.ui1'd'.'r'i7 €1rt.,8oz\.i§

-rtfiv -ircp|.o'5is|.6iv . cf -i-as ovvcxoi-9 'riIiv 5)tuiv rrrpiodefac, § 36 Io
II. do-oi. BE. Epicurus reverts to the thought of l. 3 even those

who are not intending to go into the full details of the system can use
it as an epitome to give them the general ideas, and so to secure their
peace of mind.

-i-cw anorekoupivuv, ‘ those who are being perfected’, i.e. those who
an R
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work through the whole Epicurean system and so attain perfection.
A word which would suggest initiation.

:2. elclv oi, ‘some’, picking up and limiting Enrol. This seems the
obvious correction of the MS. ciaiv ii, though its sense is not very
convincing. Usener conjectures Emwjv (|c= it) taking it with -ii-poi:
'yo.1\.'qvu:rp4§v: the sense would be good, but it seems a rather violent
correction. Bignone reads 50-q 81} ii, ‘ a hasty view in so far as it can
be obtained by the method without oral instruction’: again a rather
violent change.

Kflrrfi. -rev Even eeaww -rpé-ii-ow apparently ‘ by instruction and not
orally’, for most of the disciples learnt the doctrine from the Master
in person. But it is a curious phrase, and there may be some corrup-
tion: you would expect him to say ‘by the method without details ’.

13. <'i'.p.ci vmF||i.ci-rt, ‘quick as thought’, ‘hasty’. Here in an even
more untechnical sense than when he applies it to atomic movement
1n§6r. 8.

1i-pd; yaltr,-wiaguér, ‘for peace of mind’ (t;i:1'apa.ft'a), which was the
aim of the Epicurean, and to which the knowledge of the principles of
dmo-ioA.o*y{a. contributed the greatest part : cf. § 37 3 ;.t<i)u.o-re. E-y-yu.J't17v£'-
£ I B(DI? Til) LCD



APPENDIX

On the meaning Of €'n'tBo)t1§ rfis Stavoifag.

OF all the technical terms of the Epicurean philosophy none is
nearly so obscure and elusive as én-i,8o)ti?; -H}: Siaveiac. We are con-
fronted with it or its equivalent five‘ times in the Letter to Herodotus
and once’ in the Kiipttii A65-cit; Diogenes ’ further tells us that the
‘ Epicureans ’ added it to Epicurus’ three criteria of truth: yet each
fresh context seems at first only to shed further obscurity on its
meaning. Nor can it be said that modern critics and historians of
philosophy have for the most part assisted much towards its elucida-
tion finding it in a prominent place in the Epicurean philosophy they
have felt bound to give some equivalent for it, but most of them have
been content to make wild guesses ‘ without, as it seems, any careful
consideration of the contexts in which it occurs: yet the very diver-
geiice of these guesses shows how little the phrase conveys a direct
indication of its meaning. Only two '5 scholars, so far as I know, have
made a really critical study of the Sl.1b_]€ClI, Tohtefi and Giussani,‘ and
they again differ widely in their conclusions. I should be lotli to enter
the discussion, but that I feel bound to justify the views assumed in
the translation and commentary, and also believe that something may
yet be said, which may help towards a solution.

It will be convenient, before entering the details of the discussion,
to give in full the passages of Epicurus dealing with the SUDJCCE, which
will frequently be required for reference, and to state summarily the
conclusions at which this note will arrive.

1 §§ 38, 5o, 51 (twice), 62. * xxiv. ' it 3t (Vain).
" We may instance Zeller, ‘ sensible impression ’, Uberweg, ‘ intuitive apprehen-

siori of the understanding‘ (which is nearer to part of the right idea than most
COI1]CCllI1I'CS) , Ritter and Preller, ' a form of 'lTp(5.r\‘Ql|Pl5‘ not difl'ei-ing from images seen
in delirium or sleep '; bteinhart, ‘ the free activity of the imagination '

5 Brieger's contribution (Lcizre van der Scale, pp 19, so) is so vague and
uncritica that it does not really come into question, though, as will be seen, he
has grasped one essential part of the full meaning F Merbach (De Epirun
Cananmr, pp. 28-35) has some interesting pages on the BtllJ]CCl1,. in which he agrees
in the main with '1‘ohte, but does not touch the crucial ditficulty of§ 6:: of the Letter
to Herodotus

5 Epikuri Krfienm der Wakrkaii, pp. so-24
"' Lucretius, vol. 1, pp. 171-182.

R2
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I. Letter to Herodotus:
I

A. § 38 :11» “re 1 Kwriit 1'iii.s c|.i0'9'q’o'ets deli rrcivfu. -rqpefv ictti <11:-i\.<T.is
(Kurd) rd: rrapoiiouc irrifiolds sire Stavoias cw’ drov srfrrorc 1-div i<pi.'r'q-
piuiv, fipioiuis 3% Karo. rd i'§'ii'ti.'pxov-re. rrdfin, dirrus Eiv ital. rd rrpoo'p.1'"vo1r ital
1'5 é'.S1;)tov Exwpev ole d"qp.etwo'6p.ci9ci.. -

B. § 50 mi -'1")? dv Rdfimytcv dmv-ro.o'iiav §1i'i.BM7'ri.ictTis fi 3i.0.i/orig. ‘F; refs
aia'917'r'qpt'ots J" ,u0p¢1';l5‘ tire owpflsflnxdrwv, Ecrriw aihi-Q row?
orcpcpviov, ytroytzvry xarii -re iffis ii'i5xi»-ai,u.a F‘; Eyxardhcippa roi} cidélov.

C. § 51 1) -rc -ydp dpoidrqs riiiv cfiavraopfiiv oiov ail iv eixdvi. lti.p.Bu.vo-
pévwv -F; i<ci.t9' -5-rrvou; yivoptivmv ‘ii; no.7’ d')Ut.o.s rtvds 1i'iri.,8o1\.d.s fie dtavofas
5") TIT)? )\.0i.1riTiv xptriqpfmv oim div rrcrrc 131:-fipxe -rofc ofiof re Kai. c'u\1q9€o'i.
1|-peg-a-yep;-no ' nu,-, gi, p.-F] fiv 1-tva. ital. -roi.a.i'§'ru. 1rpoo')3o.R.}t6pi.s1»a..

D. § 51 (ilgmediately following the preceding) 1-6 8% Stigpaprwtévov
oiix av in-fipxw, ci pig €)tn.,u.,Bti.vo,i.i.cir Kill. t'i')L.M}v 1-tvii. icimyo-iv Ev -i';ui'iv air:-ois
avvqppirqv pew ¢avrao'rixfi i1i'i,Bo)tfi)," 3i.¢i)i.17i,l/iv 32 Exovoav.

E. § 62 8-rrei. rd ye dcmpoiiptcvov 1rt'ii/ ii] mar’ éwtflohfiv Btapfiavdpevov
Tfi Smvoig. d.:\'r]9e's §o'1'|.i/-

II. Kiipiai. Atifat Xxiv cl "l"l.I/, iic,Bi:i)tc'Is dnldic i;i.'io-9qo"iv Kai pt-P; 3ici.tprj-
oftirenrb Sofplépwoya itct-Tilt: -rp 1'I'p0EfLéVOI/ ital; 1'2: ifidiz its-i-Ei. -i-iqv
aicr 0-iv xai -ra -mti. Km. -ii-no-av l1V'TCLO'1"LK v cm 0 v c tavoiae
a-vvr '65:: ital 1'5-'-s Kziirreitc aiag 'o'£|.S‘ Q ra-liw uhyiwcrjo K it ' so;. “mi- it it -is ~ » P rearrav or sis.

To these passages of Epicurus must be added two others of great
importance :

DlOg. LELBH. K. 31 iv rofvuv 11?: Kdvdvt )i.e{)/tuv io'1'l.v 6 ’Erri'.'icovpo<;
' '“ til 9 ' s civci 1-‘s aio-dwjaeis ‘ Pt'ilr ‘ ‘ ’t5‘-i;-K£)l.1:I']pI.G|. 1-1):; 1; eta. ‘ I. ti. \ ‘ ant -ripo 1] etc KCLL re. -ira.

oi. B 'Eim<ovpeiot icni. -res tptivrtio-1-iicris er:-i.,BoJtri; T'|;I\j Stavoias.
Clem. A161. 25'!’-Oylilla 4,‘ p. 1?? (U\S6nE_‘\1‘,_/:f' 255) ::pd)tiZI,I/iv dis divo-

didtuatv iwtfiolqv ei-rt rt evapyes Kai ii-irt rnv it-up-yq rov irpayptaros
in-ifvotav.

Briefly put, the line of argument which I propose to pursue is as
follows: (1) The natural meaning of érriflohfi used of operations of the
senses or the mind is a ‘ pI‘O]€ClZ1OIl upon ’, and so ‘ attention to ’, and,
with the added notion of the result, ‘ apprehension ’ and even ‘view’.
(a) Epicurus in several of the crucial passages implies an £11-i,Bm\.1j of
the senses, as ‘ apprehension ’ by ‘looking’ as opposed to passive
seeing. (3) éwiflolti; -i-fie Siaveias corresponds exactly to this and
means firstly (:2), the immediate apprehension by an act of mental
attention of certain subtle ‘images ’, too fine to be apprehended by
the senses, and, in particular, of the ‘images ' of divine beings:
secondly (6), the iminediate, or ‘intuitive’ apprehension of concepts,

1 For the text see the notes on the passages
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and in particular of the ‘clear ’, i e. self-evident concepts of scientific
thought. With this preface, which may be of assistance in the course
of a rather intricate and necessarily controversial argument, we may
proceed to full discussion.

1. It was one of the cardinal principles of the Canomra 1 (§ 38) that
words must be used in their first and obvious meaning, and‘though it
may well seem to us at times that Epicurus has hardly succeeded in
carrying out his principles, yet his intention suggests that the best start-
ing-point for inquiry is to ask what is the natural meaning of the word
in-i,Bo)uj. Proceeding from such literal usages as €1.—i,8¢£.Ut¢rv Ta; xéipac
it is natural to conclude_that iii-iBiir\.)trtv (-its vofiv or the like) will mean,
like the commoner éiréxrii», ‘to project the mind towards ', ‘ to turn the
attention to ’ an object. so Diod Sic. xx. 43 has -ii-péc oi58Ev é1i~¢’,8a)Utc
1-Pp» Stcivotav, ‘ he paid no attention to anything ’. In an absolute sense
without the accusative we find -i-dis r<otvo'Es TTp£1l.’yp.(10'LV i-rri{3riJ\)teiv in
Plut. Czc. 4 as an equivalent of rem jfiudlicanr caparscre, and in a
f£tm0US passage Of St Mark XIV. 72 Kill. ii1i't_Bo)t5.iv iiicitate. The verb
is used in this way in an Epicurean passage of some importance,
Aet IV 8 IO, p 395 (Usencrfr 3I'])Ae1iict1r1i-05: Arjytdxptroq ’E1rtii<ovpo';
riljv ai'o'617o'tv ital. -i-ijv vdrjcrtv -ytiveo-i9r1t eiduliituiv Efuidcv n-poatdvrmv yrnscvi
yup in-t.j8d)\)teiv p.-rj5e-ripav XUJPIQ -rofi m-puurrfrrrovros ciduihov, and again in
Iambl. Proir 4. 56 -i§ Jipts -role t'ipa-i-dis e’-.»rtBuZb\¢i for the moment we
will suspend the question of the exact sense in these rather technical
places

éwiflokvj, the substantive, should then mean ‘ a projection towards ’,
‘attention to ’, and so with the added notion of the result of such
attention, ‘ view ’ or ‘ apprehension ’ . the substantive is thus used by
Clem. Alex. 644 E-n-i,8o.\1‘j -His dkvjdefas, a ‘ grasp ’ or ‘apprehension ’ or
the truth. The simple in-i,L§'o)ti§ without further qualification occurs
six times in the Letter to Herodotus. (i) In § 35 Epicurus is speak-
ing of the reason for writing an epitome, 1-F1; 'y-itp £i6p6Cl.5,‘ in-i,8o)ti'§s
flriixrov Bedpelga, 71'}; SE KQTEL ,i.l.é'p0§' oiiix 5,u.0t'w5', ‘f0!’ WE.‘ have fI‘EqlJ6I]l;
need of the general view of the system, but not so often of the detailed
exposition ’. (2) In § 83 again, summing up the uses of the Letter, he
says that even those who are working out the system in detail will be
able sis 1-Etc 1-oitiiiras iiv.-:i)tiiov-rizis ii-ii-tflolfts 1-Etc -ii-Aei'0"ra.s -riiiv ircpiodetdiv
snip 1-fie 5)ti;; ().’)'l.iCI'G1.lJ§ 'noi.¢'£o-Gar, ‘ to carry out the greater part of their
investigations ‘into the nature of the whole by conducting their analysis
with reference to such a survey as this ’. (3) ‘With these two passages
goes the earlier of two instances in § 36 Baiho-réov ,u.i~v oiiv in-’ -Eice'i.'vtr.
Kai oruvsxtfis iv rfi jiiti/'r§ju:g -rs -roo'oi'}rov rrotiyriioir, riqli’ oh 5 re iwptarrciriq
é-irtflnitij ihrrl -i-Bi. ‘Ji'pé‘)/}.LG.Tl'.'I. Eu-rat, ‘ it is necessary to go back on the main
principles and constantly to fix in one's memory enough to give one
the most essential comprehension of the truth’. The meaning in
these three passages is direct and clear. Slightly more technical are

1 Ep 1, § 33.
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(4) § 69, where he is speaking of the properties (0-vp.B<B1;ii6-ro) of com-
pound things not I-ii-i.Bo)tEu; ,u.¥v Exov-ro. E5i.'as arriirra 1-ci.i'}1-iii’. Jo-rt no.2
3ia)ti;',-it/mic, ‘ all these properties have their own peculiar means of being
perceived and distinguished ’, and (5) § 7o ma-' érrtflolde 8' Ev rivas . .
limo-ra. -ii-poo-o-yopt-v0¢{1y, ' as the result of certain acts of apprehension .
they might each be given this name '. Here we are clearly approach-
ing a more esoteric use, though still on the same lines, and the last
passage, (6) § 36 1'5 fai; irrtflokats dfims 3i§vci.o'9i:i.t )(p'fio'€ri.i. must wait for
the results of the general discussion. Similarly the passage in Clement
of Alexandria quoted above, in which it is stated that -ii-p6>t1;i,t/is is an
iii-tfloltii towards an ivup-yés, must be kept over for the present.
I-ii-i,Bo)ti§ then would appear 10 mean an ‘act of attention’, and so
‘view ’ or ‘ apprehension ’. Both Tohte and Giussani, however,
believe that it has also in Epicurus the ‘ passive ’ or ‘ Ob]CCl;1VB ’1 mean-
ing of the ‘impression’ resulting from such an act of apprehension
It is true that there are close parallels in Epicurus’ technical phraseo-
logy for this derivative passive sense : iifcrtiligoie is certainly used both
for the act of sensation or perception and also for the passive sensation
or perception received, and ii-pélltipipis, which should strictly mean the
‘ act of anticipation’ is never, I think, used in this sense by Epicurus,‘
but always of the ‘ general concept’ or ‘ compound image ’, which is
the basis of such an ‘act of anticipation ’. But, although it is some-
times possible that the passive sense rather than the active may be
intended, it 1S never” necessary, and its indiscriminate introduction
has, I believe, done a good deal to confuse issues.

2. We may get much light on the meaning of £1-i-i.,3o)t-P; 1-Es Eiovoias
if we ask first whether Epicurus contemplates any other kind of
iii-i,8o)t1j besides that of the mind. The answer is not far to seek,
though its importance seems not to have been sufiiciently noticed"
Epicurus clearly recognizes an in-i,8o)ti§ of the senses. They are not
(at any rate, not always) the merely passive recipients of an impression,
but by an ‘act of attention’ they apprehend the images which are
flowing in upon them: they ‘look ' or ‘listen’ as opposed to merely
‘seeing ' or ‘ hearing ’. In that case it is clear that €-ii-i,8oMj° will be
connected with the process of in-qi.op1-ifipigo-is, the close view of the
ivcip-yigito, which is to check the rash inferences of 3651.1, and tell us with
certainty the true "nature of the Objfillt. The passages in the Letter to

1 Giussani, loc cit., p I80.
1' It seems, however, to be so used in the Epicurean passage from Clem. Alex

quoted above.
‘ Except possibly in 5 38.
* Tohte remarks it (p. 21) and points out that it is in distinction from the iwifioiufi

of the senses that Epicurus speaks explicitly of lirifiii-An -rfis Etiivoies. So also does
Merbach (pp 31, 32) Giussani seems not to realize it at all, and is con uently
driven to a very unnatural interpretation of some of the passages in Wfi it is
referred to. '

5 This connexion, which seems to me both necessary and extremely important,
his escaped both Tohte and GIIIISI-I11.
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Herodotus which mention or imply this iii-i,Be)i1j of the senses are four
in number, and it will be convenient to consider them in the order of
their increasing difliculty.

B. § 50. The clearest and easiest of the passages is that in which
Epicurus most emphatically and directly sums up his doctrine as to
the value of ii-ii-ifloitfi in general. The idea here seems exactly to bear
out what has been said. ‘The image which we obtain by an act of
attention or apprehension on the part of the senses (we must leave out
the mind for the moment) of the shape or property (e g the colour) of
an 0lJ]€Cll, is in fact its shape (or property ).’ This is exactly the idea
of £-ii-iyiiipriipiga-ii; which Epicurus has Just been expounding in the
preceding context. Our first passiie sensation of a distant object is
‘true’, for the image is a faithful representation of the successive
* idols ’, but it is not until we have ‘ looked at’ the close, clear view
(1-<3 -impdv, -i-El Eviip-yés), that we can be sure that the image exactly
reproduces the shape and colour of the OlI)_]ECI. iii-i,8o>o} is required
for the confirmation (or non-confirmation) of the 56-Eii founded on the
original passive perception.

E. § 62, though a very different passage from the point of view of
the £1-ri,C-lofitfi -r-Fjs Stiivofiis, strongly confirms this notion of the iii-ifiolwi
of the senses. Epicurus is considering the motion of the atoms in
a moving compound body‘ by ‘ looking ’ we perceive that the motion
of a whole body is the sum of the motions of all its perceptible parts
in the same direction as the whole (e g. an army). 36$: applies this
analogy to the motion of the atomic parts of a moving body and infers
that it will be the same, whereas £-rrij3o)ti’] 11'}; Siovofas shows that it is
different. Here -rt} 6'¢iiipoiJ'p.ri-ov (what is seen by ‘ looking ’ as opposed to
-i-6 Bpiiipwov) is clearly equivalent in sense to as iii-if3A.iq»i-ii<<Ti; >tii;.iBiiv6-
ptvovhfois aiod-q-rqpfoic ui B, and the general idea is the same as in the
previous passage. The éri-iBo)t.1,'i of ihe senses gives us the certain
image Of Q. o't§,itvr'riup.a (in this case movement) Of £1. o"rcpi§,r.tvtov.

We are now in a position to deal with the other two passages, where
the sense is slightly more obscure

A § 38 After speaking of the necessity for keeping the terminology
of our investigations in exact correspondence with the ideas which it
represents, Epicurus proceeds to consider the methods of investiga-
tion. For clearncss’ sake we may extract the words which refer to the
ii1riBo)u§ Of the SEIJSES: Kari: rd; aio'l9i;io'ets 3e? 1:-tivra -nypeiv Kfll. d1i*)ti'Iis
(Kurd) rd; -ii-apoi§o't:ts‘ €1i'tBo1\&5~ . . . 51-ov Svfiro-re rcfiv xptrqpfwv, . .
dirt-us dv . . . To -rrpoo'p.é‘vov . . ixmpcv ofs U‘T”-I-£1-ltl|0'[;}.L€6t1: ‘ in order that we
may have certain indications by which to Judge the image awaiting con-
firmation (i e. the original image of the distant Object), we must keep
everything under the control of the senses (i.e free from the additions
of 865:1), and in particular of the close apprehension (-riis iropoiioes
irrtflohdc IS equivalent IO rd; §1i'tBo)td=; iiri 15 vrapov 1381? Kurd. 1"i”gv
eta-9w;o-iv, cf. K. A. xxiv) of any of the standards of Judgement’. The
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xpiriipia‘ here are clearly the individual senses‘, sight, hearing, &c., the
G.f4T6Tf!'!ipl'.Cl of B, which are indeed xpi-nfpie. because they are the instru-
ments of eta-6lr;o'is: the expression is a little loose, but the meaning in
view of the parallel passages quite unmistakable. The general notion
of the passage is then exactly the same as that of the two preceding
quotations, but it is much more clearly and elaborately stated. The
¢"1rt,Bo.\1j Of the senses, the irrpoo-,i.t€i»ov and the process Of E1:-qttapv-iipiyais
are all brought into close connexion. The all-important matter for
scientific investigation in the region of perception is the pure sensa-
tion, and in particular the observation of phenomena in the close
view, which will give us the certainty that the sense-image corresponds
to objective reality.

C. § 51. Epicurus is here arguing for the exact resemblance of the
sense-images to the Ol.)]CCIS from which the ‘idols ’ emanate. Extracting
again the portions relating to the éii-i.Bo>t-ii of the senses, we get- 1} -re
yap dptoidrns -rtliv diav1'ti.o';.uTiv olov cl Ev eiirdvi. Kdpifiavoyuivmv . . Kari: rue
i1rtBoi\.d.s TIT)? )toi.-ri-t'Iiv Kpirigpfwv oil: div iro-re 'i':rr-fipxe -role oilovf -re icctl
ci.i\17i9e'o'i 1rpoo'a-yopcvoyiiivotc, cl pi) iijv -rtva ital -rotafrru 1rpoo'Ba.}Utd;.trva,
‘unless “idols” came to us, which are exact reproductions of the
object, we could not be certain of the exact resemblance of the
images obtained by the “ apprehensions” of the senses ’, that is,
the images seen by observation in the nearer view. The expression,
as far as concerns the éirifioltii of the senses, is exactly parallel to what
we have already met: the present passage adds no new ideas, but
once more confirms our conclusion.

There is now no difiiculty in interpreting the phrase of Iamblichus,
which was noted on p. 261. 1‘; (‘iii/is -rots tip.-.1-i-o'E~; €1i~i.,8i£Jt)tet expresses
clearly enough the act of it-ii-ifloltvj on the part of the sense of sight in
immediate relation to its own peculiar Ol)]@Cll, visible things. Before
leaving the iii-ifioitrj of the senses, we may notice that the whole notion
of the act of attention on the part of the senses and the resulting
apprehension is clearly brought out by Lucretius iv. 8o7-Bio (as an
illustration of similar ‘ attention ’ on the part of the mind).

nonne vides oculos etiam, cum tenvia quae sunt
cernere coeperunt, contendere se atque parare,
nee sine eo fieri posse ut cernamus acute?

The ideas of the in-ifloltifi and the ‘clear view’ could ‘hardly be ex-
pressed more accurately.

3 (ii). It is now time to pass to the consideration of the iii-i.Bo}t¥;
rfis Siovofas, and it is clear that the first question to be asked is whether

‘ Giussani (p. I77), not realizing the lirifioitfi of the senses, takes icpi-nipio here
to be ‘signs’ (aqprfa as Epicurus ordinarily calls them), and, mice he naturally
feels that ‘ signs’ could not be standards of reference, does not insert .m-i-ii, but
leaves the lirifloltaf both of the mind and of the up:-n§pw. subordinate to a.l'o'01;iris in
general : but apart from all other objections (see notes on the paslage) the parallel
of Q 51 makes this impossible.
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there is any act performed by the mind in Epicurus’ psychology which
is analogous to the apprehension of an image by an act of attention on
the part of the senses? We are at once reminded of course of the
very subtle ‘idols ’ which, being too fine to be perceived by the senses,
pass on into the mind and are there immediately apprehended by it,
the images seen in sleep, the visions of dead persons, above all the
‘images ' of the gods. In these cases there seems to be a very close
parallel : the act of apprehension by the mind is, as it were, a kind of
subtle sense-perception, and moreover we are informed by Lucretius‘
that such images are so fine, that, even when they have penetrated to
the mind, they cannot be perceived by it except by a special act of
attention, so that we see them most often in sleep, when the senses
are dormant and the mind is undisturbed This seems to be exactly
what we should expect of the éii-i,8o)t~?7 -r~?;; Siavoiae, the perception of
what is really a sense-image by an act of attention on the part of the
mind. It is necessary to see how this notion tallies with the passages
in Epicurus it will again be convenient to take them in the order
which will most naturally develop the idea.

D § 51, the passage in which Epicurus is arguing for the exact
correspondence of the sense-images io the Ob_](i'ClI from which they come.
‘We are now concerned with the list of ‘images’ whose likeness is
guaranteed by that of the idols. They are ‘ the images perceived as a
l-2lI1Cl of likeness (1 e the normal images of sensation) or those occur-
ring in sleep, or owing to any of ihe other apprehensions of the
mind . . .’ It would be impossible to have clearer confirmation than
this: the images of sleep are perceived by one kind of 61:-i,Boi\.i‘7 1-is
Bieveies, and there are others (such as the images of the gods and the
visions of the dead) perceived by other similar é-ii-i,Bo)ui.i'. All of these,
Just like the sense-images perceived by the é-ii-iBm\e.‘i -i-Giv ii.i¢r6-r;-i-ripifwv,
require as the guarantee of their truth the correspondence of ‘idols ’ to
obiect. '

B § 5o. ‘Any image which vie obtain by an act of apprehension
on the part of the mind. ., whether it is of shape or quality, is
(1. e exactly represents) the shape (or quality) of the object.’ Is this
true of our present notion of the £1-ri,8o}ti; 1-fie Stcivofcie? It certainly is
true of the images of the gods, for they are formed by a succession of
‘idols ’ which come directly from the divine beings to the mind: the
‘idol’ is that-which was once the ‘body’ of the god. It is equally
true of visions of the dead, for again they are caused by ‘ idols ' which
came from their bodies when alive. But there are certain other kinds
of images similarly perceived by the mind, which cannot here be
passed over, for example, the 0-vo-riiiniq, the strange, grotesque, com-
pound images which form themselves in the air, and the visions of
delirium. In neither of these cases does the ‘image’ correspond to an
external reality. Epicurus saved himself in such cases by argtung that

‘ Compare iv. 757--776 with Boo-815.
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the image is ‘ true ', because it corresponds to the ‘idols’, and‘ it is
a mistaken inference of 86.51 to assume that the ‘ idols ’ in their turn
represent actual realities. But it would perhaps be the truest account
of the case to say that Epicurus is in the present passage thinking
primarily of the other kinds of ‘mental apprehensions’, and in par-
ticular, as Tohte‘ believes he usually is, of the images of the gods. At
any rate this passage again is a strong confirmation of the present view.

A. § 38 contains nothing which is inconsistent with this interpre-
tation. The objects known to us by this mode of cognition, the
immediate apprehension by the mind, are necessarily Eidqfite, because
they are imperceptible by the sense-organs. Selecting then the por-
tion of the aphorism which concerns us, we get the principle ‘in
order that we may have standards by which to Judge the impercep-
tible, we must keep all under the control of the senses, and in
particular of the close apprehension of the mind '. This suits well
enough with our present idea, but seems to suggest that it is not yet
complete. for there seems nothing in the perception by the mind of
the subtle images to correspond to ‘a Judgement on the imperceptible
by means of the close view’, or at any rate to get it we should have
to press facts a little. Here then there is no contradiction of our
present position, but a distinct hint for the.first time that the in-i,BeA.i;
T5779 Bievoiiir covers something more

D. § 5i and E. § 62 must still be left aside for the present, but we
are now in a position to consider the reference in Kiipiai Aéfai xxiv,
and it will be seen to sum up admirably the account at present given
of the é-m.;BeJtu.£ both of the senses and of the mind In xxiii, which
is closely connected with it, Epicurus has said ‘if you re]£ct all
sensations, you will have no standard by which to ]I.1dgB even those
which you say are false’. In xxiv he pushes his argument still
farther: ‘if you I'B_]€C'lZ any single sensation and fail to distinguish
between the conclusion of opinion as to the appearance awaiting
confirmation on the one hand, and on the other the close view made
by sense-perception or feeling, or every kind of mental apprehension
of an image, you will confound all other sensations as well by your
groundless opinion, so that you will lose all standard of judgement ’.
This agrees excellently with what has been said: alike in cases of
sense-perception and mental apprehension we must respect the
validity of every sensation and attend to the close view, carefully
distinguishing between the vague image of the indistinct view and the
clear vision obtained by an act of apprehension. But here once
again there is a suggestion of something more in the éir.-.,5’o)t~P; 1-ii:
Stevoias than we have yet dlSCOVE1'€Cl' how does it obtain a clear
vision in contrast to an image awaiting confirmation? and what is

1 Sex. Emp. adv. Math. viii 63 (Usener 253) ii piv afaeqais bir‘ clfiiiiltaiv xivouitévq
cl-M1-9-I}: iv (frulicci-ro -ydp -rd efoaiita), 6 Bi iroiis oldpsvos ii-ri 0-rcplprioi ciiriv 'Ep£wues
(he is taking the case of Orestes) éqbevfiofiiifei.

' Op. cit., p :3.
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meant by ‘every é-rriBo)t-ii of the mind ’? Surely something more than
the apprehension of the various kinds of subtle image.

So far we have concluded that the iii-iBoi\i‘7 rifts Siiiivoifas is a ‘ mental
apprehension of an image perceived directly by the mind without the
intervention of the senses ’, and we might naturally suppose that
Epicurus insisted on its truth and, even if he did not quite class it as
a npii-i§piov,' yet named it so frequently among the xpi-r-rjpia, mainly in
order to support his theological contention that our mental vision of
the forms of the gods is evidence of their existence. This is in effect
the view of Tohte, except that he leans (unnecessarily, as I think) to
the passive interpretation, and would speak of the ii-ii-ifioitiy -rigs Biavofas
as an ‘ impression received by the apprehension of the mind '. And if
this were all the evidence we had, tie might be content with his
explanation. But it has already been noted that this view does not
seem to Cover the full meaning required either in A. § 38 or in
K A XXIV‘ we have, moreover, been compelled at present to leave
over D § 51, as there seems nothing in what has been said to explain
it, and an examination of E. § 62 in its context will show at once that
it can have nothing whatever to do with the mental apprehension of
subtle images. Ifa complete explanation of in-i,8o)ti‘; fie Siavoiiie is to
be discovered, it will be necessary to make further inquiry.

3 (6) VVe must ask then, can the é1rtBo)t~F3 1%}; Siavoias grasp or
apprehend anything else besides these subtle images, exactly analo-
gous to the im-ages of normal sense-perception? At this point the
passage quoted above ’ from Clement of .Al€\31'lClTl£L becomes oi
crucial importance ‘ Epicurus ', he say s, ‘ explains “anticipation ” as
an apprehension 'of something clear or of the clear thought-image of
the thing.’ Now from our knowledge of the nature of -.-i-p6)t-qt}/i<; this
is not difiicult to explain the ‘ act of anticipation '--for -ii-pdkntl/is '* is
here used, contrary to Epicurus’ usual custom, in an active sense--is
the apprehension of the general or compound image, made up of many
individual sense-images. This ‘ apprehension ' must be mental-—-must
be an éiri,8o)i-P) -n’-}s 3iin»oi’a<,~, for the general image can only be perceived
uy the mind and not by the senses, and what now is its object? Not
a sense-image, nor anything analogous to it, but a concept An
€-ii-tfioitii 1-iii; Siavoicis then can grasp a concept, and with this new
notion in mind we may turn to the examination of the diflicult
passage in the Letter to Herodotus, which has been left over for
consideration.

E. § 62. The particular question at issue in the context is What is
the nature of the atomic motions in a compound body? ‘ We know ’,
says EPICUFHS in effect, ‘that the perceptible parts of a moving body are
all moving in the same direction as the whole body: this is the
truth guaranteed to us by an iii-i)6’o.\fi -rtiiv aiadq-mpimv (1-6 diwpoiipcvov
is clearly that which is grasped by the senses when “ looking " at the
close view, i.e. by an Entfloxfi). By analogy we apply the same idea in

1 D. L x. 31, quoted on p. 260 9 p. 260, ' See p. 26:, ri. 2
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thought to the imperceptible atomic parts and suppose that they too
are all moving in the same direction as the whole : this is the work of
opinion (86511) combining images and forming what Epicurus would
call lIBCl1l'11Cfllly 3.11 E1:-iiv0|.a no.1‘, ¢i.va.h.oyiia.v. But we IKIIOW 3.8 the T881111
of scientific 1I1V€'SlIlg3.L'tOI1 that the atoms are really in a constant state
of vibratory motion (-ii-¢L\o-i.e) in all directions, and this conclusion must
be true as against our previous supposition, Jwaur: rt rs oélazrud Jgy an
in-i,8o)t1‘7 -i-Es Stavoias.’ What does this mean? how do we know this
fact by an ii-n-iBo)tfi 1-5; Stavoias and why is it therefore certainly true?
Giussani, largely on the strength of this passage, but influenced also
by his general theories of the process of thought in Epicurus, has
argued for a far wider sense of in-t,BoJti; 1-F}: Btavoias than that proposed
by Tohte. ‘The ém.,8o)t?; 1-Pp: Stavoias for Epicurus comprehends both
what Tohte supposes, but not that alone, and ii-p6)vqi,l/is, as Brieger
wishes, but not it alone, and scientific concepts in general, including
the concepts of those 5.8-q)ta—be they real or cwizunrta or evenla--which
do not give off “idols”. In fine the E-irtfioltiii 1-I7‘: Stavoias is mental
representation in general.” The one Fatal objection to this all-em-
bracing view of the émfioluj is to my mind Just this passage (§ 62) on
which it is based. Seeing that all mental operations, including Séfa.
itself, are carried on, according to Epicurus, by visualized images or
‘ mental representation ’, it is impossible that Epicurus could have said
that ‘everything that is grasped by mental representation is true’.
Giussani went farther, I think, in this last clause than he really meant,
and wished to distinguish the ‘ concepts of science ' from the images
formed by opinion, but that 1S just the crux of the whole matter.

Turn once more to the instance in § 62. We have a problem:
What is the moiion of the aioms in a moving compound body P Two
solutions are offered, one that they are all moving in the same direc-
tion as the whole, the other that they are moving in imperceptible
little trajects in all directions. The former is the solution of opinion
based on the analogy of the perceptible, and it is false: the latter is
the solution of £1:-i.;6’o)t-P71-fie Stavofae, and it is true. Why? What is
the’ difference in process by which the two solutions are aimed at?
‘ Opinion ’, Epicurus himself tells us-—for we may now make use of D.
§ 51--‘ is a movement of the mind closely connected with the in-iBo)t¥;
-i-55; Siavoiac, but distinct from it?’ What is the distinction? Why is
one liable to produce false results, while the other can only give us what
is true? If we could answer that question with certainty, we should
have solved not merely the particular problem before us, but much
of the difficulty of the Epicurean theory of knowledge. With some
hesitation I venture to give an answer. So far what we know of
in-ifloiti; -ii}; Stavoifas in the secondary sense is that it can apprehend
concepts, as in -.-rp6)t-qi,ln.e (Clem. Alex.), and that its operation is in
some way parallel to that of the in-tBo)t?; 1-63v aio-6H7-n7pt'wv in the

1 Loc. cit., p. rygjin
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process of éwtaaprfipqaie (A. § 38 and K. A. xxiv). Let us attempt to
apply these ideas to the problem of atomic motion. A651 frames the
theory that the atoms in the moving compound all move in the direc-
tion of the whole body, as do the pprceptible parts of the body How
is this theory to be tested? According to the ordinary rule of the
Canamca in dealing with ii'8'q)ta by reference to the senses. But in
this case, either the senses would give us no criterion of judgement,
or, as in the case of celestial phenomena, several possible theories
might meet with no dwinapnipqeie and be equally true Scientific
theory requires a greater accuracy than this, and as a matter of fact
Epicurus does not test the Sofafiénrvov by reference to the senses, but
by reference to an E-irifiolti; 1-fie Stavoiiis Scientific thought then about
the ultimate realities is conducted on some different lines, and results
in a ‘ one and only’ truth. I suggest that in Epicurus’ view the con-
cepts of science are built up step by step by the juxtaposition (0-iivtleais)
of previous concepts, each in their turn grasped as ‘clear’ or self-
evident by the immediate apprehension of the mind (éri-t,Bo)ti'§ 1-fie
Siavofaq) What is important here is to show that this conclusion is
forced upon us by the passage in question. Epicurus refers the
8e$a.§6p.cvov not to the senses, but to ‘ thatwhich is grasped by ¢’irt;3o)ti"j
rfis 3ia.vo£e.s'. What is it that is thus apprehended? Clearly the
‘vision’ or ‘image ’ or ‘concept ’ of the atoms still, even inside the
moving compound body, themselves moving in every direction And
how is that vision (imp-yée) formed? Clearly by the ]11}El{.1pOSltlOl'l of
the previous concept of the movement of free or uncompounded atoms
(itself similarly formed by the apprehension of other ‘ clear visions ’ in
_]l1XlEl.pOBlllOl'l) with the concept of atoms enclosed in a moving
éfipoiaita; such a juxtaposition can only make one new image or
concept—only form one picture and not several alternative pictures—
and that concept, because it is ‘clear’ or, as we might say, ‘self-
evident’, is immediately or, as we should say, ‘intuitively’ appre-
hended by the attentive mind in an érrifloafi. And the moment that
concept is apprehended, is seen to be true, we know that the previous
Sofalénwev, founded on an arbitrary analogy, is false. Here then is
an exact illustration of what I conceive to be Epicurus’ idea of the
process of scientific thought Moreover, we now see that this process
is in reality exactly parallel to the éa-tpnpi-Jpigo-is. The Sofafiduevov of
thought is tested, ]l1SlI as is the Sofafiépwev with regard to a sense-
impression, by the apprehension-—now mental—-of a ‘ clear’ image,
seen, as it were, in the nearer view : that apprehension declares against
Llie supposition of opinion, and at the same time, as the near view
should, gives the one and only truth. Finally, it is now possible to
say that the difference between opinion and mental apprehension is
that whereas 8650. arbitrarily combines many kinds of concepts with
each other or with the images of sense, iii-it-?o2ti‘g -i-1'}; Stavoifas imme-
diately apprehends a new concept as the necessary result of the com-
bination of concepts, themselves similarly apprehended. E-ii-ifloltig vii;
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Stavoifas then, as it plays its part in the highest mental operation of
scientific thought, is the immediate ‘ apprehension by the mind of the
concepts of scientific truth ’, which is conceived of as a chain of
necessarily connected and self-evident visualizations.

It remains to test this idea by reference to the other passages in
Epicurus.

B. § 50 deals solely with the form and qualities of o-rcp<’;iivi.a. The
secondary sense of éi-rtBo)ti’7 1-Es Stavoim; has no place here, and we may
say confidently that Epicurus is thinking solely of the primary sense of
the mental apprehension of ‘subtle images’. C. § 51 is similarly
concerned with the theory of ‘idols’. Again the ‘mental appre-
hension’ involved there is solely the semi-sensational apprehension
of the subtle images. But in A. § 38 the new conception supplies
exactly the lack which was felt on the first examination of the passage.
In it the parallel between the two kinds of Ewifiokij, that of the senses
and that of the mind, is very prominent, as also is the conception of the
rrpoaquivov and iirtpapriipryaic. Including the second meaning 0f§1rt-
Boitiy 1-fie Siavofas it is possible to complete the parallel: £1:-i.fio).i) 1-as
Siavoifas is a test by which to Judge the Ei'3-q)ta, not merely because some
J8-q)ta. give us direct mental impressions, but because by the process
of the ‘ near view ’ of scientific concepts, hypotheses about the imper-
ceptible may be tested and the truth ‘clearly ’perceived. The passage
is given a fullness of meaning which was before notably lacking. Once
again in K. A. xxiv the secondary sense is, though not perhaps so
clearly, included. The d-n-opoiipwov of scientific inquiry is, like the
distant view, a -ii-pocquévov as opposed to it is the ‘near view ’, 1-5 irapbv
5581; ita.-i-iii rigv in-iBo)ti‘qv riis Stavoifae. If these be not kept distinct,
science, like everyday life, will be confounded with groundless
opinion.

I do not of course wish to substitute this new conception of the
é-ii-i.,Bo)t1) 1-fie Siavoias for that of Tohte, but to add it to it: ‘ mental
apprehension ’ is of course concerned with the subtle images, but also
with the concepts of science. If we now turn back to Giussani’s
summary, and exclude the rash generalization of the final clause, we
shall see that it precisely represents the conclusion we have reached,
only that we now know the reason for the inclusion of all its parts
‘The éii-i.Bo)ti) fie Stavofas comprehends both what Tohte supposes
(for there it is the immediate apprehension of an image perceptible
only by the mind), but not that alone, and 1rp6>i.igi,l/ii,-, as Brieger wishes
(for the act of 1-rp6)t-qt;/is is again an immediate apprehension by the
mind of an image that can exist only in the mind and is itself a
criterionof truth), and (whatGiussani wishes, but does not clearly express
or explain) scientific concepts (for in their case iirifiokvj is the act of
apprehension in the nearer view of clear and self-evident concepts).’
But éii-ifioltii -i-ii: Siavofae is not ‘ mental apprehension in general’, for
that would include also the operations of 8650., which are liable to
error. The result then of this long investigation is to confirm what
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I believe Giussani really meant, only I hope that the process of
investigation has put his theory on a firmer basis for parts of my
argument I cannot, I fear, claim complete é-irtjiap-rfipiqaic in the
authorities, but I fully believe there is no dv-ri;iap'n5pq-zris; and as I
may certainly claim that the whole subject is d8i;)tov, that is as much
as can be demanded

There remain over certain additional problems which are closely
connected “ith the main question.

1. It is not difficult now to see that in-i/3o)ta.i' in § 36 is used in
a technical sense, but also in the widest possible meaning, including
all c'rrt,3oPtat' both of the o.io'5'rj'r1jpto. and Of the Stilt!/01.0‘. ‘ The mOSt
essential thing ’, for a scientific inquirer, ‘is to be able to conduct
acutely his acts of observation or apprehension, both with the senses
and in the mind ’ Similarly we can now say that the passage from
Aetius quoted on p. z6i is technical, and concerns éii-ij3e)tii.i’ both of
the senses and of the mind.

2. It will be noticed that in some of the extracts‘ there is prefixed
t0 €'iri.Bo)'t-Pj 1-as diavofas the epithet cjtiavraortx-rj. The question has
often been raised whether the qbam-an-rim‘; é-.-i-i,8o)u) -i-Fjs Stavofec differs
from any other form of E-.-i-i.j6’oi\?j -rijc 8ievoi'w;, and if so, what the
difference is. Both Tohte and Giussani, though for different reasons,
deny the difference, Tohte because it is obvious that the only éii-tjBo)trj
he conceives-the direct apprehension of the subtle images—is always
necessarily ¢(1'.V1'G.U'TtK'r;., Giussani because, since all thought is con-
ducted by visual images, it is impossible to imagine an éri-tj3ui\-rj (or
even a Séfia) which is not <;i‘>ii.v-i-i;i.o~i-iiiij. I should be inclined to agree
in denying the difference, of course for Giussani’s reason, but I also
think that in the passages where the epithet is used, Epicurus is think-
ing primarily of the in-i.,80)t1j of the subtle ¢av1-tie-.-.’a of the gods, 8-zc ,
and not of that of scientific concepts, for it is more obviously and
immediately gbawaa-rtmji

3. A more difficult and important problem is the question why
‘ the Epicureans ’ 9 made the diawao-rim») £’7I'I.,80;\Tf] fie Stavoi-fa; a criterion
of truth, with its almost equally difficult corollary, why Epicurus, after
his constant coupling of it with the other criteria, did not. I hope
that the previous discussion has thrown some light on this point. In
justice to ‘the Epicureans’ we must in the first place notice how
exceedingly close Epicurus himself comes to calling it a criterion. In
E. §62 he alhrms that the conclusions reached (or, as we should
rather say, the images grasped) by E1-i-ijflolti) fie Siavofaq are always
true: in B. §5o he states similarly that the image of the form of
a concrete object apprehended by iii-i,B<i).1) 1-F}; Stavoiag is in fact its
form ' in A. § 38 he speaks of the E-rr.-./Bokat’ ‘ of the mind or of any of
the i<pi1~rjpin.' (used here, as we have seen, in an active sense, of the
senses which make the iii-iBoJtiit', = ale-917:-ijpia), and in C § 51 even

1 §5 31, 57fin., K. A xxiv. 5 D. L. it. 31.
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more explicitly of ‘the £11-ifloltai’ 'of the mind or of the rest of the
Kp1."l"15pl,fl,i finally In Kiipeai Ad-Eat xxiv the rife-
Stavofae is ranked alongside with a.Z'i:r9-qo-is and the 1-i-6.91;. The cumula-
tive impression of these passages is certainly that of a tacit acceptance
of 8-ir.~.BeA.i) 1-Fje Stavofas as a rcpt-rrjpwv, and one feels that ‘the
Epicureans ’ had but a very small step to take. Yet Epicurus never
in so many words states that the éirifiokij is a nperijpiov of truth and
his authoritative list of the apt-i-ijpia does not contain it. Can we
explain his reluctance to make this identification as contrasted with
the Epicureans’ apparent insistence upon it? I think I can give an
answer. Epicurus did not include the £1:-i,Bo)trj' mainly, I believe, for
two closely allied reasons ' (1) that he felt uneasy about the ‘ truth ’ of
certain of the images directly apprehended by the mind, about the
visions, that is, of delirium, the o"ucr1'(i.o'£I.5.‘ and some of the images of
sleep , (ii) that in spite of all his insistence on the truth of fl.l:O'9'!]O'lS,
he felt similarly uneasy about the passive sensation, and in particular
about the ‘distant view ’. In other words, to put these two difliculties
together, Epicurus did not wish to raise in any form the question of
‘ truth ’ involved in the relation of the image, the ‘idol’ and the real
object, for any such ‘ stirring of the mind’ might have imperilled his
whole system. There are plenty of similar indications of the same
hesitation at different points in his psychology. On the other hand,
where their Master feared to tread, the Epicureans rushed in and
included the t’~iriBo)t-F; -i-5'}: Siavofas ’ in the criteria Their reasons were,
I believe, somewhat as follows (1) They strongly maintained the
truth of the ‘image’ on the ground of its correspondence to the
‘ idols ’: it was then necessary to admit that the ‘idol ’ of the ‘distant
view ’ (e.g. the small round tower) was untrue as a representation of
the concrete object éirijiapnjpqe-ts and the ‘near view’ obtained by
1i1ri.jBo)t1§is then the only method of securing full truth, i.e. complete
correspondence of object, ‘idol ’ and image (2) Similarly in the region
of thought the only method of distinguishing the certain concepts of
science from the false hypotheses of 865a, was by insistence on the
truth of ideas obtained by ta-ifiolti) 1-fie Siavoias. (3) They were anxious
(as Tohte has suggested) to maintain the certainty of the knowledge
of the gods as obtained by the immediate mental apprehension of their
images. The Epicureans had already been denounced on the ground
of atheism, and it was necessary to rebut the charge. '

4. In conclusion we must consider certain expressions -in Latin

1 Notioe that all the passages in the Letter to Herodotus give us just as much
justification for the inclpsion of the iimfleafj of the sense? as a criterion, as they do
for that of the hirifioikr) -rigs‘ Biavourr the passage in the Kupicu Atifctt alone place: the
npiiw-rcia-r|.in) irifioiu) -rijs eiavoius on a di erent footing. A ’

' It seems odd at first sight that they did not also‘put in iirifiolti) -re-iv o.Io'6i7-rijpmr,
but the reason clearly is that it was already inclu ed under afcflqais, whereas in
Epicurus’ list there was no mental npiriflpior at all, under which éirifio-Ki) rijs fliamiicii
might be subsumed.
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authors, which appear to have a connexion with the in-iBo;\i‘7 1-Fje
Biaveiac. In one passage of Cicero and two Spossibly three) in
Lucretius such an echo seems clear: we must as whether it is the
result of mere coincidence or of translation, and if the latter, what is
the exact relation of the Latin passages to Epicurus’ theory.

(a) Cic. dc Nat. Dear. i. 54 ‘si immensam et interminatam in
oinnis partis magnituclinem regionum videretis, in quam se r'm:czim.i'
animus cl z'm‘mde1:.i' ita late longeque peregrinaiur, ut nullam tarnen
oram ultimam videat, in qua possit insistere’ The mind is here
‘projecting and straining itself towards (or into)’ the infinity of space

(6) Lucr. ii. 1044-1047 :
' quaerit enim rationem animus, cum summa loci sit

infinita foris haec extra moenia mundi,
quid sit ibi porro quo prospicere usque velit mens'
atque ammz zactur 1160' quo pervolet ipse.

The mind is here similarly ‘ projecting itself freely ' into infinite space
to ask what there is outside our world.

(c) Lucr. ii. 7 39-744. The poet has stated that the atoms are
colourless, and wishes to forestall the objection that we can have no
mental pictures which can give us knowledge of such atoms.

in quae corpora si nullus tibi forte videtur
posse ammi mzectus fieri, procul avius erras.

scire licet nostrae quoque menti corpora posse
verti in notitiam nullo circumlita fuco.

We can ‘ pl'0_]CClI our mind ’ to bodies without colour: they can form
a concept in our mind.

(ii) Lucr. ii. 1080 would, if Winckelmann’s conjecture

in primis animalibus inice mentem
be right, oFfer us another example of the similar idea, ‘turii your
attention to the animals’, but (a) m with the ablatiie anzmalzéur as
compared with m with the accusative in the other passages is not
satisfactory, or indeed natural, (6) I doubt if the sense is right, as we
gay see subsequently. The MS. text mdzce menfe should probably be

ept
(is) To these passages we must add, though the expression is

difierent, another already quoted in connexion with the éiriflohij
(W. 802-817), and note especially :

et quia tenvia sunt, ms: gum: contmdii,‘ acute
cernere non potis est animus; proinde omnia quae sunt
praeterea pereunt, msf in ad quae se rpse parawf. (802-804)

1 Compare Cicero's ‘ animus . . . se mfendmr’ in (oi) above.
IITI S -
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and
ct tamen in rebus quoque apertis iioscere possis,
ri mm adverlar anmrum, proinde ease quasi omni
tempore sernotum fuerit loiigeque remolum. (811-813)

It is clear in the first place that none of these passages (except the
last, which has no phrase which can be a direct translation of in-ifiokiy
-i-fie 8i.a.vot'ii.~:) is concerned with the direct mental apprehension of
subtle images. Tohte ‘ therefore, who restricts iii-i.fla)i.¥; 1-F5 Smvoiag to
this sense, though he admits that the Latin amiim mm-i'u.i-, &c., is a
translation of Epicurus’ term, yet concludes that ‘Lucretius and Cicero
have used these expressions in another sense from that in which
Epicurus used the corresponding Greek’. But Giussani‘ has rightly
insisted that the very oddness of the Latin phrases, the coincidence
between the expressions of Cicero and Lucretius, and the occurrence
of Cicero’s term in a passage where he is obviously following his
Epicurean text carefully, will make ll. certain that the Latin expressions
were an intentional and careful translation of Epicurus‘ technical term.
Giussani, who of course approached the whole problem from the point
of view of Lucretius, was in fact largely influenced by the apparent
width of ideas embraced in these Latin passages to conclude that
E-ii-i.i5’oJti‘7 -r-fie 8ievoi’as is a wide term for ‘mental representation in
general’. As vie have seen, that contention will not hold and must
be limited. Is there anything in these Latin passages which is
inconsistent with our general conclusion about the iii-i;8u.\ij?

In (:1) and (6) the idea is the same, the ‘projection of the mind’
into the infinity of space: here we have exactly the notion of the
8-rri.;‘3o}i-rj, as we have explained it: it is the mental examination of’
a scientific concept. The Epicurean parallel is E. §6z. In (is) we
have a particularly interesting instance of the same idea : we can have
an in-iBo)tij of the colourless atoms, for again it is an image based on
-ii-piikqilii-; (nolztmm, ii. 745, is always Lucretius’ technical translation of
-ii-péli-qilmi). In (cl) I think Winckelmann’s emendation cannot be right,
for we should not have an é-ii-i,8o.\¥i -riic Siavoiac of ‘ animals ' either as
a direct mental apprehension of a subtle image, or as a scientific
concept (though we might of course have an ordinary -irpiiit-qi,{/u; of
‘ animal Lucretius would more naturally have said simply, ‘look at
animals ’, as he practically does in ii. 342 ff. If mice mimfem is right, it
is a loose use of the phrase. Finally, in (.2) we have an instance without
a technical term of the general idea of the éii-i,Bo).ii -i-ii: Sin-.voEa.s in the
primary sense of tlie apprehension of subtle (tmma) images.

It may fairly be said then that the Latin passages, so far from
creating any difficulty or being in any way inconsistent with Epicurus’
phraseology, strongly confirm the general view we have taken, and
especially the second sense of é1ri,6’o)ii‘; fit‘ Siavoihr as the apprehen-
sion oi a scientifically verified concept

1 P‘ "4' ' p. I71.



LETTER TO PYTHOCLES

THE authenticity of the Epistle to Pythocles appears to have been
a matter of doubt even in antiquity, as we learn from a note‘ of
Philodemus, the Epicurean, found among the rolls of Herculaneum.
The work itself, as Usener has clearly shown,“ strongly confirms this
suspicion. The sections dealing with different topics are not united,
as are those in the other epistles, by any link of thought or even by
the familiar introductory phrases Kai aijv, ci)Ut€i jrfiv Kai, &c.: their
order is unsystematic, and the stars are dealt with twice in §§ 90-98
and §§ 111-115, the latter passage being added as an afteithought.
We may add that the style is neither the highly technical and crabbed
writing of the first letter, nor the polished and more elaborate diction
of the third, but a slipshod composition suggestive of abridgement.
It might perhaps be answered to Usener’s objections that the subjects
with which the letter deals do not admit of much co-ordination, and are
always put together in Epicurean documents in a rather haphazard
manner, as in the sixth book of Lucretius the double treatment of
the stars, too, is not a greater dislocation than we find in the text of
the first letter, as we now have it. But in fact the letter throughout
bears the clearest marks of being an abridged compilation from some
larger work, the gist of Epicurus’ teaching being put down rather
hastily into a small compass Yet, as Usener has himself shown, this
very fact allows us to place complete confidence in the authority, if
not the authenticity, of the letter we may be confident tliat, with the
exception of the introduction, we have the exact teaching and in many
cases probably the exact vi ords of the Master himself. The letter is
not of such great interest as the other two, either in the subjects
treated or the manner of treatment, but it helps greatly, when com-
pared with the sixth book of Lucretius, to fill in the details of the
Epicurean system

Pythocles, to whom the letter is addressed, was a young dis-
ciple of great ‘beauty, of whom Epicurus was very fond. He thought
him, we are told,‘ a sort of Alcibiades, and a fragment of a
letter addressed to him speaks of Epicurus waiting for ‘the coming
of liis lovely and godlike presence ’.‘ In another place‘ we find

1 Volt I-lercul coll. alt ,l i, f. 152 iinoililialv -riv[d. Aulufldvleilv, tin irepi Tivfiav
inio'ro?i[i.'i.iv] iicii -r-Fjs was Huflloxhia -iilejpi l_j.i.€j'rei.iipwv iiri'ro|.i-fir.

3 x1xvii—xli.PP
3 Alciphro, Ep ii 3 ’A)uctfiiri61ju ‘rind. Hvfloxhlo vojuifei.
“ Fr. 34 mfleoofipat irpooooxciilv -r'Pjv lpeprrlv moi ioddedv crov eioofiov.
5 Fr. 33 rraifitiur 51 -ii'5.ativ, pardpie, ¢ei'J'ye rtiirciriov iipiijiicvoi".

5 2 "
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Epicurus adiuring him to ‘unmoor his bark and flee from all cul-
ture ’, in the idea doubtless that he should give himself up to the study
of Epicurean philosophy. A letter to Idomeneus ‘ addresses him appa-
rently as a sort of guardian of Pythocles, and suggests that his conduct
needed control. t was then natural that he should be selected by
the compiler as the recipient of this letter.

_ INTRODUCTION (§§ 84-88).
The introduction is, no doubt, the work of the compiler, and is

closely modelled in thought and diction on the introductions to the
other letters, but by an occasional strange word or phrase seems to
show that it is not by Epicurus himself. §§ 84, 85 are the usual
epistolary opening, the request from Pythocles for a treatment of
-i-it pnéwpa and Epicurus’ consent, together with the hope that it will
be of value to other disciples as well: all this might be suggested by
the opening of the letter to Herodotus

§ 84. I. Kltioiv is otherwise unknown, and is possibly a quite
imaginary person.

2. Ste-rélteis . . . iiretpil - of course epistolary imperfects.
3. iii; paiidpiov Biov, ‘ to a life of happiness ’, which results from the

knowledge oi] and obedience to, the Epicurean philosophy- cf. 1'6
paxapfms (av, Ep. Iii, § I28, SEC.

4. Btuhoytcrp-13?: cf. 8ti11\oyto-p.6v and 8i.o.1\o-yi'o'p.o.1'ci below, but other-
wise not an Epicurean word, and suggestive rather of other schools of
philosophy in which discussion and dialectic played a larger part.

5. 1rep'i.1-6‘iv pe-reiipov ‘the phenomena of the sky ': a regular term in
Epicums of wide connotation, including not merely what we should
now call meteorology, but astronomy and, indeed, all the phenomena
of the sky, and certain subterranean phenomena as well ; cf. e.g.
K. A. x, xi.

ail-rrepiypaclmv, ‘ easy to be drawn in outline ’ or ‘ sketched ' Again
otherwise unknown in Epicunis.

8. fluorrdfletst the MSS. have Bfl.0"I"£l-C£I.V, Whlch would, Of course,
continue the construction of Jvai, but is made impossible by the
parenthetical iii: Zgbqe. The choice lies between Casaubon's Barr-réfieie
and Usener’s Baa-rd'.Zov-rt, and in spite of the prevalence of epistolary
imperfects, the simpler emendation is the better; it is adopted by
Bignone and von der Muehll. The literal meaning ‘ yd'u have in your
hands ’, for purposes of study, is more probable than the derivative
‘you carry in your mind ', which would hardly be possible without
some addition. Cronert proposes the more violent change to
xddiivaror . . . Baovdzcw.

9. cruvec|'xeiB1'||.i.ev: i. e ‘ I am constrained ’ by the great hopes I have
of your future to accede to your request.

1 Fr. 28 cl Boiiikn rhoildior Hvfloirlifa roifidm, pi) xpqpdrwv irpoariflei, ti}; 8?
hrtfluiilar dipclpei.
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§86. 1. -rd ltoi-ire. -irctv-ru, ‘all my other writings’, a slightly odd

-expression, which would not however be improved by Usener’s sugges-
tion riit keifirovrti.

4. 1>uai.o)toyiae: Epicurus’ regular technical term for the knowledge
of nature and natural laws: cf. Ep. 1, § 37, l 2 ; K. A. xi.

yvqotou, ‘ genuine ', i.e. the Epicurean science as opposed to any
other.

-rolls eig doxoltias . . lpirenhcypivots, ‘ for those involved too deeply
{sc. to have time for full philosophical study) in one of the routine
occupations’. For é-yxiiidtia in this sense cf. Fr. lviii 1'08 ii-cpl -rii
iyxiixiltia mil. 1i'o)u.1'ti<Ei. 5eo'p.cu1’i7pi'ov.

6 irepiéheue, ‘ go through from point to point’ A good Epicurean
word: cf. Ep i, § 36, 1 IO r-is o-uvexoiis -réiiv 5)tt-iv -.-rcpiu8¢i’a¢.

1. Ev -rfi |.i.i.itp§ £1i'i.1'o|.i.f rrpog 'Hp63o1'ov d.1recr1-eiho.p.ev . an attempt to
link on this letter with the first that suggests doubts as to its genuine-
ness. It is interesting to find that as early as the composition of this
letter---in the first or second generation of Epicurus’ pupils—-the letter
to Herodotus was known as the ,u.i.i<p& iivri-rum} in distinction to the
p.e-yiihv; in-iru;.u§, which was probably a more complete but less elaborate
exposition of the whole system, intended for novices. Bignone notes,
however, that in the Vila Epzcurz, § 135, a passage is quoted as from
the ].LtKpii. éiri-ropni which does not occur in the letter to Herodotus.
this throws some doubt on the identification. It was the ueyiikq
i'rrt'i'of.i.'irj in all probability which was used by Lucretius see Giussani,
vol. i, p. io.

§§ 85--87 are concerned with the purpose of this investigation of the
phenomena of the sky and the principles of its conduct. The sections
are entirely based on two main ideas and ilieir interconnexion, and
are modelled both in diction and SL1l)]€ClI on §§ 78-8o of the letter
to Herodotus (1) The purpose of this branch of inquiry, as of all
others in tlie Epicurean philosophy, is to prepare the way for the
tranquil life so long as we have any disquieting suspicion that the
movements of the stars oi phases of the weather are due to divine
action and portend or express the attitude of divine beings to men, we
cannot live undisturbed: we must learn that they are all caused by
the action of natural law (2) In the method of inquiry we shall find
a difference from the procedure employed in ethics and in the explana-
tion of earthly phenomena. In both those spheres it is possible to
trace any given effect to iis one single cause, but in dealing with -i-Ei.
yiei-éiupa we shall often have to suggest several causes for the same
phenomenon—and this for two reasons firstly, that in these greater
phenomena of nature there often is more than one cause which can
produce the same effect , secondly, that, as we are not able to observe
them as closely as earthly phenomena, we cannot be sure of the
exact cause in any given case. We must then be ready to accept any
probable explanation, provided it does not conflict with the data of
sense-perception. But this plurality of causes need not pause us any
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disturbance—and here the two ideas draw together--for it is not due
to any arbitrariness or uncertainty in the sequence of occurrences,
or to any breach in the laws of nature, but merely to the natural
difference of the phenomena themselves and our relation to
them. These two notions are repeated ad nauream throughout the
letter.

At the end of § 87 Epicurus proceeds more closely to the question
of method, and says that we must use the analogy of earthly pheno-
mena to explain the heavenly, but never in doing so lose sight of the
exact sense-impression which the phenomena in question makes
upon us.

9. |.i.i| . . . veiiileiv this direct general prohibition with nij and ihe
infinitive is not characteristic of Epicurus’ own style: he would usually
say oil 81? vopiffctv or oi’: i/o;.i.to':riiov. For this reason Kochalsky pro-
posed to alter iii, which Usener regards as surpzrfum, to Eixds. But
,i.n§ (not ml) makes this impossible, and also invalidates Bignone’s
explanation that we should understand Sci.‘ or Svvci-i-6v or év8é'xe-i-iii.

io. iiai-A o-uvailifiw, ‘in connexion ' with the other doctrines of the
system, physical or moral: see below for the distinction which
Epicurus makes. For the expression cf. § 88, l. 2 -i-E». 0-wait-r6p.ri»a.
roiircp.

aili-oi-eliiiie, ‘independently’, as a department by themselves. For
the general idea of the ultimate moral purpose of all physical investiga-
Lion Cf. Ep i, §82, l. I -h SE drupoffa rd roiiruiv 1'rci.v1'tuv i:i.1i'o)tePtiio'6a.i. ml.
and K. A. xi. Bignone notes the supremacy of the moral interest in
philosophy after the time of Aristotle '

§B6. i. ii-iF|-re: notice the very slight connexion. As Usener
remarks, Epicurus himself would have written E-rm-i-iii pairs Kochalsky
would transfer Kfll. from after ii8i5vu-i-ov before p.1j1-ii.

-re iifiiivo.-rev ital -irapafiiitlecrflai, ‘ to try actually to force that which is
impossible ’, i e. to force on phenomena an explanation derived from
prejudice, but inconsistent with the evidence of the senses. An.
expression quite in Epicurus’ manner, the sense of which is resumed
in iifiuiiiaru xevfii. xai vo;i0l9eo-ifas below, l. 9.

iuii is a little forced, and is omitted in several of the MSS. Cronert
would expunge it, and Bignone thinks that it attached a second
adjective which has fallen out, and would read Kill. (5-ii-paierov), ‘ and
would not lead to practical results’. I think xiii may be retained as
emphasizing rrtipafltofzeoflat.

2. -i-oi.‘-; -ii-epi. Bit-iv ltéyoig, ‘the theories on various types of lives’,
i.e. on ethics. The expression is odd, but doubtless intended as
a link with Epicurus’ treatise, Hipi ;8i'wv (cf. D. L. x. 27 30). this
again seems to point to a compiler.

3. 1'iiT.iv Ehhwv c|>ua-iitiiiv -i'rpoB)t-r|p.ii'rtiw: i.e. the problems of earthly
phenomena and the problems of the r’£8iq)ta concerning the ultimate
composition of the universe, in both of which there is only one
right explanation.
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3. iutflapciv, ‘ explanation ’, ‘clearing up ’, a very unusual use, but
paralleled jt1SlZ below, § 81. 4, by e’xirn.9atpop.iivi'.ov.

4. 3-ri. -i-B 1i-i:"iv . . .: a quotation from Ep i, § 39, l. 7.
anipere . the MSS. have ii-i'Ii;i.i:i, and the passage in Ep. i is not

decisive owing to a lacuna, but Epicurus elsewhere always uses
o-u'i;i.iz-i-ii in the plural. The atomic theory does not conceive of matter
as one body, but an infinite number of bodies. We should, therefore,
accept Usener’s correction.

il.vi:i.¢|rl~|s iliiicrtg: sc the void. Cf. Ep i, § 4o, l. 2, and note there.
in ii-ro|.i.q. (1-iii) on-otxeiu: cf. Ep. 1, § 41, l, I, Usener’s insertion of

the article is necessary.
5. -i-iii 1-oieii-re. Si] Baa is Bignone’s correction for the MS 1-E». 1-ei.ei'}-mi

ii tiara ' this seems better than Usener’s omission of -5, which it is hard
to account for.

Boo. povuxiiv Exit . . ., ‘ all things that have only one method of
harmony with phenomena’, i.e. can only be explained in one way
which is consistent with the evidence of the senses.

7. nheovaxfiv Zxei. iicti. -rF|g yevioews nirinv not ‘have a complex
cause of birth ', but ‘ several possible causes of birth ’ ; see introductory
note above, and compare Ep. i, § 8o, l. io -rr.\¢eva;(tTis -y£'v¢-rat.

8. 1-fig efiaias . . . icai-qyopiav, ‘ an account of its existence '. icci.'r"q-
-yopfe is again not a normal word in Epicurus, though he uses the
verb. ,

9. ii.§ui’i|.iaru. lewd, ‘propositions assumed without ground’, i e. a
prior: statements not founded on the evidence of the senses: so iccv-6:
always in Epicurus; e g xiii; 86679, § 87, l 2, below, and K. A. xv,
xx ix

votiofieuiag ' similarly the ‘laying down of principles’ before inquiry.
§ B7. r 1’-1811 diieyiag has the best MS authority, but B and other

MSS. read i.8ia.A.oy£'ac, which may conceal i3i.o)teyi.'cu.- in the sense
of ‘ personal prejudice’, which would not be unlike Epicurean lan-
guage. Witli the text as it stands ijdv; means ‘now that we have
learnt the right method’.

2. -rofi iiflepiifius . . . {fir is of course the Epicurean ideal of life. So
in the corresponding passage, Ep. i, § 8o drupaxrfiaai, ti-ra.pai<~i-ijaopicv.

3 1rd.v-re. . . . yiive-rc|.i. d.o'ei':irrai'; corresponds to 1-ti ddopiifiuis . . . i:-fir:
the ideal is fulfilled, and all life runs without disturbance.

iui.-rd 1i-(iv-rtiiii (1-div) . . . dxxaflatpopévwv with some hesitation I have
adopted the emendation of Bignone, ‘ all goes without disturbance in
regard to all of the phenomena explained in several ways in harinoiiy
with our experience, when one admits convincing explanations of
them ’: i e. if you once accept the principle that all convincing
explanations must be admitted, then you can have the same drapafiei
with regard to the celestial phenomena as you can have in morals and
earthly phenomena. HP‘Q have irav 1-iiiv and the other MSS. have
ice.-rii. -ii-civ-reiv without the article, which will not stand. Bignone’s
reading mvolves an unusual meaning of ice-rai with the_genitive, but
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is better than the alternative mi-it -ir£'-.-Iv 1-63»-. Usener alters ire-i-ii to no.5,
‘even when all things are explained in several ways’, but that is
against Epicurus’ teaching, for he only admits such plural explanations
in regard to celestial phenomena. Cronert would omit iw.-rdi, making
the construction an awkward genitive absolute.

6. itu.1'aJ\i'ri"n, ‘leaves undisturbed’, does not try to get rid of it: so
ti-ii-o,\t'-i-ry in the next clause as opposed to assay.

8. Iii-1 . . . 1-or pfiflov, ‘ to superstition’, for the characteristic of the
religious explanation of phenomena is that it asserts one theory to the
exclusion of all others, and claims certainty where it cannot be attained
by reason.

aqpcin, ‘indications’ earthly phenomena cannot give us certam
explanations of heavenly phenomena, but they can afford hints and
analogies, which we can follow ‘Up,

9. '5' I-ii-E: Usener’s text, which, on the vihole, seems the best solu-
tion. The MSS. are divided between 8:’ -ri, from which Usener’s
conjecture is derived, and Bé -rim, which would just construe, though
the repetition of 'I"w0'. just below would be very awkward Bignone
conjectures SE -:ri(9a)i»a’., carrying on the idea of -rs 1:-i9avo)to7/oifiptcvov in
l. 5, but this is going very far away from the text.

IO. a brilliant correction of Woltjer's for the meaningless 4'; of
the MSS.

iicii oi’: -i-6. . . .¢aiv6|ieva.. almost concessive in effect, ‘though we
cannot observe celestial phenomena '. The clause would certainly be
made easier by Cronert’s oifix dis (based on F’s oi'.‘i'-ms), but the change
is not necessary.

§ 88. 1. -is . i. . didv-i-uop.a. : the actual appearance of the phenomena
in sense-perception.

éiuiirroui there seems no reason for accepting the conjecture in
Usener’s note Zicaa-row, which is derived from the éitiia-rwv of Froben’s
edition.

-i-i-|p1|-rim», ‘must be kept to ', a favourite word of Epicurus’ in this
sense: Cf. Ep. i, § 38, l. 4 Karo. -rtiis aio*9'r;~o'¢ic Sci ii'a'.i*ro. -i-igpeifv. A
good instance of this principle is Epicurus’ theory that sun and moon
are actually the size we see them ; a,i'cr617o-is here gives us information
and we must not try to get behind it.

ital iliri. 1-ii. o'uvc.-rr-r6|.i.cvc|. . . . irheovaxtim 0-uin-e)tc'iIo'9a.i.: ]it. ‘ and as re-
gards what is associated with the actual appearance we must distinguish
those things of which there is no evidence in our experience against
several causes ’. -i-ii 0'Ul/(l.1I'1"6}L-El/(1 are the opinions (-ii-poo-BoE<i{6;i¢va)
which we associate with the actual perception of sensation. In deal-
ing with celestial phenomena we must distinguish those opinions,
which may all simultaneously be true, from those which are certainly
true or certainly false. This is Bignone’s explanation of the passage,
and I have little doubt that it is right. Usener reads Zn for iiri and
puts a comma at Staiperéov, ‘we must distinguish from the actual
appearance that which is associated with it, and of which there is no
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evidence against several causes '. But this is not so satisfactory, since
among the a-we-ii-i-6p.cva of an appearance there may be some where
there is no question of several opinions.

2. 8. ofiii itvi-ijiqpi-upeii-at: another technical expression of Epicurus’ :
we must bring our several explanations to the test of our experience
and reject any which are refuted by it: there may still be several left
uncontiadicted.

I. WoRLns.
The compiler of the letter plunges at once into the physical theory

of Epicurus, and deals first with the nature and formation of viorlds
As he is obviously putting together his account from different sources
(sometimes apparently from the letter to Herodotus), the result is
a little disjointed and here and there obscure But we are not justified
in rejecting as glosses statements, for which there is good evidence
elsewhere, on the ground that they do not fit in very well with the
context (see notes on lines 5 and 6). A world is first defined as
a circumscribed portion of sky: then its boundaries and shape are
discussed. We are next told that there are infinite worlds, and their
creation and growth are described with comments on certain false
theories. All these are well-known Epicurean topics, and the details
will be better discussed in the individual notes. §§ 45, 73, and 74 of
the letter to Herodotus should be compared together with Lucr. ii.
1048-1174, and v. 416-508, 534-563

4. itdajioi; Epicurus’ conception of a ‘world’, like that of all
ancient philosophers, was of a system in which the earth was the
centre, and around it moved in orbits ever more distant, moon, sun,
planets, and stars, the circumference of heaven forming the outer
boundary. He differed from most of his predecessors in conceiving
that there was an infinite number of such K60'].LOl. besides our own.

irepioxifi -rig ofipavofi: i.e. a certain portion of sky circumscribed by
a boundary (ii-épcis)

in-rpii: including sun and moon as well as stars ' cf. §9o, 1.6 filtiés
‘re mi. i:r¢)t1§v-q mi. -rii )t0trrii'. do-1-pa. Lucretius similarly uses artra in
an inclusive sense, v. 509.

yfiv, ‘ an earth ’, a body like our earth to be the centre of the system.
5. -miv-ra 1-A <|>u.w6|i¢va: both astronomical and meteorological; in

fact, those with which he deals in the rest of this letter.
5, 6. From this point the rest of the sentence is very confused in

the MSS. it runs tin-orojfijv Exovou ti-iro foil iirrcifpov no.1 xct-i'a).1j-yovaa
iv -rriipcrrt ii cipa.ti§ ii} iruici/ii} Kai 01'} )tvoj.ui'v0v rrcivra 1-Ei ii» ailrrtfi o"ii'yxvo'iv
lrjtfierat Kai. i\1'?'yovo'ti. -ij Ev irepta.)/0j1.e':'i/qr . . 1r£pi:ypa.qSi-jv. It IS, I think,
clear that this has been put together from various sources, but we are
not justified in assuming with Usener (who expunges mi. m:i.'i'a.)L'ijyov0'a.
. . . -ij -ii-vicvt§ and icai 05 )tvojui.e'vov . . . Mjif/(rat as two separate glosses)
that the composition was affected by any one other than the original
compiler of the letter. It is surely more reasonable to suppose some
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dislocation. 01$ i\voj.t.c"vo1.i . . . )tijip¢1-at is clearly part of the definition
and should come first: then follow certain descnptive participial
clauses, (1) of its nature ii-.-i-oi-o;.i¥;v . it-ii-¢i'pov, (2) of its boundary Kai
irci-i'a.1\1j'yovo'u. . . . o-rtitrtv dxov-rt, (3) of its shape Kai 0'-r 'i\i7v . . .
-ircpt-ypaqliwjv. mi Aijyovaa then, which occurs in the MSS. after
Arid/crai, should be omitted as a mere repetition of mi itti-raltvj-yovo-a.
above caused by the misplacement of the clause 05 Avojuévov. . .
ltijifwi-at, and a participle (Exova-a) must be supplied with the last
clause. We thus obtain a consistent and reasonable statement, and
are not excluding phrases which add much force to the description.
Bignone follows Usener in excluding the two clauses, but notes that
they hang closely together . it is because the worlds have a definite
boundary that their dissolution implies the destruction of all within
them.

5. ofi ltuopivou . . It-r'|ij.ie1-av i.e. the 1i-cpioxij is not any casual piece
of sky ‘ cutoff ', but an organized whole, the dissolution of which implies
disturbance in all its parts. The masculine oi? goes back, slightly
irregularly, to K6~O"]J.O§ in spite of the intervening -ireptoxrj.

6. 6.-ii-oi-oji.-ijv Exotica. . . . : i.e. it is a portion cut off from the infinite
universe. This idea had been already stated by Leucippus - D. L ix.
31 yt'vco'6ci.t 3% 701:"; K60'F.O'l)§ otirm ¢>c'pco'6i1i acct?‘ cirro1'o,u.-iqv Ex -i-ijs drrcfpov
($6. ¢)l.;O"€(|JC) Wflm o'u'iji.ttit1't1, 'irciv'ro'Eo. -roiis o'X1jjuci.o'iv iris jar’-ya icirvdv. For
iii-roe-op.i‘jv Zxovira equivalent practically to ii-rrp-r;.n;6¢'iIu-a cf. ti-i-oio-iv
€xoi/-rt, l. 8

7. ital. |:ti.1'u.lt-fiyouo-ti. iv iripa.-i't: i.e. a world has a quite definite
boundary: cf. Ep. i,§ 73, l. 7 1-oi‘.-s .-<60-pious . . . mi iriio-av o-1?-yicpio-iv
-rrc1repo.o',ui.§vi7v.

5) dpmi} -P] -rrui<vi_3 this boundary may in its composition be either
dense or rare: that of our world, the ‘ flammantia moenia mundi ’ (Lucr.
i. 73), is rare: cf. Aetius ii 7 3, p 336 d (Usener,fr 303) 'E1ri'i<ovpos
evfuiv p.$:v K6U"iL(.|)V dpatov 1'6 11-c'po.s', iviimv 3% vrvicvdv, iroti -roi.i-‘row 1'31. jtiiv
‘I'D-'£I. xivoiiptcva -rtii 5' iixfwjra.

?| iv ncpiayojsévtp Fj iv u-rtiaiv Zxov-ri. . the outer circumference may
either move round, as most probably, according to Epicurus, does
that of our world (§ 92), or be stationary . cf. the passage from Aetius
just quoted. Gassendi corrected the MS. error éva-ra.criv to Ev o-1-tie-.-.v.

8. xiii. 01-poyydlt-qr . . . 1i-cpi.ypa:|:-fir: for this possibility of variation
in the shape of worlds Cf. Ep 1, § 74, l. I E-rt 82 Kai roiig iccio',u.0v<; oiii-re
if civdyrrjs Sir? vojiiiizeiv E‘!/(L o'xrjj.i.a.1'to'ji.tc‘iv Zxom-as . . : and the SChOli0n
On that passage, oils [Lev 'yEi.p otpaipoctseis, iccii. qioetdets d')t)Lov9, iccti.
iiAAow¢rxi§p.ovas- érépovc. Bignone notes that the Pythagoreans con-
ceived of a triangular world and Empedocles of an egg-shaped world.

9. (ixoucrtii): the only alternative to inserting a participle here seems
to be to read Kara a~rpo-y-yi‘F)ti;v for Kai o"rpoy'y1i)t-ijv as does the Tauchnitz
text. But though the confusion of miif and mi-rii is very frequent in
these MSS., the sense is unnatural, and the sentence becomes still more
incoherent. Usener and Bignone follow the MSS. with no alteration,
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constructing -.-rcpt-ypadifiv presumably after ixov-i-i, but this is very
awkward and hardly sense : a -ii-c’pae cannot have a -a-epiypaqbvj

-ii-a.v1-a)(i?>s: including, I think, all the previously mentioned alterna-
tives, the density or rareness and movement or stationary character of
eth -ii-épar, as well as the varieties of shape. The variant 1:-av'rti;(oii is
a mere error. _

I0. iriiv yap quiiivojiévuv . . . an application of the principle above,
l. 2 E oiiix iivrtjiaprupcfrat 1'o'i's rrtip’ -i'7jir.'i'v qbatvopéi/ois rrlcovaxtiis o*vv-rc-
)tei'o'6a.t. Though our world has a -i'i'¢'pas which is eiputdv and 1'i'e'pto.'yti-
jicvov, and is in shape adiaipoe.-.31js, there is no evidence that there are
not elsewhere worlds in which these details differ.

(iv) 1-{foe a necessary correction of Usener’s for the MS. 1-653:.
II. Mi-yov ofiit Zirrt xaraltafieiv . we cannot advance to the end of

the world and ourselves perceive its nature : m1-a)te.Bei‘v here of sense-
perception.

§ B9. 2. 1:01? afletpot To 1'r)u?|6os ' S0 Ep. 1, § 45, l 3 d.)t)uii. jfijvi-c i.
K6U',Ll-Oi‘. 5-ii-eipei eio-Ev, which may be the source on which the compiler
draws . but the idea is an Epicurean commonplace . cf. Lucr. ii. ro48-
1089.

iw.-ra.l'u:iBe'iv . here of mental perception we can quite well picture it
in our mind, and, as Lucretius shows (loc.cit.), can adduce many
reasons to prove it must be so.

3. iv iidojiig a curious idea, which I do not know elsewhere: a new
world might form itself within an existing world, presumably as the
old world dissolved.

4. ital (iv): the addition seems necessary, and Usener had already
suggested xciv in his notes

|i.ii1-<:ii<oo|.i.ii:i: a famous technical word of Epicurus’ There being
in the universe all these min-jioi of various shapes, there must be
intervals between them, in which new worlds might be formed It
was in the fl-€1"G.It'60')L|'.l.tl. that Epicurus placed the abodes of the gods.
Cicero, 0’: Naf. Dear. i 8 I8, translates the word by mferniundza.

iv -ii-oltuiufvqi -i-611-qi: it would be a place in which there was much
void, but not entire void, for there is no large space of that character
in the universe : Leucippus then (-i-wés) was wrong in believing it to be
a ‘great space of pure void’ cf. juiyci. icevév in the passage quoted
above on § 88, l. 6

5. Iv P€YaQ eiluiipivei‘, sc 1'67I't.jJ. There is no need with Zeller to
‘write iv ywyd./\qi Kai eilticptvci K€l/(Eh Bignone notes the difficulties
which arose because the atomists did not sufficiently distinguish
between space = extension and empty space The phrase p.¢-yifltqi ethi-
icptvei uni ire:/@115 an attempt to express the latter, like Lucretius’ ‘locus
intactus, inane, vacansque’, i. 3 34.

6. 1-ivis Casaubon’s correction for TLVG, an obvious error
3-irinjfieiiiiv 1-ivi'-‘iv . . . The Epicurean theory of the formation of

a world many conditions are requisite besides the mere aggregation
of atoms in a void: (a) they must be atoms of the righlt kind to form
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combinations, Gzc. ; (6) they must be capable of imiting (-irpoo-€¢'ir¢is) and
forming organized bodies (8i.a.p6pu'a:i-etc) and causing changes of posi-
tion ; (r) they must be able to supply the right material to the right

laces.P
8. -irpovfléireisz the juxtapositions of matter which are creative of

things. .
Siupflpéeeie, ‘ articulations ’, i.e. they must be able to form bodies

which are organized: Bignone takes it-to mean more definitely ‘con-
nexions ’, but it implies the notion of separation as well as that of union.

jie-i-ua-rdti-eig: the moving of portions of matter to their appropriate
places, e. g. of the fiery materials to the sky, where they can form the
heavenly bodies and ether.

9 éii-apfieiia-sis, ‘irrigations’, not merely of liquid material, but of
the constant supply of appropriate material to the appropriate quarter.
The whole description should be compared with Lucr. v. 449-494,
and especially with ii. 1 I 12-1119, where the diction is very like that
here :

nam sua cuique locis ex omnibus ornnia plagis
corpora distribuuntur et ad sua saecla recedunt,
umor ad umorem, terreno corpore terra
crescit et ignem ignes procudunt aetheraque aether,
donec ad extremum crescendi perfica finem
omnia perduxit rerum natura creatrix,
ut fit ubi nilo iam plus est quod datur intra
vitalis venas quam quod fiuit atque recedit.

Io. Ewe 1-elteiuicreus, ‘until the period of completion’. Epicurus
held that with worlds so with bodies there was a process of gradual
growth, new material being always absorbed, until a limit of comple-
tion was reached, and from that time began the process of decay, in
which more was given off than taken in: cf. Lucr. ii. 1105-1 I74.

not Siujiovijg, ‘and stability’: Epicurus recognized such a period
between those of growth and decay. It is unnecessary to follow
Usener in altering to Staaovvjv (sc vrotoiiv-raw), which is very awkward
in construction.

1 I. -at ii-ii-ofilt-ij0£v-i-ci. Bejiéluaz the atomic foundations on which the
world is built: i.e. the original nuclei which uniting in their turn
formed ‘things’. ,

'ri‘|v irpocrfiox-Pjv Siivurai iroieicflai - i. e. as long as they are capable of
assimilating new material. See Lucr. ii. loc cit., and particularly
1122-1130.

§ 90. 1. oi} yap fiflpowpbv 8:2 |.i.6vov. a mere aggregation of atoms
in a void, such as Leucippus had supposed, is not suflicient to make
a world: the atoms must have these other characteristics, which will
produce the proper unions, and enable the process of assimilation to
take place.

065% Bivov: he passes from Leucippus to Democritus, -row ¢'UO'tKtfIl'
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mltovnévwv -rte, who thought that a world was produced mechanically
by an atomic whirl, caused in its turn by his convenient ‘ maid-of-all-
work’ dvé-yiwj, acting thus in a purely arbitrary manner: Epicurus
thus asserts his independence of both his predecessors in the atomic
theory.

2. iiiivra -re §o§u.I,6|.|.evov, ‘according to the mere fancy of the
imagination ’. Democi-itus’ supposition of the whirl created by tivtiyxij
rests on no evidence of the senses, and it is directly opposed to
¢o.tv5;.l-rv¢l- (BBB 13810“) . it was an tifi.'wj.i.ci. xevov icai vop.o9¢o'i’i:i. Epicurus
had of course another quarrel with Democritus’ notion of t'.i.I->'(f.'yK1) in
the region of morals.

3 aflfiecrflai -re: we must supply -i-Eiv .-<60-p.ov. Democritus’ notion
apparently was that the whirl went on gradually increasing in size by
the assimilation of external particles, until it grew so big as to come
into collision with another world, and then followed destruction: cf.
HIPPOI. 56 5. I 3 El. qf>6€t'p£o'@t:.t SE u.t’i'1'O1:"~I-' 13'-'r’ dlhrjkmv 1-rpo0"i1'£’1r1-or-rag

riiiv ¢uaiiu?iv: said contemptuously. oi. diva-moi, for Epicurus, are
the earlier cosmologists, whom he associates with the unbending appli-
cation of ti.Vtll.')/K7), and therefore with determinism. cf. Ep. iii, § 134. r
ii-rrei xpcirrov "r’jv 1113 -rrcpi Qctiiv jiudtp xaraxohovdeiv ii; Tfi 1'cT.iv ¢>vo'tirt'-Iii’
eE,i.tu.p,i.ié'vy Sovlteiieivz but he is always thinking principally of
Democritus.

4. -rofi-ro yap . . . 1-oi; diaivojtivoiqz this might be very diffi-
cult to explain, if we had not got the illuminating passage at the
end of Lucr. ii, for of course we have no sense-evidence of the
creation and destruction of worlds. Epicurus clearly refers to
the analogy of the growth of bodies, where we see the process of
assimilation up to a point, after which decay sets in owing to the
excess of matter lost over that taken in.

II. THE HEAVENLY Bomits.

The second main section of the letter, which extends to § 99, deals
with the heavenly bodies as constituent parts of their respective worlds.
A variety of points is dealt with in the order traditional in Epicurean
works. The epitome is very brief, but can be supplemented from
other Epicurean sources, and especially from the fifth book of
Lucretius. The general ideas are founded on the notions of
Epicurus’ predecessors, and particularly of Democritus, but there
are many characteristic additions and alterations. It 1S hardly neces-
sary to add that the whole conception 1S geocentric

(a) (6)§ 90. 6-ii deal with the creation and constitution of the
heavenly bodies. They were not independently formed and then
included in a world, but were gradually fashioned inside the world, as
appropriate bodies were linked on to them . these bodies were rare in
texture, and of the nature of wind or fire. All these are doctrines of
the Atomic School. -
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6. -rii. lion.-ii-6. Hm-pa: the sun and moon being themselves included as

der-rpii, as in § 88, l. 4, above.
(mi) is an old and necessary addition : the sentence must have been

negative, as is shown by MA’ 7), and proved by our general know-
ledge of Epicurus’ theories. ignone has pointed out that there is no
real contradiction between this passage and De Placztzlr, i. 4 (Usener,

1+. 308), in which the air is said 0'U}L7r£pM.fl.,IJ-Bliivftv 1-6. iicr-rpa in its
rotation: this does not necessarily imply that they were originally
outside the i<do'p.o4:.

me’ {cw-rd, ‘independently’, outside the xéanoc.
7. For ihe gloss after 1-oi} K60'fL0‘lJ see note below
8. 1666;, ‘ from the start ', i.e from the origin of their own existence

and that of the min-,u.os: as soon as a world was formed, the heavenly
bodies began to be created in it. cf Lucr. v. 443-454.

ii-poaiipunis: a technical term of Anaxagoras, here used exactly in
his sense, and possibly with intentional reminiscence. From the
original chaos bodies of like texture were separated out (xpfais) and
Joined one another (ii-péc) ' cf. Lucr. v. 443 sq. '

difiugere inde loci partes coepere paresque
cum panbus iungi res et discludere mundum
membraque dividere et magnas disponere partis.

9. Bivficeig, ‘ vortices’, referring to the independent rotation of the
revolving nuclei, and not to the Siva; which causes the movement of
the heavenly bodies ihrough the sky

lie-iri-o|i.ep6‘»-, ‘of light parts ’ the idea being that the lighter bodies
were ‘ squeezed out ’ between the heavier, which formed the earth, and
so lifted into the sky to form sun, moon, &c. . cf Lucr. v. 453 .

expressere ea quae mare sidera solem
lunamque eflicerent et magni moenia mundi.

ii-v¢up.u1-iiuiv, ‘of the nature of wind ’, and therefore volatile, and
capable of rising and subsequently performing the revolution.
Bignone translates ‘ gaseous ’, but that seems to introduce too modern
an idea.

io. -irupoeifitiiv, ‘of the nature of fire’, and therefore capable of
giving out heat and light. '

1l| n'la'91-|crts: peI'Cepti0n cannot of course give us any information
as to the creation of the heavenly bodies nor directly as to their
composition: but it does show them to us moving through the sky
and giving out light, and we must therefore infer their nature on the
analogy of similar phenomena on earth.

In the course of the sentence at different places in diflerent MSS ,
but in most after mi} xdopov and tifiéno-iv éariiifiuvw, are found the
words xai c'i0'a. -ye 5-P] auifct and ti-;_toi'tus SE Kai. yfi ital 5ci)La1"r'a.. The
vanation of their position in the MSS. would alone justify us in
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following Usener and excluding them as glosses, but the internal
evidence is also strong. mi dcra -ye 81} miiie.-. was an ill-expressed note
to include, e.g. comets, falling-stars, and other heavenly phenomena,
which hardly come under the head of 1-Bi. i\ot-.-rili. fie-i-pa, but i;r<5{¢.-. is a
word Epicurus would not have used in this sense. Gassendi’s proposal
to attach the words to the other gloss, ‘ the earth and the sea and all
that in them is ', does not help, nor is it improved by Usener’s sugges-
tion awffi, and the Tauchnitz reading 6'0-ii -ye 8%; {git-iv is very irrelevant.
Bignone regards them as continuing the construction of ii-ii-6 -i-oi} K60'p.0U,
‘by the world and those parts of it which serve as its defence’,
i e the flammantza moenia muizdz, but this seems very far-fetched.
Similarly 5):.-ofms 8% Kai -yfj ml 6i{)tci.a-zrci was meant to note that earth
and sea too were not an independent creation : this is of course quite
good Epicurean doctrine, but it cannot have been in the text here, as
sea and earth are certainly not composed of Mrroncpeis ¢i5o-as, if-roi.
711-'€‘U].LtI‘I‘l.KG.l. -ii; rrvpoetdcig.

(ir) §91. The size of the heavenly bodies is in reality either the
same or slightly larger or smaller than we see them. This is one of
the most characteristic of Epicurus’ doctrines both in its boldness and
its cliildishness. It was of course based primarily on his complete
trust in the evidence of sense-perception. We see sun, moon, and
stars as of a certain size; we have no right to attempt to go behind
the evidence of our senses therefore they are that size. But he
based it also on terrestrial analogies in the case of earthly fires, we
notice that we cease to feel their heat before they appear through
distance to diminish in size (Lucr. v 566-573): but we are very
conscious of the sun's heat, therefore it has not diminished in
apparent size Again, the outline of a light becomes blurred before
it decreases in size . but the moon's outline is not blurred: therefore
it again has not dimin1shed(Lucr v 579-584). This argument the
compiler merely alludes to in l. 5, but it is clearer in the scholiast’s
reference to the eleventh book of the Hepi diii-'<r¢ais. see app. crit.,
‘if its size had been lost through the distance much more would its
colour have been : for there is no distance better adapted for such loss
than that of the sun ’, i.e no earthly fire is ever so far away and
therefore so likely to lose both in size and splendour.

I. (ital eelifiv-q-;). an almost certain addition of Usener’s ' ‘ Epicurus ’
would hardly’ have written 1';PLiI'ov ‘re ml 1-Gr )toi-ii-63v iiizr-rpwv ' cf. § go,
l 6, above.

2, ir.ci1'd. piv 1'6 11-pd: 1l||.i.E.5 . . iu:i.1'd. Si 1'1‘: tuna’ niird. At once an
indication of the line of thought in Epicurus’ remarkable decision, and
an interesting illustration of the whole idea of iii-.-.iia,o-nipipzris (see notes
on Ep. i, §§ 5o, 5r, and K A. xxiv). We see the sun a certain size ' that
is its size rrpdis iipfic: i.e that is what the sun looks like at the distance
we are from it, just as a distant tower looks round. Are we then to
conclude at once that Z6‘ its size iced’ iii?-i-6 P No, it is a -.-rpocmévov : we
must try for iii-i,u.ep-nipqiris-. In the case of the tower we can go nearer
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to it and see: we cannot do this with the sun, but we can use the
analogy of terrestrial lights (see introductory note to this section), and
shall then have confirmatory evidence that m6’ a.i'n-ii it is about the
size we can see it. Bignone takes an-i-Ei . . . 1-ii ii-poi: 1};-ifis to mean ‘ as
far as concerns us’, i.e. as far as it is necessary for our happiness
to know, but that does not make a natural contrast with T5. . .
no.9’ u.i'.-r6.

piv -i-6 . Schneider’s correction of p.£v-rot.
3. qiiziive-riiii: the reference to the eleventh book of the II¢pi ipiiaews,

which comes in at this point in the MSS., is a very obvious scholium.
The illustration, which is important, is quoted in the introductory
note.

-l'|i-oi iieilov . . . : the idea of ;.i.ti<pi§‘i is certainly to be supplied with
pcflfov as well as :A.(l'-‘l'1'OI/I cf. Lucr. v. 564, 565:

nee nimio solis maior rota nee minor ardor
esse potest, nostris quam sensibus esse videtur.

And again 590, 591
After -r-qltiiioiii-oi» the MSS. have six ti'.p.ci., which I take to be

merely a note on ,u.¢Z{ov . . . ii . . €)t-:1-i-row 5 1-i7PLuroi3'rov, i. e. ‘it can’t
be all these three at the same time’. Lachmann, believing it to be a
corruption of a true reading, proposed 1-vxiiv, Usener with more
probability 'l'U')JX(iV€t. But no verb is needed, and I believe the words
are simply a ridiculous comment : so Kochalsky.

oil’-rm ydp ital. rd. nap’ fipiv rrupd . . . would be almost intelligible in
itself, but is explained by the scholiast's quotation from the Hepl
itiiiaews and the parallel passage in Lucr. (see introductory note).

6. mi -iifiv at . . . As usual, what we must do is to look at the clear
evidence of the senses and not confuse it with irpoa-3o.E‘ciZ6p.eva.: cf.
Ep. i, § 5o, &c.

Zvm-i-“i.e, ‘an objection’: apparently from its occurrence in Sextus
Empiricus an Epicurean word for the more usual Eva-i-tie-ts.

7. lvapyfipwi, ‘the clear visions ’ uncontaminated with opinion: a
technical Epicurean word: cf. § 93, l. 9.

8 iv 1-oi‘; -ii-cpl. <|iii<:reu4: flifihiois: i.e. presumably in Book XI, from
which the passage quoted by the scholiast is taken.

(d) § 92. i-8. The rising and setting of the heavenly bodies Two
possible explanations are given: (1) that of Heraclitus, that these
bodies of light are extinguished at their setting and kindled again each
day at their rising; (2) that of Anaximenes, that they appeared from
behind the earth and then were hidden again by the land. Against
neither of these explanations do phenomena afford any objection, and
they must therefore be regarded as equally true: the phenomenon is
one of those which may -iritcomxfiis -ycvéa-Bet. The alternatives are
put with almost equal brevity by Lucr. v. 65o-655, though in speaking
otf the nature of dawn in the following paragraph he somewhat enlarges
t e ideas.
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2, fir-rnliiw : Cf. Act. ii. 20 I6 'Hp<i.xA¢iroi; ti'.va.;i.p.ii voitpbv 1'-E; Ex
6 ziviiii. 1.5.. -ijkiov. Xenophanes appears to have held the same
view (cf. Hippol. R;/'. i. i 4). Heraclitus’ own word is here intentionally
recalled.

Usener, thinking that ii-'CI-l,l/LP and a-,B€a-iv ought to be closely linked,
inserts -re after iivaipiv and omits ire.-i-ti. before a-Bc’u-iv: but they corre-
spond exactly to iiiia-i-oi\&s ital Siitrcis above. The rising is caused by
the iivaipi; and the setting by the o-jtiéo-is, and a too close connexion
would upset the correspondence.

3. Siima-Bat: an or. ob]. infinitive, or else prolate after évfiixerai
understood: cf. yfweadai, § 106. 2. It is not necessary to alter to
duvctriiv with Usener.

-irspitri-its-mg, ‘the composition of the surrounding matter’, a
favourite word of the writer s cf § ioz. 7, § io4 9. Bignone trans-
lates ‘conditions’, but ihe two passages cited seem to show that the
word has a more concrete meaning. The idea is explained more
clearly by Lucretius, v. 66o-668. The ‘ seeds of fire ’ gather together
in the east towards dawn and make themselves into a compact body,
which is the new sun. It is perhaps worth while noting that this
theory of Heraclitus is quite iiicornpatible with the idea of the gradual
composition of the heavenly bodies in the growing K60'#r0'§ enunciated
in § 90.

4. ital. no.9’ ilitci.-ripous “rods rdirous, ‘ especially in regard to the two
places on each occasion ’, i.e. the places of the daily composition and
extinction of sun (or moon): there must in the east lie an atmosphere
conducive to its kindling and in the nest to its extinction. Meibom
early emended to 'I'pCl1't'0t.r9, which makes the clause meaningless, and
Usener, adopting his reading, excluded the words as a gloss. Bignone
shows that the inclusion of the words is essential: one of the objec-
tions made in antiquity to the theory of Heraclitus was that though it
was easy to conceive of the extinction of the Sim in the western sea,
it was by no means easy to imagine iis kindling in the east, and
Lucretius (v 660 ff.) lays special stress on tliis. There must there-
fore be the requisite atmospheric composition ‘ in both places ’.

5. (ital) a necessary addition made by Usener to correspond with
Kill. mi-iii dviiipiv, l. 2. As so often, it was lost before mi-i-i;ii' by
‘ haplography ’.

6. iiicliiim-.i:iv,. . . é-iriii-poirflé-riitriv. We must remember that the
early philosophers did not think of the earth as a sphere, and the sun's
nightly course did not present itself to them as a passing wider
the earth, so much as a passing round behind the lofty ground in
the north, corresponding to a journey round the southern sky during
the day-iime. The earth was tilted up to the north and the sun
went behind it. So Aristotle (JV:-rear. B. I. 354 a 28) referring to
Anaximenes, rolled; 1:-ali.i:i'5-?)vni. rtliv iipxaimv jicrewpolciymv rd? ‘EA-I-OI!
1-I-ii ¢é’pea'6a.t ii-ird 71'}:/, dlkd -rrcpi. 1-iljv ')/‘air ital. rdv 1'-iiirov -rofrrov, ii¢>a.vi’-
{eo'9ci.t 3} iroii vroicfv viixru. 31.5. rd i’:i,l/iqlt-Fjv clvai. -rrpdc dlpxrov 1-iijir yijv.

aria T "'
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iiqbdveia and iii-i-iipoa-66-rqo-is are again probably technical terms
borrowed from one of those who held this theory. Some editors have
doubted the l"Ol'IIt iirrtii-porridér-r]a'tv and wished £0 ‘ l'B8l0t'€' tlvrt1'rp::la'9i7o'tv:
but it is exactly the kind of form that one would expect to find in one
of the older philosophers. from whom it is probably quoted.

(e) §§ 92. 8-93 3. The motions of the heavenly bodies are next
dealt with and various possible causes suggested. There is an unfor-
tunate lacuna, which almost certainly contained other explanations
than the two given we can restore them from the closely parallel
passage in Lucr. v 509-533

8. 1-iis . . . xiv-fleets‘ including both the daily revolution and the
orbit of the heavenly bodies, their apparent path iound the heavens, as
indicated by ihe successive points of their daily rising.

oifiii dibiivu.-i-ow . a rather more tentative statement than usual
9. lard. 1'-i'|v 1'03 dliou ofipavofi bivnv I $4‘ the whole heaven ‘ITIOVES lOU!]Cl

in a whirl and takes the heavenly bodies with it This was the theory
of Anaxiinenes, who thought (Aet. ll. 2. 4)that the motion of the heaven
was ‘like a mill-stone ' and not ‘ like a wheel’, i e. horizontal and not
perpendicular: this of course corresponds with his notion of the daily
revolution of the sun (see note on l I, above): cf. Lucr v. 5io—516,
where the possible niccliaiiisni of this revolution is more fully
explained.

fi -roiirou |i.€v . . . Sfvriv it the heaven as a whole remains
stationary, and the individual heavenly bodies perform their circuits
(cf. Lucr. v. 517-533). This iiidividual motion may again he due to
various causes, of which the text, as tie have it, refers to tiio.

IO iiu-i-Ei 1-hr . . . fiviiyxriv. i.e a ‘ natural law ’, initiated at the btgin-
ning of the world, causes all the bodies to move in one direction This
of couise, viith its ChIl.I‘£1-LlI(:l1bllC assertion of iivii-yiqi, iias the theory
of Democritus, which is explained at greater length by Lucr. v.
621-636

11. hr’ fivurolkfi, ‘towards the cast’ as Lucretius explains, the
orbit of the heavenly bod.es is in reality in the reverse direction to
what it appears to us: for the nearer a body 1S to the earth the
slower it moves, the moon sloiier than the sun, the sun than the
planets. But “hen vie obseive this motion against the background
of the fixed stars, it seems to us by a familiar optical delusion that
they are moving in the reverse direction, the moon quicker than
the sun, the sun than the planets It is possible that this notion was
explained in the passage lost iii the lacuna. Bignone translates
£1:-' iiva-i-oitfj, ‘ for their origin ', but it is surely impossible that the word
could be used for the original creation of sun and moon . in reference
to them it could only mean their daily rising.

§ B3. There is undoubtedly something, probably several lines, lost
at this point. Lucretius in the parallel passage mentions two other
possible causes of the individual revolution of the heavenly bodies,
(1) 519-521, that they were impelled by an internal fire trying to
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escape: this appears to have been the theory of Anaximarider,
(2) 522-523, that they were driven on by an external current of air:
this was the theory of Anaxagoras (Aer. ii. 23. 2). Then we pass on
to the fourth explanation, which is here left us in a fragmentary
condition. In Lucretius this appears tn the form that the bodies
move on to places where they can find food, i.e are naturally attracted
to a fresh supply of fuel ' this appears to have been the theory of the
Stoics. The letter has it in a slightly different form, which seems
more consistent \\-1l.l.'l the theory of the constant rekintlliiig of the
heavenly bodies : the apparent progress of the stars is really the con-
stant spread (éii-ivéinyizris) of fire moving on to fresh fuel (iie may
perhaps compare the advance of a spark along a train of gunpowder).
In this form the theory may certainly be attributed to Heraclitus, who
held the 5|/cit}/is 92, 2, note).

1. =i= =+= T(iT'|'| Beppaaiq. : the mutilated viord must have been a superla-
tive ' possibly, as Usener suggests, o-<,t>o8pori£ry

2 hrivéiiquiv,‘ spread ', the verb, too, is so used of fire, c g. it-tip €rrei»é'p.¢m
1-Ei c‘i'i<ri-u, Hdt. 5 tot. Bignone \.\O11l.(.l take the words after the lacuna in
more direct correspondence with Lucretius’ statement. He would
complete the missing vi ord éirt-i~»78eio1-ti-i-;q (cl in the MSS) and trans-
lates, ‘(it is possible that ihe heavenly body moves through the sky in
search of the heat) most appropriate to it, and proceeds, as though
feeding on the fire, Sl.lCCLSE>lV€l)' from place to place ’. But apart from
the questionable meaning assigned to in-ivé',unqai.s, the rendering at the
end is surely impossible with Edi/1'09, which must go with -mi‘) rrvpds.

(f) §93 ll 3-8 deal with the question of the tropics of sun
and moon Besides appearing to perform a ievolution, they seem
also to go up and don ii in the sky, standing higher in the heavens at
one part of their orbit than another. The highest and lowest points
were known as the -rporriiif or turning-places, and the problem now
discussed is really the whole nature of this ‘ecliptic’, Wltllch ranges
between the tropics Again, various alternatives are presented, ithich
correspond closely to the ideas of the causes of motion in the previous
section.

'4. iiéfiwaiv oi5pavoG' this theory goes closely with the first theory
in the previous section. If the motions of the heavenly bodies
are caused by the resolution of the whole heaven, lhfiil 111311‘
‘ obliquity ’ must be due to an ‘ obliquity’ of the entire sky: i.e it is
set at an angle to the plane of the earth. This does not lioviever
appear, as one would expect (see note on § 92 9), to have been the
theory of Ana:-timenes, but of Empedocles: it is implied in Luci.
v.691-693.

propter signiferi positiiram totius orbis,
annua sol in quo concludit ternpora serpens,
obliquo terras et caelum lumirie lustrans.

‘rolls xpdvois narqvuynnopevou, ‘ constrained by ', 01' ‘ in respect 1.0 the
T 2
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times ', probably refers to the obvious connexion between the ecliptic
and the succession of the seasons.

5. Mpos 6.v-réiuu-i.v, ‘the contrary thrusting of a current’: this theory
goes with that of a stationary heaven and independent orbits: the
revolution of sun and moon would be in the same plane as the earth,
but that they are thrust out of their course towards the tropics by
cross-currents of air. This was the theory ofAnaxagoras ' cf. Aet. ii.
23. 2 i;i.v1'a.1:'uiicrci. roii rrp-iis Tali; dpirrots ti.e"'p05', and iS fully explained by
Lucr. v. 637-649.

9| ital. film; . . . iidieiiroiiiriie must be taken in connexion with the last
theory of the movements: the train of fuel along which the fire moves
lies along this oblique orbit. This then was the theory of the Stoics
and almost certainly, though we have no authority for it, of Heraclitus.

6. exopévus, ‘successively’, Usener’s correction of 1ix0].l.él»'OlS or
ixoyuivigs in the MSS.

-r-fie 8' éxkciiroijaqs, ‘when the other’, sr the Former fuel, ‘fails '.
I have viith hesitation adopted Usener’s correction of the MS -rfis 3%
zcara.)\.-mi-aria-iqc There is no trace of an intransitive use of icara.>tci'1rci.v,
and it is not likely that m-ra)m.1i-opivqe (von der Muehll), which is the
sense required (‘being left behind’), should have been altered into
the active, as might be the case if there were a neighbouring active
participle.

7. t] nut tfi dpxfis - . . iuveioflriiz corresponds to the theory that the
heavenly bodies were originally set in Sivoi. by dvéyx-i;i (see note on
l. 5 above). It is the theory of Democritus, and is in pait set out as
such, though iii a paragraph vihere he has not quite understood his
own argument, by Lucr v. 62r-636.

i‘icr1-pots: a good instance of its use for sun and moon.
8. otév 1-iv‘ Ehiiiii. the combination of the daily revolution of sun

and moon iiith the gradual mounting or descent to the tropics would
of course produce a spiral movement oi.'6v 1-iv’, Useiiei, for otriv 1-ii

8-13. The section ends with the usual appeal to the principles of
argument, here with greater elaboration than usual.

9 ofiflevii, Usener, for oiidév, a necessary correction as there is no
evidence for Sieqbwvctv with the genitive.

lvupyqpdruvi Ll. § 91. 7.
io. pepiiiv, ‘Sl1lJ_]t:ClIS ’, lit. ‘ departments of inquiry ’; cf. § 9i 6 sis

roiiro -re puipos. ,
12. dvdyeiv is, I think, a slightly more probable correction of the

tirtiyctv Of 111051; MSS than l$’S Erdyctv adopted by Usener. dviiyctv
or é11"0.‘lf€I.'7€I.V is Epicurus’ technical word in this sense : cf. K. A. xxii,
xxvi. on der hluehll prefers the double compound in-u.vc?yctv.

1-6.5 dvbpuvrofiaibeig . . . rexvtreiag, ‘ slavish ’, because they are wedded
to one explanation instead of having an open mind for many possi-
bilities, like the true Epicure-ans.

itarrpoltéyuvi not ‘ astrologers ’ in our sense, but professional
astronomerst a subdivision of the qbi.-o-amt’ (§ 90 3),
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(g) The moon. (1) Its phases. § 94 The letter now passes to the
consideration of certain problems with regard to the moon, which are,
as usual, traditional among the physical philosophers. It deals first
with the phases, and again reports several traditional explanations
without the expression of any preference. The sentence should be
compared with Lucr. v. 705-750, which shows the connexion of the
explanations given here with the theories concerning the moon’s light
which are discussed in the following sentence

1, Keveicreig . . -rrl\1|pi.5aeis: all the MSS. agree on the plural in
both cases, and it seems simpler to alter Sifiiiiii-i-‘ dv (l. 2) to the plural with
Meibom rather than ‘ restore’ the singular here The plural would
be quite natural: each separate phase of the moon is a irévi-.-are or
a wafipmais, and the whole process of waxing and waning is rightly
described by the plural.

2. 0"rpo¢rP]v -rofi aifipurog -i-oiirou, ‘the turning round ofthe moon’s own
body ’. If this idea is combined with the theory that the moon has its
own light, then the moon, as Lucretius explains (v 72o-730), is thought
of as a ball light on one side and dark on the other, and its gradual
turning round causes the appearance of the phases This was
approximately the theory of Heraclitus, who (Act ii 24 3) thought that
both sun and moon were ‘ b0wl—shapeCl’ (airadioetdefs), and that the
turning ofthe concave side to us caused both the phases of the moon
and also eclipses. Lucretius (v. 727) attributes the theory to the
Chaldeans, from whom possibly Heraclitus took it. On the other
hand, if the action of ‘turning ’ be combined with that of the irioon’s
reflected light, vie get approximately the right explanation of the
phases, as described by Lucr v. 705-714.

3. exqpcii-icrpofig dépos, ‘ the conformation of the atmosphere’. This
theory, which is not mentioned by Lucretius, goes naturally with the
notion of the rekindling of the heavenly bodies at times the ‘fuel-
track’ of the moon runs through dense and moist tiacts of atmos-
phere, so ihat portions or the whole of the light was extinguished.
We may therefore compare the theory Lucretius puts forward (v 696-
7oo) of the unequal length of nights and days This notion seems
to have been held by Xenophanes (Act. ll. 29 5).

nu.-rt‘: irpooflei-fleets, ‘by the interposition’, as Lucretius explains
(v 715-719), of another opaque body which is itself lI1lilS1l)l€ to us, so
that the mooi1’s ovin light is partially or completely hidden. This
was the theory of Anaximenes (Act. ii 13 io) and Anaxagoras
(Hippol i. 8 6). Though in-irrpoo-Ger-qtriir is more usual in this sense,’
e.g § 92 6, it seems unnecessary to alter with Usener to no.-r'
-§1i'irrpoo'5c1'i§0'cts‘.

5. roiirou we e'£8oi.ig, ‘ of this appearance ’, almost ‘ of these phases '.
6.1-rofiéaeig, ‘ accounts ’, ‘ explanations ’
7 anofieuipdtg : an intentional use of a legal technical term.
oil Teaeupqxtilsi Cobet’s restoration Of ofifc 6ei.up171'tKr§'iS'
(2) Iis light. §94. 9—§ 95. 7. The next section deals with the
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origin of the moon’s light and with the two explanations that it is her
own, or is reflected from the sun. Lucretius does not deal separately
with this problem, but refers to it, as we have seen, in the discussion
of the phases of the moon, and again in his discussion of its size
(v- 515-516)-

9. éfi tau-rfis: this view was held by Anaximander (Aet. ii. 25. 1) and
Xeriophanes (id. ii. 28. 1).

IO. as-s -roii fikiou: the belief of Thales, Empedocles, and
Anaxagoras

§ 95. r. ital yap -imp‘ fipiv: the analogy of things on earth is in
favour of the double possibility.

2. Kill. ofifiév lpirefioa-ru.-riii . . .' and nothing in the phenomena of
the sky is against either explanation.

3. Mu rig . . .: another long exposition of the principles, but an
unusually clear statement. The two mistakes we have to avoid are
admitting explanations which are inconsistent with phenomena, and
arbitrarily confining ourselves to a single explanatlOn.

6. 1-a6-i-’ éyiiei pafaimst a good instance of the superiority of B,
which alone preserves the text, which is dreadfully mangled in the
other MSS.

(3) Its face. § 95. 7-§ 96, 4, The face in the moon is a subject
not touched on by Lucretius, but dealt with by some of the early
philosophers. Two causes are suggested for its appearance.

7. is’|.i.¢u.rri.\;, ‘ impression ’, the woid ordinarily used to represent the
image on the retina of the eye

8. ice-rd irupaliliuiy-hr p.ep(3v, ‘ by the succession of varying parts’,
i.e. the contour of its surface changes in successive places and so
causes the appearance Anaxagoras had so explained the face in the
moon (Aet. ii 3o. 2).

9. no.-r’ érri.-rrpocrfié-rqoiv, ‘by the interposition of other bodies ’ shut-
ting out the moon’s light, and so causing the shadows which produced
the appearance This may have been the theory of Anaximenes, who
gave a similar account of the moon's phases; see on § 94 3 above.

-ire-r’ the MSS. have milv-rri, which must be a mere mistake
fleopoivi-e, ‘ might be observed ’, i.e. in terrestrial phenomena, so as

to suggest an explanation by analogy.
§ 96. 2. -rip’ Toiuiiriiv (Jr 5551*) ixveiieiv: It l5 unnecessary to emend

with Usener to Ixveua-iv. Bignone compares § :14. '3 -irapéi -is -i-Pp»
ivavffav KU"€:O'6[l.l..

3. -rig fi paxdpevos 2 the IVISS. have 'ri.o'i. pnxopiivots (or Bo)l..Ptop.€vots):
again this seems a necessary correction

(/1) Eclipses. § 96. 5-io. The letter proceeds to deal very briefly
with the problem of the eclipses of sun and moon, and suggests two
possible causes corresponding to the general theories of sun and moon
already enunciated; either the temporary extinction of the luminaries
or their obscuration by the interposition of some other body. The
latter explanation is then subdivided according to the nature of the
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interposed body. The text is rather uncertain and the whole passage
made obscure by its brevity, but much light is ihroiiii upon it by the
longer discussion in Lucr. v. 751-770.

6. iuii-ré. ofiéo-iv: i.e Just as we have seen the cause of the daily
setting and rising may be the extinction and rel-iindling of sun and
moon, their eclipses may be due to the same cause, when the ‘fuel-
track' passes through damp regions. So Lucr.v 758-761 (cf768—77o).

solqiie suos eiiam dimittere languidus igiiis
tempore cur certo nequeat recreareque lumen,
cum loca praeteriit flanimis infcsta per auras,
quae faciunt ignis interstingui atque perire?

This was probably the theory of Xenophaiies (cf. Aet. ii 24. 4)
7. itci.-r' €1ri.1rpoa'U{-r1]0ri.v, ‘by the interposition of another body ',

e.g. as, in point of fact, the eclipse of the sun is due to the interposi-
tion of the moon between earth and sun and that of the moon to the
interposition of the earth between sun and moon The wiiter is not
satisfied with these possibilities, but must add otlieis.

-7| 74']; this of course accounts for the eclipse of the moon, as
Lucretius clearly explains v. 762-764

et cur terra queat lunam spoliare vicissim
lumine et oppressum solem super ipsa teiiere,
menstrua dum rigidas coni perlabitur iimhras

This explanation was given by Anaxagoras, Aet. ii. 29. 6, 7 -i-31.: 8'
ix1\.¢£'i[/ct; [Ti]? o'¢)t-fit/17v 1'roi.cYo'6'cu.] (ii; -:6 o'xE'ctcr,u.o. 1'65‘ yfis iytrrifrrrovirav,
,u.e-ra.fii ith» iip.i;b01"€ptiiv Tfiiv ticri-e'pwv ycvo,u.€i/179, ;u'i)U'tov 5% Tfis crc}\.1}v'qs
civrtdipa.-r1'0;.t€v17s-.

-F; iiopiirou rivos F| é-répou -roioii-rou The MSS at this point have
$7 0i':pa.i/01'} 1'7 ‘TU/OS‘ €'rc'pov -roi.oi§*rov. ofipavofi C2111 hardly be kept, thotigh
von der Muehll retains it \v()ll1_]€I‘(07£ Lucr. Pin/as , p. 135) proposed
to read $7 crekfivqs 1'} T1105‘ E-répov "l"OL0'Ll1'0‘U' -E fie ii} 0-clvjvqs would
then give the right explanations of the eclipses of moon and sun
respectively, and if 'I'l.VOS‘ E-répov rotoih-av would allude to the theory of
the interposition of some other opaque body mentioned by Lucr. v.
756-757, 765-767. Usener’s objection (Pieface, p xviii) that this
will not do b'ecause ‘ihe writer is anxious to eiiplain the eclipse of
both sun and moon by the same cause ’, does not hold: for it applies
equally well to -E -yfig, which can only explain an eclipse of the moon.
The real OlI)_]ECl.10n to W0ltJer’s suggestion is surely palaeographical,
that it does not at all account for the MS ofipavoii. Usener him-
self, thinking of the theory of the interposition of the opaque body,
and comparing the passage in Aer. 11. 13 io, where it is attributed to
Anaximenes (trcptexetv 3:’ [$6. TEL Jarpa] -rtva. Kai. 'yeofi517 o'tIi,i.ict1'a 0'1.ipt'rrcpt-
qbcpo',u.cwa. iroiiia-oi: ciépa.-re.) together with Lucr v. 753-767, made the
brilliant restoration iiopci-rov for oopavoii, which may be considered
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certain. He then proposes to omit 1'}, and suggests that it may
possibly conceal fipiv. I prefer to transpose 1'5 and -rivés and take
ii i'rc'pov 'I'OI.O‘l-l'I'O‘U to refer, not to the possibility of the sun-eclipse
by the interposition of the moon (which is now not mentioned, -3) -yfis
being taken as typical of this line of explanation), but rather to the
interposition of‘ any other such body ’—-one of those vague phrases
by which the writer wishes to leave the way open to other possible
explanations: cf. § 95. 9 mi Etroi -ire-r’ Ev -rpéi-rot K'I")\.. l do not how-
ever feel sure that we should not combine both Woltjer’s and Usener’s
suggestions, and restore the passage #7 fie (-F; a-dtvjv-gs) i} ctopii-roii -mat
1'7 E-répov 1-oioifi-rev, when we should have a fuller account and a closer
correspondence with Lucretius. Homoeoteleuton viould account for
the omission of -5 ti-diijv-qr,~

8. iicil. 68¢ . .: the writer adds two cautions with regard to such
explanations

“rails oiiteious . . . o'uv9cupi]1-iciv. (1) we must be careful that the
explanations of eclipses are properly combined with the other theories
adopted about the heavenly bodies. e.g. as Lucretius suggests v. 768,
the idea that eclipse is due to extinction can only be applied to the
moon, if it be held that she shines with her own light, or again, moon-
eclipse can only be explained by interposition of the earth, if we
suppose her light to be reflected from the sun.

9. 1-6.9 i1|.|.ci. auyxupfiaeiq . . .' (2) vie must remember that several
of these causes may be at work at once: e g it might be that the
moon is extinguished at the same moment as an opaque body comes
in front of it, or that the sun is shut off by both the moon and some
other body at once. It is an additional argument for the -.-.>t.@m,<s=.-
1-p6-iroc. o-iiyiwp-ijizreiii, which is undoubtedly right, is preserved in BQCo
and the second hand in H and P : the other MSS. have the corruption
o1ryxpt'o'et5-.

IO yiveo-Gui: at this point the MSS. have a reference to the eleventh
book of the Hept ¢tio'ews, iihich is important as showing that Epicurus
had there the full tlieory of eclipses ‘ by interposition ’: see app. crit.
The word a-ituiiii-iia-roe connects the theory directly with Anaxagoras:
see note on l. 7 above The compiler of the letter probably had this
passage of the Hepi oiitrcos before him.

(1') Periods. § 97. A brief sentence on the ‘ periods’ of the
heavenly bodies, with another elaborate warning against the falseness
of the theological view and the mistake of the dogmatic assertion of
one theory against all others.

1. ntfiis -ii-epiéfiou, ‘ the regularity of the period’, i.e. the mechanical
regularity with which the orbits (1T'€p|:080l.) of the heavenly bodies are
performed, the moon in a month, the sun in a year, &c.

2. Evie. itui -ii-ci.p" 1‘||.i.'iv. we can infer the kind of analogies of which
the writer was thinking from the similar passage in which Lucretius
(v. 737-750) adduces the succession of the seasons as a parallel to the
regularity of the successive phases of the moon.
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3. -i'| Beta iliiims . . .: such things must not be attributed to the gods,
for such work uould be inconsistent with their existence of perfect
tranquillity. The argument is familiar . cf. Ep. i, § 77; iii, §§ 123,
124.

4. tn\£l.1"Otip'f‘I]1'O§, ‘ not oppressed with burdens ’ . cf. Ep. i, § 76. to
p.-rj~re leirovpyofiiwos rtvtiq

|.|.c|.iiii:|.pi.i.i1-i-|'ri.' cf. Ep. iii, § I23. 5.
5 airiohoyia, ‘the discussion of causes ’. Stob. E61. i. 724 ai1'i.o-

}t0'yt'u.t . . . iv ¢I'lJO'LOA.O‘yl:l} and Se]-it Emp. i. 181 1riio'o.v 5oy,i.i.a.'ri.iici7v
u.i1'i.o1\oyi:i:w.

6. oi’: Suva-i-06 1-p611-ou écpuiliapévois, ‘not clinging to the possible
method’, i.e the method of accepting only such explanations as are
consistent with possibility as revealed by phenomena.

7. To tuna’ dim 1'po'rrov . . . oieo'9u.i. it seems quite possible to retain
the accusative -i-6, in apposition to -is f.lCf.1'Cl.l.OV, instead of emcnding with
Usener to 1-iii.

9. 1-6 6.Si.ii.v6i|-row, ‘that which cannot be thought’: that which is
inconsistent with the wpolijibeie which exist in the mind

IO unpaid‘ as ‘hints’ or ‘indications’ of the facts of celestial
phenomena , cf. -§ 87. 6

II. truirflewpeiv, ‘ to consider them with ’ celestial occurrences,
i.e to compare and so infer cf 1-oiiis oiitcifovs c'u\)L'r;/\Ol.9 1'p6-ii-eve 0‘UV"
6£wp1TTé0V, § 96. 8 The strange reading of the MSS. or-iliv 6:63 (sic)
xaipctv looks almost like a ‘ pious ’ emendation.

(J) Lang!/i gf nights and days. § 98. 1-8. Another brief para-
graph on the alternations in the length of days and nights at different
times of the year. It is obscure and undoubtedly corrupt, but we
may, I think, recover the sense and in part the text from the parallel
section in Lucr. v. 680-704. I do not, however, at all agree with
Usener as to the relation of the two passages or the state of the text.

I. 1i'i:l.pu.l\)\ti'i"1'0v'rtI. Cf. icctriit 'irapa.)u\o.y-hv ptepdlv, § 95- 8.
ital. 1ru.pi?t To Taxeiag . . Bewpeirati these clauses must all be

considered together. The MS text runs Kai -impéi. -i-6 raxefas 1‘;)tt'ov
xtvrjoeis 'yi.'veo-fiat xiii -.'rci.Mv Bpaoefas i§1rEp yfis rrcipo. 1'5 'i.i.1§i-<17 1'iIi'-ii-wv
ii-apa)i)t.i:i-r1-ovra. iccti 1'6-irovs riviiis vrepcitoilv-ro. rdxiov dis icai -trap’ 1§,i.ti'v fi
;8pa5iJ-1-cpév ’f'£VtI. fiewpcirai, an obvious muddle which ihe earlier editors
practically gave up, though Meibom by inserting 17; before -ii-a.pZ‘i. 1-E»
pi-rjmg 1-6-ii-uiv tried to distinguish a separate explanation from that in the
beginning of the clause . this is merely unintelligent patchwork.

Usener, after emending the participles iii-a.pa)t.\ci.r-rov-re. and -r.-¢pai.oi'Jv1-a
to the iiifinitives -impa.P\).ii'1-1-cw and ii-epuiofiv, and making the obvious
transference of 1'7 ,8pa8iJ-rqiov to its place between 1-éxiov and iii: K-(ll.
‘trap’ 'i§p.i'v, then cuts out the whole clause from -ii-a.pEi. 1'13 p.-rjii-17 ‘I"67Tf.iJV . . .
i; Bpfl-8‘I.l1'e'p0V as an explanatory gloss on the previous explanation and
marks a lacuna. He thus leaves the passage with one explanation,
the difference of pace in the sun's movements, which does not occur
in Lucretius, and supposes all the three reasons which Lucretius
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mentions to have been dealt with in clauses now lost. But seeing
the close correspondence of the letter and Lucretius all through
this astronomical section, this is not a probable nor, I think, a
necessary supposition, and, further, the clause which Usener excludes
is by no means a ‘ formula paullo accuratior ’ for what he has already
said.

If we analyse the passage in Lucretius we see that the three
explanations he gives fall naturally under two heads, corresponding to
the two main theories about the sun. (1) If we suppose that the
same sun performs a daily orbit round the earth, then the variation is
due to the fact that he spends more time above the earth in summer
than in winter. This may be caused (a) by an unequal division of the
arcs of the orbit owing to the relation of ecliptic, equator, and horizon
(68 2-69 5), or (6) by the presence of a crasszor arr at some parts of his
journey, which causes a delay in his rising (696-700) (2) If we
suppose a new sun is kindled every day, then the variation is due to
the slowness or quickness of the gathering of the flames which create
the sun (701-704)

It is probable that the writer of the letter had the same explanations
in the same order, and with but slight alteration of the text one can
obtain this I should keep -irapaA.)o:i-r-rev-re., suppose that a verb of motion,
say Siiévet, was lost after it, after Kai insert (n-ape. -r6), adopt Usener’s
mpaioiiv for ii-epaioi.‘-rm (the change may either be due to the neigh-
bouring -ii-apo.>u\ci-r1-oin-a. or to dittography of the first syllable of Tdxtov).
and accept the transference of 1*} Bpo.8i.lT€pOv after Tcixtovi it is also
possible that there is a considerable lacuna after #7 ,8pa8if-rcpov.

The clause Kai. -ii-cipii. is Taxefas. . . 15-ii-Zip y-iii: then expresses the
general view (1) that the sun in his daily orbit spends less time
(kraxefas) above the earth at certain periods of the year than at others.

his explanation is then subdivided into two possible causes.
(a) corresponding to Lucr. v. 682-695 -ii-apiii. -rt‘: iiiii-:17 1-61-rtiiv -iriiipa.)\)\ii-r-
TOVTG. (3ti€vai.), ‘ because he traverses regions differing in length (above
earth)’, or (5) corresponding to Lucr. v. 696-7oo mi (rrapiii. 1-6) -i-61:-ovir
1-ivcis 1i-rpatofiv rdxiov 1? Bpadii-i-cpov, ‘because he gets through certain
regions’ (i.e. those which have a thinner atmosphere) ‘more quickly
than others’. Then in all probability there was another clause
beginning with mi 'i'i'CI.pt‘.l. corresponding to mt ircipii i-i:‘i 1-axtias . . .
setting out (2) the explanation on the theory of the t’£vt':u,l/i.s- In H118
way with small alteration vie can get a complete correspondence to
Lucretius. iiijxiq imx-riiiv mt -Fyiepifiv -rra.pu.)i..\t£-r-rovrii is left without any
definite construction, but the looseness is not greater than in many
places of the letter: ‘the variation in length of nights and days (is)
due to . . .’

Bignone, who agrees with me as to the general run of the passage,
but wishes to mend the construction and refrain from any MS. altera-
tion, except the transference of it Bpfl.81.l1'£pOI/ (and possibly the sub-
stitution of '7r(pl.(;8OUS' for xwrja-tic-—surely gratuitous), would suppose
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a more considerable loss and restore as follows mi mipéi. -rt‘; -raxdiiie
fiitiov itiinio-etc (? 7I"€pI.68OU§‘) -yi'vco'9a.t ital 7i"(IDLtV Bpci3e£'ci.<; 1':-irép -y-fie, -ii-o.p&
To ’.L7i'K7] 1'~67I"(|JV 1m.pa..\)ui1'1'0v1'a. (rrtpazohv, ivdelxcfat iirrépxctv, no.1 rrapd. 1'5
1-izixtov ‘ii fipaati-'rcp0v xtveTa'5a.i., 'rra.pcx1'ci.0'cu; tiépoc) no.1 1-6-ii-m,ig 1'|',‘|)E|,q
mpaiofiwa 1"Gi.xt0V -E Bpad-61-epov. This appears to me a rather clumsy
and unnecessarily elaborate change.

6. oi. BE -i-6 iv ?tci|.i.B¢£vov-reg: the usual caution against the ‘single’
method.

7. iii: Usener’s alteration to fi is unnecessary: the persons who
clogmatically assert the single explanation, have surely failed to ask
if it is possible for man to attain such accuracy in observation

(iii) Weatbn-signs. § 98. 9—§ 99. 2. Another brief sentence on
signs of the weather as given by the heavenly bodies. The text is
again corrupt, but in its most difficult place has been set right by
a brilliant conjecture

9. é-n-iaqpooiai, ‘ weather-signs ’ The writer is tliinlting here solely
of such signs as are given by the heavenly bodies, e.g. the ristng of
Sirius, the red sunset, the blushing of the moon (Virg. G. i 431), &c

Kurd. auyxup-flout; i<ti.ipiTiv' it may be that such Signs are due mainly
to coincidence of occasion, e g. the presence of Sirius and hot weather.
For triryxvpifiacis cf. § 96. 9 above.

I0 itcifld-ii-ep év -i-oi; . . . lqioig i e in the case of weather-signs given
by animals, e.g. the low-flying swallow, the croal-ting crow, &c. With
these the writer deals in § 1 15, and explains there that they are due to
coincidence.

1i-tip’ érepotufioete dépos ital. perafiolktis : a. brilliant restoration Of
Usener’s for the M S. text -ii-op’ iripots tlio'ei. tiipo-; no.1 psi-afloitfie (aera-
Boltois is due to Ktilin). In some cases the signs are really due to
the same changes in the atmosphere, which produce the change of
weather: e.g. the flushing of the moon.

§ 99. 1. £1-rt at -rrot'oi.s . ' it is not possible for us to distinguish
which of these two possible causes is at iiork on any given occasion.
The writer seems to have been almost excessively cautious here, but
consistent with his own principles There is some authority in the
MSS. for the reading 5817 8% -.rroi’ois adopted by Kochalsky.

III. Mia-,'ri-"toRoLoGY: Ccouns, RAIN, Tnunnsn, LIGHTNING.
§§ 99-104

The discussion of signs of the weather leads naturally to the third
main section of the letter, vihich deals with what we know more
strictly as meteorology: it corresponds to the earlier portion of
Lucr. vi. 96-607. The same principles are of course observed as in
the section on Astronomy.

(ct) Clouds. §99. 3-8 The writer deals first with clouds and
explains three methods of their formation, which correspond with those
set out by Lucr. vi 451-482 the fourth cause suggested by Lucretius,
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the pouring in of moist elements from outside the K60'}L05‘, is not
noticed in the letter.

3. wikfiacis Mpoe, ‘the packing of the atmosphere’: the drip is
regarded always as being moist in character, and its condensation
would form the masses of moist matter which we call clouds.

4. (itai-6.) 1'l'I'¢U|.|.d.Tti.W truviiiaeisz the two last words are excluded by
Usener as a gloss, o-wuio-in; being Meibom’s correction of o-vwdiacws.
But they are certainly not an interpretation of rrubjizrsis tiépoe, but are
required to explain the origin of the phenomenon: cf. Lucr vi. 462-
466, who describes the operation as taking place on a mountain-top:

propterea quia, cum consistunt nubila primum,
ante videre oculi quam possint, tenvia, venti
portantes cogunt ad summa cacumina montis.
hic demum fit uti turba maiore coorta
et condensa queant apparere.

The words should then certainly be retained. Meibom connected
them with 5-—but they do not express an alternative cause, Kuhn with
i<a.t'—-but they do not give a parallel cause . rather the remoter cause
of the 1ri)tifimris dépos; the air is condensed owing to the compression
of the winds. I think, therefore, that it is a preposition which has
dropped out, and have inserted mi-i-ti. Bignone, who takes the same
view, inserts Suit: Usener in his preface suggests 1rvcvp.c£1'o.w a-vvuio-ct,
which is simpler, but a little abrupt The theory was that of
Anaztimenes . Cf Aet. ill 4 I vétp-i7 new 'yi.'veo'9a.t -iraxin/6¢'v'ro<; €1ri1r)tci'0v
'rov oicpos.

1ra.pd 1'rept'|i')\o|ui|.S . . . 1-0510 reliant . atoms likely t0 form moisture
come together and become interlaced, niaking the nucleus of a cloud
which gradually grows. The process is described by Lucr. 451-458.
The explanation, as one might expect from its atomic character, was
that of Democritus: ct. Aet. iv. 1. 4 Giussani translates dhlqkoiixwv,
‘ Of every kind ', but this IS clearly wrong,

5. ita-rd. |Seu|i.d-ruv . . . itcii. i‘i8ii-roiv - particles of moisture came off fi om
sea, rivers, and even the earth itself, and streamed together into the air
to form clouds : cf. Lucr. vi. 470-482, and especially 476-477 .

praeterea fiuviis ex omnibus et simul ipsa 7
surgere de terra nebulas aestumque videmus.

This was the theory of Xenophanes: cf. Aet iii. 4. 4, and the frag-
ment of Xenophanes himself which is there preserved :

p.¢"ya.s rrdrros 7/evértup vcdiéiuv citve'7i.i.itov 1':
irai -rro1'ci.;.iiTiv.

6. iuiit ire.-r’ Eitkoug Si . . . - the usual supposition that there may be
other equally good explanations.
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(6) Riziiiz. §'99. 8-§ 100. 4. A short explanation is given of the
way in which rain may be produced, corresponding to the origin of
clouds above, and roughly with the account giien by Lucr. vi.
495-516-

8. 718-r|: i.e. when the clouds are thus formed.
5 |.|.iv Qhtflopivuv, f] SE |.i.e1'a.BulJt6v1'e.iv: the ideas are not at once

clear, but are explained by Lucretius (1) The clouds are piled up on
one another: those underneath are ‘ squeezed’ on their upper side
by the clouds above them, and so the rain is pressed out cf. Lucr. vi.
5io—5r2:

ipsa
copia nimborum turba maiore coacta
urget et e supero premit ac facit efiiiiere imbris.

This idea is found iii Aiiaximenes : cf. Aet iii. 4. I ;u'i.\?toi» 8’ c'-ii-io'vva-
x_9¢'v-ros [T05 dipos] ~Erc9i7Lf78co'8'ci.i. roilvc dpfipovs and corresponds t0 the first
notion of the formation of clouds given above. (2) The clouds are
‘ altered ' when they are struck by the sun’s rays and so changed from
solid to liquid, falling in the form of rain cf Lucr vi 513-516

praeterea cum rarescunt quoque nubila ventis
aut dissolvuntur, solis super icta calore,
mittunt umorem pluviurn stillantque, quasi igiii
cera super calido tabescens niulta liquescat.

§100. I. 1rveup.tf.1-uv itci.1'a.c|iopij.': the MSS. have rrveiipiara. Kai" ci.1ro-
qtiopriv, the alteration is Usener’s. The genitive 1i"V£U[.tt;f.1'tuV is required
by the participle iiivoepévwv, and ire-raq.'>op§ expresses the swooping
down of the wind on the clouds better than ice-r’ dirodiopiiv The first
cause of the rain is 1nternal—in the clouds themselves; the second is
external—-the advent of the wind which disturbs them: this corre-
sponds exactly to Lucr. vi. 510 ‘ nam vis venti contrudit’

Bignone, who apparently overlooked these words in Lucretius,
complains that Usener’s text does not giie satisfactory sense, and
reads ;iev;.i.r£-rtev ice.-i-’ an-odiopév, in ieference to the gathering of moist
particles into the clouds described later on by Lucretius in vi. 520 fi'.:

. multa cientur semina. aquaruni
atque aliis aliae nubes nimbique rigantes
- . . - . omni . . . dc parte feruntur.

This change seems to me gratuitous, and ii.-ii-5 éii-i-i-1;3¢£'t-iv 1'67'l"tiJV is much
more forcible in reference to the wind : it would not matter from what
places the moist particles came.

2. sea E-Ii.-i-ir|8eiuv 1-6-ireiv . the wind must be blowing from the right
quarter to afl'ect the conformation of the clouds in the right way.

|tu.i. Bi.’ diipos : Usener omits mi’, unnecessarily. The wind must not
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only blow from the right quarter, but pass through the misty atmo-
sphere, and so gather in its course more of the material of clouds.

3. Bioiiordpas . . . 1!-ii-i.1r€p.i|.iei.s. Usener apparently (from his
analysis) takes this clause solely with the second explanation Z1-i. -re,
regarding it as the true atomic and probibly Democritean explanation
as opposed to Anaximenes. But this is surely not right. Both the
internal pressure of clouds and the external force of wind are causes
of rain which would be recognized on any theory, atomic or other-
wise, nor is there any good reason for the comparative fiietorépac
Lucretius, too, v'. 517-518, after giving the two causes above as exactly
parallel to one another, proceeds to considei the cause of a vemms
under, and though his explanation differs from that given here, it
shows, I think, the purpose of the clause I understand the viriter to
mean: ‘there are two causes of rain, and with either cause the
violence of the shower is increased, if the atomic conformation of the
cloud is suitable ’.

G.6poiap.d-i-uv: the regular technical word for the combination of
atoms in a thing: cf K. A ix, Lucretius’ giomerczmma Bignone,
reading fievuérwv in l I, takes it of the accumulation of moist emana-
tions, but it is very common in Epicurus in the atomic sense.

4. 1!-rri.-i-i-|Bcio.iv it is interesting to note this reference to the main
theory. to produce a given effect, a thing must be composed of the
right atoms iii the right formation

(C) Y7iu:ia'er. §100 5-ii. From clouds and rain the writer
natuially proceeds to thunder, lightning, and thunderbolts, and
suggests an unusually large number of causes for these phenomena.
Lucretius similarly treats these Sl.1l)_]€ClS at gieat length (vi. 96-422),
and as usual the letter corresponds closely with his explanations.

5. '.lI"ll'El.l|.|.flT0§ . fivetliiqatvz the wind shut up in the hollows of the
clouds and by its vihirl always lZl‘llCl~.(-Jlillig their sides, reverberates
loudly. The idea is clearly explained by Lucr. vi. I21-131.

7. dyyeioig, ' vessels ’. the ordinary Greek Jar with a narrow mouth
would, as Bignone points out, make a noise when one blew into it.
Lucretius’ illustration from a bladder is really more appropriate '

nee mirum, cum plena animae vesicula parva.
saepe ita dat parvum sonituin displosa repente.

-irupe; irenveuparwpéwou B6pBov: an explanation not mentioned by
Lucretius. The idea is no doubt of the flame excited by wind, which
seems to get inside it and drive it about with a great roar, as in a
forge. I do not think Usener is right in translating (in his analysis)
igmr in spzrzfum solar: . it is not the natural meaning, nor required by
the context Bignone agrees with my view.

8. f§‘l’|El;l»5 . . . Eiuu-i-duets: the clouds themselves are actually torn
asunder, and make a noise, like the rending of awnings in a theatre or
the tearing of paper, as Lucretius aptly says, vi. io8-115.
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Buzwrciw-Ens‘ Usener unnecessarily corrects to 8tcl.o'1rd.a'c|.9
1w-pr!-1'pI-\lms . . npum-altlxoetfifi : a more d1fficult tdea. The clouds,

congealed to a kmd of rtgtdtty, scrape along one another and burst
wtth a report cf. Lucr. v1. 116-120:

fit quoque emm tnterdum ut non tam concurrere nubes
fronttbus adversts posstnt quam de latere tre
dwerso motu radentes corpora tractim,
artdus unde aurts terget sonus tlle dluque
ducztur, exrerunt donec regtombus artls

9. tact-|-cifiets, ‘ breaking ’, ‘ bursttns: ' doubtfully I Follow Blgnone in
adoptlng thus readrng from Froben's edmo prznrep: The majorrty of
the MSS. have 1-tifm, whtch rs unposstble. F has Staardmre, whence
Usener CO1'l_]ECll1I‘€Cl 1'c:l.o'£t9, ‘tenslon ’, the tdea being that the clouds
bemg stretched emlt a sound hke the strmg of a lyre but thts ts very
far-fetched.

npuowakkostfifi surely not ‘ hl-re glass’, as Usener renders 1n hrs
analysts, but ‘hke tee ’, 1t 1s a less vrolent form of the process whrch
produces hall : see § 1o6

no.1 1-5 Show . . ' the usual appeal to the ‘plural ' method. 1-<3 5)tov
here apparently the \\ hole S't1b]6Cl; of meteorology: rm’)-ro -rb pépos, the
SpBCl21l questlon of thunder

II dxxahetrat Cf §86. IO
1-8|. c|>a.|.vd|.|.evu. both the phenomena of thunder ttself and phenomena

on earth, vth1ch supply analoe;:es
(d) Lzg/ztmng. § 101 1-§ 102. 6 The causes of hghtnmg are set

out 1n a rather confusmg proluston. The explanatlons may be
anal) zed thus

(1) file-atoms contamed an the clouds are drtven out of them-—
2a) by COlllS1OI1 or frtctaon wtth other clouds (1-3);
6) by wrnd (4, 5);

(c) by CODIPIESSIOII (6, 7).
(2) fire atoms are drtven out, wlnch came ortgtnally

(a) from the heavenly bodtes (8-10) ,
(6) from a filtratron of hght-parttcles through the atmo-

sphere (Io-12)
(3) the cause ts wmd-—

(a) Itself lgmted I11 the cloud (13, 14) ,
(6) burstmg the clouds and dnvmg out fire-atoms (101. 1--3).

The last cause (3 5) as hardly dtsttngulshable from (1 Z»), but at rs now
regarded from the pOlI1l; Of vlew of the wtnd as cause. Nearly all the
explanauons can be paralleled 1n Lucr wt 16o-218, and many can be
dtscoxered 1n the earher phtlosophers.

2. 1rupli'rpu.|rtv Ital. ad-yxpoumv . zrupei-rpu{/=19, the s1de-fncuon of clouds
rubbmg agamst each other (cf 1oo 8); mi-yxpovare, the eolhston of
clouds chargmg agamst one another. The two operations are of
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course distinct, but are classed together: it is unnecessary to alter
mi. to i, as Usener suggests in his notes. This cause Lucretius
also places first (vi. 160-163) It was the theory of Democritus, and
Aetius in his account (iii. 3. ii) has just the same combination of
miyxpouats and -rra.pci'.-rptij/ts? 6.0-rpa.-n-iii-' SE 01?)/Kpovo'tv ve¢€ii=, 15¢’ 1'}: -riii.
'ycvv1;-1-uuii. 1'01"} -irvpos Stilt -rilliv wolvxévwv &patia_u.ci'.-rtuv -rais rraparpfil/coir cis
1'5 ail-rd o'wa.z\r.{'6p.eva. 8t17t9ci"1'a.t

6 ropes dn-oreltco-rtitos a')('r||.|.o.1'ia|.t6s: a splendidly atomic expression :
the right conformation of ihe right kind of atoms to produce fire.

4. {rcpt-i't'io-p.Bv . . . rrapcto-i<euclLet' the second means of ejection; a
violent casting out by winds. This is treated by Lucr. vi. 185-203, and
may be traced in Anaximaiider and later in Metrodorus of Lampsacus
(Act. iii. 3. 3)

1-Eiv rotoiiruw nuittti-or ti . . . again characteristic . the right sort of
atoms for the purpose.

6. tum" Git-i't'taotp.6v . the third possibility, the atoms are squeezed out
by the presence of other clouds or of wind, a cause simtlai to the two
preceding, but less violent. Lucretius does not deal with it separately.
It was the theory of Anaxagoras.

7. iitu-r' iprrepihntliiv . . . fitd. 1't'i‘iv vetbifiv the Writer now passes to the
second class of causes in which the fire is not supposed to be originally
contained in the clouds, but to enter them from without, and first from
the heavenly bodies. This curious idea is explained by Lucr. vi 204-
213 : it was apparently the theory of Empedocles. iia.-rec-1rap;.ic'vov
seems a very necessary correction of the MS. iii;-rec-1r¢ipiii;.ié'voi», WllIt.h
Usener strangely keeps

1o. itct-re. Stififlqa-iv . . . 1-oi‘? Iteirroitcpeo-rcirou ¢|>ci.'rrds . the light-particles
are now regarded as collected in the clouds fiom the air in which they
previously floated. This is not mentioned by Lucretius, but seems to
have been a notion of Anaxagoras, who regarded the aifihjp as fire and
said that it was Kaemxati» iiviiiélcv m.-E-i-iii, and that the lightning was
316'/laptbtv. . . 1'01?-rav roi} rrvpcis (Arist. Mefeor. 369 b I5): Cf. also Seneca,
JV.-:2! Quaerl. ii. 12. 3, who uses the word dirfzflare, which is clearly
a translation of 8iq6¢'£'i=.

(Stilt) . a necessary addition of Usener’s.
11. Lei:-ro|.|.¢peo-rii-reu: particles of heat or light are always in the

atomic theory extremely light and subtle, so that they can both n'se
and penetrate Cf § 90. 9 )terr1-op.cpt'Iii-' rtvmv diiiocmv.

After qbtu'rt:ii; the MSS have -F} dud rot? arvpos rid:-.7 0-vvcthéxflat it-at 7&9
BPOI/'T(\IS ci.1ro1"£X.e1'o'6at Kai xct1'Et 14)!-' 'l'01:'TO'U Kl.’l/‘l1G't.Iv'- The words from 1')
6.-ii-5 . . . iivrorcleib-Gai are excluded as a gloss by Usener, who then omits
Kurd. and takes Kai. 14}? 1'Oi51'0v xt'v'q0’tv parallel to Kurd. 8t1j61)o'tv. ThlS
is arbitrary, and Bignone has shown that the words can be pieserved in
the text with the slight changes of'1'§ to -§ and avveiléxfiai to <rvve<,~SA" Quit
(Usener), and the omission of mt before mi.-rii. i~i‘7v,1-oiii-av mfv-qatv. ‘The
clause will then constitute a parenthesis connecting the phenomenon of
lightning with that of thunder, which has already been discussed: it is
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this penetration of the light particles from the ether which causes the
kindling of the clouds and so the occurrence of thunder through the
movement of the enclosed fire. He discovers the same connexion in
Lucr vi. 15o f., where he says :

aridior porro si nubes accipit ignem,
uritur ingenti somtu succensa repente.

The infinitives o*uve<,t>}tc"-xdat and iiii-o»~re)t€Eo-Bat will be dependent oii
a suppressed eivdéxerat, as in § 92. 3 7cv¢'o't9at Biiva-.o'9ai..

In a later note Bignone is inclined to keep both neat’ and Kurd and
to suppose a lacuna: he would then write mi i<e.1-it -i-(fiv c.r"iIEi.v Kai
i<i:t-r-31. *r)'i')v roiierou xiv-qotv. o-IE1; occurs in Arist. Meteor. ii. 9. 369a in
the sense of ‘a hissing noise ’, such as would be produced by the fire-
particles in contact with the moisture of the clouds and might cause
thunder. He then quotes as parallel Lucr. vi. 145 ff. where two causes
are adduced: (1) the noise ot the fire in contact with the wet clouds;
(2) the onward rush of the increasing fire. An exact parallel would
then be produced, but I think this is going too far in the way of
imaginative restoration.

I3. itcrrd. -rhv ‘rot? 1i'veii|1.o:roq iitirtiptiiatv this is the third class of
causes, namely wind. Here the wind inside the clouds catches fire
owing to the severity of its motion. Lucretius explains this cause in
vi 17 5-182.

§102. 1 ito.-i-6. |S-fifieiq . . . dire-i-elioueiiwz wind is here the active
cause which drives out the fire-atoms. This explanation is found in
Lucr. vi. 214-218, and corresponds nearly to the theory of Democritus,
given in § 101. 4, but is here represented from the point of view of
wind as the main cause.

2. Zxirruciv re for i'icrr1'wo‘tv ‘rtllv . the particle 1S essential.
3. qiitv-recite the ‘appearance’ which we perceive, not said of

course with any sense of its unreality.
5. dd - for the MS. mi.
-.-ti 1-oii-rote 6p.otov- i.e. that which in earthly phenomena resembles

what we see in the sky.
6 ouvflcupctv . Cf. § 96. 9, § 9']. II
(e) Why lightning precedes I/zzmdi-:r. § 102. 6-—§ 103. 2. The writer

now deals with ihe question why the lightning precedes the thunder in
our experience: he offers two solutions, one with the general idea that
the lightning actually takes place first, the other that the two are
simultaneous, but the lightning travels more quickly to us than the
sound. The latter reason alone is asserted by Lucr. vi. 164-172, who
for once seems to abandon his Epicurean suspense of Judgement.

7. -ii-epic-i-¢£aei.: lit. ‘gathering of matter to form the clouds’: so
practically ‘atomic conformation’ ' cf. § 92. 3, § 111. 8. Bignone
again takes it less concretely, ‘in the case of such phenomena in the
clouds ’.

aria U
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ital Ste. -re lite. . . .: this explanation goes with those of lightning

and thunder above which attributed them to wind : the wind enters the
cloud and at once expels the fi1'e—particles, and then is itself caught in
the cloud and rushing about causes the sound of thunder, so that the
lightning does in fact occur first. A description of the idea will be
found in a different context in Lucr. vi. 194-203.

3. 6.110-reltecrrtitov o')(1'||J.ct'ri.trp.6v . cf. § 101, l. 3 above.
ilirrepov Se . . . dworeheiv roiirov; Cf. § ioo. 5 above.
1o. mar’ Exit-i-ui:ri.v, ‘owing to the falling out " both of the light and

sound from the cloud at once. The M SS. are here much corrupted,
B’s Kt1'I'é'J.1l"1'l1JO't.I»* being the nearest approach to sense. Usener keeps
mi-' ipirrmaiv, but it is not a question of the light and sound entering
the cloud (which the sound does not do on any theory), but of their
being driven out of it simultaneously. Usener shows this clearly in
his analysis, where he renders ‘ posse etiam simul utrumque nubibus
emitti': Z;.ia-rwo-iv cannot possibly mean th1S, and it seems to me
necessary to correct to é'mi-i-mo-iv. Bignone apparently retains Zpiri-rtuirtv
in the sense of ‘ occurrence’.

-rift‘ -rttxei. . . . -i-7-pi Bpov-i-fir: involving of course the general idea that
light travels quicker than sound. We must remember that on the
Epicurean theory both sight and sound are caused by actual particles
of matter, which move from the objects in all directions, and when
they impinge on our sense-organs, cause sensation: cf. Ep. i
§§ 49-53-

§ 103. 1. itotflctirep £11-' iviwvz Lucr. vi. 167-170 illustrates from the
case of a woodman felling a tree- we see the blow of the axe before
we hear it.

irkqyite 1'l.l»'(l.9 irotoupévwvz a quite correct atomic expression, refer-
ring of course to the blows on the pupil of the eye and the drum of
the ear, made by the impinging particles of the e1'8w}tov and the qbi.ii~i§.

(f) .77zunder6o1i'.i‘. §103. 3—§ 104. 4. The ongin of thunderbolts is
explained on the lines of the previous sections. Either they are por-
tions of wind, fanned into flame by motement inside the clouds, or
portions of the fire contained in the cloud, driven by the wind' in
either case the outburst is due to the condensation of the cloud, which
impedes further motion inside itself. The description is more detailed
than usual, and from the fact that Lucretius devotes a long section
(vi. 219-422) to the origin of the thundeibolt and its behaviour, we
may gather that it was an important point in Epicurean meteorology.

3. Kurd. -ii-lteiovcis 1rveu|i.d-ruv cuhhoyds, ‘many gatherings of winds ',
i.e. the conjunction of several of those whirls of wind pent in -the
clouds, which are described in § ioo. 5 above. The emphatic word
is -ii-v¢v;.u£1-iuv as opposed to -ri-vpée, l. 7 below: this is the distinction
between the two theories, which in effect come to much the same.
Lucretius (vi. 246-284) has a long description in which the ideas of
wind and fire are not ept distinct, though it on the whole inclines to
the present notion of igmted wind.
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4 lxniipuctv ital. xardppqfitv pdpous: the whole is ignited, and then,
as it comes into collision with denser and denser masses of cloud,
a part breaks off and falls as a thunderbolt. There is no doubt that
the sentence is continuous, and that ital. ice:-ii'.ppv;£iv, &c., forms part of
the first explanation: cf. Lucr. vi. 281-284, where he'exact1v describes
this portion of the process. Usener in his text followed the authority
Of the better MSS. and printed ixrrfipwotv Kai Kurd fiijftv pipovs,
starting an independent explanation: but, as he sees in his preface
(p xx), that leaves the fiist explanation incomplete (and népovs in the
second would be strangely vague) Bignone agrees in reading mi
xartippiqftv.

6 5|-ii 16 Tails €§~F|s 1-6-irovs - the violent rush of wind condenses
the cloud more and more, and so it offers an ever increasing resistance
to the wind itself as it advances, until it is compact enough to cause
a portion of the wind to break off and fall out of the cloud.

7. xui itcii-’ t:ii‘i-riqv SE In the second explanation it is the fire-
particles which produce the thunderbolt, being driven violently by the
wind, and then owing to the same opposition of the increasing density
of the cloud, breaking through it and falling The MSS. have iron-iii.
-rciii»-njv, on which Usener’s icaz-' aifi-njv is certainly an improvement,
though even that is not very easily intelligible- it probably refers back
to the theory of thunder in § ioo. 5 ff

8 iictfliii. mi BF-0|i'1"'i]l' . certainly a reference to the theory of
§ IOO 5. One would have expected a reference to one of the theories
of lightning here rather than thunder

9. rrveupartoflévros. Cf. ireiiri/cvji.i.o.':-ui;.uii/ov, § I00. 7.
IO Ste. re pfi Siivacrflat G-woxupeiiv just in the same way as the

ignited wind above, l 4
11. 1-(ft 1rE?t-r|irtv yivecrficit After these words the MSS. have -rt pit’

-iroihii -ri-poc dpos "rt iii}/17)tov, iv IE) ,ucii\to‘1'i:i iccpavvoi -irifri-1-ovo'iv The words
interrupt the sense badly and ,ti.§v has nothing to correspond with it, so
I have followed Usener in rejecting them as a note But the high
mountain is a prominent feature in the Epicurean theory of clouds, as
we may see from Lucr vi 459 fi'., and the note is at any rate on quite
correct Epicurean lines.

§ 104. 1 ital iiu.-r’ Etltltoue SE -rpérreus . . - Lucretius suggests several
in vi 295 ff., goo ff, 309 ff

3. 6 pfiflos of course the idea that the thunderbolt is the direct
instrument of divine vengeance, which Lucretius combats at length
vi. 379-422

4. Ta.» doavitw. it is of course the causes of celestial phenomena
which are ¢l¢e.v-Fj and not the phenomena themselves We are to get
hints (O"I”J.£LO‘F)O'6G.L) from causes we know about causes beyond
our ken.

U2
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IV. Arntosriiaaic AND Taaaiisriiiiti. Pl-IINOHENA.

(a) Cyclones. § 104.. 5-§ 105. 4. The writer deals first with cyclones
and suggests three explanations: in the first cloud is the main con-
stituent, which is forced down by wind: in the other two wind, which
either forms itself into a spiral, or is impeded by the mass of cloud
and so dnven downwards. Lucr. vi. 423-450 deals with the same
topic and, though he only suggests the first explanation, sets it out with
much picturesque detail. The section owes much to the restorations of
Usener, who has, however, gone a little too far in ‘correcting’ it.

5. iici.-i-ét iidflwiv viilious, &c. The cloud is forced down by wind,
which also causes its rotation, and its advance sideways is caused by
an external wind: cf. Lucr. vi. 4 31-442.

6. a-rultoeifiaie, ‘like a pillar’: a brilliant restoration of Usener’s for
the MS. tilt/\oei8i?is: Lucr vi. 433 ‘ tarnquam demissa columna’ makes
it almost certain

7. -iroldtofi, ‘ by the violence of the wind ’, which in its whirling efforts
to escape drives on the cloud. Usener reads iniidtqi, comparing l. 9
rm-.1-t‘i. 11-cpifo-raortv 3% rrveiiyiaros sis iciiicltov, but the sense is already
suificiently given by o-ru2toei.8£i‘is, and a change here is unnecessary.

8. etc -is -ii-)titytov. another emendation of Usener’s for £l.S 1-6
vrhjowov . again, l. I I iis Tilt. 11-Mi. to. 8i.o.pp'u'ijvo.i. gives it strong support

9. iuit-re 1repi.o'1'u.cri.v . . . In this explanation wind is the main con-
stituent, which forms itself into a rotating spiral. For ii-epicr-i-izio-is cf
§9a. 3, § 102. 7,
‘ ‘l"lP°‘i ‘fives intauvmfloupévou iiivmflevi Usener, who analyses this clause
vent ' i’ 0 in gyrum acto et desuper pulso , apparently takes é1ric-vi.-o6ov-

pxvov as a middle in an active sense, ‘atmosphere ihi-usim 11; down
simultaneously from above’, B i; 11 gim mbabl 5 H ti (a) suc a middle use is very

P fii () crqp could not have this thrusting power. The
P3-1'?fc1Pl@ 15 Surely passive‘ wind in a spiral formation could not in
ttzedappount for the phenomenon of the spout. it needs also some
Whig is: t%‘:3S;5d5uPP11Fd 111 9. portion of misty atmosphere (iiépos -rivcis)

Io I56“ tarp rom above into the wind-spiral. _
wind-as thzscfirof iis . .. the third explanation, which also takes
the tfiunderboltle 1f;>nnZtttJu‘pnt, fpllllows the lines of the explanations of
by the condenses 6- e wind in the cloud, being impeded

f l
dflvfin I0 find an elrilisisnoa i:l(I?\1vllcl\¥l'IEllFlI'lSdtllI:1Cchel2ll(:l('lIfr?3ftO§nsgge ;1d7ewayS’ ls
On§l;:d5‘anIc'l 3:1 3°‘? |-'-'i"- - -I the same distinction of the whirlwinds
by Lucreti e gate’5P°11t§ at sea produced by the cyclones is implied

us. W o, after his description of the phenomengn at sea,
flppengs a picture of what occurs on land (vi 443-447)

r , ‘ ‘Riv;-ULvst:v82v;7;Ytmrfl3.: Elsener having emended Jr; iv to iii; iii/a-yxaiwr,
iv an 'gloss on stvoh ‘ibis “Ytl"!]1’lI.t. to yivc-mi, then excludes the clause as a

is exceedingly arbitrary, and Bignone points out
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that the words will make good sense as they stand if 8:19 Ev be taken in
the sense of ‘in whatever way ', ‘ in all the various ways in which the
creation of such whirlwinds may occur owing to the movement of the
wind’. He would however himself prefer to suppose a brief lacuna,
-y£'v(ov'l'at, £850» 8% Kai di-'o;ui'{)ov1'at, dis‘ dv . . . This WOUICI, no doubt,
give further point to the clause, but once again it seems to be unduly
imaginative restoration, and I should prefer to keep the words as they
stand as a reference to the various kinds of WhII'l\'HI1dS which may
occur.

(6) Earthquakes. §105 5-§ 106 2. The writer suggests two main
causes for earthquakes. (r) The dislocation and shaking of the earth
by wind, which either (a) penetrates from outside, or (6) is produced
by the falling in of large masses of ground into subterranean caverns.
Or (2) this falling may itself circulate a shock underground, which is
ultimately arrested and returned by compact tracts of earth We must
remember that the earth is conceived of as flat and of no great depth.
The explanations are for the most part like those suggested by
Lucr.vi. 535-607, and may be traced to their authors among the
early philosophers, from whom too comes the tradition of reckoning
certain subterranean phenomena among 1-ti. iterémpii.

5 m-rdi -rrvc6|.iai-o; . . . The causing of the earthquake by subter-
ranean winds is described by Lucr. vi. 577 ff.

6. impdfiww. presumably ‘dislocation ’, lit ‘the putting aside ’ of
the earth in small masses by the force of the wind, which ultimately
by cumulative effect causes a great motion.

7 5 'r'i'|v . . irapaoxeiiakt ' Usener for draw . . . rrapaoxwdcn (SIC).
1-he itptifiavciv, ‘the Swaying of the earth ' . S0 rd rrcptéxov xpa5a.Ev0v-

-roe, Aet. iii 15. 4, in his account of Anaxagoras’ theory of earthquakes.
The reading of the II'lEl.]Ol‘lt}’ of the MSS points to i<p<18acrp.6v, uhich
Casaubon adopted, but the second hand in B supports Herrnann’s
I'65t01"a.I10n i<pd'.5cr.vo'tv

mi. 1-6 irveiJ|ii.u. -roii-o . . the writer deals with the question of the
origin of this wind. It may come from outside. This was apparently
the theory of Anaxagoras. cf. Aet. loc. cit., and Arist. Jllletaor. ii.
7 365 a so Lucr. vi 578:

ventus ubi atque animae subito vis niaitima quaedam
. . ; extrinsecus . . . coorta.

8. (ii). a necessary addition of Meibom . he must proceed now to
the alternative cause of the wind.

tit mi iii-iri-cw . . .: the second cause : the carth is cavernous
beneath, and from time to time masses of earth fall in which stir the
air and so create a wind. This idea is explained in Lucr. vi. 53 5-5 56
and was the notion of Anaximenes: Arist. Zlfetear. u. 7. 365 b flpqo-
pilngv 1'ip-I y-Ev Kai. fflpmvopdvqv ,51}yvv0'9ai. xcti. ilrrro roiirwv 1'tTiv ti.1ropp1n/i/v-
pivwv xokwvfiav ¢‘,u.1rt1r-rdv-rmv a'ei'co'9a.i.. SO I00 Seneca, N01. Quarst. vi
20, in explaining Epicurus’ theories of earthquake says: ‘fortasse
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enim aere eirtrinsecus alio intrante agitatur, fortasse aliqua parte
subito cadente percutitur et inde motum capit ’.

There can be no doubt as to the meaning, but the teat is uncertain.
The MSS. have in 1'05 -ii-ifri-rctv iris ifioiqbiq sis i.i.v-rpou3¢i.'s rdrrovs. Usener
obelizes the first dc and suggests in his notes that it may represent some-
thing like ¢i'i<ov-ra or €xPt¢)tv,u.éva, but Hermann's simple emendation do-ts,
mentioned by Usener in the preface, seems to set the passage right.

9. lit'rrveu|.i.|:t1‘oiivrc|. is again a correction Of Usener’s for in iiwwitcirmw.
A participle is badly wanted, and this gives Just the sense required:
Eve may compare wmvevitarmpévov, § I00. 7, and rrvcvparwaévros,

r03. 9.
io. 1-n-u.7t1-||.tp.£vov of Q is probably right : -ri-nri)t17p.évov of the II1El.]OI'il2j"

of the MSS. is certainly wrong: there is no question here of the con-
densation of air.

(nut) nu-i-' a6-r+|v Si . . . - the second main cause: the communica-
tion of a shock owing to the fall of i8dE¢n; There seems to be nothing
quite like this notion elsewhere. Lucr. vi. 557-576 has the idea of the
fall, but regards it as due to wind and causing wind, as above, r 6, and
Democritus too (Seneca, Nat. Quaesf vi 20) connects it with the
motion of a subterranean stream. The MSS. have xwriii. -ra.iJ1-qv: the
sense demands Usener’s restoration: cf. § 103 7

Stdfioaiv, ‘the distribution ’ of the shock.
r2. 6.vrci1r6'6oo-iv, ‘the return’ of the shock ' the movement reaches

a firm, rocky piece of earth and is repelled: so, with his general
notion of wind, Lucr. vi. 568 ff.

d.1ro.v11‘|a1'| . st‘. -6 icfviqows.
§106. 2. yivwflat. Usener, who puts a full stop at iiii-or¢>t¢?.o-élai,

suggests in his notes that Svva.-rdv is missing it is probably another
instance in which Evfiéxerai or the like must be supplied ' cf. § 92. 3,
§ rot. 4.

(c) (R Volcanoer. § 106. 3-7 There follows a short passage dealing
with the genesis of wind, which is palpably fragmentary It does not
seem to be part of a general theory of wind, though Bignone appears
to take it as such, but rather of its origin in connexion with some
other phenomenon. Usener is inclined to attach it to the section
dealing with cyclones (§ 104 above), but it does not seern to fit well.
Comparing it with Lucretius’ description (vi. 68o-702 and especially
694-700), I am inclined to believe that it formed part of a section on
the cause of volcanoes. Lucretius e1tpla‘ll1S that there are subter-
ranean tunnels from the sea underneath Aetna, and the water which
thus enters causes the wind which drives out the flames, 8-:c. The
passage in Lucretius has also been unfortunately mutilated, but we
may notice the lines :

et penetrate mari penitus res cogit aperto
atque efflare foras ideoque extollere flammam
saxaque subiectare et harenae tollere nimbos,
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which correspond well enough to the second half of the first sentence
of this section. If this theory be right, a considerable passage must
have fallen out

3. rd. Si -irvei.i|i.a-ra: Usener suggests that we should read -riii 83
-irv¢1.‘i,ii.ii1-ci.(1-ci.i'3-riii), and whether the reference be to the cyclones or to
volcanoes, or any other phenomena, it is a very probable addition'
something is wanted to distinguish 1-ii -rrvciiynii-i-a. here from 1-Ei Jtoimii
1i'veii;.i.a.1'a. below.

dltltoqiuiiias 1-ivée - probably the alien matter of wind as opposed to
the earth of the volcanoes. I do not understand how Usener takes it
on his theory of the context.

4. no.9’ UB0:-rot; d.¢O6vou crultltoyfiv will, on my view, be a second
cause, namely, that described by Lucretius—the entrance of the sea-
water, which forces the air in the caverns up as viind.

5. 1-Bi 8% liei-ii-ii. irveihia-ra, ‘ other winds ’ concerned in the eruption
apart from the special ones with which he has been dealing : these are
produced when a few wind-particles or currents fall into the hollows
beneath the mountain, and setting the interior air in motion cause
a spreading of wind. Bignone would read -rt‘; SE .\ei-ii-5v.

6. dkiywvt sc. 1|"!/l:'Uf.l.{iT(0V, as opposed to the -iro)b\rii. xouhuiitara into
which they enter. The word does not seem to me, as Usener thinks,
to require emendation Bignone would translate ‘ few bodies of
matter’, holding that the writer is arguing against Democritus, who
said that when many bodies were in an empty space, wind followed:
this seems very far-fetched.

Siiihéaeus, ‘ spreading’ as the currents set in motion the air which
they meet and that in its turn stirs more distant air: cf. mi-r’ u.{i1--iqv Si;
1";]'l/ 3i.ci.3oo'iv ‘Pas Ktvvjocws, § I05. IO.

(d) Hail § 106. 6-§ 107 4 The writer now returns from terres-
trial phenomena to more strictly meteorological occurrences, and deals
with the formation and shape of hail The text is uncertain and the
meaning obscure’ unfortunately Lucretius passes by the subject of
this and the next few sections with the general statement that it will be
easy to account for the formation of such things when we have once
grasped the nature and powers of the atoms (vi 527-534), nor can we
derive much assistance from the accounts of the theories of early
philosophers. The general idea, however, seems clear. Hail is
formed either-(1) by the powerful congelation of particles of wind, or
(2) by the milder congelation of particles of water: in either case
together with the process of congelation there is a (P simultaneous)
process of division which causes the formation of small masses of ice
instead of the freezing of the whole cloud. With regard to details
both of text and interpretation I am inclined to differ considerably
from Usener.

8. an-ra 1i-F|t_';'iv i.e-xupo-r£pa.w because it requires a stronger congela-
tion to solidify the subtler and more elusive particles of wind than the
already more compact particles of water.
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9- F" 33 : th ' ' ' -Opposed ‘;l;“t'l'_l"e ié’aw“8*:3v=cI':}F;l:;l1;ect;vIg3d in this first explanation as

qugrtgtgi-qgisioi conforilpation i, theicoming iogethgr from digerent
rm?-Wolfi-Cf-mip¢o~r ..-qryfli [ '

§ 104. 9 above, for the word ; also § gaging, § mm 73mm? E S flaw’
I ‘ \ 1 .twg“wg;1‘:Pélg;'I:lit:gegLe5 Exceptthat IF?!-1"Cl. /ifspto-iv is written as

. . . ' B P1'0¢@$s 0 Con ormation is one ofdivis ' .of O;,‘;“;_f‘if‘,‘,°hm‘;‘l:5°“,‘,*;‘:; foflmtlgn Ofgeiiarais 1'lOCltileS of hail 1l‘iSlICaCl
d- - , 1 ' . ner I-ea S K97“ P"p|'a-“'1 ‘ and 3- stibse {lentivision . but i i qnotion that the fsgollelgofiflgglrgg y improbablp that any one held the

3 in a mass and then’ was divided -I \ 1 5 A 9 F . -

sgrey T“ ¢f"'“'°("'“'“ °"""‘I-“"P"'”P‘"-i (5) the lengthier explanation of
t ,8 process In the 5@¢°nd theory shows that this was not the case.Bignone tacitly follows Usener,

xci.i.(xci.11?i-)'I1'fi§'-" I-""P“"""EP°'-" ' the second th ‘t. 0 5 1 I : t

particles which congeal, and for this purpose a less (is(e’ii)ere1fr.::i:i';ivii’g6i{
required. ‘ (xarcii) IS a necessary Ingefuon made by Melbom

I°' (‘"1"-i '-”l"°"' l5'1§W. ‘and at the same time a bre k‘ -' ‘. A p a ing : i.e. Just
as m me case of the ’"""“’P“"'°’3"I Pamdes, there must be a concurrentprocess of division: the idea is then doubly explained; this causes
B. siniultaneous ‘pthrusting together’ (o'1.lvtno'ts) of the particles, and 3,
splitting up (8ia.ppi7$.w) into separate nodules; the former process
makes the individual parts of the hailstones cling together (mi.-i-it népq),
the latter makes them cling together as separate wholes (mi-rii. 5.t9po6i~q-re).
I believe then that with the single insertion of mt’ the MS. text gives
a perfectly intelligible and consistent account of this double process
and that no further emendation is required. Usener, however, adopts
the correction énoép-qaiv (cf. Ep. ad Ha’! § 64. 9) for énofi |51'jEiv, and
to account for it inserts before it (-irvcvpn-rw36‘iv 3+3’ rtvwv). But (a) the
alteration is very considerable _; (6) the ‘ neighbourhood of certain
windy particles ’ is not required to account for the double process,
(c) it destroys the triple parallelism of the whole clause (-ii-Tyfw . . . iififiv,
O’I.lV(iiO'llV . . . 8!-tippflftv, Kurd. p.tiP?] . . . Karo, ddpodrqra); (J) it lI1t1'OCltiCeS
a confusion between the two explanations: all that is required in the
second is i‘.~8a-i-o¢i8i} particles (this is made clear again by § 107. 3 ei’-re
iidarocifiéiw eire rrveiqiuii-m3iTiv). The correction is very ingenious, but
to my mind quite wrong. Bignone’s translation again follows Usener’s
text without comment. .

1 i. ctivtuatw: the pI'0CeSS of union of the parts in a whole as opposed
to Sidppqfiv the breaking up into separate nodules : the particles con~
geal, but in single nuclei.

-ii-oiou|i.£w|v agrees grammatically with fiififiv, but in sense, of course,
also with ii-fifw.

re. ire.-re. |i.£p-q, as far as regards the parts of the nodules as opposed
to mi-riii iiflpoé-mi;-re, as far as regards the individual nodules as separate
wholes. With the general idea of the second theory we may compare the
notions of Anaxiinenes, xailaifav 3% (éx9M,3ea'9a.t), ii-ii-ei.5&w re xa1-ii¢ep6-
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pm-or 133111;» -rrayfi (Act. iii. 4. 1) and Anaxagoras xdhafiav 8' 51-av ti-:1-5 -|-lily
rayfrrmv vc¢6'.|v rrpowo-dfi -rtva -n-pee 1-Fyv yfiv, 3. 8?] ruis nu.-1-a<f>opaI<: chro-
:/rux_poup.cva Grpoyyvlofirm (Aet. 111 4 2) '

§ 107. 1. 11 BE 11-¢p|.:|>{petu . . . : the wnter proceeds to consider the
cause of the round shape of the hEl.llSl10l'lCS and suggests (1) that the
corners are rounded ofl' as they fall; (2) that as all the composmgparucles come together tn exactly even quantiues and at even rate
f llrom a stdes, the round shape ts naturally formed: {hi8 1s true
whether the pEI.l‘lZlC1CS are of wmd or water.

2. 1'€w Einpuv 1111-onp<o,u.c'vuv' this 1s stated as Ep1curus' theory by
Aet 111. 4 5 o'1'poyyu.\a.t'veo-Qat 82 'r'F;v xufltoxfav Kat for ircrov riwro fit:
paxpds araracpopfis frzrorren-/\ao-yttévov.

ml. iv -rf| o-ua-1-duet . . . th1s most mgemous 1dea 1s agrun implted tn
Seneca, It/‘at. Queer! 1v. 12

-rrdv-rofiev . . . no.1-&. |1.ép-q 6|.|.u.)\tT:¢; 'Il'cp|.'i0'1'o.p.l§vuv nottce the extreme
a f lc re u ness of the descr1pt1on it seems to be taken dlrect from some

ph:losopher’s theory.
the hiya-rat . but unfortunately we cannot attr1bute"1t to 1ts author.
3. f|3u.1'o£|.$tT1v: Usener for some reason adopts the reaclmg of F,

{15u1'o1r0uIw, agalnst that of all the other MSS., which preserves the
parallelism and 1s strongly supported by 153a-rort8t-‘iv 1n § ro6 Io.

(¢) Snow § 107. 5—§ 108. 4 A sectton naturally follows on snow
The text 1s agam C0t'1‘l.1plI, but the general sense 1s clear, and R serlfifl
of brtlhant emendattons have greatly tmproved the MS. readmg.
There are three theorles (1) that water 1s drtven out of the Cl0l.1C:i5s
whtch subsequently congeals 1n cold regtons below; (2) that I C
Pressure of clouds on One another congeals the water 1nt0 fsncovr
mslde, so that 1t falls out 1n that form , (3) that the frtctrion o cnne
gealed clouds causes brts of snow to break ofl’ along the 8 Sisu retius
last 1s perhaps the most typleally Epteurean eXpl3.I13-lZlOI1- C
agam passes over the questron WlllhOUI comment (v1.1529} Met exude:

5 U3u.1-os 7\e1r1-oi . . : the first theory . fine p9-rutiifis Oh W es t fit
from clouds of the rzght atomlc formatlon pI'OVlCl€ W11‘ dp0I'L 500w
them, and entermg cold regtons below become congeae In O 11
flakes. Thls was the theory of Anaxtmenes and Allilxagorai _ 1

6. Sta. 11-6pt..w a stnkmg correct1on of Ktihn s for 5w.¢°P‘°" (‘*3-nous 3’
accented of the MSS. I

9>.t.|,..2, Uselner. t9')t£'tl/cw: IgtISS. ' the wrater use¢sJf(;1.ao\t;:Il,1jai:Sc:.tr;:f:)1i:rr
thall gen, tn 1; 15 sense, e_g. ui 1'tvu. u:I'xvpu.v . . . t. 1
and the ElCCl.ll11l1l3.1Ll0I'1 of gemuves would be almost mtolerable. f th

7_ ".;¢5‘,,, &.¢'t 611-6 1'rv£Upd.1'0Jv a<|>o'Bpd:: a senes of correpuons or e
M55 "¢;,,. Kai -.51,-Opp-,j,m,1-0; 0"1'r0pu.¢;, whtch 1s c!lear y nopsenzez
Usener excludes Kat, but I have accepted Blgnones conecuon "'
(cf.§ 10:. 5)

8. iv -rfi :|>op§.: 1. e. 1n lts descent.
9. nurmlpo, Cobet, for |<a.1-Q51-cpov
wepia-rmatv. see 92. 3, 102- 7, 104- 9» 106- 9'
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ital. m1-A. -irfifiiv 8' . . .: the second explanation: the cong-elation of

the snowflakes may take place inside clouds of sufliciently fine
texture, and their exudation caused by the pressure of clouds in
juxtaposition.

ro. épalifi d.pui61-q-ma the clouds must be fine in texture to produce
such fine particles as those which compose snow: they must be of the
same texture all over (éimjvij) to cause the evenness of the formation
of the snowflal-:es' cf of the formation of hailstones, § 107. 2, mir-
roacv . . . xii.-rii: pépq 5;.i.a.Pt53s' 1T(pLLCI'1'CI.f1-6/(III-/.

ixoucrtv, MelbOm, for Zxouaav 01' dxovaa.
1'oi.ei.ii1-1|, Froben, for 'i"oi.u.i.i1'-qr
rz. Before |§$tt1'oei.$t'Iw Usener inserts (1-63:») unnecessarily, 158111-oe.-.8Ei3v

ital 0-vitirapeimpévmv are conditions which must be fulfilled by the
clouds. Bignone translates ‘ when the watery elements are pressed by
those near them ’: I do not see how this can be got out of the Greek

aiivwaiv in the technical sense: the driving together of particles to
form the flake: see§ 106. II.

13. 6 |i.dl\i.o-1-u. yivei-at iv -rt§ dépt: i.e. this process of irijvwa-is, the
driving together of particles by an external agency to form things is
especially frequent in the atmosphere, where there is greater freedom
of movement. We have seen it in the case of hail in § 106. II. The
clause is curious, but not, I think, unnatural There seems no
necessity for Usener’s iv 1'q'i Eapi, though Arist. Meteor. 1. 12. 347 b
says ai. 83 xdlazat 'yi.'vov'ra.i. dupes pill Kai. dirwpivov p.ci)t.i.o"ra..

§1OB. I. ital itu.-rd -rpiilitv Si veqiiliv . a third possibility: the clouds
themselves may be congealed, and by their friction cause the flakes of
snow to spring off by a kind of trituration: a specially Epicurean
idea.

2. d.1r6-ii-u.7\ai.v . a technical word : the particles which form the con-
gealed clouds are always in a state of vibratory movement, and the
friction enables them to ‘leap away ’ from the cloud.

Ev Ptapfidvot 1'5, Schneider, for dva.)ta,u.,Bcivot1-0 Or dvakapfidvot 1'5.
3. dflpoieua: again technical, the right conformation of atoms to

make snowflakes . cf. too. 3
(f) Dew and Frost. § 108. 5-§ 109. 8. Dew is next dealt with

in a section which presents no great difficulty. There are two
theories of its formation: (1) that particles which form it unite in the
atmosphere and fall; (2) that particles rise from damp _places, unite
and form moist drops, which fall again as dew. To this account is
appended a brief statement ihat frost is formed in the same ways,
when the moist particles are congealed by cold air. Lucretius does
not even mention dew in his list of phenomena passed over:
vi- 517-534-

5. in 1-oii dépos is emphatic: in the first theory the origin of the
moisture is in the air: moist particles gather together there till they
form a drop big enough to fall as dew.

7. mi nu.-re. Mia.» Bi. . .: the second theory difiers in that the
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origin of the moisture is the earth: moist particles are exhaled from
damp places which then gather together and fall once more as dew-
drops. Bignone would read mi-' iii»ii<i'iopii'v, unriecessarily . cf. qliopiiv
for the fall in l 7.

:1-ii-6 vorepfiiv -rdirtiivz :6. marshes, -3'; fidara. irexriqpéwmv, sc places with
ponds or streams.

8. oToie- Usener’s correction for rois, better than Ktihn’s ole, which
is too abrupt.

9. £16 1'6 ufrrd with o"i§vo3oV only: Cf. 0'1.ivo8ov1rp-55‘ t{)tth.1]i\.t1,l.5 above.
io. 61-pacing‘ Bignone would insert -iriixirrépasz if anything is to

be added I would rather insert »roi.ii.iJ'riis.
iiiiflciirep époiws . . .. the appeal to familiar phenomena is not so

obvious as usual: perhaps the writer is thinking of such things as the
formation of steam into water on an intervening solid

II. "I‘Ol.Cl.il‘I'Ci. 1-we there is obviously a lacuna after these words
which must have contained (is) the conclusion of the sentence, (:5) the
beginning of a sentence about hoar-frost, as Gassendi long ago inferred
from the context. I should differ slightly from Usener’s tentative filling
up, (tr) because I think o-vvi-ci\.oi5,u.¢viii is unnecessary and not quite
in accordance with the writer’s usual phraseology (cf. §g5. 9, &c ),
(5) because oi: Stnipcpdvrms o'iivr¢)\.c'i'ra.t T55? dpcicruiv seems an unnatural
expression I suspect a participle, p.e-ra,8aA_)to;.i.évwv or dhjtoiovpivuiw
is lost.

§1QB. 2 'roi.oi.i1'ti.w Ttviiiv, Usener, iOt‘ the 'roi.i1'uiv Of the MSS ‘ the
correction is not absolutely necessary, but makes the construction less
abrupt, and is hinted at by B's -i-oi?-i-iiiv -rivii.

(g) Ice. § 109. 4-8 A short section on the formation of ice
follows Two theories are advanced both hold that ice is produced
by the elimination of particles of round formation and the gathering
together of those of angular shape, but they differ in that the first,
which is probably that of Democritus, describes the process as taking
place entirely in the water, the second holds that it is an external
formation which then comes and causes congelation in the water.
The ideas seem rather grotesque to us, but we may remember (1) that
to Epicurus the alteration of the O"x1”LtI.1'LO'F.6$‘ of component particles
is always the cause of change, (2) that round smooth particles are
always characteristic of water (cf Lucr ii. 451-452), and that conse-
quently their elimination would be the natural preliminary to the change
of water into a solid; (3) that the observation of the formation of ice-
crystals might well lead to some such idea. Lucretius (vi. 530) again
passes over the problem with a mention.

4 Eitflliuliiv, ‘the squeezing out’, a technical word of the atomists
for the process by which a particle (or an atom) between two others
gets driven out usually in an upward direction (cf probably Ep i,

. 6 .
§ 5; ali-||.ie-i-w|ioG: the formation of atoms into a nucleus of matter:
Lucretius’ glamerizmmz cf. §§ roi, rosi.
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eiivueiv, as in § io7. I2.
aiialt-i-|vi'i‘iv iiiii. bfiuyiiiviuv: it is a little difficult to realize the difierence,

but probably by o-ica.)ti;vii'iv he means particles of triangular shape, by
651:-ywwt'mv other angular formations.

6. -i-iiw . . . i‘3-ii-apxdvrovi this is emphatic as it is the point in which
the first theory difiers from the second.

ital. xiii-re iiaiflev: again the emphatic point: the nuclei are formed
outside, and attaching themselves to the water cause the change in
shape and texture. We ought perhaps, with Schneider, to read
iiii-rd (1-i‘7v).

7. -ii-péo-iipia-iv: the use of this word leads one naturally to suspect
that this was the theory of Anaxagoras, though I can find no trace of
it elsewhere: cf. § 90. 8.

8. iroaii, ‘a certain number’: the use is odd, but seems vouched
for by the MSS.

(ii) Z71: raméow. § 109. 9-§ 110. 6. The writer proceeds to deal
with the rainbow. Two theories again are advanced: (1) that it is due
to the shining of the sun's rays on a watery atmosphere; (2) that it is
caused by a mixture of light and air which produces these colours,
which are then reflected by the surrounding air. The former theory
alone is mentioned by Lucr. vi. 524-526, and seems to have been the
notion of Anaximenes (Aer. iii. 5. Io).

9. (1-ire 1-oil -i'|)iiou- the MSS. have i5-ii-6, which can hardly be right.
Usener, following F, omits the preposition: I think it is more likely
that it is a mistake for 6.-ii-6.

Io. xard. 1'l'P€5CI'ltpl.Ul-P. the MSS. have KCLT, dépos ¢i1.l0'tI-', a palpable
error. Usener reads K(I.1’dI- iipfiirtv, which is excellent in sense, but
hardly accounts i-O1‘ the MS text. I suggest Kurd. 1rpdo'icpto*i.v (HGT,
iiépoe = xii.-ri'i rrpdo-.); cf. § I09. 7 above. If the suggestion be right,
one would expect this to be the theory of Anaxagoras, though Aetius
(iii. 5. ii) states that he supported the reflection theory: it may be
that the writer adopted Anaxagoras’ technical term without intending
to imply his authorship of the theory Bignone, feeling the same
objection to Usener’s emendation, reads iiii.-i-Bi. a-i5,iiqlivo-iv.

11. i.8i.i.'i|1a-rii., " the special characteristics ’: cf. -irpiiavipicriv £8£'a.v
above.

at-rs . . . |iovoei8i';ie: i.e. the peculiar combination of light and air
may produce all the colours at once, or separate combinations may
cause the separate colours.

I 3. -roitiiii-r|v, Usener, for raii-rqv ' cfi § I09. 2.
I4. mare. 1rp6o'l\u.|iv.|ii.v 1-rpos 1'6. pips] ' i.e. the shining of the same

light on different parts of the surrounding atmosphere may cause the
production of different colours: a suggestion to explain povocifiés
above.

§ 110. i-6. As a secondary point the writer discusses the shape of
the rainbow. Here we have two quite different theories corresponding,
though not at first obviously, to the two theories of the formation of
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the rainbow above: (1) if the rainbow is merely the reflection of the
sun's hght, then it is round because all points of the reflection are
equidistant from our sight; (2) if it is caused by the mixture of
elements of light from the sun and air in the atmosphere, then its
roundness is due to the fact that one or other of these two component
elements is actually arranged in round form and impresses its shape
on the combination.

2. Sta -i-6. . . Beupehi-Bat: the conformation of our ii-60-,iiec being
spherical, the ]‘t]'I'lC't10I'1 of points equidistant from the earth will assume
a round appearance.

3. ‘ii eiivwatv . . .: this explanation clearly goes with the second of
the two theories as to the general nature of the rainbow.

4. 'riIiv €v -rt'§ dept . . . i11t'o¢epo|.i.£vuv: corresponding exactly, though
with a more careful statement, to -rm? 11 ¢m-res Kai. -rm? dépoc,
§ iog. io.

it-r6|.iov' all the MSS. have -ropaiiv, a palpable mistake, which, as
Usener has seen, was corrected by the insertion of ii-rep.iI-‘iv after the
participle drrodicpottévwv.

are 1'05 tiiirrofi iiépos ' after these words the MSS. have rrpoo'¢epo-
uévov -ii-pi»; Tfiv o-e)t1§w;v Usener insists, following C. F Hermann,
that the iiords from éépos to a-eilirjv-qv are only a meaningless repetition
of a phrase from the following section Usener also excludes ~:ii51-oi’),
'Wl‘llCl'l I ani inclined to keep as emphasizing the contrast between the
light atoms derived from the sun and the air atoms already in the
atmosphere: all that need be excluded is wpooqbepopévou irpos 1-bu
o'c]\.1§i/‘qr.

5. irepiqiépeiuv . 'ru.ti1'r|v. This combination (sc. of light and air
atoms) stretches downwards, a kind of round shape i e spreads out
in the round shape which it assumes from one of its elements But the
expression is odd and the text rather uncertain, all the MSS. having
i<e6¢'£a-dat instead of i<a6£'¢<r9ai, which is Meibom’s correction.

(1') The moon’: Jiaio. §l.10. 7-111 2. Three easily distinguishable
theories are propounded (1) that the halo is formed by air advancing
from outside towards the moon; (2) that it is formed by efliuerices
from the moon itself, which are checked equally all round by the
air; (3) that it is formed by the surrounding air, which is piled up in
a thick circle either by an external current, or by heat which blocks
up the channels for its movement The text is rather corrupt, though
it has been greatly improved by Meibom and Usener. Lucretius does
not deal with this problem, nor does it seem possible to obtain any
light from the accounts of the earlier philosophers, from whom no
doubt these theories are derived.

7 itai the MSS. have Kai. mi.-rit, their most frequent mistake, due to
dittography.

9. dvu.ii-réliliov-i-es, ‘blocking ’, ‘ banking tlp ’. Meibom’s correction
for dvao-réaaowe, a mere mistake due to the neighbourhood of fieiiiiera
and cirrotficpditcva.
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IO. 1i-epic-rfie-at eie: Usener’s most ingenious correction of -ii-ept fie

iris, based on Meiborn’s previous suggestion 1i'¢pr.o"ri§o'17.
ital. |.i-l1 -it 1rapti.1rcw Sinnpiwat, ‘without any distinction all along’,

i. e. the process of the banking up of the cloudy circle takes place
equally at all parts, an elaboration of 5p.a.Miis in l. 9.

1 1. En-u.a~r£ltltov1-as : sc. -i-oi} iiépoc, as before ' the expression is loose,
‘the air checks the air round the moon’. Possibly it was the con-
sciousness of this carelessness which led the writer to add the clause
6 -yifvc-rat . . . iii-i-epyiicraaflai, which explains the real causes of the
check.

I2. -rrepulicpis, like -rraxvpxpég-, is predicative.
-ii-exup.¢p£s, ‘thick in parts ’, i.e. with its parts closely compressed,

so dense.
§ 111 I. 6 yifve-rai. . . . ii-rrepyiiaaarflai. I take this sentence to refer

only to the last explanation: the ‘ banking ’ of the air may be due
either to an external efiluence or to the efl'ect of heat. Bignone would
refer it to the whole paragraph, taking ifirot . . . firi5;.ia-roe as tlie cause
of the advance of air from outside (first explanation) and ii . . . amp-
2FEcra.o-i9ci.t as the cause of the ‘ banking ’ of the air (third explanation).

he singular 5 seems to me against this.
ire.-rd pip-r| -rivii, sc. in different parts of the sky during the moon's

course one or other of these causes is at work.
2. ‘P1 Ti): Beppueias . . . itii-epyitoatrflui is not very explicit. Bignone

takes this to mean that heat seizes on the pores through which the air
would naturally move and blocks them up, so as to produce the
phenomenon of the halo. I feel sure that this is the meaning, but do
not see how it can be extracted from the MS text, with which it must
be that the irtipoi. are iirri.-rrjfietoi. sis -re 1'oi'rro iiirtpytiouotiai I therefore
propose the small change to i-rri-i-qfieéws

V FURTHER CELESTIAL PHENDMENA.

The writer now, with a certain irregularity of procedure, returns to
celestial phenomena, and deals with certain problems which he had
hitherto left untouched. It would not be right to transfer this and the
following sections to their logical position at the beginning of § 99,
because the whole letter is so obviously a patchwork compilation
without systematic treatment. Usener suggests that this paragraph
on comets ought to come after the two sections on the planets and
fixed stars and immediately before that on falling stars. Again we
may agree that this would be more logical, but there seems little
reason for supposing that the writer was careful enough to put his
S1Jb_]ECll8 in the rational order.

(ii) Comets. § 111. 4-ii. For the occurrence of comets the writer
suggests two possible causes, the latter being subdivided. (r) It may
be that they are casual collocations of fire in the sky due to a special
atomic conformation; (2) it may be that they are real permanent stars,
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and that either (ti) some special movement of the sky reveals them to
us when they were previously hidden, or (6) they move independently
so that they come into our vision. I cannot at all agree with
Usener that (2 6) is a mere repetition of (i) and should therefore
be excluded: see notes. Bignone agrees with me both in keeping
the text and in the explanation of it.

5. 1-repw-i-iiaeus, ‘a gathering of matter all round’ to form some
new Ob]t“:Cll one of the writer's favourite technical terms‘ cf. §§ 92,
Ioa, io4, 8:0

6. 9| i.$ici.v . . . O-ii-Ep i‘||.ic'is' the second cause‘ the whole heaven
moves so as to bring the comets into view. compare the account
given of the motion of sun and moon, § 92 9.

7. Ta -romfi-ra dirt-pa. is €ITlphElllC‘ the comets are actual do-—rp<i,
permanent heavenly bodies, which through the movement of the whole
sky now become visible.

F) 0.61-ii . éiiiliavfi yewéaflui . the third cause' the comets may be
permanent celestial bodies, \'tl.'llCl1 though the whole heaven remains
stationary, come into view from time to time by their own movement.
The construction of the clause, as Bignone points out, is again infini-
tive depending on a suppressed 8-avii-i-or or évfiéxc-rat. cf § 92. 3,
§ ioi. ii, § io6, 2 Usener excludes the whole clause on the ground
that it is a mere repetition ot (i), but it differs from it in that (I)
regards the comets as occasional temporary aggregations of fire, and
(2 a and 6) as permanent bodies It is essential to the passage to retain
the clause, which is then parallel to the second possibility with regard
to sun and moon given in § 92. 9.

8 Sid 1'l.Vfl- -iiepicr-ieetv ie some conformation of the atmosphere
v-hich presses on these normally stationary bodies and stirs them into
action Bignone again translates ‘ for some reason ‘ see § io2 7.

9 -nfiv -re dibiivtatv . airing. There can surely be no reason why
Usener should exclude this clause . the explanation of the disappear-
ance of the comets is not only natural but almost necessary.

(6) Fixed stars § 112 i-8 The writer now proceeds to consider
the problems of the various kinds of motions of the stats, and deals
first with the fixed stars His explanations correspond exactly to the
theories of the motions of the stars given in § 92, with which passage
this .s closely connected. (1) If the whole heaven moves round and
the stars v.ith' it, then the fixed stars are at the points which do not
revolve (i.e. the poles), (2) if the heaven is stationary and the stars
move independently then, (a) if the stars are driven by their own
whirl (Sim), the fixed stars are prevented from moving by a circular
current all round them which keeps them in their place, (6) if the
stars advance to the regions where they can successively find fuel for
their flame, then the fixed stars are kept in one place as it is the only
source of their proper fuel. We may therefore fairly attribute the first
theory to Anaximenes, the second to Democritus, and the third to
Heraclitus. The reference is to the polar stars, i. e. as Bignone
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explains, those whose distance from the pole is less than the height
of the pole above the horizon, so that they are visible all the year
round.

§112 I. 1-iii 5.cr'rpu 0-rpidierat oilrrofi 8 aupfimivet: the MSS. have -rive
i£va.a-1-pé'¢era.t as-ms 5 o-vufiafvei. Usener’s restoration do-rpa. for dva- is
certain, and he rightly sees that the expression is a reminiscence of
the Homeric dpn-rev . . 1'} 1-" aiivi-oi 0-i-pé'¢e1-at (II. 18. 487). That being
so, it seems more likely that the writer should have made the quotation
exact and followed it with 3 a-vii)8u.i’v¢i, as the MSS. have it, than that
he should have brought the phrase into line with his usual form of
expression by writing, as Usener emends, e-rpé¢¢o-Bet ail-1-oi} a-vpflafvei.

a-rpfliei-cit ail-roii . not merely ans-rsalur i6zdem, but literally ‘ revolve
in their place ’.

oi} pévov . . . e1-piqie-rat . the first cause: these stars are in a
stationary part of the heaven.

2. Ta ltoi.-ii-6v: sc. ‘the rest of the heaven ': there is no reason to
adopt Schneider's 1-Bi. Aer:-rii, ‘ the remaining stars '. ~

3. -rivés we may then take to be Anaximenes and his followers.
Usener thinks the reference is not to the polar stars, but to the theory of
the Pythagoreans that the ‘ middle and end ’ of the world were fixed.
But the parallel of § 92 seems to demand the polar theory.

ditlui ital . . . ital. -re i:"i)i)ia . the second theory : the other stars per-
form an orbit, but these are kept in their place by a revolving ring of
air around them.

4. -ireptee-rctvai: with the full technical force of irepifa-ran-is the
encircling whirl is formed all round the star

5. 6) Kill. Bid. . . .: the third theory, which is really so different in
general idea from the other two, is carefully marked off from them

6. ueipcva : emphatic, ‘ fixed ’
ital itar’ Eildtous . . : the usual caution: the parallel of earthly

phenomena may suggest several other ways in which the occurrence
may take place.

(c) Planer: and regular rtarr. § 112. 9-—§ 113. 12. From the fixed
stars the writer passes to the moving stars, and fii st suggests explana-
tions for the difference between the (apparently) erratic course of the
planets and the regular orbits of the other stars. The two explana-
tions given again correspond, but not so completely, to the theories of
§ 92. The notion of the movement of the whole sky now drops out,
and the two theories of the independent motion of the individual stars
are considered (1) if they move according to orbits determined by
necessity from the beginning, then some of these were regular circles
and some are interrupted by aberrations , (2) if the stars move towards
the regions which supply their fuel, then some pass always through
regions equally open and prolific in fuel, others through irregular
tracts with an unequal supply, so that their movements are erratic.
For the latter notion we may compare, in a slightly different context,
Lucr. v. 696-700. The wording of the passage is a little obscure and
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the text in places uncertain, though I incline, as usual, to think
Usener’s corrections rash.

9. cl. oil-ru . . . eupfiuiva: a parenthesis‘ ‘if indeed it is the case
that their movements are erratic ', suggesting the possibility that in
such distant phenomena even our observations may be doubtful.

§113. I. Twi Bel pij <o51'-nu)iu.ve'io9u.l.. The MSS. have 1-two. 3} pi;
xtviio-Gut, which cannot be right, as the question of the fixed stars has
already been disposed of in the previous paragraph, and the contrast
now is between the aberrations of the planets and the regularity of the
stars. Usener boldly emends, on the analogy of the terminology else-
where in this paragraph, to ma 8' 6/J.u)\.aJ5‘ mvria-9st. But this seems
too violent, and I am inclined to think that SE in; is right and some
word has dropped out‘ possibly avwimltibc, but more probably simply
o1'I-mi, referring back to e-1'5-rm . . . a-up.,8a.Zv¢t. Bignone uould exclude
x|.vc'Zo'9ai. as a gloss-—not a very probable one.

2. 11-ape. at xdxhtg . . .: the first BKplH.l'lEl.lI‘l01'l‘ in this idea of the
whirl and iivtiym; we seem again to recognize the theory of
Deniocritus.

3 opal-hr . . . 6 6p.uJ\fi.6 . . . 7. fivupuheis There is considerable
doubt as to the form of the 3.El_]'EC|Z1‘VES. Elsewhere the forms 6;.u:u\6-:
and dvépnlos alone are known the MSS. here are doubtful , they are
unanimous for 6;w)t-rjv in i 3, divided between Bpakds and £»;.iu.M1'c in
l. 6, and distinctly in favour of dvwp.aJ\££s in l 7. Usener prefers the
3rd declension forms throughout I incline to think that MS evidence
combined with the invariable practice elsewhere is against it Possibly
the right solution is, as the MSS suggest, that the writer used 6p.m\6<:
but dvmiuth-6;, a slightly more probable form than o,u.cI)\.'r;<;.

4 nu.-r& rip» (sc. Sfv-qv) &|.i.u. 1-to-‘w dvmpahiatg Xpupnii»-'r|v ts the MS. text
and seems to me quite reasonable . the course of the planets is an orbit,
but at the same time (due) it has some irregularities. Usener emends
quite unnecessarily to i<a1-ti -rwa Sifv-qn-av, Bignone less violently but,
1 think, gratuitously to xarti rev‘ ¢i)L)L'qv.

ivfiéxe-rm. se . . . 1 the second theory, that the fuel track of the planets
is irregular, seems to bear the mark of Heraclitus.

5. irapexrcta-etc, ‘tracts’ of air surely not ‘currents ', as Bignone
renders

6. £11-I 1'6 afiro auvcofloifo-as nu.-rd. 16 ifific, ‘urging them on (by the
attraction of appropriate fuel) continuously in the same direction ’,
i.e. in the direction of a regular orbit.

7. nupakltayds, ‘alternations’, so ‘ aberrations" for the word
Cf § 95. 8.

8. 1-6 86 pier uiriav . . . : the usual attack on the ‘ theological ' view,
which adopts one certain theory: cf § 87.

IO. d.a-rpoltoyiuvz here clearly ‘theological astronomy ', the view
which wishes to see in the movements of the stars an indication of the
divine will. cf. d.cr1'po)t6'ytuv 1-cxm-ties, § 93. 12

11. atria; Ttvilv is the MS text, and again there seems no reason
nu I ,,
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to follow Usener in altering to atria; tic-rpwv—if indeed that is a possi-
ble expression. Bignone’s -iriziv-rwv is more probable, but possibly the
writer's expression here was more mild.

81-av . . . diii-oluimai. - again a familiar point. The primary object of
Epicurean astronomy is to show that the divine nature -rrpti-ypia-ra, oint
Exec, K. A, i,

(J) Dzjermce gfrpeed in the sfcrrs’ orbils. § 114. 1-7. The writer
next deals with the apparent variety of pace in the orbits of the stars.
His explanations heie cannot be attached closely to preceding theories,
nor are they exactly parallel to Lucretius’ treatment of the same
subject (v. 614-649), but they are within the same range of general
ideas. Either (1) all stars are going on the same orbit, but some
faster than others, or (2) some are really moving in the opposite
direction, but are caught back by the whirl of the others and so seem
to follow them more slowly, or (3) all move in the same direction, but
some being at a greater distance from the centre have a larger distance
to travel The only difiiculty of the passage lies in the text and
interpretation of the second explanation.

3. -irepitdvi-u. of course nom. plur , rdv ttirrdv itiiidiov being an
internal acc. 1i-epiiévra 1S the correction in Froben's text for the
MS rrepidvra

ital 1Tu.pd. -re . {mo 1-fig uili-fie Sims. with this, the MS. text, the
idea seems to be that the ‘ slower’ stars are actually moving in an
orbit in the opposite direction to that of the ‘faster’ stars, but they
are, as it were, caught up by the whirl of the others and dragged back,
so that they seem to move in the same direction as the others, but less
fast The idea is not quite clearly thought out, but sufficiently clear
to be maintained in the text. Usener alters -r1'js t1'if"7'fiS' to -roiaifirrpc, and
in his analysis renders tarmrzm posse esse 'U€f12gZ?1€7?I- 2110; ex ordzta
defrabenfem, the idea being apparently that of a whiil ‘ of the requisite
nature ’ (1-oiiiiii-179) dragging the stars out of their course. But (a) this
entirely neglects 1'17)v évavrifuv i<i.ve'Eo'l9ai, (Z2) d1'1'i.o'1i'u3p.tvci. COl1lCl only mean
‘dragged in the opposite direction’ and not ‘dragged out of the
course’; (c) the facts of the case are against such an idea, which is
more appropriate to a planet. Bignone apparently accepts 1'OtG.tl’i"')j5‘,
but agrees with me in the general idea of the passage.

4 -rfis ail-r-fig Siv-r|q then is the whirl which moves the other stars
as opposed to 1-£711 évawfavi cf. rdv ans. niidtov above. To me the
expression seems quite clear and natural.

ital -miipd. 1-5 ii-eptcliépeaflet . .: this idea approaches nearly to the
theory of Democritus as explained by Lucr. v. 62 I-63 6, but is without
the elaborate notion of optical delusion which was a cardinal point in
Democritus’ explanation. We may compare the expressive phrase in
the Epicurean Diogenes of Oenoanda, fr. viii. 1. 11 at as {»i,b-rpilqv
{clingy qSe'pov'ra.i., oi 5' ad -ran-stvrjv.

6. -r6 Bi dukes . . . the same caution as above, § II 3. 8. To insist
on the single explanation is to lay claim to miraculous knowledge
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('rcpa1'e17ccr§at). Compare agatn Dtog Oen._fr vtit. 3 7 ;.uiv1-we yap
;.t3J\)tciv £0"-rtv To rotofrrov 1"} tit/Spos o'oqttot'3

(e) Fa/Zmg rfars §114. 8-§ 115 8. The letter proceeds to deal
wtth falltng or shoottng stars, a sequence whtch would be qutte natural
tf we were to follow Usener’s suggestton and transfer the section on
comets to a place immediately before tt Three explanations are
offered, as to the first of nhtch there ts great divergence of optnton
As I understand the passage they are. (1) the falling stars may
actually be fragments of stars, rubbed off tn colltston of star wtth star
and driven down towards earth by an outburst of wtnd; (2) they may
be formed by a gathertng of fire-producing atoms, caused to fall tn
the directton of the tmpulse started by thetr mcettng , they may be
formed by a gathertng of wind tn dense clouds, whlch ts tgntted when
tt cannot find an outlet, and then lJ1.1t<-.t=; out and falls tn the clttectton
of tts ortgtnal trnpulsc. Usener tntetprets the first theory qutte d1ffer-
ently and alters the te:-tt, but tn an) case the paragraph must be carc-
fully compared wtth that deahng wtth comets tr 1) and those whtch
treat of ltghtntng (§§ tot-102) and thunderbolts (§ 1o3)

8 -nape. ptépog, ‘ tn part’, almost ‘ tn tndtvtdual cases’, as Btgnone
translates tt. It may posstbly be used tn a more strlctly local sense,
‘tn places ' Cf Aaftl ;.té'p't), § 1 II I.

xarti 1'l'G.pti1‘pI.I,|JI.I! Usenet '5 correctton for t-col rapt‘: 1'pt'|,!,/tt'. The
repetttton of -n-0.96. ts not, I thtnk, tmpossthle, and the uttcompounded
-t-pt’\,{/t-; mtght be used here (see, hone-»'er,§ tot. 2), but tutl ts unm-
telltgible after Ktitl. mp-3. uépos, and the confusion of sat’ and Kat-ti ts the
commonest tntstal-ze tn the MSS.

8-1 r. nu-nit 1'rt1pti1'pI.I.]1|.v . . éhéyopev I take thts whole clause to-
gether as cortstttuttng the first cause and, wttlt some hcsttatton, tetattt
the MS. éam-63v. The tdca ts that stars tub together and fragments
break off, whtch fall through the atmosphere . compare, as the wrtter
tells us, the descrtptton of the first cause of the creatton of ltghtning
(§ 101 2 ff.). The e:-tplanatton wtll then be parallel to the second and
thtrd explanattons of comets, namely, that shoottng stars are tn point
of fact stars, or_ tn thts case, fragments of stars, whereas the other two
explanattons regard them as occasional formattons.

If thts vtew be correct, (I) -rm-.pt£rpa,!/tv éavriltv ts a loose expresston,
for tt ts of course the colltston of stars whtch causes the fragments to
be rubbed off, and not the colltston of the ‘ falltng stars ’ themselves.
Btgnone, agreetng with me tn the general vtew of the phrase, would
read do-1-pwv for Eav1-£51», whtch would certatnly make the expresston
much clearer, but thts I do not constder necessary, as tic-rpmv can so
easily be derived as the equivalent of éem-63v from oi Aqdnevet tie-répec
Zx':rrt1t'1'etv in l. 8, (2) taut wapti Em:-rwotv will denote a further step tn
the same cause‘ the fragments of stars are first rubbed off and then
caused to fall by the actton of wtnd. Btgnone takes the words as
tntroductng the second cause ' but (a) the tntroductory phrase for
a new cause in this sectton ts net rm.-r&., not mi w-apt}, and (5) in the

x 2 '
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parallel account of lightning in § tot the ‘falling out’ of the frag-r
ments rubbed off is denoted by £foMo'3a.t'wtuw; (3) the parallel to the
explanation of the lightning flashes will not be exact, for they are
created by the friction of clouds: but I take it that the reference is
intended to suggest the kind of -trapii-rpu,l/ti: and E|c1r~ro.io'ts which the
Writer has in mind and not to insist on an exact parallelism of occur-
rence. Usener however, desiring an exact parallel, reads vc<;l>63v for
lavriliv and 11-vpds Zmr-rmo'tv for -rru.p& Emrrmatv. B1111 the changes seem
to me (as to Bignone) unjustifiably violent; they are not really
required by the reference to the section on lightning, and they
destroy the parallel to the section on comets which we should certainly
expect to find. Bignone notices further that they would make the
first cause very little different from the third I prefer, therefore,
to retain the MS text and explain it as above, though admitting that
it is a rather careless piece of writing

9. uni 1'l'c|.pd. Eat-ti-1-uotv, ‘and then by the falling out of the frag-
ments ’ . Bignone, as already noted, takes this of an alternative cause.

io. 11 lit-irvcu|.u£1-t.ta-tg, ‘the blowing of them out by wind '. Bignone
renders ‘the combination of fire and air, of which we have spoken in
treating of lightning’. But (I) it is surely impossible that ix1rvcv-
;.u:£1-wa-tc could imply as much as this; (2) mdti-trap ought to refer to the
whole clause and not to one word only.

§115. I. ital lard mivofiiov 5i . . . yéimrut. ‘The second cause, the
casual gatheiing of fire-particles, which then fall in the direction
originally given them by their meeting Compare the first explanation
of comets in § rt! 4.

2. aupaliulttae, ‘ a kinship’, i e. a gathering of kindred matter, the
-ii-¢p{a~1-no-ts of § tn. 8' an unusual but quite natural term for the
writer, which seems to be corroborated by the MS. variations.

Ital Kfvqdtvi the MSS have Kai Kurd. xfvqatv, WhlCh might per-
haps be kept to express a subordinate cause like xal. it-ape Zmimuo-tv
in § 114. 9: but the writer's usual practice is only to insert the
preposition again when he is introducing a new cause, and the confu-
sion and dittography of Raf and Marti is so common that we should
probably follow Usener in excluding Kurd here.

ofi Ev . . .: ‘wherever’ is a little awkward in expression, and we
should perhaps adopt the suggestion made by Usener in his notes
of div . . ., ‘in whatever direction '. ,,

3. no-I lard 1rv£i5|.i-0-roe . . . : the third suggestion is that the falling
stars are really ignited wind: cf. the sections on lightning and the
thunderbolt.

5. 1'o|.'r1'ou, Usener: the -rot?-rmv of the MSS. is a mere mistake:
von der Muehll prefers the plural all through, -it-we-upiti-mv . . . 1'o'J"r-tuv . . .
cfaepoplvtiuv. '

tuit-rctit-t1aw, ‘the whirl’ of a pent up body: cf. § tot. I4, &c.
hriupqfitv seems to be what is intended by the MS. variants (three

MSS. have it), though the force of €:r- is not easy to see, and Usener
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suggests that we ought to read the simple Enpqftv. Von der Muehl1’s
Exp-qfitv (Ex) is attractive.

6. 1-Gr 1'I'£|.'ll-Ex6l|"FUP, ‘ from the surrounding matter’, i.e. the ~rrv.mv<5-
y.u.1"a. épuxkoetfifi Bignone translates ‘the bursting asunder of the
parts on the outside’, but this seems to miss the force of <hr¢’i-cpqéw.

7. §¢pop.£vou, Usener rightly, wtth 1-rvnipm-w;, 1. 4 : ¢>cpo,u.c"v-qs (MSS )
is again a mtstake due to the neighbourhood of qflopiie.

8. d.pii0-q-rot, MSS.. the word, when it occurs (e.g. Dem. 520 20),
usually means ‘unspeakahly large, or many’, a sense which is
obviously out of place here, though Cronert would retain it in that
sense. I do not think, seeing the writer’s many references to #3909,
that it is impossible that he should use the word meamng ‘ uncon-
taminated by myth“ cf. especially the concluston of the parallel
section on thunderbolts (§ 104 2) pd:/ov 5 F5609 tin-éo-rm. Usener,
presumably regarding this as impossible, reads d.l/'|§crtp.ot, ‘effective ',
another very violent and, I think, unnecessary change Bignone retains
<i;.u5t9-:7-rot, noting that Lortztng proposed Eipvflot, which is the more
usual word in this sense

(f) Weather-szgnsfrom czmmals §115 9—§ 116 3. A concludmg
ironical paragraph follows on the supposed signs of the weather given
by the appearance of certain ammals—-e.g the swallow as the herald
of spring Such ‘signs’ are, the wnter says, merely due to COll'1Cl.-
dence: the animals cannot exert any influence on the course of the
seasons, and no animal of any sort, let alone a divine being, could be
so enamotired of trtfles as to play the game of watching for the animals
and thus bringing the prediction to pass. The irony of the passage
is in rather marked distincuon to the general matter-of-fact style of
the letter, and reminds us of passages in Lucretius. In his amused
scorn the writer seems to have forgotten the explanatton that it is the
approach of a new season which causes the ammals to appear.

9 £11-to-r|p.uaEa.t, ‘ signs of the weather ’ cf § 98, where in dealing
with the signs given by the stars, the writer says that some of them
are due to chance coincidence, xadrimp Ev 1-dis éptqbavéa-t ~.-mp’ 1‘;,uIv
C ' ts.
‘Piers auyutipqpu -rofi itatpofi . cf. § 98 9 no.-re. o-vyxvpfiocts :<a.tp<T:v.

§]J.6. 2 may (ei). the addrtion of Usener seems necessary, as is
Cobet’s Eiv Just before

ptxpov xeptém-epov Jr]. obviously an allusion to a proverb, ‘the
smaller the trifle, the greater the Joy ’.

3. d|.l1'I'd00l. : another certain correction for the MS. énaréap.
Concluszon. § 116. 4-: 2. The letter ends with a conclusion based

more or less closely on the corresponding conclusion of the first
letter. These main pruiciples, and especially the doctrine of the
origin of things and the tnfinity of the atoms and space, must be
thoroughly grasped, together with the fundamental reason for their
knowledge, the true pleasure of life: from them an understanding of
the details will naturally follow.
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5. -rofi |.ui0ou iirBi‘|¢-9, the avowed object all through this second
letter, and one of the chief sources of tire.-.pa..E£a..

6. 'riTw apxai», ‘the origins ’ of things,i e. the atoms and space.
7 ihrupias : i.e. the infinity of the two ii.pxo.t' and of the K60-pier.
8. icptrqpioiv here must be the criteria of truth on the intellectual

Side, 1.6. o.Zo'91;o‘ts and rrpd/\'qI,!/is.
-irufiiiiv . the criteria of rightness on the moral side: they are usually

included tiith the other two under the general head of i<pi1-rjpuit
(e.g. D. L. x. 31), but the separation here is quite natural, and there
is no reason, with Kochalsky, to suspect the text.

05 fiveuv ie the iii-o.pa££'o., freedom for the disturbance of theo-
logical beliefs, which is the greater part of the true philosophers
i§8ow}.

9. ~ro'.‘iv iru.-rét ptépos the detailed phenomena of nature and their
explanation

to iiarayaii-ficravres: not merely understood but accepted them as
a creed Bignone renders ‘studied with the utmost care’, which is
hardly strong enough

II. f: Kuhn’s necessary correction for if
(iilv) an inevitable addition of Useiier's.
12. 1repte1roi1']a-ow-ro, ‘made it their own’ they have not otherttise

attained drapaffa.



LETTER TO MENOECEUS

THE third letter, written to Epicurus’ disciple Menoeceus, 1S a brief
exposition of the philosopher's moral theory It starts with a reitera-
tion of the two fundamental conditions of the moral life, the right
understanding of the nature of the gods and the freedom from the fear
of death, after \‘tl]1Cl1 the rest of the letter is devoted to a clear and
logical statement of Epicurus’ iievi that pleasure is the end of life and
of the sense in vihich this is to lie understood

The letter l‘~ not intended, like that to Herodotus, for the use of
advanced students, but is a simple and straightforward exposition for
the general reader It is in fact an ‘esoteric’ work, as Aristotle might
have called it, and as such, contains far more references than the
other letters to rival theoiics and popular views The common ideas
as to the nature and actitities of the gods ale passed in review 123)
and their weakness 1S exposed, popular notions as to the terrible
nature of death are condemned (§§ 125, 126). and vulgar conceptions
of the character of true pleasure are refuted (§ 1:31) References are
made, implicitly or explicitly, to ideas of Plato (§ 132), of the Cyreiiaics
(§ 127), of the Stoics (§ 130), of Theognis (§ 126), and possibly of
Epicharmus (§ I 25) and Mimncrmus (§ I 26) It is clear that however
devoted a disciple Menoeceus may hate becn, the letter was intended to
reach a wider public who might still be iindei the influence of an
erroneous philosophy or of the unsupported maxims and opinions of
popular thought

For this reason the letter is written in a very different style from that
of the letter to Herodotus. The 8Xpl"E'sslO!1 is almost invariably smooth
and artistic, free from the crabbecl obscurities of the first letter and the
hasty carelessness of the second It is in the Attic mood, in a mellow
and straightforward Greek, with far fewer idiosyncracics of vocabulary
and idiom, and less technical diction than either of the other two letters
or the Kiipuii Aiifai Epicurus employs such deliberate artifices as
antithesis and assoiiance, one can almost trace an intentional rhythm,
and certainly (though Usener has probably pressed the point too far)
there is in general a deliberate avoidance of hiatus. As a consequence
no doubt of its greater ease and fluency, the text of the letter has been
far better preserved in the MSS. of Diogenes and, except in the last
three sections, presents few serious difficulties

The genuineness of the third letter has not been disputed, and in it
we see Epicurus at his best. He is still the dogmatic teacher, certain
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of the truth of his own position and contemptuous of all who differ
from him, he preserves his characteristic gravity and seriousness, and
has, for instance, no trace of the playfulness and irony of Plato or of
the humour of Anstotle, but the reader cannot fail to find a certain
attractiveness in this cold, severe style, which seems to bring before us
a vivid picture of the aged philosopher discoursing to his young fnends
in the Garden

INTRODUCTION Q§ 122).

The introductory paragraph presents no serious difiiculties. Philo-
sophy is for all alike: no one is too young or too old for it, and to
refuse to study it is at any age to throw away one’s chance of happi-
ness. This is an emphatic declaration of Epicurus‘ essentially
democratic view: he had no desire to form a new esoteric sect, but
wished to place his philosophy at the service of any who would
hear it.

§ 122. 3. 1ri£pt-ipos, ‘ past the age ’ ' the word is not quoted elsewhere
in this sense, but the neighbouring dwpos makes its meaning clear.

4. -F] |.i.iF|1i-u is the reading of the MSS. (rt B), and there seems no
reason for excluding -}} which anticipates $7 before i-rap¢)ti;)tv6émt:
indeed it makes it easier to take -i-hi» t‘-Tipav with {iii-tipxriv.

lhrcipxetv F| ' the MSS. have inrdpxetv dipav fl), which must be
emended either by the insertion of the article before Jipav, as Cobet
proposed, or by omitting tfiptiv as a gloss. The latter seems the
better course, as the repetition of -i-Pp» ifipev would be both unnecessary
and harsh, and Epicurus in this letter shows much greater attention to
such points of style

5. wpilis efifiatiiovtuv is of course emphatic: a man might JUSIZ as well
say that he is too young as too old to be happy.

|.i.i‘|-ii-iii is a necessary correction for the MSS. iii; F makes a similar
mistake immediately afterwards in reading nil; for priiréi-i.

7. wccil,-5 1-oi; dyuflois. ‘ may be young in blessings ’, a rather unusual
expression : ‘I/££i(:£l.l»' -i-<',"i -i-p61;-<9 is quoted from a fragment of Menander,
but is not quite so harsh

Sui 1"l|v xdptv To» yqové-i-cw, ‘ by the grateful recollection of the past’,
i.e. of the philosophic truths which he learnt in earliei life. The phrase
has almost a New Testament ring : there are other indications of an
approximation of Epicurus‘ language to the Hellenistic, e.g. the use of
otipf, K. A. iv. There is no need to follow Ritter in altering to xapdv.
For this idea of the value of recollection Bignone refers to K.A. ix
and Sam’. Val. xvii.

9. $1.6. -r-i'|w 6-i|>oBfo.v -riiw |.i.e)\)t6v1-uv because he will know the truth
about the government of the world and the dissolution of the soul at
death.

p.|)i¢1-iv: probably ‘ meditate on ', not ‘practise’: so at the end
of the letter, § I35. 5. Note its combination with irpii-r-rii in § 123. 1.
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Tn: Fuzsr Pnmclr-u:s or 'r1-11: Goon LIFE (§§ 123--1:7).

§ 123. In a bnef sentence Eprcurus recommends hrs dtscrple to keep
in mm_d the first pnnciples, whtch are the guarantee of a happy and
good life.

1 1ru.p1‘|y-yeltkov: the rmperfect seems to refer to verbal mstrucnons
grven wh1le Eprcurus and Menoeceus were together. Oral teachmg
was always the basis of Epicurus’ tnstructton. cf. Ep. ad Hdt.,
§ 83. 12 note

2. vrotxeiu, ‘first prmciples ’ . cf. xarcorotxctwpivov, Ep. ad 1107.,
§ 35. 9 There he was deahng wrth physrcal and metaphystcal prm-
crples; here he is speakrng of the moral pr1nc1ples, the m-otxcia rm?-
xalfis {fill

Staltapfidvwv . more than ‘ recervmg ’ or ‘ acceptmg ' : ‘ d1stmgu1sh-
mg ’ these moral pnncrples from other 0'-rotxcto. as the ground of the
good hfe So frequently 1n 11} ad Hdl., e g. § 58 6

The two great pr1nc1ples, whtch Eprcurus now enunc1ates, that the
gods need not be teared, and that death rs nothmg to us, were part of
the EPICUFERH Tcfpfltgbdppuxos, and form the S11b_]GCI of K A. 1 and 11.

1. The nature of the gods 123-124)

The Eplcurean theology rs here vtewed 1n 1ts moral aspect, as 1t
affects human betngs. That the gods extst rs certam, for the know-
ledge of them 1s due to 1mmed1ate (mental) perceptrons, whrch are
common to all men They are also, as as commonly supposed, blessed
and ammortal, but popular rehgron errs tn attnbutmg to them the
government of the world, and feelmgs of anger and love towards men,
wh1¢h are nnconsrstent wrth therr blessedness. They lwe apart from
the world and are not concerned wrth rts changes and chances. Yet
by the vtsrtatton of tl'1e1r Images man can be brought to have a share
1n thelr d1-apa.ft'a, so that a place rs strll left for rehgton. The removal
of fear and the communicatron of tranqurlllty thus both contrrbute to
the good hfe

3. Li-§ov: God 1s a hvmg bemg, though the p6Cl1ll3.I' formatton of his
person drstmgurshes him from all other creatures.

E.4>6u.p-row mi paldptov, ‘rmpertshable and blessed m happmess’:
Cf. K. A. 1 1-5 ‘|u.a.1cu'.p|.ov Kat dqbt9ap1'ov.

4. 4| now-F; . . . véqms, * the umversal conceptton ’ the rdea whrch rs
1n the mznd of every man. Tlus rdea was created, as we learn from
Lucr. v. 1161 fi'., by the constant mflux mto the mind of subtle unages
(¢I8w)t.-.1) passmg from the persons of the chvzne bemgs and thus
creatmg m the mmd a ‘concept’ (-rrpéit-q|,bts): the process rs exactly
descnbed by the verb irrrcypddrq.

pqfliv . . . 1rpoad11-re, 1.e. we must not attnbute to the gods any
care or anxrety, such as would be rmphed 1n the government ol the
world, or any feehngs of anger or favour towards men, wluch would
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disturb or diminish their complete happiness: this is where popular
religion makes its mistake Note how the non-interference of the
gods in the world is presented as a deduction not from the workings
of phenomena, but from the nature of the gods themselves cf. Ep.
ad Hdt., § 77

7. Beol. pév yap sic-iv an emphatic declaration of Epicurus’ position‘
he was not an atheist As he explains in the next sentence, the con-
ception of the gods is universal in the minds of men and cannot
therefore be denied

8. évapyfis . yvrilais . the knowledge of the gods is a matter of im-
mediate perception, not in this case by the senses, but directly by the
mind. It was the result of an éfitfiflhfj 1-fie Siavoiac (see Appendix,
pp. 259 ff) évnp-yvjs is a technical term used of the immediate percep-
tion ofa near object.

9 (oi) -rrolklioi. Gassendi's insertion of the article is essential for the
meaning and is amply justified by 1-631» -rroltitifiv below, ll IO and tr

oii 'yt'i.p c|>uhci1-roucrtv uiiroiiig oiioug vo|.i.iI,oucri.v, ‘ for they do not preserve
them as they think them to be ’, 1 e they do not consistently keep up
the idea of their blessedness and tranquillity, but attribute disturbing
passions, &c , to them But vo,u.E§ovo-iv in this sense is certainly very
awkward coming immediately after its use in reference to the erroneous
opinions of men, and there is a strong temptation to adopt Usener’s
conjecture vooilirw, which would refer back to 15 Keir}; rnfi dcoil vdnots in
1. 4. ‘ they do not represent them consistently as they originally conceive
them ’ (so too Bignone). There is, how ever, no warrant for the con-
jecture, and it is perhaps safer to retain vojirifovo-iv

IO. d.o'cB'i‘|9 8:2 . . 1"l'p0O'd'rl'1'wv for the general thought cf. Lucr. v.
I198 ff and vi, 68 ff.

§ 124 1 ofi yiitp d.'rro¢uio'ei.9 a very technical clause the
popular representations of the gods (as taking a part in the affairs of
the world) are not ‘concepts’ formed in the mind by the constant
repetition of the évupyijs vision of the image, but ‘suppositions' or
additions of the mind (ri-poo-8o$a.{§6j.ievo.), inferences, as Lucretius tells
us in v 1183 ff., from their observation of the regular sequence of
phenomena on the earth and in the sky For n-pélt-qt;/is see note on
vciigo-is, § 123 4 above {rri-6i\17i,ttic is defined in Vzfa Epicurz, § 34,
as the equivalent of saga, an inference from phenomena, which may
or may not he true

2 dveev mi. |.i.¢'-y|.0'1'ai. Bhdficu. . . 5 tin; dhhdrptov vo|.|.i1ov1:£S El. difHCUlt
and obscure piece of writing. I take Evfiev to refer to the 6.1-ro¢w’.cr¢is,
and to be used in the slightly forced sense ‘ according to which’ ' the
subject of oixeioiijitevoi in the next sentence then is ‘ men ’, or rather
oi -ri-olvtoif. The majority of men judge others according to their own
accepted standard of ethics. they are in the habit of welcoming those
they see to be like themselves and rejecting those whom they find
alien. They therefore falsely attach to the gods a similar habit, and
suppose that they do harm to the wicked and benefits to the good.
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In spite of the slight difficulty attaching to the meaning of Zvdw, this
seems to me the natural interpretation.

Bignone takes Evdcv to mean ‘from the gods’ and believes the
subject of oixeiofinwoi to be oi. iiyafiof. He translates ‘ Yet from the
gods thefoolish and wicked obtain the greatest evils and the good and
wire the greatest benefits , for they, accustomed to their own virtues,
embrace and make dear to themselves those who are like them, and
consider alien what is discordant with them’ He thus believes the
Evdev clause not to be a statement of false popular belief, but of the
actual facts. the good do derive benefit from the
the images of the gods, because they can appropriate
ihemselies This is good Epicureanism, but I doubt

visitation of
what is like
if it can be
an awkwardderived from the Greek (I) €l'6£V and éii t9ei'I3v will be

tautology, which Bignone glosses oier in his translation; (2) his
argument largely depends on the words “ foolish ' and ‘ wise ' which he
introduces without any it arrant into the translation , (3) this Epicurean
subtlety is alien to the rest of the section ,(.1) his objection that popular
opinion does not represent the gods as doing kindness to the good
and injury to the evil is not sound in a certain stage of religious
opinion (e g the Psalms) this opinion is very commonly found, is
there any evidence in Epicuieanism for the idea that the images of the
gods do harm to the evil P

3 Bliiifiai -re the MSS. have BM/Bat at-riot. for which Usener’s
correction i8.\i;i,8ai re is not altogether satisfactory Is it possible that
Epicurus ii rote ,8)iri,8ai refs iii-riots on \\l11Cl‘l l\(I.l\(iT§ was a gloss? Von
dtif Muehll WOL1ltl Willi’; til. ,u.e:'y.to"rci'.t j8i\o.Bu'3v afrtat Tolls tivfilpiiirrotq . .
Kai u'i¢e)tci.i'i3v.

3 (-roiq dyaflois) seems a necessary addition the antithesis can
hardly have been left understood.

5 viii; l5.l\l\6TpLD\-I vo|.i.iI,ovTeQ Usener parallels the construction from
Plat. Ligg. IX. 879 C vopttzoiv the 7TflTéf)G fj p/rjrelpu, but EtClClS ‘ BXSPBCICS
verbum spernendi’. A more direct opposition to i11ro8éxov-nit would
indeed be natural, but is not essential.

2 Dem‘/*1 124-127).

The second great principle, that death is nothing to us, is also
viewed in its pioral aspect. As the true understanding of the nature
of the gods relieves us from fear in this life, so the knowledge that
consciousness ceases at death relieves us from fear with regard to
a subsequent life. Moreover, since death will not be terrible when it
comes, there is no reason why its anticipation should disturb us. The
whole thought is worked out clearly, and as in the previous section the
Epicurean view is set in contrast with popular notions

7. |.i-r|Siv -ii-poi; 1'||i.i‘ig efwui -i-or Biivcii-or the simple and emphatic
expression which recurs frequently in Epicurean documents ' cf. § 125,
K A. ii, and Lucr iii. 830.
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8. -ii-iiv ilycfliiv . . . lv al’.irB-flint: as in the physical world, so tooin the
moral world, ci.i'a6-qois is the final criterion, but here it takes the form of
-ii-6.90:, the internal feeling of pleasure or pain, which is the measure of
good and bad. -ii-6.60: then, like clad-iycrw, has its place among the
xptrrfpta.

io. -ro 'r-iis It-rfjs 6v'r|-i-6v, ‘the mortality of life ', sc. the life which is
bounded by a mortal period.

1 1. a.1T¢tPOP . the MSS. have iii’-n-opov, but the correction of Aldobran-
dinus and Menagius is mevitable : the false notion about death,
which is popularly current, adds ‘ an infinite period’ of conscious
existence after death Bignone accepting J-ireipov here, but wishing to
account for the MS. text and noticing Epicurus’ conscious habit
of parallelism in this letter, would insert drropov after d)Ut& 1-ov.

§ 125. 1. oilfliv ycip lo-i-iv ilv 1-1.‘? I,-fir Siiivov . a rather startling deduction
at first sight, but we must remember that to Epicurus the fear of death
was not only the greatest of all fears in life, but was also the cause of
other evils (cf. Lucr iii. 59 ff ).

2. YV'|'|U‘f.W§, ‘ genuinely ', ‘ whole-heartedly’, a rather odd use which
recurs in § 130 7.

3. 150-re p.d1'cu.0§‘ 6 Mywv. Bignone thinks the reference may be to
Epicharmus (_/r. I 1 Diels), but it seems more likely to be an attempt to
get over what is in reality the popular feeling about death, not that it
will be painful when it comes, but that the present thought of it is
painful. Epicurus argues that the two are identical . we do not dread
the coming of what will not be unpleasant when it comes We might
reply that death is painful in thought because it will mean the cessation
of many present pleasures ; to which Epicurus would answer that‘ we ’
shall not be there to feel the loss gr/:If. Lucr. iii. goo).

5. 1i-apbv . the reading of some SS. wapibv is due to the neighbour-
hO0d Of irrapuliv in l. 4.

6. it-ii-ei8-iii:-iip: a fuller explanation of the way in which ‘death is
nothing to us ’ . so long as we live, death is not there, and when death
comes, ‘ we ’ shall be no more, for consciousness will be gone.

IO. oilitif’ if-o'r:w : the hiatliS (oilxfrt ciio'i.'v MSS.) Sl'tOl1lCl bi-3 avoided 3.5
in j.i.1jicc'-i" elvai, § I22. 6.

I I. filth‘ oi. -ii-okhol. . 127. 4. cilia ilwtficxopimic. Having stated his
own position Epicurus turns to the popular views of death. In the first
place men are inconsistent. they sometimes dread death as the worst
of evils, at other times they long for it as a respite from suffering. The
wise man neither wishes to escape from life nor fears death: he does
not ask for the longest but for the most pleasant life.

12. iv 1-if Lfiv . . .: a line has clearly been lost here, and Usener’s
suggestion (in which however I prefer Casaubon’s -rrodofiaiv to his own
aipoilvrai) successfully gives the sense. The loss may have been due to
the repetition -rq'i Cfjv . . . -is {fir (note that B originally had -is for nil).

i126. 2. irpoaio-re-rat, ' comes across his path ', ‘ offends ' him. For
the general sense of this sentence cf. K. A. xx, xl.
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4. flfiiu-rev is the reading of the MSS. and there seems no sufficient
cause to follow Usener in his change to -58iov: Epicurus writes -i-Bi
irlteiov because -r6 iirltcifci-1-ov would be a palpable exaggeration, but
1-5 'r}3¢o"rov 18 not.

oiiru iu:i.i. . . . itu.p'ii'i[¢1'o.i., cf. K. A xix.
6. The second error; to advise the young to live well and the old to

die well is foolish . the art of both is the same, and life may be just as
pleasant for the old, while it lasts.

6 Si -irii.piii~yy£)\Jtwv: Epicurus may, as Bignone suggests, have Mim-
nermus in mind

7. iiiii-iici-rpiiilmw, ‘to end his life’ : so K A xx II xariio-rprcficv.
-r6 -i-fie [,0-F|9 ilio-iriia-1-i5v, ‘the desirability of life’, the pleasure which

it really has for all.
9. The third error, which is much worse, that it is best not to be

born, or if born to die as soon as possible. Ifa man really believes
this, why does he not end his life? otherwise, he is talking idly to
a world that will not believe him xefpwv has better authority than
xaipov, which Usener adopts, and should be kept the direct masculine
is natural after cfi1§t9-qs.

IO 6 )t£yo.w- rc. Theognis
§127. I. ii.-ii-épxe-rcii iii -rofi Lfiv . the MS text is a quite natural

construction, and there is no need to drop iii: with Usener it adds
emphasis and force.

4. iv -roii; oiiii i!1ri8¢xo|.i.éi-oi; i e. among the majority of men, to
whom such a paradox seems absurd

5. pvquoveuriov 5% . . oiiit iaéiicvov. The section ends with a short
aphorism as to the right view of the future: we must not either reckon
it as certainly ours, or certainly not ours. The true Epicurean has it
in his hands to obtain the true pleasures of life, and can be almost
independent of what fortune brings him or when it will terminate his
life. Bignone notes well that Epicurus is arguing against the Cyrenaics,
whose motto was ;.i.c'i'i/ov fipércpov -i-5 -iriipdv.

THE Mom-.L THEORY.
Having considered the two conditions of a good life, a right know-

ledge of the nature of the gods and a true understanding of death,
Epicurus devotes the rest of the letter to the exposition of his moral
theory. He states that the end of action is pleasure, and then develops
the implications of this view The argument may conveniently be
divided into subsections as the various points arise.

1. Pleasure as tire marine and and qfaction ( 127-I29)
In considering the purpose of life and the standard of good action

Epicurus does not pursue the line of thought which he has already
suggested in§ I 24. 3 (incl rri-'£v ciyafiov ital xaxov iv aiafifiuet) Of deducing
pleasure as the_end from its fundamental nature as the only feeling in
the field of morals. This is a popular treatise, and he prefers therefore
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to reach his conclusion on more traditional and less strictly Epicurean
lines. The motive of all action is desire - the classification of desires
leaves as the ‘ necessary ’ residue, the health of the body and the repose
of the mind- this means the absence of pain, bodily and spiritual,
and the absence of pain is pleasure. Pleasure tlien is at once
the mainspring and the purpose of life. We must note however how
from the outset pleasure to Epicurus is not the positive enjoyment,
which it was, for instance, to the Cyrenaics, but the negative release
from pain, which some philosophers regarded not as pleasure, but as
a neutral or indifferent state. This distinction is of vital importance
for the whole ethical theory: the right life for Epicurus depends
essentially on a due comprehension of limits.

§127 8. 1'iIiv €1ri.9u|.i.u.Tiv . . . <|:iucrtitu.i. pdvov. the main division Of
pleasures here follows traditional lines (cf Plat Rep. ii. 357 and
Ar Elli 1118 b), and the general idea is clearly brought out with
examples by the scholiast on A1 Etk loc cit 1‘; ,u.&i»- oiiv 1-F}; 1'p0<,'b'l}5‘
€1rt6vp.ia. xiii Pas i0'6i}'ros tivayicaifo. if} 5% irdiv iidipodtoflov qbvrriic-ii] plv oiiiir
tivctyrtaifci. 8é~ "F; 82 Tihv 1'oi.tTii/5: o't1-iiuv 1'1} 'rot5.o'3e eotlfiros -T7 Totdivde i:i.d>p03t-
oilwv oiiire ¢>vo'i.i-ca‘) oiirc (lLV(l‘)/K(1.£:Ch

9. Kevai, ‘Vt-1111 ’, ‘ idle ', oils dvayxallat
io. -i-iiw 8’ dvayiiaiwv . . . -ii-pas ail-re 1-6 L-fiv in the subdivision of the

necessary desires Epicurus follows his own line of thought and leads up
directly to his main point Some desires are necessary for the
preservation of life, e g. those of food and shelter, some to the
repose of the body (freedom from pain), some to happiness of mind
(freedom from fear) From these he passes at once to health of the
body and peace of mind-—-the two foundations of the true Epicurean
conceptions of pleasure

1 r. doxlvqoiav ' a typical Epicurean formation . cf K. A xi it ;i~q62-i/
finds a.i1"iTiv pxreulpwv 1§1roi,l/Eat ‘fivtiixhoiiv, and viii -n-o)\)t.ii,1r1\a.o'£'ov<; éwtcpépct
1-Eats dxhiiocis

§128. I iii-rliciv-719 Beupia, ‘the unerring contemplation’ to form
a right choice and avoidance, we must always have our eye on the
true end.

3. (Tfili iliuxfis)' a necessary addition made by the second hand in B.
4. 1'0l.l‘l'0U yap xiipiv . . . - for the idea of true pleasure or the absence

of pain cf. K. A. xxvi, xxx, and especially iii.
7. -roii Zojou Epicurus characteristically implies that animals as well

as men feel the desire for pleasure.
8. ital. 1-6 -rofi uiiiiiai-oi: a,-easy: Usener following BF omits the

article, which is however surely required . the good of the body is not
identical with the good of the soul.

o-up-ii-ltqpiéu-:1-at : the testimony of the MSS is uncertain, but seems to
point to irvpnrltigpifio-:1-at, which must be taken as a fut. middle with
-i-ii fiiov as the SUb_]EClZ. The parallel of K. A. xxvi. 2 (éiiv pi; o-vii1r)ti7pw-
6tTio'ti/Bl however suggests that the o'vp.':r.\1;pw9-i§o'c'rai Of F may be fight.
For t e idea cf. Lucr. ii. 16 fl'.
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nonne videre
nil aliud sibi naturam latrare nisi utqui
corpore seiunctiis dolor absit, mente fruatur
iucundo sensu cura semota metuque P

io. (61-av SE pi] dhyfipev) ii as the original insertion of Gassendi, and
there seems no need to ‘improve ’ it with Usener by the substitution
of ;ii;8€v for iii}. the addition is of course demanded by the sense.
The limit of pleasure is in Epicurus’ idea the removal of pain, and
beyond that point pleasure can only be varied see especially
K. A. xviii

ii. Ti]!-' fiboviiv ifipxiiv iial. 1-élxos pleasure is the beginning because
it is the motive which leads to action, ll. is the end because ]lS attain-
ment is the completion of action

§129 2. ouyyeviiiév the desire to reach pleasure is innate in us
a strengthening from the Epicurezin point of new of its adoption
as the end. if J3 L. x, § I37, which Bignone incorporates viith
the Lg/E’.

4 tits iicivévi . . . I-tpivov-res we are thus biought back to the most
simple and fundamental Epicurcaii point of view the feeling of
pleasure, the immediate Sensation, IS in the moral sphere the Sid1]Cl£l.l£l
of good and bad, just as in the physical sphere, sense-pciception
IS the standard of tiue and false rrcifilog takes its place iiith riforéhyo-is
among the iipi-r-ifipiu. see on § 124 8.

2 P/rasuris andjiazrzr c/202:2 and aiiozdarzce I 29, I30)
Having established pleasure as the end of action, it is necessary next

to inquire what precisely this means in effect It will mean, Epicurus
argues, that though all pleasure is in itself good, because it is natural to
us, yet there are some pleasures which we shall have to avoid because
of their concomitant pain, and similarly some pains which we shall
choose, because of the pleasure arising out of release from them. It is
ultimately a matter of calculation, we must balance pleasures and
pains against one another, and then choose the course which in the end
brings the maximum of pleasure and the least pain. Two points are
of interest in this section (1) that we have arrived at something very
like the Utilitarian calculus of pleasure, (2) that although Epicurus
here amply refutes the calumnies attaching to the popular idea oi
Epicureanisnii and implicitly re]ects all the pleasures of excess, yet he
does not at all abandon the main position that in itself pleasure is
always good indeed, it is Just for that reason that we must avoid
pleasures which entail pain

5. criip-c|>urov, ‘natural to us ', like o-vy-ycviirdv above and ob-cei'av
below.

6. oil 11'E.cru.v 'F|3ov'l]v aipoiiiicfia for this and the following clause
compare the striking fragment (62) preserved by Aristocles apud
Euseb, Prd-‘P115. Ez'ang. xiv. 21 (442) dpietvdv iiartv i§ii'o,u.cTvat -roilirdc
1-iviiis -roiis rriivovs, tiiirais 1770-i9iTiitcv -i§5ovii.s ,u.cil'§ovs o‘v;.i.qSépet 1'i_Tiv5i':' rivwv
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ti.1rc':~,i(co-911.; -riiiv -F;3ovtT.w, Iva. pi; UL-ytTi;.i.¢v ii).-y'q36vu.s xa.R.c1rtu-ripe.-9, where
the idea of the calculus is clearly brought out.

7. -re fiucxtpis, ‘discomfort ’, another typical Epicurean word cf. the
fragment (37) in Ioannes Stob. Fior. xvii. 34 (Usener I81) -ii-poo-rr-riitii
1'01: -lit rrolurcleias ‘;]3OV(I.:Ii oi: st’ afi-rds, ci.l1\<i. Suit 1-iii. éfaicoltovaoirirfa
a.iir1'aIs 8vo'xcp-E.
IO. 81.6. 1-£5 qidoiv Zxcw oluiav, ‘ because it has a nature akin to ours ’,

i. e. because it is that towards which we naturally move: an elaboration
of the idea expressed in o'|ry"ytvucdv and mip-¢v1-oi» above. Cf. K. A.
Vii. 4 05 aivcxu. if cipxfis aura}. -ro 1-iis <;l.n5o'cws oixdov rZipc'x9-r7o'c|.v. Bignone
translates ‘ because of their own proper nature ’, but this cannot
be right.

II. After |i.£v'rui. Usener inserts -y’ to avoid the hiatus. But p.c'v-rot ye
would be an unusual combination, and though this letter is undoubtedly
written with care, we are hardly ]l.1SlZ1fi8(l in correcting the MSS. on
purely euphonic grounds, unless as in § 122. 6 and § 125. IO the
correction involves no change.

§-130. 1. 1'f| péwoi o~u|i|i.ii-rp-float: quite literally ‘the measuring of
one against the other '--just the word for a calculus of pleasures.

2. Bltéilmz the simple substantive reads oddly, and Usener may be
right In suggesting in-i.B)tétf/ct.

3. -roii’|i.1ru.7\tv or 1-E» €]J.1I'G)\.l.V is the reading of all MSS. except B, and
we are hardly ]LlS|I1fiC(l in believing with Usener that B's eccentric
6-r’ Ev 'rrci)u.v indicates an original -réymi-a.)tiv.

3. Indepmdence c_:/' desire: (§§ I 3o, 131).
Epicurus proceeds to a practical application of his principle of

choosing only the pleasures that involve no pain. aiircipxeta, ‘self-
sufficiency ', is a virtue praised by all (remember that it was the moral
aim of the Stoics), and in its application with regard to pleasures
it means ‘independence of desires’ (Bignone). It leads us to be
content with simple pleasures which involve no reaction. Indeed.
since pleasure is but the removal of pain, simple food and drink can
give us as complete pleasure as the most elaborate banquet. Finally,
as Epicurus adds, almost cynically, if we accustom ourselves to simple
fare, we are put into a better frame to €l]]0j' luxury, if ever we meet it
The thought all through is typically Epicurean and may be paralleled
from many other Epicurean sources. -

5. mix Iva. -irdvi-us -mi: Gltiyoig xP(i5|.L£oG1 it was not necessarily the
Epicurean’s ideal to have but a little to enjoy all his life, but rather that
he should be content with what he has. So in a letter to a friend
(_/5'. 39, Usener 182) we find him asking for a gift of cheese, so that
he may make merry.

7. xpt5|.|.t9'tI. is given by all the MSS., and though it may possibly be
a dittography of xpd3p.e6a. in L 6, and ¢i.pi<u3p.¢6a., suggested by Cobet
and adopted by Usener, gives more the sense which we should expect,
we are hardly justified in introducing it into the text.
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7. 7»-qiiriuii: see§ 125 z note.
8. i18w1-a. fiiao-ru.: Bignone notes that this assonance is employed

by Epicurus again in a quotation given by Plutarch, die Tranguzflziate
Ammr I6 5 1-T}; aiiptov 1}rtio-rn bedpcvos 'F']5io"ri::i. irpdo'eio'i. -irpos 1-hv ctfiptov
(fr. 78, Usener 490), and had already been used in Xen. fllem. 1. 6 5.
It is another sign of conscious style in this letter.

9. -r6 air ¢ua-iiulw 1r€i.i» ciiii-6pi.i:rroi»: all that is required for the satisfac-
tion of the natural desires is easy to obtain ' cf. K. A xv and xiii, and
Lucr v. 1 119 ‘neque enim est unquam penuria parvi’

1-<3 8% may ' what is required to satisfy the Kcval. éirtduniat, § 127. 9
to oi’ Te )ii.~roi xuhol. . . an amplification of the S3.l1Sf3.ClOf_}’ results of

aiiircipieeta . plain tastes can fully satisfy the pangs of hunger, and
when once the ‘ pain due to want ’ has been removed, pleasure cannot be
increased but only varied ' cf. K A. xviii. Usener alters -rs to -yap in
order to get a better logical sequence, but the transition is again from
C1358 to species, {IS in i<o.i.1'i]v aitrdpxetuv 3% in l. 5.

lo-qv . i‘]8ov-fir: after the n-épav has been ieached and the pain
removed, pleasure cannot be quantitatively increased, but only quali-
tatively changed : therefore the pleasure to be obtained from plain and
luxurious food is equal in amount (hriqv). Usener most un_]ustifiably
changes 1§8cv-jv to i;i.i78i.'<:iv, believing presumably that the reference is to
the cloying of the appetite after satiety But not only is this incon-
sistent viith Epicurean doctrine, but, as Bignone has shown, the MS.
text is made certain by Cicero's translation of the passage, de Fm. ii.
28 go ‘ negat enim tenuissimo itctu . ininorem voluptatern pereipi
quam re nus eiiquisitissimis ad epulandum ’

II. 1'6 iiltyoiv iti:t1" Zvbeinv, ‘that which 1S painful by way of defect’,
i.e. the pain arising from an unsatisfied want, as in the case of hunger.
Another characteristic phrase repeated in K. A xi-ii

§ 131 I ital. |.i.t'1La ital dbup . . ' £1. ‘still further liI1'llt3.tl0n Of the
general principles to a particular instance

-ri-|v dupe-rdrqv . 1'|8ovfiv. i c. the pleasuie of iirrowfa, freedom from
the pain of hunger

2. -i-6 auweflificiv ofiv . : a summing up, referring the conclusions
]LlSt reached to the geneial principles of the earlier pait of the para-
graph" simple living is the best for the health of the body and the
purposes of life.

4 tru|.t1r)\r|p'nJriii:5v ' one more Characteristic word I Cf. it-fi0'vpi.n-ltrjpmriiv,
§ 133- 4

5. iuiii mic -n-oltui-cltimw . - a new and almost ironical consideration
plain living"puts us into better condition (both physically and mentally)
for the en_io) ment of luxury, if we do at long intervals come across it.

6. 1'l'p0O'£pxo|.l.dVOU9 . though it has inferior MS. authority is better
than wpoocpxopévotq with 1-039 'rroPuri"ci\é'o'iv.

mi -ii-peg -i-ijw -riix-qi» . . . a more serious reason . if we are accustomed
to simple living, the attacks of fortune cannot hurt us, for we are used
to being content with a little. " -

2912 Y
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4. TF1: cliaracler qf true pleasure (§§ 131, I32).

Having now explained clearly what in effect is meant by making plea-
sure the end of life, Epicurus is able to refute false conceptions. He is
not encouraging gluttony or sensuality, which bring with them greater
pains, but the higher pleasure of a simple life, which satisfies the needs
of the body and keeps the mind free from trouble and therefore able
to devote itself to the study of philosophy. It is interesting to see that
even apparently among contemporaries there were calumnies abroad
concerning the nature of ‘Epicureanism '.

9, itui rd: dv drroltadaei ii¢i.|.i.{i/tits. The MSS. have ital. 1'cii.s -nfivt -niiiv
is rightly excluded by Usener and must have come from -i-(‘is -riiiv
(i.0'u'iH"l.0V just before.

dig 1-we; . . . vo|i.iLouo'w' notice the three classes of persons who
make misrepresentations (I) those who do not know the true doctrine ;
(2) those who know it, but do not agree with it, philosophical
opponents; (3) those who cannot comprehend it-—another piece of
careful writing. Bignone points out that under (2) Epicurus is think-
ing primarily of the Cyrenaics who regarded d-rrovifa as a purely neutral
state (‘the condition of the dead ’) and only the starting-point of true
pleasure. The doctrine of the ‘ limit of pleasure’ is the really essential
feature of Epicurus’ own theory.

§132. 1. d.1rolto.iicrei9: there seems no reason for Usener’s change
to the singular ti-ii-6)tavo-is it means individual acts of its-éltoivcrte.

4. i-ifiilu-iv Aoyiapes, ‘sober reasoning’, a rather strong metaphorical
use Cf Arist., Melapk. 984 b 1'] oiov vijdmiv wrap’ -six-5 Ptéyovrac. Notice
that Epicurus is here surreptitiously introducing a new point The
characteristic pleasure of the mind, freed from fear, is philosophical study.

5. -was Béficis, ‘ opinions’, are in particular of course mistaken
opinions about the gods and about death. Epicurus is here working
back to the two fundamental principles laid down at the outset of
the letter.

ii ifiv: preserved only by B its omission in the other MSS. has led
to the filling out of the construction by dqb’ 05 or tiqb’ 631» in the earlier
printed texts.

5. Prudence I32—I35).

After establishing the general character of his ideal, Epicurus
proceeds to consider the method of attaining it. It is clear that the
right course of action will not be discovered by instinct, as it might be
supposing all pleasures were not merely ti-ya6¢£ but aiperii. It is neces-
sary in order to live the truly pleasant life to have ‘ a right Judgement
in all things ’, based upon a calculation of the less and more of pleasure
and pain. This right Judgement Epicurus characterizes by the old
word dipév-no-is, always with philosophers the practical as opposed to
the speculative wisdom . it is at once the cipxfi, the beginning of any
step in the right direction, and the p.d'ytO'Tor ii.~ya,66v, the best thing
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a man can attain. It is indeed more valuable than purely speculative
wisdom, croqfi.-fir, vihich cannot issue in any action, but can only lay
the foundation of action in a true knowledge of circumstances. And
what will be the instruction given by dipémgo-is P It will be the recom-
mendation of the accepted virtues, for it iiill show that the pleasant
life is really that in which honour and JLISIICC are practised. Thus by
a strict train of reasoning Epicurus, starting from his first principle of
the pursuit of pleasure as the ideal, reaches the acceptance of the
recognized standards of morality the answer to his detractors is now
complete. He concludes with a ‘pt’-1.I']6f.>,'}i'lC of the prudent man, the
details of which must be considered as we come to them

9 5i8d.aii-.ouaa is Usener’s necessary correction of the MS. reading
8.-.5iiai<ovo-at which must merely be due to the neighbourhood of the
plural d.pe-mi’.

io ital 8i.Kfl.f.(|lS' notice hovi. Epicurus includes the central word of
Platonic ethics and ordinary morahty—iiot without intention

(oiibi . . itai Studios}: Stephanus made this essential addition cf.
K. A. v The O1'i'ii5\iOI'l must be due to homoeoteleuton.

§133. I. iirei ‘rive. vo|.i.i§ei.9 . . ‘ ti panegyiic of the cfipdvipoc, in
which he incidentally returns on much that he has said before it is
the qspévipoe who knows the conditions of life, namely the true under-
standing of the nature of the gods and of death (§-§ 123-127), who
realizes the government of the world and the responsibility of free-
viilled man, viho sees in chance not a determinant of action but an
opportunity, and prefers to suffer with viisdom, rather than to prosper
through folly. The section, largely through the corruption of the
MSS., is undoubtedly the most difficult in this letter.

2 30i.o., ‘holy’ or ‘rcvereiit’ opinions, such as a truly religious
man may hold—--a singularly bold word seeing his direct opposition to
ordinary religious beliefs. But, as has been seen already (§§ 123, 124),
religion had a very real place in Epicurus’ s) stem

3. -re 'r-iii; <|>tio'etu9 . -rélios ' sc. pleasure : cf § 129, vihere pleasure is
described 3.5 Jvyyevtxciv and o-iipicfivrov and is Said <,-biio'tv gxetv oixufav.

4 viii pév 'rCiv dycfliiiv -ii-épas rc. iii-row.-.'a., the freedom from pain,
which can easily be secured by simple means - cf, § 13o

ei'io'u}.i11')cr']pu1'ov cf § I31 3 irytcfni; . . . o'1i,i.i'n-iltvypinrtntiv, and for
ciiiirdpioroir, § 130. 9 To ,u.iiv ¢ivo'iicEii»' irfiv €'fJ7TCl[.Jl0'T(;P iio"ri.

5 1-6 88 1-div iiiaiciw, ‘ the limit of evils’ in a slightly different sense,
‘the possible extent’ of evils. For this idea that all pain is either
slight or of short duration compare K. A iv The sentence so far has
resumed the ideas of the Epicurean rerpaqbeippaeos cf. K A i~iv
notes

G. -r'i]v bi 13116 rivuiv Beuirdriv eionyopévqv 1r6.v-ruiv' sir ei,i.tu.pp.c'vigv,
‘ destiny ’, or ‘ necessity ’ as viewed in the moral sphere. The earlier
thinkers, and especially Democritus, having insisted in their physical
theories on an all-controlling iiwi-ym;, were compelled to admit deter-
minism in human actions. From this necessity Epicurus only escaped

Y 2
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(as we know from Lucr. ii. 216 ff.) by the device of the -ii-a.p£yicPu.a-is,
the original spontaneous swerve of the atoms in their downward fall,
which in the conscious aggregate of the iiwxvj was the cause of free will.

7. lyychév-reg: with some hesitation I propose this correction for
the varieties of reading found in the MSS, ti-yyékwv-roe, iiy-ye)t6'ii/-res,
ii.-y7¢'JU\.ov1'os. Usener had already suggested this sense in his reading
Stet-yeltiiiii-res, but the correction is more violent. It is true that éyydtfiiv
is elsewhere only found With the dat., but Kara-ydtfiv similarly takes
acc. in Eur. Baa:/2. 286. Bignone prefers to ‘keep the MS. text’
d.yyc'Pt)ie-v-res, and to follow on in the lacuna with eiitappéimv msviiv
6vo,u.a. iifvai But (a) ii-yé)t)toi»-rot; is not the universal reading; in the
MSS, and the variation strongly points to a compound of y¢)tEi“iv,
(5) the verb iiy-ye')0t¢iv in the context seems to me very unnatural.
Ktihn’s tivdtiivroc is too far from the MS. text, and does not give the
right sense: the ‘prudent’ Epicurean does not entirely annihilate
destiny, as is seen by what follows

After 6-yy¢)ttTiv-i-as there must be a lacuna of some considerable
extent All are agreed on ciiwipuiv-qv' Epicurus could not have left
-i-Fgv . . Scirwré-riv alone without explanation, and that eipapitévqv must
be the VlvOl'(l is shown by 17'} 1-div ¢vcrii<tTiv ciptappéiqy, § 134. 2 It is
also clear that towards the end of the lacuna there must have been
the words ti p.Ei» mi-r’ iiiiii-ymgv, corresponding to ti SE ii-ii-6 -riixiqs. So
far there is agreement, but as to what the lacuna exactly contained and
its relation to ihe rest of the sentence opinions differ.

(1) Usener, \'tllO believes that the iihole section down to § r35. 4
6p6u.»6-fivcii Bis -i-iii}:-qv is one monstrous sentence, would write the lacuna
(ciitappiinyv mil ;.i-I)t)tov ii iuév iici.-r’ dvaiyx-qr 7i’-yvc0'6ai héyowns). But
(a) in a letter so carefully written as this, so clumsy a sentence is
highly improbable, and moreover the supposition involves the alteration
Ofiiirokapfldvwv, § I34 5, and vopizwv, § I 35. 2, t0 firrolapfldvovros and
voptftgovros , it IS far ITIOTB probable that the SEDIEIICG rfva vofiizcts (twat.
xpdr-rave ended in the lacuna; (d) as Bignone shows, the resulting
argument is most illogical Epicuius could not have written that the
dipdvqios says that ‘ some things happen by necessity, others by chance,
&c., . . . because necessity cannot be called to account, &c.’ On the
other hand the clause Siii. r5 -i-Pyv ith! iivdyingv ii-rlt. would give a good
reason for the belief that most ihings are within our control

(2) Bignone himself ii ould therefore place a mark of ‘interrogation
after xcvov dvopa ell/uti, which he supplies after eipappiiwiqv, and WO‘t1lCl
then pl'0C6Ed irdqlios ydp 5 1-Pp» piv 'r<'Bv yivoptcivwv irupiurrci.1-iqv airfav rap‘
‘Finis ridéperos, chi» 3 piv Kai-1 dvciyxqv yfvovrai (presumably a slip T01‘
yivci-at), ti Bi in-)i. &c. ‘For the iiise man is he who places in our
hands the chief control for the things that happen, of which some
occur by necessity, others by chance, 8:0.’ This is much more likely
to have been the sense of the passage, and

(3) I should only differ from it in putting the mark of interrogation
immediately after eipappiévqv (reading I-yyeitéiv-roe) and supposing that
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the rest was 3. little Simpler, e g. cirrus: “yap 1-Fgiv 'riTiv yivopii/wv iiwpimvcirigv
at’.-rifoy irci.p' i'7;J-Es 1'ifl9eri1i., div 3 pirv xarr civri.-yingv -yivirrai. 5 3?: it-rPi..

In any ease note that the emphasis falls on -n‘;v . . 8eo'1'rd'rtv.- .
1-ritv-i-uv Epicurus does not deny that dviiyiny causes many things, but
not all, and the greater part of our lives is under our own control

8. E 8% this -i-fixes: Epicurus’ conception of ‘ chance’ seems to be of
a force co-ordinate with necessity Natural law causes the inevitable
sequence of events, but it is chance that rules the production of
particular causes. e g. rivet-yii-q causes the motions and meetings of
atoms, but chance causes them to fall into the positions which create
our world. Such a notion is of course unscientific, but is very promi-
nent in the Epicurean philosophy, e.g. Lucr. \l go ‘ quod fieret naturali
. seu casu seu vi ’ Guyau (La /llom/e d’Epz¢ur.-:) has seen in this
idea the working of the rrapéyidticriq in inanimate nature, Just as iii the
soul it produces free will, but theie is no evidence [or this, and most
probably Epicurus had not fully thought out the relation of his notion
of chance to the rest of the system.

-imp’ 'i||.|.5.9. ‘ in our control’
q dvuii-eiifiuvev efvai, ‘cannot be called to account’; i.e. if dviiyaq

were universal, as the cleterminists hold, neither could there be
responsibility in the moral sphere, nor the occasional ‘lapse’ iii the
ph) sical sphere, which we call chance. It means more than ‘(.lC5l;lO)S
responsibility '(W.illace) for it ls opposed not only to the ii8é'<r~irs-mv of
our actions, but also to the iiuerizii-oi» character of -rfix-q

IO. d.Béi:r1-rorov, ‘ not subject to the tyranny ' of deteiminism we are
morally our own masters

§134.. i. é-ii-ei. iipei-r-rev fir the most emphatic and famous
declamation of Epicurus’ greater hatred of physical deteiiriinisin than
even of popular religion

-ri§ 1'l'€pl. 6ei'Iiv uiiflig. i.e the popular story of the gods’ interference
in the affairs of men, and of their assignment of rewards and punish-
ments

3. -ii-iiipai.-ri‘|o-ews by worship of the gods we may, according to
popular religion, hope to escape from the destiny iihich is our due.

énoypdibci, ‘ lightly sketches ’, ' hints at’.
4. 1-Pp» 8% Tl.lx'I‘|l»' . . finally the prudent man understands the nature

of chance it is not a divine force, nor a direct cause of good or evil,
but it does afford occasions for good and evil. There is considerable
doubt as to the punctuation and text of this section.

(1) Usener continues the construction ofthe main sentence, placing
a comma after the parenthesis and reading ifrrroltapfidvowoc 5 . . . ropi-
Zovi-os§ I35 2. But apart from the improbability of the immense un-
broken question, there is no authority for the genitives and the MSS.
have l:f1I'OA.fl-Fqglilltlllf (uwoldpfiavov H) . . . vopizwv (v0,i.u.'§ci.v F)

(2) The variants Just quoted might suggest 151:-o»\e;i;{?¢Ivew' . . vop.t'{‘¢ii-
constructed after an -rii in § 133. 9. but, as Usener points out, the sense
makes this impossible. "
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(3) With Bignone’s view of the lacuna in § 133. 7, it is possible to

retain the two nominative participles -i'nro)tn,iiBniviiiv, vop.i1'{,'uiv, placing
a comma after the parenthesis and referring them right back to the
subject of the main sentence which begins in the parenthesis.

(4) But this too makes a very clumsy piece of writing, and I prefer,
while retaining iii:-n)te;i.BiiEvwv, to read Vopdzel (to which F’s vouifieiv
seems tp point) in §zI35. A fresh ientence will then start at -i-P71» 8%
Tiixqv 0 which vopi El‘. is t e main ver .

6. ob"-i-c iifiéfiuiev oi-rifav (MSS ), ‘ nor an uncertain cause ’, but (a) this
is exactly Wh:1tEplCl1i'11S did think chance to be (cf. -n‘gv 8% Tdxnv i:'i"a-i-ii.-i-ov,
§ I33 9), and (Z1) as Bignone points out, the statement would not
be at all borne out by the explanatory parenthesis Bignone com-
paring Democritus’ aphorism -riixv; iieyaltdfiwpos, £i)o\’ ii,Bé,Ba.io=.: would
read 0:3’-re dfléflaiov nii-i’av (pq/a>t68wpov), or to put it more in Epicurus’
phraseology oiire d.,Be'Ba.i.oi/ airfav <fL€Yt:G‘1'(.i)V d-yaddiv 15 Knirdiv); Chance,
that is, is not to be regarded as the cause, however uncertain, of the
greatest blessings or ends—-it can only confer the opportunities for
good and evil and not the lasting blessings or evils themselves, which
are -ii-up’ find; I think his suggestion is on the right lines, but too
obscure in phraseology, and prefer to think that ‘l'I'(£I/'1'(|JV has dropped
out before dfliflaiov airfav (cf. -r-igv . 8€O'Tl'O1'tV rrdvruiv . . elptupnéingv
in § 133. 6 above). chance is not the cause, even the uncertain
cause of wary!/ring, for it cannot give the vital good or evil, biit
only the opportunities for them.

7. (eifiii) o'lIe1-at uév yap . . . 8E8ocr6o.i it is clear that a negative must
have dropped out somewhere, and Usener’s oiii< at the beginning seems
a better coriection than Gassendfs mi (why not mi 9) before 8i’8ocr6a.i
The position of pév is strongly in favour Ol a preceding negative

8 dpxdg }.LélI'TOl. . firro 1-ci.i.i1"r|$ Xop'q'yeIo'9u.i.. 1 e chance may start
good or evil, but it still iests with us to use the occasions furnished by
chance rightly.

§135 2 vopilei. ' see note on l. .1 above.
Bil-i-ii-iv yap . . . 696:.-.i6fiviii Sui. -rad-i--qv as the sentence stands

in the MSS. it does not make sense Usener reads Bélt-i-to-rev.
‘for it is best of all that a well-judged action should succeed through
chance’, but (a) there is no authority foi Bé)\T'l.O'TO1/; (6) -yép, as
Bignone points out, is unsuitable; the parenthesis would not then
give a reason for the previous opinion; (r) it is doubtful whether
Epicurus would have said that this is best; (d) the idea is at any rate
aliep to the context. Bignone retains ,8é)i.-riov but would substitute
8' iw for -yap, ‘ but it is still better that . . .’ I believe that once again
homoeoteleuton has caused a loss of some words and that Epicurus
W1-0te_ somizthing *11k\f3 Békrtov -yap év val‘: 'rrpd.Ee0'i. 1'6 icaltifis icp.-HEP
G'¢“)“7""1'- Fa-A-A°V_fl ‘T0 l<fl-K519 Kptdisv dpdwdfivat Bid. 1-ai§1"i7v, 3. restatement
0f\th,e previous idea from a_ new point of view Madvig’s insertion
(P-"l °P9“'9"l"°"- ‘ii 1'5 p.-F] i<a)ti'Iis icpidév) adopted by von der Muehll would
give the same sense.
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5 1'a.i'3'ra. ofiv . . Jfluvd-rots (lye-Gois. The peroratlon Of the letter.
The dlsclple must mednate on (cf. § 123. 1) these precepts alone and
Wlll] l11S fellow-dlsclples, and such practlce wall enable hlm to attam
so complete an (11-<1paEr'<1 that he w1ll be a god on earth

emu-rév Gassend1's correctlon for Euvrdv perhaps not qulte
necessary as iavrciv 1s not ml'requemly used for other persons bes1des
the lLl]ll'Cl. In the nelghbourhood of -rév 5p.0t0v 0-can-rq'3 1t would how-
ever be very lmprobable

6. (re) after 11-pés 1s a necessary mseruon
7. <11; Bee; év dvflpdrrrotg 1s not a mere rhetoncal exaggeratlon. The

gods 1n thelr perfectly untroubled llfe HIE the uleal of what human hfe
m1ght become, and the man who has come near to thls ldeal rmght
justly be S£1lCll.O have become a god on earth (cf Lucr 111. 322 ‘dignam
dls degere v1tam '). Tlns esplmns how, agam not metaphorlcally or
1n mere adulatron, hrs later (ll'SCl[)lCS could speak of Eplcurus h1mself
as a god, e.g Lucr v. 8 ‘deus 1lle full, deus’.



KYPIAI AOEIAI

THE K6piatA6Eei are a series of brief aphorisms dealing with Epicurus’
ethical theory, and in particular with the conditions requisite for the
tranquil life of the Epicurean philosopher. They are introduced by
Diogenes Laertiusl as ‘ the crown (i<o)to¢i1'im1) of all Epicuius' writings
and of the philosophic life ', and are quoted by name and with
unmistakable references by Philodemus‘ and the Ep curean viiiters ‘
in the Heiculanean rolls, who speak of ‘those who wiite against the
Kiipuu A651: ’. Plutarch,‘ Diodorus,‘ and Lucian ° refer to them
under the same title Cicero in one passage " appears to translate the
title as ‘ Authoritative Sayings’, in another“ as ‘ Selected Sayings’, but
undoubtedly regards them as the work of Epicurus.

There can then be no doubt that in antiquity the Kiiptat A65:-.-.i were
looked upon as an authentic woik of the Master Cl€.':€l'VII1g very special
esteem and consideration. Modern critics have, however, been lH(.lll'l€(l
to treat them “llll less respect. Gassendi,“ although he gave them the
title of Rafa: Semen/zae, yet stated dogmatically that they were ‘ a Flori-
legium culled from various writings of Epicurus ’, and Usener,“
fastening upon Cicero’s alternative title Senrenlzrie .5‘eim'ae, is at pains to
prove that they are a compilation from various sources put together
by some faithful but not very intelligent Epicurean disciple. His
contentions were resisted by Giussani" and have recently been fully
dealt with by E Bignone," but, as the question is one on which every
reader is bound to form his own Judgement, it is woith while to give
a brief summary of the position

Usener’s chief lines of attack are‘ (I) important points in the
Epicurean doctrine are omitted and points of secondary importance
included. There is no mention of the cardinal principles of the
physical theory or of the Canamca, nor is even the nature of the soul
explained: on the other hand the points included about pO.lll.lCS (e.g. in

1 D. L. it I38. 9 PhiL dz Ira, col. xliii.
3 Vol. Herc col. xv ibid , col xxvii " Plut adv (alarm, 31, p 1125 e
5 Diod I xxv,fr. 1, Dind ° Luc. Aleiutndn, c. 4.7.
'7 Cic dz Fm ii 7. 2o ‘ Epicuri Kupias Aofas, id est quasi maxiine ratas'.
' Cic. dc Na! Dear. I. 30. B5 ‘in illis selectis ems brevibusque sententiis, quits

appellatis Kupias A6fas'.
Ammadwrsiones, p 1693 1° Usener, Epuurea, xliiiff

11 Giussani, Stud Lucr., p. xxxi, note i
1' Rma'i'mni‘i dc! R. Ii-tit. Lanibarda di sc. e Ictfere, I908, pp. 792 fl" , and tn an

abridged form in Epimro, 1ntrod., pp 8-26.
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XXXII and XXXVII) are not the basis ofEpicurus’position, which was
that politics should be altogether excluded (2) Some of the maxims
read like extracts from personal letters and are quite inappropriate in
a summary of doctrines (e g X, XX, XXIV) some are even left in the
second person, as they were in their original context. (3) Many of the
maxims are mere duplicates ofone another (e g. III aiid XVIII, XI, XII,
and XIII, XXXVII and XXXVIII). (4) There is the gieatest possible
disorder: all kinds of Sl1l)]6CtS are jumbled together and theie is no
sign of any fundamental scheme.

Of these points the second is easily dealt with ; the use of the second
person singular ‘ in such maxims is common not only in Epicurus and
is no necessary indication of an extract from a more colloquial woik.
The other three are more serious and can only lie properly appreciated
after a careful study of the aphorisms as a whole and in detail, and an
attempt to gather the purpose and character of the work. As regards
the supposed omissions Usener has certainly mistaken the character
of the whole work, if he imagines that it was intended as a complete
summary of the whole Epicurean system. Its purpose is essentially
ethical, and there is therefore no attempt to explain the physical
doctrine or the principles of the Canonmrz (XXIII and XXIV come in
incidentally as an elaboration of the idea in XXII of the necessity for
a well-ordered life of the understanding of the external world) such
know ledge was contained in other Epicurean surnniaries (e g Ep i)
and is assumed in the Kijpiai Aéfai. Nor indeed are the inaxims
meant to cover the whole range even of the moral theory their
content might, as Giussani has suggested, be described as ‘ Man in his
own consciousness and the external ‘Vi orld ’, and they constitute in fact
a kind of practical handbook for the professed Epicuieaii, by which he
may attain the life of iirapaé-.'e. This will explain not only the
omissions, but the insertion of certain precepts which Usener regards
as of secondary importance, e g the stress laid on the Epicurean view
of justice (XXXII, XXXVII, &c) is necessary because the Epicurean,
essentially an individualist, must be instructed as to the attitude which
he should take up to the society in which he lives and to its laws and
customs Bignone 9 has also pointed out that some of these apparently
unimportant points are in reality replies to rival schools of thought,
butléhe ITl€l.1fl.g'L1ICI1fIlg principle of their choice is the scope of the work
itse .

As regards Usener’s ‘doublets’, Bignone has dealt in detail with
each individual case. It may be said in general that whereas no doubt
the same ideas do recur from time to time in the aphorisms, they are
put from a different point of view and gain a new significance in their
context. If the framework of the Aéfei is understood,’ it is seen that
the repetition is always valuable and significant. Thus, foi instance,

1 Giussani, loc. cit. Bignone p. Io
“p.11. ' 'Seep.346
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in III the idea of the quantitative limit of pleasure is stated as one of the
four fundamental principles of the ethical system, in XVIII it is intro-
duced and amplified by the notion of the ‘variation’ of pleasures as
the foundation of a discussion of the ‘pleasures of the flesh’. In XI
the value of physical science is maintained as conducive to mental
drapeffa, in XII it is asserted as saving man from the falsehoods of
myth, in XIII it is regarded as a necessary supplement to 'pl‘01€CIl0I'1
from men ’. The one instance in which we may with some probability
assume a ‘doublet’ is XXXVII and XXXVIII, though even there the
former seems to lay stress on the universality of the fundamental char-
acter of the ‘just ’ action, the latter on the variability of the particular
actions which in different circurnstaiices may be just or unjust

The accusation of ‘ disorder ’ may also, I think, be met. It may be
that some transpositions should be made Gassendi had proposed a
rearrangement of XXVI—XXX, and Giussani, vtith his usual passion for
transposition, would apparently be prepared to carry this further, though
he does not specify the changes vt hich he vi ould propose The charge
is, however, very considerably minimized, if the true character of the
‘ Maxims’ is realized They are clearly not intended to be a consecu-
tive logical whole, and any attenipt to twist them into such will neces-
sarily fail. Rather they are to be regarded as a series of groups of
aphorisms, each group being internally consistent, but olten only
loosely connected with that which precedes or follows. The various
points on which the faithful Epicurean may need instruction or guidance
are dealt with as ihey occur, and he is left at the eiid with a vihole
‘W hich is complete but not continuously consecutive. To establish this
point, it is necessary to suggest a brief analysis of these groups‘
(1)1-IV The 1-e~rpa<;6u'.piiui<o:-—tlie four fundamental principles necessary
for the tranquil life, (2) V. The relation of pleasure and virtue, (3)
VI, VII Protection from external disturbance , (4) VIII—X. The selec-
tion of pleasures; (5) XI-XIII The ethical value of physical science ;
(6) XIV-XXI. The wise man’s life in relation to nature, his fellow-
men, and to true pleasure (this group can be subdivided), (7) XXII-
XXVI The tests and standards of moral (i e. truly pleasant) action ,
(8) XXVII, XXVIII Friendship; (9) XXIX-XXX The classification
of desires , (to) XXXI—XXXVIII justice and Injustice , (1 1) XXXIX,
XL. The wise man's life in the Epicurean community. This analysis
might no doubt be varied, and there is often an interrelation between
group and group, so that some aphorisms might be more justly
regarded as links between groups rather than as belonging exclusively
to one rather than the other 'I he question of the amount of disorder
in the aphorisms must be judged by every reader for himself, but the
criterion must not be a general framework, such as Usener would
postulate, but a satisfactory distribution in groups.

We may take it then that the Kiipirii Aéfai is a practical manual ot
1 The individual links of connexion between aphorisni and aphoi-ism will be

dealt with more fully in the notes
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gutdance for life tntended for the professed Eptcurean, that tt does not
claim to be a consecuttve treattse on ethtcs, but deals successively
with the vartous tOp1CS of tmportance for tts own practtcal end. Wtth
all the anctent testtmony nhtch we have tn its favour, there seems no
sound reason for doubttng that tt 1s the work of Eptcurus htmself, nor,
tf tts character be rtghtly understood, does tts v-orl-ztng out seem
unworthy of htm or more approprtate to an untntelhgent comptler.
The ptcture of the ‘ true Eptcurean’ xx htch tt represents ts conststent wtth
what we learn from other sources, and in parttcular from the thtrd letter,
to Menoeceus. It ts based on a relentless worktng out of the Idea of
pleasure as the end of hfe (whtch ts charactertsttcally never stated tn
the aphortsms), and though tn some detatls, such as the concepttons
ofjusttce and frtendshtp, tts tndtvttlualtsrn strtkes the reader as almost
tncredtbly cymcal, yet the tmage of the tranqutl ltle has llS strong
3l'.lI'3.Cl10T1S, and the uston of the Eptcurean communtty wtth whtch
the sertes concludes has a constdcrable beauty of 1ts own. \Ne may
safely regard the ' Prtnctpal Doctrtnes ’ as Raiae, the authenttc dtcta of
thetr Master, and also as Seledae tn the sense that they do not attempt
to cover the whole field of ethtcs, but only to lay down the condtttons
for the true Eptcurean hle

The first four aphonsms hang closely together and form the basts
of the Fptturean moral s) stem The prtnctples whtch they enunctate
were known to the School as the ‘quaclrttple remedy ’ (rerpacpdppaxoe),
and are found summed up under thts tttlc tn the Herculanean Rolls
I005, COl. 4 xul. rravrax-ii rraperrdyusvov (crollerl 1ra.pc'o"rw pdvov
1'c1'pa¢tipttt:|.tco;- ddaoflov 5 9:69, tivtjarorrrov (crénert . tivtt{o'5-rfrov US)
6 6fl:l'fl.T0’€, mat rdyafiov p.Ev efixnyrtav, ‘rd 8% Set:/ov cfiexxapreprrrov The
four prmctples are agatn summed up as the full equtprnent for the
moral hle 1n Ep 111, § 133, and are dealt wtth fully and m order 1n the
earher part of that letter. The rtght behef about the gods and about
death, and the true understandtng of pleasure and patn, secure drapaffa
for the mmd and enable us to atm at ti-rrovt'a. for the body.

§139 I Sums up the teachmg ntth regard to the nature of the
gods and corresponds to Ep 111, §§ I23, I24

I. paxdptov Ital. c'i<|>9ap'rov S0 d'¢>t9t1p1"0v K£'-ll. ytamiptov, Ep. llt, § I 23 3
t’£¢>6ap1-av, ‘1ftdestruct1ble’,1s a typtcally Eptcurean uord, based of
course on the purely matertal concepuon of atomlc structure

or’;-re uti-rt‘: . Trapixct. The dtvtne betngs themselves en]-oy perfect
tirapafia and do not dtsturb that of others cl. Ep. 1, § 77. 1 mi 'yd.p
o'v;.t<;.l>wvoi3o'tv rrpa-y_r.tareIa.t t-cal cppovrfdcs rcal dpyal Kai Xtipt-1-er; paxaptd-n71-t

3 iv 6.0-Bevel‘ extst only ‘ tn a weak nature ’, almost ‘are a stgn of
weakness’ S0 Ep. 1, § 77. 2 d)t.)t' iv d0'5cv£E'g. Kat cfadfitp Kat 'rrp0o'5c1io'£t
1-Cw 1r)t1;m.'ov 1-a.z'}-ra yivew-at, WhlCl'l brtngs out the meanmg here. Anger
and favour are charactertsttcs of a weak nature dependent on others,
and not of the perfect strength and mdependence of the dtvtne.
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Sam’. Val. i has iv iiaflevetq, which would correspond with the passage
in Ep. i, but it seems unnecessary to alter the neuter.

After the first aphorism there is a very important scholium; see
app. crit. This obviously bears very closely on the Epicurean conception
of the nature of the gods. We may notice certain points in the scho-
lium here. (1) )t6-yqi Gettipq-rot}: is not likely to be Epicurus’ own
expression, but its meaning will be that the e'£8<ti)ta of the gods are not
perceptible by eta-6i;i:r.-.s but only by the mind (cf. Lucr v. 1170

egregias aiiimo facies vigilante videbant
et magis in somnis mirando corporis auctu).

(2) The following clause obviously corresponds very nearly to the
passage in Cic. N. D i. 49 ‘ nec . . ad numerum, . . sed imagi-
nibus similitudine et transitione perceptis, cum infinita similli-
marum imaginum species ex innumerabilibus individuis exsistat ’. It
may therefore be taken as certain that oh: ,aEv . 0%: 85 cannot be
right. there is no trace elsewhere that Epicurus conceived of two
categories of gods, and it is inconsistent with such evidence as we
have. Gassendi’s conyecture mi» new for oil»; ttév, accepted by Giussani
(btud. Lucr , p 234) and Bignone, may be taken as fairly certain, and
for oih: Be’ we should read either tits 3:’ with Gassendi, or more probably
ofovs‘ 8%’ suggested by Bignone On the other hand, I regard Kuhn’s
change Of ti.1ro're-re}tco'p.é'vwv I0 tiirro-rere/\£o';.te{v0vS‘ (followed by Usener
and Giussani) as unnecessary. iiqstcrrfih-as can be continued into the
second clause, and drorerdteoitévwv refers to the formation of the
e’£'8wt\a. by the atoms. The gods ‘ do not exist as numerable material
bodies, like other atomic compounds, but by identity of foim, owing
to the constant afiiux of similar images which are completed at the
same spot’. The expression IS very condensed, but is, I thiiik, intelli-
gible. The form of the divine body remains always the same its
material constitution is a succession of atomic formations, the individual
atoms coming together within the limits of the form to constitute the
divine body for a moment and then coming off together in the combina-
tion of an ‘image ’ to pass into the mind of man. The use of @E8ti’i)twv
is therefore proleptic, and there is some confusion, as in the passage of
Cicero, between the formation of the divine body and its cognition by
men through the medium of the effiwltov. (3) dvdpwrroetfieie. the
divine body was always conceived by Epicurus as anthropomorphic in
form (cf. Cic. N.1). i. 46 ‘ a natura habemus omnes om-mum gentium
speciem nullam aliam nisi humanam deorum’).

II. The second aphorism states thesecond condition of iirapafla,
the true knowledge with regard to death, and corresponds therefore to
Ep. iii, § I24. 7

4. 6 Bdva-ros oiifiéw 1'l'P5S iipifis. The regular Epicurean formula, as
in Ep. iii, § 124. 7, and Lucr. iii. 830 ‘ nil igitur mors est ad nos '. It
is here enforced by a brief and interesting syllogistic argument.

1-6 ydp Sialuflév dvata-6|-i-ref: death means the atomic dissolution of
the living being and atomic dissolution means the loss of sensation, for
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sensationis due to thE_]l1Ktt1pOSll.lOI'l and movement of the soul and body
3.tOIl'lS. S0 more briefly Ep. til, § I24, 8 o"re'pi)o'ti: dc’ E-o'"|'i.v u.lci'9-i§o'cm4;
6 Giivuros Lucr iii. 558-61:4 explains the theory carefully and at length.

5. 1-6 8' 6.va.i.a9v|1-oiiv ofifiév 1'I'pd9 1‘|p€ig for we are sentient beings, and
a non-sentient existence, whatever it might be, is not us. Lucr iii
847-869 again gives a useful commentary.

III The first two principles concerned external things, the gods
and death, uith regard to which a right understanding is necessary to
avoid fear. The third and fourth concern the internal feelings of
pleasure and pain and the attitude to be taken up towards them
Bignone (p 56 note 1) has pointed out that the third aphorism con-
sists of two parts and must be considered in relation to the doctrines
which Epicurus is combating. In the first he states that the quanti-
tative limit of pleasure is the complete removal of pain if all pain is
eliminated, then perfect pleasure has been secured. Here he is
atiacl-tiiig the doctrine of the Cyrenaics, who regarded the removal
of pain as a merely negative state of calm, while pleasure was the
addition be} oitd that of a i<i'w;o-is. In the second part he is attacking
the Platonic idea of the f.L{.K‘Tt1l. i7;8ovai.', pleasures in which there is an
element of pain uhere you find something in it state of pleasure
(1-Ei iiiddpevov), there is no element of pain either bodily or mental.
In other words, pain and pleasure are mutually exclusive, and Plato's
;iti<-i-ii1i'73<ivii.i' are not genuine pleastiies The practical inference was
of great importance for the Fpiciireaii ethic pain can be removed by
simple means, but it requires elaboration to produce the Cyrenaic
pleasure hunger is satisfied by bread, but the Cyrenaic needs an
elaborate banquet. Moreoter, these elaborate pleasuies involve pains
and are therefore to Epicurus’ mind not true pleasures. We come
then to the ‘simple life’ as the foundation of Epicurean morality—-
Epicurus v. as no ‘ epicure'—-and this third aphorism does in fact corre-
spond, though at first sight it seems remote, to the third article of the
re-rpadidppiaxes, -rdyadilv (GK-r-qrov. The point is brought out in the
more elaborate treatment in Ep. iii, §§ 129-130, and is the underlying
notion of Lucr ii zoff

6 Gpos, ‘limit ’, be} ond which greater pleasure cannot be produced,
but as he points out in XVIII, pleasure can only be varied Here he is
111 direct £1H(l.lITll’1]B(llF|.[C contrast to the Cyrenaic view.

1-i'av1-Big -rofi dltyoiv-ros Usener quotes an interesting note from
Vol]. Herc Coll. II. t. \ll, f I4, which shows that even in antiquity
there was a division of authorities as to whether iii-av:-<3: should or
should not be read here. Its exclusion would not weaken the main
position, but rather limtt it to a particular case, the removal of what
on each occasion causes pain -rb eh-yobv is strictly ‘ bodily pain ’, as
it is used Just below, as opposed to -r6 )tmrmJp.ei»ov, ‘ mental pain ’, but
it appears here to be used in a comprehensive sense, covering both.

7. if-1|-efiaipeorts. Voll. Herc., iézd. assures us that ‘all the good
copies’ have éfaifpeo-i-:, but the compound seems more probable and
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the meaning is not aflected. We may compare the parallel passage
in Ep. iii, § I30. I i, drav dirraiz -i-5 dkyoifiv irctr’ 31/dctav ifatpedfi (S0 again
in K. A XVIII)

fiii-ou B’ Ev . . : the second point, which really follows from the
first; if pleasure is the complete absence of pain, then if pleasure is
present there can be no pain. We cannot then have the p.tK1'a.l. iiidovaf,
and all pleasures which involve pain must be escliewed

8. Fl 1-6 auvap.c|i6-rspev. Logically the addition is superfluous ; if there
is neither bodily nor mental pain there cannot be the combination.
But the idea of the close connexion of the two and their interaction is
constantly present to Epicurus.

§ 140. IV The fourth aphorism deals with bodily pain, and is an
expansion of the last clause of the 1'£1'pG.Cficip,t.L0.K0§, rd 83: Setvov e{iei<ica.p-
-répr;-i-av. Acute pain does not last long and chronic pain permits of
an excess of pleasure So that there is nothing in our physical con-
stitution to make a life of pleasure as described in III impossible
The general idea is repeated epigrammatically in Ep iii, § 133 5 -i-6 32
Tdiv xaxfiv (irrépas) tits ii} xpdvovs ia rrdvoiis Exet Bpaxcfs, and IS echoed by
Diogenes of ()€'l1021.DCl€i,_/.7’ lviii live may also compare another saying
OfEp1CUi'lls’, quoted by Plutart h, dc Poe/zr Aualzemiis, I 4, p. 36° elite}/6.)toi
1:-dvot. 0‘UI»'1"Li,U.uJS‘ dfdyovotv. oi 5?: xpdi/tot ytéyefilos oi’ii< iixoticrti/, with which
he compares a line of Aeschylus ®iipo-at irdvov -ytlp iii-cpov oi-ii Exit
Xptivov. It seeiiis doubtful whether sufferers from pain would accept
Epicurus’ position, but Cicero (tie Ofiir iii 33 117) acutely observes,
‘non id spectandum est quid dicat, sed quid consentaneuni sit ei dicere,
qui bona voluptate terminaverit, mala dolore ’. it was essential for Epi-
curus to maintain that there is open to every one at least a preponder-
ance of bodily pleasure over pain Two points in the aphorism may
be noted. (1) Epicurus appaiently speaks here of a coexistence of
pleasure and pain, which at first sight seems ll'1COl'lS1Sl£f.I1lI with III.
But he is now considering pain in the body as a whole some part
may be in pain while other parts are free, but there cannot be pleasure
and pain in the same part at the same time-511-on 8' Eli» 1-6 iF;8i:'i',uevov €vfj,
xo.9' 3v liv xpdvov -ff, aim Z0-i-i -i-iii iiltyoihi (2) He is speaking here solely
of bodily pain lie held of course that even the severest bodily pain
might be exceeded and overcome by mental pleasure, and it was the
function of the philosopher to secure this.

1. duvextfis goes Of course with xpovfcfct R. D. I-IICIIS takes "rd d,)L'yo§v
crvvextiis togethei, ‘continuous pain does not last long’ this seems a
paradox vihich even in this paradoxical aphorism Epicurus did not
contemplate.

bi rfi miipiii, ‘in the flesh ’, a favouiite use of Epicurus’ where most
writers would have said iv 1'1‘-Fl o'o§y.a.1't so again in XVIII and XX.
Remember that aihnii. in Epicurus’ vocabulary includes the corporeal
ilmx-ij, so that he was forced to look for another word to express
the body \\il;l'lOl1l'. the soul It is also one of the signs of the approach
of Epicurus’ diction to Hellenistic Greek: cf. the use of ctiuiv in XX.
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2. 1'3 piv Etttpev, ‘ the crtsts’ of acute patn. The use of &|<¢pu.i'ou<: 1-5.;
1'r';3om£s tn X11 makes 1t tempting to conjecture dxépatov here, but the
potnt of the aphonsm ts that bodtly patn ts nevet absolutely wtthout
allevtatton, and the ltne of Aeschtlus strongly supports tixpov:
Eptcurus may posstbly hate had tt tn mtnd So tn Dtog Oen.
ff. lvttt -rcbv d.)t~y-qoclvwv at depot xpovrzetv oi Stlvalt-rat

3 Bytt ater's o-vp.,ue'va for m=,ttBat'vu tt ould tmprove the sense, but tt
has no authortty.

V. After the exposttton of the rerpaqbtippaxos Eptcurus proceeds to
the condtttons requtred for the pleasant hfe, and ntatntatns that tt
must have the three qualtttes of prudence, honourable actton, and
Justtce a hfe whtth ts based on these three tttll of necesstty be
pleasant The first half of the aphortsm ts repeated verbally tn
Ep tn, §132, 9 and tn Dtog Oen fr ltv, vtho confirms Gassendi’s
addttton. As regards the second sentence there are dtvergettt vtews,
but with the text adopted Eptcurus enforces hts statement wtth a
retteratton from anothct potnt of vtew

7 (1:-GEE . . Sowing) Gassendfs acldttton must be accepted as tn
the COI'I'e=.pOI‘1tllt1'_§ place tn Ep nt, § 132, to It ts now confirmed by
Dtog Oen fr. ltt.

8. 31¢? Sé -rofi-ro . -rofi-rov fifiéug Lfiv As thts sentence stands tn the
MSS. (see crtttcal notes) tt cannot (.On'~.tI'L1C, and some correctton ts
necessary Usener emends Jrq: 8‘ 2|» 1'0151'cuv pill] fimipxrt olov (iv
(,5pot'fpr.us t-cctl. Kant}; t<o.l. ottcctrfuts it-:ru'.pXct, oim Eo"1'r. Tofirov 1538509 Cfiv, ‘ but
tf a man lacks any one of these, as for tnstancc prudence tn hfe, even
though he has honour and Justtce, tt ts not posstble for htm to Itve
pleasantly’ The sense ts at first stght good, not only cannot a man
ltve pleasantly who lacks all these qttaltttcs, but the want of one of
them ts fatal But there are several Ol)_]€'t;ttOI1S to the restoratton.
(0) the alterattons 3' $v rotlrwv for 5% To"T1'u and ofov {fir for 015 are
too vtolent, (Z1) the grammar of mi m1)tt'I}s t<a18t.-taiws {=11-tipxct tn the sense
of ‘ and )et possesses an honourable antljust ltfe ’ ts surely tmposstblc ,
(c) the most tmportant ohjectton hes tn the resulttng sense. The
language of Ep. tn, § t32 shotts that Eptcurus thought that qbpdvnats
was the controlltng force tn hfe, and ttself produced the subordtnate
vtrtues 1t ts, therefore, sutel} tmposstble to suppose that he could
have tmagtned that a man could ltve »<a)t(3-; mi. Stxaiwe, if he dtd not
ltve cppovipwq Btgnone takes thts potnt strongly.

Btgnone htmself reads (cg) 05 1!,-F|v . , ‘ but the man who ts tttthout
that from whtch a prudent, honourable, and Just hfe ts dertved, cannot
posstbly ltve happtly ’; he explatns that -rm’)-ro c’E of» ts ¢p6v17crtc, and
refers to the emphasts latd on tt tn Ep ttt, § 132. Palaeographtcally
the correctton is stmple, but the expresston ts surely too vague to be
probable and the explanatton ts unnatural, as tt would of course be
tmposstble to ltve ¢povt'pws wtthout qfipévqa-ts

Von der Muehll follotts Sm! Vat. v. tn omitttng the ttords from 015
ffi ‘LO {.1-rrcipxet. _
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I suggest that the MS. text is right as far as it goes (with the
obvious correction iffi for Zfi), but that here again there has been a loss
owing to parallelism of expression. -rot’)-ro then refers to 1';8£w<: (fir,
the nearest subject in the previous sentence, and {naive to ¢>povi',uwi: Kai.
K0-M39 mt Biiraifwc §'r'§v. The sentence then becomes a reinforcement of
the maxim by the appeal to experience: ‘if tn fact we see a man’s life
ts not pleasant, then we may be sure that he is not living virtuously:
if we see that he ts not living virtuotisly, we may know that he cannot
be living pleasantly '. It does not greatly add to the previous maxim,
but Epicurus is fond of such repetitions to enforce important points
(he uses one in the corresponding place in Ep. iii,§ 132), and the
correction involves very little textual change.

VI and VII go closely together If, as is stated in V, the pleasant
life involves prudence, honourable living, and _]LlStlCC, how is this to
be secured? The first necessity is ii-ra.pa.$£'a. from without ' for a man
to live his own life well, he must be protected from molestation by
others. It is therefore necessary to seek for such protection, and any
means which can provide it is a ‘natural good ’ (VI) In VII he goes
on to consider certain false attempts to secure protection. The general
idea of these two aphorisms is referred to in XIV, XXVIII, XXXI,
and XXXIX, and is implicit in much of Lucretius’ description of early
civilization in v iori ff and I105 ti‘.

II Bcippciv i§ <.'w6pt6-ii-aw, ‘to have immunity from the attacks of
men ', a condensed form of expression which Epicurus affects: cf VII
-riiv if civt9p<5-ii-wv ii.o-<,t>cf)tcia.v and XIV rfis dcr¢a)teZri.<.: ff): £5 dvapdnrwv 'y£vo-
pévqs, and the corresponding use of Gappcfv in XXVIII and XXXIX.

fiv - the inferential imperfect used often in the Kiipiat A6Ea.i ' cf XII
om: fir.

Kfl.1'd. $60-w &yu.66v, ‘a good in accordance with nature ’ ' cf VII 1-5
rfi: ql>i?a-ems ii-ya.96v riyafiév éf Jiv is certainly an odd construction, though
not impossible for Epicurus. Usener suggests ci.'ya.6r.i., which would
be easier, but possibly something like -rain-a. (1;-i-iv has dropped out.

After iuirrd. claiio-w the MSS. hate dpxfis ml. /3arnPt¢iZ'as, which Usener
excludes as a gloss on EE J3»/. I had at one time thought the words
might be retained and (épéyco-6ai) added after them (cf VII adfin
dlpéxfi-r;cra.v). The aphorism would then become an anticipation of the
first— part of VII ‘in order to obtain iiaqbifiteia. men sought rule and
Hngship as the means by which they might attain their end ’. The
sense would be quite in accordance with Epicurus‘ thought, but I do
not think he could speak of this mistaken idea as icamli. ¢6a-iv ri.ya.96v,
and it is better to regard the words as an anticipatory gloss VI is
the general statement and VII gives the detail. Von der Muehll
retains dpxfiq Kai. Baaifiteiae, translatmg‘pre-sumably ‘the advantage of
rule and kingship is a natural blessing’, but apart from the gram,
matical difficulty, this is open to the same objection that Epicurus
could not have spoken of such things as a mi-E». <,t>iia-w ii-yafiéy.
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12. After -roi-ro Meibom inserted rte, which would again make the
construction easier, but in Epicurus it is hardly necessary.

§ 141 VII deals with a false attempt to obtain this necessary protec-
tion from other men: persons have thought that they could do it by
winning fame and high position which would place them above moles-
tation. But in fact the struggle to obtain and maintain high position
is itself a serious obstacle to iii-apaffa, nor, as Epicurus points out here,
is the result attained one of real security Lucretius has a remarkably
close parallel v 1 1 2o-I I 26

at claros liomiiies voluerunt se atque potentis,
ut fundamento stabtli fortuna nianeret
et placidam possent opulent: degere titam,
nequiquam, quoniam ad summum succcdere honoreni
certantes iter mfestiini feccre iiai,
ct tamen c suiiinio, quasi fulmen, deicit ictos
iniidia interdum coiiteinptim iii Tartara taetra

3 &1rél\o.Bov, ‘the; obtaiiied to the full ct. dwriauttfidietv in XII
1-at -i-fig <|>t‘ioemg dyaflév, ‘ the good accoiding to nature ' as iii VI
5 xui-6. T6 1-fie daiiaewg oiiteiov, ‘in accordance with that which is

akin to iiature’, t c the instinct for pleasure Cl. hp iii, S I29 to
1rfii:ro. 01?’? -fydoviy Std To ¢J‘llfTt.I/ ixciv oixcfav d-yafidv.

VIII passes to a slightly different topic, yet not uiicoiinected with
the last two aphorisms. If men can be so deceived about ‘ natural
goods ’, what criterion can vie have in the choice of pleasures? This
aphorism lays doiin the general principle all pleasures are good in
thcinselves, but in some the concomitant palfi outweighs the pleasure,
and these must be avoided The idea is elaborated in IX and X and
is dealt with fully in Ep iii, 5 1 29

6. K16, €o.u'ro itciiuiv the tiettter is (1Lllt€ iiattiral, and the reading
no.6" éuiv-rigv xai-cw} of Fl” lool-.s like the t.1'Tlt‘l]Ll£J.ilUl1 of a grammatical
purist But possibly ion der l\luehll’s arid’ érivrfiv icaicév 1S the most
natural construction.
, 7A égkfiaets, ‘disturbances cf. .\I fivriixaotiv and lip iii,*§ I27 1 1

HOX l]{T1.Cl.l-'1

§14=2 IX 1:.» a unique statement in Epicurus but very important, as
it gives the ground for the differentiation of pleasures Gass-endi
observed that it was diiected against the Cyrenaics, who held
(D L ii 87) that ‘no pleasure differs from any other nor is it more
pleasant’: they bCllE\CCl also that pleasure was merely momentary
and could not be prolonged, so that the 0b]CCt of life was to accumu-
late as many pleasurable moments as possible, and it did not matter
from what source they were derived life for them was simply and
solely apolaustic. Epicurus’ view, on the other hand, was that
although pleasure could not be increased quantitatively beyond the
limit of the complete absence of pain (III), yet pleasures could be

2910 Z
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varied, and had qualitative drfferences. Here he also implies that
they can differ in ‘density’ in three ways, either by lasting longer
or by affecting the whole organism or by affecting its more important
parts (in particular, the mind) If all pleasures were ahke in these
respects, then there would be no difl'erence at all between them, but
as it is, a ‘calculus of pleasures ’ becomes possible we can select our
pleasures, either according as they are more pure, i e. more completely
exclude pain (VIII and XI), or as they are more lasting or aflect the
whole organism or its more important parts. The theory is an integral
part of the ethical scheme and is needed to complete the argument of
Ep. iii, § I29.

1. iiiri-e-ii-uxvofi-i-o, ‘ could be intensified’ or ‘ condensed ’.
After 1§8ov1§ Bignone would insert Kal. ptvvjyq; There is no doubt

that memory played a part in Epicurus’ conception of pleasure
(compare the general idea of Ep iii, § 122, and XVII of the Vatican
aphorisms) and would be a means of i<a.-rcuriixvmatc, but it seems
hardly Justifiahlc to introduce it into the text here ‘similarly Cronert's
tnsertion (eat -i-drag) is superfluous.

2 Ei'.Bpoi.a|i.ii is used quite literally of the ‘ aggregate’ of atoms of
soul and body which composes the man. ‘Organism’ seems the
nearest word in English, though it includes ideas foreign to the Greek
wold cl Ep I, §63 3 UaJ}J..(l. inert }tc1r"rop.epEs 1-rap’ 5)tov -ro Eidpotopa
rrapcarrappivov

-rc‘i. ituptnl-ru.-ru pip-i1, ‘the most important parts’, i.e. especially the
mmd rather than the body . cf. Ep. i, §§ 35 6, 36. 6.

X-XIII may be regarded as going together and are naturally
approached from IX. Epicurus is applying the test of the rcvpwii-rri-re
piépiq, and in particular of the mind For its pleasure the necessary
conditions are, as has been learnt from the -rerpo.¢o1p;mixos, a true
knowledge of the nature of the gods and of death, and an understand-
ing of the bounds to be set to desire and of the limits of pain. Now
the pleasures of sensuality cannot help us here ; if they could, we might
(apart fiom then accompanying pain) regard them as perfect pleasures.
But for this purpose vie must turn rather to philosophy, which gives us
the sure knowledge of the nature of the viorld and the principles of our
own conduct.

X is a straiglitforward statement . if the pleasures of the body could
give us what we need, vie could find nothing to censure in them.

4. -rviiv wept 1-oi}; do'o.'i1'ous 1‘|8ovG‘iv . the regular Greek pertphrasis with
-rrepi to avoid one genitive dependent on another ch;rei,w:i1-eve F is a
strange variant, but does not point to any real alternative.

5 |.i.e-i-ciépuw: the movements of the heavenly bodies and the other
phenomena of the sky, the SUl)_]BC[ in fact of the second letter. The
fear about the px-réwpa. is of course the idea that they are arbitrary acts
On the part of divine beings, which, according to the Epicureans, was
one of the causes of the origin of religion : cf. XI and Lucr. v.
I 183-1 240.
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6. iuiii Ali-yqfiévuv, ‘ and its pains ’, not ‘ pain ‘ simply (as Hicks), for
‘the fear of pain ' would be an idea not found elsevi here in Epicurus.

1-6 -ii-épu.~; 'rGiv ém0u|.i.i.t‘i‘n-, ‘the limits set to our desires ’, ie that
we cannot desire greater pleasure than the complete absence of
pain (1112.

It is c ear that vie require here the mention also of the limit set to
paiii (IV), and the insertion of (mi 'ru'3v (=.)\'Y‘r]8(.lI-'UJV> would be sufficiently
]ustified by XI. But, as Bignone has pointed out, it is now guaranteetl
by the text of Diogenes of Oenoanda,}? itlv, iihere this apliorism is
quoted.

7. |.i.q.i.¢ni|.i.e0a The reading of B ;it¢p.¢i£y.:9i:i is hardly enough
authority for altering the otherwise universal ;.tq.ti,l/aE;.t¢|9a to the more
grammatically correct ép.c;.i.il/cip.et9a

8 ihii-rltnpoupévoig a necessary coirection of the ciowrkiqpoi-,iie'vois of
the MSS a common error (K = ic)

9 311'cp $6. To djt-yofiv i-cai -ro Itv-ri-otipurvov
XI If we had no need of such knowledge, we could well lead a

pleasant life without physiology, but as this kiiowledge is the essential
condition of pleasure, we cannot dispense with our understanding of
nature. The general idea of this dirtct xaluc of scientific knowledge
is dealt with in Ep i, § 78

11 fivifixhouv Cf VIII clxlijaets
12. |.i-1‘| -ii-o-re . f| -rt the lorm of the expression strongly recalls

5 5c[vo.1'o§ oi’-8&1» "rrpoc iiyluilc lfl II and E‘lb€\'lrll(3l'C.
-re -re |.i.i-| i-ta.-rcivociv is a biilliant restoration for the MSS -re-r6)t;.ti7i-ta.

voclfv B accentuates 1'c1'o)t;.n;i<d and P hit‘; 'r "rd p.'qi<o., which potnt IO
a corruption, and a marginal note in B describes the reading of the
text as .-:r¢>¢i()tp.ii)

§ 143 XII makes one step faither in advance. There are two
possible sources of information about the heavenly phenomena and
death, religion and science The ordinaiy man derives his concep-
tions from the myths of religion, but they are peculiarly calculated to
inspire fear and so to destroy pleasure if pleasure is to be based on
complete ti-rapafia, and so to be absolutely pure, we must learn the
truth about the universe from physical scitiice Again Ep i, § 78,
puts the point fully

1. oint fiv, ‘_it is not possible ' the inferential imperfect again. cf. VI
‘fill Kurd. ¢n§o'tv

i‘ni-nip 1-Giv iiupiu-rd-ruw, ‘about the most important matters’, ie the
].:.£1'¢'tupn. and death Cf Ep. 1, § 78 I 1-£5 rfiv firrep -rdiv xvptwrtirwv airifav
Gfaxpifldiaat divotoltoyias Fpyov cit/at 5:? vopfifetv also 35, 36.

2 -roii aii|.i.1ra.v-rug‘ nothing short of a knowledge of the universe will
really suffice, or at least of the general principles of its working

i‘mo1rreu6p.evow the fear of the arbitrary action of the gods in
phenomena gives us a ‘ suspicion ’ cf 1°:-ii-e¢il'o.t in XI. Normal Attic
uses the verb only in the active, and Usener proposes to read {ero-
1i~i-niov-i-ci, but this may be accepted as a later usage. _

z 2
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4 dxepaiouq, ‘ unalloyed’, entirely free from pain, and in this case

from the mental pain of fear Lucretius puts the point well in
iii. 37 ff -

et metus ille foras praeceps Acheruntis agendus,
fundiius humanam qui vitam turbat ab imo
omnia suffundens mortis nigrore neque ullam
esse vofuplalem Zzguzdam puramgue relinquit

d1'rolici.|.i.Bdv£iv ‘ Cf VII ci.1rc'/\.ctf:l0v 1'5 1-Fit; cpfiacwc dryaadv
XIII is a connecting link between the immediately preceding topic

and that of VI and VII, to which Epicuius returns in XIV. It is no
good to secure freedom from molestation by other men, unless we
combine that with the greater freedom of mind, \'tlllCll is due to the
true knowledge of the universe Our ti-r|:ipciEi"i;i. must be complete both
on the physical and mental Sl(IC‘=§, if we are to have true pleasure cf
Lucr iii. 37 fl and ii 16 ff

5. -rhv um.-r’ d.v3pu$1rouq dowlidhciciv. cf VI Qappeilv 54,5 dvdpulirwv,
VII rryv iiE tivflptfiirtuv dodidkctav xii-r' d.vi9pt$'iron<,- is here a natural
variation

6. i51rd1rrtuv Cf XI {irroij/fai, XII i§rro-ri"'rcvd;.tcvov, the word wl'1.tCh
links these three aphorisms together the root idea is fear arising from
uncertainty

1'€w ifiiro yfis alwa} 5 coupled by the physiologists viith rd. us" Etupa, as
Ep. ii and Lucr vi

7. 1-63v év -rt§ (Il.1'l'£Ip(:-I things outside our IC6(J'f.LO5‘, rt? other worlds and
the gods So Lucr. i 74 of Epicurus, ‘omne inimensum peragravit
nienti. animoque ’

XIV A most difficult and obscure aplioiism in which both text and
meaning are uncertain. It returns to the topic of the do-¢i<i)i.ci.a. é'E
iivdptiiii-wv, which had been broached in VI and VII and referred to
again in XIII VI showed its necessity for the ideal life, and VII
that the effort to gain it by fame and position is mistaken Epicurus
now considers the question how it is to be attained: the aphorism
must be considered in close connexion with XXXIX where he recurs
again to this question Our view as to his answer must be determined
by the text adopted both here and in XXXIX According to the
text here given Epicurus holds that there must as a pieliminary be
some force (8i5v¢i;.w:)——even though it were only personal influence—
which can banish from one’s life the elements which are likely to cause
disturbance (é$opt<r~rm§, cf éfmpia-are in XXXIX) But besides this
force, by far the purest source (ei-1-repiti ci)ii.npii/w-1-a’.-i-r;) of i:i.o-¢>d)tcui. is
that which arises from one’s own quiet life and retirement from the
world. Here then we have the answer to the question raised in VII
The men who aim at political power think to secure their ti.cr¢ii'.i\ei.a
wholly by force They are wrong: it is true that some force is neces-
sary to banish certain molestations, but the true solution is to eschew
politics altogether and live orie’s own life in peace. This was, of
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course, the regular Epicurean view, characteristic of its general indi-
vidualistic attitude compare Lucr. v. I i 27--i I 28

ut satius multo tam sit parere quietum
quam regere imperio res telle et regna tenere

For other views of the aphorism see notes below.
8 yevo|.i.év-qt; _|.|.dxpL -i-ivds the start towards tie-qimfitria must be made

by an exercise of force or power which can secure it to a certain
degree

9. Suvcipci -i-ivi. d§0pLO’TLKfi, ‘by a certain force of expulsion’, i.e of
getting rid of certain elements of interference and placing them beyond
the borders of one’s life The text is very uncertain I accept with
some hesitation Usener's correction 1-ivi for -re . among the many MS
variations of the next iiiord, the almost universal perispomenon accent
points to a (l€tll‘\t-3 rather than a nominative di§Optt'l"1'tK’n would be
strongly supported li} €.§<iipi.'mi-i-0 iii XXXIX, which in my view is based
on the same general idea ‘The man who secures dirctidaeiu makes all
things he can akin to liiin (6,i.i6¢>i.-)iu) or at least not alien (iL\)t<$<,~£>v)tu.)
for the rest, he either does not mix with them (¢;ii»err.£',iiu.1-e~: éyéve-re), or
else banishes them from his life (é.Et.ipt’<m1-ii)’ There is, however, an
exactly similar doubt as to the text there

Usenet takes 8‘l.'l/itI'lJ.£t -rm-.' bit itself and reads £{,'-'qieto-1-ti<i§ ‘ the
tirrdiulikeiu aiisiiig fioin iiyu-iixia and iiitxifnivyrriq is a support to and the
purest source of the i1¢¢><i.\ei'a. fioin men \\lll(,li has l)fit_I1 obtained to a
certain extent by a ceitain force ’ But (1) 8lJVtif.[.LiEL rim’ is V01) weak
and does little but repeat uixpi -r.-.i-dc, (2) éfcprie-i-iitij is feeble in sense
and grammatically awkward in combination with the siilistantive
aim-opia this Usener feels himself and suggests in his notes éfiépeio-ii; 1'},
(3) ihe general sense is unsatisfactoiy the life of retirement cannot
well be described as * a support’ to tirrtiiriiteia

R D. Ilicks, accepting Useiiei’s text, translates ‘tlicn on a basis of
power arises most genuine bliss’ this is surely an impossible sense
for d€£p€tO'Tti\'r;', which cannot be passive in meaning, and ti-wrap.-fa must
g0 with the genitive ‘Fiji; do'q':a¢\ei'o.c

I3igHOI‘lf: 1'f:l£tii1S the ‘re Of [lie IlvIS‘\' and reads 5111/tipct 1'-E dfcpetrrrtkfi
KIII. 'E{'1'l"Opl'.(‘l ei)tti<pi.i/ecr(1'ci'.1r-_q iircgcp-yao'-rtxw>1'd.r'q 'yi'i/c-.r-cit, ‘l)Ol;li by itS
powei of offering support and by its unalloyed gifts of goods is most
pi'0dLiCli\e OP’ the dogbdheta éf dvfipifiirwv But Svvdpet €§¢peto"rti-cfi 15
an odd expression, and the addition to the text is very considerable

eiltilptvecrrdi-i-i1, ‘ most pure ', because it is not tainted by the clement
of sxxqsiq, \\l'i1Cl‘.t is involved in the use of force to banish molcsiations.

to éxxupfiaeuq the bulk of the MS authority is foi éyxmprjcreme,
but that must be a mere mistake

§ 144. XV deals with the topic of Ep. in § i 3o to batlbf) the desires
of nature (the dva-yxaiai ijifiova.-1') very little is wanted, and that can
€El.51l) be obtained. But to satisfy the empty cravings of those who
are not philosophers is an almost endless task. The idea is familiar
and the expression straightforward Besides Ep iii, § I30 '9 -re pizv ¢vci-i-
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now rrfiv tfirdptovdv {tr-rt, 1'5 33 xci/Ew 81JO"J1'6pI-O"l'0lf, We may compare an
aphorism preserved by Stobaeus, Flori]. xvii. 23 (fr. 67, Usener 469)
xflip-'-9 ‘Ii paxapfg. ¢I*15o'¢t, 51-t nit dvayxafa hroligacv n'i1r6pto-ru., rd. 32 31:01-6-
pto-ru. oi-it dmyxaia, and Lucr v. I I I7-1119 '

quod si quis vera vitaiii ratione gubernet,
divitiae grandes homini sunt vivere parce
aequo animo; neque enini est umquarii penuria parvi.

i. 6 1-fig qaia-cue iritoii-res: of the epigraiii in Athenaeus (Usener
fr. 47 I) . ‘ \

1-5.9 diiiatos 3 5 1r)Loi3'ros dpov 1-tvtit Baton» E1:-|’.'o'x¢t,
uti. 33 xcvai. :cptTt:n¢s 'ri‘i.v tin-i'pa.v1-or 53611.

2.. -riiiv iuviiiv Suit?-w, ‘ the wealth demanded by idle imaginings’,
i.e. suggested by the baseless mental images of persons who have not
learned the true wisdom. So Epicurus, as quoted by Porphyrius, ad
Marcellam, 27, p 208. 2 68, Usener 471) oi‘: tr-ii-tivtév 7: eiipciiv
tivap-urrrov (art!-y1y|-ti.) -rt-pf); ='r-E; 1-fig ¢i§a-not; -riltos Kai. ':r}\oi5o't0V 1rpoS T59 Ktt/EL‘;
86$“ Cf. 3.180 XXIX trraptii Kn/-iyv sdfav 'yl.l'6]J.£vt1.r..

XVI. A new topic, the comparative importance of -chance and
reason in life Chance can at times hinder the wise man, but only to
a small extent. it must be reason that throughout his life decides his
action and therefore hts fate. The tdea is reproduced in several
Epicurean passages and is foreshadowed in Ep. iii, § 134.

3. Bpuxéu: the neuter plural (internal acc.) has the better MS.
authority as against flpaxafa, and, as Usener points out, is su ported by
Cicero's rendering (die Fm. i. i9. 63) ‘eitiguum (not exiguamg fortunam
intervenire sapienti ’. Epicurus, too, is almost certainly adapting
Democritus’ aphorism flat-it -y-Eip ¢povi§trt 1-ifixig pdxcrm, -nit 31 1r)te't'.‘o-rti. iv
Big.» ci':.','=i$'vcro<: 6Eu8epi<£'i7 xartfiiivct, where we have the same neuter plural.
1-5. 33 p.£~yta~m just afterwards confirms it.

The same parallels are conclusive against Cobet's 1-iixy for 1-iixq.
4. Btqiitiqne is clearly intended by the MS. Sttémgxe and is read by

Stobaeus, when he quotes this passage. Usener, who quite arbitrarily
excises 31.01.:-cc? mi}. Swtmja-at at the end of the sentence as a gloss, reads
Buémo-It as a gnomic aorist and cuts out the mt’ which follows it in the
M S. Epicurus wishes to emphasize the continuance of the process
by the use of all three tenses. Bignone also takes this view of the text.

XVII gives us the direct connexion between justice and the
Epicurean ideal. justice, as we shall see (XXXIII), has in itself no
immediate value, but indirectly it is useful because it most contributes
to the inward and outward peace (ti-i-apci£i't-t) of the life of ideal
pleasure: injustice, on the other hand, is the source of the greatest
possible disturbance. The idea is strictly Epicurean, and besides V
we may compare the fragment Sutatoa-time xaprtis ,uc'-yw-i-oc dmpuéia
(_/in 80, Usener 519), and particularly K. A. XXXV, which explains
the cause of the -raptixifi. "
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6. 5 Sifxcuo: Bio: is the form in which the aphorism appears in
Diodorus and Sewn‘. Vat’. xii: the meaning is of course not different.

In XVIII Epicurus passes back to the limitation of pleasures,
originally laid down in III, and speaks now more fully as regards
both the body and the mind. The amount (F1-psflog) of pleasure is
limited in both cases: both for body and for mind there is a point
beyond which pleasure cannot be increased in‘ quantity (1-ti -rripac), but __
only varied in kind. For the body this point is reached when there is
iii:-ovfa, when all pain due to want is removed by the satisfaction of
the want (e. g. in hunger). For the mind the limit is the establishment
of ti-i-opofifti. by the reasoned comprehension of the limits of pleasure
and the right understanding of emotions like them, i e. the desires and
fears connected with the conceptions of immortality and death
Beyond these limiting points we can only get variation in our
pleasures, and though for the mind such variation is good, for the
body it means the introduction of means of pleasure which involve
pain. The ideal of ‘ plain living and high thinking‘ is thus shown to
be the life of the fullest and purest pleasure' cf X and Ep iii,
§§ 130-I32.

9. -i-B ttu.-i" Zv$ci.u.v all-yofiv, ‘the pain due to want’: cf. III and
Ep. iii, § r3o.

-ii-oiiti)l)~.no.i, ‘is varied ', in the means by which it is satisfied. This
is a new point in addition to the ii-épac doctrine of III The luxurious
life, which as was seen in X does not produce ti-rapaffo, cannot
increase the quantity of pleasure, but only var) its means of satisfac-
tion.

io. 6-ireyévvqtreiw a curious word, meant perhaps to suggest the
reaching of the limit in the process.

ii i'| . -roiiruv uiirf-iv iitlléyiotg, ‘the thinking out of these very
pleasures’, ie. the comprehension by reason of their limits The
understanding of the limits of pleasure of body and mind will not only
give a rule of conduct but will itself be one of the means of secuiing
ti.1'apcr.{-'t'c1.

-ri-“iv opoyeviiv 1-oii1-ots is probably rightly explained by Bignone to
mean ‘the emotions like them ’, i.e.the desires associated with immor-
tality and the fears connected with death which (before the Fpicurean
philosophy) used to be the greatest cause of mental fear.

Hicks translates the clause, ‘ The limit of pleasure in the mind is
obtained by calculating the pleasures themselves and the contrary
pains ’. But (at) this is not at all an Epicurean idea ' he does not
weigh pleasures against pains, but only admits ‘ pure pleasure’, (5) it is
a possible, but not the natural sense of éidtéywis , (c) -riiiv 5;.t.o-ycviiiv
-roii-i-out cannot be strained to mean ‘the contrary pains ’.

12. -irupeauiialez a real iniperfect ‘ used to cause’ before the
Epicure:-in philosophy was grasped

§ 146. XIX. A point of great importance is introduced as a deduc-
tion from the previous aphorism. If there is a limit ofcgreatness to the
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pleasure both of body and mind, and no pleasure can be greater than
the complete absence of bodily pain and mental trouble, then com-
plete pleasure can be attained in a limited time, and infinite time could
not produce greater pleasure. The conception is of great importance
for Epicurus because it enables him to maintain that there is no reason
why men should long for immortality, which could not give them
greater pleasure than they can know in this life It is elaborated
in XX.

I. To-qr: sc. not greater.
2. rd. 1't'e'pa."ru.Z as in XVIII, the limits of bodily and mental pleasure,

i.e. the complete absence of pain and anxiety.
XX. A difficult aphorism in which the editors have been inclined to

tamper with the text, but it can, I think, be maintained as it stands.
It is a contrast in the attitudes of ‘ the flesh ’ and ‘ the mind’ towards
pleasure, and is clearly intended to biing out further the point of XIX
that infinite time is not required to obtain the greatest pleasure.
Epicurus has also in mind, as usual, the view of the Cyrenaics. ‘The
flesh ’ is the body apart from the mind (IV) . it can perceive individual
sensations owing to the admixture of soul and body atoms, but cannot
correlate sensations or reason about them Any individual sensation
of pleasuie is perceived by it as something which might be indefinitely
increased or prolonged: if this were really the case the longer the
time, the greater would be the pleasure, and infinite time would
produce infinite pleasure. It is on this purely sensational basis that
the sensual man (do'i.u'i'oe, X) acts, and it is also the root of the Cyrenaic
theory which advocated the accumulation of the individual moments of
pleasure (ptovéxpovos fydov-if»). But the mind, Epicurus holds, knows
well that this is not so, but that there is a quantitative limit to pleasure
both of body and mind. complete pleasure is therefore attainable in
this life and there is no need of immortality. The man who holds
this conviction will be content to cease to exist, when his time comes,
without feeling that he has missed anything. The difficulties lie
chiefly in the first sentence.

4. it-ii-0tiiBe, ‘perceives ’, as in VII and XII, with no added implica-
tion of reflection on the sensation.

5. iiai ii-ireipos eth-iiv xptivos irapwiteiiaoev, ‘and infinite time is (in
that case) required to supply pleasure ’. I think the sentence may be
so translated without unduly straining the Greek. -ii-a.p<o-iteiiao-cw is the
reading of all the MSS. and is exactly paralleled by -rev -irr.-.vr¢)t-1'} Biov
-iropw-mine-av below. If the text is altered at all, it should be to
-it-<i,oco-i-m5a.o-' iv, or vtith Diels to xdv . . . 1|-apeo-xciiao-cw Usener reads
cipiaitot div, ail-i-ijv being then 1'-hv o-tipito, ‘ infinite time would satisfy it’.
But not only is this a violent alteration of a word which is almost
certainly authentic, but, as Bignone points out in his admirable
discussion of this aphorism (Inti-od., pp. 26-32), it implies in the o-iipf
something more than mere perception, and is therefore contrary to
Epicurus’ doctrine. Bignone himself would read xcti. ti-.~mp(ov oi»:
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iis-¢tp)os, ‘and limited time can produce unlimited pleasure '. But
(I) the phrase below oiiifiiv Z1-i. roii ciiirefpou xpdvoii 1rpoo'c8o§t9-qpmv shows
that there must have been a contrast between the o-ripe which does
require infinite time and the Suivottt which does not; (2) though
Epicurus says that the flesh perceives pleasures as (I‘l1'€l.pc|., he surely
would not go so far as to say that limited time gives it pleasure which
I4‘ ii-rrcipov, for his whole doctrine is that there is always a irépoc. The
expression is very obscure, but can, I think, stand as we have it,

-rofi -rfi: o-ripitoe -rélioug, ‘its ultimate purpose ’, or as Bignone trans-
lates it, ‘its summum boiium ', t e to get rid of all pain and so secure
ti-iroviio. : the -réltog is also the -n-épu-: of pleasure.

6. -rev i-ii-tlto-yta-|u5v, ‘the reasoned undeistanding': cf. XVIII 5 . . .
rotirwv riziiri-iiir Exiléytats.

7. -roii aiiivos, ‘the age to come‘, the eternal life after death
which religion assumes. The word is another of the signs of the
approximation of Epicurus’ language to the Hellenistic: cf. ritaivtov
XXVIII.

-row 11-at»-i-eli-ii Biov, ‘ the complete life ’, which has attained its 'rs")\os of
ti.-rroviia. and d.1'apaEt'i:i. The analogy Of XXI -rb rfiv t'i)Lov Bifov 1'ru.v1't)t'i']
i<o.6to~rd'.v suggests ihe transposition -ri-o.v-rekfi -riiv Bfov. But the present
order perhaps accords better with Epicurus’ use of rrapooxrvtiifciv, to
‘ afford ’ rather than ‘ to make '

8. 1rpooe$¢i'|9-i-||.i.tv is the reading of F and H and is clearly indicated
by the reading of P and Q The change of sub_;ect is quite natural
and Usener’s 1rpoo-e8e-i§6ig- (oil) pvjv is unnecessary.

9 oii-re Zeiuye rhv iF|Bov-fiv, an interesting point. Epicureanism is not
ascetic . it does not avoid pleasure, but only realizes its true limits.

I I. itt|.'r€o'"rpe<1>ev, ‘ draws to 1tS close’ . Cf. Ep. iit, § I26 6 rov 5% ytipovra
icalttbs Karuorpetpetv and XL -rrpoirar-u.o'rpo¢i-fit». The aorist icu.1'e'o"rpei,Z/er,
gnomic as all through the aphorism, would be more natural and was
suggested by Bywater, and the imperfect may be due to the neigh-
bouring -ii-opto-itciialev, which is a genuine imperfect in relation to the
other aorists.

§ 146 XXI An ingenious connexion between the argument
of the last aphorisms and the earlier practical considerations of VII
and XV. If we are really convinced of the limits of pleasure,
we shall know that but little is needed to secure tin-ovfo and dropoiffa,
and shall avoid, as unnecessary, the struggles for political power and
position. We may compare Lucr. ii. 16-53 and v. I ro5-i 13 5.

1. dis ei‘i-ii-dpurréw la-rt: cf XV.
2 (1-6) the addition of the second article is necessary.
-rd ihfiv tun‘ i'v5ct.av: cf. XVIII.
4. dyiivas: a metaphor from the games: the struggles for success

and the prizes which they bring. We may perhaps translate
' competition ’. _

XXII. An interesting and important link of connexion between the
ethical theory and the general theory of knowledge. If we are to be
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sure that our actions are right, we must, as has been seen from the
preceding aphorisms, always refer them to the ‘real end’ of life,
namely it-it-ovfii. and it-rapriéifti (cf. XXV). But it is equally important
to refer them also to the direct evidence of the senses, which is the
ultimate basis of all knowledge (see Ep. i, § 82). It is a cardinal rule
in the field of ¢vo-tokcryfa that all conclusions of opinion (8OE(I.C6fLIYG)
must be tested by such reference to immediate sensation. In the
ethical field there is a-double reason for doing this. firstly, in order
to act rightly, we must have a right understanding of the world around
us and must therefore refer to our external perceptions (ui‘.tr6-rjtmg), and
secondly, we must refer to our internal sensations (irttdq), the imme-
diate perceptions oi pleasure and pain, to be sure that any action we
choose is really productive of pleasure and not of pain. Unless we
keep these rules, we are liable in the moral sphere, as in the
physical, to be misled by ‘lI'p00'3OE(I.€(If.b(I/0., unauthorized additions of
the mind.

5. rd fit|>eo"r'r|itds . . rifhos, ‘the real end’ Of life, $6. drrovfa and
it-i-tipoffa. For this meaning of i‘,=¢eo-r»qi<6-r Bignone refers to the Life of
Epicurus, § 32, 6 i5¢t'o-rijitt 8&1-o opdv v';p.&~; mi dxoiiav, ‘ our sight and
hearing are realities ’. Schneider's proposal to expunge 1-it')toc would
make the aphorism refer solely to the theory of knowledge without
any connexion with the ethical theory—a very abrupt jump. Hicks
translates ‘We must take into account as the end all that really
exists ’ ; this seems unmeantng, and is certainly not Epicurean.

-ii-Ei.o-av 1"i]v évttpyctav, ‘all the immediate evidence of sensation ’,
i.e. both of the 1:r'd.6l1) and the oto-diioeic. For the meaning of ivoip-your
see Ep i, § 52 3. Merbach (dc Epic Canom, p. 19) notes that é1-ri..\.oyZ-
{ta-Bat is definitely associated in Epicurus with évdlpyeta

6. lib’ i"|v. a general statement, applicable both in the physical and
the moral fields.

7. thtpioias : because, unless we bear in mind the fiindaniental
criterion of -ii-tides, we shall lose the power of discriminating between
really pleasurable actions and the reverse.

1-upcxfie: because, unless we attend to the evidence of the senses,
oio~9-rja-etc, in the physical world, we shall admit the fears which are
primarily destructive of the pleasures of life. Ep. i, § 8:, provides a
close parallel. I

XXIII. The last aphorism took us back to the fundamental accep-
tance of GIO'a11~O'l-5‘ as the final test, and the next two deal with this
subject. Objection to the Epicurean principle might be taken on two
grounds: either that some of our sensations were trustworthy, but
others not, or that they are all untrustworthy. Epicurus deals with
these two positions separately, and in this aphorism with the extreme
sceptic position. If, he says, you reject all sensations you are left
without any standard of judgement at all, by which even to condemn
the senses: for, as Lucretius explains in an interesting parallel
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passage, reason, the only other possible standard, is itself founded on
the senses and owes to them its validity :

quid maiore fide porro quam sensus haberi
debet? an ab sensu falso ratio orta valebit
dicere eos contra, quae tota ab sensibus orta est?
qui nisi sunt veri, ratio quoque falsa fit omnis.

(Lucr. iv. 48:-485.)
There is no ditficulty in text or expression.

9. d-vuyuyifiv, ‘reference ' : Cf. tivdyopcv in XXII.
§ 147. XXIV. Epicurus now proceeds to consider the more

modified scepticism which does not I'C_1EClZ all sensation as untrue,
but maintains that this or that sensation is false He answers in
efl'ect, ‘ If you reject any single sensation, you will produce confusion
in them all, and so destroy the possibility of a standard of Judgement’.
The expression of the aphorism is, however, obscure because it is
highly technical. it should be read in COHJIIIJCIIOII with Ep. i, §5o
Both Giussani (who has a valuable comment on this aphorism in Sfud.
Lucr., pp. 181-182) and Bignone in his note explain the passage with
referenice to the familiar Epicurean instance of the man who sees
a tower at a distance. He has a sensation of a round tower. If
he is a good Epicurean he will say to himself, ‘this sensation is true :
it represents the image which has come to me ’. But he will not go
on to affirm that the tower itself is iound . this he will regard as
a problem awaiting (irpoiriiévov) confirmation (iii-ip.ap-nip-qiriv) or con-
tradiction (dvriitep-riipiyci-iv) on a nearer vieiv'(éviipy1;p.e). But the man
who is not an Epicurean, when he comes up to the tower and finds it
square, will say, ‘my sense-perception was false’, not realizing that
the judgement that the tower was round was something added by his
mind (-rrpoo-3o$u§6,u.wov) to the actual sensation he ought to Cl1S‘l11'1-
guish the two. If, says Epicurus, we 1‘e]BCt any single sense-percep-
tion in this way we are really undermining them all by our groundless
opinion, because the next time that we have a similar sensation, we
shall at once be inclined to doubt its truth and so on till we shake our
belief in sensation altogether-—for we may take up a similar attitude to
immediate feelings (1'ro':91)) or images perceived by the mind (irrifloikai
'i-fie 8i.a.voi'a.s').¢

If, on the other hand, he continues, we blindly accept these opinions
based on sensation-—including both the actual sensation and the addi-
tion of thougl:it—then, so far from escaping error, we shall introduce
doubt into every judgement that we make ' Ii; for instance, we decide
in the example given above that the tower is round, we are simply
wrong.

Many difiiculties are involved in this Epicurean principle, some
of which were more clearly perceived by his successors than by
himself.

i. infialteigi the MSS. both here and in l. 5 support ixfidkkciqz the
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parallel of XXIII cl piixg . . . mix lieu: might support its retention, but
8ta.i.p1}o-as following immediately in the protasis, makes the future
necessary.

d-ii-ltfiig, ‘ singly’, ‘ by itself’, as opposed to 'lI'¢£0'G.L§' refs aia-9i§o'¢o'iv in
XXIII. Hicks’ translation ‘absolutely ’ does not make sense.

ii. iui.-i-a -re -ii-pee-|i.£i-ow. its-i-Bi has better MS. authority than ml, which
Usener adopts, and very greatly improves the sense: the ‘ opinion based
on the idea awaiting confirmation’ (that the tower is round) is con-
trasted with ‘that which is actually present in sensation ' (the image
of a round tower), and we thus get a natural division of the two
things to be ‘distinguished’, whereas with eel the point at which the
second part of the contrast begins is not grammatically obvious. Kurd.
and mi’ are frequently confused in the MSS. of Diog. Laert. Bignone
also reads xiii-rs, and Merbach (dc Epic. Camm., p. 39).

3. ital 1-A -ii-d.6~q : a similar error may be made in the region of feel-
ing. Giussani (1. c.) suggests as an example, that we may have a
sensation of pricking: opinion at once assumes an external body
pricking us, and when we find there is none, we may be similarly led
to conclude that the sensation itself was false, whereas, it was, in fact,
due to some internal cause.

ital rrfiaav ¢o.v-ro.o'1'i.it'ljv iiriflolvljv 1"F|§ Si.-tivoias F0!‘ a Cl1SCl.1SSi0n Of
the very difficult expression éii-ijBe)t-P; 1~F;s Siavofas see note on Ep. i, § 38,
and Appendix, pp. 259 t. I do not believe that the epithet gbavi-an-riinjv
here is intended to modify its sense, seeing that for Epicurus all
thought was conducted by means of images. It seems likely, however,
that he is thinking primarily of those mental images which are caused
by the attention of the mind to el'8w)tti., not perceptible to the senses, but
visiting the mind directly. The kind of mistake then would be, as
Giussani again suggests, if seeing in sleep the vision of a dead friend,
and realizing on waking that he was dead, we therefore assumed that
the dream-vision was false, whereas as a dream-vision it was true, and
Epicurus on his theory of the persistence of the ¢i'3i-ilta, can explain its
occurrence.

4'. 11]‘ |.I.l11't:|.litp 86$-9: by the same kind of ‘groundless opinion ’ as
caused confusion in the case of the single sensation, e.g. of the tower.
The MSS. point to p.e-i-a.i.'qi rather than ,u.a-ra.i§g..

5. elm-re . . . iefiaheis because, when you are similarly. led to reject
other perceptions, you will then be in the position of the objector of
aphorism XXIII.

el Bi Befiaiuiaeis . . . The exactly opposite process, the acceptance
of all appearances (i. e. sense-perception plus the inference of opinion),
will lead to exactly the same confusion. The only sure ground of
procedure is the distinction of the two.

6. -r6 n-poejilvov . . . -i-l|v J-in|.i-u.p'riipi'|:rw: together. The addition of
the accusative here is ii. valuable explanation of the real sense of 1-5
-ii-pee-p.ii-or in passages where it is used absolutely as above, e.g. Ep. i,
§ 50. IO Here rd a'poo'p.4"vov . . . 'l';]‘Iv' iii-tp.o.,cr|'15p1yo'iv is of course, in 0111'
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example, the idea that the tower is round, as pifi is the simple sense-
perception of a round tower.

7. oiiit éiiluiilieiq is the MS. reading. Bonnet’s éic.\¢i’ipei, adopted by
Usener, would make the construction more normal, ‘ the error will not
disappear ', but it is probably possible to retain £xJt¢i’i,l/as in a transitive
sense, either ‘ you will not escape’ (so Bignone) or possibly ‘ you will
not leave out ', ‘ eliminate ’ the falsehood.

8. sic n1-qpqeéis . . . 7| pi] bpfliiis, ‘ since jou will have preserved the
whole ground of doubt in every judgement of right or wrong’: the
‘ ground of doubt ' is always the irpoa8o&i.i,§6;.i¢vov, and if we accept that
in all cases, we make all our conclusions dubious. I have followed
Bignone in reading icer-5: for the MSS it-at ' cf. the similar confusion
in l. 2.

Usener boldly alters to Jitr-r’ iivyjpijiiciiis, ‘ so that you will have
annulled all distinction and every judgement of iight and wrong’.
But apart from the very violent character of the change, it involves, as
Giussani points out, the very unnatural sense of ‘distinction’ for
<'lp.¢te-Bvjrricriv, which should certainly mean ‘doubt’, ‘uncertainty’.
(Hicks with Usener’s text translates ‘ you will be taking sides in every
question involving truth or error ’ I can make nothing of this)

Giussani himself reads chore rerijipigxtiis and Kill. (iitiq;ipmxulis'>, ‘ SO that
you will have preserved every cause of doubt and destroyed every
judgement of right or wrong’. This gives good sense, but Bignone’s
correction is far simpler

§ 148. XXV After this excursion into metaphysics in the two
previous aphorisms, Epicurus now returns to ethics. Every action
must be tested by direct reference to the ultimate end of nature,
i. e. perfect pleasure, consisting of iiircvia and drapaf.-Iii. If we stop
short of that and try to test our actions by any intermediate standard,
such as that of prudence or honour or justice, we shall find that our
actions are deviating from the true ideal of pleasure and we shall no
longer be practising as we preach

2 is -i-{Roe 1-Fjq qiiiaeue, ‘the end which our nature seeks ' . cf. XX
To T1719 Uapxos rifles and XV 5 ‘FY19 <f>iio'ews '"‘)\0£"l'0'5'-

ii-poem-rom-piilieie . cl; iiltltd -ri, ‘ you stop short before reaching the
-réltoe and turn to some other standard ’ ' the picture is of proceeding
upwards thrpugh a senes of correlated ideals, all dependent on the
ultimate end of pleasure and stopping before we reach the end of the
series. For this intransitive sense cf. XL rrpoxarao-rpo<,lw';v from the
derivative sense of no.1-a.o-rpé'<-,'i¢iv, ‘ to depart from life ', XX.

4. -roiq lt6yei.g . not merely ‘your words’ but ‘the principles you
profess ’.

XXVI—XXX. Considerable doubt has been raised as to the correct
order of these aphorisms. It would appear at first sight that XXVI,
which deals with the classification of desires, must have a close
connexion with XXIX and XXX, while XXVII and XXVIII, which
deal with friendship, appear to interrupt that connexion. Gassendi
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accordingly arranged them in the order XXIX, XXX, XXVI, XXVII,
XXVIII, and Meibom following him inserted XXVI between XXIX
and XXX. Bignone (Introd., pp. 21 ff ) who is concerned to defend
the sequence of the aphorisms against the attacks of Usener, expresses
some doubt at this point, and thinks it possible that a septence has
been lost linking up XXVI and XXVII. He has, however, made
a good case for preserving the order of the MSS., and it seems better
to retain it, bearing in mind, however, the possibility of a slight
dislocation.

XXVI. Bignone (Introd, p. at) has pointed out that there is an
essential link of connexion between this aphorism and XXV. We
must always refer our desires to the ultimate test of tin-avifu. and
ii.-rapmfifa, and the practical application of that test is that physical pain
or mental disturbance results if the desires are not satisfied If then
we find that no such result would follow, we may be sure that the
desire in question is unnecessary. This is confirmed when we find
that the craving passes away, if it is found that the object of desire is
unattainable or likely to cause harm.

5. dour. jaij hr’ dh-yoiiv hravciyoumw. Pleasure being the removal Of rd
tilt oiiv mi-r’ Zvfieinv (III, XXI), if no such pain results, when desires are
uni/ulfilled, they cannot be necessary.

6. ¢il'i$|.tij(trrov, ‘ dissolvable ’ : Cf XXX 01': dtaxiioirrat.
7. fi (ll) - the variation in the MSS. points to the duplication which

is required by the sense. Possibly Svo-rréptisr-rot -ii, adopted by von der
Muehll, is a simpler correction.

XXVII. The connexion of thought is here much less obvious, and
as Bignone suggests (Iritrod., p. 22), it is possible that an aphorism
has dropped out, of which we may obtain the sense from Ep. iii, § :27.
IO 'rtTiv 8’ tivu.-yito.-'ltuv(-ii1i't6vp.tt'iiv) u.'i p.Z'v vrpoc eiiisatyioviuv eitriv dwayxaiat,
oi 33 -irpos riijv foil o'u'ip.o.'ros doxhiqaiav, cti 5% irp-he ail-rd 1'5 On the
other hand, a good Epicurean could supply the links. Some pleasures
are unnecessary, some are necessary . of the necessary some are
requisite for happiness, and of all those friendship is easily the most
important. Friendship always played a large part both in the teaching
and the practice of Epicurus. just as love was condemned by
Epicurean ethics as being an ‘unnecessary’ pleasure involving pain,
so friendship is always extolled as helping to fill a want, but not
causing excessive feeling. We may notice that there is'no altruistic
element in it at all : it is only to complete one’s own pleasure that one
acquires a friend. So Cicero (dc fin. ii. 26. 82) quotes Epicurus as
saying that ‘ friendship cannot be divorced from pleasure and is to be
cultivated for pleasure’s sake ’.

9. E»-. As Cicero in translating this aphorism (dc File. i. no 65) says
aivinium rerum qua: . . . Usener suggests that we should read 5a'wvZ
but the rendering is natural in Latin as in English.

-I-a.p-aiimiiudlu-rat probably in a real middle sense :_ ‘ provides for
imelf ', ‘ acquires ’.
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Ghee, ‘the whole course of life ’, or possibly in the technical sense of
Iuvrelfic in XX and XXI.

XXVIII continues the subject of friendship but is obscure, as it
introduces an unexpected connexion of thought. It takes us right
back to the ideas of the 1-n-paqsdppianoe. The thought that ‘ death is
nothing to us’ (II) assures us that there is no everlasting pain in
a future life, and the knowledge that acute pain is of short duration
(IV) gives us confidence as regards the pains of this hfe. Now this
conviction has an importance for our view of friendship. Friendship
is both a requisite for happiness and also one of the best means of
securing tic-¢>oi)tei.a if tivt9pe5-rmiv, for our friends will protect us against
attack. Now if they had a fear of death or of the long duration of
pains which they might suffer as the result of their efforts on our behalf,
they might be unwilling to risk danger on our behalf-as it is, having
nothing to fear, they will not refuse The thought is a little far-fetched
and almost cynical in its selfishness, but not inconsistent with the general
Epicurean position about friendship, and is an interesting instance of
the way in which Epicurus endeavours to link together dilferent parts of
his theory The aphorism must be compared with the free translation
of it in Cic. dc Fm. i. zo. 68 ‘eadem sententia confirmavit animum, ne
quod aut sempiternum aut diuturnurn timeret malum, quae perspexit
in hoc ipso vitae spatio ainicitiae praesidium esse firrnissimum ’.

1:. tiisiviov, ‘everlasting’, in the Hellenistic sense. cl‘ -rm’; eiélvoe (XX)
iv titirois ‘rolls iiiptop-{rots probably, as Bignone takes it, ‘in the

llmttcd evils Of this lift: ', as opposed t0 aiuivtov oetvdv It may p€l'l'l3.pS
be more general ‘in the present limited existence '.

13 do-odltetav <|>t)tiaq cf. Cic. (loc. cit.) praeszdium amicitiae, ‘the
protection Wi11Ll] is secured by friendship ’. The expression is a little
odd, but not impossible for Epicurus, and it is clear that Cicero read
ebtlliae. Usener would emend to qbdtifais, which might make the con-
struction easier, ‘ sees the protection. . perfected by means of friend-
ship ’, but the plural is strange. So Madvig's ‘ vir doctus ' read ¢iA.Zg..
which is adopted by von der Muehll, but the alteration is unnecessary.

um-reifie : the MSS. agree on Kai-eivai, but it is impossible to construe
it, and Cicero’s pfififlflxtf seems to make Madvig's correction certain.

§14.9. XXIX. After the digression on friendship Epicurus returns
to the classification of desires which was started in XXVI. There he
had taken the broad division of necessary and unnecessary desires.
Here he makes a more elaborate division into three classes. The
division is closely supported in Ep. iii, § 127, and by S021. Val. xx
(from which Bignone corrects the text) and Diog. Oen._/9'11. Com-
pare also Cic. dz Fm. i. 13. 45.

The meaning is best illustrated by the scholium on this aphorism
(see app. crit.): ‘Epicurus regards as natural and necessary desires
those which put an end to pain, as for instance drink in the case
of thirst: natural and not necessary are those which merely vary the
pleasure but do not remove pain, as for instance expensive foods:
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neither natural nor necessary are for instance crowns and the setting
up of statues ’.

I. It is obvious that there is a lacuna in the MSS. caused by the
repetition of qbva-t.xai’, and the correction of Stephanus, adopted by
Usener, would give the required sense satisfactorily. But the quotations
of the aphorism in Serif. Vat. xx and Diog. Oen. fr. li, have enabled
Bignone to make a slightly more elaborate correction, which may now
however be regarded as certain.

3. flapd. itevijv Bdimv : cf XV 6 3} Tat? iceviiiv Softfiv (1:-i\.o1'3-1'09) sis diretp-ow
iii-ii-t’-ii-vet. He means not merely ‘ false opinion ’ but, having as usual the
image-notion of thought, ‘idle fancies ’. A mental picture of some object,
which does not really contribute to pleasure, causes us to desire it.

XXX This aphorism seems at first sight to be almost a duplicate
of XXVI, but there are two points which distinguish it. In the first
place, as Bignone has pointed out (Introd, p. 23), whereas XXVI
dealt with all unnecessary desires, this deals only with those that are
physical and unnecessary, the second class in XXIX. Secondly,
Epicurus is here dealing with a special class of desires. In XXVI he
pointed out that all unnecessary desires are due to idle imaginings,
which fade away when the object is found to be unobtainable or
harmful. But here he has in mind the case where the effect is violent
and prolonged: there is little doubt, I think, that he is thinking of the
passion of love. Nevertheless, even here the same explanation is true'
the desire arises from a baseless mental image, and it is prolonged
owing to the maintenance of that image in the man's mind and not
owing to anything in the nature Of the desire.

4. vi?-‘iv i|>ea-uiibv tntfiupiiiv. Usener suggests the insertion of ,u.é'v: it
would be an improvement but is not essential

6. eriiv-revue, ‘intense’, used of in-i6vp.t'a. also in Plat. Legg. 734 a.
7. oii Siaxiovrai, ‘are not dissolved’ . cf. XXVI ei’:8i.d'.xvrov. This

clause adds to the notion of intensity that of prolongation.
§ 150. From XXXI—XXXVIlI follow a series of aphorisms on the

8t1lJ]B‘ClC of Justice, and of the Eplcurean phil0sopher’s relation to the
laws of the community.

XXXI lays down clearly Epicurus’ position. There is a kind of
justice, which is in accordance with nature, that is, contnbutes directly
to pleasure. To obtain pleasure we need ‘ protection from men ’ : and
this we may partly attain by making a compact between ourselves and
other men that if they will refrain from hurting us, we will not hurt them.
justice then is ‘ a pledge of mutual advantage ’. The idea is developed
in the following aphorisms and is reproduced in Lucr. v. roig-ioao.

tunc et amicitiem coeperunt iungere aventes
finitimi inter se nec laedere nec violari.

Critics have always seen in this theory of Epicurus an anticipation
of Hobbes’ idea of the ‘ social contract '.

1. 1-6 1-is Quin-we Biaaiov, ‘the justice which arises from nature’,
i.e. contributes to the natural end of pleasure. For the form of the
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phrase cf. XXV 1-6 -rile: rfjs tfiiia-we and more particularly XV 6 -|-."j¢,-
qliiio-we -ii-Aoiiroc. Epicurus implies of course that any kind of justice
which does not contribute to do-qSa')t¢ia and so to d-ruipo.Ei'a and so to
pleasure is not natural and may be rejected.

eii|.i.Bel\ov -rofi ¢ru|i.§épev1-ac, ‘a pledge of mutual advantage’: the
compact 1o act justly guarantees the advantage of both parties. Cf.
owvarjxac in XXX.“ and in XXXVI again o"vj.t¢s'pov -ydp -rt fjv.
Bignone following Philippson (Arc/z. _/I Gm-k. der P/izlasop/tic, I910,
pp. zgiff.) would translate ‘ symbol’, ‘ expression (Aurdrm-k)’, pointing
out that Epicurus held that there was actually such a thing as natural
justice, and that it was the ‘ outward sign ' of mutual advantage. But
a-vi»-Bvjxas in XXXII and Lucretius’ phraseology seem 1o be against
this, and the passages which Bignone adduces are not decisive for
either version.

XXXII is a deduction from the general idea of justice expounded in
XXXI. Apart from the compact to refrain from mutual molestation,
justice does not exist at all : no action, save in this sense, is ‘naturally ’
just or unjust. justice and injustice therefore do not exist for the
animals, who from the nature of the case cannot make such a compact,
nor (as against the Pythagorean view, as Bignone points out) between
men and animals, nor for such nations as either from their weakness
are unable or from their savagery are l.lIl\\llllI1g' to make it.

3. 60-a. -riw [qiuv p.-71 tfiiivo.-ro . .- that is, all animals except men.
4. ilk-qku. With some hesitation I accept Gassendi’s emendation.

The majority of the MSS. have &.)Jt&, which Usener emends 10 ti')Uta,
but the variation of the other MSS and especially the indication of
some letters lost in P point to some other word, and &'Jt>tiji\tr is strongly
demanded by the parallel of <i)t.>tij)tovc in XXXI.

5 fir the Imperfect as Philippson suggests (A rc/zwfiir Gesrb. der
Pliif. xvi, p. 298) looks to the time of the formation of primitive com-
munities

6. Fl |.l.i| dBou'>.e-ro in the case of nations is of course a necessary
addition.

XXXIII at first sight seems to add little to what has already been
said, except that its statement that justice does not exist in itself might
be taken on a superficial view 10 be a contradiction of the statement in
XXXI as to ‘ natural ’ justice. Its importance lies, as Bignone points
out, in its pofemical significance: 11 is directed against those who
regarded justice as a ‘ metaphysical entity ’ (m6' e.i'n-6) independent of
the social relations of men, such as the Pj thagoreans, Plato with his
conception of the ‘idea ’ of justice, and the Stoics who regarded the
moral qualities as having a corporeal existence. For Epicurus justice
like the other virtues was a o-vp.,8q6’1jx6s, ‘ an accident’, relative to the
actions of men: see Ep. i, §§ 4o, 68-73 and Lucr. i. 455 ff. There-
fore, although it is a ‘ natural ’ good, 11 can only be realized in social
relations and has no existence ‘in itself’. There is no difliculty in
text or expression.

tfll A 3
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9. I100’ hqhinuq Si‘; "lore hi -r-6-ii-one is important. There is no

universal justice,but it arises naturally as a avpqhipov in difierent places,
and may thus vary in its content.

§ 151. XXXIV is the complement of the preceding proposition, and
one of Epicurus’ most relentless logical deductions from his premises. If
justice has no meaning apart from the contract for iin-¢>¢Dt¢ia, neither
has injustice. Each man is concerned only with his own pleasure,
and that may ofien be promoted by an act of injustice: but for the
preservation of the contract society has appointed certain oflicials to
punish acts of encroachment, and the fear that he may be caught and
punished by theni may be so disquieting to the offender as to make his
action--purely from the point of view of his own pleasure-a bad
thing for him. The theory is completely cynical and peifectly con-
sistent with the whole Epicurean theory, but it must not be understood
to mean that fear is the cm_ly motive for just action in Epicurus’ e} es :
he is here stressing one side.

2. cl |.i-l| It-firrei. after fnroiliiav, almost dependent in sense.
XXXV is an amplification of the latter part of XXXIV. The fear

of detection must always be disquieting even to the most ingenious
wrongdoer, for no man can have perfect confidence that he will not be
detected. A thousand escapes give a man no security that he will not
be taken before his death. The general idea is vouched for in many
Epicurean references, e.g XVII 6 8' iifiucoc irJ\.ciu'r-us rapax-iis -yipiuv,
Clem. Alex. Sfram. iv. 22 (Usenerfr. 582) 1:-i'c~riv -ya,» )ui.Bci.'v rrepi 1-oi}
}.a6¢i'v 015 Siivacrfilai, Lucr. iii. 1or4 ff.

4. 1roi.oiv-ra: the reading of the MSS. can well be kept, div being
constructed directly after luidpqi, lit. ‘doing anything in secretion from
what they contracted ’. Usener’s alteration to icivoilwa is gratuitous.

5. mo-rainy has of course the emphasis of the sentence - ‘he may
escape detection, but he can't trust to doing so’. Cf. Seneca, Ep.
97. I3 ‘latendi etiamsi felicitatem habent, fiduciam non habent’.

6. In-I seems a necessary correction of the MSS. it-ii-6 or 1il'I!'6, and the
divergence points to some uncertainty.

7. auras-rpoijrijs, ‘ death’: cf. i<a.1-do-rpe¢irv,XX, &C. pnixpt . . . ica-rci.-
o-rpo¢ir",~: goes with <i813i\ov and not, as Bignone apparently takes it, with
Arias». You cannot tell until the moment of death whether he will
finally escape. It is like Sol0n’s ‘ Call no man happy, until he is dead ’.

XXXVI introduces a new point. Though justice ii"t its definition
and general character is universally the same, the advantage gained by
this mutual compact, yet if we consider individual actions, we see that
the same action may be just in one country, or at one time or under
certain circumstances, and not in others: no particular action is
universally and always just.

The varieties of the codes of justice and its variability in character
according to circumstance was of course a commonplace of Greek
philosophers, and a fruitful cause of moral scepticism. Epicurus here
states it from his own point of view.
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8. (113): a necessary addition made by Gassendi.
9. ire,-rd Bi 1'3 Thiov xépus: a strange expression; ‘in reference to

the individuality of country ’.
ro. 30-av Sifi no-re u.i1'iuw: e.g. at different times, in relation to

different persons, &c.
§152. XXXVII is a considerable amplification of the idea of the

variability of justice expressed in the last aphorism. The first clause
insists emphatically that the supreme test of a just action is that it
should contribute to ‘advantage’ in the sense in which Epicurus
understands it of the Social Contract‘ that it should be just in some
circumstances and not in others is of no moment. In the second
clause he explains that mere ordinance by law does not make actions
just: indeed, an enactment is unjust, if it does not contribute to
‘ advantage ’. Lastly, he asserts that the justice or injustice of a parti-
cular action may change, but the action is just so long as it is sincerely
held to contribute to ‘advantage’, even though subsequently it becomes
unjust. The sense is clear, but the text in several places is uncertain.

I 1-6 . . . lwipaprupotipevov, ‘ that which on examination is proved to
be . . .’, the regular Epicurean notion cf. XXIV, and for a fuller
exposition Ep. i, § 5o. We must not be content with a first im-
pression that an action is just, for our belief may be due to false
opinion, but must try it by the test of ‘ advantage ’, and if it stands that,
we can know that it is just

2. 1't'i'w vo|i.u.-rfidv-row rtvai Siiiaiaw is excised by Usener as a title for the
aphorism which has by mistake crept into the text. But there is no
parallel case of a title, the words will make good sense as a partitive
genitive, they are strongly supported by XXXVIII rd. vo,u.w-div-i-a
dixata, and greatly help the general idea. There are many actions
‘customarily regarded as just’ or ‘sanctioned as just by law’
gripes), but to each of these must be applied the test of ‘ advantage ’.

he order is unusual, but it is ditiicult to see at what other point the
genitive could be inserted. Bignone retains the words and Hicks
implies their retention in his translation.

3. -rs 1-ofi Suiaiou évéxupov. The text here is very uncertain: the
MSS. vary between ‘rd and rdv and between rival. alone and xtiipav
Jvai. Usener conjectured -rap . . . xapam-fipq, ‘it bears the stamp of
justice ', whiqi would give good sense, but is palaeographically very
remote. If we can suppose that the two words xdipav rlvai have been
transposed, then rival. xi-Spar is not far from Jvéxupov and 1-ii is vouched
for by F. The sense will then be ‘it has the guarantee of a just
action’, and for the expression we may compare XL ,Bq8ai6~ra-rev
1ri.'a'1'uipn..

4. v<5|i.ev: a certain correction of the MSS. pdvov.
6. itflv |i.e1-a-iri-ii-11] . . .,‘ even if the " advantage " in the matter of justice

shifts ', i.e. it is at one time advantageous and so ‘just’ to do a certain
action, at another not.

8. 1961-qiviv, ‘general concept’ of justice: i.e. the idea which has
it a 2
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been formed in our minds by a series of apprehensions of acts which
are just: cf. Ep. i, § 37, and notes there. We may remark the
materialistic form of the phrase rt: -rijv -rrpéltmpiv 0i'P¢lppl.6'l"‘l"Q, as a coin
might ‘fit in’ to the mould from which it was impressed.

9. ouwaig itevais, ‘sounds without content’, i.e. words which have
no real meaning, as would the word ‘ just’ if applied by mere associa-
tion to an action which had seemed to lead to ‘ advantage ’ : cf. Ep.
i, § 37. IO ircvoiis <;696-y-yovs-

d.)U\’ sic -i-5. is Usener’s correction for the MSS. ii)i)t& ‘lI"4\ItOT£L, ii -ii-It
being regarded as a dittography of i‘l.A)t': it may be however that the
letters really represent tirrltiiie as Kochalsky has conjectured.

§158. XXXVIII is an elaboration of the idea of the two last
clauses of the preceding aphorism and adds little that is new. Actions
regarded as just are not just, if in practice they turn out not to be of
advantage . actions which are ieally just may, by a change of circum-
stance, become unjust. Even Bignone, who is concerned to main-
tain the genuirieness of all the aphorisms and the correctness of their
older, is ready to agree with Usener that this is a ‘duplicate’ of
XXXVII, and suggests that it \\ as either written as an alternative by
Epicurus or inserted here from some other work as an illustration,
which subsequently became incorporated in the text.

r. iiaiviiiv, both here and in l. 4, is a certain restoration for the M SS.
nrwiivz f’s icoiviiiv here, and still more B’s Kai. 1-6-‘iv in l- 4, strongly
support the change.

2. évapji-61-row-ra: the MSS. have Only dpiuirrowa, but ivapitdn-jj in
XXXVII makes Usener’s correction almost necessary.

3. in-’ i:ii'i-i-Giv rt’-‘iv Zpymv, ‘in actual practice’, as opposed to the
theoretic assumptions of the makers of laws or originators of customs.

5. drraiiflu. Sé: a rather curious case of ‘ Se’ in apodosi ’: it has, how-
ever, considerably better MS. authority than Sfi.

1'61: jiiv iv . . . der-repov 5’ oiiit -Fjv. In the first clause the imperfects
seem to be real past tenses, in the second inferential as usual in the
aphorisms.

§-154. XXXIX. An obscure aphorism with a very uncertain text.
It returns from the special topic of justice to the wider subjects of
immunity from external interference and friendship (cf. VI, VII,
XXVII, XXVIII, XXXI, and in particular XIV). ‘The general
idea is not very diflicult: the wise man must first grapple with the
element in external things which militates against ti-rapaifia, then he
must win over to his side (6,u.6ql>u.Jta) things which are akin to him
gcf. Ep. iii, § I 24. 4 refs 75,0 idiais oixctoiipicvot Sid. rravriis dpcrais foils
ji.oi’ovs ti-.-ro8é;(ov-i-at): others, if he cannot have with him, he must at

any rate riot allow to be alien to him (aim il)U't6<;bv)u-i -yr). But
supposing it is impossible with some things to secure even this, then
he must keep clear of them altogether either by refusing to have deal-
ings with them himself (rive.-i-{pix-roe), or by driving them beyond the
borders of his life (£Eai,oi'a-arc). All through the neuter really implies
persons : Cf. I rh iiaxtipiov xiii dr,63'a.p1'ov.
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For the general idea. which is implied of a sort of league of
Epicurean wise men against the world we may compare XL and Cic.
de.Fi'ri. i. 2o. 7o ‘sunt autem qui dicant foedus esse quoddam sapientium,
ut ne minus amicos quam se ipsos diligant '.

1. -i-6 |ii| Bcippeiiv . . . o'uo"rr|o'6.p-tvos is the reading of the MSS.
Usener despairs of it, and suggests in his notes that we must either
read a'vo"1"e|.M§.p.evo9 (presumably ‘ the man who best contracts (or
‘ narrows ’) the element of disquiet’), or 1-6 p.Ev 6a.ppoi'5v . . . o-v<r1~i1a-iiE-
ptvoi; (‘ the man who has best organized immunity ’), supposing that a
corresponding 8:’ clause has dropped out. But it is, I think, possible
to retain the MS. text not, as Bignone takes it, ‘ the man who is best
able to confront’ (ajronrarii), but rather ‘ the man who is best able to
order (or control) the element of disquiet’. For this use of avvia-raafiai
we may compare its military use with such words as 7!'(;}\£f.L0l-', i<Ev8vvov,
in-i,8o)t1§v, &c., while the participial 1-6 pi; dappoiiv will be like 1-E3 ci)tyoi'Jv
in IV and rd qiiofioiipxvov in XII.

2. 6|.i.6¢uXa itareoiteucio-aro, ‘ made akin to himself’, lit. ‘made mem-
bers ol his own tribe ': the metaphor is political, though the reference
of the aphorism is not political, but quite general. Hicks translates
‘made into one nation all the folk capable of uniting together’, an
incredible action on the part of an Epicurean philosopherl

4. d.ve1i-£|.i.iii1-es, ‘ without intercourse with’ ' so Bios til-’G1'Tt'.'ll.lI.K1'O€
6p.i)ti’a.i-:, Plut. 2. 438 c.

iioii ifiupicru.-i-o . . “l'I'Pd.1"T£LP a very doubtful and difficult clause. All
MSS. except one give é$qpii'oa1-0, and the ITi3._]0I’ll.y tic-a. 1-051-' ékvairikci
vrprirrciv. Usener, basing hls text on ifnpioaro, B'S rofirm and F's
lvotfelfi, reads -Ef'qpe'o'o.'I'o 5o'a. 'I'oi§1'uiv lvotfekfi rrptiffctv, ‘ hf! ‘M115 0V€I'
all of them which it is profitable to treat thus (for é£1;pé'a-are with acc.
In £1115 561156 Cf. Dem. I396 26 av roiis xvpfovs '3 Sthpots ‘la 8|.’ cillns
-F]o"1'i.vo0'oi'}v t');.t:)u§19 ifapiongmai). But (I) 7TpIiTTELP by itself will ROI; C011-
strue; (2) the sense is not what is wanted : this idea has already been
expressed in 6;.i6¢ii,\.ii i<¢i-i-wiicviiio-iii-0, and it is absurd to say that he
‘ wins over ' those whom he cannot even persuade to remain neutral l
The only possible meaning for this last clause is ‘ when he cannot even
make them neutral, he either withdraws himself from them or expels
them from his life ’. This sense can be obtained if we follow Stephanus
in reading éfmpifa-ai-o, which is practically the reading of H The
exact parallel to the meaning will then be found in XIV if we read
there 8U'V|:{].l.£L 1-iv}. éfopto-rixfi, and the idea is also implied in ii: 1-iiiv
éiiopoiiv-my in XL. Bignone agrees in reading iEwpi’i;ra.-ro.

Goa -roii-i-' Dino-ii-£l\ei irpii-rreiv is the text best supported by the MSS.,
‘ all whom it was an advantage to treat thus ’, -rm'3~i-o -irpd.-rreiv governing
the acc. like 113 -irotcfv, 8:6. Bignone reads 501:. 1'05}-ro )tvo't1'ei\.is 'irpn'i'1'1'eiv,
and translates ‘in so far as it is profitable’, but this appears to me tobe
an impossible sense for 50¢.

XL. A summing up of the best kind of life in a community of true
Epicureans. Men must first procure immunity from their neighbours:
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then, as it were in a protected sphere, they may live in perfect security
and close intimacy with their friends; and if a friend dies first, they
may mourn their own loss, but not pity him, as they know that death
is nothing to him. This is a fitting conclusion to the Kfipau Adfcu, as
it puts together many ideas vihich have previously occurred singly and
leaves a very attractive picture of an Epicurean society such as must
have lived in Epicurus’ own ‘garden ’.

The text is uncertain in some details.
6. -ri]v Siiwnipiv Eirxov : because a certain power is requisite to estab-

lish this security from neighbours: cf XIV SU1-'l.'iF.(l. 1-iwi ifopio-1-urfi
-roii 1-6 is a simple and inevitable correction.
7. -riiiv épopodvruv, ‘those on the borders of their life ’. this is the

same idea of a circumscribed field of life as is implied in iiéwpio-are in
XXXIX.

oi-i-oi only F, but the oi‘?-mi of the othei MS%., which Usener keeps,
can hardly be anything but a mistake. 051-oi is implied iri 50-oi

8. -fi'Bi.a-1-ci. 1-6 : Usener’s correction for i'}8ia-i-ow 1-Eiv B and other
variations; it is again required by the sense.

9. iii: -ii-peg Hear: the Epicurean may lament his own loss of a
friend, but must not pity him : cf. Lucr. iii. 894-91 r, a famous
passage which brings out the idea very clearly.

Io -irpoirei1'u.a-'rpo¢|:rfiv: Cf. no.1-ao*'rpo<1>fis* XXXV and ica-riirr'rpe¢ev XX.
It means surely ‘ the decease of a friend before oneself’, and not, as
Hicks and Bignone take it, ‘before his time ’, ‘ premature '.



FRAGMENTS

THE fragments here given are derived from two sources. The first
is a collection of eighty aphorisms discovered in 1888 by C. Wotke
in a Vatican MS. (Cod. Vat. gr. 1950) and published by him in
Wiener Sludim, 1888, pp. igi ff., with a critical apparatus containing
emendations by Usener and Harte], and supplemented by observations
by Usener himselfand by Gomperz The MS ,which is ofthe fourteenth
century, is a miscellany containing works of Xenophon, the Thoughts
of Marcus Aurelius, Epictetiis’./llariual, and other works. The present
collection is headed 'E1rti-roilpou Ilpoodiufivnais (?IIpoo'qliuiv1§o'eis, as
suggested by Weil). Some of the sayings, denoted in the text by
square brackets, came not from Epicurus but from his disciples, in
several instances from Metrodorus. About twenty of them were
already known, several being quotations from the Kiipiai. Aéfai. The
rest were probably selected from various works of Epicurus, not a few
ot them seeming to be quotations from private letters. Usener
C0fl_]CClI.1I'CCl that the collection was derived from a florilegium made
from the letters of Epicurus and his disciples which was used by
Seneca, the sentences from the Kiipiai Aéfai being added by the
compiler, but Bignone is probably right in thinking that there is not
sufiicient ground for any such definite statement,

The collection deals almost wholly with the moral theory of
Epicurus and adds on many points to our knowledge of the system.
The sentences containing new matter have been marked, as they were
in Wotke’s publication, by an asterisk. The text is fairly sound and
in most places can easily be corrected, but there remain certain doubtful
passages.

The fragments which follow are almost all derived from the great
collection of Epzcurea made by Usener, who gathered from writers
both Greek and Latin all quotations from Epicurus’ words and
references £0 his doctrines. Here will only be found passages in
Greek, which there is good reason to believe are actual quotations of
the philosopher's words, though possibly in some cases (notably the
extracts from Porphyrius, ad Mhrcellam) slightly paraphrased. I have
not included fragments in Latin (mainly quotations in Cicero and
Seneca), even though they are probably often literal translations.
These fragments have naturally not even so much coherence as those
in the Vatican collection: they deal riith all kinds of subjects, and
were preserved for all kinds of reasons. Nearly half are extracts
from personal letters of Epicurus to his disciples, which do not as
a rule throw much light on his philosophy, but add greatly to the
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picture ofthe man: we understand more clearly what the ‘ Life ’ means
by his ‘unsurpassed kindness to all’ (§ 9). But from the rest we can
glean much confirmation of his doctrines, mainly on the ethical side,
and often interesting additions to our knowledge.

To Usener’s collection have been added a few further fragments
from the Herculanean rolls and the inscription ofDiogenes of Oenoanda,
incorporated in his translation by Bignone.

IV. This sentence is abrief epitome of K. A. iv, which is quoted in
Sentence III. It is couched in epigraminatic form and probably
intended to be committed to memory.

1. oiiv-rovov: Usener’s emendation is certain, U‘liV'I'0[.|.0V of the MS.
being an anticipation of 0'I.iV'I'O]LOI-' immediately following.

3. dfiltqxpév. cf Hom. ll. v. 337. A good instance of Epicurus’
use of a poetic word in a short maxim. perhaps it was easier to bear
in mind.

VII. This sentence again is an epigrammatic refi-um! of K. A. xxxv,
which has Just preceded it It occurs again in part in Plut. Conrr. Epic.
Beef. 6. logo c (fr. 82) and is quoted in a pregnant Latin form by
Seneca, Ep. 97. r3 ‘potest nocenti contingere ut lateat, latendi fides
non potest ’.

IX. Quoted by Seneca, Ep. 12. io (Us-enerfr. 487) ‘malum est in
necessitate vivere, sed in necessitate vivere necessitas nulla est’. Hartel
on the ground of Seneca’s form of the maxim would read KG.lt'f)V Z-i'}v iv
iivci-yiqy, but this is unnecessary, and Usener points out that Epicurus’
model was probably the famous lines xiii-<Eiv -ywai‘.-<es~, ii)Ut' dpu-is, 35
8-qpdrai, 015:-c €o"ri.v oixeiv oiicfciv river: xaxoil The epigramniatic form iS
again prominent. For the idea compare K. A xvi: the wise man can
so regulate his life that be ls little affected by circumstance, and at the
worst he can put an end to his life. Bignone notes that this sentence
by implication contradicts the popular notion that Epicurus forbade
suicide.

X. This sentence is quoted with some variations as from Metro-
dorus by Clement of Alexandria (Strum. v. I 38), and is included in the
collections of Metrodorus’ fragments (3, p. 43, Duen.: 37 Korte).
Bignone notes that the most interesting variation is the inclusion of the
vocative Mevéa-rpa.-i-e, which shows that the quotation comes from a
private letter. For the general idea we may compare Lucretius’
description (i. 62 ff.) of the hfe and work of Epicurus. The quotation
is from Hom. ll. i. 70.

XI. There is no close parallel to this sentence, but it is obviously a
striking contrast with the life of the Epicurean philosopher, for whom
both rest and activity are a part of his drapflffa.

XIV. This aphorism occurs also in the collection of Stobaeus ( Flori}.
xvi. 28) and is quoted by Plutarch (Cont:-. Epiilr. Beat‘. 27, p. i1o4 a).
It would appear to come from a private letter addressed to some one
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who was delaying to make a full study of Epicureanism. The idea, as
Bignone notes, occurs in Hor. OJ. i. 1 r. 8 ‘ carpe diem quam minimum
credula postero ’.

2. iiiipios may be supplied with certainty from Stobaeus.
3. 1-6 xiiiipevz Stobaeus has rdv mipdv. The variation is suspicious,

but our text here may well be right, as Epicurus is particularly fond of
these participial substantives and the sense is good. Epicurus’ corre-
spondent is postponing the true pleasure of philosophy.

XV. Both the text and the exact meaning of the aphorism are
doubtful. Wotke on Usener’s suggestion read it thus: 1561; J30-irrp -r6.
'i'j;.Li'iii-I a.1'rrciiv iidto. 'rtp.uij.i.cvcr.' tiv -re )(_prjo"rd. Zxmpw, Kai iirird rdiv ti.rl9pi.ii1ru.iv
I-rjlo1J,i4.it9ci' (iv re pr}, of-rm Xpifjo-is miii. 1-{Irv -rre')i.o.';, dv Errisixeis t'fio'ii-, which
he would presumably render, ‘ Our characters are esteemed as our own
possessions. if they are good, then we are envied by men; if not, we
shall find our neighbours ill-disposed as well, if they are just ’, i.e. men
will judge us and behave to us, as they find us. This was objected to
by subsequent critics: the expression is jerky and the sentiment not
particularly Epicurean : moreover, the participle -i-ip.it'ip.eva is awkward,
and still more so Usener’s xp-Fjo-is for the MS. Xpiji.

I have followed the restoration of Bignone, based on conjectures of
Wdamoiviiz and Weil. He notes that the idea is then closely parallel
to the argument in Hor. Sat. i. 3 . ‘ among friends allowances must be
made for idiosyncrasies of character’, and points out that it bears clear
marks of Epicurean origin The notion that certain characteristics
remain particular to individuals in spite of philosophic teaching is
brought out in Lucr. iii. 3io lT., and the general conception of mutual
indulgence among friends frequently recurs.

1. -ri|.ui‘i|i.ev of the MS. should certainly be retained: indeed rindnieva
can hardly be construed unless the fragment is regarded as part of
a longer sentence.

84- -re xpiie-1-6 . Eiv re |.i.ii go more naturally together with Bignone’s
punctuation than as Wotke arranged them with dv -re" pr} introducing
a. new clause.

2. {-i-|)iép.e9a is a slight change for {qJi.oi§,a¢6a, a second subjunctive
frequently becoming corrupted in a dependent clause. Weil’s {iyhoiipxva
is a less satisfactory correction.

3. (1-6) is an easy addition.
I-ii-miieie ‘must be taken in the sense of ‘indulgent’, ‘well-

disposed’, which it has not infrequently, e.g. Thuc. iii. 4o. 3 Kai. 1}
clrrteficetti -irpde roirs ;.i.é')u\ov-i'-o.s i-.rri1-rjsefovs . . . i.'o'eo'€cir. . . 3f3o1'i1r..

If our friends are indulgent to us, we must behave similarly to them.
XVL Another rather doubtful aphorism in which I have again

followed the reading of Bignone, which involves only two slight
changes, BM-a-iiiv (Wotke) for Bilé-ii-miv (an obvious error) and eyes;
for &ya.9i3"i. The reference then is to the ordinary man, and the idea
is a commonplace of Greek philosophy after Socrates: no man
deliberately chooses evil, but only when he is allured to it as good
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compared with what seems a greater evil. It is not easy to find an
exact parallel to the idea in Epicurus, though Bignone compares
K. A. xxv and fr. 38, but the commonplace may well have been
introduced in a letter and selected rather injudiciously by the compiler.

Usener quite unnecessarily altered the second part of the clause,
MM 3~dica.o-dais tits dryadfiv n-pooxiiv ,i.uiIov Ev 1-03 i<a.ic0r'.i ldqpnidq, and
took it to refer to the deliberate choice by the Epicurean philosopher
of a good which involves evil but surpasses ii. This is good
Epicureanism, but as Bignone points out, both s.2taw0.t= and £6-qpnfd-r;
are against it: to this may be added that 068:1: makes the general
reference clear.

Crt:’inert's -ii-piie -ri piizov for ii-p6; -i-6 neifov is unnecessary: it is the
evil which seems greater on each occasion.

XVII. A characteristic aphorism on the blessings of old age, for
which Bignone well compares the exordium of the letter to
Menoeceus (§ I22). The young man is still tossed about by uncer-
tainty and constantly changes his course, but the old man has reached
harbour and, if he has lived well, can look back in thankful memory on
the blessings he has received.

2. mto; (Jr) dxpfi: the MS has véos i.i.iq.i-F‘; which Usener altered
to Ev-ros c'i.i<,u1'je, but there is an elaborate parallelism between the two
clauses and 6 SE -yépuiv demands 6 véos Similarly Ev Aiuévi -rqi -yijpq.
suggests Ev iiiqifi which gives a natural construction. Bignone, seeing
the parallelism, wrote véoe iiiqi-5, but the dative alone is unnatural, as
is Cronert's véos iii-qwifiv.

11-okiie: Hat tel unnecessarily altered to -ii-o)t)t.i;£. Not only the
construction, but the metaphors are parallel the young man is a
wandering stream, the old man has reached harbour. -rroiltirc -ii-.\.d'.§e-riiu.
is therefore like the familiar -ii-oitiie |i'ieI. For 1:-1\.ci'.§e-i-at, used in this
sense of a stream, cf. Hom. fl. xvii. 750 560:» -ii-e8ifov8¢ 156-qa-i. | -ii-)ta’.{,'i.ii».

5. xdpiri. of the MS. is certainly right and is used in Epicurus’ sense
of ‘grateful recollection’: cf. Ep. ad Men.§ 122. 7 dime -y-rjpiiaxmv
vciifly -rois ii-yridofs 3:5. -r-Fjv xciptv -i-div -yeyovri-ruiv and LV -rj -i-{iv c‘i-ii-o)t-
)tiip.e'vuiv xdipi-i-i. Hartel’s xiipairi is a clumsy completion of the
metaphor which really loses the point of the aphorism. Memory plays
a considerable part in the Epicurean conception of pleasure! cf.
K. A. ix.

XVIII. This is probably not a general maxim, but,‘ as Usener
thought, an exti act from a personal letter to a friend, who had fallen
in love. For the general attitude of Epicurus towards love, which he
regarded as a violent disturbance of ii-m.pe.$ifa., see Lucr. iv. ro58 ff.

XIX. Bignone has rightly seen that this aphorism refers again to
the importance of memory in the Epicurean conception of happiness.
The philosopher, remembering the joys of the past, can renew his
youth daily (cf. Ep. ad Mm. § 122), or rather remains continually
young: but the man who is ever seeking new pleasures and is disap-
pointed is plunged at onqe into the gloom of old age. '
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1. 1"i'||.|.Ipov may therefore probably be retained in an emphatic and

picturesque sense, though Usener’s a156*r;;i¢p6v would be the more
conventional way of expressing the meaning. Gomperz’s 1-bi» (-Hm)
ifap-orig-o'i.v misses the point.

XX is important as it restores the right text of K. A. xxix see
notes there.

XXI. For the idea see Ep. ad film. §§ I27 fl'. and K A xxvi, xxix.
r. -n-¢i.ir6p.¢0a: the MS. has i-re£'o-o,|.u.-v, which Wotke accepts and

Bignone translates ‘ we shall obey ’. But this meaning is impossible
except in the middle, and we cannot render ‘ we shall persuade ’ It
therefore seems necessary to read -.-rue-6pte6a..

2. -r-iis (1-2: VVotl-te's addition, seems inevitable
XXIII. he notion is exactly that of Vii‘ Ep. § 12o Kai -rigv ciiikiav

315. 1'-tin: xpcfas . . . a-vvi§rrao'i9ai 3?: c.-.iv1-iiyv rcariii xotvwviiav iv rolls Tali:
-i‘§8ova.'E: in-rre1r)u7pi.ip.£uoic. Compare also K A xxvit Friendship starts
from need, but it becomes a good in itself.

1 aipe-rifi, Usener, is a necessary correction of ripe-i-rj
XXIV This aphorism is interesting as being the only one in the

collection which is not strictly ethical. For the doctrine of the ¢1'Sw)ta
see Ep ad Hdt. §§ 46, 49, and for the simulacra as the origin of
dreams Lucr. iv 962 ff For Epicurus’ opposition to divination see
Vat. Ep. § 135.

XXV. This aphorism appears in Seneca, Ep. 4 to (Usener 477)
‘ rnagnae divitiae sunt lege naturae composita paupertas ’, and is echoed
in Lucr. v. 11:7-trig:

quod si quis vera vitam ratione gubernet,
divitiac grandes homini sunt vivere parce
aequo animo; neque enini est umquam peiiuria parvi.

Compare also K. A. xv and/"r 45 (Usener 202).
XXVI. This is probably an extract from a private letter and refers

to the philosopher-‘s own works.
XXVII. An ingenious claiin for the superiority of philosophy over

other pursuits, which brings out its close connexion with the Epicurean
ideal of pleasure. Bignone compares Diog. Oen fr xxvi for the
general idea of pleasures, in which the action and CI'lj0y1TlCI'lI are
simultaneous.

3 Epulil-Z‘ ;.i.c1'ci. (V) must be a mere mistake, a repetition of fL£'I"€£
above.

XXVIII. Friendship is not always acquired in the same way it is
sometimes fast sometimes slow in the making, but we must risk much
for it. A characteristic saying, to which we have no close parallel.
At the end the MS. has n-apaxtvfiwcfiaet xiiptv xiipw qbtltias. which
von der Muehll retains ' ‘ We must risk acts of kindness for the sake
of friendship ’ ' but the repetition is probably a mistake.

XXIX. Epicurus’ claim to originality and his scorn for popular
acclamation.
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r. one-ioho-for xp-qu-|i.u8¢Iv is an ingenious correction of Usener’s for
an obvious corruption and may be taken as certain. For the idea of
the philosopher as an oracle compare Lucr. v. i to fi'.:

qua prius aggrediar quam de re fundere fata
sanctius et multo certa ratione magis quam
Pythia quae tripode a Phoebi lauroque profatur.

Bignone also refers to Cicero's ironical allusion in N. D. i. 66 ‘ haec
ego nunc physicorum oracula fundo’ Von der Muehll adopts Cr6nert's
correction diva-toltci-yqi, which I do not understand: is it to be taken
with wapp-quip?

XXX This fragment is attributed to Metrodorus by Stobaeus,
Flor. xvi. 2o. As quoted by him in a fuller form, with the words dis
Biwa-6;.i.evoi ,i.-is in.-3 )tey6;.i.cvov rjfiv after 1-it -ii-pos .-av ,B£'ov, it clearly refers
to the preparations for a continued life after death, and Bignone there-
fore believes that it is directed against the Orphics. In that case -rt‘:
rfis -;/iv-in-curs <i‘>i.£pp,ai<ov will be an ironic reference to the draught of the
waters of Lethe taken by souls before they enter this life. As the
fragment stands here it might equally well be taken to mean that men
act as though this life would continue for ever.

XXXI. This aphorism is attributed to Epicurus by the Paris
Gnomologium (Usener, fr. 339), but to Metrodorus by Stobaeus,
F101-1!. cxviii. 33. Usener in l'ltS notes on the Vatican collection is
inclined to give it to Metrodorus, as does Bignone on the ground of
its metaphorical expression. For the Epicurean idea of do-qbd'..\.eia see
K. A. vii, xiii, xiv.

XXXII. The text of this sentence is corrupted in the MS.
Usener’s dyadov hiya for i’i.ya66w pie-i-ii may be accepted, and similarly
in all probability his correction o'q8u.o'F,(jg for o-¢Ba.i:r-rés. Bignone,
comparingfr. 31, where Epicurus, addressing Colotes who had fallen
down and worshipped him, says the o'cBo,u§vi.p ‘yrip (rot riii. Tdre 13¢‘ iiipfliv
M-y6p.cvu., would read sqsims-. )\5'yoc, but the parallel is not very close,
and the present quotation is clearly more of a general aphorism.
Usener would also change 1-(iv o-efiopévwv to -rt? o'e'B0,u.ehn.p, but though
the dative would be more usual, the alteration is not imperative. The
idea is interesting, that the veneration of a sage is really a blessing to
his worshippers rather than to himself.

XXXIII. Protection from hunger, thirst, and cold are the necessary
physical desires, and a man who satisfies these may have perfect

appiness equal to that of the gods. The first part of the aphorism
is quoted again by Porphyrius (_f"- 44) and may be compared with
Lucr. ii. 16 fl’. The second part reappears in several forms, the closest
of which is that in Aelian, Var. Hist. iv. 13 (Usener,_/'r. 6oz) 5 air:-iis
Utcytv £1-oi';.i.u.~9 Z av ital rill Ail i'ni-ip ciifiaipovms 3ta.yr.uvl§ea'5a.t pafaw
Zxuiv mi i'i8wp. §‘rom this quotation we may with certainty restore Au
to the text. We may also compare the conclusion of the letter to
Menoeceus (§ r 35). _
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XXXIV. A subtle observation on friendship to which there is no

exact parallel, though the idea in K A. xxvii, that friendship provides
iia-qlioiitcta. comes near to it. I cannot think of any very satisfactory
way of retaining in English the double meaning of xpeiav . . . xpcfuq;
Usener ingeniously translates ‘Nicht, dass wir sie brauchen, brauchen
‘air von den Freunden’.

XXXV. An ingenious argument for Epicurean contentment. We
may compare Ep. ad film § i 27. 5 p.v'i7y.ov€'u1'e'ov SE the -is ,u.¢")t,\ov ofire
1§,u.é-repov oifrre rrcivrms oilx finirepov, Iva ,u.i§rre 1:-i:i.v1'-we -ii-poo-p.e'vu.ipi¢v the
i'o'tipi.cvov p|.1§'re iiirclrrizwytcv the rrdvrmc ofix iodytevov Seneca, I5. IO
also suggests it, and Bignone traces the same idea in Hor. Sat. ii. 6,
mil. Compare also Lucretius’ phrase of the discontented man (iii.
957) ‘ semper aves quod abest, praesentia temnis ’.

2. -rifiv emit...-, ‘ among the things to be prayed for ’, not of course
that ltpicuriis believed in prayer for blessings: the word is conven-
tional, and to Epicurus would mean ‘to be hoped for '.

XXXVI. This fragment clearly cannot be attributed to Epicurus
himself. Usener would assign it to Hermarchus, his successor as
head of the school.

2. ad-rapxeiugz Bignone notices the two sides of this word ‘internal
contentment’ arising from self-sufficiency, and also ‘self-control ’,
‘independence of desires’ It is perhaps significant that it is the
word chosen by the Stoics to express their moral ideal: Epicurus fully
satisfied the Stoic standard.

XXXVII. An Epicurean paradox If pleasuie is the end of life,
then the natural inclination to it is a source of strength

XXXVIII Though Epicurus did not forbid suicide (cffr. IX), he had
some contempt for ll‘ cf Seneca, Ep. 24. 23 (Usener 498) and Viz‘.
Ep § r1g' also Lucr. iii. 79 ff.

1 piupée is probably right, and Usener’s emendation to oiit-1-p69
really weakens the sense Bignone suggests that if any correction is
needed, we should read pt.|.Kp(ii,l/‘|Jx0S‘.

XXXIX. Another subtle observation on fiiendship which we may
compare with XXIII, XXVIII, and XXXIV. The expression is a
little obscure

2. cruvtirrrew .5‘.-:‘. rijv xpcfav -rfi qlii)\i.'r,1. T0 Epicurus (Cf. XXIV)
xpeifa is an essential element in friendship.

iicrn-q).¢ii¢i. rfi xdpn-i -ri‘|v dpotfifiv, ‘ takes the retuin of favours in the
place of kindly feeling’.

3. -ripv rrepl. 1-oil pfhhovros efielt-iri.o"riu.v: what IS described in XXXIV
88 -F; -ii-Zo'1'te 15 rrepi. 1-F}; xpeifai.

XL. A clever argument of Epicurus, who stoutly maintained free
will, against Democritus, who held that HCC-BSSHI} was supreme.
Bignone compares a fragment of the 1'I'(pl. tpfiacius published by Gomperz
in Wimer Siudmi, 1879, where it is argued that you cannot persuade
any one else of error, unless free will is admitted: for if necessity
is supreme, you cannot be sure that you have always the necessity of
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reasoning tight and your opponent of reasoning wrongly. We may
compare the parallel argument as to scepticism in Lucr. iv. 469 f. :

denique nil sciri si quis putat, id quoque nescit
an sciri possit, quoniam nil scire fatettir.

2. Usener quite arbitrarily added the word 'ye')uuv to the end of this
a horism, deriving it from 'ye4\3.v at the beginning of the next sentence
(XLI). It completely destroys the argument and is required where it
stands.

XLI. An interesting injunction: philosophy is not to be divorced
from ordinary life but associated with it at all times.

I. ycltfiv was arbitrarily excluded by Usener and attached (as -yéluiiv)
to the previous aphorism. But it is clearly in place here and Bignone
finds a parallel for it in the fragments of Philodemus (ii-rpi ‘En-ucoiipoii ix),
Ev ,u.i'p¢i Si diketv rilwxciadat uiliroilts 'yo\.i:tvi'Bs (cf. R221. dz F11. I915,
iPP- 538 fi'-)~

So too Plut. dc Dig/‘isctu Oraculorum, 19 (Usener,/‘r. 394) iii Si xp-P7
yelfiv Ev ditkoo-odiig. Cronert’s ,i.i.eJt¢-i-Ev is therefore unnecessary.

3. ¢uvti.G 2 Cf. Ep. ac! Hdf. § 36. I1 did. fipaxcdiv druiviiiiv and XXXIII
aapxos qliwwj.

XLII. A rather obscure fragment, which it is impossible to interpret
with certainty without ilS context. To ;i.e'yi0"rov dy-tt9dr THUS! be
‘ pleasure’, and the general sense will then be that pleasure is enjoyed
at the moment when it is brought into being: the two processes are
simultaneous. Bignone believes it to be an argument against the
Platonic doctrine that pleasure is a -yéwm-is iiot an oiio-fa, and compares
it with K. A. iii, where Epicurus denies that pleasure and pain can
coexist. But it seems difficult to talte the present fragment as
a repiesentation of the Epicurean point of view, as it can hardly be
reconciled with the importance attached to the pleasures of memory,
and it looks more like a statement of the Cyrenaic view of the
jtovéxpovoe i§8ovi§. But compare XXVII, which suggests that the
reference here may be to the pleasure of philosophic study.

2. 6.-iroltaiiiireuq, Usener, seems a certain correction of rim-0}tJq-ewe.
XLIII. An interesting aphorism on avarice, which Greek thought

ranked among sensual vices.
2. |.i.¢-i-it 1-oi Simian: Bignone translates ‘even in a just man ', but

it must surely be neuter.
XLIV. A continuation of the same subject. The {ext has got

corrupted: Usener’s it-ii-t'a~i-a.~i-at. is certain and a-v-ymdrl-r may be right
in the sense of ‘ having accommodated himself to’, but possibly we
should prefer Gomperz’s correction o-vyxlteto-dds. For the meaning of
ll£"l‘IilpK£t£I. see note on XXXVI. Usener is inclined to refer this maxim
to the period when Athens was besieged by Demetrius in 294 s.c.

XLV. An interesting description of what Epicurus takes to be the
physical efi'ect of the study of natural philosophy. Note that the con-
trast is not between pride and humility, but between an outward
Iaoastfulness and an inner confidence.
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r_. +-»-as can, I think, stand by itself without Usener’s addition of
xnrqs.

3. cofiapoiiqi I agree with Bignone that this can be retained- the
philosopher has a pride and disdain, but it is not expressed in idle
vaiinting.

- XLVI. A rather commonplace sentence which Usener thinks comes
from a private letter: von der Muehll reads éx8i..-.6xop.cv but without
critical comment: the subjunctive is more natural.

XLVII The first part of this fragment was already known as
Metrodorus’ (Duen 26 ' Korte 49); for the second Bignone compares
Diog. Oen.fr. ii, col. 2.

2. afiv: it is hardly necessary to insert the article, as Usener
suggested.

3. 1|-epwrduci: a favourite Epicurean word for ‘surroundings’,
‘ environment ’, used sometimes in a concrete, sometimes in an abstract
sense.

4. irpou-n-riiauin-es: a violent expression, \\illCh Usener notes was
often used by Metrodorus, but not often by Fpicuius himself (see
howeverfrs. 37 and 79).

“rots . . . ireptrrlta-r'ro|.|.i!voi.5 Bignone has, I think, shown that the
MS. text may be kept, rrepiirliiirrra-Bat being used of shell-fish holding
on to rocks; Usener emended it unnecessarily to -ii-¢pirr)Lexop.évoic.

6. uraiiivoe a brilliant emendation of Usener’s for the MS. -ii-)t¢£ovoe.
The metaphor here may be, as Usener suggests, from the comic
chorus leaving the stage with a -r1jve)\JLa an/\.}.£'vi.xoe at the end of the
play . cf. Aristoph. Adz. 123 2.

XLVIII. Another rather commonplace aphorism, which in the topic
of life and death has a connexion with that which precedes.

1. 1i-eipéio-Bu.i. the regular infinitive in such aphorisms, 8:2 or xpfi
being ‘ supplied ’.

'rP|v fnrrlpav ff]; Iporfpos may well be retained, as Bignone has
shown, if 686:» be understood. Usener preferred to change to -rigv
fvwrepuiav (sc. Fyiépav) fie rrporepaifas.

2. 8v 686,3: the MS. has iv 3 68<§, which is probably a mere
dittography ' Bignone corrects to iv -ii-poéfiqi, which is more likely to be
right than Cronert’s év ¢1568<9.

3. 6|i.a)i&e, ‘ equably ', ‘ contentedly ’.
LI is clearly an extract fiom a private letter to a disciple who had

asked for advice. The form of the answer, stating the conditions of
permission and then denying the possibility of their fulfilment, shows
a certain touch of humour uncommon in Epicurus. There is a
certain number of small corruptions in the MS. text which the
editors have put right: 361:. for E61; might possibly be retained with
von der Muehll. The general aphorism at the end recurs in V21‘.
E;>12‘.§ I18. IO.

LIL A more than usually picturesque and metaphorical aphorism:
the chain of Epicurean friends is imagined as extending round the
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world, every man exhorting his acquaintances to embrace the true
life of happiness.

1. 11 oilttai Bignone defends the MS. text, and for the personifica-
tion compares the address to Venus in Lucr. i z'm't. The expression
is certainly unusual, but not extravagant. Of the corrections Hartefs
-ij <;l>t}t.oo-oqbfii. might possibly be right, but Usener’s 'H)i.i'ov o-ipatpa is
palaeographically improbable and gives a picture which seems strangely
unlike Epicurus.
' -irepixopeiiu : with an idea of joyful motion, not merely ‘ runs round ',

as Bignone translates it.
2. int -rev |.Lultu.ptt:rp.l5v, ‘to the felicitations given to one who enjoys

true happiness ’: the Epicurean sage is felicitated both by Epicureans
and by others who see his happiness. Bignone notes the frequency
with which Epicurus and his disciples congratulated one another on
their lives, and quotes in support a saying about Epicurus from Dionys.
Episc. Ilepi <;b1.':'cretos in Eus. Pmep..Es'. xiv. 27 8 oi'51-to -n-iii-"res Girl. 1'1i]v -rail
p.u.rcu.pto'p.o1'.'i 1-015-rov j.i.e'rovo'd:tv il$o;.i.otw@'qo'op.e'vovc ixeifvovs 1'03; 9:03: 1ra.pa.-
xa.)t¢i'. The expression is again strange, and Well may be right in
conjectui-ing E-irt rov pniriipiov Bifov which is simpler.

LIII. A straightforward argument against envy.
( LIV.) This aphorism was already contained in various florilegilz
fi'- 53 -

LV. 2. xdplfl, ‘grateful recollection ’: cf. Ep. ad Mm. § :22 and
Vat. Sam‘. xvii above.

LVI-LVII are given in the MS as one sentence, though imperfect.
Wotke separates the two parts, supposing 6 Bibi; . . . €o~i-nu. to refer to
some different subject, and adopting Usener’s completion of the first
half 0'-rpeBA.oiJp.ev0s (euros if; dptllv o'1'pe}3)tofip.evov) row i;bi'i\.ov. Bignone
however, following Thomas, thinks that the two parts ought to be
related: he notes that after the publication of the Vatican Smrmcer,
the first part of the maxim was found in a gnoinologium in a MS. at
Heidelberg, the last words running -5 a-rpqfiltovjiivnv -rofi qiiitov. Adopt-
ing this he would then proceed (ml 15-n-Ep ail-re?» re6v»§£¢1-a.i- it yap
1Irpo1jo'e1‘u.i.) rov diflov, 5 Bios 0.1’:-r'oii rrfis lcr)t. But there are, I think,
two objections to this restoration - (a) it neglects ].|.i.'v at the beginning
of the sentence, which should be followed by a contrasted BE clause;
(5) it neglects the technical Epicurean sense of ti-ii-to-1-i'a.: friendship
gives a -.-rfcr-i-is (cf. Sam‘. Val. xxxiv, xxxix), a trust ihat'your friend
will serve you if need comes, and what destroys this vr.-To":-i.e is an
injury done to you by your friend, which shows that you can no longer
trust him. I should therefore accept Usener’s restoration of the first
half (the text of the Heidelberg anthology is probably a mere variation),
and if one is to conjecture the words lost in the second half, would
propose £: 83 ii8un§<nr ears.» 6 <;bt')toc: ‘The wise man will be as
distressed for his friend’s suffering, as for his own, but if his friend
proves unfaithful, then his whole life will be confounded.’
- 1. o-1-p¢fiIi.ai.‘i|i.cvoe: foi"the idea cf. Vii. Ep.§ 118, 3.
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LVIII. For J-yii-6ie\.i.¢ in the sense of ‘ affairs ', ‘ routine ', cf. Ep. ad

PJ'”l- §35, 4 roiis sis ci.o7(oA.Ias flafiirripas TIT)? I-yxuxikfwv rive: {armle-
ypévoie, and for the Epicurean notion of the importance of the withdrawal
rom politics compare also K. A. vii and Vii. L19. § i 19.

LIX. A straightforward attack on greed. Usener’s insertion of the
article before -ya.o'-i-poi: is hardly necessary.

LX. This fragment is quoted by Seneca, Ep. 22. 13 ‘nemo non ita
exit e vita, tamquam modo intraverit’. There is considerable doubt
about its interpretation and reference. Seneca interprets it in a moral
sense, ‘a man leaves life no better than he entered it ’, and comments
‘falsuin est, peiores monmur quam nascimur'. Usener compares
Lucr. iii. 972, 973:

respice item quam nil ad nos anteacta vetustas
temporis aeterni fuerit, quam nascimur ante,

and takes it to mean that our condition after death will be as it was
before birth, i.e. we shall feel and know nothing~—but it is very difiicult
to extract this from the Greek. Bignone takes it to refer to the
accompaniments of this life, ‘ We brought nothing into this world and
it is certain that we shall take nothing out’. If one looks simply
at the Greek text it surely refers to the brevity of life and the little
that any man accomplishes in It‘ ‘every man at his death is like a
new-born child ’ ; his life is gone as it were in a few hours.

LXI. Another fragment where both text and interpretation are
difficult. Bignone has rightly seen that it must be an extract (as is
shown by ml.) from a longer passage on friendship: Epicurus has
probably been speaking of the advantages of friendship in mutual
service and protection, and has instanced first the friendship of true
Epicureans, which he regards as the highest. Then he passes to
the friendship of members of a family, where kinship forms a natural
basis for such mutual confidence.

1. 311:: is the actual bodily presence of those who live together:
Usener’s a-iivaqbis is quite unnecessary.

2. 11 . . . noteupém: I would retain the nominative of the MS.,
regarding cit; which follows F; as a dittography of ctr before rroiblvjiv '
it is the actual 51,!/is which is a spur to mutual confidence, just as in
XVIII he said that rrpéaoipua was the great incitement to love. The
editors wish to refer this clause to o-vyyevdac and agree in changing
a-oiovjiévq to"rrowv,u.évq;: Wotke accepted Hartel’s Kai for 1?; sis, and
Bignone would read nets ii¢:'.'-—a strange exaggeration. But I think
the nominative is right and makes better sense.

ct; -roi}-re is then the general purpose of mutual confidence, which is
the subject of the whole section from which this sentence is taken.
The saying is interesting as showing Epicurus’ belief in family life.

LXII. Again the text is diflicult and uncertain, but the general
meaning is clear. It is never of any use for children to be angry with
parents who are angry with them if the parents’ anger is justified.
then retaliation is futile, if it is irrational, resentment only inpreases their
passion, but ‘ a soft answer turneth away wrath ’.

an s b
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4. ylltoiov Iilvu To wpoccxxaiciv -rijv dhoyiav Oupoxaroxoivra: I have
with hesitation adopted the text put together by Bignone from sug-
gestions by Weil and Cronert. I feel considerable doubt about '.'I'p0O'£K'
xafciv in the sense of ‘ increasing’the irrational passion, but 6vp.oxa-i-o-
xofrvra appears to be supported by the usage of Bvpmcci.-roxov of a magic
medicine in passages quoted by Cronert (R/um. Mus. lxi, p. 421),
Dir! Alrrax. I I8. I7 6Uf.LOKt£‘|1Jx0V 1:-piiir fia.o-iltcfs xiii ,ucyta-rivas, Pap.
Lend. I. I14. 941 9v,i.i.oi<rii1'oxov xcii. {in-oraxrtxdw. The MS. has 11-Ev To
rrpde Zxxilrjatv rip-' dhoyiuv Qvnmxaroxofivra, for which Usener read
o't'y3.w 1'5 1:1-poi: dxxlwtv -rijir dloyfav (dyer) 5vp.q'i icu.-i-u.o'xdv1'u., 2|. large
correction, which does not give satisfactory sense.

6. :6-yvupofirrae V- it is unnatural to take this with -rpdrrove, and
it is probably better to read the singular nlyvwpowoilvra to correspond
with Qvpoxaroxofivra.

LXIII is interesting as showing that Epicurus did not wish to push
his idea of the simple life to excess: the ascetic will suffer bodily
distress like the glutton and so fail to attain rirrovfa. The text of the
first few words is corrupt but has been set right by Usener. Bignone
compares Hor. Sat. I. i. I02 ff. Von der Muehll reads év lteir-i-cir-"q-ri
Kt19G|.ptd1'1)5, but I do not understand the meaning of Jterr-rizi-i-qr here.

LXIV. The true Epicurean is glad to receive praise (cf. LII) but he
must not seel-r for it . his care is for his own bodily and spiritual welfare.

LXV is clearly part of an argument against the current practice of
prayer. The gods cannot ever answer it, and often a man could get
for himself what he prays for.

LXVI. Usener is piobably right in holding that this fragment cannot
refer to sympathy with living friends (élpqwoiiv-i-re is against that), but to
feeling for friends who are dead The true Epicurean will not idly
lament their death, but meditate on their lives. Compare K. A. xl aim
1.531-lpaviro dis rrp-iis atcov 1"iyv 1'05 1'e)tcvr1§o'o.v1‘0s rrpoxarao-rpodiijv

LXVII Great possessions cannot be obtained by the true Epicurean,
and if he has them by chance he can distribute them,and so win the
good-feeling of friends which is the true wealth.

1. Dmiflspoe . Usener suggests éitevtlépioe but d)\.£'l.l6£pO4i‘ is better.
The philosopher’s life is ‘free ’ because it is not encumbered by the
necessity of courting others.

2. (pfi) must be added.
3. o-uwexei Sailviheiq can hardly stand alone and o-iii» is a more

probable insertion than iv. -rt-d'.v-i-a i<¢'m-up-at can well stand by itself in
the sense Of Bignone’s amplifiCflti0Ii 1r6'.(v'ri:i. 1'5 a'u;.i.¢i'po)v1'ci. i<é'K'rr)1'o.t..

LXVIII. In the form in which it stands here, the aphorism appears
to mean that a fastidious man is never satisfied. But the sense is
a little feeble, and as it is quoted by Aelian, Var. Hm‘. iv. 13 (fr. 69)
all dkfyov oiiix iicavdv, ci.lUt& roiirtp ye oiiifiiv txaviiv, ‘ the man who is not
satisfied with little, is satisfied with nothing’, it is far more pointed.
We should however perhaps hardly be justified in reading here t§ d)u."yor
nix i.i<av6v.__
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LXIK. The point is truly Epicurean - it is not bodily hunger which

makes one desire dainty foods, but a greed of the mind which imagines
and then desires new varieties. After the satisfaction of the need
there can be only variety in pleasure. Mxvoe with the gen. is quoted
from the fragments of Menander (Insert i. io ltixvos -rail xrxpviipévov).

LXX. A common Epicurean theme which recurs in K. A. xxxiv,
xxxv and Serif. Vat. vii.

LXXI. Another straightforward aphorism, which suggests the
Epicurean ‘ hedonistic calculus '. In the presence of every desire we
must ask what amount of pleasure and vihat amount of pain does
it involve and decide accordingly. Compaie Ep. adjlfm § 129. 5 ff.

LXXIII. A rather interesting statement of the value of experience
in the case of physical health.

LXXIV. A paradox of dialectic
LXXV. This is of couise a reference to the story of Solon’s saying

to Croesus (Hdt.i 3o ff). The quotation is the end of an iambic line
and is attributed to Solon in Scholion on Dio Chrys. Or. 72. 13 and
on Lucian, iv, p 137. To the Epicurean on the other hand the
memory of past pleasures was one of the chief sources of present
happiness cf XVII, XIX.

LXXVI. There is some doubt as to the authorship of this fragment,
which evidently comes from a peisonal letter. Usener attributes it to
Epicurus and thinks thai it is addressed to one of the earlier disciples,
who ii as older than Epicurus himself possibly to Leoiiteus of
Lampsacus. Bignone comparing it with a fragment of Metrodorus
(Korte 41, Plut adv. C02. 31), which is somewhat similar in tone,
prefers to attribute it to him.

Bignone in his translation does not sufliciently bring out Sui-yvuiirac
. . . érrol-Tdv £0-ri . . . Kflf. ofov: this must imply a distinction between two
methods of philosophizing, exoteric and esoteiic Epicurus’ philosophy
was to be proclaimed to the world (cf. XXIX, LII), and the contrast here
must be with some other sect who kept their philosophy to themselves.

LXXVII may be compared with XLIV and LXVII. ai'n-dipxria
must be taken in the same wide sense as in XLIV which cannot be
fully translated in English.

LXXVIII is perhaps the most remarkable of all the exaltations of
friendship ip Epicurus. It is called immortal because it gives a man
happiness equivalent to that of the gods: compare Ep. ad Ellen. § 135. 7
Iijaets fit time 9659 iv cit:/dpoirrots. oiwirv ‘yap Zouce fiilir ££V6ptU7I'O'i
Ev dfiavcirote ii. 1190?;

LXXIX. Vlfith this saying we may compare what is said of the
nature Of the gods in K. A. i 1-5 pnxdpwv ital dqbdaprov ofrre u.iii1*o -irpii-y-
para Zxei. oifre i:f.iUup 1:-a.pc')(st.

LXXX. A well-spent youth will have put a man on the safe path for
the rest of his life.

The opening of the sentence is blurred in the 1\IS.: von der Muehll
conjectures -ycwaiiip.

B b 2
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3. oia-rpafidet lit. ‘ gad-fly like ', a typically picturesque word.
LXXXI. The first part of the sentence is alluded to in Porph.

J: Abrhn. i. 51 (Usener,fr. 470).
I. 0681 -r+|v need not be altered with Usener to 0158i 1-iv’.
3. tcpiflleihs: Cf. K. A. Vll Zvdofot xcti. 1r¢pt'B)Le1i"roi1'tvt'i i}3o1.u\.1i917o'av

yivae-Gm. , ’ I _ _
4. -rim 1ra.p<l- 1'6-s fifitopia-rous minus: lit. ‘things connected with

unlimited causes’, i.e. causes of unhmited desire, such as there is for
wealth, honour, power, &c. Bignone takes it to mean ‘causes not
proportional to the natural end ’, but this seems less natural.

OTHER FRAGMENTS

1 (Usener 2). This sentence is quoted in the Lay? qfEpz'curus by
Diog. Laert. (it. I36) in a passage where he is contrasting the
Epicurean idea of pleasure as the absence of pain with that of the
Cyrenaics. See notes there.

2 (Usener 18). The fragment is quoted by Plutarch in a work
(adv. Calofm), which is a violent attack on Epicureanism. He inter-
prets the reply to mean, ‘ Yes, I will act so, but I do not wish to
admit it’, and Cicero, in a passage (dz Fm. 11. 9. 28) which seems to
allude to this book, says that Epicurus ‘sometimes gets into great
difificulties, and when the general conscience of mankind is removed,
seems ready to do anything, however disgraceful, for pleasure's sake '.
But it is obvious from its occurrence in a book of ‘Problems ' (or we
might say ‘Casuistry’) that Epicurus regarded this as an open
question, and the reply given here is therefore to be taken quite
seriously. Sent. Vat. li suggests that conflict with the laws is likely
to mean ultimately conflict with Epicurean principles. At the same
time K. A. xxxvii and fragments 81, 83 suggest that the laws were
made for man and not man for the laws, and there might have been
cases in which Epicurus would have answered this question affirma-
tive y. I

8 (Usener 27). This sentence is again quoted in the Lg/2 if
Epicurur (§ I35) in a passage where he is summing up various
characteristics of the Epicurean philosophy. The expression is not
very easy : see notes there.

4. (Usener 29). Epicurus held that the atoms had no colour, but
that colours were produced in things by the arrangements and move-
ments of the component atoms (cf Ep. ad Hdl. §§ 54, 55, Lucr. ii.
730 fl'.). One of his arguments is here recorded, that even in our
experience things have no colour in the dark (cf. Lucr. ii. 746, 747).
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6, 6, 7 (Usener 58, 59, 6o). These three passages, all cited from
Plutarch’s attack on Colotes, must be extracts from a discussion in the
Symposium on the results of differences of atomic arrangement in
compounds, illustrated by the effects of wine on the human body.
Sometimes it is felt to be cool, sometimes it produces heat. How can
this be? Not according to Epicurus, because wine is absolutely either
hot or cold, but because it contains in itself particles which may be
productive of heat and others which may be productive of cold. If
then the ‘heat-particles ’ come together, the effect is warming, if the
cold, then cooling. But the atomic conformation of the body which
it enters is also of importance: for heat or cold particles in it may
come and join those in the wine and so increase the one effect or the
other. The whole explanation is, in fact, closely parallel to that of
the differences of taste which the same thing will have for different
persons given by Lucretius in iv. 6 3 3 ff.

The general sense is clear, but there are difficulties of text and of
the detailed interpretation of the passages.

5 This is part of a dialogue between Polyaeiius, Epicurus, and
others, and it is quoted piecemeal by Plutarch. The first question is
definitely assigned to Polyaenus, the second remark it seems most
natural to take as an interruption by one of the other characters, and
the third (quoted as occurring ‘ a little later ') will be part of Epicurus’
re 1 .

p2?ll1'I'0\o.Bd -i-is oi» . . . diiroclauiveaflai: we may with Bignone retain
the MS. text and interpret‘ some one interrupted saying that it did
not appear ' . the ‘ some one ’ will be a supporter of Epicurus.
Usener, wishing to assign this remark to Epicurus himself, would read
i'nre’)ui,Ei‘c Tie as . . . ii-iro<,l>e-Ive:-at, but this is not only unnecessary but
does not really give good sense.

4. 105$: Si rtvoc . I take this genitive, like 1-iis Si 'rota.ii-'r'r)s cpiiaemc ii:'n\.
infr. 6, to be objective after Bcpnavrmée, ‘ capable of warming a body of
a certain kind ', i.e. that you must not only have the right amount of
wine, but the right atomic structure in the body of the drinker to assist
the warming process asdescribed infr. 6 Bignone in all these places
takes the genitive apparently as descriptive, ‘ a certain quantity of wine
at a certain temperature ’. This seems to me very doubtful Greek,
and moreover it neglects the essential point of the conformation of the
body of the'recipient. _

6. 2. -riis Si rotriii-i-r|e . . . 6¢p|i.av-midi», ‘capable of warming a certain
body which is in a certain disposition’, i.e. a body containing the
right kind of particles in the right arrarigement- see note on fr. 5.
Bignone again takes it as descriptive, ‘ a certain quantity of wine at a
certain temperature and arranged in a specific manner ’.

4. same, here, ‘atoms ’: it was Democritus’ technical term, and
Epicurus himself spoke of cti tii1'o,itot ¢iio'ct9- _ _

5. ct, Bfov 71,: this is the MS. text, and I think it may Just be
retained: ‘ in the compound there are certain particle! out of which
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cold might be produced, if, when occasion requires, united with other
particles they could form a structure which would cause cold ’. The
particles are always there, and it requires only the combination with
other particles in the body to form the right atomic structure to
produce the effect of cold. But the sense of Siiov -ye is rather strained,
and we should perhaps accept Bignone’s suggestion ei (sis) 8¢’cw ye
é-ripau: rrapaiv-ycio-at, ‘if appropriately united with other particles’.
The same sense would be obtained by Wyttenbach’s sis Séov -re, but
Usener’s alteration #7 ai’ -ye is both violent and unsatisfactory.

7 is more straightforward and reinforces the general argument with
the statement that wine is frequently drunk without any perceptible
effect of heat or cold, which shows that it is neither hot nor cold
absolutely.

B (Usener 62) occurs in Vit. Ep. § 118, and recurs at the end
of Sent. Va! li with the substitution of ddipcfiifc-io. for o-wove-t’-i7 In
Vii‘. Ep. it is quoted as a common saying of the Epicureans, but Plut
Quaest. Canine. iii. 6. 1 makes the attribution to the Symposium
certain.

9 is not included in Usener’s collection, but was included by
Bignone from the Herculanean Rolls on rhetoric. The text is corrupt
in the papyrus and was first put in order by Gomperz: I have noted
the points in which Sudhaus, from whom I here take the text
(Philodem Vol}. Rim‘. Suppl, p. 50), differs from him The frag-
ment is clearly a double version of a saying and may, though not with
certainty, be attributed to Epicurus himself. It is of course very
ironical in tone and is fully in accordance with Epicurus’ usual con-
tempt for rhetoric.

10 (Usener 67). This fragment is quoted as from the 1.-cpl -rc')tovs
by Athenaeus, and also, with abbreviations at the end, in Vzt. Ep. § 6
(see notes there). It was maliciously used against Epicurus by his
detractors, but is in fact an extremely emphatic statement that bodily
pleasure must be regarded as just as essential for complete happiness
as mental pleasure. It should, however, be read in COI't]tlI1Cl.lOI1 with
such passages as Ep. ad Men. § I29, where Epicurus says that all
pleasures are good, but not all aipe-i-at’.

11 (Usener 68). An interesting fragment for Epicurus’ idea of
bodily pleasure. its-ovia becomes a permanent stable condition of
body and this produces xap-ti., which is a strong and positive feeling
of pleasure.

12 (Usener 7o). A clear statement of the doctrine that pleasure is
the supreme test: beauty and virtue have no validity in themselves.
Compare fr. 79.

13 (Usener 75). This of course is the fundamental doctrine ot
Epicurean physics and may be compared with Ep. ad’ Hdf. § 39 and
Lucr. Bk. I.

14. (Usener 76). A slight variation of the preceding statement, but
there is no reason to doubt that they both occurred in the first book of
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the -ii-ept tfidocwc. 1'-61I"05‘ was one of Epicurus’ regular terms,t'or ‘ empty
space ’: cf. Lucr. i. 426 ‘locus ac spatium quod inane vocamus ’.

16 (Usener 81). Ttus fragment is quoted as from the eleventh
book of the -ii-ept diiiactus by the scholiast on Ep. ad Pytti. § gr (see
note there). It is clearly an argument for the Epicurean view that
the size of the sun is as we see it It must be compared with
Lucr. v. 564 ff., where it is argued that terrestrial lights become con-
fused in outline before they appear to diminish in size. Much more
so would this happen with the sun whose great distance from the
earth would be very likely to cause such blurring. But the outline of
the sun is not blurred’ therefore we must suppose that his size is not
diminished. Bignone in his note on Ep ad Pyttz. § 91, has, I think,
shown clearly that this is the meaning and that there is no reason for
any alteration in the text.

Other fragments of the -ii-cpl diiiarws have been found in the
Herculanean Rolls (see Nrw Chapters in J’/is History q/' Greek
Literature, Powell and Barber, I921, p. 4o, note by ]. L. Stocks).
Some of these have been published with COH]€ClZl1!l'3.l restorations, but
the text is so fragmentary and uncertain and the restorations at pre-
septso far from satisfactory that I have not included any in the present
collection. It may, however, be well to give some accountofthe extent
of these fragments and their contents with references to the sources
where they may be found.

A. Fragments definitely assigned to certain Books :
1. Book II. Eleven fragments from VH ' vol. ii, edited by Rosini

and Orelli (Epzcun Fragmenta, Leipzig, 1818). These deal with
the theory of sense-perception by means of effluences, and in particular
with the cidcuttct which are the cause of vision. Col. iii gives an indi-
cation of Epicurus’ theory of the atomic construction of the ¢i'8w)ta,
and col vii appears to point out that the cificittoii preserves the same
shape and the same space intervals as the original, but that its content
(Brides) is not solid (crime) but void (xcviiv). Further references to
these fragments will be found in an article by Gomperz (‘ Neue Broch-
stilcke Epikurs ’, Sztaungrderzrfite der kart". Akad der I/Vzsrenrrliriyifm,
lxxxii, i876,p. 87), which contains a summary of the -ii-rpl qbiio-ms
fragments then known.

2. .B0ok'XI. Thirteen fragments from V11” vol. ii, edited by
Rosini and Orelli (op cit.); corrections and additions from the Oxford
copies of cols. ix to xii, published by Gomperz (Zeztrr/irift ffir
die Oerterrnr/iis:/ten Gyrrmarim, xviii, 1867, pp. 2o7 ff.). see also
Sztzungréerzr/rte der itazs. Akad. lxxxii, p. 87). This book deals with
cosmogony and is largely occupied with a discussion of the earth's
position at rest in the middle of the ic6ap.c»:. The idea expounded by
Lucretius (v. 534 ff.) is elaborated, and the earth is said to owe lts
freedom from motion to its rp0SltlOI1 in the centre, so that there is
equal pressure of air on it rom all sides. There is ‘incidentally a
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file-ussion of the means by which we can obtain informiition as to
tflptt. [An alternative iersion of these fragments (except 2, 31'dnJtn'1 ' ' ,

a 4) was published by Mancini (Att: dat Cangrersa Internaszbnale dz‘
Jflenlt rtonrfze, vol. ii, i9o5, . 249 ff.) based on a MS. in the
University Library of Messina (lilzindo Monastico 37). This MS. is
a transcript made by one Foti, who assisted Rosini in the decipher-
ing of the Herculanean Rolls, and was apparently taken from an
earlier facsimile than that from which VH was published: its readings
may therefore have occasional value, though Foti’s own restorations
are for the most part very poor.]

3. Book XIV. Ten fragments published by Gomperz (Zeiti-c1ir._)‘tJr
Ont. Cfiimra, loc. cit., pp. arr--213), which are part of a polemic on
the question of the original qliiio-re, and are directed, as Gomperz
thinks, against the theory of Plato in the Zlmaeus.

4. Book X V. A fragment of the title of the book giving an indication
of the date of its writing. Discussed by Gomperz (ibid., pp. 669-670).

5. Book XX VIII. Thirteen fragments from the Apograpka
O:rcm'eiisia, each composed of two halves taken from different
parts of the reproduction, the pages of the roll having been torn
in half and copied separately: published by Cosattini (Harmer, xxix,
1894, pp. 1-15). These represent the latter portion of the bqok
and look like the records of a conversation, Metrodorus being
frequently addressed by name. They deal with the principles of the
Canonice, and in particular with the truth of ale-6170-is and the impor-
tance of the use of words in their primary sense (see Ep. ad Hdt.
§ 37). Cosattini thinks that they show a greater interest in questions
of logic than is usually attributed to Epicurus.

B. Unassigned Fragments:
r. On the Wilt. Six fragments and one fairly continuous passage

of some length published by Gomperz (Si'tsungs6.em-lite der kais. Akad.
fttr Wirr. lxxxii, 1876, pp. 92 to 95, and Wikmr Studies, i. I879-1880,
pp. 27--3i). The fragments appear to discuss from an atomic point
of view the reaction of the mind to the rtfiwlui coming from without,
and tend in Gomperz’s view, to show that Epicurus, though the oppo-
nent of fatalism, was not opposed to determinism. These fragments,
if they could be satisfactorily restored, would throw a_great deal of
light on Epicurus’ psychology, and so illuminate his moral theory.

ii. On generation. Seven fragments published by Cosattini (Rwtrta
di'Fi'Zologia, xx, I892, pp. 51o-515) and attributed by him to Epicurus
himself on the ground that no other Epicurean work -ii-cpl qbiitrcws
is known in the Herculanean collection and the writing resembles
that of the fragments of Book II. The passage appears to deal with
the process of generation from the atomic point of view.

3. On error. A short fragment from the conclusion of a book
published by Gomperz (Sdsusgrb. karr. Akaa‘ , ibid., p. 96) dealing with
the origin of erroneous ideas in the mind.

4. On {lie ‘myth’ if a‘_/idure 1:/E. A few scraps published by
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Gomperz (ibid., pp. 96, 97), which appear to be part of a polemic
against the popular religious ideas of punishment after death (cf. Ep.
ad Mm. §§ 124 fl'.).

16 (Usener 92). These definitions may well be included among
the genuine fragments, though Usener does not admit them. They
are entirely in agreement with Epicurean doctrine and are expressed
in the language of Epicurus.

1'7 (Usener 93). This quotation occurs in the Vi! Ep.§ 7, II, and is
directed against Nausiphanes, a pupil of Democritus, from whom
Epicurus undoubtedly learned much, though he heaped scorn and
abuse on him. For the text and interpretation see notes there.

18 (Usener 97). This and the following tvio fragments (19) come
from the Herculanean Rolls. Their restoration is naturally very
tentative. '

i. 3: sc. that pleasure has a limit ' cf. K. A. iii.
19 (Usener 99) These two much corrupted fragments from

Philodemus’-ii-cpl‘. eiitrrfieéaq must have been quoted by him for the sake
of the pious expression t9r6‘iv rikewv Eivrttiv This is strictly inconsis-
tent with Epicurus‘ view of the gods, but it is notable that both he and
his disciples occasionally used such conventional phrases: cl Lucr.
ii. 434, v I I56.

20 (Usener io5). The fragment is quoted by Theo as an example
of a bad order of words, and is placed by Usener among ‘ Spurious
Letters ’. But there seems no particular reason to doubt it. It is
almost impossible to guess the context.

I. oi0'9' in-ep 1'||ii'v is a brilliant restoration of Crt$nert’s (R/:ern.1|Ju.t' ,
1906, p. 422) for the manifest corruption of the MSS.' Usener’s
é'a-1-iv 8 ii-piv pév is much less probable.

2. yqévqrm ' Cronert‘s obvious correction for -y¢'v-iyraii.
21 (Usener ii3). This fragment, which is about Nausiphanes, is

quoted in Vii‘. Ep. § 8, 2.: see notes there. Bignone has, I think,
clearly shown that the MS text 8t3tit;rm)tov may be retained without
alteration or addition.

22 (Usener 114). These quotations are again about Nausiphanes
and are given by Seiitus Empincus. There is little doubt that Epicurus
did derive some of l'llS knowledge of atornism from Nausiphanes, but
he is always‘ very violent in proclaiming his independence.

1. Bapua-r6»-one is given by Plutarch (canrr. Ep. Bi.-at. 2, p. 1086 e)
among a list of abusive epithets which Epicurus liked to hurl at other
philosophers.

ii. 1-oi irluiip-ems, ‘the Mollusc’: Scxtus explains that Epicurus
gave him this nickname, the iii»-tii'tr6i7»rov.

28 (Usener 116). Epicurus is here clearly contrasting the motive
of his moral philosophy with that of others. They invite men to a
laborious round of virtues, which may or may not prolit them, he
invites them to continuous pleasure.
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24 (Usener I 17). The fragment is preserved in Athenaeus, but the
name Apelles is restored from a reference in Plutarch. Athenaeus
quotes it in connexion with Epicurus’ claim to have been free him-
self from all traditional education, and notes his congratulations to
disciples in the same condition : cf fr. 33.

1. alitius is an ingenious emendation of Bignone for the meaning-
less tin?-i-fee of the MSS. It would be quite in Epicurus’ manner to
refer to education on traditional lines as ‘ contamination '. It is there-
fore better in sense, as well as palaeographically, than Wachsmuth’s
1rei.8¢i‘.'a.s which is accepted by Usener.

25 (Usener 125). Another fragment from Vii. Ep. § 5. 6, addressed
to Themista, Leonteus' wife. It shows Epicurus in a playful mood.

26 (Usener 130). A considerable number of fragments survive
addressed to Idomeneus, who was one of the leading disciples. This
fragment refers to the voluntary contribuuons (cf frs. 4o, 41) made
by the disciples for the support of their master The phraseology
used is religious and playful in tone, but the Epicureans began quite
early to give the founder a form of religious veneration.

27 (Usener 131). This invocation, like fr so, was quoted by Theo
as an example of bad prose rhythm, the fault here being that the
rhythm is too close to that of verse. Rohde in his copy of Usener,
now in my possession, has noted that if the word i<tvi§,u.ti-re. be removed,
the remainder is a rough iambic verse.

28 (Usener 135) is rightly referred to by Seneca (Ep. 21. 7) as a
nobzlzs smfentia.

1. xP'l'||LClT(|Jl' is the reading of the MSS. and should be retained as
a partitive genitive. One MS. corrects to xpiiiiti-ra. . Seneca translates
mm perumae adiczmdum, from which Meineke restored xpvjnaai, but
there seems no authority for the construction

2. -rF|s . . . £11-i.Bu|.i.ies: probably specifically ‘the desire for money ’,
and not ‘ desires ' in general, as Bignone takes it. Seneca has
c:.pz'dz!ai‘z detra/zmdum earl.

29 (Usener 135a, p. 345). This is quoted by Stobaeus with the
heading ‘A-ii-oJ\)tt6vtos Ei’.8o;iéiq;. It is certainly Epicurean in expression
and Usener is probably right in recognizing ’I8op.rv¢i' in E280-p.£v-9.
‘A-ii-oivttfivtos may, as he suggests, come from the next heading in
Stobaeus, ’A1i-oA)tt.5vto<: 1-oi‘; yvwpintitc, or, as Hense thinks, it may be
that Stobaeus took the saying from Apollonius quoting Epicurus.

I. -r-hr all-rcipiteiav must be taken here in its narrower sense of the
control of desires.

2. Qt!-pp-G|.|.¢v, ‘may be content’, and so free from any disturbing
desires for luxurious food.

30 (Usener 138$ A dying letter to Idomeneus quoted in Vzif. Ep.
§ 212. 2 (see notes ere). An almost identical letter to Hermarchus is
translated by Cicero, dc Fm. ii. 30. 96. It is probable that Epicurus
sent shgjht variations of the letter to different disciples.

81 ( serier :40). The tone of this fragment is probably ironical:
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Epicurus wished to discourage Colotes’ extravagant signs of devotion
and so paid them back to him and addressed him in the excessive
reverence of the second sentence.

2. clioveioltéy-q-rev, ‘not to be accounted for by scientific method ',
‘unaccountable ’, obviously a semi-ironical expression: cf. the use of
the word infr 44.

3- '|'|‘li0‘l‘|‘i - - - @1'l'l)\‘l'|\PE¢|J9, Elflfll‘ €7l'|.91.lF.'I]|l.LG, 'yt've'o'9at after eit9to'].te5|/‘rye
4. 1-twfiv ' the MSS. have -i-i,ii.i'i‘iv, for which Wyittenbach conjectured

aitgll-I, but the nearer correction 1-ivtTiv, though a little feeble, is probably
sa er.

32 (Usener 143). Another playful extract quoted in the Vi! Ep. §5. 3.
33 (Usener 163). For the text see note on Vii‘. Ep. § 6 6.
34 (Usener 165) Quoted in Vii‘ Ep. § 5 8 as a phrase which

brought censure on Epicurus for his excessive flattery of a young
man

35 (Usener 176). A charming letter to a child written on one of
Epicurus’ visits to see his disciples in Asia Minor, where he had lived
and taught before coming to Athens ' see Vi/. Ep. § io.

36 (Usener 177). Another portion of a letter obtained from the
works of Philodemus in the Hciculanean Rolls. It may be compared
with fr. 3o.

37 (Usener 181) A clear statement of the argument for the
‘ simple life ' . it satisfies bodily needs and does not involve consequent
pains, as luxury does.

2. irpomr-i-iiw: a violent word, for which see its use by Metrodorus in
Sam’. Vat. xlvii, and by Epicurus again iiifr. 79.

38. This fragment, which is not in Usener’s collection, was
recovered from the Herculanean papyri by Cronert (R/um. Jllus. lxi,
p. 426). It is like in character to 3o and 36.

39 (Usener 182). Another fragment on the simple life from V21’ Ep.
§ I I 6: see note there on ini6pt8t’tiv.

40 (Usener 183). A reference to the contributions made by the
disciples for the support of Epicurus: seefr 26

I. Satpoviw; seems a safer correction of the MS Buiws than Cobet's
Sat}/t')tws' it is also more in accord with the phraseology of the
fragment. _

2. ofipavopqafi. an intentionally poetic word.
4.1 (Usener 184). Another reference to the ti-iirraéts, which Shows

that it was a well-organized subscription of a substantial amount levied
on all disciples. It would presumably be required for the upkeep of
the house and gardens in Athens and for the sustenance of Epicurus
and the disciples who lived there. The opening of the fragment
looks as though some ofiicial of the community was authorized to
assess the amount.

12 (Usener 185) Another fragment from Philodemus said to be in
reference to a boy who had brought the philosopher 2, present of
a sheep (the preceding words in the papyrus should surely be read mi
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fidrroe wptqflaror -.e'a.i5|’.'oi.i euros iv] -ir4\.¢[x]1-Gt ‘pI€Ht], and not as they
were edited, ii-a.i.3fqi -ru/I): Epicurus paid him y teaching. Bignone
for some reason omits this fragment

1. tlv-rifioa-iv: the papyrus has alvofio-av, out of which Usener admits
that it is practically impossible to extract any sense. tiv-r£'8oo-iv would
give what is required and is not palaeographically a very large
alteration. -

4.3 (Usener 187). Epicurus was always contemptuous of the ‘man
in the street ', and did not wish or expect to be understood by him.
Compare Sam‘. Vat. xxix.

44. (Usener aoo). The quotation is not assigned by Porphyrius to
any author, but apart from its language the coincidence of part of it
with Sent Vat. xxxiii makes it certain that this is Epicurus. Bignone
enters a caution about Porphyrius' quotations, and in particular points
out that it is not easy to determine where the quotation stops and
Porphyrius’ comment begins. But the whole of this extract may
safely be assigned to Epicurus.

I. d.¢iuu'tol\6'y~||'rov: Cf.fr'. 31.
45 (Usener 2o2) We may compare Sam’. Vat. xxv, and for the

general idea K A xviii.
4.. 1!o"l'tv(ofi '|rlt0t'l1'o9 dltluit. 1reviu.). In the MS. Of POl'phy1'it1S the frag-

ment ends with éo-rtv, the next sentence (_/in 68) beginning with the
words ofi a-ii-iivtov. Usener wrote i!-a-ri. ii-evict, thinking presumably that
oil should be excluded and that ii-evfa. had dropped out owing to con-
fusion with O"fl'tIlJ'lOIh Bignone, who retains mi», suspects the larger
omission due to the reputed oi.

4.6 (Usener 203). Fears arise because we forget the laws of
nature, desires because we forget the natural limits of pleasure.

48 (Usener 207) is very close in expression to Lucr. ii. 34-36 :
nec calidae citius decedunt corpore febres,
textilibus si in picturis ostroque rubenti
iacteris, quam si in plebeia veste cubandum est.

1. ttu.1't|.|tei.|.|.év-[1 and exotic-n are changed by Usener to the masculine,
presumably on the ground that Porphyrius, citing the quotation in his
address to Marcella, would have adapted the participles to the
feminine. But Epicurus’ correspondent may also have been a woman
and nothing is gained by the change. “

49 (Usener 21 2). A more than usually fragmentary extract from a
letter to a disciple who had written to the master on the relation of
phenomena to the unseen (atoms and space). See Ep. ad Hdt. § 51
and elsewhere. The text given is that of Cronert (Rlimz. Mus. lxi,
p. 425), who re-examined the papyrus.

1. Before qbépwv, iv nvijny or the like must have preceded.
50 (Usener 213) Bignone quotes interesting passages from

Plutarch (coritr. Ep. Beat. 1097 e) and from Metrodorus showing that
Epicurus and his disciples recognized a peculiar joy in the tears of
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grief shed for a dead friend. Memory is here, as always, an important
actor in Epicurean happiness.

51 (Usener 214) sounds a little cynical in expression, but Epicurus
was probably thinking of the formation of habit.

62 (Usener 215) is a half-hearted precept to do good to an enemy,
but remarkable even as it stands.

64 (Usener 221) is another unassigned -quotation iii Porphyrius.
Stobaeus refers it to Pythagoras, but its likeness to Suzi’. Vat’. liv and
other Epicurean sentiments seems to justify Usener’s attribution to
Epicurus.

65 (Usener 266). It is not certain that these are the actual words
of Epicurus, but the idea of revolving cycles or periods of time is
certainly his: cf. Lucr. iii. 856 ff.

56 (Usener 356). This fragment deals with the gods to whom
Epicurus himself attributed speech and supposed them to converse
with one another, like Epicurean sages, the nearest approach on earth
to the gods. Philodemus goes on to argue that the gods speak in
Greek, or in some language like it, for in no other language is philo-
Sophy discussed.

57 (Usener 387). An unusually interesting fragment preserved by
Philodemus about religious observances. Though Epicurus denied
the interference of the gods in the direction of the world, he was yet
scrupulous in the performance of religious functions (cf. Var Ep. § io. 5)
and here recommends such piety to lll.S disciples. He held no doubt
that such performance of ceremonial did not involve any belief in the
action of the gods in the world, but it is also clear from Lucr. vi. 68 ff.
that he conceived that the srmufacra of the gods entering the mind of
the worshipper could communicate something of the divine d-rupaéiui
prayer for the Epicurean becomes communion.

1. ital. irultés is perhaps a closer emendation of the defective mi . . .
tI.>\(ll than Gomperz s xiii. -r'd.)t)ta.

3. rrepl. 1-tiv dpicrruv xiii. crcp.vo-rci-raw: rt‘. 1-tiiv Qniiv.
4. in Bi . . . 86§-r|s: the meaning is here obscure. It may be that

Epicureans should be careful not to incur any charge of unpiety.
5. ttuetxiiis Lfiw: a few vtords after this can be made out, but sense

can hardly be m_ade of them.
68 (Usener 388). A rather cynical argument for the general

Epicurean view that the gods do not listen to prayer.
69 (Usener 409). A relentless and startling exposition of the

doctrine of pleasure which caused great scandal in antiquity. Com-
pare the saying attributed to Metrodorus (fr. vi, p. 47, Duen.-fr. 39,
Kbrte) it-cpl. 'ya.o'-ripe. -ycip, iii ¢utri.oA.67e Ttponpares, 1-Ei ti-yadriv xcti. xuldv.
If the mind is to have it-rapu.Ei'a. in order to pursue philosophy, the first
condition is tin-ovfu of the body, and for that the first need is it-ii-ovfa
=..— 53026 of the stomach. It is a fearless piece of logic which was
falsely interpreted as though Epicurus had made the pleasure of the
stomach the first object of life.
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2. -ta -u-apt-i-rd, ‘the things over and above ’, mere ¢irapa..Et'a., those

‘ variations ’ of mental pleasure which may be summed up as ‘ culture ’.
60 (Usener 422). An emphatic statement of the Epicurean doc-

trine of pleasure: the removal of pain constitutes pleasure, and if it
has been accomplished no further pleasure is needed. The satisfac-
tion of the natural desire for the removal of pain does not incite to
evil-doing, but only the striving for the fulfilment of unnatural desires.

2. iv aiafl-fie-at iiu.B¢cr-rGrnc. sc. as long as we are alive and awake.
3. 11 1-fie Mucus flbovfi is the MS. text and may be kept. Bignone

objects that the contrast between 1F;Bowj and 6p¢$te is inappropriate, but
the contrast is between the natural pleasure fulfilled and the unnatural
desires unfulfilled. Bignone himself would read flow:-l) in the sense of
‘ impulse ’: this seems to me unnecessary, but is better than Cr6nert’s
cfimv-F; or Usener’s €v8eto..

4. ifiufiev, presumably ‘ outside ’ the person who conceives it : ‘ puts
ii.3ti<t'a into aciion ’.

61 (Usener 423). As pleasure is the removal of pain, so the height
of pleasure is the removal of a great pain. If we grasp and hold to
this, we need not engage in Peripatetic subtleties.

1. -imp’ ab-r6 it seems impossible to retain, but none of the sugges-
tions are satisfactory. Reiske's -imp’ 0.151-Q6, ‘fiom the person himself’,
is odd Greek and poor sense, Usener’s 1:-iipt-it-1-ti = 11-apav-rt'm IS not
very good sense and introduces an odd word. Bignone would read
near’ ma, ‘in itself ’, and translates ‘the simple liberation from great
pain’, supporting it by Plutarch's words in the context -r-Pgv -rtiyufioii
¢i§o'tv if a.i5'rfiS' Tits 1'0-3 naxofi, but the eXp1'6BSiOn is still strange

3. Ewtfidhp, ‘ grasps it in mind ’, a reference to the Epicurean con-
ception of é-n-tfio/Xi} 1-F): Btavoiac. The aorist seems essential as against
the MS. i"1:'tB<i)t)ty.

11-epiira-rfi: Bignone is undoubtedly right in seeing an ironical allu-
sion to the ‘ Peripatetics’, whose Aristotelian doctrine of pleasure
involved subtle analysis.

62 (Usener 442). This is good Epicuiean doctrine (see Ep. ad Men.
§§ 129, 130), but, as Usener admits, we cannot be certain that these
are actually Epicurus’ words.

68 (Usener 445). As usual with these citations fsom Porphyrius
we cannot feel certain of the actual words. POrphyI'it1§ goes on to
explain that it is the mind which is to blame because of its vain
desires and hopes : compare Diog. Oen._/'r. i.

64. (Usener 447). For this Epicurean commonplace see ILA. iv
and Serif. Va! iv.

65 (Usener 448). An echo of the first part of the preceding fragment.
66 (Usener 457). For the idea see Seneca, Ep. 8. 7 ‘ philosophiae

servias oportet, ut tibi contingat vera libertas ’: the expression here is,
as Usener points out, not quite like that of Epicurus himself

67 (Usener 469). So in a less picturesque manner, Ep. ad Men.
§ I 30. 9 'rB'p.iv ¢vo'uc5v 1:-&v nirdpwrdv €o~rt, -rd 52 xevdv 5v0'1r6pto'1-ov-
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68 (Usener 471). An elaboration of a commonplace dictum of
Epicurus. The fool is poor in respect of dmpafia, the true end of
life, and rich in fancies which lead to extravagant desires.

i. oi‘: cr1-rciviov: Usener in connexion with his emendation of the
previous sentence (seefr. 45) omitted mi, but it is not easy to see how
he then interpreted the remark.

-ii-iv-q-ru. seems a necessary addition, as is vdcrou in l. 5.
69 (Usener 473). A strange variant of this aphorism occurs in

Sam’. Vat‘. lxviii.
70 (Usener 476). aifn-c£pi<¢ia. is here used in the narrower sense of

self-control’, ‘control of desires’. almost, as Bignone translates it,
' frugality ’.

71 (Usener 478). This looks more like a long-winded paraphrase
of some brief saying of Epicurus than an exact quotation of his words:
cf. Sam‘. Va! lxiii.

72 (Usener 479). Riches involve a greater complication of life and
therefore greater rapaxif.

I. -rfiv ifiii-altltay-flu, ‘the escape ' which they desire . Usener’s change
to riv’ is unnecessary.

73 (Usener 480) A strange aphorism which again may be a little
distorted in Porphyrius’ quotation.

r. 6-qpi.a’i3ouq is Nauck’s emendation for the MS. 9p17vdI~8ovs: one
might hesitate to accept it but for a close parallel in Philod. VH’ vii.
I'79,_/‘Fr. Xxiv ti.-iro -ydp iiv'q;.t[e'pov ii-ai] Uqptuioovs €p['yo.o't'cts1 it-Ht. Epicurus
is probably comparing the rapacious acquisition of riches with the
ravening of a wild beast.

74 (Usener 485) Fear and desire are the two great obstacles to
drapafifa, which is the necessary prelude to philosophical study.

75 (Usener 486). On the same theme again. It is not the poor
man who is without luxuries who suffers, but the rich man tormented
by his desires.

I. roiiruv is explained by -rd 1-63v vi-o)L/\i?iv ii)/ai96v, which has pre-
ceded.

-ii-évoe is a little strange in ‘HCW of cfiipriv . . . ii-évov, and Usener may
be right in suggesting xaxév.

76 (Usener 488). Fluctuation between extremes of feeling is the
It-BVBISC Of dtapaffa.

77 (Usener 489).! For the Epicurean attitude to fortune see
especially Ep. ad mi. § r34 and K.A. xvi. The text is uncertain
in places, but in the latter half can be corrected from a quotation in
the Byzantine gnomologion.

4. -iru.po.-i-eri£)(0ai: cf. Viz’. Ep. § izo. 3 -ri.-gig 1-: drri-ra'..Eca-i9ia.i.
78 (Usener 490). Usener aptly quotes or. Ep. i. 4. I 3:

omnem crede diem tibi diluxisse supremum:
grata superveniet quae non sperabitur hora. -

For the play on fiiri.-.i~i-ii. . . . 1‘j8ia-ra. cf. Ep. ad film. § 130. 8.
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'79 (Usener 512). Epicurus had but little place in his system for
aesthetic appreciation, as such: cf.fr. 12. 116 i<m\£iw has probably also
a moral sense in reference e.g. to Plato's use of it.

I. 1-poirrriia: cf. Sent. Vat. xlvii,fr. 37.
80 (Usener 519). Virtue was not in Epicurus’ view of value in

itself, but only in so far as it produced 6.1-a4:ia..Ei’a.. Compare K. A. xvii
ll sfxtttoe dfapaxrdraroc.

81 (Usener 5 30). The wise man, as is explained in_/Ir. 83, will act
justly without the compulsion of law, but the law protects him against
those who have not such wisdom.

82 (Usener 532). For the ideas compare K. A. xxxiv and xxxv;
esp. xxxv mil. oint Zo"rt for )i.ci.t9p-ti rt vrotoiivra. . . . rrtoireiietv 5-rt A-i§o'ct :
also Sam‘. Var, vii. Bignone omits this fragment, possibly because
Plutarch introduces it with ¢>a.o-f, suggesting a general Epicurean
source, but the words sound like Epicurus himself.

88 (Usener 533). The fragment is not specifically quoted as from
Epicurus, but as it comes among a number of others definitely
assigned to him, Usener is probably justified in his attribution.
Epicurus may have in mind the story of Gyges and its use by Plato in
Rep. ii. 359 d.

1 1-B 1-oi yivouc -riltoe is certainly a rather strange expression for
Epicurus, but Bignone supports it by ‘I'll! o-uyyeviiifiv 1-éitos, Philod.
Vail. Rita. ii. 17. 15. It is of course equivalent to the more usual
rd vii; diiiowtuic 'ré'i\.o9, i.e.

84. (Usener 537). An interesting fragment, as it shows the basis
on which, according to Epicurus, the ‘social contract’ was built.
The man wlio causes fear in others may incite them to revenge, and
so is full of fear himself. Compare K. A. vi, xxxi, Lucr. v. ioig,
I020. Usener notes that the saying appears in a positive form in
Maximus Abb gnomol 9, p. 174 5 'iroi\)toFs‘ qboflcpds div wrolhoils qiioficirat.

85 (Usener 548). For the general idea see K. A. vii.
B6 Sysener 551). This is the famous Epicurean motto against

which lutarch wrote the treatise from which it is quoted. Tlie idea
is that of the preceding fragment, that it is in the life which abstains
from public affairs that ii-i-a.pnE£'a. can most easily be attained. Usener
notes echoes of the idea in Hor. Ep. i. 17. to ‘ nec vixit.male qui natus
moriensque fefellit ’ and in Ovid, Trim‘. iii. 4. 25 ‘ crede m}hi, bene qui
latuit, bene visit’.

87 (Usener 554l- A curious fragment which may not contain
Epicurus’ own words. The general sense of the passage is familiar.

2. ii d-pxfis: because, as is seen from K. A. vii, men originally seek
for high position as a means of securing do-qtdltem and only later come
to regard it as an end in itself.



LIFE OF EPICURUS

Tit: ‘Life of Epicurus’ is in fact the tenth book of Diogenes
Laertius’ Hirlory of Me P/iilaropllers, in which are embodied the three
Lem-rs and the Main Principles. It is, as we possess it, a curious
medley of statements concerning Epicurus’ life and his disciples, of
attacks made upon him and the replies which might be given to them,
of summaries of his doctrines, and of discussions of his differences
with other schools, and especially with the Cyrenaics. And not only
are these sections thrown together anyhow, but within the individual
sections there is confusion, facts and opinions being foisted in at
inappropriate places and consequently dislocating the sequence. The
most conspicuous example occurs in §§ 120, I21, but there are others
in §§ 6, to, 22 (see notes on these passages), and the exceedingly
disjointed style which pervades the whole work can only be accounted
for by the supposition of constant additions and interruptions.

The recent work of scholars, and in particular of Diels, on the
Greek Doxographers, has made us familiar with the way in which
works of this kind were constructed. They were in fact ‘traditional
books’: round the text would grow a collection of marginal notes,
and each successive editor, incorporating almost at haphazard what he
found, and adding perhaps further material of his own, would then
publish his own ‘edition’. Into this succession came Diogenes
Laertius, who proceeded on the usual plan, or rather, engaged copyists
to do it for him, for, as Usener warns us (p. xxii), ne rrrzprzt yuidmz
sed scrrdmda lzbrarzzs comment. Round the ziefurizur allied opus, quod
Lacrliz Zibrarizs exmplarfmt (p. xxxv), itself a coiiglomeration, there
had gathered marginal incrustations: sometimes, as in §-§ I20, I211,
we can peel these off: more often we are left with an inextricable
COI'il’l.IlSi0I‘i. The book is in fact not an intelligent compilation, but a
growth. It

It might reasonably be asked, What in that case is its value? When
it has grown from so many sources, unknown to us, whose validity
cannot now be estimated, what importance can be attached to its
statements P The answer seems to be that it is of value, if used with
discretion. In the first place there is no reason to doubt the main
statements about Epicurus’ life. with the exception of one or two
minor discrepancies as to dates. they tally well. In the second. Ihi‘-'
‘Life’ embodies a very considerable number of quotations from
Epicurus’ writings, which, couched as they are in language very similar

II‘?! C C
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to that of the Letters, we may fairly accept: they are in many
instances confirmed from other sources. Thirdly, the disjointed
expositions of his doctrines, which again agree well on the whole
with the Letlers, may be regarded as giving us an occasional addition
to our knowledge. Lastly, though t is is less important, the long
section on the abuse hurled at Epicurus and the replies (§§ 3-12),
together with his sporadic ciiticisms on other philosophers, give us an
interesting, though unpleasant picture, of the methods of philosophic
controversy in antiquity. In short, though the process of its construc-
tion has made the book almost intolerable as literature, it has not
impaired the value of its contents, if duly sifted and compared with
what is otherwise known.

The text of the book, as might be expected from its origin, is
seriously corrupted, but the acumen of Usener did much to restore it,
and it has been in my opinion greatly improved, often in the
direction of a return to the MS. tradition, by the work of Bignone.

§1 I. The date of Epicurus’ birth is placed in 341 or the end of
342 s.c

2. Fapyifirrioe: Gargettus was one of the Attic demes.
3. Mi;-rpiifiwpos: one of the principal personal dI.S(.iplBS of Epicurus,

for the celebration of whose memoi y Epicurus provides in his will.
Certain fragments of his works remain (ed. Korte)

4. 'Hpa.it)isi8r|s: sc. Heraclides Lembos, who wrote an epitome of
the 8i.a.8oX-P; -i-Sir ¢i.)toa-6¢>wv of Sotion of Alexandria.

itl\r|pou)(1'|u-tiwwv . . . Idpov: the C0l0n1zati0n Of Samos by Athens
tool: place in 352 or 351 n.c. Epicurus’ father had therefore probably
been settled there about ten years before Epicurus was born.

5. 6ir.1'uitu.|.$¢it£11'|: SC. in 323 B.C.
6. Eevoxpd-i-ous: Xenocrates of Chalcedon (396-314 sc.) was a

personal fiiend of Plato and head of the Academy for twenty-five
years.

8. ihi-irwév-rwv: sc. from Samos, whence the Athenians were driven
out by Perdiccas in 322 B c.

§2. 2. p.a.6-q-i-as diflpoicrctvi-a: both in Colophon and also, as we
learn from § 15, in Lampsacus and Mitylene.

ltuvchaeiv : in 307-306 I-3.0.
3. nu.-r‘ it-ii-i|ii.£Eu.v 1-oils t‘i’.)J\oi:: this is interesting, as Epicurus always

professed his complete independence of all other philosophers.
4. 6.-soclmiveo-Oat, ‘expounded his doctrines’, ‘taught’: the MSS.

are obviously corrupt here, but Usener’s emendation is highly pro-
bable: Kochalsky ingeniously reads tin-oa-1-a-i-eiv, ‘separated from them’

uipwiv, ‘ sect’, ‘ school’.
io. 1-6. -irepi -rofi nap‘ ‘Huiéfitp xtiousz the notion is that Epicurus

came on Hesiod’s description of the original Chaos in the course of
his school reading, and finding that the schoolmasters could not
explain it to him, determined to go to the philosophers.

11. ypqipa-ro8i8daiiu)tov: the natural interpretation of the words is
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that Epicurus himself was at some time or other a schoolmaster,
possibly during the period at Colophon. Usener, however, on the
ground of )!p(I.’.L].LtI.3L8tI.U'KG)\l.'8l]§ in Timon's verses below, believes that
the reference is to Neocles, Epicurus’ father: if so, the statement has
got misplaced.

ta. A-r||i.oitpE-i-cu; there can be no doubt, in spite of Epicuriis’
denials, that he obtained his physical philosophy from the Atornists,
and in particular from Democritus.

§3. 3 ypa|i|i-afiifiaaiicltifi-qg: probably the word is not to be taken
as a patronymic, but, as Bignone points out, in the generally con-
temptuous sense in which these terminations are employed by the
comedians . ‘teacher of infants '.

dvayuyii-i-a1-cs, ‘ stubborn’, ‘unmanageable’, a word frequently
applied to ill-trained domestic animals.

6. ¢i.)t6'6-q|.i.e~;- the Epicurean teacher of the last century of the
Roman Republic, contemporary of Cicero and instructor of L. Piso,
whose writings have been partly recovered from Iierculaneum Cicero
draws a most unfavourable and probably unfair picture of him in the
fr: Pzronem, c 28.

8. iv 'O|i.oi'ois: a very probable restoration for Ev vépciq. The work
would have been a collection of historical parallels and coincidences.

9. Ai6~ri|.i.os: Athenaeus xiii. 61 I b speaks of a Theotimus who wrote
a slanderous treatise against Epicurus, who may be the same person
as this Diotiinus.

§4. i. Floeeihdwiosz the philosopher who succeeded Panaetius as
the popular exponent of Stoicism at Rome and was Cicero's chief
authority for the Stoic position. Bignone points out that oi -ii-ept’ in
philosophic phraseology often denotes the original authority for a
statement and the intermediate sources of information . so here it may
mean ‘ Posidonius and his successors ’.

2. iv -i-dis 8i.'i8¢iie . . -i-fie eiiicifios: a very vexed clause. The MSS.
have Ev rofs dtiidcicci. . . E €o'-rt rrcpi T039 K3. Usener, whom I fOll0W,
keeps the MS. text at the beginning and adopts at the end Htlbner’s
emendation ii-cpl‘. -ri';ic eimifios . ‘in the twelve books of the work entitled
" The Arguments of Diocles ”, which are about the Twentieth , i.e. the
Epicurean festtval held on the twentieth of each month in com-
memoration of the Founder. This is a rather bold COl']]BCh.1I‘C, but not
improbable. ' Bignone Ol)_}E:Cl.S that it is improbable that any author
would devote twelve books to the Epicurean festival, and accepting
Gassendi’s emendation iv -r{& 8(.i)8(K{;.1'(:J (B reads 8-t|J8£KtIi.‘i-"(i.I), proppses at
the end ii’. éa-rt 3 ii-p<‘is -rel‘; IE, ‘which runs to twenty-four books . But
(1) 71'(pE 1-fie st.-“£80; might viell be taken as the title given lo the
portion of Sotion’s work dealing with Epicurcamsm, “'h1<_1h Wuuld b¢
not unlikely to occupy twelve books ; (2) the comment which Bignone
restores, that the Arguments of Diocles consisted of twenty-four books
is wholly irrelevant and surely a most improbable parenthesis._ _

4. Kai yap 0-div |.i.1|1'pi . dwaytvniaxetv: seeing that 11115 15 the
c c 2
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precise charge made by Demosthenes (dc Cor. :58) against Aeschinel,
it may well be discounted as a commonplace of abuse.

7. Acov-i-iqi: one of the most prominent of Epicurus’ disciples, the
recognized companion of Metrodorus (see § 23). She appears to
have been a woman of ability and learning.

8. at Si A'|||.|.oxpi1'ouI though no doubt Democritus’ work was the
basis of Epicurus’ physics, he made many great changes in the theory
of the atomists, in particular in his insistence on the truth of eta-0170-is
as the basis of all inquiry.

ital. ‘Apia-i-iii-1i-ou - still less is it true that Epicurus adopted the
pleasure-theory of Aristippus, the founder of the Cyrenaics. Epicurus
regarded the absence of pain as complete pleasure, while the Cyrenaic
theory took absence of pain to be itself indifferent, and regarded as
the end the accumulation of moments of intense pleasure (yevéxpovos
v';8ov-ii), such as Epicurus strongly deprecated as involving Tflpaxfi.

ro. Tipoapd-rqs, brother of Metrodorus, was a disciple who subse-
quently deserted the school (see § 2 3) ; 'Hp63o-ros, the disciple to whom
the first letter is addressed.

12. l'lai.&vu, the title of Apollo, the Healer: see below § 5. 3.
§ 5. r. ’|8op.4v£a: fragments of several letters to him from Epicurus

are preserved ( frr. 26--3o).
Iii-ii-ua-rut . . . -i-ron‘|aav-res . it is not known what secrets they divulged,

but it would be in accordance with Epicurus’ views of the ~value of
friendship to forgive them. _

2. s-as 1'oi'i'ro can hardly mean here ‘ for this very reason ’, but more
likely idiomatically ‘ all the same ’.

3. fleiav fivafi (fr. 32): here an exclamation, not a vocative. One
wonders whether the use of the same exclamation gave rise to the
idea of Epicurus’ flattery of Mithres mentioned above § 4. 12.

4. iqsirroflopiifleuz a facetious and playful word.
ivlrrk-qo-sis is quoted by Suidas in his note on xpoi-ofiiipvfios and is

probably right as against the ivéii-A.-qa-ev of the MSS. '
5. eépw-i-it (fr. 25) was the wife of Leonteus of Lampsacus,

to whom Epicurus dedicated one of his works: see § 28.
7. 1-piiiiiltiu-rug . again colloquial, ‘ with a hop, skip, and a jump ', or

‘in my seven-leaguecl boots '. ,
8. flufloiiitéa (fr. 34), to whom the second letter is addressed.
IO. wopilet allrrfi Iapmveiv is the reading Of the MSS., ‘he thinks

that he is giving her advice ’. This cannot be right, but no emenda-
tion yet proposed seems satisfactory. Usener’s suggestions évopdlei
a.1'n-i;v £1-a.T.puv or ’Apid'.yvqv are too far from the text, as is Kochaisky’s
wo,ui'(¢i afiyfiv ircpevcivei. Bignone following the suggestion of the
edrho prim-ep.: would read vopdici aiiriyv -s-epeiveiv in an obscene sense,
and explains that Epicurus’ expressions of tender affection were so
exaggerated that they might be so described by a malicious critic.
But this does not seem convincing. What is required is some ex-
aggerated expression of flattery like those in the'other quotations:
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Jvopdln as-rviv is likely to be right, and the missing word should be
a proper name implying a flattering comparison.

§ 6. 3. 06 -yap lye-ye . . . (fit Io). There is no reason to doubt the
genuineness of the quotation, but its citation without context and the
interpretation put on it are malicious and quite misleading. Epicurus
must not be supposed to have recommended all these pleasures; the
sentence should be read in connexion with such passages as Ep.
ad Mm § 129, where he says that all pleasures are good, but not all
to be chosen (ai,oera.i'), or expressly goes on in § I30 to exclude the
pleasures of the table because they are not pure, but bring pain with
them.

4. il.¢u.i.pt‘w 88 1-as . . . Possibly Meibom’s insertion of n:o.i. before
1-dis would make it a little clearer and more in Epicurus’ manner, but
it is not necessary.

5. -ros stat |.i.opc|>fis, ‘ the pleasures arising from shape ’, that is to say, all
the pleasures of sight : it need not be confined, as Kochalsky supposes,
to the appreciation of artistic work any more than -rite 8i’ dxpeepi.-ii-wv
refers only to the pleasures of music. f.l.0pql>‘?]"i is rightly restored from
Athenaeus, the gen. sing. being corrupted in the MSS. to other cases.

6. l1ai.8ei'u.v Si 1ri'ia-av . . . (fr. 33). Again the meaning of the
quotation is slightly distorted. Epicurus always claimed independence
of all the other philosophical schools, but is probably thinking here
rather of the normal Athenian education in literature and music,
‘ culture ’.

-i-anti-ri.ov dpiipevos is a brilliant restoration of Gassendi of hopeless
corruptions in the MSS.

7. 'Eiri‘Iit1-r|-ro~;, who would naturally attack Epicurus as part of the
Stoic polemic.

IO. Bic as-rev . . . the -rpv4|>i'is: this is probably pure slander, and if
it has any foundation, may be explained by Epicurus’ weak health.

ta. -riiv |.i.uo-rut-P|v éiuifvqv duvstflywffiv : this is interesting as probably
indicating that there was an element of an initiate community in
Epicurus’ schooL

§-'7. 1. -nokltfi. . . . -lwvoqxévaii once again, Epicurus’ detachment
from other schools of thought. His ignorance was probably less than
he would have,liked it to be thought.

ii. -i-6 1-e a-iIip.a. Oiseiviiis Sinaeia-Bet: Bignone quotes evidence from
the Herculahean writings of Epicurus’ bodily infirmities, which is also
supported by Plutarch, ctmtr. Epic. Beat. 16.

4. p.vi.v . . .4|p.¢pi-|aEav: possibly this was for the support of the
whole community.

6. Iv 1-uis ept-.~ 1-oils iv Mu-i-il\iF|v1; i|>=.)tw6i|>ous- Cronert thinks that
this is the J~iria-rolti; 7l'¢pl- 6-ir.-.1-q8wp.ci1-iiiv (Usener 17:, 172): if so,
we ought perhaps to accept the correction of Menagius év -rfi.

7. Muppdpiev: the name has been restored from Philodemus in the
Herculanean Rolls: Vi!‘ i. I49.

9. -is-as ltlyur, ‘ he repeats himself ’: Ktilin’s -ref»-i-ii’. for the ~i'ci.i'i~i-ti. of
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the MSS. may certainly be accepted, but it is hardly necessary with
Usener to insert 1'0 after rafirii. and cut out -rti -rr)l.¢i.o'ru. after Navcrtcpavci;
The inelegant repetition of -riit -ir)t¢'.'-.‘e-ra is not inconsistent with Diogenes
usual style. _

io. Naumibdvet: Nausiphanes of Teos was a pupil of Democritus,
who continued the tradition of the atomic school. It is tolerably
certain that Epicurus learnt much from him, but he always professes
his independence and treats Nausiphanes with scorn.

II. Mk’ I-i-wear (fr. 17) is a brilliant restoration of Usener’s for
ti.A)t' ei'-i-iii: ti)l.)t' (B) and other hopeless corruptions in the MSS. It is
certainly better than Stephanus’ correction i-Dtlt’ elf -rte £i'.\A.os six:
ieixeivoc. Kochalsky, believing the MSS. ti’-i-we to be pompoiied of the
two final syllables of Mist and oil:-ms. accidentally omitted and written
in the margin, would read the whole passage ice}. aiii-5 )uEE¢i qf>ii.a-ire.-.v
o1ii1'uis, ‘ARA.’ cl,-Xe xdxefvos . .

eixe . . . di8ii-or -rip» . . . K£ll.lx'l‘|ICI‘il-V : Usener compares Iulian. Ep. 59
vvvi 3’ tiio-rrep d’i3t'i/mi-' 1-hr ira9'1‘y;.t<'Bv 1\0t80p6tI-’ iiidlptiav iféxeas.

§ 8. 3. 8i.8iicriia)iev gfr. 21) is the reading in all the MSS., and
Bignone has shown, think, that it may be kept: ‘he called me
sarcastically, “The Master ”.’ There would be considerable point in
such a sarcasm from a master to a very obstinate and independent
pupil, and there is the same kind of irony in Epicurus’ use of the
epithet xpveoiie below for Plato. Kochalsky would read tin-m<a)tt'£v
8i.8¢i’Ia-i<o.)t6v (;i.ov iain-div), but this would be feeble, and further iiiroiialteiv
which always has an abusive sense would be inappropriate. Usener’s
conjecture is also unnecessary.

ii-keiipsva, ‘ mollusc', the pulmo marmm‘. Bignone compares Plat.
Paint» 2r c Z-Fjv Bi: oiiic dvfilpdi-ii-on fife-v, 6./\)ui -i-ivos rr)tei$;iovos ii -riiiv do-at
6o.)ui1"'rta pier’ 6o"rpeii/niv Zp.|,l/vxci étrri U'(t.‘lfJ.-(i‘I"t0I!-

Sext. Emp. adv. Math. i. 3, quotes Epicuius’ application of the
epithet to Nausiphanes and adds the iivaie-éiiy-i-ov, which gives the point,
and makes impossible the inteipretation ‘lung ', i.e. ‘ braggart’.

5. Atovueeiiéltaaaq, because of Plato's relations to Dionysius of
Syracuse.

XPW°5P. Obviously a sarcastic epithet, like Sifitiu-iieitev above.
Bignone believes that there is a reference to the golden age and would
take it to mean ‘ simpleton ’: he adds that it applies to Plato's use of
myths and belief in immortality. Is it not more probable ‘ihat it refei-3
to the division of the classes in Rep. 4:5 a? Epicurus speaks of Plato
ironically as the ‘golden philosopher ’, who himself of course belonged
to the highest class.

6. (Sv), a necessary insertion by Hermann,
7. CI"'I‘pG.1‘(ti£O'oCI-ti contemptuously. There seems no need to accept

Usener’s suggesuon 1'epo.1'ei.iio'9n.i., ‘he dealt in magic ', though no
doubt it would go better with ¢ep,iai<os-o)t¢'£v.
3.hibtl-witetvi just 3.3 In § 3 F.p1Cu1'11S is called 'ypc|.;q.i.a3i-
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9. iiuii-r|1-iiv, ‘the muddler’ in reference to Heraclitus' well-known
obscurity, which an opponent might regard_ as confusion of thought.
Compare his nickname 6 o'i<e~i-mvés and Lucr. i. 639 ‘clarus ob obscuram
1' Iinguam .

M|p6i:pi.-i-ow: of course a feeble pun. Bignone ‘notes however that
elsewhere Epicurus speaks with respect of Democritus, from whom he
certainly learnt his atomic theories. _

io. Invviffiupoi-: cf. o-iivvac, ‘ zany ’, in Cratinus, Insert’. 33 and
o-ewimv in a similar sense in Arr. Epictet. iii. 22. 83. i

Kuviiiotig is probably the right restoration of the Kvfiiviitovc of the
MSS. Gassendi suggested Kvpqvamoiis, but the epithet would be very
inapplicable to them.

II. me; Sialieenneik, ‘the logicians’, those who believed, as Epi-
curus did not, in the value of logic and dialectic. Possibly more
definitely ‘the Academics’ as the inheritors of Plato’s 8i.a)tei<-rim}.

tlJi\U§66p0U§ seems a safe correction of -.-roltiiclifiovepoiis, of which it
is diflicult to make any satisfactory sense.

fliippiwii: Pyrrhus of Elis (c. 365-275 s.c.), who after some
acquaintance with atoniism, took up the attitude of a scepiic and was the
founder of the sceptic tradition. His moral ideal of ii-ii-i;i.6i'.'.<i. was closely
akin to Epicurus’ iiri-apafiii. and may have influenced him.

§9. I. -ri§ yap dvfipiz Gassendi's correction of the MSS. reading
-riiiv -y<‘i.p ii.v3pi'-‘iv seems necessary, and is supported by the note in the
margin of B -yp. -mi} -yap iiv8p6s.

2. 4| . . . -ii-ai-pig: rc. Athens, where he was born.
5. rails Soyitartxaig ail-rofi o'ci.pF|o'i. irpoaiiu.-i'u.a'xe9£v-res: 3. strong

phrase. The faithfulness of the Epicurean school to the exact
doctrines of the master was notorious and comes out strongly in
Lucretius.

6. Mm-pefieipou -i-o6 I1-pa-roviiiiiaii. This Metrodorus was of course
not Metrodorus of Lampsacus, Epicurus’ most faithful disciple, but
apparently a pupil of Apollodorus who 1S mentioned in § 25.

‘IP59 Kapveiifiiiw dnoxwpifluavrost i.e. the famous Carneades of a
century later, who was head of the New Academy.

8. -F1 -re Siafioxii . . . £9 deli 8i.ci.|.i.£vouo-a.. The continuity of the Epicu-
rean school right through the classical period is notorious, though an
even greater c aim might be made in the Roman era for ihe Stoics.

9. v-igpifli-flu-is. the authority of the MSS. seems to be in favour of
this spelling as against the more normal iivi7pi’6,uov<;.

ihi-oltiiouoa, ‘ producing’, a rather unexpected word, which is however
used in medical writings of child-birth.

§ 10. I. -ape; -rein; yovéag, and especially towards his mother
Chaerestrata. The letter in the fragment (ixiii) of Diogenes of
Qenoanda, which was originally supposed to be one of Epicurus’ to
his mother, is more pi-obabiy, as William thinks, a letter of Dio-
genes' own.
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5. -i-ii; . . . -I981 9000; be-=61-i|1-es. For Epicurus’ piety see Ep. ad
Mm. § I24 and fr. 57. It was probably a quite genuine religious
feeling that the iii-ti.pii.£t'ii. of the gods could communicate itself to men
in their devotions.

7. 61-epflokfl -yap I-ii-uiiicias . .. fliiai-o. The true reason for Epicurus’
abstention from political life was probably not his own ‘ excessive
modesty’, but his strong conviction that politics were destructive of
it-ra.paEiL'ii. and therefore to be avoided: cf. K. A. vii.

xaltcii-oi-ii-i-my . . . 'ri‘|v ‘Eltltdfiaz this refers no doubt to the state of
Athens during the blockade by Demetrius of Phalerum in 295 B.C.,
when Athens was reduced almost to starvation. Plutarch, Vii. Dmuir.
34, says that Epicurus rationed his disciples on a few beans daily.

9. sis -roik: there seems no reason to follow Usener in omitting sis
which is read by all the MSS. Part of a letter to a child written
apparently on one of these visits is preserved (fr. 35).

12. [Gr . . . the-iv]. Usener was probably right in excluding these
words as a note by a Scholiast: it is impossible to fit them into the
ten satisfactorily.

§11. 6. i'I8a1'i-iiidvcw . . .: Cfifr. 37.
l‘H|.i.iiiev P-oi . . . zfr. 39.
7. iiuflpifiieu is the Ionic form of xv-rpif8i.ov. In the genitive it must be

adjectival ‘ potted cheese ’, but there is much to be said for the reading
ii-i:6pi'5iov, ‘ a small pot of cheese ’.

§ 12. 2. 5-ii-)ir|a-i-oi seems a necessary correction of Usener’s; ii-rltir
0'-row is hardly possible, either with it-c'p3os' or adverbially with dpxerc.

3, 4. This is Epicurus’ doctrine that pleasure has a vi-iipas, namely
the removal of pain : cf. K. A. iii and Ep. ad Men. § 13:.

8. |5-r|-row lias the better MS. authority, but possibly |5iq,u.a?i-my is the
more natural word to use.

ro. 'Awa£ay6pav : Epicurus would be in agreement with Anaxagoras
in holding that the original qtiiia-is was not one continuous substance,
but innumerable ‘ seeds’, but violently opposed to his supposition that
there were heterogeneous ‘seeds ' corresponding to every individual
thing.

'ApxOtuov: Archelsus is said to have been a pupil of Anaitagoras
and the teacher of Socrates, and may have had a specisrl attraction for
Epicurus in that he combined the study of ethics with t at of physics.

rr. I-yiiiivalc 84’ . . .: compare, for instance, his instruction to
Herodotus to learn the doctrines by heart, Ep. i, § 36.

§ 18. 3. flpaiiqidvous, a Peripatetic and pupil of Theophrastus.
4.. Asiiiii-rs-or, the undoubted ibunder of the atomic school, and

teacher of Democritus, who took over and greatly elaborated the theory.
Epicurus’ denial of his existence was probably a playful form of his
assertion of independence.

7. Eiimiipii-rous: see§ I note.
9. M§¢i sepia must surely mean ‘ ordinary, current speech ', and not,

as Bignone interprets it ‘proprieth di vocaboli ’. It was one of the
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points of the Canon that the ‘ first word ’, i.e. the most obvious term
should always be used (Ep. ad Hdf. § 38), but in carrying out his
principle Epicurus, though he avoided the technical phraseology of
other philosophers, certainly created a terminology which may well be
described as t8wi1-ii-i-ii; and was not always 0'ir.ifn§s.

io. ifiw-rd-r-q, ‘most special or peculiar’ to himself. It seems un-
necessary to emend to {Sim-mi; or Isltifftltlllféflji

II. afiioi . . it-ii-at-r¢'£v, ‘ he claims to demand ’, i.e. requires of orators.
He urged that the orator sliotild aim at the same traqbriveia which he
practised himself. This seems quite good sense and would not be
improved by Usener’s suggestion in-at-réiiv, ‘ he claims for himself when
he demands of others’, or by Cobet's ciamiv, ‘ he claims to practise '.
It is far more probable that the 1I"Epi. ‘P1;-i-opucfic contained 'a demand
for clearness from orators than any claim to clearness in his own
writings.

§ 14. i. av-r‘i roii Xaipiiiv: this may have been a mere idiosyncrasy,
but more likely that Epicurus on his own view of pleasure regarded
‘ 1‘(3]0'lC1Ilg ' as excessive and inconsistent with true pleasure, and there-
fore substituted expressions more consistent with his own ideal. It is
hardly necessary to insert -ypiiqbei. after xaifpeiv with Usener or -ypdqlmv after
-ii-ptirrew with Kochalsky, constructing it with the previous sentence.

3. 'Api'.cn'iiw: the MSS. have ciipio-1-av‘ oi, for which Cobet, seeing
that this must stand for the name of some writer proposed 'Apt'o-1-iiiv ;
Bignone wishing further to account for oi in the MSS. would read
'Ap£<r-ritiv 6 ir(epi~.-ram-q-ri.i<<i;). In vii. 164 Diog. Laert. speaks of Ercpos
'Ap{o~i'uiv ’A)teEav3pei§~e rreptrrai-iqruccis and it is very probable that a.
Peripatetic philosopher, who is otherwise known to have written philo-
sophy and history, should have made this charge of plagiarism against
Epicurus. There seems no reason to go so far from the MSS. as
Usener’s ‘Av-rf-yevos or his other proposal Kapiia-rice.

riliv Kavdva . see Ep. ad Halt‘. §§ 35, 36.
5. flapiipikou : Pamphilus is also mentioned by Suidas as one of the

teachers of Epicurus.
7. Brio irpile 1-oi‘; -i-piiiiiov-i-a: it would appear from other sources that

Epicurus was thirty-five when he set up his school in Athens, but he
had previously taught in Lampsacus and Mitylene. See the next

h.
paggrrgprpfwv . . . Gkuprtdiieet i.e. the end of 342 or the beginning
of 34i B.c.

§15. 2. Brio ital -i-pidiiev-ra, i.e. 3ro a.c., but if he was five years
teaching in Lampsacus and Mitylene, this would put his coming
to Athens in 305, whereas on other grounds (see § 2) it seems best
to date this in 307-306. Possibly he began his teaching in Asia earlier
or did not continue it for so long, but the point is not of much
importance.

3. oi-rue, ‘after that’.
4. 1-it Sui-rupov . . . 6l\ii;.i.-ii-uiboe, i.e. 270 s.c. _
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7. "Ep;i.apxov: for his succession to the headship of ihe school see
Epicurus’ will Q 17).

§ 16. 4. Xaipn-1 . . . This poem has been included in the Palatine
Anthology, vii. 106, though it seems hardly worthy of a place there : it
is poor doggerel and may therefore be rendered by such.

5. -rail-ii-cs: Usener’s conjecture, is much betterthan oia-iv found in fand
the Anthology, a substantive is badly needed It is not easy to account
for the -ii-piii-roe or -ii-p6‘rrov of the MSS., of which no sense can be made

6. itli-rptiifleev is the rather odd form preferred by Usener. The MSS.
point to in-iiltvde and the metre miglit then be put straight by Kill. -i-6v,
as in f and the Am’/zo!og_y: but the article is not needed and would be
strange.

8. (Bi), a necessary addition to answer iiév.
9. The will of Epicurus is an interesting document, showing his care

for the preservation of the garden and for the continuance of the
school, and his interest in his friends and disciples. It is said to
be drawn up in better form than most of the philosophers’ wills which
have been preserved, but behind the legal phraseology one may detect
the rather loose rambling style which we associate with Epicurus, and
which may be taken as evidence of its genuineness.

12. iii» 1-iii M-r|-rpqlqi: the Metroum was the office of the state-
archives.

§-17. 2 ‘Eppdpxqi this provision practically appoints Hermarchus
as head of the school. -

3 ’Ay¢|i.6prou. the MS. reading dyeyiaipxev is merely due to the
neighbouring 'Epp.ii.pxqi and the name may be restored with certainty
from other places in the Lgfe

8. atrrifivi sc. of Amynomachus and Timocrates: tlie legal heirs are
to act with the successors in the school.

iv iii dv -rm-re Tpdirtp is an almost certain restoration for the MS. text
iv ql iii» d-ii-cvrpéii-iii : f has év qi av -rpéi-rqi which points to it

9. Siai-qpiiai-iv: the subjunctive seems necessary in spite of the
unanimous optative of the MSS.

IO. -a-apa8i8uai.v seems to be the word indicated by the MS. varia-
tions: Usener on the ground of the accent in most of the copies,
prefers the aorist  tV. ,

§1B 3. ivayio-iia-ra' the customary offerings at the tomb of the
dead: cf. the Roman festival of the Parentalia. '

5. ff irporipqi heitti-i"[|: st 3eicci.1'g io'1'a;.uivov as opposed to 8¢Kt£'l'”
i-,‘>9t'vovi-or Cic. ale Fm. ii 3r. tor ff makes a severe attack on Epicurus
for these provisions for the celebration of his memory: rd Iestzmoma
rarzebrii‘ rr iym noéilr quart oraruium edzderzf nr/6:1 ad nor perffmre port
moriemr’ The answer would probably be that Epicurus did not
suppose that such celebrations would affect him, but thought it would
be valuable to the coming generations of his disciples to keep his
memory fresh. From the festival on the zoth Atheniieus says that the
Epicurearis were known as the clirwfiio-rat.
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8. |.I-l"|'|,|.l-'l‘|V was restored by Aldobrandinus from the corresponding
words of Cic , loc. cit., id at rm :2’ Mefrodori iviemorih cofalur. I agree
with Bignone that it is unnecessary to go farther with Usener and
change xararerayyadviyv to Kurd. viii. 'i'c1‘a.'y,u.e’vct.

§19. 4. 'r'i"|s Buyarpo-5 1-fig M-r|1'po$e'ipou ' the daughter of Metrodorus
and Leontion, whose name was apparently Danae

§20. 2. p.e-i-it -i-96: some of the MSS. read yin-’ ai’1-i-oil-. Possibly
per’ ain-05 -rm’) may be the origin of both readings.

1-o6 win,-iia-rayey-qpaiuii-as -fiuiv iv ¢ii)\otro4iiq.: this expression is very
characteristic of Epicurus. Cf Ep. ad Men. § :22 ,u.i§-re yipwv i'5-iriip-
X031! xoirtcii-to cptitoaoipiiiv and farther on thaws <pi)too'o<',fn7~riiov no.1 viiip xiii.
'y¢'poi/1'i., 1'i§ new dirms -jn7pci.'cri<tuv verify . . .

6. it-ii-6 -i-Eiw ilirapxévi-av: i.e. from the capital as opposed to the
interest (ii-pticmfioi)

S. xpeiuv Iv -roii; ibiois 1rapeo)('i]p-{wot : for an example of an appeal
by Epicurus for such assistance see fr. 26 ii-¢'_u.-ire ofiv d-.-ivipxae iijpiilv (i€
riiyv 1'05 iepoili o'e3p.o.1'o<: Qeparrefav iirrrép re aiifoii xiii 1-éxvwv.

I i. -rrapa, Usener, is a rather violent correction for the MS. if-a-1, but
it seems necessary.

§21. 2. lav Sci -rt -i-iiiv dvfipunivwv .. yin]-i-at, the regular Greek
periphrasis to avoid the mention of death (cf.fr. 36). yévryrai is only
read by F, but is more natural than the pres. subj. which is given in the
other MSS.

6. ilw has more MS. support than tbs, adopted by Usener, and as it
will make good sense, should be preferred.

7. 5-ii-es Ev is Usener’s correction of the MS. Eiireic 8»-i. iii» seems
necessary according to Epicurus’ usage, but the change is violent.

9 0ieu6£pav is the natural word and has considerable MS. authoiity,
but there is strange variation. Usener reads Utnidepigi, but the strange-
ness of the expression and its position immediately after the straight-
forward élteiidepov make it improbable.

§ 22. i. The extract from the letter to Idomeneus is a manifest in-
sertion : in an earlier form of the ‘ Life ’ Kai 8ié't9ero pit» :58: must have
immediately followed the will.

-ii-pee ’l$o|.tev£a (fr. 3o) : the letter is also quoted with some varia-
tions by Cic. ‘fa Fm ii. 3o. 96, but as addressed to Hermarchus,

2. ital. 6. -relieui-t’-‘w1-es, ‘even though dying at the same time’, but
the expressiidn is a little strange, especially coming inside riiv piziicapiciv
iiiyov-res . . . ifiiuipav. Cicero has rum ageremur mice beatum at eundem
ruprnnum diem, whence Davis has conjectured -i-ekwraiav for reliev-
-i-iiiv-i-es, which would certainly make the construction easier.

3. Jypdibquv: a normal epistolary imperfect.
rrap-qiiolieiiflet, imperf. seems more probable than the MS. pluperf.

1'-"tI.p'i7KoKoii61jK¢i..
8. Siiflero, a necessary correction of i'5r'ro: see § 16. 9.
1:. M1;-rpéflupcv . . . Aap.i|i<i.ii-qviiv. The text is uncertain here: the

MSS. seem to point to Mi;-rpdsoipov ’A6'-rp/aiov -ii ’I’LfLOKpt'i-‘|"7);l-I Kai Erivdqv
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A.a+u,bax-qvév. The researches of Duening (dc Jlfetrodori Epz2'urez'
vita at rcnjtlzlr) seem to show that Metrodorus’ father’s name was either
Athenaeus or Timocrates: we should then emend as in the text. and
take Sande to be the name of his mother. But (a) i)u\.o-yifpovc points
to the mention of more than one person here ; (6) the sentence icrxe 8%
i-mi . . . Tiponpiirqv, § 23 7, implies a previous mentionof Timocrates ;
(c) there is some authority (F) for mt’ instead of 1'}. It is therefore
possible that the sentence originally ran Mqrpd3tupov xai. Ttpoxpciriqv
A9i7va.t'ov ital Iidvonc .Aa.p.i,l/arrrywoii-9' (moi. My-rp63up)o: aid? oi’: . . .

Idvfins seems a strange name and possibly we should accept
Gompei-z’s conjecture Ken-a-i-.-'iv8p11:.

I3. ti: -r'P|r olxeinv: sc. to Lampsacus. Cobet's restoration of olxifctv
of the MSS. may be taken to be certain.

§ 28. 1. ilyaflbg -miv-ru. IB a quite natural construction and the insertion
of a:a.1'ci. with P‘H is unnecessary.

2. Iv 1i-pa-i1you|.|.lva.i.s ypeouie is rightly interpreted by Bignone to
mean ‘in prologues or prefaces to his writings ', where he might well
mention Metrodorus. It appears, for instance, that the 28th book of
the -ii-ept qtiia-ems was dedicated to Metrodorus (Vol. Herc. vi,/"r. 45).

ypa-1>o.1'9 again a necessary correction by Usener of ypdiiici.
5. <l.iiu.1-ciii-ltqirrosz the majority of the MSS. have the curious error

d.xa1'tiJ\'l)1r'r09, perhaps because it was a familiar technical word in the
writings of Epicurus.

II. Fox: Si . . . Ti|.|.ou.pci-r'r|v: if we adopt Usener’s text in § 22. II,
we should also follow his suggestion (lnirod. xxvi) that this sentence
should be put in brackets as interrupting the account of Metrodorus.
If on the other hand we suppose that Tirnocrates was mentioned
in the first sentence of the paragraph, we must find room for this
sentence somewhere, perhaps after the list of Metrodorus’ writings.

§ 24. 6. flokiiuivos, whose memory Epicurus in his will (§ 18)
enjoined on his disciples to preserve.

7. qiiliiuée, ‘friendly, amiable‘: there seems no reason to adopt
Cobet's mikqxdos.

¢i)i6S1qp.ov: see note on § 3.
§ 85. r. I-eta-mltiiut, probably ‘ treatises in the form of letters '.
2. pa.9'r||.ui1'u-Ir, ‘ science ', is a brilliant and fairly certain emendation

of Ca-.saubon's for p.a617-i-63v.
6. Kokéms was a devoted disciple of Epicurus, to whom i‘s addressed

an extant fragment of a letter of the master (fr. 31). He wrote
a treatise to show that it was impossible to live according to the precepts
of any of the other philosophers, to which Plutarch wrote in reply the
adverrur Cololm, which is one of our sources for knowledge of the
Epicurean morals.

7. floliiiurp-orbs: a work of his entitled 1:-ept d)ui-you xaradnpovviocws
was discovered at He rculaneuni.

9. Kr|1ro-riipomvoq : probably a name given him by his opponents.
:1. Z-{pow was the master of Philodemus.
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-§26. r. Aiioyiv-iris of Tarsus wrote an abridgement of Epicurus’
ethics and also the in-0.iii<-i-irii. o-;(o)tiiii' here mentioned, probably a
collection of philosophical dissertations.

5. 1'4-rap-i-as is a little odd (it includes Epicurus himself), but it is
unnecessary to change the text to -i-pi’-roe.

7. iiiikiwfipoi. are the rolls made by fastening the papyrus pages
together, and, though there was some vanation, the average length in
Pliny’s time was twenty sheets, but earlier the rolls were larger.
' 9. aih-oi: a good emendation of Cobet’s for the almost meaningless

¢1‘U1"Cl-L.
ri. ei ydp -ri. . . . Usener is of opinion that the following quotation

comes from Clitomachus, not from Carneades.
1:. oikeveiiiei : the present is unusual after ei and opt., and Casan-

bon’s £4>i).ovcifi<ei is attractive. But there are historic presents or
perfects all round, so that it is best to retain the present here.

§ 27. 3. dune i a very brilliant restoration of Cobet’s for the
meaningless eDu<¢.

IO. qiuyiiiv is Gassendi’s certain correction of the MS. qbii-row.
§ 28. 3. 1repi.1"F|9 ti» 1'f| it-r6p..-.9 yuviac : this work must have dealt with

the doctrine of the ‘ least parts ' or -.-ripe-m. in the atom: see Ep.adHd1.
§§ 56 fll; Lucr. i 599.

5. wept ei8i.5liuv- sc. the ‘images’ by which sight took place. cf.
Ep. ad Hail §§ 49 ff. ; Lucr. Bk. IV

9. viiauv is Gassendi's emendation for 'V6T(iJV which Usener retains.
But ‘ maxims about south-winds ’ are very improbable, and one of the
Herculanean papyri refers to an Epicurean work, -ii-ept viio-uiv icai
9o.va'.'rou.

r 1. 6 must be right : the MSS. have the extraordinary reading p.i'.'i:tv,
which it is hard to account for.

§ 29 3. iiiiv: Usener’s restoration for xdjué, which cannot be right.
4. fins . . flufioidiéa - there must be an omission owing to the

clauses of similar form and the loss can be supplied with certainty.
§ 30. 2. “iii-Sous: probably not ‘introduction’. as Bignone translates

it, but rather the ‘ method of approach ' to the Epicurean philosophy.
It is in the C.-rmomcon, for example, that we should find the insistence on
the supremacy of e.i'i:r6~qrris.

5. iici.1-6. mmxeiov, ‘in an abridged form’. The expression is not
'lJI'liI'13.iUI'3.l,.&D(l Usener’s suggestion aarcwroixciwiiévov, though it would
express it better, is unnecessary. The reference is surely to such
letters as the three which Diogenes has given 119, and 110$. 85 Cl'¢n¢1"1
supposed, to any regular series of letters containing epitomes.

§31. I.Q1'i'|v Stohexrtxfiv . . . ii'|i'o5oitt|.u:iI,ouo'tv. The Epicureans
rejected both the Platonic dialectic and the Aristotelian logic on the
ground that they both implied argument based on words and led away
from the true basis of ciiirthya-is.

rrupiknoua-av, ‘ misleading ’. Both Bignone and Kochalsky translate
‘superfluous’, a sense which the word has in later Greek. They
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are no doubt influenced by the following dpiuiiv -yiip, but the more
original meaning of the word is here stronger and better. Logic to the
Epicurean is not only unnecessary : it is actively deceptive.

2. an-i-ii -robe -i-i'i‘w a-peypd-row ¢B6y7ous, ‘ in accordance with the voices
of things’, i.e. with what things tell us themselves by immediate
perception without the interpretation of 864%. Bignone compares
K. A. xxirvii rots P-'5 diwvafs iccvafs Eavroilis oaivraptirrovotv ri1\)\.' sis rd.
-rrpoiypia-re j6)té-ri-ova-i.v, and Lucr. iii. 9 31 ‘denique si vocem rerum natura
repente mittat' (which is rather far from the notion here). The idea
is akin to that In Ep. ad Hdd § 37. 6 rt: ilvrore-ro.'yp.iiva refs q59ti*y'yot§'. . .
81'? £|iA.'I]¢¢iI/G.t.

3. iii . . . -riji l<a.i-6i-i: in the extant works of Epicurus the nearest
passages are Ep. ad Hdl. §§ 38 (which comes closest to an exposition
of the Canon), 5r, 82, and K A. xxiv: see notes there, and Appendix
to the letter to Herodotus, p. 259 In the first and last of these pas-
sages Epicurus comes at any rate very near including the éri-ij6o)n‘; 1-ijs
dtavoiias among the icptnjpto. Of truth.

4. not -ii-po)ii‘|i|.iei.s, ‘ the general concepts ’ formed by a combination
of fl.i0'a'r;IO’€t'32 cf. Ep. ad Hdi. § 72, and note there. Gassendi would
insert -rd: before rrpoltvjilicic, but it 1S possible that iiio-Gvjcreie and
11-polivjilxeic are grouped closely together as the xpinjpia of knowledge
and -i-Er. -ii-£917 added separately as the iipi-nip.-.ov in the moral sphere.

5. ital. rd: rliavrao-rixils irrtfioloe 1-fie biavoias, ‘the intuitive appre-
hensions of the mind ’, the apprehensions which consist in grasping an
image. For fuller discussion see K A. xxiv note and Appendix, p 259.

6. (aii-res): an addition suggested by Giussani in his notes, seems
necessary to biing out the sense. Besides the Epicureans Epicurus
himself gives some countenance for the inclusion of in-iBo)n‘; -i-Fjs
Siavoifas among the iipirvjpia. of truth. The reference is piobably to
Ep. ad Hdt. § 38 and K. A. xxiv. Possibly, as Bignone suggests,
Epicurus did not include érrifio/Xrj in the Canon, but later on put it in
with the other xptrfipta.

8. ikoyos . i.e. rife-9170-is carries its own conviction of truth without
reasoning or calculation , it is immediate. Nor is it ;iv-iy)'p.-q<,- Sex-ri.mji':
one sensation gains nothing in truth, though it may in interpretation,
from the recollection of another. It cannot be started by itself, but only
by an outside object, and when it is so started it cannot of itself add to
or remove anything from the data of the sensation. '”

9. flip’ ciIl'rF|s is only read by F, but seems obviously right.
Silva-i-u.i, Gassendi, is a necessary correction of iifiwii-i-rt of the MSS.
IO. 063$ alI'1'L 1'6 surtipevov udrd: biehéyfiui, ltrh. This idea recurs in

K. A. xxiii and xxiv, and is elaborated by Lucretius in iv. 482 ff.
§ 82. 1. i'i|.i.o-yew-he : the MSS. have éitoyéveia, which is improbable as

an adjectival form, and may well have arisen from the neighbouring
dvonoyéveia. Seeing that just below they are divided between époywfi
and opioyéveiev, it seems safe to restore the natural adjectival form here.
By one-ywiyc 0.1-To-0170-is he means e.g. two acts of sight, by dvonoyéveie
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e.g. sight and hearing cf. Lucr. iv. 486 ‘an poterunt oculos aures
reprehendere, an auris tactus? ‘

4. fipi-11-rm. is a considerable change from the M S. rfpqrm, but seems
required to make sense.

5. -re iii-ra.i.o-9i'||.i.iii-r-ci, ‘the apperceptions’, e.g. the understanding in
addition to the hearing of what is said by some one else. So 1!-rraia-9-i7u'i.s
is used in Ep. ad Hdt. 52. IO, 53. 2 in the’sense of ‘ comprehen-
sion’. The fact that we do so understand confirms the truth or
necessity of what we hear.

6. il¢¢'a-i-qiie, ‘is a fact’, is part of our experience.
7. Bflev ital. . . . o-r||i.ei.oGa-Biii. : this is of course the regular Epicurean

rule of procedure with regard to things of which we cannot have
immediate perception.

9 eirivoiai, ‘ideas’, framed by the mind and based ultimately on
sensation: e g the Epicurean conception of infinite space is formed
by the combination of rrpoaiiipeis of space, themselves based on
sensation.

iici-i-ii -re 1'l'€pi."l'l'1'H-CI'l.P is not easy. I take it to mean ‘ by coincidence’,
by the fitting in of one experience with another. This is I take it
what Bignone means by ‘ secoiido l’incidei-iza’ Kochalsky appears to
take it to mean ‘by throwing themselves on such perceptions’, but
that does not suit well with the rest of the sentence.

io. ilivalisyiav, the conscious ‘ comparison’ of one experience with
another. 6p.oi61-r|-i-oi, the ‘resemblance’ that is noticed between them,
criivfleirw, the ‘ combination ’ of experiences into a new idea.

II. i:ru|.i.Bti.lO\o|.|.£i'ou 1'i. iicti 1-oi )\o'yio'|.tofi: Epicurus would have to
admit that here reasoning played some part.

-rd -re . . . oil iii.ve'£: a characteristic Epicurean doctrine. The vision
seen in dreams or by madmen must be real, 1.6. must be caused
by actual ¢i'8w)u:i inasmuch as they do ‘ move ' the mind, but they need
not be evidence of an external reality, for they may be caused, e.g. by
ei'8i»)La from things which meet and combine in the air- cf Lucr.
iv. 732 ff.

§ 33. I -rigv. . . -irpéln-|i.|iiv: the ‘general concept’ formed in the
mind by repeated sense-perceptions, and therefore acting as an ‘ antici-
pation ’ by which fresh perceptions are identified: see Ep. ad Hall.

2.
Tani-dl\qi|ii$, ‘ apprehension ’ by the mind. Kochalsky appears to take

iipd-Zjv with this word as well as with Si.-i£av, but not rightly, 5p61F; 86$.-.1.
being so well-recognized a philosophical term.

3. otov Ta . . . a.VapU1'l'0§' the ii-pd).-qi]/is gives us the conception of
' man ’ as spch and such in form and behaviour and enables us thus to
recognize a man. Kochalsky wrongly writes: ofov "rd roioih-or :O'1'l.l-'
"Av6pim-roe, ‘ such for instance, as “Man ” ’, a very unnatural form of
expression.

5. irpoijyoupévuiw riilv ate-flfjircuvz the aii:r91§o'cic ‘lead the way ’ inas-
much as they have formed the -ii-p6)ti;i,l'ie.
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6. 1'3 Ipnhug Iltoreruypirov, ‘the first ', that which the
word immediately suggests apart from metaphorical and other exten-
sions. The participle is Gassendi’s necessary correction for h-m-ra-
-yplwov of the MSS.

in-p741, ‘ clear evidence’ of truth, a favourite word of Epicurus
usually used of the ‘clear vision ’ of an object close at hand: cf.
evdpyqpia, Ep. ad Hdt. § 72. 4, and lwip-yna, ibid. § 48. IO.

rs. uni. 1-6 seams» . . .: for the Epicurean view of opinion see
Ep. ad Hdt. §§ 5o-52 and K. A. xxiv. Opinion is an inference made
by the mind, but based, as is said here, on sense-perception. In the
case of terrestrial phenomena, we can approach and get the ‘clear
vision ’ (a‘v:ip7-qp.a)) which will confirm or contradict it: in the case of
the distant phenomena of the sky we cannot have confirmation, the
utmost is non-contradiction.

13. oiov fliiflev . , . Here the lvapyiis on which our answer will
depend is the a-p6A-qipii: of ‘ man ’.

34. 4. (16) 1:-poo-|.i£vov . . ., ‘the problem awaiting solution’: the
distant view of any object should be so regarded until we can get near
and reach a decision by means of the near view: cf. Ep. dd Hdt.
§§ 38, 5o and K. A. xxiv. The article is a necessary addition.

5. Jyyils yevdurflai. -rq? -ii-iipyigz the square tower which in the distance
looks round was a favourite Epicurean example of the -n-poauivov: cf.
Lucr. iv. 353 ff., 501 ff.

7. -ii-6.0-q . the criterion of the moral field, the ‘feelings ' or ‘internal
sensations: cf. Ep. ad Hdt § 38, &c. ; Ep. ad Mm. § 129.

io. 1-dis Bi -irepi. vliili-71v-ri‘|v iii-mfiv: unless we keep to -r6 -irpdln-we
i"nro-rn-a-y,u.évov 1-0'2; difiléyyois our inquiries will be into mere words: cf.
Ep. ad Hdf. § 37. 7 dine: div . . . ,u|.-F) dxptra 1rti.v'ra. fipiv -36 . . . H iccvoiis
cfiadyyovs dxwpn/.

§B3. Between the first and second letters there is only this brief
sentence.

§116. Between the second and third letters there is a longer
discussion, which has the appearance of being foisted in.

§ 117. r. 11-epi.8& 1-Eiw Biuniuiiv, ‘concerning matters touching different
kinds of lives’, practically ‘concerning moials’ or ‘ethics’: cf. flint,
as a title of a work of Epicurus, in § I 19

3. 'I'pd'r1pov 81: it looks almost as if the third letter originally
followed here, but the discussion of the ‘ wise man ’ was put in subse-
quently. The section is rather diflicult and loose in its construction.

1! 1-e uni-n§ : Usener justly observes that one would expect ii aii-i-Q3 re:
it is s. very loose piece of writing as it stands.

4. -ii-cpl. -i-as a6¢ou: the Stoics spoke particularly of the irodick or
.i-apriem, and a good deal in the section has the appearance of polemic
against the Stoics.

Bhdfioe Ii 6.v-Opdrirow . . . yiveo-Out : the sentence has the appearance
of a philosophic commonplace: hatred is between equals, envy for
superiors, and contempt for inferiors: ef Quintilian xii. 8 ‘nam plun-
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mum refert, invidia rcus an odio an contemptu laboret, quorum fere
pars prima superiores, proxima pares, tertia humiliores premit '.

8. -ii-iifleo-i. ii£iJ0iov . . rrpos 1-iiv o-oibinvz a difficult passage, which has
been very variously treated and understood. Usener would prefer to
read ;.i.-igv for ;u"iJUtov (p. xxviii) and suggests (p. 334) that before oint 8.1:
tip.-irofiio-at Something like -ras 1'05 ,8.-fou 1rcpto"rii.o'ci.s has fallen out: ‘ It is
true that he will be constrained by passions, but the circumstances of
life would be no impediment to wisdom ’. This is a little inconseqtient.
Kochalsky, following Usener’s hint, reads ;i(i;v t'.iJ§‘> i'i)t)tov o-vcrxcfiiia-iiorfiai,
(3) oi».-< iltv é,wrro8i’o-at . . ., ‘ He will be subject to emotions, like any
other man, but this would be no obstacle '. Bignone points out that the
Epicurean sage will not let himself be carried away by intense passions,
but that there are certain affections, such as fiiendship and the grief
for departed friends, to which he is peculiarly liable, and would there-
fore read -irridrc-i(-ric-i);i1i"..\)tov It is difiicult to be certain, but I am
inclined to think rriiiiiico-i is used here in the technical Epicurean sense:
‘ the wise man will feel pleasure and pain more acutely ’, because of his
education and consequent susceptibility. In that case the MS. text may
be kept, but Kochalsl-iy’s connecting seems necessary to give the
passage some kind of coherence

§118 I. itfiv o-1-pefllti-iflfi . . efihaipova. Bignone notices that this
paradox was common to the Stoics and Epicureans Usener has
collected evidence for it among the latter (p. 338).

3. Siareheiv efihoyofivru, the emendation of Kochalsky, seems to me
to get nearest to the required sense. But it is not palaeographically
a satisfactory correction of Sui Tc 68' oiix, which with variations in the
division of the words is the MS. text. Usener proposed Sid re ltd-you
(mi. Sui. -irprifrws ifévai), apparently meaning ‘ he will act similarly both
in word and deed towards friends present or absent’: but it is a very
strange expression, and is not, I think, improved by Bignone’s
suggestion elvai or yiviio-Qai for iévai The true solution has not yet
been found and it looks as if the corruption were extensive.

3-re |i.év-rot . . . 0i.|.l.u§§£l. a return to the Sl.1b_]€ClI of the first sentence
of the section : the ariangement all through this passage is very scrappy
and incoherent.

4. piifiei. iiai. oipaifieiz as the MSS. are fairly evenly divided between
ufifci and paifce but show a great preponderance for oipiiéfei over the
present, it soems better to read the future in both cases. Present and
future are used indifferently all through this section.

5. Aioylvqg: sc. of Tarsus: cf. § 26. I.
7. -riiw o'1rou5o.iaw must be right as against 1-(‘iv 0-rmvfiiiiov of the

majority of MSS., but the expression is not natural.
9. ofihi 9i?6-ircprirrov elvoti. row Epuro: cf. Lucr. iv. I278 .

nec divinitus interdiim Venerisque sagittis
deteriore fit ut forma inuliercula ametur.

iv -rqi. . . Aldobrandmus supplies the number ‘ the twelfth book ’, but
on what authority is not known.

can 1) d
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io. 068! p-q-ropciio-ur iialtiiiez Epicurus had a strong dislike for
rhetoric, which he no doubt thought tended to deal with ipewai iievaf.

ovvolioiig . . . imo: ( 83} with dine-iv parenthetical, seems to’ be
indicated by the MS. text. sener having introduced o-woiioifigv then
reports that the MSS. unanimously read ifiv-no-e, ‘ solita negligentia ', for
6v-ijo-at : this is surely uncritical.

§119. 4. Biarpcii-flees-Bai -i-ii-es, ‘will feel shame in the presence of
some ’, i. e. the respect due to distinguished persons.

0584 |i.-71v hrqpedceiv, ‘ and certainly will not insult them in his cups ’.
The MSS. have 1-app-iicrciiw, which Usener retains and Bignone translates
‘ will not continue in drunkenness ’, but he admits in his note that there
is no evidence for such a meaning of -i-qpija-aw. Hermann suggested
Mgpijo-cw, ‘ he will not talk nonsense in his cups ’, which is poor sense.
Kociia1sky’s amplification is not convincing, -njpiyo-iv i-coo-p.t'ou being
a most unnatural expression. I incline to connect the clause with the
preceding and to read é-n-qpecio-eiv, a rather unusual word which might
be corrupted to mpvje-av: the verb is constructed with acc. in Arist.
Pol. v. io. 15.

6. 0688 1-rolti-reiiaei-at: Epicurus both recommended and practised
abstention from public hfe on the ground that it was destructive
Of drupafiici.

8. (ob) j.i.e-raltltiifiei at-rs.» -rev Biov, ‘ he will not put an end to his life
altogether . This tS perhaps a rather hazardous conjecture for p.mi’.E¢i
straw 1-oi") Bfov, but the corruption is deep-seated For the expression
cf. Isocr. I 19 B, 192 A. Usener reads ire.-i-a.£io'£‘ airrev 1-oi’) Biiov, ‘he still
thinks himself fit to live’, Bignone prefers the text of f pedéfeiv airriiv
-i-oi} Bfov, ‘ he will retain a part in life ’, which presumably carries with
it the change of err,-pmdds to 1:-qpwflévra. Kochalsky has a characteristic
amplification pm-' iii-apafias {Edict 0.1‘:-rhv rot? Biov, ‘ he \\ ill quietly
remove himself from life ', but this is surely the opposite of the sense
required - the true Epicurean will endure, though blinded.

§ 120 ‘. 2. ofi 1|-av-ijyupieiv Si! : another instance of Epicurus’ distrust
of rhetoric: see § I 18.

iiiiii. iii-fioeuc . . . -rofi |u'k)tov-roe: the Epicurean sage must be a
practical man. Cf. Sam’. Val. xll d,u.i:i 313:1 xai qbilloaodisiv xiii oixovopteiv
ital. rois 3.01.1:-oi; oi.iccie'ip.ao'i. xpi7;o'9a.i.

3. <|>i.7tayp-!|o-eiv: a pleasant and rather modern toucli in the sage.
4. <|>Dtov -re ofifiiiva npofieeeflai is Bignone’s correction ‘for the MS.

lC’I‘fi|(I'CO’aG-J. : cf. § I I8. s. Usener made the violent change 9551-qv yap
oiifilva it-rijo-so-fiat, ‘ for no one will find fortune a constant friend’.
Kochalsky reads iii:-oici-ijo-so-flat in the same sense as Bignone’s text, but
the word is unnatural and apparently otherwise unknown except in
ecclesiastical Greek.

ebfloiiaii . . . ac-rai|>pev-ifimo-Bat: for the Epicurean view of worldly
reputation see K. A. vii.

6. Iv mi: Owpiaie, ‘at public festivals ’, and especially religious
ceremonies. That this is the meaning Bignone has shown by reference
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to Plut. canir. .E'pi1'.Bea.:'. 13. i095 c, where it is said that the sage
will take special pleasure in recitaiions and the Dionysiac festivals:
we may compare what is said of Epicurus’ own ‘devotion to the gods ’
in § IO Kochalsky perversely translates, ‘he will specially have
friends in his philosophical speculations ’.

§121b. Bignone has, I think, quite conclusively shown that this
passage and that which pi ecedes it in the MSS. dpupfrjpara . . . £1:-it
1-fiv érrto-rail.-ifiv should be transposed. As the section stands in the
MSS. a passage on the general moral tenets of the Epicureans is
interposed without introduction between two passages descriptive of the
‘ wise men’. By the transposition the sequence is restored. This is
strongly confirmed by the words which come at the end of the two
passages respectively. (i) tie-i-is:-énv 8% é-ii-I -i-Pp» émwreitrjv in the MSS.
is out of place and is followed by the further description of the uodiés,
€l..K6I/0.5‘ 1-: tivafivjo-ctv it-r)t. with the transposition it is brought to its
natural place just before the third letter. (2) -rb é&Fp.~' 80:-:65 8‘ ain-0'8-; is
almost meaningless as it stands: with the transposition 1-6 £55; is the
direction to the scribe to include the passage about the moral tenets,
which, as Bignone supposes, was written, probably by Laertius himself,
as an adscript, Soil-:2 8‘ aim-oi‘; are the fiist words of the passage which
give both meaning and construction to ditapriinara til/LO't1 Jvai.

Usener perceived that there was dislocation but wrongly ieferi-ed the
note -1-6 ii-1'59‘ Son? 8' at’:-.-oi‘; to the third letter, which followed, and
regarded the second passage on the o-oqbde, eiittivw; "re tivadifio-eiv, as the
adscript : he then had to suppose a lengthy lacuna before (i.fJ'.(I.pTIi|Ll.-tlffl.
containing a summary of the whole Epicurean position.

I. ei iixot, dbtntlidpus Ev oxoiq the MSS. have o'xoi:i7s, Oi which
Ktlhrfs 0'xot'17 is a certain correction. Bignone has shown that no
further correction is necessary ; ‘ he will set up statues (of others), but
whether he has one himself, he will be indiEfeient'. This is confirmed
by the scholium to K. A. itxix, when in giving examples of the division
Of pleasures it is Said oi}-re 3% q'>vo'tx&s oifrr’ dvayxafar, time oretpdvous Kai
iiiv8pt¢i.v-i-aw dyadic-ctr. Usener taking the words to refer to some other
trait of the a-ocfids, supposed something lost before it Zxoi. and suggested
-ii-J'tm'3-rev or -rémvo. : Kochalsky would prefer oimqirtv. But no addition is
necessary.

2. Bmkéiuehai : as the aorist infinitive is read by three of the MSS.,
there seems’ no need with Usener to accept the solecism 6p6'rIie lit» . . .
Siaitéfco-dat: Cobet bracketed dv, but it seems simpler to read the
aorist.

3. ivep-yeiqi is Usener’s correction of the MS. évep-yrfvz he will not
‘in practice ’ make poems. We ought perhaps to accept Kochalsky’s
St for re, as a contrast with the previous clause is wanted.

oint dvat ‘re E-repov éripou aotbolrepov. Bignone eitplainfl that, as the
aim of Epicureanism was purely practical and -the doctrine was laid
down once for all by the founder, any idea of progress or superiority
of one Epicurean thinker over another is impossible. min: (twat was

D Cl 2
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accepted by the old editors from the oil»: hm. -rc of B. The majority
Of the MSS. have 015 xtrcirat, whence Usener reads oi’: :<w¢i§o'9a.i., Of
which I cannot make any satisfactoiy sense.

9. ital no.0’ 3-Irvous Si fipoiov i'e-ca-Bat: cf. Ep. ad Men. § I35. 5 iraii-ra
0-Ev miii rd. -roi.i1'oi.s o-vyycvfi ;.|.¢M§'ra. irpds oeavrov ii]y.c'pas ital. wards rrpdc re
for 3p.oi.ov aeuwqi, ital. oi’:8:'-iro-ire 059' 1'51:-up 051' dvctp Starapnxfifio-Q.

II. 1-3 If-fie, on Bignone’s theory, which I follow is a direction to
the scribe, to add in the text the section 12o. 5-to which was
originally written in the margin, and was wrongly inserted above.

Suite? 8' amt; are similarly the opening words of this short section
on Epicurean tenets and are to be read continuously with ii.p.a.p1-i§-
para K1-A

§ 120 b. I. 6.|.i.a.p1-i'|p.a1'ti. iivtoo. elveti. if 3oii-si“ 8‘ 0.151-oifs be read in
connexion with these words it is not necessary to suppose any loss,
though the transition is a little abrupt. Editors before Bignone taking
them in their place in the MSS. after Ev -rat‘: dmpiaie were compelled
to think that something had dropped out. Cobet read (rs) épapnfipam
and Usener would supply (1-it i-cct1'op9u’ip.a.1'ti. iccti. 1'i:‘i.)ci;iia.,orw§p.a.1'a. which
Kochalsky adopts in his translation. But Bignone has shown (it) that
the article is not required, because the Epicureans did not maintain
that ail faults were unequal : some may be equal; (2) that the addition
of -rri. xaropdtépara is unnecessary, as in other passages (e.g D. L vii.
r2o; Hor. Sax‘. i. 3 95) it is the equality or inequality of sins alone
which is in question, and indeed Epicurus, holding that no sage could
be wiser than another, would not mind recognizing equality in good
deeds. The argument is of course directed against the Stoic doctnne
Of the equality Of all i:i;i.apT1i;.La1'a

5. 0'uvi.o'ro.o'9u.i. . . €it1re1r)\1'|pai|.i.€voi.9 the words in the NI SS.are clearly
corrupt, but it is unnecessary to do more than emend Em-mkqpwv with
Bignone to iiirn-e-:r)t19pwp.¢’voie Those who are ‘ complete in their
pleasures ' are the wise, and they alone, according to Epicurus (§ 118,
cf. K. A. itl), are capable of having the fullest friendship. Usener
unnecessarily read o11vi:'o"rao't9at 32 air-i-iyv icard. xotvtovifav ptyiorats
-F;8ovaIs.~ Em:-eii-A-qpwp.év-qv, ‘in a community of interests which is made
complete by the greatest pleasures ’.

§121'. I. -rijv ciifiatpoviav . . . ddiaipemv fi$ovtTw one would naturally
take this contrast to be between the perfect happiness of the gods
which knows no increase or diminution and human happiness, which is
a balance between pleasures added and lost. This was the view of
Meibom who emended ital -riipi <ti.v9ptu1riv17v), ixovoav -ii-poo-9-ifmyv .. .
But this is not good Epicureanism: for Epicurus the perfect human
happiness, the complete removal of pain, was equal to ,that of the
gods (cf. e g. Lucr. iii. 322 ‘ ut nil impediat dignam dis degere vitam ’).
Bignone is therefore right in supposing the contrast to be between the
Epicurean ideal of happiness and that commonly held by men.

4. |.|.rn.1'£o-w Si I-iri. 1-hr iiwrohfivi these words now fall into their
natural place. g



COMMENTARY. §§ I21-I37 4:1

§1B6. 7. Iv rfl iiuipfi hrimpfi: the ‘Lesser Summary’ is usually
taken to be the letter to Herodotus in which there is no reference to
prophecy or divination. Gassendi therefore proposed to emend to
p.axp<§‘., but it is possible either that a passage on the subject has
dropped out of the letter, or that the compilers have here given
a wrong reference

8. ;.iii.v-i-iii-F| . . . YLI-'6|.|.£Pcl. (fr 3)- the phrase is diflicult and in any
case very compendious. The thought appears to be: since events
are regulated by natural laws there can be no supernatural revelation;
even if there were, the events which occur do not concern the true
Epicurean, for he has the regulation of his life in his own hands: cf.
Ep. rm’ Men. § I33 1'5 rrctp’ ii”.i.tiic ti.5é'o"rrori'oi/.

9. oilfiiv -imp’ flair, ‘nothing to us’ appears to be the sense. But
this is a very unusual meaning of in-ripii, which after oiidév, 8-:c , usually
means ‘ in comparison with ’. Meibom accordingly read vrpdit, which
would be normal. Bignone, comparing 1'5 imp’ finds ii8éo-iroi-or, cited
above, would read oi‘.-821» rrapd. 1-5 wrap’ i’7,m'is,‘ncthing in comparison
with that which is in our control’, which is attractive, but probably
unnecessary

§136. I Stailiépe-mi 88 . . . -i';8ov-iis The Cyrenaics, like Epicurus,
selected pleasure as the ‘ end ’, but attached a quite different meaning.
Epicurus held that there were two kinds of pleasures, the ‘static’
(ira1'tzO"r'r7_|1.a.1'ix1§), which consisted in the calm resulting from the com-
plete removal of pain, and the ‘kinetic’, which could not increase
pleasure but only give it variation. The Cyrenaics., on the other
hand, regarded ‘static’ pleasure as purely indifferent, and ‘kinetic’
pleasure was their aim: thus they approached more nearly to the
popular conception of Epicureanism.

3. d.|.i.¢6'repa cannot be right by itself: the older editors altered it
so as to refer to the two i§8ova.if mentioned above, Meibom to dado-
-répav and Gassendi to ii;.t¢e-i-épas. Usener suggested more probably
that a neuter word had been lost, and Bignone’s supplement -yéi/17 is
more likely than Kochalsky’s crxfipara.

5. ¢Otous: there seems no reason to take Gassendi's correction
d>i)too'cii;l>ous

8. Bi again Usener’s suggestion Sixiiie is gratuitous.
II. ebcbppedwn must here denote some violent form of pleasurable

experience, and Bignone may be right in supposing a reference to its
use of the feelings of banqueters iii Hom. Od. ix 5 if :

oii iydp d'y<.ii -yi Ti <pi]p.t 'ré'i\0€ )(c|.ptc't:r'rcpov ch/at
ii) 51-’ Ev pit» Ex-Q itnrii. 8~F),u.ov EJFGJ-"T11;
art-i'vp.6v¢s 3' iivii Sui-p.a.1-’ . . . xril.

§137. 4. 1-fir Si ilwxfiv . . . Ta |.i.0tkew- for this idea that pleasures
can be varied, though not increased, by duration, compare K. A. ix and
the opening (§ 1 22) of the letter to Menoeceus. The Cyrenaics did not
‘ look before and after ’, but regarded only the intensity of the pleasure
at the moment of its occurrence (pevéxpovos ii,-Sow-1}).
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5. 1-fig iiuxfis : Casaubon's insertion of -rite is not necessary in the
very loose writing of these notes.

6. -rt} -nl. [fie . . . xupls Myou : an interesting appeal to experience to
support the central moral doctrine of Epicureanism.

9. Iva. ital 6 'Hpa.iiAi}s . . . : the reference is to Soph. Track. 787, 788 :
B061», iiifwr dpqéi 3' ixnlrrow 1:-¢"rpa|.,
Aoxpifiv 1" dpctot rrpibves Ei'§,Boi'h.s 1" Expo.

IO. xi-riwoe must be right, and the xcinévoe of P‘ a mere error.
Diogenes is clearly making the quotation from memory. and having
used ,8o§‘t as the introductory verb, substitutes something for the
participle ,8o63v at the beginning of the line. But the MS. Stis-mu can
hardly be right, nor are the older conjectures Sciwés and Juio-miv
probable. Kochalsky would read Sdxwv, going after irrrd, ‘ when he
is being devoured by the biting of the shirt’, Boa‘. then being part ot
the quotation : but the arrangement of the words is very awkward, and
ddhvcctuv in tliis sense improbable. Casaubon’s daxp-Jtov seems an obvious
and simple correction.

11. is-revow: again by memory for Sophocles’ in-rii-irow.
§ 188. 1. 06 Si‘ arms; must be the right reading, though it has been

corrupted in some of the MSS.
3. staywyljv . . . dywyfiv, ‘ education is a way of life ’, a means Stdyeiv

-rat Biov, a process that must be continued from age to youth. So
Kochalsky, who translates ‘ education continues over the whole of life '.
This is the natural meaning derived fi om the ordinary sense of Sitiyciv
Bignone, connecting it apparently with a transitive sense of the verb,
translates ‘ direction '.

4. cixdpw-i-or . . . |i.6v-qv- cf. K. A. v and Ep. ad Men. § :32.
5. Bpu-rd, ‘things to eat ', is the reading of the majority of the

MSS. and might well be taken as a typical example of xwpto-ira tiyafiéz
food is a necessity to life, but /3pm-i-oi, particular foods, may be done
without. Usener suggests Bpm-rd 1-we, but in the very rough style of
Diogenes’ notes this is hardly necessary. B‘F read fipe-rti, ‘ mortal
things ', which Bignone prefers, pointing out that these two MSS. are
the chief representatives of the two classes. He translates ‘mortal
goods ’, and for the idea refers to K. A. v and Ep. ad’ Men. § I32 and
§ 135 : but the support is slight and, in spite of Bignoneis argument
that in his maxims Epicurus is apt to use words of poetic colouring,
the expression would be very strange.

6-10 are an introduction to the Kiipuu Aéfiii, which Diogenes
regards as the ‘ crown ' of all Epicurus’ work. a
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